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ABSTRACT 
The widespread popular music-based modem worship movement begun in the 
1960's brought the styles and sounds of popular music into worship as churches sought to 
increase cultural connection in their worship. The worship transformation brought 
significant challenges. Church musicians trained in traditional skills had to adapt and 
incorporate skills associated with popular musics. Music ministers had to train themselves 
and ministry musicians. The worship transformation altered the design of many music 
ministries, changing personnel, practices, repertoire, and ensembles. 
The purpose of this study was to explore the worship transition experience and how 
it impacted the musical processes and training within seven Baptist churches in Hartford 
County, Georgia. Using a qualitative collective case study design, I explored three primary 
areas: 1). the worship style implementation; 2). the structure and activities of the music 
ministry leadership and program; and 3). how the skills necessary for nontraditional music 
ministry have been developed. Within the primary focus, I also investigated the 
transferability of school music education training into current music ministries, examining if 
and how school-trained musicians can engage within nontraditional music ministries. The 
research highlights commonalities existing between school and church music, and parallels 
Vl 
training challenges shared by church and school music educators. This additional inquiry 
stems from the call of music education experts for classroom learning to be expanded in 
content, encourage lifelong engagement, and connect with community life. Data was 
collected through in-depth interviews, pre-inte1-view profiles, ministry documents and 
materials, and field observations. 
Results provided nuance for prior survey-based research. Data revealed that worship 
style interpretation is diverse in implementation. Worship changes have altered the structure 
of church leadership roles and job descriptions. Ministry programs have changed, but 
traditional ensembles maintain significance. Data revealed challenges in skill development, 
requiring retraining for music ministers and ministry musicians, usually achieved through 
independent learning. Results showed that school-based training does transfer into current 
ministries. Church music ministries have expanded their musical practices in a manner that 
parallels the challenge given to music education. Data from the music minister's experiences 
transfers in applicability to school music educators who are also challenged by expanding 
practices. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Background 
Because our communities of worship consist of diverse lives representing all kinds of life 
experiences, no one song can speak for everyone. No one style of music relates to all. As 
there is diversity in gifts and interests so, too, can worship be enriched when the various 
music elements also reflect d1at diversity. As d1e Apostle Paul spoke of 'psalms, hymns and 
spiritual songs' (Eph. 5:19), so too should a variety of types of music enrich our worship. 
(Helseth, 1997 p.84) 
Background and Context 
The "modern1" worship movement, a musical transformation that brought the styles 
and sounds of popular musics into church worship, represents a widespread change in 
Protestant church music. The existence of this worship transformation has been affirmed by 
existing research (Adnams, 2008; Allabough, 2000; Brady, 2002; Brauer, 1998; Chou and 
Russell, 2006; Dawn, 1995; Ihm, 1994;Jurgemeyer, 2003; Liesch, 2001; Miller; 1998; Stovall, 
2001; Swanson, 2005). Changes in music and worship can largely be attributed to changes in 
society and culture, as well as the church's desire to be musically connected to a changing 
culture. Webber (1994) suggests that it reflects an "evangelical commitment to a Scripture-
1 In this paper, the modern worship movement refers to d1e popular music-based worship 
transformation d1at began in the 1960's as part of d1e Jesus Movement. Incorporating the 
instruments of pop-style ensembles, secular sounding songs, and, eventually, an increased use of 
media and lighting, it represented a culturally-connected fonn of worship that was somewhat more 
experiential and outwardly expressive than the existing traditional Baptist worship of choirs, organ, 
and piano that was typical of 1950s Baptist churches. Worshippers began to put down their hymnals 
and look up to screens d1at displayed lyrics to new songs that were either added to, or sometimes 
replaced hymns. The movement has been perceived and embraced as a worship transformation that 
is more experiential, engaging, and culturally accessible than the 1950s traditional practices that it 
initially invaded. The data of tlus research show that while musical practices have dramatically 
changed, the overall framework, order, and elements of Baptist worship remain intaCt among the 
participant churches, thus suggesting iliat the transformation is primarily musical. Still, the m ovement 
ultimately represents both a transformation of music and of worship mindsets that emphasize a more 
vertically-focused approach of worship d1rough songs directed toward God more d1an about God. 
1 
driven worship that relates to the contemporary world" (p. 261). Whereas the intent was to 
maintain a constant message based upon the Baptist belief of unchanging Biblical truth, 
"Style is very different from content ... Style is open and flexible and relative to each culture, 
generation, and preference ... Preferences such as the atmosphere, the music, or the use of 
the arts may vary greatly" (p. 263). Consequently, the effort intended to express a lasting 
message in a musical language that is accessible to the current culture. 
The new worship style has challenged many church music leaders who have had to 
adapt and equip themselves as well as those they lead for the new musical expressions. 
Musicians from numerous denominations have moved away from traditional church music 
and toward modem styles that require skills associated with popular musics. Beginning in the 
1960's, modernity and its ensuing challenges have broken through denominational lines as 
well as traditional practices (Webber, 1994, p. 12). From the numerous denominations 
involved, this research considered the transformation's impact upon a particular people and 
place: Southern Baptist music ministers serving churches within the Hartford School System 
in Georgia. This population of churches represents a single segment of Southern Baptists, 
part of a denomination tl1at has historically struggled with acceptable worship practices, but 
also reflected a proclivity to embrace vernacular forms of music. 
The road leading to worship transformation in Southern Baptist churches has been 
marked by change, challenges, and conflict. As new, popular music-based practices were 
integrated into worship, the familiar and comfortable practices of traditionaf worship were 
adapted or completely replaced by musical ensembles, instruments, skills, repertoire, 
2 The definition of traditional worship music (as used in this research) is provided on page 46. 
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personnel structures, and training measures that contrasted the historical traditions of 
Southern Baptist churches. The current tug between existing and new worship practices is 
hardly a new phenomenon. Redman (2002) stated that 
The history of Protestant worship reveals a cycle of decay and renewal among nearly every 
group. In most periods, decay includes a shift in musical style, a new approach to 
communication, and a change in culture that affects ritual. . .. What one generation finds 
meaningful and significant can become stale and sterile to a later generation. Eventually, new 
liturgical and musical forms emerge to challenge and replace the older ones. Initially, there is 
almost always resistance to renewal. Theologians question the theological integrity of the 
movement, liturgical experts point out its deficiencies, musicians defend established musical 
forms. The arguments of the worship wars are nothing new. The objections to the worship 
awakening of the past 30 years have been heard before. (p. 177). 
Within modern-day churches and numerous other historical shifts in church worship, 
congregations experienced unfamiliar and uncomfortable transitional challenges as today's 
controversial changes become tomorrow's common practice. The modern worship 
transformation's intent was to connect worship to the people through language and music 
that was life-connected and accessible, of releasing the ways of tradition to create a new 
language of worship. As the worship transformation inflltrated Baptist churches, church 
leaders and congregations made adjustments to make worship more connected to their 
communities. An examination of Baptist history will reveal that Southern Baptists have, after 
an uncertain beginning in regard to worship, persevered with a priority of musically 
connecting with common people, and valuing the music important to their lives. 
Baptist Foundations and History. Currendy one of the largest mainstream 
Christian evangelical denominations in the world, the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) is 
named for its doctrine of believer's baptism by total immersion (Music, Baptist Church 
Music; para. 1). Southern Baptists are identified by several core beliefs. First, Baptists 
support the literal interpretation and full authority of the Bible. Baptists believe the Bible to 
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be "God's revelation of Himself to man .... [and) the supreme standard by which all human 
conduct, creeds, and religious opinions should be tried. All Sctipture is a testimony to Christ, 
who is Himself the focus of divine revelation" (SBC.net, 2010, ''Who We Are"). Baptists 
believe in "one and only one living and true God" (SBC.net, 2010, ''Who We Are") who 
exists and teveals himself in the triune form as Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 
Southern Baptists acknowledge only two church ordinances: Believer's Baptism and 
the Lord's Supper. These ordinances are representative of Baptist identity and serve to focus 
the believet's attention not on the denomination, but upon God's tedemptive work toward 
all humans. The SBC website states that: 
Christian baptism is the immersion of a believer in water . ... It is an act of obedience 
symbolizing the believer's faith in a crucified, buried, and risen Saviour, the believer's death 
to sin, the burial of the old life, and the resurrection to walk in newness of life in Christ 
Jesus. The Lord's Supper is a symbolic act of obedience whereby members ... memorialize 
the death of the Redeemer and anticipate His second coming. (SBC.net, 2010, "Who We 
Are") 
Key to this research is the individuality of church practices that stems from Baptist 
belief in the autonomy of each individual congregation (SBC.net, 2010, ''Who We Are"). The 
SBC was established to ptovide centralized guidance that would not invade the rights and 
decision making processes of individual churches (Bearden, 1980, p. 11 ). Each local Baptist 
congregation exists independently within a voluntary alliance with other Baptist churches 
through local associations, state conventions, national conventions, and, ultimately, the 
Baptist World Alliance. These larger alliances both support and enhance the work of local 
congregations in church ministry, missions, education, and social causes (Bearden 1980, p. 
10). The SBC website indicates that since its fust organizational meeting 1845 in Augusta, 
Geotgia: 
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[fhe Southern Baptist Convention] has grown to over 16 million members who worship in 
more than 42,000 churches in the United States. Southern Baptists sponsor about 5,000 
home missionaries serving the United States, Canada, Guam and the Caribbean, as well as 
sponsoring more than 5,000 foreign missionaries in 153 nations of the world. (SBC.net, 
2010, "About Us") 
Baptist beliefs are fully delineated within Tbe Baptist Faitb and Message, the document 
of Baptist core values. It is important to note that this document is a "statement of generally 
held convictions ... [that] serves as a guide to understanding who they [Baptists] are" 
(SBC.net, 2010, ''Who We Are"). While voluntarily associated with the larger body of 
Baptists, each church is independent and unique in its functioning. This individuality is 
visible in Southern Baptist music practices. Sloan (2000) reported that "in valuing their 
independence, Baptists have not been consistent about the teaching of music or the general 
music that should be included in worship" (Sloan, 2000, p. 9). A look at Baptist history 
supports this claim. 
Baptists in England Baptists emerged from England and Holland early in the 
seventeenth century (McBeth, 1987, p. 21) . During the early 1600's, two distinct groups of 
Baptists formed, sharing some common beliefs, but also manifesting distinct doctrinal 
differences (Reynolds, 1976, p. 6; Reynolds and Price, 1978, p. 21, 40). The General Baptists, 
founded by John Smyth and Thomas Helwys, believed in "'general' atonement ... [where] 
anyone who voluntarily believes in Christ can be saved" (McBeth, 1987, p. 21; Reynolds, 
1976, p . 6) . Rather than affirming Calvinism's predestination, the General Baptists were 
influenced by Jacob Arminius, a Dutch theologian who supported "free will ... [and] the 
possibility of 'falling from grace"' (McBeth, 1987, p. 21). The Particular Baptists, emerging in 
the 1630's and led by William Kiffin, Henry Jessey, and John Spilsbury, "believed that Christ 
died not for all mankind, but only for 'particular' ones, namely the elect" (McBeth, 1987, p. 
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22; Reynolds, 1976, p. 6). Following a more Calvinistic perspective, the Particular Baptists 
believed that those who were predetermined by God as the elect would ultimately come to 
salvation and it could never be lost. Although the General Baptists were greater in number, 
both groups held a significant presence in England during the 1600's, and both contributed 
practices and beliefs that are maintained by modern day Baptists (McBeth, 1987, p. 40). 
The Baptist faith emerged in England during a period of "intense reform 
movements, shaped by such radical dissent as Puritanism, Separatism, and possibly 
anabaptism" (McBeth, 1987, p. 21). Although the number of Baptists in England was small 
and the level of their persecution great, their impact upon religious freedom was significant. 
McBeth (1987) describes the role of Baptists within the period of persecution in England: 
The freedom of religious belief and behavior which modern Baptists and others often take 
for granted was forged in the cmcible of persecution in seventeenth-century England. In a 
time when bare toleration was refused by most and begmdged by almost all, Baptists 
advanced and defended the radical concept of freedom for all to believe and worship in what 
they thought most pleasing to God, or not to believe or worship at all. (McBeth, 1987, 19, 
99) 
In 1603, King James I of England ascended to the throne, exercising autocratic rule. 
His reign was marked by increased religious dissatisfaction, evident by increased separatism, 
schisms, and sects (McBeth, 1987, p. 100). To discuss reform, the king gathered leaders of 
the various religions in England and established the Hampton Court Conference. 
Presbyterian, Roman Catholic, Anglican, Puritan, and Separatist leaders came, each bearing 
requests that would bring favor for the faith they represented. In 1611, the Hampton Court 
initiated the work on a new English version of scripture known as the King James Bible 
(McBeth, 1987, p. 100). The king desired religious uniformity, fearing that freedom would 
bring dissention and threaten the policies and power of the throne. Consequently, he held 
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himself as the "Supreme Governor in all Causes and over all persons (as Ecclesiastical as 
Civill [sic]" (McBeth, 1987, p. 100). 
Charles I succeeded the throne in 1625, and ruled until1649 (McBeth, 1987, p. 19). 
Charles I shared his father's view of religious uniformity and support for the Church of 
England, but was significantly more violent in enforcing it. Within his reign, Baptists 
endured intense persecution. 
They made their early witness despite dangers, persecution, and great personal risks. 
Numbers of early Baptists suffered loss of goods, whippings, and imprisonments for their 
faith. Some were physically maimed; cutting off the ears and slitting the nose were favorite 
ways to impress upon Baptists the disfavor authorities felt for their views. (McBeth, 1987, p. 
100) 
Some religious dissenters were imprisoned, executed, and burned at the stake, yet they held 
fast to their belief in religious liberty. 
John Smyth, an outspoken early Baptist leader, a writer, and documented as the 
founder of the first English Baptist church in Gainsborough on Trent (Hooper, 1963, p . 
102), issued a religious liberty confession in 1612, affirming that: 
The magistrate is not by virtue of his office to meddle with religion, or matters of 
conscience, to force or compel men to dus or that form of religion, or doctrine: but to leave 
Clu:istian religion free, to every man's conscience, and to handle only civil transgression 
(Rom. Xiii), injuries and wrongs of man against man, in murder, adultery, theft, etc., for 
Christ only is the king, and lawgiver of the church and conscience. (McBeth, 1987, p. 1 02) 
McBeth (1987) reports that the impact of Smyth's words may have reached farther than he 
ever anticipated, for the "concepts reshaped the modern world. They add up to what is 
presently called religious liberty and separation of church and state" (p. 102). 
But religious intolerance continued. When Charles I was removed from the throne, 
the Church of England was replaced by "Presbyterianism as the state church of England" 
(McBeth, 1987, pp. 106-107). In 1649, Charles I was executed, an act that revealed the 
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radical mindset of the times as well as the anger opposing his heavy-handed, intolerant 
autocratic rule (McBeth, 1987, p. 19). McBeth (1987) reports that during the mid-1600's, a 
period of greater liberty, Baptists significantly increased in number (p. 111). But after 1660, 
as Charles II was removed from exile and given the throne, dissenting religious groups 
experienced intense abuse, being jailed, beaten, and denied the freedom to assemble. The 
Conventicle Act in 1664 "set severe penalties for holding unauthorized worship services or 
'conventicles,' with more than five persons present beyond the immediate family" (p. 114-
115). Although Baptists continued to meet secretly, this act increased the danger of 
assembling. Consequently, Baptists would alter meeting locations, disguising their purpose 
by wearing plain clothing, and even having the pastor preach from an adjoining house (p. 
113, 117-118). In 1689 the Act of Toleration was passed, a significant marker toward 
bringing religious freedom into the world. But even with this passage, fees had to be paid to 
the Church of England, now restored as the state church, in order for religious activities to 
occur (p. 121). 
During this period of turmoil, McBeth (1987) emphasized that Baptists were 
particularly persecuted for what they believed to be biblical baptism (p. 44). First, Baptists 
held the conviction that baptism was not intended for infants, but for "believers only and 
that this voluntary confession/ baptism should form the basis of the church" (p. 35). 
Secondly, they resumed the ancient practice of Baptism by immersion which they believed to 
be the example set within the New Testament. While both General and Particular Baptists 
forged this path, it was the Particular Baptists who most secured the practice. The "I<:iffin 
Manuscript" (p. 44) declared that baptism "ought to be by dipping ye Body into ye Water, 
resembling Burial & riseing [sic] again" (p. 44). Many Baptists were ridiculed and accused of 
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immodesty during the early stages of the ordinance. Despite the trials, the ordinance remains 
a part of Baptist identity to the current day. 
Baptist music. The earliest record of Baptist worship describes a service from 1609 
that included scripture reading, various speakers and worshippers expounding upon 
scripture, an urging to give to the poor, offering collection, and prayers interspersed 
throughout all other service elements. McBeth (1987) noted that the worship spanned four 
hours, from eight in the morning until noon, and further described the unpredictable 
worship experience (p. 91): 
Baptists required complete spontaneity in worship, so that individuals could respond to God 
as the Spirit might lead them at any moment. This made Baptist worship somewhat 
unpredictable .. . Baptist resistance to set forms of worship in the Prayer Book helps explain 
their freewheeling style. From John Smyth onward, Baptists insisted that they could not pray 
out of a book but that prayer and praise must come directly "from the hart [sitj." (McBeth, 
1987, p. 92) 
The earliest Baptist churches opposed music and hymn singing in worship for 
several reasons. Hooper (1963) records that, "Their objections were centered mainly around 
the fear of becoming formal in worship" (p. 1 03). McBeth (1987) adds that opposition 
existed from some Baptists viewing hymn singing in worship as a "carnal exercise" (p. 93). 
Still another factor for the initial hesitance may have been to avoid "undue attention to 
Baptist meeting places. Such 'conventicles' were illegal, and group singing might alert 
passersby or the authorities that an unlawful worship meeting was taking place" (p. 93). 
The two Baptist groups held differing views toward congregational singing. The 
General Baptists resisted congregational singing for more than a century, questioning its 
appropt-iateness for worship (McBeth, 1987, p. 93; Reynolds and Price, 1978, p. 40). In 1689, 
the General Baptist Assembly determined psalm singing to be carnal and in conflict with 
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evangelical worship (Westermeyer, 1998, p. 188). The General Baptist leader, Thomas 
Grantham, supported only the occasional singing of psalms, but "lamented the recent 
'encroachment of humane Innovations' in these areas" (McBeth, 1987, p. 93). He and other 
General Baptists, permitted singing under strict guidelines. Only clear, loud, unaccompanied 
solo singing was acceptable "with no mixed voices or 'promiscuous singing' by a 
multitude .. . [and] 'no warbling"' (p. 93). All texts were to be Biblical, preferably psalms, and 
no texts could be human-created. General Baptists also did not support "the singing of 
believers and unbelievers together, the use of 'set forms,' [or] the metrical versions of the 
psalms, as being 'man made' and unworthy of public worship" (Reynolds, 1976, p. 6). To 
General Baptists: 
Group singing of 'manmade' hymns carried a number of dangers. 'Set songs' were as bad as 
'set prayers,' or even 'set sermons,' and might lead to theJll. A singing congregation might 
include some non-Christians, and their participation would pollute the worship. For all to 
sing the same words and same musical notes would be an obvious denial of spontaneity in 
worship. What if one person should be led by the Spirit to sing another words, or another 
note, at that time? (McBeth, 1987, p. 94) 
Curiously, Reynolds considered that, "These beliefs left only the possibility that an 
individual might feel inspired to sing a spontaneous song" (Reynolds, 1976, p . 6), a 
demonstration that, it would seem, would also be man-made. However, Webber (1994) 
clarifies the intent of the spontaneous song by referencing antiliturgical statements made by 
John Smyth. Smyth claimed that: 
[New Testament Worship] properly so called is spiritual worship proceeding originally from 
the heart; and that reading out of a book ... is no part of spiritual worship, .. .it is being 
substituted for the part of spiritual worship. We hold that seeing prophesying is part of 
spiritual worship: therefore in time of prophesying it is unlawful to have the book [i.e. the 
Bible] as a help before the eye. We hold that seeing singing [sic] a psalm is part of spiritual 
worship: therefore, it is unlawful to have the book before the eye in time of singing a psalm. 
(Webber, 1994, p . 115; Westenneyer, 1998, p. 184; Young, 1959, p. 8) 
Smyth's view toward singing was stringent and difficult. Young (1959) emphasized 
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that, "It is evident that Smyth's original idea of one person improvising melody and text by 
the aid of the spirit in the midst of worship had proven an impossibility" (p. 24-25). 
Particular Baptists were also initially opposed to congregational singing and 
instrumental worship, but were less resolute in their opposition. By the mid 1600's, an 
increased interest in singing was apparent (McBeth, p. 1987, p. 94-95; Reynolds and Price, 
1978, p. 40; Westermeyer, 1998, p. 188-189). Consequently, Baptist congregational singing 
emerged and endured from the Particular Baptists during the late seventeenth century, 
greatly aided by the leadership of Benjamin Keach, pastor of the Baptist Church in 
Southwark. Having procured the consent of his congregants, he initiated the singing of a 
hymn to conclude the Lord's Supper (McBeth, p. 1987, p. 94-95; Reynolds and Price, 1978, 
p. 41; Westermeyer, 1998, p. 189). Using hymns primarily written by Keach (Reynolds and 
Price, 1978, p. 41), a long journey began to establish the role of singing in worship: 
In 1673 he persuaded the church ... to sing a hymn at the close of the Lord's Supper, 
allowing those who objected to leave before the hymn. Six years later the church agreed to 
sing a hymn on 'public thanksgiving days,' and fourteen years after that, to sing as part of 
every Sunday's worship. Keach was patient; twenty years were necessary to complete the 
transition to singing. (McBeth, p. 1987, p. 94-95) 
But dissention about how singing should be done arose even within Keach's 
congregation. Reynolds and Price (1978) record that Isaac Marlow led the opposition, taking 
issue over whether singing was a viable spiritual gift; whether a "set form of words in 
artificial rhyme was allowable" (p. 41); and whether songs, if present, should be sung by only 
the minister, or "together with a promiscuous assembly made up of the sanctified and 
profane, of men and of women" (Reynolds and Price, 1978, p. 41). Both sides created 
persuasive and oppositional treatises, instigating a "pamphlet war" (Music, "The 17th 
century," para. 5; Westermeyer, 1998, p. 189), between those who supported and those who 
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opposed the inclusion of music in worship. In his pamphlet, The Breach Repaired in God's 
Worship, Keach "elevated singing to a gospel ordinance and said its neglect was one of the 
reasons for spiritual dearth among the churches" (Hooper, 1963, p. 1 03) . 
This "breach" was clearly a very serious matter for Keach. He pointed out that just because a 
group such as Roman Catholics or Quakers holds some errors is no reason to suppose that 
they hold no truth at all. Singing needed to be restored, he argued, no matter how hard that 
restoration may be and no matter who else did or did not do it. Keach [considered it] 
nonsense to talk of singing with the heart and without the voice. (Westermeyer, 1998, p. 190) 
McBeth (1987) notes that, "Twenty-two of Keach's members withdrew to join a non-singing 
church. They could not escape, however, for that church soon adopted singing, the church's 
new pastor making it a condition of his coming" (p. 94-95). By the start of the next century, 
even many General Baptists had embraced singing as an accepted element of Baptist 
worship (p. 95). 
Ultimately, the practice of hymn singing was defended in Baptist worship by its 
connection with the Lord's Supper ordinance (Reynolds and Price, 1978, p. 40; Young, 1959, 
p. 45) and the clear scriptural support from the Biblical account of Jesus and the disciples 
sharing communion. The Bible records that after the Lord's Supper, ''When they had sung a 
hymn, they went out into the Mount of Olives" (Bible, Matthew 16:30 as cited by Reynolds 
and Price, 1978, p. 40). The Baptist valuation of this ordinance and adherence to biblical 
authority secured the place of congregational singing. 
Baptists in North Anlerica. Emerging from their tumultuous English heritage, 
some Baptists immigrated to North America in search of greater religious freedom and 
tolerance (Hooper, 1963, p. 1 02). In 1639, Roger Williams founded the first North American 
Baptist church in Providence, Rhode Island (Hooper, 1963, p. 105; McBeth, 1987, p. 124). 
Despite early persecution in North America, Baptists gradually gained acceptance, 
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particularly as attitudes toward religious freedom improved after the Revolutionary War 
(Bearden, 1980, p. 12). With a strong emphasis upon evangelism, the denomination grew to 
867 churches in sixteen territories and states by 1790 (Reynolds, 1976, p. 6). Hooper (1963) 
reported that, "Although Baptists now included members of social position and wealth, their 
strongest appeal was to the common people" (p. 110). Baptists became most heavily 
concentrated in the southern states, which eventually contained two-thirds of the 
denominational membership. The populist appeal of the Baptist faith to the common people 
gradually became a trait associated with Baptists in the South. 
Even in the New World, the same controversies lingered over whether music should 
be included in worship, and what practices were suitable if music was incorporated (Bearden, 
1980, pp. 11-12; Hooper, 1963, pp. 104-106; McBeth, 1987, p. 150; Music, North America: 
The 17th and 18th centuries; Reynolds, 1976). Early American Baptists used the 1612 
Ainsworth Psalter, the 1640 Bqy Psalm Book, and the 1696 Tate and Brady's New Version prior 
to the mid-eighteenth century. As the denomination grew, Baptists began to publish their 
own hymnals (Bearden, 1980, p. 13). The first collection, Hymns and Spiritual Songs, Collected 
from the Works of Several Attthors, was produced in America in 17 66 (Hooper, 1963, 1 06-1 09; 
Reynolds, 1976, p. 10). The texts included hymns by English writers as well as American 
folk hymns. 
Baptist congregational singing, like other denominations, was also impacted by 
singing school instruction (Bearden, 1980, pp. 11-12; Hooper, 1963, pp. 105-1 07). Within 
early American congregations, the practice of lining-out songs was common in worship. 
Although the "expedient" (Westermeyer, 1998, p. 188) call-and response practice enabled 
congregational singing if books were unavailable or when people could not read, the practice 
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raised musical concerns in how it altered and elongated songs. 
Lining out slowed the pace of singing, broke the shape of a psalm into a line-by-line, call-and 
response pattern, and encouraged improvised turns and flourishes. To keep afloat in this 
drifting sea people had to sing loudly. Finally nobody sang the same thing any more in a 
cacophony so slow that two breaths were required on one note. Thomas Walter (1696-1725), 
a minister in Roxbury, Massachusetts, said tunes were 'miserably tortured, and twisted, and 
quavered ... into a horrid Medley of confused and disorderly Noises.' He pronounced it 
'something so hideous ... as is beyond expression bad.' (Westermeyer, 1998, p. 248) 
Within numerous denominations, the state of congregational singing became a topic of great 
concern and divisiveness as opposing sides argued over returning to notated singing or 
continuing rote singing. Westenneyer (1998) c()ncludes that, "Though lining out 'by rote' 
was in this case the innovation, within a generation or so it had become traditional. People 
were not of a mind to change" (p. 249). Those who supported "regular singing" (p. 249) by 
notation helped initiate singing schools after the mid-eighteenth century. Ultimately, urban 
churches moved away from the practice most quickly, while rural churches, particularly in 
the south, held to the practice, with some still incorporating it today (p. 249). Over time, 
Baptist interests and priorities began to increasingly diverge by region, a reality reflected in 
Baptist hymnody. 
From the beginning of the nineteenth century Baptist hymnody in the United States 
developed in two distinct streams- the Northern and the Southern .... The situation in 
hymnody thus provides us today with one of the ftrst historical clues that contrasts within 
denominational life were developing along regional lines .... Baptists apparently were evolving 
two independent and somewhat antithetical patterns of religious culture (Hooper, 1963, p. 
111-112). 
Although the economic and political factors that led to the civil war might have 
added to the regional separation of Baptists, Hooper (1963) reports that divergence appeared 
well before those issues. Instead, the divide was a willing one that allowed each region to 
"acknowledge the incompatibility of conflicting forms of religious life" (p. 112). A significant 
example of the divergence was evident in The Psalmist, an 1843 hymn collection compiled by 
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Smith and Stow. The compilers hoped that the collection would not only unify all Baptists to 
adopt the same hymnal, but that it would also "tend to the elevation of evangelical taste, the 
interests of worship, and the diffusion of a more fervent piety" (Hooper, 1963, p. 112; 
Bearden, 1980, p. 13). The Psalmist was widely accepted in the North, but not well received in 
Southern churches since folk hymns were omitted in the effort to refine musical taste. In 
contrast, the favored hymnals in the South included the 1865 Southern Hannot!J, the 1844 
Sacred Hatp, several tune books prepared by Walker, White, and King, and numerous 
editions of Reverend Dupuy's Baptist Hymns and Spiritual Songs, ranging from 1812 to 1842. 
Dupuy's hymnal enjoyed great popularity "due to the inclusion of folk songs" (Hooper, 
1963, p. 116) and songs that expressed personal experience (Bearden, 1980, pp. 13-14). 
Hooper (1963) reported that the Southern Baptist enthusiasm for this hymnal reflects their 
lingering valuation of the common man's music (p. 116). Additionally, Reverend Andrew 
Broaddus published The Dover Selection of Spiritual Songs in 1828 and The Vit;ginia Selections of 
Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs in 1836 (p. 118). In the preface to the latter hymnal, 
Broaddus wrote that some of the hymns "may not be capable of standing the test of refined 
criticism .... That as the book is designed for popular as well as for pulpit use, some 
allowance must be made for popular liking" (Hooper, 1963, p. 119). 
Hooper (1963) emphasized that, "Real differences existed between Baptists in the 
North and those in the South in their choice of hymnals, suggesting that both religious and 
cultural differences had long tended to separate Baptists of the two regions" (p. 120). Before 
1845, Baptists of the North and South shared association in the Triennial Convention that 
began in Philadelphia in 1814 (Hooper, 1963, p. 120). But as pressures and differences 
increased within the Triennial Convention, 328 Baptists from the South, all from various 
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congregations, assembled at the First Baptist Church of Augusta, Georgia in 1845 to form a 
new Baptist organization that would "provide a strong, centralized direction for 
denominational affairs through boards, without infringing upon the rights of individual local 
churches" (Bearden, 1980, p. 11; Hooper, 1963, p. 120). From this assembly emerged the 
constituted Southern Baptist Convention in May, 1845 (Hooper, 1963, p . 120). Reynolds 
(197 6) reported that in the years after the formation of the SBC, southern state 
congregations primarily relied upon their own collections of music because "Up to this time 
hymnals found in Baptist churches were prepared and published by individuals. From this 
time on, however, denominational publishing agencies, both in the North and South, took 
on greater significance" (p. 17). Shortly thereafter, the Southern Baptist Publication Society 
of Charleston, South Carolina issued Baptist Psa!mocfy in 1850, a collection complied by Basil 
Manly and Basil Manly, Jr. The SBC recommended it to churches for its high quality and the 
hymnal was well received (p.17). 
Still, other external musical influences held significant sway on Baptist worship 
music, and two major movements were particularly influential (Bearden, 1980, p. 11). The 
first was the formation and growth of the Sunday School movement during the early to mid-
1800s. In addition to weekly worship, Sunday School classes provided in-depth Bible study 
and the teaching of Baptist doctrine for children and adults. Sunday school initially existed as 
a separate organization from the church and was led by laymen. Being a separate entity, the 
organization published its own materials and songbooks (Reynolds, 1976, p.20). From 1841 
to 1879, Sunday School songs, became a popular source of theological instruction, often 
composed by Robert Lowery, William B. Bradbury, or William H. Doane (Bearden, 1980, p. 
15). Secondly, a large wave of evangelism brought revivals and camp meetings throughout 
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the South. Revival services involved a guest minister speaking to a local congregation for a 
series of services intended to reinvigorate the faith of congregants. Camp meetings, outdoor 
services held beneath a tent rather than inside a church, represented a "sweeping evangelical 
movement" (Reynolds, 1976, p. 15) intended to convert nonbelievers. Within the camp 
meetings, evangelistic camp meeting songs were sung, songs that "focused on first person 
singular ... [a] 'Jesus-and-me' type" of experience (White, 1989, p.161). The music was easy 
to learn, bore repetitive tunes and lyrics, and was "specifically designed to make converts 
(White, 1989, p. 174). 
The Sunday School songs and camp meeting songs became influences for an 
infiltration of white gospel songs in the late 1800s. Hooper (1963) concluded that, "Thus, it 
can be seen that the gospel song is the culmination of those movements which came before 
it" (Hooper, 1963, p. 98), emerging from the influence of Sunday School songs, camp 
meeting songs, and the folk tunes used in Psalter music, making gospel songs an effective 
musical expression for evangelism (Hooper, 1963, p. 98). Reynolds (1976) stated that the 
influence of the gospel song phenomenon "emerged in the late nineteenth century and 
continues to the present time (p.19). Gospel songs included a verse and a refrain and often 
used secular tunes, but had sacred texts that were more personally experiential than hymn 
texts. In the gospel song: 
Everything is personal - sin, Savior, and commitment - and a hymnody that 
expresses this personal feeling (set to an easy, singable, rhythmic tune) is popular. 
Hymns are expressive of a mature Christian experience, and are often meaningless to 
those who have never had a personal religious experience. Since evangelism is 
directed to those who are outside Christianity, gospel songs are directed toward 
them. (Hooper, 1963, p. 98) 
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The gospel song came to be an important musical expression within Southern 
Baptist churches (Reynolds, 1976, p. 19; Bearden, 1980, p. 14). Hooper (1963) expressed that 
the gospel song bore "both sacred and secular" traits (Hooper, 1963, p . 98), traits that 
position it as a predecessor to modem worship music. In the South, gospel songs were 
deemed as "a variant expression of American folk hymnody, and nowhere was there a more 
fertile soil than among Southern Baptists" (Reynolds, 1976, p. 20; Bearden, 1980, p. 15). 
Reynolds (1976) recorded that the southern region was primed for gospel songs to develop: 
The simple singable Sunday School songs found a warm welcome in those churches in 
which the regular hymn singing of the congregation had declined into a meaningless 
experience, lacking in vitality and warmth. When educational standards were low and cultural 
advantages meager, the absence of a traditional hymnody and the freedom and independence 
of the local congregation all joined together to provide a fertile climate for the gospel song. 
(Reynolds, 197 6, p. 20) 
The popular appeal of gospel songs, folk hymns, and Sunday School songs troubled 
some Baptist leaders who viewed these vernacular expressions as inferior and less polished 
than traditional hymnody (Hooper, 1963, pp. 112-113). Concern also existed that the 
widespread Southern affinity for these songs would undermine the heritage of Baptist 
hymnody. Basil Manly, the ftrst biblical interpretation professor at Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary (Hooper, 1963, p. 121), wrote in 1891, stating: 
For some years it has been apparent that the rage for novelties in singing ... has been 
driving out of use the old, precious, standard hymns .. .. They are scarcely sung at all. They are 
not contained in the non-denominational song books, which many churches have usurped 
d1e places of our old hymn books. 
We cannot afford to lose iliese old hymns. They are full of ilie Gospel; they breathe the 
deepest emotions of pious hearts in the noblest strains of poetry; they have been listed and 
approved by successive generations of those who love ilie Lord .. .. But the young people 
today are unfamiliar with them, and will seldom hear any of them if the present tendency 
goes on untouched. 
To meet d1at need, the present work is offered. It is cheap and of convenient size; it 
contains no trash and no unreal sentiment or unsound doctrine . .. .Two great ends have been 
kept in view ... to promote congregational singing . .. to do something toward the elevation 
and general culture of musical tastes among the Baptist people, whom I love. (as cited in 
Reynolds, 197 6, pp. 18-19) 
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In 1915, formal seminary education for music leaders had begun in the Texas 
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, led by I. E. Reynolds and L. R. Scarborough. 
The three-year program provided instruction in musicianship, practicum, and evangelism. By 
1919, E . 0. Sellers founded the music department of the New Orleans Baptist Bible 
Institute, and by 1944, the School of Sacred Music was created within the Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky (Bearden, 1980, p. 18-20). In time, six SBC 
seminaries were founded to train pastors, musicians, and other ministry leaders. These 
seminaries include: Golden Gate Theological Seminary; Midwestern Baptist Theological 
Seminary; New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary; Southeastern Baptist Theological 
Seminary; Southern Baptist Theological Seminary; and Southwestern Baptist Theological 
Seminary (Bearden, 1980, pp. 18-20). These venues established a means for training of 
Southern Baptist music leaders in formally-based music skills, music program development, 
Baptist theology, and church history. 
Bearden (1980) reported that in 1938, a survey was commissioned to evaluate the 
state of music in churches. It revealed the strong presence of gospel songs, lack of music 
leader training, and few children's or youth choirs. Concerns over the state of music led to 
the establishment of the SBC Church Music Department in 1941, with B. B. McKinney as 
Secretary, a step that prompted a national and state level emphasis on providing training 
clinics, conferences, and assisting local music leaders toward improving music (Bearden, 
1980, pp. 22-23). In 1946, a music educator named W. Hines Sims became Associate 
Secretary of the Church Music Department. Sims developed a music curriculum for use 
within churches and also provided field support for implementation (Reynolds, 1976, p. 
428). After training and support was provided to music leaders, a follow-up survey was done 
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to measure progress. The 194 7 survey of Baptist churches showed that 48 percent of 
churches with over 2500 members employed music leaders on a full-time basis. In smaller 
churches of at least one thousand members, 34 percent employed a full-time music leader 
(Bearden, 1980, pp. 25). 
By 1950, the SBC Church Music Department began publishing The Church Musician, a 
monthly magazine supporting music leaders and providing printed music for multiple age 
groups (Bearden, 1980, p. 26-28). By 1952, the SBC established A Standard of Excellence for 
churches that maintained an organized music program, choirs for all ages, the use of 
denominational hymnals, formal musical training, and the goal to involve ten percent of the 
congregation in the music program (Bearden, 1980, p. 26-28). By this period, the primary 
musical forces of Baptist worship typically included choirs for children, teens, adults, and 
senior adults, with instrumental accompaniment provided by organs, pianos, and orchestras 
(Music, North America: The 19th and 20th centuries," para. 6). 
Two important hymnals were published during the twentieth century. Assisted by 
numerous Southern music ministers, John Hill compiled the 1940 Broadman Hymnal, a 
hymnal that included populist preferences. The hymnal contained hymns, gospel songs, 
choir anthems, and responsive congregational readings (Hooper, 1963, p. 130; Reynolds, 
1976, p . 6). The second hymnal, The Baptist Hymnal, was published in 1956. Hooper (1963) 
stated that, "Outside of the establishment of a church music program the most important 
contribution to Southern Baptist life has been the Baptist Hymnal (p. 133). The hymnal is 
congregational in focus, removing all choir songs, and contains more than 500 hymns, 
gospel songs, calls to worship, responses, responsive readings, and nine indexes. Tunes were 
transposed to comfortable keys to encourage congregational singing (Hooper, 1963, p. 133). 
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These two hymnal publications underscored the continued popularity and enduring presence 
of populist affinities. 
By the 1950's and into the 1960's, a large number of well-trained music leaders were 
overseeing church music programs. A full-time music minister was present in 50 percent of 
churches having over five hundred members. With the increased focus on music programs 
and training church musicians, the music leadership role became viewed as a music minister 
rather than merely a music leader (Bearden, 1980, pp. 28-30). The efforts to refine worship 
music and establish music programs had proved effective and influential. 
While strong church music programs continue to flourish, "It was in the middle of 
the 1960s that the impact of secularization of religious in America was first seen in Southern 
Baptist Churches" (Bearden, 1980, p. 30). Youth musicals, folk music, and popular styled 
music began to ease into worship. Bearden (1980) concluded that, "A rather unsettled state 
of music usage in the churches began then and has continued to the present time" (pp. 30-
31). Despite the extensive and successful efforts to elevate Baptist worship, historical Baptist 
tendencies reemerged as still another external influence disrupted the status quo of Baptist 
worship. The stage was set for significant change in Baptist worship. 
In sum, two themes emerge from the historical activity of American Baptists. The 
first is a sense of musical exclusivity and refinement primarily from Northern Baptists, 
evidenced in the lack of value attributed to folk hymns, folk hymnals, and vernacular musics 
such as the gospel songs (Bearden, 1980; Hooper, 1963; Reynolds, 1976). This attitude was 
present toward The Psalmist, published in 1843, and other hymnals that omitted folk hymns 
in the effort to refine musical taste (Bearden, 1980; Hooper, 1963; Reynolds, 1976). Later, 
this theme reemerged among leaders associated with higher learning, who sought to rescue 
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Southern Baptist music from what they perceived to be vernacular degradation. Basil Manly 
of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminaq wrote of "the rage for novelties in 
singing, . . . [of a new hymnal that] contains no trash and no unreal sentiment or unsound 
doctrine .... Two great ends have been kept in view . .. to promote congregational 
singing, ... [and a desire] to do something toward the elevation and general culture of musical 
tastes among the Baptist people (as cited in Reynolds, 1976, pp. 18-19). During the interval 
between the two world wars, more Baptists leaders called for a higher standard. 
[The leaders sought] a higher type hymnody for Southern Baptists. Like .. . Manly of the 
previous century, they spoke out against the triteness and shallowness of many of the gospel 
songs and pointed to the sturdiness and maturity of a nobler song. These crusaders 
welcomed the appearance in 1926 of The New Baptist Hymnal, published joindy by the 
Northern and Southern conventions .... It was widely used in the North, but seemed to be 
too "new" for popular acceptance in the South. (Reynolds, 197 6, p.21) 
The second theme reveals a Southern Baptist attitude of inclusiveness toward 
vernacular musics, evident in the enduring popularity of folk hymns in the South. Reverend 
Dupuy's Baptist Hymns and Spiritual Songs was popular in the south "due to the inclusion of 
folk songs" (Hooper, 1963, p. 116). When Reverend Broaddus published The Dover Selection of 
Spiritual Songs, he acknowledged that some hymns "may not be capable of standing the test 
of refined criticism ... .That as the book is designed for popular as well as for pulpit use, 
some allowance must be made for popular liking" (Hooper, 1963, p. 119). Despite criticism 
and attempts to suppress their musical preferences, Southern Baptists continued to value 
vernacular musics, revealing a populist-over-classicist mindset. The historical inclusiveness of 
vernacular music established a precedent for the later and far more drastic transformation to 
contemporaq3 worship music (Music, North A~erica: "The 19th and 20th Centuries," para. 
3 The definition of contemporary worship music (as used indus research) is provided on page 46. 
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10). Reflecting their historical legacy, many current Southern Baptist churches have again 
maintained the theme of inclusiveness and valuation of vernacular musics, despite the related 
challenges, criticisms, conflicts, and changes. 
Transformed Worship. Helseth (1997) described the tumultuous nature of the 
1960's that marked the start of the modern worship movement, emphasizing that society 
encountered "traumatic upheaval during that decade which forever redirected our culture, 
politics, economy, educational system and churches" (p. 54). Helseth summarized the flurry 
of events that set the stage for transf01mation and stirred the American culture for the 
restless 1960's. The Korean conflict had ended, busing segregation was deemed 
unconstitutional, The Russians had launched Sputnik, and the birth control pill became 
publicly available. The first demonstration of racial opposition occurred in Alabama, and the 
Peace C01ps was established (pp. 55-56). President Kennedy was elected to office, but soon 
the nation was stunned by his assassination. The Civil Rights Bill was enacted, Women's 
Liberation gained footage, the Watts riots and the Chicago Democratic Convention riots 
were televised for a watching nation, and the Vietnam conflict was instigated (p. 55). The 
period hosted the Woodstock rock concert, Watergate, the Kent State University killing of 
protesters, and Richard Nixon's resignation (p.55). 
The culture was immeasurably impacted by enormous technological developments 
such as television, video, and audio recording. Social revolutions both revealed and shaped 
the mindsets of Americans. The revolutions were of racial and gender equality; rebellion 
against authority, the establishment, and traditional standards; drug use and sexual 
promiscuity; the Vietnam War; the onset of a postmodem mindset; the pervasive power of 
popular culture; and the impact of rock and roll music (Helseth, 1997 p .54-69). 
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The church was not immune or removed from these cultural upheavals. Webber 
(1998) indicated that with the onset of postmodernism and increased globalization 
connecting remote parts of the world, the church expe1-ienced a "softening [of] theological 
differences and denominational distinctions .... The theological systems and denominational 
particulars that at one time divided one church from another have become increasingly 
blurred" (p. 14). Helseth (1997) further described the nature of churches dm-ing this period: 
As the cultural scene of our society began to shift dramatically in the 1960's, so also 
did the church. The traditional mainline churches entered the 1960's on a growth spurt that 
began shortly after World War II and climbed through the 1950's. Attendance was high, new 
churches were being constructed, and existing buildings were adding on more and more 
classrooms and larger sanctuaries to accommodate the crowds. The health of the nation was 
reflected in the health of the churches. All signs pointed to greater things in tl1e future . 
By the middle of tl1e 1960's, however, it became obvious that mainline churches 
were in a state of major decline in membership; it was not a temporary downturn as 
everyone hoped. The cultural challenges affecting the nation as a whole begin to dramatically 
affect the church; attendance records and membership numbers reflect that crisis. Loren 
Mead comments how the decline in membership is even more dramatic when coupled with 
the fact that the general population of tl1e United States was in a major growth stage during 
this same time. All mainline churches were in a state of decline, leading Mead to conclude 
that the problem in membership decline is not sometl1ing the churches were doing or not 
doing but reflects the changes in culture surrounding tl1e congregations. (Helseth, 1997 p. 73-
74) 
Heavily impacted by the massive cultural changes, churches were challenged to 
effectively respond. Risi (2007) reported that the cultural upheaval was marked by 
considerable rebelliousness from the "hippie generation" (p.2), but gradually, some of these 
disillusioned young Americans abandoned that lifestyle and turned to the church instead (p. 
2). As they entered the church, they brought their musical preferences with them, paving the 
way for an extraordinary transformation of church worship through music that had religious 
lyrics, but the sounds of secular popular music (Risi, 2007, p. 2). 
According to Helseth, (1997), the ''Jesus Movement" (p. 75) began to represent "a 
Christian response to the counterculturallifestyles of the 1960s ... [sweeping] the country and 
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across denominational lines uniting people in Bible studies and emotionally charged worship 
services" (p. 75). During the 1960's and 1970's, this music increased in popularity and led to 
the development of Contemporary Christian Music (CCM) and the CCM industry. CCM 
emerged as an "effort to be culturally relevant ... by adopting popular music styles and 
adapting them lyrically to reflect an acceptable spiritual viewpoint to the church and as a 
magnet to attract unbelievers" (Risi, 2007, p. iv). To many churches, this music was a way to 
remain Biblically grounded, but more accessible to the surrounding culture. 
Over time, CCM has become an "eclectic ... amalgamation of previous styles and 
influences" (Risi 2007, p. 28), but above all, a standard part of worship repertoire in many 
churches. During the 1990's CCM expanded into "praise and worship music" (Risi 2007, p. 
28), typically brief choruses with "mini texts" (Cartwright 2004, p. 12) instead of full-blown 
lyrics. The choruses are often confessional, testimonial, and repetitive in character, not 
unlike the message of earlier camp meeting songs. The vast body of music recognized as 
contemporary, or nontraditional\ worship music includes and may be identified by praise 
and worship choruses, CCM, and modernized hymn arrangements that seek to preserve 
tradition, while also making it new and accessible to the current generation. Barry Liesch 
spoke to the magnitude of this worship transformation: 
Nothing short of a revolution in worship styles is sweeping across North America. Worship 
leaders, pastors, and trained musicians face new and powerful forces of change - forces that 
bring renewal to some churches and fear to others. No denomination or group can sidestep 
the hot debate between the benefits of hymns versus choruses, seeker services versus 
worship services, choirs versus worship teams, organs versus synthesizers, and flowing praise 
versus singing one song at a time. (Liesch, 2001, p. 13) 
4 In this report, nontraditional will serve as an umbrella term for any music or practices that are not 
traditional in nature, thus encompassing multiple musical types (CCM or praise choruses) and 
multiple worship styles. 
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The new music was gradually, though not initially, perceived as a way to draw people 
to the church. As it connected with people and seemed to rejuvenate congregations, its 
infiltration into the church also revived historical tensions over worship practices. The 
familiar was replaced with the unfamiliar; new songs, a new musical style, and the 
nontraditional instruments required to produce those sounds had made their way into 
worship. Musical styles once associated with secular concerts had begun to sound from 
church sanctuaries. Helseth (1997) asserts: 
Praise music took the music style of the popular culture which youth were listening to and 
turned it into music d1at would attract young adults to the Gospel. The type and style of 
music and its presentation also change the way the music was used in worship. The same 
type of band using guitars, electric keyboards, synthesizers and drums all amplified with 
microphones was moved from the concert hall and outdoor theater to ... the sanctuary (p.88). 
As with other evangelical denominations, many Baptist churches gradually integrated 
CCM and praise music into worship. True to historical Baptist roots, SBC churches 
embraced the new vernacular music in varied ways and to differing degrees, often met by 
significant conflict. Musical practices in Baptist churches became marked by great diversity 
as some congregations continued with traditional hymnody, some prioritized gospel songs, 
and others adopted the nontraditional practices of worship choruses, praise teams, and 
worship bands: 
As is true of many denominations since the 1960s, the dichotomy between the 'traditional' 
and 'contemporary' in Baptist church music of North America, Great Britain and od1er 
English-speaking lands has led to much conflict within and between congregations, with 
those d1at prefer to remain rooted in traditional musical materials being accused of 'cultural 
irrelevancy' and those that employ pop music styles in their efforts to win converts being 
charged with 'cultural accommodationism .... ' Many Baptist churches attempt to reconcile 
this difficulty by blending the traditional and contemporary, wid1 varying degrees of balance 
and success. (Music, Nord1 America: "The 19th and 20th," para. 10) 
Moreover, the widespread inclusion of the modern worship music also redirected much of 
the primary sources for worship repertoire. While Baptists had traditionally gleaned 
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repertoire from denominational hymnals and publishers, the primary source for worship 
songs became more varied, drawn from what Redman (2002) calls "a commercial production 
'culture,' that is, a network of songwriters, artists, producers, publishers, and distributors" 
(p.48) that exist beyond the denomination. Consequently, Redman asserts that "Their 
assumptions, beliefs, and goals have shaped not only the sound of CWM since the early 
1970s but also its theological content and attitude toward worship" (Redman, 2002, p.48) . 
The New and Individualized Face of Worship. The onset of modern worship 
brought distinct changes in the repertoire and experience of worship (Helseth, 1997; Liesch, 
2001, p. 13; Risi 2007). In many churches, "Sunday dress" has been replaced by a more 
casual appearance. Many hymnals have been set aside for lyrics being projected onto large 
screens. In some situations, traditional reserve and reverence transformed to expressive, 
demonstrative exuberance. The once typical image of Baptist worship would have occurred 
within a church sanctuary with a music leader who led worship by singing and conducting. 
The primary accompanying instruments were piano and organ. The musicians and 
congregants sang and read from hymnals published with traditional notation. Worship 
progressed in a pre-established order where each stand-alone hymn would be interspersed 
with prayers, scriptures, and a sermon. The church choir could be expected to sing a choral 
call to worship and an anthem, while a vocal soloist would provide special music just prior to 
the sermon (Cartwright, 2004). 
But the current identity of many Baptist worship services is markedly different. A set 
of worship songs may last for an extended period of time with few, if any, breaks between 
songs. The worship music may adhere to a prescribed order, or the sequence and choice of 
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songs may be flexible (Cartwright, 2004; Jurgemeyer, 2003). Currently, the music is often led 
by a worship leader who does not conduct, but guides by singing and often playing a "lead" 
instrument such as guitar, electronic keyboard, or piano. Worship is commonly accompanied 
by a band consisting of drums, acoustic guitar, electric guitar, bass guitar, and electronic 
keyboard or acoustic piano. Melodic instruments such as flute or violin may occasionally be 
added for color. With such instrumentation, skilled sound amplification and mixing is 
essential. Either replacing, or in addition to a choir, a worship team of 2-12 individually 
amplified singers supports the lead worshipper. Although many nontraditional services are 
held in church sanctuaries, some are often held in gyms, schools, theaters, or other facilities 
(Cartwright, 2004; Jurgemeyer, 2003). 
Although the preceding descriptions reflect commonalities of nontraditional 
worship, no single prescribed practice fits or describes all church situations. Churches have 
implemented nontraditional practices in varied ways, adapting, but doing so based upon the 
unique needs, available musicians, resources, and preferences of each particular 
congregation. Some churches continue a traditional worship format. For churches that have 
transitioned to nontraditional worship, several worship service designs are common. The 
most progressive or cutting-edge set-vices are seeker set-vices5 and contemporary worship 
(Brauer, 1998; Brugh, 1998; Cartwright, 2004;Jurgemeyer, 2003; Stovall, 2001). Blended 
worship reflects a partial, less drastic transformation that mixes elements of the old and new 
(Jurgemeyer, 2003; Langford, 1999, p. 25; Stovall, 2001; Webber, 1998), while alternative6 
services indicate multiple service types within one church where congregants may attend the 
s The defmition of seeker services (as used in this research) is provided on page 47. 
6 The defmition of alternative formats (as used in this research) is provided on page 47. 
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service with their preferred worship style. Each of these f01roats will be discussed more fully 
in Chapter Two. 
Tremendous diversity of interpretation and implementation exists within each of the 
nontraditional worship styles, thus hindering the formation of authoritative worship-style 
definitions, of being able to know what, exactly, is implied by "nontraditional" worship. 
Several churches within a community may offer contemporary or blended7 worship, but a 
close examination may reveal great differences in practice and content. This study made an 
up-close and in-depth examination of how these labels are interpreted within the actual 
practice of several church music ministries. 
Musical Changes and Challenges. A new musical expression of worship does not 
emerge from old practices, processes, and structures. Consequently, churches have been 
deeply challenged to reshape or abandon existing traditions and practices. It is possible that 
none have felt the impact and burden of change more than church musicians, particularly 
the music minister who leads, shapes, and takes the responsibility and even the blame for the 
church musical expressions. Music ministries have been faced with replacing, reshaping, and 
expanding traditional musical practices, modifying the skills expected of musicians, 
incorporating different instruments and musicians, and altering the structure of church 
music programs, ensembles, and personnel. 
In some current congregations, traditional hymnody has been largely set aside to 
prioritize newer forms of worship music such as Christian Contemporary Music (CCM), 
praise and worship music (praise choruses), and modernized hymn arrangements. CCM 
represents fully developed songs that bear popular music form and sound, but the lyrics 
7 The definition of blended worship music (as used in tlus research) is provided on page 47. 
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communicate a Christian message (Risi, 2007, p.2). Jurgemeyer (2003) describes CCM as a 
broad category that "includes popular musics with Christian themes that may be intended 
for worship or for other purposes such as evangelism, exhortation, or simply enjoyment" (p. 
91). 
In contrast, praise choruses can be considered a sub-genre of CCM, exist in a great 
diversity of styles, and typically are not fully developed songs Gurgemeyer, 2003, p. 90). 
Instead, the choruses often consist of brief "mini texts" (Cartwright, 2004, p. 12) instead of 
full-blown lyrics. Liesch (2001) describes these as "a mini-poem consisting of a refrain, but 
usually without stanzas or with only one stanza" (p. 24). Praise and worship choruses are 
often confessional, testimonial, repetitive in character (Risi, 2007; Cartwright, 2004), and use 
"clear, common language" Gurgemeyer, 2003, p . 7), a trait that is valued for increasing the 
music's communicability provided that doctrinal content is maintained. Liesch (2001) noted 
that the praise choruses sung among churches may vary greatly because "each church has its 
own unique repertoire" (p. 19) due to individualized inte1pretations of familiar songs and the 
creative inspiration of church musicians who compose original choruses. Finally, recognizing 
the legacy and enduring value of hymns, some congregations perpetuate hymnody by 
maintaining the lyrics and tune, but updating the overall sound to a more modem 
presentation. Great variety also exists among hymn arrangements used for congregational 
singing, and some emerge as more contemporary than others depending upon the 
instrumentation and vocal techniques used. But however presented, the modernized 
arrangements preserve a vital legacy. 
Transitioning from traditional to nontraditional practices also impacts the types of 
ensembles and activities within a music ministry. Small vocal teams and worship bands with 
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guitars, drums, and electronic keyboards currently do~ate many nontraditional music 
ministries. In some situations, more traditional choirs and orchestras have been deemed 
outdated and inauthentic to contemporary practices, while other nontraditional churches 
maintain those ensembles as a valued part of music ministry. Still, churches that maintain 
choirs often struggle to sustain continuity of choirs for all ages, particularly middle and high 
school age groups who are frequently drawn to contemporary bands and vocal ensembles. 
Finally, contemporary music requires a different set of musical skills. Research 
acknowledges distinctive skill differences between traditional and nontraditional worship 
music (Brady, 2002; Cartwright, 2004; D awson, 2008; Miller, 1998; Posey, 1974). The venues 
for music ministry training can be diverse, including Baptist or other seminaries, regular 
colleges and universities, private studies, internships, and various informal means. But extant 
research also firmly indicates that undergraduate sacred music programs have limited 
emphasis upon nontraditional skills (Bearden, 1980; Brady, 2002; Cartwright, 2004; Hooper, 
1966; Leach, 1983; Schwarz, 1975; Singleton, 1980; Sloan, 2000; Yang, 2009). Consequently, 
there are numerous practicing music ministers who were trained traditionally, but who have 
had to equip themselves and those they lead for nontraditional skills and practices, doing so 
without adequate training. In some cases, musicians and music ministers may have been 
replaced if unable, or even unwilling, to be retrained. Many music ministers have 
encountered a dilemma of how to do what they are charged with doing. Yet music ministers 
are not the only music leaders faced with such a dilemma. 
A Related Challenge for Music Education. 
The key to our continuing relevance to the musical interests of those who choose to learn to 
be performers is not to abandon the excellent opportunities we have made in bands, 
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orchestras, and choruses, but to encourage and hasten the already existent movement toward 
adding a greater diversity of performance opportunities reflecting a more accurate 
representation of the music thriving in contemporary American culture. This means much 
more than the (healthy) use of more small-group literature as related to the repertoires of 
bands, orchestras, and choruses. It means, also, an expansion of musical literatures far 
beyond those school-sanctioned styles to the diverse domains of popular styles and styles 
related to cultures from around the world." (Reimer, 2000, p. 193) 
Reimer's (2000) call to "not abandon" but add "greater diversity" (p. 193) resounds 
for both church music educators and school music educators. The call by Reimer and 
numerous other music education leaders illuminates several parallels existing between the 
worlds of church and school music educators. The first, and perhaps most significant, is that 
both are called toward musical challenges that their formal training programs most likely did 
not equip them to do. The challenge asks that the music leaders equip themselves and the 
musicians they lead to engage authentically in musical styles that may be largely unfamiliar to 
the music leader. Significant uncertainty and intimidation exist when an instructor must 
teach topics and skills in which the student musicians may have greater knowledge and 
experience than the leader who is designated as their instructor. Moreover, incorporating a 
broader palette of music is more than simply singing or playing a piece of popular music in a 
school concert. The gauntlet thrown before music ministers meant immersing into an 
entirely new style and repertoire of music, its instruments and techniques, then producing it 
as authentically as possible in weekly worship with the musicians available at that church. 
Music educators are faced with a similar challenge as they are called to integrate popular, 
ethnic, and world musics within their classrooms. 
Secondly, both are called to adopt and instruct with informal musical skills, to enter 
the world of the garage band musician that listens and experiments over and over through 
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trial and error until they figure out the music. For a formally trained musician, such a process 
may be a test of patience when it could be more expedient to read not~ ted music. But it is 
also possible that the trial and error process requires more intent listening and greater 
musical memory. Current music education research is examining the qualities and practices 
of infmmal music learning, the value it holds, and how it may enhance formal musical 
training (Allsup, 2008; Clements, 2008; Green 2002; 2008a; 2008b). Both formal and 
informal music skills and processes are embedded within church music programs. With the 
call to broaden the scope of music education, it becomes relevant and valuable to investigate 
how music ministers have developed their own informal skills, how they, armed primarily 
with formal skills, guide other musicians who come equipped with infonnal skills, and how 
they work with ensembles where formally and informally equipped musicians work in 
tandem. 
Finally, both are called to increased and life-connection by incorporating music that 
is valued in the daily life (Regelski, 2005) of their stakeholders: congregants and students. 
Many churches have integrated informal skills and nontraditional musics to more broadly 
connect with people, and music educators have been encouraged to do the same. By doing 
so, music educators may connect with the numerous unreached students within many middle 
and high schools: those students that lack interest in school performing ensembles, but who 
spend hours at home practicing guitars, drums, and keyboards in making the music that is 
meaningful to their life. Clements (2008) reported that 80 percent of high school students 
are enthusiastically making music independently in their lives while only 20 percent of high 
school students are engaged within school performing ensembles (p. 4). Reimer (2000) 
echoed a change in perspective: 
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Musical culture has changed and is continuing to change in ways causing bands, orchestra, 
and ch01'uses to be less and less relevant to the musical satisfactions sought by increasing 
numbers of people .... Rather than frantically advocating for the status quo, ... we must also 
face squarely the need to rethink how we can better serve the musical needs of a culture no 
longer devoted to or limited by the musical opportunities schools continue to rely so heavily 
upon. (Reimer, 2000, pp. 192-193) 
By expanding the styles and experiences of musics available within school, teachers may be 
able to expand the impact of music education and connect with a broader span of students. 
Music educators have the responsibility to equip students with the abilities and desire 
to extend music making beyond the classroom, into various societal venues where they may 
enjoy lifelong musical involvement (Benham, 2004; Cartwright, 2004; Elliott, 1995; Georgia 
DOE, 2009;Jones, 2008; Leonhard, 1981, 1999; NAfME, 2013; Myers, 1983, 2005; Regelski, 
2004; Regelski, 2005). Teaching with such a perspective acknowledges the socio-cultural role 
of music education. Music education became, and remained deeply focused upon 
performance programs particularly during the years of justifying its significance by aesthetic 
value (Leonhard, 1981, 1999). While this focus unquestionably established many outstanding 
school ensembles, it resulted in a singular mode of music education and musical experience, 
a mode that for many students will end after graduation. A singular focus upon traditional 
performing ensembles may limit a broader understanding of music's larger role in human, 
social, and cultural life. McDowell (2002) reminds that: 
Music was the first of the fine arts to secure a place in the curriculum of the public schools 
in the United States because it was so strongly interwoven into the community. The fact that 
music was an integral part of living suggested that it should be an integral part of school 
experiences. (pp. 8-9) 
McDowell's comments allude to the success of early American singing schools, how they 
thrived while fulfilling a cultural need to improve congregational singing in churches. Singing 
schools represented life-connected music education that was integrated with community 
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needs and values. The life-connected instruction of singing schools made music education so 
relevant to the community that the schools did not need to justify their existence. Instead, 
singing school instruction was so valued and integrated with daily life, that the school's 
impact encouraged support of public school music education (Rivera, 2005, p. 13; Lindt, 
2000). While not ignoring or diminishing the aesthetic value of music or overly emphasizing 
utilitarian merits, numerous experts agree upon the essentialness of music education being 
deeply woven into community life (Benham, 2004; Cartwright, 2004; Elliott, 1995; Georgia 
DOE, 2009;Jones, 2008; Leonhard, 1981, 1999; NAfME, 2013; Myers, 1983, 2005; Regelski, 
2004; Regelski, 2005). Failing to nurture community connections threatens the valuation of 
music education with the very community it should serve and impact. 
Bennett Reimer's address to the Georgia Music Educator's Convention, "Rethinking 
Music Education," (GMEA, 2009) urged that, "Music education has remained essentially 
unchanged for almost a century, while our musical culture has changed dramatically. This 
puts us in a very vulnerable position" (GMEA, 2009, p. 28). By daily choices, and by local, 
state, and national curriculum goals, school music educators are challenged to determine if 
the scope of music education will expand to a broader, more inclusive, and life-connected 
focus, or whether it will maintain a singular focus upon traditional performing ensembles of 
bands, choirs, and orchestras. In many places, school music programs have struggled to 
retain a curricular role, but the urgency increases within a struggling national economy where 
funding is limited and entire school systems have been closed for insufficient funds. A timely 
awareness begs to be embraced by music educators: that fewer justifications of importance 
may be necessary if music educators increase the diversity of musical experiences and 
actively enable greater life-connection to its stakeholders. 
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Although school music educators and church music educators work in different 
venues, they share a goal that their role and work makes music meaningful to those that they 
lead. When considering Reimer's call to not abandon, but to expand, school music education 
programs have crept forward in this regard while many church music ministries have leapt 
forward in this challenge. For a significant period of time, music education scholars have 
called for transformed music classrooms. Within that same time span, many churches have 
undertaken a bold and decisive musical transformation. This research explored how music 
ministers have approached this transformation, whose experiences may be instructive not 
only to other churches and music ministers, but even to music educators who endeavor to 
expand beyond traditional music education experiences. 
Rationale for the Study 
At this particular time in history, many Southern Baptist churches have joined with 
other denominations in embracing a widespread and transformative worship movement. The 
movement's incorporation of popular music styles and priority of connecting with modem 
society suggests that Southern Baptist churches are continuing their historically held populist 
and inclusive mindset toward worship. Despite the challenges and difficulty, many churches 
have deemed the effort worthwhile to reach and connect with people. 
This study examined the challenges experienced by several Southern Baptist music 
ministers who are serving churches during this musical crossroads. Although the entire staff 
and congregation of a church are impacted by worship changes, no individual bears greater 
responsibility for shaping the transformation's unique sound and character than the music 
minister, who is also the church's primary music educator. Entrusted with the drastic church 
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musical metamorphosis, their challenge has been extensive and their stoq primarily untold. 
This research explored how practicing music ministers have responded to the altered 
musics and practices: how they have equipped themselves and others for a musical 
metamorphosis; whether or not their formal education prepared them for this; and how their 
music ministq structure has been impacted. By exploring the worship style and repertoire, 
this research collected data regarding if, and in what ways the traditional hymnody of 
Southern Baptists is being preserved in the face of radical change. Further, this study 
explored what has transpired with the once traditional church musical ensembles of 
Southern Baptist churches and whether those ensembles, particularly choirs and orchestras, 
endure and hold meaningful roles within modern worship practices. 
The literature review will show that extant research has explored motivations for 
adopting modern worship, age distinctions, reasons for conflict, and the types of churches 
conducive to modern worship. Literature related to the research questions will be presented, 
indicating what research has determined regarding worship styles, ministq personnel and 
program structure, and the training of music ministq musicians. Finally, the literature review 
will present existing research and scholarly writing regarding the call for schools, similar to 
the quest in modern worship, to provide a musical experience that is life-connected and 
transfers lifelong musical engagement into community venues that include the church. 
Regarding research related to worship styles, the literature review will reveal: one 
study in a qualitative design (Adnams, 2008) recorded in-depth data, but investigated 
congregant attitudes toward worship; another provided secondaq data on only one type of 
nontraditional worship through meta-analysis (Brauer, 1998);Jurgemeyer (2008) sought to 
overcome definition generalities by observing worship services at 49 churches, but only 
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looked at fully contemporary services and never gathered data deeper than the surface 
appearance of a single service; Dawson (2008) and LaRue (1999) explored worship practices 
in a large-scale smvey design that gleaned generalized data of trends but no in-depth 
description of chmch practice; and Miller (1998) explored the worship paradigm shift, but 
focused upon sociological and theological matters. Stovall's (2001) research provided 
effective descriptions on worship service design but focused upon chmch growth and not 
musical concerns. This research provides a unique lens to explore with depth and nuance, 
just how worship is defined within several Southern Baptist chmches, moving beyond the 
worship smface-labels to better understand how each church manifests its worship design. 
What other studies have reported in broad strokes, this study reports in detail, illuminating 
the distinctions acknowledged by existing research, and offering an instructive glimpse into 
chmch practices. This study values the varied worship designs, particularly as it also explored 
ministry opportunities that are most conducive to engaging school-trained musicians. Finally, 
where the blended service has been excluded by some research, it was central in this project, 
particularly since it tends to incorporate varied musical styles and skills. 
In the area of personnel and program structme, Ihm's (1994) survey research 
provides useful data relating to this project, but focused more on chmches that were still 
planning to transform their worship. Miller (1998), Brauer (1998), and Wright (1994) raised 
questions regarding worship musicians being excluded from service due to age, leaving a gap 
for this study to explore whether this is present in participant chmches and if it conflicts 
with historical SBC inclusiveness. Dawson's (2008) work provides generalized data regarding 
the nature, role, success, and leadership of middle and high school choirs and chmch 
instmmentalists of all ages. Dawson's survey provided adequate data to acknowledge, but 
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not illuminate these considerations. In response, the in-depth qualitative design of this 
research helps to clarify and expand Dawson's data. Rivera (2005) specifically called for 
more investigation into the presence and well-being of middle and high school choirs, a 
factor that was a priority of this research. 
In regard to musician training, research overwhelmingly reveals a lack of adequate 
training (Benham, 2004; Brady, 2002; Cartwright, 2004; Dawson, 2008; Ihm 1994; Moss, 
2001; Rivera, 2005; Sloan 2000) as well as a willingness to receive it (Dawson, 2008), but 
does not explore what music ministers have actually done to equip themselves. Ihm's (1994) 
survey research attempted to investigate early musical influences and experiences of music 
ministers, but received minimal response on that area of inquiry. This study pursued that 
same question with the intent of understanding how other musical life experiences (besides 
formal music education) may have helped shape them for nontraditional practices. In 
establishing music minister competencies through large-scale survey, Bearden (1980) noted 
the uniqueness of every music ministry and the reality that any broad competencies must be 
shaped for the particular praxis or church situation (pp. 188-189). This research extended 
Bearden's conclusion by investigating multiple churches in-depth, examining the differences 
of context and practices. Further, Bearden urged increased research into the music minister's 
role and work during this historical transformation, that much is yet to be learned, but too 
little research has provided attention. Hooper (1966) called for more research that could 
serve as an instructive resource for music ministers who are limited in their ability to observe 
and learn from worship practices in other churches. 
Finally, music education research supports a broader concept of music education 
that reaches beyond performing ensembles and links meaningfully to the daily lives of 
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students and the community by incorporating culturally valued musics, and by teaching skills 
that enable lifelong musical engagement. But researchers also note that the wheels of change 
have moved slowly. The literature review outlines how the dual paradigm shifts of music 
ministers and music educators share several commonalities: both are called to make their 
work connected to the surrounding community; both are called to embrace styles of music 
that may be wholly or partially unfamiliar, both are asked to instruct others within a musical 
practice that did not match their formal educational experience; both must conform to 
changes in their role and changes in the structure of their program to meet this challenge; 
both need training or retraining in skills that may be unfamiliar and uncomfortable; both are 
expected to equip others with the nontraditional skills and practices; and both seek for their 
work to impact and engage musicians for a lifetime. In this journey, churches have made the 
firmer and faster step forward. As a result, this study may contribute knowledge on the 
challenges and processes of a major musical transformation, providing data that can transfer 
from church experiences into school programs that seek to expand. 
Some extant research has visited similar questions asked in this project, but (Brady, 
2002; Dawson, 2008; Ihm, 1994; Regier, 1985; Rivera, 2005) has done so through large scale 
surveys that did not enable individual music ministers to elaborate the uniqueness of their 
circumstances, experiences, and implementations. The one study that applies in-depth 
investigation of a music minister focused on traditional skills (Bearden, 1980), offering no 
insight into nontraditional ministry. Research has clearly acknowledged the individuality of 
modern music ministry inte1-pretation among churches, but leaves a gap for in-depth 
exploration of individuality. This project is unique in exploring the musical backgrounds of 
music ministers with greater nuance, investigating how they were or were not trained for 
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nontraditional worship music; what formal and informal musical learning experiences have 
shaped their musical identity; and the resulting worship and ministry design these leaders 
have thus shaped for their congregations. This study provides a perspective unlike any 
previous research. 
Other studies have examined a single church deeply, but not on the questions posed 
by this research, thus leaving a gap to be filled. This study is unique in exploring multiple 
church sites in detail, a valuable approach when investigating a topic where research has 
repeatedly acknowledged varied interpretations among churches. This research drew rich 
data both within and among church sites, allowing comparisons and contrasts. Whereas 
Jurgemeyer (2003) investigated only contemporru:y services, excluding blended and 
alternative options, this study included any transitioned nontraditional worship formats. This 
inclusiveness provided comparative knowledge on the varied faces of modern worship and 
music ministries, the ways that individual churches have transformed their worship, skills, 
personnel, programs, and processes. This study values the inclusion of varied worship styles. 
This research suggests that church music ministers are not alone at a musical 
crossroads, but that school music educators are in a similar position. Whereas many 
churches embraced change and expanded beyond tradition to increase accessibility, within 
schools, expansion beyond traditional practices and toward increased life-connection has 
been a slower journey, despite the urging of leaders and scholars. Numerous reasons exist 
for this reality: teachers are reluctant and fearful to teach what they were never taught; some 
teachers view popular musics and techniques as inferior rather than merely different; lack of 
time to prepare for a new inst:tuctional focus; lack of resources and funding for the necessary 
resources; and because of established curriculums, school music programs may lack the local 
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autonomy available to churches to invoke change. This research provides data from music 
minister experiences that can be transferred to school music educators seeking to expand 
beyond traditional performing ensembles to incotporate a broader span of musical 
expenences. 
Church and school music leaders share a parallel challenge to teach and interact with 
a type of music that their formal training programs did not adequately equip them to do. 
Although research has firmly noted inadequate college training in nontraditional musics, 
instruments, and processes, it has not explored the alternative avenues that musicians have 
used to fill the knowledge gap in their lives, thus leaving an important gap of knowledge to 
which this research contributes. This research revealed whether or not the selected music 
ministers had sufficient training for the nontraditional ministries they lead. As anticipated, 
some music ministers reported a lack of necessary training. This research not only confirmed 
the limitation of college training for some music ministers, but also revealed altetnative 
training sources that they utilized while actively serving in their ministry roles. 
Music ~ducation is not intended to last only through high school, then cease to have 
meaning and pmpose in life. School music education programs are engaging, and eventually 
graduating many students who successfully performed within school bands, choirs, and 
orchestras. But when students leave these ensembles, there is little assurance that they will 
find lifelong venues to continue using their school-developed skills. This research explored a 
unique area of inquiry by exploring the ways in which current and former school music 
students can engage their musical skills for a lifetime in nontraditional church music 
ministries. This inquiry examined not only what is happening in music ministries, but also 
ways that school-trained musicians can transfer their learning into this particular lifelong 
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musical venue. Data also suggested some areas in which school music education can expand 
curriculwn and thus increase life-connectedness. It is the researcher's hope that the resulting 
data can contribute knowledge to both church and school-based music education. 
Currently, school music programs are increasingly threatened by a lack of economic support 
and valuation within the curriculum. More than ever, the music education profession needs 
to evaluate if we are woven into the fabric of our stakeholder's lives or if our profession's 
life is clinging to a fraying thread of tradition. 
While many school programs have been slow to address the concern of music being 
connected to the lives of its stakeholders, many churches have met the daunting challenge 
with considerable swiftness, some from desire, some out of pressure to do so. Regardless of 
whether or not one appreciates nontraditional worship styles, the transition is and has been a 
reality for church musicians, and this study provides an in-depth look at how these 
challenges have been addressed within church music programs. Yes, the primary purpose of 
church music ministry is worship. But formal and informal music instruction and learning 
are ongoing within music ministries as while musicians prepare and lead worship on a weekly 
basis. This research contributes knowledge that builds upon prior research regarding learning 
processes and the impact of music education within the church. The adaptive worship 
journey experienced by current music ministers can contribute knowledge to other music 
ministries, music education, and existing gaps of research. 
Purpose 
Confronted witl1 the modern worship movement, many churches have significantly 
transformed their worship style, impacting the music ministry leadership, musicians, 
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instruments used, skills employed, programs, processes, and overall minisu:y design. The 
purpose of this study was to explore the worship transition experience and how it impacted 
. the musical processes and training within seven Baptist churches in Hartford County, 
Georgia. At some point, each church transitioned from a traditional Baptist worship style 
where music was expressed through hymnody and anthems using organ, piano, and choirs, 
to alternative forms of nontraditional worship: blended, contemporary, alternative, or other. 
Using a qualitative collective, or multiple case study design (Creswell, 2007, p. 74, p. 244-245; 
Creswell, 2008, p. 477; Yin, 2009, p.46), the investigation explored three primary areas: 1). 
the overall worship style and implementation; 2) the structure of the music ministry 
leadership, ensembles, programs, and musician involvement; and 3). How the skills and 
practices necessary for nontraditional music ministry have been developed. Woven into the 
primary focus, this research also investigated the transferability of school music education 
training into current music minisu-y roles, examining if and how school-trained musicians 
can apply their skills within nontraditional music ministries, also noting a unique parallel 
existing between church and school music. As churches have sought to be more musically 
connected to the culture, a similar quest has been encouraged for school music education. 
Consequendy, a parallel challenge exists for music ministers and school music educators to 
be equipped for practices that often differ from the formal training they received. 
Statement of Research Questions 
The overarching question of this study explored: How has the modern worship 
transition impacted the musical processes and musical training needs within Southern Baptist 
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music ministries that have transitioned from traditional to nontraditional worship styles? 
Stemming from the primary question, three sub-category questions shaped the exploration. 
1). How is the church worship style implemented? 
Interoiew questions explored: general information about the church and pastor, implementation of 
worship style in terms of atmosphere, elements, media, repertoire, musical forces, and worship philosopi?J. 
2). How does the church worship design shape the music ministry leadership, ensembles, 
personnel, programs, and musician involvement? 
Interoiew questions explored: emplqyed and volunteer leadership roles and qualifications, types of 
music ensembles and their roles, additional music programs and activity, and expectations and requirements 
of musician involvement. 
3). How have musicians developed the necessary skills and practices for nontraditional 
worship? 
IntenJiew questions explored: the music minister's training and background, preparation for 
nontraditional worship, transitional challenges, skills engaged, musician training and preparation, and 
relevance of school-developed skills within nontraditional ministry. 
Definitions 
Worship styles: According to existing research (Adnams, 2008; Brady, 2002; Brauer, 1998; 
Chou and Russell, 2006; Dawn, 1995; Helseth, 1997; Ihm, 1994; Jurgemeyer, 2003; Liesch, 
2001; Miller; 1998; Stovall, 2001; Swanson, 2005), this expression is the most common 
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terminology used in reference to the differing ways of conducting worship. The worship 
style suggests not only the musical genre used, but also the instrumentation, voicing, types of 
musicians, and the overall nature of worship service presentation through the message, 
music, media used, atmosphere, and dress. The primary nontraditional worship styles related 
to this research are commonly termed as contemporary, blended, or alternative, although 
other titles are sometimes substituted as a result of church individuality (Adnarns, 2008; 
Brady, 2002; Brauer, 1998; Cartwright, 2004; Chou and Russell, 2006; Dawn, 1995; Ihm, 
1994; Jurgemeyer, 2003; LaRue, 1999; Liesch, 2001; Miller; 1998; Stovall, 2001; Swanson, 
2005). 
Descriptors of Worship S ryles: Authoritati?Je worship sryle definitions are sui?Ject to individual church 
interpretation. Still, the description of several kry terms will add clarity to this prqject. 
Traditional worship: This label implies worship services where congregants sing from hymnals; 
choirs are present; classical or "standard" songs, solos, and choir anthems are used; 
accompaniment is from piano, organ, and/ or orchestra; worship is led by singing and 
conducting; music is read from standard notation and performed primarily as notated; 
musicians sing and play using classically or formally based performance techniques; there is a 
pre-established order of service where songs are usually sung individually and not as a set; 
worship is commonly held in a sanctuary (Cartwright 2004, p. 12). 
Contenzporary Worship: suggests a repertoire of praise and worship choruses, contemporary 
Christian music (CCM) using popular music styles and practices, and modernized hymn 
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arrangements (if hymns are included at all); lyrics projected onto large screens; primat-y 
instruments involve a worship band of guitars, drums, and keyboards; worship leading ?Y 
voice without conducting, and often while playing either a guitar or keyboard; a vocal 
worship team of 2-12 singers using individual microphones; choirs may be replaced by or 
serve in addition to the vocal worship team; use of improvisation; reading music from chord 
charts; extended and continuous sets of songs; use of multimedia; atmosphere of informality; 
worship may be held in a sanctuary, gym, fellowship hall, theater, or alternative venue 
(Cartwright, 2004, p. 12; Jurgemeyer, 2003, p. 12). 
Blended Worship (riften used interchangeab!J with Praise or Praise and Worship): indicates a 
combination, or intermingling of both traditional and contemporary elements Gurgemeyer, 
2003; Langford, 1999, p. 25; Stovall, 2001; Webber, 1998). 
Alternative Services: represents churches offering separate and contrasting setvices where 
congregants may choose the worship style that they prefer. 
5 eeker 5 entice: A service designed to appeal to a "seeker" or person who does not profess to 
be a Christian. Seeker services can be understood as a sub-category, or special type of 
contemporary service. The term "seeker service: is an attempt to present a rational, spiritual 
life that appears natural to the seeker" (Brauer, 1998, p. 8). The seeker service is 
contemporary, up-beat, non-threatening, informal, and welcoming (Brauer, 1998; Brugh, 
1998; Cartwright, 2004; Jurgemeyer, 2003; Stovall, 2001). 
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Nontraditional song descnptors: 
Contemporary Clm'stian Music (CCM): A fully developed song with popular music form, sound, 
and influences, but communicating a Christian message in its lyrics (Risi, 2007, p.2). 
Jurgemeyer (2003) describes CCM as a broad category that "includes popular musics with 
Christian themes that may be intended for worship or for other purposes such as 
evangelism, exhortation, or simply enjoyment" (p. 91). 
Praise and Worship Music/ Choruses: These can be considered a sub-genre of CCM. Praise and 
worship music typically consists of brief choruses using "mini texts" (Cartwright, 2004, p. 
12) instead of full-blown lyrics or song form. The texts are often based upon phrases from 
scripture, which are linked with an easy to learn melody (Helseth, 1997, p. 5). Liesch (2001) 
describes these as "a mini-poem consisting of a refrain, but usually without stanzas or with 
only one stanza" (p. 24), often confessional, testimonial, repetitive, and easy to memorize 
(Cartwright, 2004; Helseth, 1977; Risi 2007). Praise choruses exist in diverse musical styles 
Ourgemeyer, 2003, p. 90). 
Baptz'st/ Church Descriptors: 
Church: Within this paper, the term church will be used interchangeably to apply to all who 
profess faith in Christ, as well as those within a local gathering of believers. "On occasion 
the universal sense of church will be meant and be understood in the context of the 
discussion" (Helseth, 1997 p.4). 
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Minster of Music: The individual who is the primary leader who establishes and oversees the 
musical activity within a church. Typically, this individual provides training for the church 
musicians, and selects and provides the means for music used in worship services and other 
church activities (Singleton, 1980, p.2). 
Southern Baptist Convention (SBC): Represents one of the large national Baptist conventions of 
42,000 churches and 16 million members within the United States. The SBC is divided into 
41 state conventions and 1,200 local or in-state associations (Southern Baptist Convention, 
2010, sbc.net, About Us). 
State Convention: Baptist state conventions are comprised of all member churches within that 
state. State conventions guide and assist churches with programs that are beyond the scope 
of local associations (Mashbem, 1988, p. 6). State conventions have leaders in multiple 
departments: pastoral, evangelism, missions, and music, to assist church ministries statewide. 
The Georgia Baptist Convention is the state supporting organization for Southern Baptist 
Churches in Georgia. 
Association: A local Baptist association is a geographically based and "self-determining local 
organization, comprised of all its member churches" (Mashbern, 1988, p. 5). Associations 
support local church ministries and pastors. The relevant local associations in this study that 
oversee churches in Hartford County are the Central Baptist Association, and the Liberty 
Baptist Association. 
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Skill Descriptors: 
Formal/Traditional Musical Skills: Classically-based/ formal/ traditional musical skills are those 
most associated with formal music education classroom or studio teaching and learning. 
These skills may include: reading musical notation and symbols; sight-reading; standard, 
classically-based technique and tone production characteristic of each insttument (including 
voice); keyboard accompanying skills; keyboardist playing vocal parts from an open score; 
intonation; traditional ensemble skills and rehearsal etiquette; following a conductor; 
transposition; performing with varied sizes and types of ensembles; and notating aural 
examples of music (GDOE, 2009, pp. 26-84). 
Informal/Nontraditional Musical Skills: Informal learning skills are those typically associated 
with popular music styles instead of the skills normally associated with formal music 
education classrooms or studios. A key informal skill involves "purposive listening" (Green, 
2002, pp. 23-24), used to copy voice or instrumental parts from a recording or another 
individual without the use of standard notation. Other informal skills may include: 
observation and imitation; experimentation; trial and error; self-teaching or self-directed 
learning; picking up skills or techniques from friends, family, or other musicians; reading 
from chord charts to create accompaniments; transposition; and improvisation of melodies, 
harmonies, and accompaniments (Cartwright, 2004; Green, 2002, p. 5). 
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Chapter 2 
Review of Literature 
Introduction 
' A review of literature demonstrates that the modern worship transformation is a 
widely acknowledged phenomenon. According to extant research (Adnams, 2008; Brady, 
2002; Brauer, 1998; Chou and Russell, 2006; Dawn, 1995; Ihm, 1994;Jurgemeyer, 2003; 
Liesch, 2001; Miller; 1998; Stovall, 2001; Swanson, 2005), the transformation has resulted in 
varied nontraditional worship styles that are commonly identified as contemporary, blended, 
alternative, seeker-oriented, or other less frequent titles. Previous research has explored 
numerous aspects of this phenomenon. A general overview of literature will initiate this 
review, exploring research regarding age distinctions, motivations for adopting 
nontraditional worship, reasons for resulting conflict, and what church structures are 
conducive to nontraditional worship. 
After the general ovet-view, literature related to each area of investigation will be 
presented and surnmat-ized. First, I will explore an ovet-view of general research on 
nontraditional worship and the modern worship transition, followed by literature describing 
the primary nontraditional worship styles. Third, existing research on personnel and 
program structures will be covered, noting ensembles, musicians, and programs that support 
and give expression to the church worship style. Next, literature on music personnel training 
will be presented, covering: the music minister's role; the music minister's challenge to 
address skills and style differences; the need for preparatory and continued musical training; 
and the connectedness of collegiate music education to current practices in music ministry. 
Finally, I will explore the additional area of investigation that examines the transferability of 
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school-developed skills into nontraditional music ministry. This discussion will present 
literature regarding the status quo of music education, the consideration of embracing a 
broader sphere of music education, challenges that impact the life-connectedness of school 
music education, and parallels that currently exist between church and school music 
programs. 
The body of extant research is not extensive. Still, the relevant research that does 
exist is considerably current, suggesting that the worship paradigm shift is fully 
acknowledged, that it merits scholarly investigation, and that research in this area is a 
growing topic of interest. 
General Research on Nontraditional Worship 
Age Distinctions. General research on nontraditional worship reveals several areas 
that have garnered attention from researchers. First, existing data suggest that worship style 
preferences are marked by age distinctions, but the data are inconclusive and contradictory. 
Questionnaires from 108 Taiwanese Christian churches indicated that older congregations 
prefer traditional worship while younger congregations more frequently adopt contemporary 
worship (Chou 2006). Within a meta-analysis on the role of music in worship, Brauer (1998) 
found that rock or contemporary musical styles tend to draw audiences from the ages of 
twenty to forty-five (pp. 12, 16). Bossert (2005) reported that the incorporation of 
contemporary worship (also coupled with an inter-generational relationship building 
program) encouraged a twenty-percent increase in worship attendance for ages 17-40. 
Adnams' (2008) ethno-phenomenological study of a single Canadian evangelical 
congregation explored how congregational singing has been impacted by modem worship 
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styles. The research found that younger congregants generally preferred modern styles and 
elder congregants primarily preferred traditional hymns, but that age-distinctions were not a 
consistent indicator of preference. D'Arcy (1981) further suggested that age was not always 
an accurate predictor of musical style preference. 
Motivations for Adopting Nontraditional Worship. Considerable research has 
examined the motivations of churches adopting the popular music styles of modern worship. 
Research shows that key motivations include increasing cultural relevance, connecting with 
people, church growth, and church revitalization (Allabough, 2000; Bossert, 2005; Brauer, 
1998; Bresee, 1996; Cartwright, 2004; Chou, 2006; Dawson, 2008; Helseth, 1997; Ihm, 1994; 
Jurgemeyer, 2003; LaRue, 1999; Miller, 1998; Risi, 2007; Roozen, 2002; Stovall, 2001; 
Swanson, 2005; Trueheart, 1996). As church attendance lagged during the cultural changes 
of the 1960's, churches had "to figure out how to 'be church' in this new era" (Helseth, 1997 
p.54). The face of culture had changed, thus calling for a change in the status quo of church 
practices. Jurgemeyer (2003) holds that, "The most common goal of the contemporary 
worship movement is to communicate with and engage the worshipper. This is most overtly 
done by using popular music styles of the late twentieth century" (p. 7). Cartwright (2004), 
Helseth (1997), and Risi (2007) report that many modem day churchgoers struggle to 
connect with traditional church musics that do not reflect the musical sounds of their daily 
life experience. Cartwright (2004) noted that some of the most revered great hymns were 
composed in the 18th or 19th century, creating a large gap between the hymn's inception and 
the modern day individual's perception of meaningful music (p. 7). In contrast, Helseth 
(1997) reported that modern "praise music does reflect in its style the culture that is around 
us. Baby boomers and Generation X youth have been raised on the sound of pop music" 
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(p.94). Consequently, adopting contemporary musical idioms "is as close as possible to what 
' 
the seeker enjoys in daily life so that no effort is required to interpret what is heard" (Brauer, 
1998, p. 19). Many churches believe that this dissolves a gap that may exist between church 
music and the music of churchgoer's lives. To Cartwright (2004), the incorporation of 
vernacular musics reflects the historical practices of Martin Luther, John Wesley, and Charles 
Wesley; thus, "expressing Christian truths within the musical style of the age has a rich 
tradition" (p. 7). 
Although nontraditional worship has been credited as a means toward church 
growth and revitalization, research data are inconclusive and sometimes contradictory. 
Helseth (1997) explored the worship transformation's impact upon congregational singing in 
the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), concluding that churches using traditional hymns 
have often struggled to maintain attendance while churches with more contemporary styles 
have often increased attendance. Still, Helseth (1997) reported that, "It needs to be noted, 
however, that not all congregations who use praise music have grown. Though numbers 
should not be the determining factor in defining what is best for the church, numbers do 
speak" (Helseth, 1997, p.91). Data from several studies (Chou, 2006; Ihm, 1994; Miller, 
1998; Roozen, 2002; Swanson, 2005; Trueheart, 1996) support that although churches with 
nontraditional worship showed the largest rates of growth, the gain was attributed more 
toward church size than the worship style. LaRue (1999) determined not only church size as 
a primary growth factor, but also delineated specific worship styles as more effective, stating, 
"Churches that primarily use contemporaq music in worship (75% or more) tend to be 
larger and faster-growing than churches that use traditional or blended music" (LaRue, 1999, 
What the Bigger Churches Do). Additionally, Stovall (2001) found that churches in decline 
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tended toward traditional worship styles; while churches that were growing, showing erratic 
growth patterns, or in plateau tended to have contemporary, blended, or seeker-friendly 
worship styles. Still, Stovall's data suggested that worship style "should be classified as a 
dissatisfier rather than a satisfier. That is, the presence of a more contemporary style or 
worship does not necessarily result in church growth, but the presence of a more traditional 
worship service may be a barrier to growth" (Stovall2001, p . 66-67). In sum, existing 
research is inconclusive regarding how much nontraditional worship impacts church growth. 
Reasons for Conflict. Considerable research confirms the presence of church 
conflict over worship style changes (Adnams, 2008; Allabough, 2000; Becker, 1993; Benham, 
2004; Bossert, 2005; Brauer, 1998; Bresee, 1996; Cartwright, 2004; Chou, 2006; Dawson, 
2008; Hamilton, 1999; Herman, 1984; Miller, 1998; Ingalls, 2008; Jurgemeyer, 2003; Kniss 
and Chaves, 1995; Posey, 1974; Risi, 2007; Starke and Dyck, 1996). Swanson (2005) was the 
only researcher that reported low instances of conflict over musical changes. The 
preponderance of conflict-acknowledging research also denotes varied causes for the 
dissention. First, Risi (2007) noted a musical-hierarchy mindset of congregants who prefer a 
particular style and demonstrate low tolerance for contrasting preferences. Those individuals 
deemed their preferred style as more worthy than the other, rather than accepting the 
opposite style as being different, but not less valuable. Posey's (197 4) dissertation occurred 
during the earlier years of the worship transformation, and reveals a musician's awareness 
that traditional worship music was experiencing transformation. He noted the increase of 
syncopated rhythms and acknowledged that, "Although not totally accepted in the church 
music field, rock has gradually found its way into the church" (p. 46) . 
Other conflicts have arisen from Biblical and theological concerns. Brauer (1998) 
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reported conflict over whether or not the new music is Biblically justified. Allabough (2000) 
and Jurgemeyer (2003) noted numerous concerns that include: whether nontraditional 
worship, particularly seeker services, overly focuses upon evangelism at the expense of 
prioritizing worship; on whether the congregant becomes a giver of worship to God or 
simply a consumer that the church seeks to attract; and whether services should be more 
formal and reverent or more informal and celebratory. Further, Jurgemeyer reports conflicts 
debating whether pursuing cultural relevance succeeds in connecting with modern society, or 
if it results in a lack of depth and trivializing the message. Bresee (1996) investigated biblical 
and historical evidence that supports contextualizing the music and the message to increase 
cultural accessibility. Other concerns exist on how much the church should reflect the 
culture rather than be distinctive from it (p. 15-34). Still other research supports that new-
paradigm churches have maintained Biblical integrity and theological tenants (Chou, 2006; 
Miller, 1998), maintaining Biblical truth while updating the means by which the message is 
presented. Miller (1998) suggested that, "Tlus reformation, unlike the one led by Martin 
Luther, is challenging not doctrine but the medium through which the message of 
Christianity is articulated" (Miller, 1998, p. 196). 
Numerous studies report that a major reason for conflict is that music and worship 
changes threaten the overall church identity and values (Adnams, 2008; Allabough, 2000; 
Becker, 1993; Benham, 2004; Brauer, 1998; Cartwright, 2004; Chou, 2006; Dawn, 1999; 
Dawson, 2008; Hamilton, 1999; Hargreaves, Miell, and MacDonald, 2002; Helseth 1977; 
Herman, 1984; Miller, 1998; Ingalls, 2008;Jurgemeyer, 2003; Kniss and Chaves, 1995; Posey, 
1974; Risi, 2007; Starke and D yck, 1996; Trueheart, 1996). When such changes occur, 
congregations struggle with a loss or change of identity, resist new meanings, cling to long 
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held tradition, and express discomfort with change. Regelski (2005) expressed: 
[In] social practices [such] as religious ceremonies, weddings, ceremonies, and the 
like, ... music does not just accompany such occasions; it is intrinsic to and deftning of their 
very nature and value-structure at the same time that the sociality entailed is intrinsic to and 
deftning of the music and its meaning and value. (p. 235) 
The worship practices of a particular church establish a collective identity for that 
congregation. When changes occur, congregants are asked to take on a nature that has never 
marked them before. The identity change is unfamiliar and uncomfortable, particularly in its 
earliest stages. 
Allabough (2000) noted that many people question the need for a change in worship, 
revealing how deeply they hold to their familiar worship identity: 
\Xlhy not just do what has always been done? Many are asking these questions today as old 
and new often clash in worship "wars" grip congregations in transition. Responses are as 
varied as the individuals and theologies that propel them. Yet all can agree, worship is where 
it all happens and comes together for the Christian, which is why there is so much emotional 
investment that leads to passions in defense of what is "right" and "wrong" worship (p. 3). 
Further, Benham (2004) presents music as not only establishing, but also preserving identity, 
perpetuating values through generations (p. 39). Benham acknowledges the intimate 
connection of musical identity to human life, "as a means by which we formulate and 
express our individual identities. We use it ... to present ourselves to others in the way we 
prefer. Our musical tastes and preferences can form an important statement of our values 
and attitudes" (Hargreaves, Miell, and MacDonald 2002, p. 1, from Benham 2004, p. 18). 
Hamilton (1999) offers a different perspective on identity, suggesting that people 
once chose their church based upon a denominational association, but now the "new 
sectarianism is a sectarianism of worship style" (p. 30). As an example, Hamilton describes 
an Alabama Methodist church that incorporates five musical styles within six separate 
services to illustrate that "American churchgoers no longer sort themselves out by 
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denomination so much as by musical preference" (p. 29). H amilton's conclusion underscores 
the value that churchgoers attribute to worship style by their willingness to set aside 
denominational beliefs to attend a church with a particular worship expression. Although 
this research did not focus upon conflict, these causes are reported to illustrate some of the 
many facets related to the worship transformation, and how deeply individuals and 
congregations hold to convictions regarding their worship expression. 
Church Structures Conducive to Contemporary Worship. Research indicates 
that the adoption of contemporary worship occurs more often in churches or denominations 
with "decentralized power structures ... [where] there is minimal over-sight of local churches 
by a centralized bureaucracy such as a denominational headquarters" (Miller, 1998, p. 205; 
Liebman, Sutton, and Wuthnow, 1988; Chou, 2006). Each Baptist church selected for this 
study was connected with the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC), statewide Georgia Baptist 
Convention, and the local area Liberty or Central Baptist Associations. Despite what would 
seem a strong hierarchy of allegiance, the Baptist Denomination deeply supports the 
autonomy of each individual church. The Baptist Faith and Message, the defining document of 
Baptist doctrine, describes each Baptist church as "an autonomous local congregation .... 
Each congregation operates under the Lordship of Christ through democratic processes" 
(sbc.net/ bfm, 2000, Article VI). While Southern Baptist churches share core beliefs that are 
delineated within the Baptist Faith and Message, practices regarding music and all other aspects 
of church life can greatly differ between congregations. As a result, the autonomy of SBC 
churches establishes the type of denominational structure that is conducive to change and 
diversity. 
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Summary: General Research on Nontraditional Worship 
Research has indicated that worship practices can be a major determinant in whether 
or not a person is drawn to a church. Moreover, because worship is a personal expression of 
praise to God, worship practices create a particular identity for a congregation. When an 
established identity is altered, discomfort and distrust can result, sparking the considerable 
conflict that has resulted from the worship transformation. The presence of conflict signals 
the level of importance that a particular worship expression holds for the individual 
worshipper as well as the corporate body of each church. 
Research suggests that worship preferences are, to some degree, marked by age 
distinctions, with younger worshippers being most attracted to nontraditional styles. While 
churches value congregants of all ages, many congregations seek to engage young members 
so that their beliefs may be perpetuated to future generations. This study will explore how 
musicians of various ages can be involved in nontraditional music ministty, while also 
investigating any age-exclusionaty practices that limit musical service. 
Research firmly acknowledges highly varied practices among churches with 
nontraditional worship, and also indicates that churches with decentralized authority 
structures are more likely to adopt nontraditional worship styles. Local church autonomy is a 
core belief of the SBC, affirming SBC churches as conducive to the paradigm shift. Still, 
research has not deeply investigated specific Baptist churches to explore the individuality of 
musical practices and what can be learned from the varied implementations. The 
acknowledgement of highly varied practices is further accentuated by local Baptist church 
autonomy, and calls for in-depth research of individual music ministries that can extend 
beyond the generalizations of extant survey-based research. 
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This introductory overview of literature examined a varied array of existing research 
on the multi-faceted topic of nontraditional worship. The overview revealed a 
preponderance of data that explored the topic with a quantitative design through survey or 
questionnaire-based methodology. But given the research-acknowledged variation and lack 
of uniformity in practices, there is a gap of knowledge existing that can be filled by a 
qualitative, in-depth investigation of individual church sites. Such an exploration will offer 
specificity to extant knowledge, much of which exists in generalities. A nuanced and in-
depth examination illuminated the challenges, experiences, choices, processes, and practices 
occurring within selected nontraditional music ministries. 
Worship Style and Implementation 
The following section will present research related to the worship style and 
implementation within churches that have transitioned to nontraditional worship. Existing 
research has validated significant variation in the ways that churches implement 
nontraditional worship styles (Adnams, 2008; Allabough, 2000; Brauer, 1998; Cartwright, 
2004; Dawson, 2008; Hamilton, 1999;Jurgemeyer, 2003; LaRue, 1999; Miller, 1998). Several 
different types of nontraditional services are common among churches, and different 
churches interpret and implement those types in varied ways. The primary service-types 
associated with nontraditional worship include: contemporary worship; seeker-services; 
blended worship; and alternative worship styles. 
Traditional Worship. The churches selected for this study have all, at some point, 
transitioned from traditional worship practices to one or more forms of nontraditional 
practice. Cartwright (2004) and Stovall (2001) described traditional worship to include 
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congregations singing traditional hymns from hymnals and being led by a music leader who 
sings and conducts. A choir could be expected to sing a choral call to worship, anthem, and 
other choral responses, typically accompanied by piano and/ or organ, and possibly 
orchestra. The typical mood associated with a traditional service is "orderly, majestic, 
contemplative ... [and] geared for people from a religious culture and background" (Stovall, 
2001, p. 91). The service progresses in a pre-established order of worship where individual 
songs are interspersed between other service elements that may include prayers, scripture 
reading, a sermon, and announcements (Cartwright, 2004, p. 12). Musicians typically read 
from standard notation, perform the music primarily as notated, and produce musical 
sounds with classically or traditionally-based vocal and instrumental techniques. 
Nontraditional Worship. Nontraditional worship styles contrast traditional worship 
in varied ways and to varying degrees. Several nontraditional worship expressions are most 
common and include contemporary worship, seeker services, blended worship, and 
alternative setvices. 
Contemporary worship. The most starkly contrasting nontraditional style is the 
contemporary service. A contemporary label immediately suggests that the service intends to 
be current and connected to modern culture. Brauer (1998), Cartwright (2004), Jurgemeyer 
(2003), and Stovall (2001) describe contemporary services as informal, visitor friendly, 
upbeat, intimate, warm, and having very little silence. The formats of contemporary services 
often change from week to week, breaking from the more consistent routines of traditional 
services. Stovall (2001) described contemporary setvices as "expressive, celebrative, 
contemporary, ... and [offering] a sacrifice of praise to the Lord in a spirit of joyful 
adoration" (p. 91). The celebrative atmosphere is often marked by clapping and outward 
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expressions of emotion. Sermons tend to be life-connected and practical, with the pastor or 
speaker presenting the message in a less formal manner than from behind a pulpit. 
Contemporary services may be held in church sanctuaries, but just as often in a gym, theater, 
fellowship hall, or other alternative auditorium (Cartwright, 2004, p. 12; Jurgemeyer, 2003, p. 
12). 
From a musical standpoint, Cartwright (2004), Jurgemeyer (2003), and Stovall (2001) 
report that a contemporary service suggests the inclusion of praise and worship choruses, 
contemporary Christian music (CCM), and modernized hymn arrangements (if hymns are 
included). Worship is led vocally, without overt conducting, often while the leader plays 
either a guitar or keyboard insuument. A worship band usually provides accompaniment 
using guitars, drums, keyboards, and occasionally other solo instruments such as flute or 
violin to add color. Musicians may read from standard notation, but commonly read from 
chord charts and engage improvisation. Choirs may or may not be present. A vocal worship 
team of 2-12 individually amplified singers may replace or sing in addition to choirs. 
Extended sets of songs are often sung, and hymnals are replaced by lyrics projected onto 
large screens. LaRue (1999) confirms that within larger churches where nontraditional styles 
are common, "About 99 percent regularly use a projection screen in worship, compared to 
just one-fifth of traditional churches, [while] only 55 percent regularly use hymnals, 
compared to 96 percent of traditional churches" (LaRue 1999, What the Bigger Churches 
Do). Churches projecting lyrics or reprinting lyrics within a bulletin or church songbook pay 
annual licensing fees to Christian Copyright Licensing International8 (CCLI) Q"urgemeyer, 
8 CCLI provides churches with a manageable and legal means of handling complex copyright 
concerns related to modern worship. Churches may purchase a license, allowing them to project or 
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2003, p. 85). According to the CCLI (201 0) website, the organization was formed in 1988 
"to provide churches with simple, affordable solutions to complex copyright issues ... while 
also giving churches the freedom to worship expressively and spontaneously" (CCLI, 2010, 
Who We Are). Contemporary services often make significant use of multimedia, lighting, 
and extensive sound amplification to accommodate the types of musical ensembles used. 
Stovall (2001) deems that this service type is intended for Christian believers in its message, 
yet the service style remains attractive to non-Christians and un-churched individuals by its 
culturally connected methods (p. 91). 
Seeker services. The seeker service can be understood as a sub-category of 
contemporary worship that is designed to appeal to a "seeker," a person who does not 
profess to be a Christian or one who departed from the religious background of their youth 
(Brauer, 1998, p. 9; Cartwright, 2004;Jurgemeyer, 2003; Stovall, 2001). The term "seeker 
service: is an attempt to present a rational, spiritual life that appears natural to the seeker" 
(Brauer, 1998, p. 8) . These services are contemporary, up-beat, non-threatening, informal, 
and welcoming. Essentially all of the elements common to a contemporary service also apply 
here, but the difference is the overarching focus upon removing any barriers that would 
make a seeker feel uncomfortable or out of place (Brauer, 1998, p. 13). Stovall (2001) 
describes this as a non-threatening atmosphere that "presents the gospel in clear non-God 
talk terms and modem forms." (p. 91). 
Jurgemeyer (2003) suggests that seeker services fo~ primarily upon connecting with 
the seeker, rather than being directed to God; thus concluding that "while virtually all seeker 
reprint lyrics, and provide musicians free, but password-protected access to musical scores and 
recordings needed for worship preparation. 
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services are contemporary, not all contemporary services are seeker services" (p. 7-8). While 
seeker services focus upon connecting with non-believers, most churches intend to minister 
to both non-believers as well as the regular church membership. Consequendy, churches 
often express a priority to be seekerfn"end!J, creating an atmosphere that is welcoming to the 
seeker, but also meaningful to its congregation. 
Blended worship. The blended worship style is also apdy described by its name, 
blending or intermingling both traditional and contemporary elements within a single service 
Gurgemeyer, 2003; Stovall, 2001; Webber, 1998). Webber (1998) characterized blended 
worship as "synthesizing substance and relevance, traditional and contemporary forms" (p. 
16). This service is viewed by some as somewhat less musically authentic than a 
contemporary service since popular music styles may be presented by not only a band, but 
also a choir or orchestra. For this reason,Jurgemeyer (2003) excluded in-depth examinations 
of blended services in her research on contemporary worship in Ohio Lutheran churches; 
however, other researchers, (Adnams, 2008; Dawn, 1995; LaRue, 1999; Stovall, 2001) 
acknowledge the significant presence of blended worship among churches today. LaRue 
(1999) credits the blended service style for the increased use of contemporary instruments, 
stating that, "The number of churches that favor contemporary worship music has not 
increased since 1996, ... However, more churches are using instruments typically found in 
contemporary worship services, which is largely due to the impact of blended worship" 
(para. 1). Not only do researchers acknowledge the prevalence of blended worship, but they 
also note that blended worship encourages inclusiveness, unity, tolerance, and mutual 
understanding between age groups (or individuals of any age) who prefer different styles, but 
worship together in a set-vice that addresses both preferences (Adnams, 2008; Dawn, 1997). 
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Blended services currently serve as an important bridge of worship, unifying this particular 
generation that has known both traditional and nontraditional practices. Thus, because of 
the blended service's role, prevalence, and incorporation of varied musicians, it remains an 
important part of this research. 
Altemative worship expressions. Finally, churches offering alternative services 
provide more than one worship style within the same church campus, sometimes meeting in 
different auditoriums. Offering alternative worship may include any possible combination of 
traditional, blended, contemporary, or seeker service styles. Hamilton (1999) reported that 
one Alabama Methodist church offered "five musical styles for six separate services" (p. 29). 
Clearly, alternative service offerings can be challenging, but it is a choice that many churches 
have made to connect with worshippers, and also manage church growth. With alternative 
services, congregants may choose their preferred worship style, even vary it periodically by 
attending different services, and yet still remain part of the same church. Bosch (199 5) warns 
that the danger of alternative services can be the unintended fonnation of a church within a 
church, and harming overall church unity (p. 16). 
Although each of these service types suggest a particular worship style, research 
acknowledges highly varied interpretations of the worship designs between churches, even 
within services using the same worship-style label (Adnams, Allabough, 2000; 2008; Brauer, 
1998; Cartwright, 2004; Dawn, 1997; Dawson, 2008;Jurgemeyer, 2003; Marty, 1998; Miller, 
1998). Dawn (1997) considers nontraditional style labels to be "ill defined" (p. 550), while 
Marty (1998) suggests that, "Much of the polarization of praise in our sanctuaries stems 
from the ambiguity of the terms themselves" (para. 5). Cartwright (2004) described service 
inte1pretations to be "random" (p. 12). No single style fits all; and no single worship-style 
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label is manifested exacdy the same in every congregation. Each church is unique by its 
congregation, worship leader, facility, resources, and priorities (Miller, 1998, p. 201). Thus, 
churches have developed worship designs based upon individual church circumstances, 
creating the ambiguity associated with style labels. 
Varied Implementation. Three studies investigated particular worship styles. First, 
Jurgemeyer's (2003) observations of contemporary services in the Southern Ohio Synod of 
Evangelical Lutheran Churches provided generalized data of practices in 49 congregations. 
Observations revealed that the personnel of worship-leading ensembles varied gready 
depending upon the musician resources of each congregation. Like Dawson (2008), 
Jurgemeyer noted that musical resources increased with church size. The piano or an 
electronic keyboard proved to be the most common worship-leading instrument, used in 
tandem with other nontraditional instruments to complete the instrumental ensemble. The 
second most common lead-insttument was the acoustic guitar, often supplemented by 
electric and bass guitar. Jurgemeyer found that either acoustic or electronic drum kits were 
used in three-quarters of the churches. Varied percussion and orchestral instruments were 
used occasionally as color or melodic insttuments. One contemporary congregation used an 
orchestra in tandem with the worship band and choir (p. 77 -78). Vocal ensembles of three to 
thirteen members might be led by "dedicated singers" Gurgemeyer, 2003, p. 78), or in the 
absence of dedicated singers, instrumentalists would both play and sing. Female lead 
vocalists were twice as common as male vocalists (p. 78). Jurgemeyer reported that not all 
worship teams had a distincdy designated song leader to engage congregational singing. 
When present, the primary leader typically led vocally while also playing an insttument. If no 
designated leader was present, the vocal team led as a group. Some worship teams had an 
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additional ensemble director, usually playing a keyboard instrument or guitar, who was not 
the primary song leader. Jurgemeyer also found that some churches paid musicians wlllle 
others used primarily volunteers. Because of the great time demands upon musicians, 
churches using volunteers commonly rotated musicians to ease the time burden Gurgemeyer 
2003, p. 79). 
Overall, Jurgemeyer's (2003) data aligns with other research describing the variations 
among nontraditional worship designs, musicians, and instrumentation. It is important to 
note, however, that all data from this study emerged from observing one worship service in 
each church, with no in-depth data beyond the single observation. Additionally, Jurgemeyer 
excluded all blended worship styles from the study, a major worship style incorporated by 
many churches and acknowledged by other research (Adnams, 2008; Dawn, 1995; Dawn, 
1997; LaRue, 1999; Stovall, 2001; Webber, 1998). Jurgemeyer's (2003) exclusion resulted in a 
participant sample that represented only 20 percent of the worship services within the 
Southern Ohio Synod. Although Jurgemeyer presents a picture of contemporary practices, 
the result does not reveal what the majority of churches from the Ohio Synod were doing, 
nor does it expose the varied ways that musicians can engage in nontraditional worship. 
Secondly, Adnams (2008) conducted a single-site case study of a Canadian 
Evangelical church using a blended worship style. While the study provided data that 
validated the presence of conflict, worship preferences, worship style distinctions, and 
nontraditional worship elements (song types, instruments, and musical styles), the research 
focused upon congregant attitudes toward worship and did not explore musical practices and 
training. Third, through meta-analysis, Brauer (1998) provided a narrative description on 
three leading seeker-service congregations. Both Brauer (1998) and Adnams (2008) focused 
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only upon a single service type, leaving a gap of knowledge on what could be known about 
the varied service style interpretations so clearly acknowledged by existing research. 
Additionally, Brauer's (1998) data was derived from materials written about the church sites, 
offering secondary-source data rather than primary-source data from the actual sites. 
Summary: Worship Style and Implementation 
Research that thoroughly explores individual church worship styles is limited. 
Among the cited studies, Adnams' (2008) case study of a blended worship church examined 
only that service style within one congregation, providing limited data on the variability of 
blended worship interpretations. Further, the intent was not to describe the style, but to 
explore congregant attitudes toward worship. Brauer's (1998) meta-analysis provided a 
narrative description on three leading seeker-service congregations. Although the study 
included three churches, it utilized secondru:y data sources, and included only a single 
worship style, leaving a gap of knowledge for further research to explore the varied worship 
style interpretations so clearly validated by existing research. 
Jurgemeyer (2008) master's thesis recognized that nontraditional service styles are 
"plagued by generalizations" (Abstract). The study explored variations in worship practices 
by observing contemporary worship services within 49 Southern Ohio Lutheran Churches. 
Data provided on distinctions between church worship services, but delved no deeper than 
what the observer saw during the single service observed at each site. While attempting to 
overcome generalizations and illuminate church distinctions, data was reported through a 
generalized summary of observed traits that were typical among d1e churches. Although 
providing some valuable knowledge, the study produced survey-like data that lacked depth 
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and nuance beyond surface observations. Moreover, Jurgemeyer excluded churches with 
blended worship, only examining fully contemporary services that were initiated after 2002. 
Given the research-supported significance of blended worship services,Jurgemeyer's study 
leaves a large gap of knowledge for exploring blended worship, a prevalent style present in 
many churches. In her recommendations, Jurgemeyer specifically encouraged that additional 
"geographic and denominational studies of the contemporary worship style could lend 
credence to the emerging data that not all contemporary worship wears the same clothes. 
Sometimes very wide gaps exist between churches who [sic] practice contemporary worship" 
Qurgemeyer, 2003, p. 114). My research explored not only multiple sites, but also multiple 
nontraditional styles, seeking to fill the knowledge gap and provide data that reveals 
distinctions and commonalities between church worship practices. Additionally, data was 
gathered from primary sources, from the primary leaders who shape and guide the music 
ministries, offering more depth than a single worship service observation can yield. 
Of the cited studies that acknowledge varied worship styles, only Adnams (2008) and 
Jurgemeyer (2008) made varied style interpretations a priority focus. The other cited studies 
acknowledge the reality, but do not provide nuanced descriptions. Cartwright's (2004) 
research provided descriptions of musician skills, but focused on creating an essential-skills 
text for contemporary musicians. Dawson's (2008) online survey validated the musical 
challenges resulting from the worship transformation, but explored the attitudes, not the 
process or resources, of church musicians toward obtaining continued training. While the 
study indicated that musicians desired training, it did not explore actual means for 
development. LaRue (1999) sent 1000 mailed surveys to randomly selected United States 
Churches, providing broad data on nontraditional church music practices. Useful data were 
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gained, but offered no in-depth knowledge from actual church sites to enable a meaningful 
understanding of practices. Miller (1998) provided a comparative description of three large 
church movements, noting the massive worship paradigm shift, varied service styles 
common within non-authoritarian church structures, and the presence of multiple musical 
styles within worship styles. However, Miller's focus only discussed surface appearances and 
expectations of worship practices within a study that primarily explored sociological and 
theological implications of the paradigm shift. Stovall (2001) provided important descriptors 
of worship service types and focuses. However, his work focused upon elements impacting 
church growth rather than musical practices. In sum, these studies offer some data on 
worship style variations, but only minimally, resulting in limited knowledge on how churches 
actually interpret and implement the varied worship styles. 
This study sought to fill this gap by offering nuanced detail that compares different 
church sites and their varied worship styles, providing in-depth data missing from previous 
research. The openness to explore varied service types will increase the knowledge of how 
church music ministries transformed themselves, their worship, music personnel, programs, 
and processes as worship practices changed. Several churches within a community may state 
that they have contemporary or blended services, but a deeper look may reveal great 
differences in how those labels are interpreted. This study closely examined how these labels 
are interpreted within the actual practice of several church music ministries. Much existing 
research data results from survey-studies that acknowledge great variation in worship 
interpretations, but the data provides only generalized descriptions of practice in large 
populations, leaving a dearth of in-depth church-site knowledge. What other studies have 
reported in broad strokes, this study reports in detail, illuminating and offering a glimpse 
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into church practices. This study values the varied worship service types, particularly as this 
research also explores which worship styles are most conducive to engaging school-trained 
musicians. Finally, where the blended service has been excluded by some research, it will be 
valued in this project, particularly since it tends to incorporate varied musical styles and 
skills. 
Personnel and Program Structure 
As previously noted, existing research supports that churches with nontraditional 
worship have predominantly preserved the Biblically grounded message of the church, but 
have presented the enduring message through more contemporary and culturally accessible 
methods. Research has also indicated that the nontraditional methods of presentation bring 
considerable change, but the change impacts church organization and ministry structures 
more than church theology (Brauer, 1998; Chou, 2006; Dawson, 2008; Jurgemeyer, 2003; 
Miller, 1998). Within the music ministry, some of the program structure differences include 
changes in music leadership positions (both volunteer and employed), responsibilities, 
support staff, and the musicians and ensembles engaged in the music ministry. 
Extant research reveals that the Southern Baptist music minister role often holds a 
broad and diverse range of responsibilities that varies among churches. Singleton (1980) 
studied the post-graduation ministry roles of selected graduates from the Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary School of Church Music. Data showed that graduates experienced 
highly diversified job expectations. Within their roles they were expected to interact with all 
age groups, but most commonly with adults (Singleton, 1980). Similarly, Bearden (1980) 
reported that the Southern Baptist perception of the music leadership role "has moved from 
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that of a choir director and song leader to that of a minister who functions as the tide 
suggests and who, in addition is an administrator, a music educator, and a worship leader as 
well as a performing musician" (Bearden 1980, p. 1). 
Even the position tides of music ministers have become more varied, reflecting the 
increased diversity and scope of the role. The individual once known as a song leader or 
choir director may now be recognized by numerous tides, including Worship Leader, 
Associate Minister of Music, Worship Arts Minister, or Music and Youth Pastor. Dawson 
(2008) reported that the tides and "responsibilities that these persons carry are as varied as 
the needs and resources of the congregations" (Dawson, 2008, p. 10). The varied tides 
reflect a leadership position that may now be responsible for worship, church ordinances, 
media, drama, dance, and visual arts "that gready expand .the role of the worship planner( s) 
within the church, even increasing the worship arts staffing, and certainly stretching those 
who are volunteer leaders" (Dawson 2008, p. 9). 
Dawson's (2008) online survey of Church of God congregations found that the 
structure and responsibilities of the employed and volunteer music leadership were impacted 
by both church size, and varied interpretations of worship styles (p. 8). Larger churches 
engaged more music leadership while smaller churches tended to have fewer professional 
staff members or volunteer leaders. Dawson detailed the quantity of employed musicians 
within the participant churches (p. 42), but did not clearly link the quantity of staff or their 
responsibilities to worship style. Instead, the numerical and narrative reporting only offers 
generalized data that does not provide nuanced description of what is implemented by 
individual churches. Dawson's investigation into music program structure revealed a strong 
preference toward nontraditional vocal and instrumental ensembles. For vocal programs and 
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practices, of the 114 churches, 97 churches had a praise team, and 90 used soloists. Seventy-
nine churches indicated having small ensembles, but no description was provided to 
distinguish the vocal praise team from other small ensembles. Dawson's data revealed 
significantly lower participation in regard to choirs. Only 53.5 percent indicated having an 
adult sanctuary choir, and 49 percent had children's choirs. Choirs for middle and high 
school students were considerably limited. Only 14 percent of the churches had a youth 
choir, 2.6 had a middle school choir, and 4.4 percent indicated having a high school choir. 
No delineation was provided to clearly distinguish the youth choirs from the middle and 
high school choirs (Dawson, 2008, p. 42-43). Dawson's vocal data reveal a significant dearth 
of participation in school-age choirs. However, the generalized data lack illumination 
regarding: whether or not churches prioritize or deem these ensembles as valuable; if these 
ensembles lack leaders; if there is a lack of student interest; if the ensembles have a 
meaningful role within the church; or whether the presence and strength of local school 
choirs may have an impact upon the low church involvement. 
Dawson's (2008) data regarding instruments and instrumental programs reveal the 
piano to be the predominant instrument, used in 106 of the 114 churches, a versatile 
instrument present in varied worship styles. Of instruments typically associated with more 
traditional practices, 65 churches used an organ, 29 used handbells, and only 20 churches 
had an orchestra. But with instruments related to more nontraditional worship styles, 91 
churches used ch-ums, 86 used acoustic guitars, 85 used bass guitars, 83 used electronic 
keyboards, and 70 used electric guitars (Dawson, 2008, p. 44-45). Data clearly indicated that 
churches prioritized the use of piano and nontraditional worship band instruments. 
Dawson's (2008) investigation of music leadership roles showed that with vocal 
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venues, 93 of the 114 music ministers were responsible for the vocal praise team, 82 were 
responsible for soloists, 74 for small ensembles, and 61 for d1e sanctuary choir (Dawson, 
2008, p. 58). These vocal data are significant, possibly suggesting what music ensembles may 
be prioritized within the participant churches; however, further research is needed to 
confirm church priorities. As previously noted, Dawson's data indicated low activity in 
middle school and high school choirs (p. 43, p. 58). The data also reveal that most of the 
surveyed music ministers were not responsible for teen choirs, a result that underscores a 
significant knowledge gap. Further research is warranted to investigate: whether or not some 
churches have thriving middle and high school choirs that provide a venue where school-
trained singers may transfer their skills, or if a participation gap exists and limits skill 
transference; factors that contribute to the success or weaknesses of middle and high school 
ensembles; if successful programs are impacted by the music minister's leadership, or by the 
influence of another leader; the roles that existing middle and high school ensembles hold 
within the church music ministry; and if successful middle and high school ensembles are 
linked to any particular style(s) of worship. 
Regarding instrumental roles, 57 of the 114 music ministers were responsible for the 
pianist, 21 for organists, 18 for orchestra, and 18 for handbells. Of nontraditional 
instruments, 34 music ministers were responsible for acoustic guitar, 24 for bass guitar, 22 
for electric guitar, 37 for electronic keyboards, and 22 for drums (Dawson, 2008, p. 58). The 
instrumental data also reveal gaps for more research. Given Dawson's data-based emphasis 
upon popular music-type instruments within the churches, Dawson reports lower levels of 
music ministers being responsible for these instrumentalists. Missing from the surveyed data 
was any explanation for why the music ministers had less responsibility for these 
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instrumentalists, particularly whether or not they were trained or qualified with such 
instruments. Also missing is any exploration into what other professional or volunteer 
leaders may assume these or other ministry leadership roles, better completing the 
description of actual practice within these ministries. 
A nationwide research survey of 535 Independent Christian Churches revealed that 
most surveyed churches maintain choirs for adults, teens, and children (Ihm, 1994). By 
occurring in 1994, Ihm's research reveals the gradual progression toward nontraditional 
worship, particularly when compared against the later results of Dawson (2008) and 
Jurgemeyer (2003). In fact, a majority of Ihm's (1994) congregations indicated their intent to 
change their worship music, specifically, to learn new hymns and choruses, develop worship 
bands, and incorporate more media (p. v). Regarding music staff, Ihm reported that 52 
percent of Christian Church music ministers were not paid, while 45 percent were salaried. 
Only 23 percent of the surveyed congregations pay additional musicians who were most 
often pianists or organists. Only two percent of congregations paid their worship bands and 
four percent employed temporary musicians for special events (p. 56-57). 
Ihm's (1994) data on program structure revealed the piano as the primary means of 
worship accompaniment in 95 percent of churches, while the organ assumed the lead role in 
76 percent of the observed sites. Electronic keyboards and guitars were used in 33 percent of 
congregations while drums were present in 23 percent of churches. Only 23 percent of 
churches reported using a praise band and only eight percent had an orchestra. Thirty-nine 
percent of churches indicated using a vocal worship team to lead singing, in some cases 
replacing the choir, and in other congregations singing in addition to the choir (lhm, 1994, p . 
45-47). Regarding choirs, Ihm found that 83 percent of congregations have an adult choir, 
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65 percent offer children's choirs, and 33 percent have teen choirs. Fourteen percent of 
congregations had no choirs at all (p. 57). Where no choirs existed, some respondents 
indicated that choirs had disbanded due to both lack of interest and willingness, and lack of 
leadership when existing leaders left and could not be replaced (p. 57-58). Only one in four 
adult choirs rehearsed throughout the entire year; 51 percent took the summer months off. 
Additionally, some choirs only held seasonal roles, rehearsing and singing only for 
Christmas, Easter, Independence Day, Thanksgiving, or other special events (p. 62). Among 
choirs that functioned throughout the year, 88 percent also presented special seasonal 
events. Only 18 percent of churches reported special choral activities for adult or teen choirs 
such as tours, retreats, camps, festivals, and concerts (p. 82). Although data reported the 
choir's primary role as helping lead congregational singing, only 27 percent of surveys 
indicated that the choir sings weekly in worship (p. 66-68). 
LaRue (1999) reported that 56 percent of nontraditional churches maintain a choir in 
worship, whereas 75 percent of traditional churches have choirs (LaRue, 1999, What the 
Bigger Churches Do). Although this triennial national survey had a low response rate, the 
data reveal a concern for the future role of choirs within nontraditional worship styles. 
Consequently, examining the role of choirs and other traditional ensembles within 
nontraditional congregations may expand the knowledge on what ministry structures and 
worship styles include choirs. 
Rivera (2005) surveyed twenty-five Hispanic Southern Baptist churches in thirteen 
states to evaluate significant trends and needs in the music education ministry of Hispanic 
congregations. Data showed that almost half of the churches had a salaried music minister; 
however, one-third of the leaders were only employed part-time, resulting in a heavy load of 
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responsibilities within only a twenty-hour work week. Rivera urged that more churches 
commit to financing and employing a fulltime music minister. Data revealed a desire to 
increase ministry effectiveness by improving the ministry personnel structure and 
responsibilities (p. 26). This study explored ministry personnel structures in-depth, providing 
descriptions of practices that may serve as instructive models that are applicable to other 
church ministries. 
Data on music ministry structure indicated preschool choirs in four churches, and 
children's choirs in over half the churches. Although more than half the churches had 
children's choirs, eleven churches indicated "no type of choral or music education program 
for children or youth. Many of the churches that did not have music programs for children 
were the ones stating a great need for trained musicians, singers, and worship leaders" 
(Rivera, 2005, p. 32). Choirs for teens existed in six churches, and averaged 14 in attendance. 
Similar to other research, Rivera reported a concern over teen choirs. 
One disconcerting trend is the small number of youth choirs as compared to younger 
children's choirs. Some of the survey responders stated they include the youth in the regular 
music ministries rather d1an have a separate choir ministry for them. They also indicated that 
their praise teams were primarily made up of young people (ages 12-18). While this can be a 
good experience for the youth, it is also robbing youth of the fellowship and discipline found 
in the dynamics of a choir. It also isolates the youd1 who do not have a particular aptitude 
for singing or playing an instrument. In addition, if a children's choir is active in a church but 
a youth choir is not, then those kids will not have a sinlliar place to "plug into" when they 
become teenagers (Rivera, 2005, p. 31) . 
Due to this concern and lack of continuity in choir experience, Rivera recommended that 
future research investigate means for starting and maintaining effective youth choirs (Rivera, 
2005, p. 35), an aspect that this study investigated. 
Adult choirs were present in 17 churches, averaging 20 in attendance (Rivera, 2005, 
p. 29, 31). In 23 of the 25 churches, an active worship band and vocal team existed, typically 
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having seven singers and eight instrumentalists that played guitars, keyboards, drums, and 
other percussion (p. 29) . Rivera noted that larger churches also had slightly larger worship 
bands and vocal teams (p. 25). Within 23 of the Hispanic churches, the primaq instrument 
was guitar; while the piano or keyboard was predominant in 21 churches (p. 25). In these 
congregations, five pianists were paid musicians. The organ was the least used instrument, 
present in only six churches, with only one organist being paid (p. 25). Orchestral 
instruments were being used in 10 churches as color or melodic instruments, while three of 
the 25 congregations had actual orchestras (p. 34). Rivera found that, "Orchestral 
instruments were also used in larger numbers than expected. This could be attributed in part 
to the involvement of young people in their school bands or to adults who learned to play in 
their younger years" (Rivera, 2005, p . 34). Rivera's unexpected finding is an intentional area 
of investigation to my research that will explore if and how school musicians can utilize their 
skills within music ministries. 
Although research confirms significant differences in staff and music ministry 
structure (Bearden, 1980; Brauer, 1998; Chou, 2006; Dawson, 2008; Ihm, 1994; Jurgemeyer, 
2003; Miller, 1998; Rivera, 2005; Singleton, 1980), most research is gained from surveys and 
questionnaires that provide broad and generalized data. Thus, detailed, nuanced 
examinations of individual church practice are limited. One up-close study of Ringgold First 
Baptist Church revealed the congregation's awareness that music ministry staff structure and 
program organization are important to music ministry effectiveness (Sloan, 2000). This data 
is useful, but linuted in relevance and impact for two primaq reasons. First, Sloan (2000) 
examined the practices within a single church, not allowing for comparison of practices 
among churches. Given the varied implementations of nontraditional styles within churches, 
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data from a single site provides only limited impact as a model for other churches. Secondly, 
although the data was nuanced and in-depth, it focused upon a church that had not yet 
transitioned to nontraditional practices. Ringgold was a congregation recognizing the need 
and intent to make changes, but it had not yet encountered the musical or personnel-
structure changes addressed in this study. Thus, the absence of nontraditional practices left a 
gap for this study to address. 
Finally, in some churches, a unique expectation has impacted music ministry 
personnel. The quest for excellence and connectedness has, in some situations, impacted the 
qualifications of what musicians may hold worship leadership roles, particularly in regard to 
ability and age. Miller (1998), Brauer (1998), and Wright (1994) all emphasize that the 
musical quality of the worship service is considered as a direct reflection of the overall 
church quality. As a result, Wright states that, "Today's worshipers see music as the most 
important part of the worship service .. .. Because d1e goal of visitor-oriented worship is to 
impress unchurched guests, high-quality musical presentations are essential. Worship leaders 
will use only the best musicians" (Wright, 1994, p. 71). Seeking to incorporate skilled 
musicians is certainly not a unique desire within music ministries. However, Wright's 
statement refers to replacing church-member musicians with hired professionals who are 
otherwise unassociated with the church. Cartwright (2004) cites Calvary Church in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan as an example of this practice. Calvary adopted a rock idiom and employed 
highly skilled professional musicians to lead worship, resulting in little or no involvement of 
even skilled church-member musicians being engaged in worship leading (p. 9). 
Wright's comments and Cartwright's scenario are particularly directed toward seeker 
services, the service style most designed to connect with un-churched individuals. Even if a 
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congregation does not offer a designated seeker service, it is not uncommon that a seeker-
sensitive focus is present within other service types. With a seeker-focus, the intent is to 
remove barriers that may make a seeker feel uncomfortable or out of place, and to be 
connected to the seeker's life (Brauer, 1998, p. 13). In some churches, the pursuit of 
connectedness has resulted in excluding worship musicians who are skilled, but who appear 
incongruent to the environment due to their age. Brauer (1998) reported that such services 
"demand excellence of musical performance ... and require musicians who are the same age 
as the target audience" (Brauer 1998, 11). Wright further suggests that if the church's target 
audience is younger, the age of the worship musicians should be the same since ''Younger 
audiences perceive the music to be 'older' simply because of the age of the musicians" 
(Wright, 1994, p. 75) . Consequently, the result of an age qualification bases usefulness upon 
youthfulness rather than willingness, ability, or experience. 
Replacing capable musicians with professionals and excluding musicians because of 
their age impact the degree to which church-member musicians can engage their skills within 
music ministry. Understandably, a commitment to excellence and connectedness would be a 
welcome pursuit within any minisu-y. But from these worthy pursuits, comes a concern over 
exclusiveness and limitations upon who can serve and how long they may serve in music 
ministry. During the pilot study of this research project, this concern was raised by more 
than one music minister who was disturbed by situations of willing and skilled musicians 
losing the opportunity to serve their church with their musical talents. Areas of potential 
exclusion raise numerous concerns, including some that extend beyond the scope of this 
study. Age qualifications raise concerns about the devaluation of experienced musicians 
mentoring less experienced ones. Such a practice may also place limits upon the longevity of 
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musical engagement for church musicians. This research investigated whether or not such 
restrictions exist in the participant churches. 
Summary: Personnel and Program Structure 
Existing studies regarding church staff and program structure established a 
foundation upon which this research was built. Extant research reveals that the role and 
responsibilities of a Southern Baptist music minister varies significandy from one church to 
another church (Singleton, 1980). Rivera (2005) reported that music ministries sought to 
increase effectiveness by improving the ministry personnel structure and responsibilities (p. 
26). This study explored and collected in-depth descriptions of practices, personnel 
structures, and personnel roles, providing knowledge for elements that church music 
ministers have deemed as important. 
Ihm's (1994) research provides valuable data regarding the personnel and musical 
forces existing within surveyed Christian churches, but the data is largely based upon 
congregations planning to transition or just beginning to transition to nontraditional styles. 
However, Ihm's work provided a valuable precedent for this research that explored many 
similar aspects, but at a later point of transition, seeking to describe how the paradigm shift 
impacted church staff and program structures. Data from Ihm's research provided a helpful 
sorirce of comparison with later practices. 
Miller (1998), Brauer (1998), and Wright (1994) raised questions regarding the 
acceptable age span for worship-leading musicians when some congregations desire younger 
leaders to project a more youthful image. Ultimately, age qualifications decrease lifelong 
music ministry engagement, and undermine the opportunities and value of experienced 
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musicians mentoring those who are less experienced. Additionally, Miller (1998), Brauer 
(1998), and Wright (1994) acknowledged that in the pursuit of musical excellence, some 
churches replace church-member musicians with hired professional musicians who are not 
associated with the church. This study explored whether age qualifications are prioritized 
within the participant churches, and whether professional musicians have replaced musicians 
from within the church. 
Through generalized data reporting, Dawson (2008) provided broad knowledge 
related to this research, revealed various music ministry concerns, and raised questions that 
needed further investigation. Where Dawson's survey-data lack nuanced detail, this research 
expanded what Dawson initiated. First, while Dawson determined that the responsibilities of 
music ministers, the music ministry personnel, and the music program structure vary greatly 
among churches (and are even further differentiated by church size); the data did not reveal 
the nature of those differences. 
Secondly, Dawson's (2008) data noted concern over a lack of availability, continuity, 
and success for church middle and high school choirs. Dawson's data also revealed that 
most music ministers were not responsible for teen choirs. Factors that emerged in 
Dawson's data were further explored in this research. These concerns included: whether 
there are churches where middle and high school aged choirs thrive; factors that contribute 
to the success or weaknesses of middle and high school church choirs; whether or not 
churches give import to these ensembles by providing them a meaningful role within the 
worship ministry; if successful programs are impacted by the music minister's leadership, or 
by the influence of another leader; whether continuity gaps exist in church ministries where 
no choir is available to middle and high school students, creating a gap where students 
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cannot transfer what they learn in school or in younger-aged church choirs; and if successful 
middle and high school ensembles are linked to any particular worship style(s). 
Third, the instrumental data also reveal gaps for more research. Despite the clear 
priot-ity of popular music-type instruments within the surveyed churches, Dawson (2008) 
reports that most music ministers are not responsible for these instrumentalists. Data did not 
explain this factor, particularly whether or not music ministers were trained with such 
instruments, or if another leader handled this responsibility. This study investigated these 
roles and responsibilities within music ministries to create a fuller description of actual 
practice. This research was designed to build where Dawson's research framework ends, 
investigating leadership roles, training for those roles, and the presence and functioning of all 
musical ensembles, particularly school-aged choirs within the church. The inclusion of 
nuanced data from multiple churches and their varied practices offer instructive data that 
other churches can apply or adapt to their own circumstances. 
Finally, Rivera (2005) presented data aligning with Dawson's (2008) reporting of 
continuity gaps for middle and high school choirs within churches. Rivera expressed alarm 
over this circumstance and recommended that future research investigate means for starting 
and maintaining effective youth choirs (Rivera 2005, p. 35), an aspect that this study 
investigated. Similarly, LaRue's (1999) survey exposed a concern for the future role of choirs 
for any age within nontraditional worship styles. Consequently, examining the role of all 
choirs within current nontraditional congregations will be a priority of this research. 
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Music Personnel Training 
Role of the Music Minister. In 1977, The Music Educator's Joumal devoted an issue 
to describing viable careers in music, acknowledging the career of church musician or music 
minister, as "a worthy avenue to explore" (Sharp, 1977, p. 89). Recognizing the role's 
challenges and responsibilities, Sharp recommended an accredited academic college or 
university degree in church music that includes training in a performance area (Sharp, 1977, 
p. 89). Additionally, Sharp acknowledged that preparation is more than just music, 
suggesting that, "The church musician should be a well-prepared musician with an 
appreciation for the life and mission of the church" (Sharp, 1977, p. 88) . As extant research 
will show, Southern Baptist music ministers often have diverse educational backgrounds. 
Some may have formal music education through Baptist seminaries, colleges, or universities, 
while others were trained in non-Baptist institutions. Still others may have had musical 
training through private instruction, or even very little musical training at all. 
James C. McKinney (as cited by Bearden, 1980, pp. 43-44) of Southwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary described the music minister as having four primary roles: 1) a spiritual 
leader who encourages spiritual growth and who understands the role of music in worship; 
2) a music educator, capable of teaching music to all ages in the church; 3) an administrator 
who maintains budgets and equipment, who oversees and trains music personnel, and who 
shapes the music program as a one part of the overall church; and 4) a performer who can 
demonstrate and teach vocal skills,- function with basic keyboard skills, and be sensitive to 
the needs of ministry musicians. Within this particular time in history, the role of a music 
minister can be challenging and multi-faceted, thus meriting an investigation of the musical 
preparation for the profession. 
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The Challenge to Address Skill and Style Differences. Research supports the 
reality of distinct musical skill differences between traditional and nontraditional worship 
music (Brady, 2002; Cartwright, 2004; Dawson, 2008; Miller, 1998; Posey, 1974). The new 
sound does not emerge from the old way of making music. Miller (1998) described the new 
music, stating that, "The music of the new paradigm churches has ... [a] populist character. It 
comes from the people and reflects their religious experience set to melodies and 
instrumentation that are similar to what members would listen to on their car radios" (p. 
200) . The popular sounds of modem worship music engage different skills than traditional 
worship music. This reality aligns with David Elliott's (1995) belief that, "Musicianship is 
context-sensitive or situated; that is, the precise nature and content of musicianship differs 
from musical practice to practice" (p. 260). 
The music of new-paradigm or nontraditional worship ministries is marked by 
particular musical skills and traits. Posey (1974), writing much earlier in the paradigm shift, 
recognized the onset of differing musical skills and traits that contrast from established 
traditional practices. Within the more modern church music, he observed simpler chord 
structures, the common incorporation of vocal and instrumental improvisation, repetitive 
bass patterns, louder musical volume, and greater dependency upon a sound technician (p. 
45-46). Posey noted that the unique modem vocal sounds and delivery techniques call for "a 
great deal of vocal manipulation" (p. 46). More currently, Cartwright (2004) named 
important nontraditional skills to include vocal and instrumental improvisation, reading &om 
a lead-sheet, transposition, and arranging (p. 6). She particularly notes the value of energizing 
older hymns into a more contemporary context by "re-writing and arranging harmonies, 
melodies, and rhythms" (p. 6). 
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It is important to note that today's music ministers have, for the most part, not 
abandoned traditional skills, but work within ministries that regularly require the use of both 
traditional and nontraditional skills, thus requiring the music minister to understand both 
musical practices. Music ministers in churches with blended or alternative service types will 
particularly face this challenge, not only working with varied types of music, but also with 
varied musicians whose skills may lie in either the traditional or nontraditional domain. 
Cartwright (2004) illustrated this issue by noting the challenge that the average guitarist 
encounters in interpreting hymns that are notated in four-part harmonizations (p. 7). In the 
reverse context, some pianists may play skillfully from notated scores, but are unequipped to 
improvise, play from a lead sheet, or function as an ensemble instrument rather than a solo 
accompanying instrument. Heuser (2008) described the informal experimentation-based 
'"listen-copy-play' approach of the popular musician ... [that] involves the acquisition of 
performing skills through the purposive listening to and active copying of music from 
recordings without reference to notated music or engagement in formally mentored 
individual lessons" (p. 5). This learning process is acknowledged by numerous scholars 
(Adnams, 2008; Allsup, 2008; 2004; Cartwright, 2004; 2004; Green, 2002, 2008a, 2008b; 
Heuser, 2008), and is very much present within nontraditional music ministries, particularly 
among the instruments most associated with popular musics. Consequendy, many guitarists, 
drummers, and vocal team singers in music ministries may find formally notated music 
useless within their preparation processes, preferring to access recordings of worship music 
in order to "listen, copy, and play" (Heuser, 2008, p. 5). In contrast, if a traditionally trained 
musician is asked to listen to a recording and pick out their part by ear, this also may extend 
beyond the comfort (and possibly patience) range of their skill training. Additionally, some 
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music ministries that rely heavily upon lead sheets may only use recordings to provide an 
initial acquaintance of a song, then "translate it into the language of the local scene which is 
circumscribed by the abilities of the musicians and the instmmentation available" (Adnams, 
2008, p. 210). As opposed to replication, this practice encourages improvisation, creativity, 
and originality, and ultimately results in individualized interpretations of songs within each 
congregation. With all of these contrasting skill differences existing within nontraditional 
worship ministries, Hooper (2008) urges current music ministers and all church musicians to 
become more versatile musicians, expanding to different instruments, skills, and styles than 
they already possess (p. 45). 
Many of today's music ministers lead ministries that have a complex and musically 
diverse community of musicians. With the nontraditional, traditional, and/ or multiple 
musical skill types present within music ministries, some church musicians have had to 
expand themselves to the point of multi-musicality. Not only must the music minister 
provide the resources necessary to equip both types of musicians for worship on a weekly 
basis, but he or she must also establish the musical and spiritual ways in which these 
differing musicians can work together toward the common goal of worship presentation, 
albeit approaching that goal by different means. This is a challenge church musicians have 
had t~ meet head on. Music ministers have had to recognize for themselves and their 
ministry personnel that, "The musicianship must serve the needs of the praxis; this is often a 
matter of kind, not degree or level" (Regelski, 2005, p. 244). Setting aside personal 
experience, training, and preferences, many traditionally trained church musicians have had 
to step beyond their comfort zone, and embrace other styles without judgment or a sense of 
musical hierarchy to connect worship music with the culture of today. 
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The Need for Relevant Preparatory and Continued Training. There is clearly a 
need to learn and to equip church musicians for modem worship practices. Although 
centered more on traditional practices, several earlier research studies addressed the training 
of church musicians. Jackson (1970) conducted questionnaire-based research on musical 
practices within the Church of Christ, a denomination that excludes instruments in their 
worship. But similar to Baptist congregations, each church is autonomous, leading to a lack 
of universal guidelines or practices Q"ackson, 1970). Data indicated that only 12 percent of 
music leaders have significant musical training, but 72 percent of music leaders desired that 
they and their congregants have more training. In another questionnaire-based study, 
Kellermeyer (1964) examined the organization of adult choirs in United Church of Christ 
congregations, finding that most choir leadership was untrained. Kellermeyer recommended 
training through clinics, workshops, and other church music courses. Additionally, 
Mashbem's (1988) questionnaire and content analysis research developed a model to assist 
the training of part-time and volunteer music ministers of Southern Baptist Churches, 
primarily in rural settings. However, the training module focused upon more traditional 
Baptist church music, limiting its applicability to churches with nontraditional worship 
practices (Mashbem, 1988). Each of these early studies offered useful data, but has limited 
application to present church needs. Jackson's (1970) work, by denominational beliefs, omits 
the incorporation of insuuments in worship, an element that is integral to modem worship. 
Kellermeyer (1964) and Mashbem (1988) focused primarily upon traditional skills, a focus 
that does not address the skills explored in this research, leaving a knowledge gap to be 
filled. 
Recognizing the transformed music of worship and the ensuing differences in skill 
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and practices, current scholars support the need for relevant and specific training in 
nontraditional practices (Benham, 2004; Brady, 2002; Cartwright, 2004; Dawson, 2008; Ihm, 
1994; Moss, 2001; Rivera, 2005; Sloan, 2000). Dawson's (2008) online survey of 114 Indiana 
Church of God musicians measured attitudes toward continuing education and what type of 
educational needs they have. Data acknowledged the massive worship transformation as well 
as the significant number and variety of skills requiring continued training. Data also 
indicated that worship leaders had great interest in continued training, particularly in 
personal musicianship development, choosing worship materials, administrative skills, 
conducting skills, and learning literature. However, the data reporting did not clearly specify 
whether the desired development primarily indicates skills that apply to traditional or to 
nontraditional worship practices. Given that the great majority of Dawson's participant 
churches were pursuing nontraditional vocal and instrumental practices, it might be surmised 
that the desire for learning would focus upon nontraditional skills (Dawson, 2008, p. 18, 75). 
Dawson recommended that continuing training opportunities should incorporate mentoring 
relationships between older and younger musicians, thus taking advantage of the multiple 
generations present within many churches (Dawson, 2008, p. 81- 98). 
With Dawson's (2008) generalized survey approach, the data lack specificity that 
would provide greater clarity and knowledge. First, a closer look was warranted to expose 
the more specific training desires of music ministers who are working within nontraditional 
music ministries. Secondly, Dawson's questionnaire did not explore the preparatoq 
educational experiences of music ministers. Consequendy, Dawson recommended that 
future research could explore preparatoq learning experiences to provide guidance for d1e 
educational needs of music ministers, reveal how music ministers have become trained in 
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nontraditional styles, and reveal what learning and ministry resources music ministers use 
(Dawson, 2008, p. 81- 98). 
Ihm's (1994) research survey of 535 Independent Christian Churches revealed that 
only one-third of music ministers held music degrees, most commonly in music education, 
church music, vocal or instmmental performance. Of the 535 music ministers, there were 
112 bachelor's degrees, 36 master's degrees, and three doctorates in music. Overall, one-
third of the music ministers held music degrees (p. 68-69, 89). Forty-three percent of these 
music ministers indicated a desire for additional education in vocal techniques, worship 
planning, conducting, and music theory (p. 89). Sixty-one percent indicated that they had 
received instruction in conducting. Most respondents received conducting training through 
college courses, but some developed the skill through conducting workshops, individual 
instruction, or through collegiate song leading courses (p. 71-72). When asked what 
instruments they were proficient in playing, 65 percent indicated piano, 19 percent played 
organ, and 18 percent played guitar. Nineteen percent stated that they did not play any 
instrument (p. 71). Ihm attempted to explore early musical influences and experiences 
throughout the music minister's lives, but only 37 of the 535 music ministers responded to 
that question. The few who responded credited early musical influences within their families, 
private lessons, and active participation in church music ministry as children and teens (p. 
75) . 
Ihm (1994) also sought to uncover music education efforts within music ministries. 
Despite the personal desire for more training, very little intentional music training was 
occurring within churches led by the respondents. Seventy-nine percent indicated that choir 
rehearsals only included minimal time (under 10 percent of the rehearsal time) in vocal 
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warm-up, vocal technique, or sight-singing. Only seven percent indicated devoting a quarter 
of the choir rehearsal to these skills (p. 77). From these results, Ihm recommended that 
churches should prioritize building music education programs within their congregations, 
providing more instruction in singing and music reading during rehearsals, particularly within 
children and teen choirs (p. 93). 
Through a mixed-methods design using surveys, interviews, and observations, 
Sloan's (2000) research provided an evaluation of church music within the Ringgold First 
Baptist Church in Ringgold, Georgia. The research explored how one church provided 
music education with only a part-time minister of music. Sloan reported that although 
volunteer music workers did as much as possible, that the congregation needed a trained, full 
time music minister to adequately oversee music education processes within the church (p. 
95). Additionally, Sloan recommended that this music minister be experienced with both 
traditional and nontraditional styles of worship to guide the church toward more 
contemporary worship experiences (p. 95-96). Additionally, Sloan recommended that 
emphasis be given to establishing strong music programs for children and teens since "the 
musical skills of reading music, understanding music, and communicating through music 
help children and youth develop in the church both musically and spiritually" (Sloan, 2000, 
p. 95). Results of the study were credible, in-depth, and helpful for the selected site's 
development, but offered a narrow span of applicability due to the single-church focus. 
Further, because the Ringgold church remained in traditional worship and had not yet 
transitioned to nontraditional practices, the resulting data offer minimal knowledge regarding 
the challenges experienced when changing musical styles and skills. 
In a research project that touches upon the two musical domains of this project, 
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church and school, Rivera (2005) surveyed twenty-five Hispanic Southern Baptist churches 
in thirteen states to evaluate significant trends and needs in the music education minisuy. 
Rivera wrote out of concern for the lack of music education within Hispanic Southern 
Baptist Churches and awareness that music education is essential to the prolongation of 
church music in the present and future (p. 15). Rivera stated that "God's people must invest 
its resources in preparing the worship leaders of today and of future generations" (Rivera, 
2005, p. 16). Rivera views the school music program as one too frequently in jeopardy, ever 
needing to justify its existence and value. Further, should school music education cease to 
exist or falter in equipping people for a lifetime of music making, then the church must 
embrace, or re-embrace the primary role of music education for society (p. 17). Data 
indicated a great need for more formally trained music ministers, vocalists, and 
instrumentalists to serve in minisuy (p. 26-27). Additionally, Rivera's data showed a major 
need for ongoing beginning and advanced-level musical training for volunteer worship 
leaders (p. 26-27). This study furthered the investigation of musical training within church 
music ministries, exploring what practices and resources are incotporated, as well as what 
practices are not in place. Ultimately, the data reveal effective practices, existing areas of 
need, and knowledge that can assist other congregations. 
Addressing the need for relevant training, Cartwright (2004) developed a theory text 
to build multiple skill-types for church musicians, "bridging gaps between traditional and 
contemporary aspects of music theory ... [to] address the growing need for musicians to 
possess skills needed for both contemporary and traditional worship practices" (p. 2). 
Cartwright sought to establish a middle road between traditional and contemporary music 
theory elements: reading contemporary chord charts and symbols, aural skills, keyboard 
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harmony, guitar applications, sight-singing, Roman numeral analysis, figured bass, analysis, 
improvisation, and arranging skills (Cartwright, 2004). The text was created not only for 
church use, but also for training future music ministry leaders within Christian colleges (p. 1). 
Cartwright applied David Elliott's praxial philosophy of "curriculum-as-practice" 
(Cartwright, 2004, p. 46; Elliott, 1995) as the best means of preparing and motivating future 
music professionals to learn music theory, making learning relevant and connected to real-
life musical situations. 
Existing research does not reveal whether or not churches commonly utilize 
resources such as Cartwright's theory system or other resources to equip ministry musicians. 
Extant research also does not clarify the development sources used by practicing music 
ministers who were trained in traditional methods but have learned to lead congregations in 
nontraditional worship. Research has not uncovered how these practicing musicians have 
gained nontraditional skill training for themselves and for the musicians they lead. Although 
music ministries prepare musicians for worship each week, research has not explored what 
intentional efforts are made toward musically equipping ministry musicians. In this research, 
these knowledge gaps were explored by investigating the musical development processes 
used within the selected church music ministries. 
Collegiate Education and its Relevance to Practice. Research clearly supports 
the need for adequate and relevant training in nontraditional practices (Benham, 2004; 
Brady, 2002; Cartwright, 2004; Dawson, 2008; Ihm 1994; Moss, 2001; Rivera, 2005; Sloan, 
2000). But research also casts doubt upon whether collegiate and seminary music programs 
adequately and relevantly train future music minisu-y leaders to serve in nontraditional 
worship styles. Existing research strongly indicates tl1at undergraduate sacred music 
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programs have limited emphasis upon nontraditional skills (Bearden, 1980; Brady, 2002; 
Cartwright, 2004; Hooper, 1966; Leach, 1983; Schwarz, 1975; Singleton, 1980; Sloan, 2000; 
Yang 2009). Instead, research reveals that the majority of instruction remains focused on 
developing traditional skills, failing to adequately address the musical needs of the many 
church musicians working within nontraditional contexts. Cartwright (2004) emphasizes that 
the transition from traditional to nontraditional worship styles has tremendous ramifications 
for instructors of future music ministry leaders, requiring an expanded curriculum that 
embraces contemporary skills and reflects the real-life musical demands of a music ministry 
career (pp. 10-11). 
In earlier studies, research produced inconclusive results on how effectively college 
and seminary training prepared music ministers for actual practice. To investigate how well 
ministerial students were being equipped to deal with music in their pastoral careers, 
Schwarz (197 5) gathered data from seminary administrators, church music students, and 
church music graduates from 46 United States Protestant Seminaries. Results indicated that 
church music education was not as thorough as needed, leaving most graduates aware that 
they needed additional training to effectively address music ministry concerns (leadership 
roles, administration, organization, philosophy, and church music materials) within the 
church (p. 124). It is important to note that the focus of Schwarz's study was upon 
acquainting future church pastors, not future music ministers, with skills to understand and 
work cooperatively with the music ministry. 
Surveying selected graduates of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in 
Louisville, Kentucky, Singleton (1980) studied the music ministry profession within Southern 
Baptist Churches. Singleton commented: 
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The ministry of music as a profession as it is known today is a relatively new 
phenomenon in Southern Baptist life. Few practitioners existed in the earlier half of the 
twentieth century and even fewer were formally trained. These ministers of music 
administered programs consisting basically of adult choirs and other incidental choral 
groups. 
Out of these small beginnings, today's music ministries have evolved. These newer 
programs often include fully graded choral and instrumental ensembles, musical instruction, 
and other activities which are administered by highly trained professionals. (Singleton, 1980, 
p. 1) 
Data was collected through questionnaires, focusing upon seminary preparation, continuing 
education, job responsibilities, and interpersonal relationships. Most graduates were pleased 
with their seminary preparation; however, data from this study does not provide answers for 
the research questions of this study. Little of Singleton's research delved into actual musical 
concerns other than what ensembles and instruction the graduates were responsible for 
within their churches. Further, other than a few graduates reporting that they teach guitar, all 
other skills and roles involved traditional musical practices. It should also be noted that this 
study occurred earlier in the paradigm shift when fewer churches may have transitioned their 
practices, thus making the collegiate training better aligned with actual practice. 
Leach (1983) surveyed the music department heads of eighteen selected schools 
within the American Association of Bible Colleges (restricted to Ohio and surrounding 
states), gathering data on faculty, curricula, facilities, and resources. Results showed that 89 
·percent of the schools offered church music training as a major or minor course of study, 
with emphasis placed on the more traditional skills in voice, piano, organ, orchestral 
instmments, and conducting (p. 31). Leach reported great variation and an overall lack of 
uniformity in the course offerings among schools (p. 35). Half of the schools offered classes 
in arranging and composing, an offering that Leach atu-ibuted to church musician interest in 
music publication (p. 36). There was no discussion as to whether this interest and curricular 
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inclusion may have been prompted from changing worship styles. Seventy-five percent of 
the schools were planning curricular changes over a three-year period, but none of the 
changes indicated addressing changing worship styles (Leach, 1983, p. 48) . 
For the purpose of improving church music curricula to train future leaders, 
Bearden's (1980) extensive research developed and validated a series of 106 competency 
statements that delineated the skills, knowledge, and behaviors essential to an effective 
Southern Baptist minister of music (p. 5). Bearden used multiple means of data collection: 
interviews; a prolonged field study observation of one music minister; content analysis of 
college church courses; and music goal and job analysis conferences to form a 116-item 
questionnaire. The questionnaire of competency statements was randomly distributed to 
music ministers, denominational music leaders, and college music educators in fourteen 
states (303 total respondents) who ranked the items for their importance to a Southern 
Baptist music minister. The competencies included: philosophy and history or church music 
ministry; hymnody; worship planning and design; musicianship; personal performance; vocal 
skills and pedagogy; choral conducting; choral planning and background; children's music; 
other musical training; instrumental music; and church music administration (pp. 113-158). 
Bearden (1980) made several overall conclusions based on the research data. He 
stressed that, "Music education as applied to the church music program .. .is a primary 
function of the minister of music" (p. 189). Noting the uniqueness and autonomy of each 
SBC church congregation, Bearden claimed that a set of competencies can be established, 
but they are to be "rephrased to meet the unique demands of a particular situation" (pp. 188-
189) . Data revealed significant differences in what the music ministers valued as 
competencies when compared with those valued by denominational leaders, particularly 
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regarding history and tradition in church music, and traditional musical skills (pp. 188-191). 
This data is significant because it reveals disconnected priorities between individuals actually 
practicing in churches, and denominational leaders whose influence and priorities impact 
many churches. Noting implications for curriculum development, Bearden recommended 
that a church music curriculum should include: extensive supervised field experience; 
teaching faculty with extensive full-time experience in churches; and basic church music 
training in undergraduate programs, with graduate level studies in seminaries or graduate 
schools (p. 188-191). 
Brady (2002) investigated the emphasis upon contemporary worship instruction in 
67 undergraduate sacred music programs. Data was collected through content analysis of 
course catalogues and surveys of 55 professors who rated course offerings by current-use 
and desired-use. Conclusive data indicated that only one-third of the programs offer training 
in contemporary worship, contemporary ensembles, and improvisation (Brady, 2002) . In 
contrast, two-thirds of the schools emphasized traditional worship practices such as organ, 
piano, hymnology, and worship orders (Brady, 2002). Conducting, voice, choir, and piano 
were included in all of the surveyed programs. Faculty surveys of favored course offerings 
indicated that they considered vocal training, conducting, worship order and studying the 
"relationship between sacred music and music of the general culture" (Brady 2002, p. 86) to 
be highly desirable for curricular inclusion. Although the data showed faculty support of 
studying how sacred music relates to music within the general culture, data further indicated 
that contemporary worship ensembles, guitar, imitating popular styles, contemporary 
ensemble arranging, reading from charts, studying modern worship music, and improvisation 
were rated low for desired inclusion (Brady, 2002). These data strongly suggest that limited 
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contemporary worship training has been available to many worship leaders who must not 
only be concerned with self-preparation, but also the preparation of those they lead. 
J. Yang's (2009) comparison of American and Korean graduate church music 
programs revealed great diversity within the focus of programs, a diversity evident even 
within degree tides. The diversity is especially evident in the master's level where degrees 
include: Master of Sacred Music; Master of Liturgical Music; Master of Worship and Praise 
in Ministry; and Master of Arts in Worship and Music Ministry (pp. 4-5). The diversity of 
degree tides is reflective of the diversity of actual church practice. The research included 
various types of seminaries. Of those studied, Yang reported that the Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary (SBTS) School of Church Music and Worship purposes to "prepare 
men and women for ministry in the areas of music and worship leadership through diploma, 
baccalaureate, masters, and doctoral studies that encourage musical excellence and adherence 
to biblical principles" (p. 11 ). 
J. Yang's (2009) results revealed that the denominational schools, including Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary, Luther Seminary, and the University of Notre Dame, were 
particularly focused upon training students to serve that particular denomination's ministry. 
In short, data indicated that, "Denominational schools are more ministry oriented, where the 
secular universities are more professional oriented" (p. 17). Additionally, J. Yang found the 
SBTS to be more evangelical and conservative in its curricular focus than the secular, or 
non-religious affiliated universities (p. 8). At the time ofJ. Yang's research in 2009, the SBTS 
church music program still maintained a foundation of courses in traditional music studies, 
but also offered some courses that target the modern worship movement. These courses 
include: Leadership in Contemporary Expressions of Corporate Worship; Technology for 
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Music and Worship Ministry; Christian Worship in Contemporary Culture; Worship in the 
African-American [Church]; and Music of the Praise and Worship Movement (p. 33). Yang's 
research suggests that seminaries are gradually making changes to effectively prepare future 
leaders for nontraditional styles, and to connect educational curriculum to the realities of 
real-life practice. This change will broaden the training of future music ministers preparing 
to enter the music ministry. 
Summary: Music Personnel Training 
Existing research clearly supports the existence of distinct musical skill differences 
between traditional and nontraditional worship music (Brady, 2002; Cartwright, 2004; 
Dawson, 2008; Miller, 1998; Posey, 1974). Recent research underscores the need for relevant 
training in nontraditional, popular-style genres (Benham, 2004; Brady, 2002; Cartwright, 
2004; Dawson, 2008; Ihm 1994; Moss, 2001; Rivera, 2005; Sloan, 2000). 
Dawson's (2008) survey of Church of God music ministers indicated the need for 
continued training but lacked specificity in what skill-types are desired. This research 
explored the continued training needs of music ministers as well as their preparatory 
educational experiences, an area that Dawson recommended as an important gap for future 
research to fill. Dawson suggested that future research may provide data for the educational 
needs of future music ministers; reveal how practicing music ministers have become trained 
in nontraditional styles; and identify what learning and ministry resources are used by 
practicing music ministers (p. 81- 98) . 
Ihm's (1994) survey research attempted to investigate early musical influences and 
experiences of music ministers, but received minimal response on that area of inquiry. This 
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study will pursue that same question with the intent of understanding how other musical life 
experiences (besides formal music education) may have helped shape them for 
nontraditional practices. Additionally, Ihm found that only minimal efforts at intentional 
music education were occurring within surveyed churches. This study investigated if and in 
what ways intentional music education efforts are occurring within the participant churches. 
In establishing a list of music minister competencies, Bearden (1980) clearly noted 
the uniqueness of every music ministry and the reality that competencies must be shaped for 
the particular praxis or church situation (pp. 188-189). It is with this mindset that this study 
investigated multiple churches in-depth, examining the differences of context and practices, 
providing a more nuanced perspective than is possible through broad surveys. 
Brady (2002), Leach (1983), Schwarz, (1975) all reported that in various ways, church 
music education did not provide adequate preparation for those already serving in music 
ministry. However, J. Yang's (2009) research suggests that seminaries are making changes to 
be more connected to real-life practice, better preparing future music ministers who may 
work in nontraditional music ministries. While these changes will assist individuals training 
for future service, practicing music ministers who graduated before the redesigning of 
church music training programs have had to acquire training independendy. This study will 
explore the means by which music ministers have become equipped for a ministry 
_transformation that occurred while they were already working in the field. Additionally, J. 
Yang found the SBTS to be more evangelical and conservative in its curricular focus than 
secular, or non-religious affiliated universities (p. 8). This particular aspect emerged in the 
data from the pilot study of this research. The data suggested that worship services led by 
seminary graduates may tend to be somewhat more traditional than those music ministers 
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who emerged &om secular schools or others areas of training. This unexpected but 
intriguing outcome of the pilot study merited fmther investigation within this research. 
Bearden (1980) concluded that research into the work and roles of Southern Baptist 
music ministers has been "infrequent ... [dming] a general development in the concept of the 
minister of music from that of a gospel song leader in the early part of this century, through 
stages of emphasis on worship leadership and music education, to that of a comprehensive 
musician who also functions as a Christian minister" (p. 182). Consequently, there is still 
much to explore about the impact and ramifications resulting &om the modern worship 
transformation. Further knowledge is needed to help improve collegiate training of future 
music ministers and to enhance the equipping of music ministers already serving chmches. 
Hooper (1966) studied the cmricula of chmch music master's programs in ten 
Protestant Seminaries, four of which were Southern Baptist. Hooper mged that, "Chmch 
music studies will become more professionally oriented when the seminaries know what 
skills and competencies are needed by graduates when they reach their field of service" (p. 
154). This research sought to increase this needed body of knowledge. Further, a written 
comment from one of Dawson's (2008) surveyed music ministers emphasizes the value of 
this research endeavor. The participant stated that: 
One of the biggest difficulties as a staff member is d1at my knowledge of what is going on 
outside my congregation is extremely limited. I have four Sundays off a year, which are 
usually spent with family out-of-state. This minimizes the opportunity to observe worship 
elsewhere. (Dawson, 2008, p. 77) 
This research provides an in-depth glimpse into the worship, overall music ministry 
practices, and training needs within specific music ministries. The resulting data can expand 
the knowledge of areas that are vital in the training of futme music ministers, thus helping to 
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strengthen church music training programs. Additionally, the resulting descriptions can 
provide useful knowledge for working music ministers with limited opportunities to 
personally examine the practices of other churches. 
Finally, much existing research on church musician training has been questionnaire-
based, providing some important data, but doing so with a distant and generalized 
perspective that does not investigate deeply into the lived experiences of music leaders. This 
study provides a unique, in-depth, and nuanced perspective that is missing from the current 
body of research. 
Transferring Skills from Classroom to Community: Expanding the Sphere 
The disconnection between school and community musicing has had a detrimental impact 
on music education. Music education in the US colonies flourished when it supported 
amateur musicing and directly contributed to the life of the community such as the singing 
schools in New England, and among various religious sects such as the Quakers, Moravians, 
and Shakers for whom education in music was a critical component of preparing one for 
religious and civic participation. This eventually led to the incorporation of music into the 
public school curriculum on the grounds it served to prepare students for participation in the 
community throughout life" Qones, 2006, p. 11). 
Woven into the primary focus, my research also investigated the transferability of 
school music education training into current nontraditional music ministry roles, examining 
if and how school-trained musicians can apply their skills. Whenever the answer to this 
question is affirmative, this signals an unintentional reciprocal relationship between the 
church and the school setting. Without encroaching upon the separation of church and state, 
there are vital ways in which school and church music programs can mutually benefit one 
another, and particularly benefit d1.e many current and former music students who have 
lifetime skills to offer. Novak (1963) noted that, "Many members of school vocal or 
instrumental groups are also active in the musical life of their churches. This joint 
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participation exerts mutual influences as one inevitably spills over into the other" (p. 119). 
Leonhard (1981) deemed that musical connections between church and school can "extend 
the sphere of music education to people of all ages ... [by] working toward a complete 
program of lifelong learning in music" (p. 62) . 
State and national music education standards place value upon skills and knowledge 
that enable school-trained musicians to engage their skills within various lifelong societal 
venues. The NAfME National Standards state that the knowledge of music reading and 
performance skills enables students "to learn new music independendy throughout their 
lives .... The adult life of every student is eru-iched by the skills, knowledge, and habits 
acquired in the study of music" (NAfME, 2009). Additionally, the Georgia Department of 
Education Performance Standards (2009) establish goals for students to learn the varied 
roles musicians perform in society, and how "distinguishing characteristics of repertoire 
connect us to history, cultures, heritage, and community" (GDOE, 2009, pp. 45, 82-84). 
Similarly, the NAfME Standards call for students to understand "music in relation to history 
and culture .. . and identify various roles that musicians perform" (NAfME, 2009). Of key 
importance is "the development of the individual both musically and personally for the 
lifelong pursuit and enjoyment of music" (GDOE, 2009, p. 32). 
School-trained musicians who engage in church music ministries gain a personal 
appreciation for music's role within a cultural venue that is connected to their lives. While 
engaging within music ministries, school-music students gain an expanded understanding of 
varied roles that musicians may hold, including: music ministers, worship band leaders, 
orchestra directors, vocalists, instrumentalists, song writers, music arrangers, sound 
technicians, music librarians, multi-age group music leaders, administrative music support 
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staff, and music missionaries. Further, church music ministry involvement offers a venue 
where school-trained musicians can engage for a lifetime, often working in inter-generational 
musical ensembles where experienced musicians mentor less experienced musicians within 
"real music cultures" (Elliott, 1995, p. 260). Within this music-ministry culture, as church 
musicians prepare and produce the music for worship, they gain a personal understanding of 
how their musical learning is interwoven with their daily life and personal expressions of 
faith. 
This research investigated if and how musicians can apply skills from their school-
based music education within nontraditional church music roles, initiating an inquiry with 
implications that are relevant for music education. Nontraditional worship holds a major 
presence in many churches of varied denominations, and its associated musical style 
incorporates a particular array of musical skills that imitate skills associated with popular 
music styles. Some of these skills include harmonic and melodic improvisation, reading from 
chord charts and creating accompaniments, transposition, popular music style vocal 
techniques, "purposive listening" (Green, 2002, pp. 23-24; Snell, 2007), and replicating 
recorded music without consulting standard notation (Cartwright, 2004; Green, 2002; Snell, 
2007). Included within the NAfME National Standards are skills that support the ability to 
improvise "melodies, variations, and accompaniments" (NAfME, 2013), all common skills to 
contemporary worship music. 
It must be noted that many music ministries inc01porate nontraditional skills as well 
as those skills that are classifiable as forinal or traditionally based. The newly revised GDOE 
Performance Standards (2009) establish the following knowledge and skills as essential for 
band, chorus, and orchestra students: reading musical notation and symbols, sight-reading, 
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proper technique and tone production characteristic of each instrument, breath 
management, intonation, ensemble skills, rehearsal and audience etiquette, critiquing and 
analyzing causes of performance quality, improvising or creating melodies and 
accompaniments, performing with varied sizes and types of ensembles, and notating aural 
examples of music (GDOE, 2009, pp. 26-84). Although some of these skills could represent 
either category, the majority reflect traditional or formal learning skills. 
Depending upon the music ministry, not every musician may have all of the 
aforementioned skills. Often, both formally and informally trained musicians work together, 
each creating music with their particular skill set, and applying the musical skills that reflect 
the worship style of that particular music ministry. With limited rehearsal time, a broad span 
of skills may be applied as musicians sight-read formal notation or prepare by informal 
means (listen-copy-perform) the varied styles of music used in the ministry. Because many 
nontraditional music ministries incorporate a variety of musical styles within worship, 
musicians must perfotm the characteristic traits that mark each genre. Instrumentalists may 
play in challenging keys that are atypical for their instrument in order to accommodate vocal 
ranges. Musicians may work within varied ensemble types, be expected to improvise, 
transpose, follow a conductor, soloist, worship leader, and adapt to all manner of 
unexpected live performance challenges. Many school music educators may attest to 
students balking at classroom sight-reading exercises. But for student-musicians engaged in 
music ministries where new music and varied styles must be learned and presented on a 
weekly basis, the classroom exercise becomes a valuable and life-connected skill. 
The Status Quo of Music Education. Existing national and state standards clearly 
acknowledge the value of certain nontraditional music skills. But concerns exist over actual 
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classroom practices, questioning how deeply these skills are taught and whether they are 
linked to real-life musical situations. Music education researchers, philosophers, and leaders 
have voiced concern over the connectedness of music education to the culture that it is 
intended to serve. It should be noted that this research does not intend to elevate either an 
aesthetic or praxial philosophy as most important or valuable. Indeed, this author supports 
that a strong program of music education should intermingle and balance elements of both 
praxial and aesthetic philosophies. However, this research does highlight a somewhat praxial 
struggle within music education that intriguingly parallels the transitional challenges 
experienced by church music ministries, the primary focus of this research. 
Leaders and scholars in music education recognize the social-cultural role held by 
music education (Allsup, 2008; Benham, 2004; Clements, 2008; Elliott, 1995;Jones, 2005, 
2006, 2008; Leonhard, 1981, 1999; Myers, 1983, 2005; Regelski, 2004; 2005; Reimer, 2000; 
Snell, 2007). Music is a powerful marker of cultural identity and is inextricably woven into 
human life. The American culture contains numerous musical expressions that reflect the 
diversity of its multicultural society. Jones stated that: 
Music educators can help ... students develop the knowledge, musicianship skills, habits, and 
dispositions needed to engage musically with others outside of school and throughout their lives. 
Unfortunately, traditional school music offerings, limited by a narrow conception of what music 
education is, could, and ought to be, inhibit our ability to do so. Gones, 2008, p. 2) 
Myers (1983) concluded that in the period following the Yale Seminar and Tanglewood 
Symposium, music educators missed a tremendous opportunity to embrace increased 
cultural connection, to investigate "how music education could reinvent itself as a dynamic 
field relevant to a dynamic society ... [and] alter its image toward more holistic, diverse, 
lifelong considerations" (p. 6). 
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Instead, music education has maintained a specialized concentration upon traditional 
performing ensembles of bands, choirs, and orchestras. Consequently, music education 
programs in the United States are marked by many outstanding ensembles that undoubtedly 
offer undeniable value, enjoyment, and musical learning. While this research in no way 
denigrates or argues to disband traditional ensembles, the predominant focus upon 
traditional ensembles has opened the door for a gap in the cultural connectedness of music 
education to society, consequently, undermining the security of music education's 
preservation and valuation within the school curriculum. In some ways, the concentration 
upon performing ensembles has limited a broader vision of music education that 
acknowledges the musical priorities and values of a greater part of the surrounding culture. 
Music education has focused heavily upon perpetuating a longstanding model, but has been 
slow to adapt and expand the traditional model to the changing musical values of society. 
Regelski described the consequences of reifying established practices: 
In institutionalizing certain practices, over several generations institutions become more and 
more remote from the conditions and problems they originally served. The practices 
themselves (including musical ones), then, come to be seen as the raison d'etre for the 
institution and are preserved and protected even when, because conditions have changed, 
the practices no longer serve the original problems or meet the original needs. (Regelski, 
2005, p. 244) 
In short, Regelski acknowledged "the possibility that any musical praxis can become so 
rei:fied or deified as to take on more importance than those it serves" (Regelski, 2005, p . 
233). The disconnection resulting from a singular approach to music education has 
contributed to the need for music educators to frequently justify their worth and inclusion in 
schools. 
Music education was initiated to fulfill a utilitarian societal need in early America. 
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The congregational singing in churches needed improvement. Singing in worship was 
considered such an important part of life that singing schools were developed to address the 
need through music education. Singing schools became so popular, valued musically and 
socially, that it was determined that all people should have access to music education within 
public schools, not just those who paid singing school tuition. Thus, music education gained 
its welcome into school curriculums. But the discipline that was initiated by such pragmatic, 
culturally connected purposes, gradually disconnected from serving the culture's musical 
priorities, and instead, began to serve its own. Despite the extraordinary quality of many fine 
performing ensembles, a gap developed between music education programs and the 
community, often causing music educators to defend why music should remain a part of the 
school curriculum. Rivera (2005) decried the faltering status of music education, stating: 
Historically, music education grew out of the need for music in the worship activities of the 
church .... In today's society, music education appears to be less important than in previous 
generations. More and more school systems are dropping music from the curriculum. This is 
significant because the practices and principles of music education in the public school are 
applicable to music education in the church. (Rivera, 2005, p. 1) 
Myers (1983) stated that the consequence of a narrow, myopic focus is that, 'We 
lose sight of the ways in which people spontaneously engage in music throughout their lives 
and the skills that underlie personal music making, both of which could form a basis for 
more relevant school programs" (Myers, 1983, p. 11). The concern is not that people have 
stopped enjoying or making music, but whether music education programs are adequately 
addressing the music of daily life. Jones (2008) references numerous polls and studies 
revealing that Americans enthusiastically engage in music making, but they "are widely 
engaging musically in ways that are not taught in schools" (p. 3). Specifically, too little in-
school focus is given to rhythm section instruments which significantly dominate 
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instrumental sales, which are the preferred instruments for beyond-school musical 
engagement, and which most reflect popular music styles, the styles that dominated the sales 
of recorded music Gones, 2008, p. 3-5). Despite the urging of scholars (Allsup, 2002, 2008; 
Cartwright, 2004; Green, 2002, 2008a;Jones, 2008;Leonhard, 1981, 1999; Myers, 1983, 
2005; Rodriguez, 2004; Snell, 2007) to include popular musics as part of broader music 
curriculums, significant and sweeping change has not occurred. 
A Broader Sphere Brings Broader Valuation. Through both praxial and aesthetic 
means, music education is intended to impact students for a lifetime of musical engagement, 
remaining connected to the cultures in which it functions. In the United States, culture is 
highly diversified and ever changing. In remaining connected, music education should 
preserve its most important foundations and not abandon all established practices; but it 
must maintain enough fluidity to adapt and remain current with evolving cultural 
transformations and priorities. Allsup (2008) affirmed that "the foundation of democratic 
education rests on a diversity of ideas and their practical connection to a changing world" 
(Allsup, 2008, p. 8). Elliott (1995) calls for music education to extend beyond the here and 
now of merely perpetuating performance programs, stating that "music education is not only 
concerned with developing musicianship and musical creativity in the present. An essential 
part of our task is to teach students how to continue developing their musicianship in the 
future" (Elliott, 1995, p. 261). In preparing students for the future and remaining connected 
to contemporary culture, music education can embrace varied nontraditional forms of 
musicality that extend beyond traditional school ensemble practices and literature. These 
additional experiences can include non-performing musical learning experiences, 
multicultural musics as well, and the popular musical styles valued by much of the culture 
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throughout their lives. Myers (1983) expresses that this "lifespan perspective not only 
informs and extends existing practice, but it may, and should, challenge the status qtto of how 
we do music education. It should take us ... back to our roots as an intergenerational 
community enterprise" (p. 14). 
Jones (2006) stresses that for music education to maintain value, "It should connect 
students with the musical environment in which they live. In order to connect students' in-
school music education with their out-of-school musical lives, music offerings must 
emphasize music they will find in their communities" (p. 12). Skills such as improvisation, 
audio recording, and sound reinforcement are named as worthy of curricular inclusion (p. 
14). Each of these skills directly relate to musical skills incorporated in nontraditional 
worship. Finally, in a time when many music programs struggle for existence, increased 
connectedness can add meaning and help resuscitate waning programs. Myers (1983) 
concludes that "the music instructor who creatively teaches for students' lifetime musical 
satisfaction will not have to rely on extrinsic motivators to keep children involved. Support 
for music education will be built on a day-to-day basis" (p. 47). Regelski (2005) expressed 
that "social psychology shows that it is precisely the use-value of music that most attracts 
young people" (Regelski, 2005, p. 222; Goble, 2003, p. 33). When music education 
instruction connects to what students value and use in daily life, the need to defend music 
education will fade and classrooms will be energized. 
Barriers to Connectedness. Although the call for increased connectedness has 
been sounded by researchers, philosophers, and respected leaders, change has proven to be 
slow and inconsistent. Several road blocks increase the challenge. The first is the undeniable 
presence of musical hierarchies, the mindset that values formal training over informal 
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learning, of valuing Western European musics above popular musical styles. Clearly, 
hierarchical mindsets also emerge from the opposite preference as well, but the challenge 
within music education bends toward a reluctance to meaningfully embrace popular musics. 
While progress has occurred and popular musics have been increasingly included in music 
education (Green, 2002; Myers, 1983; Snell, 2007), some inclusion may only be superficial, 
such as adding a token popular song for a performance but not meaningfully teaching 
students the stylistic traits that characterize popular genres. To meaningfully expand the 
sphere of music education, the realization must exist that "formal knowledge is not at odds 
with informal knowledge; it is simply different" (Elliott, 1995, p. 63). 
Secondly, after releasing hierarchies, the second roadblock is a reticence toward 
integrating popular musics, instruments, and learning techniques into classroom instruction. 
Again, curricular integration is more than simply programming a popular song. Instead, it 
involves meaningful instruction that helps students understand the characteristic markers of 
popular genres. It involves perfonning or experiencing popular musics with the same efforts 
toward authenticity that would be given a work from the classical canon. Greher (2008) 
claims: 
It is not after all a matter of 'if popular music should be incorporated into the curriculum, 
but 'how' and to 'what pmpose.' Part of om role as music educators should be to help 
students, both K.-12 and Collegiate, navigate between the exemplars of 'high cultme' and the 
music that is central to their own lives and find spaces where they can explore the musical 
possibilities and connections .. . Yet many of om music programs continue this practice 
through an instructional model based on the curatorial preservation and re-creation of 
music, all but ignoring the music and music making experiences our students willingly 
engage in outside of school; further widening the gulf between music teacher and student." 
(pp.l- 2) 
Lucy Green's (2002) research into the learning practices of popular musicians noted 
that although students have opportunities to participate in school vocal and instrumental 
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programs, increased numbers of students drop out of school ensembles as they get older (p. 
2). Numerous factors impact this attrition, but a major factor is a lack of connectedness 
from music programs that do not meaningfully embrace musics valued by students. Instead, 
music education has often perpetuated traditional skills, content, and practices to the 
exclusion of what was happening in the surrounding culture, and not equipping students for 
popular musics. Thus, some students have turned to other sources than school music 
education to investigate nontraditional musics. Green (2002) stated that, "Music education 
has had relatively little to do with the development of the majority of those musicians who 
have produced the vast proportion of the music which the global population listens to, 
dances to, identifies with, and enjoys" (p. 5). 
Snell (2007) emphasized that, "Music education needs to value and enhance rather 
than minimize the connections between school and society" (Snell, 2007, p.54). Expanding 
upon the work of Green (2002), Snell's (2007) research presented a phenomenological 
approach to teaching popular music in the classroom. More important than just performing 
the music, she emphasized the greater value of embedding students within the informal 
leaming processes that are associated with popular music. She views this as a departure from 
the hierarchical structure of traditional school ensembles where the teacher serves as the sole 
"transmitter of knowledge" (p.6). By adopting the informal processes, several positive 
outcomes emerge. First, students learn and apply informal learning techniques such as 
improvisation, aural skills through purposive listening, collaborative creativity through jams 
sessions, and experimentation through trial and error leaming where they replicate 
recordings or each other's performances (p. 146). Secondly, through these processes, 
students engage in a musically and socially interactive and creative process. Snell (2007) 
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purports that the informal aural processes are essential to authenticity since "Much popular 
music is difficult to notate exactly and accurately using traditional, Western notation" (Snell, 
2007, p.138). Students also build musical independence since popular music groups are 
small, making each player function as the principal on their instmment (p. 149). Further, 
students are able to relate to the music, feel valued, connect, and be at ease because while at 
school, they engage in a "musical genre with which they were already enculturated, invested, 
and thus comfortable. Students who are not connecting with or currently inspired by music 
in school may thus begin to feel that school music programs are finally speaking "their" 
language" (Snell, 2007, p .35). Because of using the music that they value and know, students 
would become contributors (p. 53). Finally, music education would have increased 
accessibility, strengthened programs, and would encourage lifelong musical engagement. 
As popular music becomes more valued in North American school music programmes, 
stronger connections will begin to be forged between music and everyday life and the music 
study in institutional settings. As these connections are strengthened, and music in school 
becomes more relevant to the lives of today's young people, students should opt to take 
music throughout their high school years. Most importantly, more will also continue to be 
active, lifelong music makers and appreciators in our communities." (Snell, 2007, p.7) 
Clements (2008) reports that only 20 percent of high school students are engaged in 
formal music education while much of the other 80 percent is enthusiastically engaging in 
informal musical activities (p. 4). Clements stresses that, "The largest portion of music 
makers in this country cannot be found in professional or community bands, choirs, and 
orchestras. Instead, they are found in basements, pubs, garages, worship teams, computer 
labs, dance clubs, and recording studios" (pp. 3-4). They are making the music they love in 
spite of narrowly focused music education programs because these music makers will pursue 
and devote themselves to what is meaningful in their lives. Clements affirms that to draw 
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these students into our music classrooms and encourage their lifelong engagement, 'We 
must move towards pedagogies that are inclusive" (p. 5). 
The inclusion of popular music styles allows the opportunity to experience the 
deeply embedded informal learning processes of popular musicians (Green, 2002; Snell, 
2007). Informal learning skills involve significant self-teaching, experimentation, picking up 
skills from friends, family, or other musicians, observation and imitation, and listening to and 
copying musical recordings (Green, 2002, p. 5). Allsup (2008) reports that attention to 
popular musics has developed a new focus in recent years, moving from simply analyzing 
what popular musicians are doing and producing, and focusing upon "the whys and hows of 
popular music and infonnallearning, especially as these domains intersect with schools, 
schools of education, methods of instruction, and our profession's efforts to diversify 
curricula" (Allsup, 2008, p. 3). The shifted perspective explores how musicians leam 
informally and how this knowledge can enhance overall musical learning. The individualized 
experimentation and trial-and-error processes of informalleaming practices distinctly 
contrast the traditional teacher-as-guide-and source-of knowledge approach. While some 
claim that this brings a devaluation of the teacher's role, Green (2008a) states that the 
teacher does not disappear, but simply takes a different role and interaction with students so 
that teaching role becomes more "responsive, rather than directive" (Green, 2008a, p. 4) and 
encourages student responsibility, valuation, and ownership in the learning. 
The third roadblock emerges in asking teachers to teach with methods, practices, and 
content that conflict with their own training and experience. Teachers tend to instruct 
according to the ways that they were personally educated. Doing otherwise explores territory 
that may be unfamiliar and uncomfortable. This roadblock is a powerful limitation that 
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reveals an area of disconnection between teacher preparation and what is expected in current 
classroom practice. 
A disconnect between teacher preparation and practice has been acknowledged by 
numerous music education scholars (Allsup, 2008; Clements, 2008; Greher, 2008; Jones, 
2008; Leonhard, 1999; Regelski, 2005; Snell, 2007). This acknowledgement has not been a 
mere tacit agreement on existing circumstances, but a call to arms for effecting change that 
increases the credibility, effectiveness, and connectedness of music education by including 
nontraditional musics and practices. Several scholars speak powerfully to the disconnection 
of preparation and practice: 
Music teacher education is also perpetuating the cycle of teaching music in isolation 
from its social contexts. Unfortunately, many teacher-training programmes continue the out-
dated tradition of focusing the majority of their courses around Western European art music 
and its purportedly 'measurable' knowledge. This also means that these programmes will 
neglect any in-depth study of how to teach more current, popular styles of music. 
Regrettably, this continued focus on Western European art music in post-secondary teacher 
training leads many classroom music teachers to feel both inadequately prepared to teach 
popular styles of music and, more generally, removed from the music their students listen to 
outside of school. This contributes to the disconnect between the social and school musical 
experiences by creating and maintaining a divide between teachers and students. (Snell, 2007, 
p.45) 
Unfortunately, music educators have not been fully prepared by music teacher 
education programs to accommodate these developments. Many music educators and 
programs are unfamiliar with African American music and other ethnic music, popular 
music, contemporary art music, and jazz. Also, few are up-to-date on the contemporary 
popular music from which their students are gaining a musical education outside school 
through MIV, VHl, radio, and CDs. In that extra-school phase of their music education, 
children and young people are doing on their own what we should have been helping them 
do in school through the music we teach; that is, they are experiencing a variety of music, 
responding naturally to its expressive effect, thinking about it, talking about it, serving as 
critics of it, making choices about it, and using it to enrich their lives. (Leonhard, 1999, p. 42) 
Secondary instrument classes appear to be preparing teachers to maintain the status 
quo ensembles of concert bands and orchestras .... Clearly, teacher preparation in 
instrumental music remains ossified in an early 20th Century model in spite of incredible 
changes in the musicing of Americans and calls from MENC [NAfME] and NASM to 
broaden offerings .. . It suffers from what sociologists call 'cultural lag'; which is when a 
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society is unable to keep up with innovation (I<:ao, 2007, p. 101) . ... One cause for this 
situation is that university faculty were, themselves, prepared in traditional programs and lack 
models of other approaches to preparing instrumental music educators. Oanes, 2008, p. 9) 
And perhaps the biggest hurdle for us may be that we may also need to push the 
envelope and encourage our music colleagues at our institutions of higher learning to accept 
that nontraditional music and musicians have a place in our programs lest we all be 
participants in our own extinction. (Greher, 2008, p. 3) 
I believe much of the disconnect between formal music education and learners' 
preferences and knowledge can be traced to institutions of higher learning. These 
institutions, serving as gatekeepers to the profession, generally reserve admittance to 
students whose training in Western art music qualifies them to continue such pursuits. 
(Clements 2008, p. 5) 
Heuser (2008) reported that some college training programs are gradually making 
changes and expanding their curriculum (p. 2) . However, redesigning courses is merely a first 
step toward important changes. To make the greatest impact, "College faculty may need to 
work directly with practicing school teachers to develop model programs using these ideas" 
(Heuser, 2008, p. 9) . Clements (2008) urged music educators to synthesize all of the music 
leaming experiences of their lives, both formal and informal, to connect the varied facets of 
leaming rather than isolating them as unrelated entities. Many musicians and music teachers 
function in multiple musical worlds, but do not link them as part of their overall musical 
identity. Clements claimed: 
If we want to prepare future teachers for success in teaching all forms of musics we, along 
with our colleagues in musicology, theory, and performance, must acknowledge all of the 
musics in which we are engaged. We all contain bi- or multi-musicality, but through formal 
education we begin to value some more than others and this separation must end. 
(Clements, 2008, p. 6-7) 
Finally, Jones (2008) encourages music educators to adjust established paradigms and 
program structures to effect change and return music education to a role of serving society. 
Preparing music educators to offer a wider range of instruments, genres, and ensembles and 
foster lifewide and lifelong musicing will require us to reevaluate and reconfigure current 
offerings, develop some different secondary instruments classes, ensemble experiences, and 
other courses, and perhaps jettison others. It will also require us to provide professional 
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development opportunities for in-service teachers and to engage with music educator 
associations in order to help them move beyond current paradigms and also to pave the way 
for graduates who have been more broadly prepared. If we are successful, we will help music 
education truly serve society in more meaningful ways than most currently conceive ... [and 
help] students develop tl1e knowledge, musicianship skills, habits, and dispositions needed to 
engage musically with others outside of school and throughout their lives. Q ones, 2008, p. 
10-11) 
Summary: Connections of School and Church Music 
Change is occurring, but it is slow in expanding traditional music education content-
paradigms. Altering collegiate programs will impact future teachers, but current teachers 
need immediate training to equip them with the skills, practices, and knowledge that they are 
asked to incorporate. The painstaking challenges of a paradigm shift occur because 
something of value is at stake that will be lost unless adjustments are made. Ultimately, the 
desired end for bringing change to the "always evolving classroom community" (Allsup, 
2008, p. 6-7) is "to strengthen rather than replace traditional music education programs" 
(Heuser, 2008, p. 9). To effect change and embrace a broadened concept of what music 
education means, music educators will need a receptive mindset toward less familiar musics 
and practices; alter the structure of existing programs to incorporate the new; and be trained 
or retrairied to first understand and then share nontraditional skills with students. 
Curiously, the change-based challenges facing music educators greatly parallel the 
challenges of music ministers who have transitioned into nontraditional music ministries. 
The two musical domains of church and school are seldom paired or compared, but both 
have been challenged by a changing culture and the need to stay connected and current 
within that culture. To this end, Dawson (2008) stated that, "Culture and tradition have 
always influenced music and the worship arts. Each generation endeavors to be relevant to 
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its culture and struggles with the balance of theology, tradition and innovation" (p. 1). It may 
be reasonable to apply Dawson's statement to music education, where the balance lies in 
making curriculum, practices, and methodology (rather than theology) connected to the 
culture. Many church music ministries have made bold and difficult choices to be connected 
to contemporary culture, yet the field of music education has been slower to do so. In these 
dual paradigm shifts, music ministers and music educators share several commonalities: both 
are challenged to be connected to the surrounding community; both are called to embrace 
styles of music that may be wholly or partially unfamiliar; both are asked to instruct others 
within a musical practice that did not align with their formal educational experience; both 
must conform to changes in their personal role and ministry program structure to meet this 
challenge; both need training or retraining in skills that may be unfamiliar, uncomfortable, 
and even frightening; both are expected to equip others with the nontraditional skills and 
practices; and both seek for their work to impact and engage musicians for a lifetime. 
Comparatively, churches are generally a step ahead in taking action. For this reason, 
exploration of the worship transition in churches may offer data that is instructive to music 
educators who seek to incorporate nontraditional musics. In this unintended reciprocal 
relationship, both parties can learn from one another. Although not working together, they 
nonetheless work with similar goals for their musicians. This research illuminates an 
unexpected parallel between the domains of church and school music as each has been 
confronted with a paradigm shift in practices. Most existing research on the worship 
paradigm shift takes a bird's-eye perspective that evaluates nontraditional worship in broad 
strokes, resulting in a distance that blurs distinctions and understanding of individual church 
practice. This study proposes an up-close investigation of several churches, exploring the 
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experiences of music ministers who have known the challenges of incorporating 
nontraditional music, providing in-depth knowledge that is not visible from most existing 
studies on this topic. 
Delimitations 
Several delimitations were established in order to select churches that meet the 
necessary criteria and to level the field of comparison in a reasonable and balanced manner. 
1). Research was limited to only fully constituted SBC churches, thus excluding new SBC 
church starts that remain under the sponsorship of another congregation. 
2). Research was limited to mainstream, ethnically diverse congregations, excluding 
ethnically-focused churches that may tend to prioritize other musics than those explored by 
this project. 
3) . This study excluded Baptist churches that remain in a traditional worship style unless a 
traditional service is offered as one of the church's alternative service designs. Similarly, 
relatively newer churches that were nontraditional from inception are also excluded in order 
to focus upon churches that have experienced a musical style transition. 
4). Broad generalizations are not the intent of this qualitative study; however comparisons 
will be essential to illuminate the varied circumstances and worship implementations of each 
church. Baptist churches in Hartford County have a wide range of size and resources. 
Additionally, considerable variation exists among church health and growth experts on how 
to classify church sizes. Church growth experts Lyle Schaller (1983) and Gary L. Mcintosh 
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(1999) both support that the most effective means of categorizing a church is not by its total 
membership, but by its average weekly worship attendance (Mcintosh, 1999, p. 17; Schaller, 
1983, p. 54). This means of classification is particularly relevant for research focusing upon 
elements of church worship. 
Mcintosh (1999) classifies small churches as having 15-200 in worship, medium 
churches ranging from 201-400, large as being over 401, and mega-churches as having 
attendance above 2000 (p. 18). The web-based USA Churches registry classifies sizes 
somewhat differently, though reflecting some similarity with Mcintosh. USA Churches 
(2009) defines small churches as having 50 or less in worship, medium .churches ranging 
from 51-300, large as 301-2000, and mega-churches as having attendance above 2000 (USA 
Churches, 2009, "Church Sizes"). Taking a different approach, Schaller (2005), delineates a 
series of church size-thresholds without assigning categorical names. Schaller's weekly 
worship size-thresholds are delineated as: 75-99, 100-149, 150-349, 350-499, 500-799, and 
congregations averaging 800 or more in weekly worship (p. 43). 
Because of the varied size classifications determined by church growth experts and 
the realization that different geographical regions bear unique characteristics, this research 
utilized church size classifications as a general guideline, and grouped qualified potential sites 
according to size classifications that emerge as relevant and appropriate for the selected 
church population. Sites that qualified after telephone screening were organized by their 
average weekly worship attendance, enabling appropriate and logical size classifications to 
emerge. Thus, this came to reflect a fair categorization of what represents a medium, large, 
or mega-church within the selected population, while still respecting the delineations 
suggested by church-size experts. 
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Tbis study was limited to medium-sized churches or larger since.the smallest 
congregations are likely to have limited music ministries and resources. In the smallest 
churches, musical activities may only include congregational singing and no additional 
ensembles or programs. Data gained from the smallest congregations may thus be more 
reflective of minimal resources than intentional choices made in regard to worsbip practices. 
Consequently, the researcher anticipated that medium, large, and mega churches would be 
the more data-rich sites for tbis research. 
5). Because of the vast differences between traditional and contemporary worsbip styles that 
incorporate multi-media, dance, visual arts, drama, and complex sound production, many 
church music departments are now titled as Worsbip Arts Ministries. For the sake of tbis 
project, other elements may be noted, but only the aspect of musical issues will be deeply 
explored. 
6). Site data and comparisons will focus upon the primary worsbip service(s) of each church 
typically held on Sunday mornings. It is the primary worsbip expression that most 
significantly shapes the overall music ministry design. Additional services such as children's 
worsbip, ethnic se1vices, Sunday night services, or other gatherings may be acknowledged, 
but not emphasized. 
7). Social connectedness: Tbis research focuses on the impact of music education upon the 
musical processes and worsbip practices within nontraditional Southem Baptist Churches. 
The integration of popular musics in Baptist churches and other denominations worldwide is 
done to increase the life-connectedness of worsbip music to modem culture. Some readers 
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of this research, based upon their understanding of Baptist belief, may perceive this with a 
pre-critical mindset that a dichotomy exists with Baptists being willing to pursue 
connectedness in music, but less willing to pursue social connectedness by reinventing 
scripture to alter core beliefs. To some observers, the lack of accommodation suggests 
intolerance, particularly when compared to what a relativistic culture may accept as the 
norm. The lack of Baptist accommodation toward social connectedness emerges from 
Baptist literal interpretation of the Bible, and the belief in scriptural truth that is constant, 
and not reshaped each time a cultural shift occurs. Baptists and other denominations have 
accepted modem worship music inasmuch as the lyrics maintain biblical truth. The avenue 
of exploring this dichotomy is viable, but its theological and philosophical focus lies beyond 
the parameters of this study. This research is pmposed to explore how music education has 
impacted church music ministers and music ministries in transitioning from traditional skills 
to nontraditional skills associated with popular musics. Within this study, the focus lies not 
upon social connectedness as a primary issue, but upon musical practices and how they are 
impacted by musical education. 
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Chapter 3 
Design and Methodology 
Restatement of Purpose 
Confronted with the modern worship movement, many churches have significandy 
transformed their worship style, impacting the music ministry leadership, musicians, 
instruments used, skills employed, programs, processes, and overall ministry design. The 
purpose of this study was to explore the worship transition experience and how it impacted 
the musical processes and training within seven Baptist churches in Hartford County, 
Georgia. At some point, each church transitioned from a traditional Baptist worship style 
that was centered upon organ, piano, and choir, to some other form of nontraditional 
worship: blended, contemporary, alternative, or other. Using a qualitative collective, or 
multiple case study design (Creswell, 2007, p. 74, p. 244-245; Creswell, 2008, p. 477; Yin, 
2009, p.46), the investigation explored three primary areas: 1). the overall worship style and 
implementation; 2). the structure of the music ministry leadership, ensembles, programs, and 
musician involvement; and 3). How the skills and practices necessary for nontraditional 
music ministry have been developed. Woven into the primary focus, this research also 
investigated the transferability of school music education training into current music ministry 
roles, examining if and how school-trained musicians can apply their skills within 
nontraditional music ministries, also noting a unique parallel existing between church and 
school music. As churches have sought to be more musically connected to the culture, a 
similar quest has been encouraged for school music education. Additionally, a parallel 
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challenge exists for music ministers and school music educators to be equipped for practices 
that often differ from the formal training they received. 
Restatement of Research Questions 
The overarching question of this study explored: How has the modern worship 
transition impacted the musical processes and musical training needs within Southern Baptist 
music ministries that have transitioned from traditional to nontraditional worship styles? 
Stemming from the primary question, three sub-category questions shaped the exploration. 
1). How is the church worship style implemented? 
Interview questions explored: general infomzation aboNt the church and pastor, implementation of 
worship style in tmJJS of atmosphere, elements, media, repertoire, musical forces, and worship philosopf?y. 
2). How does the church worship design shape the music ministry leadership, ensembles, 
personnel, programs, and musician involvement? 
Interview questiom explored: emplqyed and volunteer leadership roles and qualijicatiom, rypes of 
music ensembles and their roles, additional music programs and activity, and expectatiom and requirements 
of musician involvement. 
3). How have musicians developed the necessary skills and practices for nontraditional 
worship? 
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Interview questions e:>..plored: the mttsic minister's training and background, preparation for 
nontraditional worship, transitional challenges, skills engaged, nmsician training and preparation, and the 
applicability of school-developed skills within nontraditional ministry. 
Researcher Qualification and Preparation 
The researcher acknowledges a unique insight for conducting this study in that 
specific aspects of my life have prompted and prepared me to explore this topic. Two 
primary musical identities have marked my life. The first is a nearly lifelong role of a church 
musician, while the second role is a career as a public school choral music educator. 
I began serving as a church pianist at the age of eleven. I had not yet participated in 
school music education, but had developed piano and music theory skills through private 
piano study. The private formal training complemented the traditional music practices of my 
church at that time. Eventually, the piano lessons were enhanced by my involvement in 
junior and senior high school chorus and band. The skills I learned from these formal 
school-based studies strengthened my role as a church musician, at least for a time. But 
musical practices began to change within my own church and many other churches as the 
modern worship transformation became increasingly pervasive. 
My years as a church musician have spanned the same time period that the worship 
transformation infiltrated evangelical churches. I personally witnessed the changes and 
challenges ensuing from the musical transition. In some cases, faithful and talented 
musicians were unequipped to adapt to new styles, or their instrument was phased out of 
use, causing some to cease music ministry service. Discord existed with regard to 
instrumentation, musical preferences, and of newer musics threatening the role of 
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traditionally valued hymns. Still, many people valued the musical changes, enjoying the style, 
repertoire, and level of engagement. In some cases, parents expressed gratitude that their 
teens had become excited about church because the repertoire and delivery reflected the 
musical sounds that the teens valued in daily life. For many popular-style musicians, it 
became an exciting time to have a place, the necessary skills, and the opportunity to serve in 
music ministry. 
I was fortunate to have the skills to adapt and continue serving, but my adaptability 
was largely developed from learning experiences outside my formal school-music education 
during junior high, senior high, and college. My first significant adaptive-influence was of an 
informal nature, and occurred when I first began private piano lessons. My uncle, a gifted 
pianist, frequently encouraged me to join him at the piano, me playing simple one-finger 
melodies while he improvised many sounds beyond the notated score. When I asked how he 
added the additional notes, he introduced me to reading chord symbols and improvising, 
skills that have been essential in church music ministry and other venues. Secondly, during 
junior high, I began studying with a piano teacher and professional jazz pianist who taught 
extensive music theory, essential piano technique, and standard classical piano repertoire. 
But her broad and life-connected instruction taught much more. Her students learned to be 
versatile musicians of multiple styles. Within weekly group and private lessons, we also 
learned to conduct and to accompany while following a conductor. We explored jazz chords 
and in1.provisation, read lead sheets, had jam sessions with various instruments, mentored 
younger students, and composed and arranged numerous styles of music. This rich and 
varied musical experience immeasurably shaped my musical identity, and offered an 
uncommon mix of formal and informal learning experiences. At the time, I did not grasp 
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how much these experiences would shape my musical versatility, equipping me to be a music 
educator as well as a church musician during a major transformation in worship practices. 
Because I have continued in music ministry throughout this change, I appreciate 
multiple styles of music and worship. I have learned to appreciate formally and informally 
trained musicians working together, each approaching worship preparations with different 
methods, but both with diligence, commitment, and a desire for excellence. Intermingling 
varied musical approaches can be challenging, yet a spirit of cooperation, respect for 
differences, and spiritual unity prevails, where all musicians seek to serve with their 
individual and varied skills. 
While this transformation of musical practices has reshaped my church music 
community, the music education communities where I have worked have largely maintained 
traditional priorities and practices, despite the call for music education to increase life-
connectedness, integrate diverse musical styles and practices, and prepare students for a 
lifetime of musical engagement that extends beyond traditional school performance groups. 
In many schools, being a music education student means that a student is part of the band, 
choir, or orchestra (Leonhard, 1981; 1999; Reimer, 2000). While many outstanding 
performing ensembles thrive in schools today, many school music programs offer only 
traditional ensembles and only performance-based courses, leaving a gap for more 
diversified musical experiences that may appeal to an expanded student population (Allsup, 
2008; Clements, 2008; Green 2002; 2008; 2008a; McDowell, 2002; Regelski, 2005). Despite 
the calls for repairing the disconnect between school music and the music valued in student's 
lives, music education practices have remained largely unchanged, perpetuating a traditional 
focus upon perfonning ensembles (GMEA, 2009; Reimer, 2000). 
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As a choral music educator, I want my teaching to offer students a diverse and 
inclusive range of musical experiences that will prepare them to make music throughout 
their lives. But like many other music teachers, I am challenged to expand without having 
received meaningful instruction in how to do so since such preparation was simply not a part 
of my formal collegiate teacher education programs. Despite recognizing the need, I have 
felt underequipped to effectively address the challenge, particularly while managing the 
ongoing responsibilities traditionally expected of a high school choral director. The music 
education of my junior high, senior high and collegiate years was excellent, but it prepared 
me to perpetuate the existing music education model of traditional performing ensembles. It 
is important to note that this discussion does not seek to criticize or discontinue traditional 
ensembles; such opportunities continue to hold value and connect with many students. But 
while many music programs struggle to maintain curricular inclusion, expanding the styles 
and types of musical experiences may cany music education to a broader population, 
expanding its influence, connectedness, and valuation. Expanded musical offerings have 
certainly occurred in some schools, but could not be considered the norm in many schools. 
Limiting factors may include a lack of funding, limited staffing, and inadequate facilities and 
resources. But a powerful factor can be the insecurity of teachers who are hesitant about 
venturing into new areas without adequate training. 
In an unlikely parallel, practicing music educators and practicing music ministers 
have faced a similar challenge of changing and expanding practices (Adnams, 2008; Allsup, 
2002, 2008; 2004; Bearden, 1980; Benham, 2004; Brady, 2002; Brauer, 1998; Cartwright, 
2004; Chou, 2006; Clements, 2008; Dawson, 2008; Green, 2002, 2008a; Greher, 2008; 
Heuser, 2008; Ihm, 1994;Jones, 2008;Jurgemeyer, 2003; LaRue, 1999; Leonhard, 1981, 
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1999; Miller, 1998; Moss, 2001; Myers, 1983, 2005; Posey, 197 4; Rivera, 2005; Rodriguez, 
2004; Singleton, 1980). Both school music programs and church music ministries have been 
faced with a similar challenge to be connected to the lives of those they serve. Many church 
music ministers have demonstrated a proactive response to change, but it is highly possible 
that they, like school music educators, may not have been prepared for such diverse musical 
skills by their formal school music education (Allsup, 2008; Bearden, 1980; Brady, 2002; 
Cati:Wright, 2004; Clements, 2008; Greher, 2008; Heuser, 2008; Hooper, 1966; Jones, 2008; 
Leach, 1983; Leonhard, 1999; Regelski, 2005; Schwatz, 197 5; Singleton, 1980; Sloan, 2000; 
Yang 2009). Still, many music ministers have actually made a musical transformation when 
many music educators have maintained more traditional practices. As a participant in the 
communities of both music education and church music, I was intrigued to explore how the 
transformative experiences of church music ministers might offer insights to school music 
educators who seek to expand the content and practices of music education. For this reason, 
this research explored whether or not the formal school-based music education prepared 
music ministers for popular styles, instruments, and techniques; if so, the way in which it was 
accomplished; and the means by which music ministers have equipped themselves and their 
musicians while in active service. 
Additionally, this research examined how current music education practices within a 
particular place and time are or are not connecting with one particular community venue: 
nontraditional church music programs, a place where musicians can engage in music making 
for a lifetime. This research will explore if school-trained musicians are able to transfer their 
school-developed skills into nontraditional music ministries. This research revealed data that 
is relevant not only to other music ministers, but also to school music educators seeking to 
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expand the scope of their music programs. Ultimately, both schools and churches seek to 
connect with the communities they serve. 
Finally, I am well acquainted with the Hartford School System through significant 
professional associations and interactions for nearly twenty years while working as a choral 
director. From these interactions, I have a personal understanding of the system, the quality 
of the music programs, the priorities, quality of teachers, and the course offerings available. 
Thus, I can objectively examine how Hartford-developed musicians are engaging within local 
church communities. My life experiences have uniquely situated me to explore the varied 
aspects of this research. I know the language of these two musical worlds and grasp how 
they can musically complement and complete one another. 
Overview of Research Design and Qualitative Justification 
This study explored the presence and impact of music education within churches 
that have transitioned in worship style, recognizing that transition requires changes in 
musical skills, music personnel, musician tl;aining, and the overall music ministry structure. 
Because the worship style paradigm shift is a broad subject that can be explored from 
numerous topical and methodological angles, prior research was consulted to determine the 
most effective methodological lens for this study. Much existing research has provided 
valuable data using surveys for large-scale quantitative data collection. While valuable, survey 
data examines from a distance and does not provide in-depth detail to understand the 
nuances of individual church practices, experiences, and adaptations resulting from worship 
changes. 
The qualitative design of several studies (Braun 2006; Benham 2004; Sloan 2001) 
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served as a model for the in-depth and nuanced data collected by this research. In 
determining the appropriate qualitative lens for this research, an ethnographic approach was 
considered, but its focus would center upon a single site (Creswell2007). A single site-focus 
would not have revealed the varied implementations of changing worship practices; how the 
music personnel and program structure has been impacted by worship transition; how 
different music ministers have become trained for nontraditional worship; how musicians 
are equipped for weekly worship; and the depth of engagement that exists for school-trained 
musicians among different churches. If only one church had been examined in-depth, then 
the data would only apply to a church of similar size and make-up, limiting applicability. The 
data of this research gained broader applicability by including multiple churches and their 
varied adaptations. 
Phenomenology was also considered since the worship transition represents a 
phenomenon, a shared experience of many churches. In line with phenomenology, this 
research encouraged and attained elaborative interview responses that revealed nuanced data 
of the participant's shared experiences. But to gamer a hue depth of meaning to the 
phenomenon, this research required an additional level to investigate how the music 
ministries were reshaped as a result of the phenomenon. Yin (2009) suggests the case study 
as a solution, stating, "You would use the case study method because you wanted to 
understand a real-life phenomenon in depth, but such understanding encompassed 
important contextual conditions - because they were highly pertinent to your phenomenon 
of study" (p. 18). 
I 
Using a qualitative multiple case study design, Benham (2004) used interviews to 
explore Ukrainian church music schools, generating in-depth and comprehensive data on the 
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topic. Additionally, Sloan (2001) applied a case study design with semi-structured interviews 
and content analysis to closely examine church growth factors within four churches. Sloan's 
methodology provided an excellent procedural model for this project. The design and lens 
applied by both Benham (2004) and Sloan (2001) effectively captured the perspective, depth, 
and breadth that this research required. 
Creswell's (2007) description of a case study design further supported the perspective 
and data collection methods essential to this project: "Case study research is a qualitative 
approach in which the investigator explores a bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded 
systems (cases) over time, through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple 
sources of information ... and reports a case description and case-based themes" (p. 73). For 
this research, multiple, but in-depth perspectives were essential to illuminate varied, nuanced, 
and holistic responses to the research questions, providing "a complex, detailed 
understanding of the issue" (p. 40). Yin (2009) supports the strength of collective, or 
multiple case study designs, stating that, "The evidence from multiple cases is often 
considered more compelling, and the overall study is therefore regarded as being more 
robust" (p. 53). Creswell (2007) suggests that collective case studies "show different 
perspectives on the issue ... [using] the logic of replication, in which the inquirer replicates 
the procedures for each case" (p. 74). If this research had included only one case, some 
useful data would have been derived, but the results might only be characteristic of that 
single site. Even with multiple cases, the resulting qualitative data will not be broadly 
generalized. Still, the inclusion of multiple sites fortified the data and provided a more 
convincing and nuanced exploration of the research questions. 
In summary, a collective case study design was consequently determined as the best 
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lens for this research. In this project, the bounded system is one of place: Hartford County, 
GA; of type: Southern Baptist Churches within Hartford County; and circumstance: 
churches that have undergone a worship style transformation (Creswell, 2007, p . 73). Semi-
structured interviews elicited consistent, rich, and nuanced detail from participants. 
Additionally, semi-structured interviews enabled elaborative responses that revealed unique 
aspects of each church site and each music minister's experience. The in-depth interview 
data was further enhanced, triangulated, and validated through content analysis of the pre-
intel-view data profile, music ministry documents, and either audio-visual materials of 
worship services or the researcher's personal observation of worship. 
Criteria for Selection 
According to the 2000 United States Census Website, Hartford County, GA 
encompasses a large metropolitan Sydney suburban area with a population of over 600,000. 
Two local SBC associations support Hartford's Baptist churches: the Central Association 
and the Liberty Association. According to each association's website, the Central Association 
represents 121 SBC churches and the Liberty Association oversees a total of fifty churches. 
The 171 churches vary in location, size, structure, and practice, providing an ample 
population for site selection. 
The selection of Hartford County was reinforced by the strength and breadth of its 
school system's music education programs. While not every program is of equal caliber, the 
district is noted for its numerous high school band, chorus, and orchestra programs that 
have successfully perfortljted at state and national conventions and competitions, winning 
numerous awards and honors. The Hartford School System website reports that Hartford is 
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one of Georgia's largest school systems, serving over 100,000 students. Hartford's high 
schools vary by size, location, and socio-economic status. 
When Hartford student musicians graduate, they join the ranks of other former 
school-trained musicians who have musical skills that can be engaged in community venues 
throughout their lives. The community venue and target population for this research were 
SBC churches within the Hartford School District that employ nontraditional worship styles. 
Because a facet of this research explored how school-trained musicians are engaged in 
nontraditional music ministries, the target church population needed to exist among 
reasonably strong school music programs. If Hartford, or any community, offered an 
adequate church population, but was surrounded by weak or nonexistent school music 
programs, then the school-musician population would be inadequate for exploring how 
school-trained musicians can musically engage within community churches. By targeting 
Hartford's population where both the church and school music programs provide a 
reasonable and diverse musical base for investigation, this study gained a population where 
the research questions could be effectively explored. 
The site selection criteria required that: 1) the Southern Baptist church is located 
within the Hartford School District; 2) at some point, the church must have transitioned 
from traditional to nontraditional worship; 3) the church must currently identify at least one 
worship service as contemporary, blended, alternative, or other nontraditional classification; 
4) the average weekly attendance must qualify the church to be a medium, large, or mega 
sized congregation (Mcintosh, 1999; 18; Schaller, 1983, p. 43; USA Churches, 2009, "Church 
Sizes") . Churches could not be included if they were nontraditional from inception, or if 
they remained entirely in traditional worship, since such churches have not experienced the 
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transitional challenges. The participant selection criteria required: that the primary informant 
would be the church music minister; that this individual was able to address the issue of 
worship transition by personal experience, even if some of that experience occurred in a 
different church; and that they were willing to participate and carry out all responsibilities of 
the key informant. 
Selection and Recruiting of Participants 
All phases of seiection, recruiting, and fieldwork followed a Researcher Checklist and 
Log (Appendix A) to support procedural accuracy and consistency. Three tiers of sampling 
were used to pre-quality, qualify, and select potential sites: purposive criterion sampling, 
stratified purposeful sampling, and intensity sampling. 
Pre-qualification of Sites. A list of all Hartford County SBC churches was obtained 
through the Central and Liberty Associational Websites, providing a population of 171 
potential sites. Purposive criterion sampling (Creswell, 2007, p. 127) was applied through a 
church website analysis of the 171 potential sites, determining if the church was located 
within Hartford County and if it offered some form of nontraditional worship. 
Consequendy, the field was narrowed, clarifying sites that "can purposefully inform an 
understanding of the research problem and central phenomenon in the study" (Creswell, 
2007, p. 125). Churches that lacked a website were not disqualified from consideration, but 
were contacted by phone to acquire the necessary worship style data. Using purposive 
critet-ion sampling, the church website analysis resulted in 85 pre-qualified potential sites. 
The Georgia Hometown Locator Website was used to confirm whether or not the church 
site was geographically located in Hartford County A total of 86 sites were disqualified 
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through the pre-qualification phase for the following reasons: the church was not located in 
Hartford County; the church was ethnically-focused; the church was not fully constituted; 
the church offered contemporary worship from inception; the church worship was Southern 
Gospel based; or the church met in a home. 
Qualification of Sites and Participants. The music ministers of the 85 pre-
qualified sites (Hartford County sites that offer nontraditional worship) were initially 
contacted by being mailed a Research Introductory Letter (Appendix B) that explained the 
research purpose and process, introduced the researcher, and provided validation for the 
researcher's forthcoming telephone call (Braun, 2006). Within two weeks of issuing letters, 
each music minister was telephoned. If phone contact was successful, permission was 
requested to conduct a brief telephone screening (Braun, 2006; Jurgemeyer, 2003, p. 69) . If 
telephone contact with a site was unsuccessful, a follow-up email was sent if an email 
address was attainable through website information. At this point, if no response was 
received or if no contact could be made, the site was removed from consideration. After 
letters were mailed, several music ministers personally contacted with me by telephone or 
email, some being interested in participation and others recognizing that they did not qualify 
because of their continuing traditional or always-contemporary worship style. 
If permission was granted, the Telephone Screening Protocol (Appendix C) and Site-
Participant Selection Criteria Summary (Appendix D) were used to conduct the screening 
and record responses, respectively. The first goal was to confirm the church according to the 
site selection criteria: confirming the site to be within Hartford County; that it must have, at 
some point, transitioned from traditional to nontraditional worship; it currently identifies at 
least one worship service as contemporary, blended, alternative, praise, or other 
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nontraditional classification; and its average weekly attendance qualifies it as either a 
medium, large, or mega sized congregation. Secondly, after confirming that the site selection 
criteria had been met, the telephone screening continued by confirming the participant 
selection criteria: that the primary informant would be the church music minister; that this 
individual was able to address the issue of worship transition by personal experience, even if 
some of that experience occurred in a different church; and that they were willing to 
participate and carry out all responsibilities of the key informant. If the site and participant 
initially qualified and participation agreement was secured, I explained that final site 
selections would be determined when all phone screenings were complete. Once sites were 
selected, the music ministers of those sites would be contacted and provided with further 
information. 
After telephone screening was completed, a total of 12 sites were qualified and 
willing to participate if selected. During the phone screening phase, sites were disqualified 
for reasons that included: the church maintained only traditional worship; additional 
churches were determined to be ethnically focused; the church had no music minister or an 
interim music minister; the church was contemporary from inception; the participant was 
unable or unwilling to participate; no contact could be made; and one site was transitioning 
from contemporary worship to a Southern Gospel focus. The data obtained from the 
telephone screening was only used for selection purposes and was not folded into the 
aggregated research data. 
Next, I compared the telephone screening data from the 12 qualified sites using the 
Site-Participant Selection Criteria Summary (Appendix D). Stratified pU1poseful sampling 
(Creswell, 2007, p. 127) was applied to create size sub-groups based upon the average weekly 
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worship attendance, thus categorizing the church as a medium, large, or mega sized 
congregation (Mcintosh, 1999; 18; Schaller, 1983, p. 43; USA Churches, 2009, "Church 
Sizes"). Baptist churches in Hartford County range from single room churches to mega-
churches with expansive congregations, campuses, and resources. In this research, some 
comparisons were made between churches of different size-stratums. To select only one 
church of each size, and then compare its practices to a significantly different sized 
congregation, would, indeed, provide contrast, but the contrasts could be overly extreme and 
ineffective. Such comparisons might ultimately reflect church size and resource differences 
more than how the music ministry implemented practices based upon their worship style(s). 
Thus, recruiting 2-3 churches from each stratum allowed fair comparison within each size-
group, and enabled comparison and contrast between each size group. 
It was necessary to secure two to three sites within each size-stratum to effectively 
complete the research. With twelve qualified participants, more than enough qualified and 
willing participants were available, but needed to be narrowed. Thus, intensity sampling was 
applied by consulting the website and phone screening data to select the most "information-
rich" (Creswell, 2007, p . 127) sites for addressing the research questions. 
During the telephone screening, music ministers were asked how long they have 
served their church, and if the worship transition occurred during their tenure. Ideally, it was 
desired that the music minister served the same church throughout the worship transition; 
however, it is not uncommon for church staff positions to change often. Although some 
music ministers may have experienced the transition within a previous church, they may still 
effectively address the phenomenon through personal experience. If they were not working 
in their present church during at least part of the transition, they were asked if they feel they 
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have adequate understanding of their current church's transition to discuss its process and 
changes. Because of this variable, the intensity sampling of each site was impacted by the 
intensity sampling of the key participant. It was considered possible that the most data-
intensive sites may be those where the music minister's tenure has extended through the 
worship transition. 
An additional consideration was made since data collection primarily focused upon 
the music minister of each church site. The music minister focus is pursued with the 
understanding that the music minister is the overseer of the complete music ministry, that 
they have working knowledge of all music ministry areas, the personnel involved, and that 
they are capable of and responsible for representing the overall music ministry. However, a 
concession was made possible that if it was recommended by the music minister that richer 
data may be gained by interviewing additional music leaders (secondary informants), then the 
researcher would seek their permission and schedule a separate interview with them. This 
additional consideration existed particularly for two scenarios: churches with altemative 
services that have a different worship leader for each worship experience; and churches with 
a large music staff where additional leaders (volunteer or employed) may have greater in-
depth knowledge of music ministq sub-areas. Ultimately, no additional interviews were 
recommended, but in one site, the secondary worship leader did briefly join in the music 
minister's interview. Nonetheless, the music ministers proved to be knowledgeable overseers 
of their ministries. 
After considering all aspects and data, three sites, one from Liberty Association and 
two from Central Association, were set aside as being less information-rich. The remaining 
nine qualified sites divided equally, providing three participants within each size-strata. Of 
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the final selections, eight were from the Central Association and one was aligned with the 
Liberty Association. 
Final Recruitment and Enlistment. The key informant, the minister of music, was 
selected in tandem with the church site that he serves, and willingness to participate was also 
affirmed at the time of the telephone interview. After the final sites were selected, each 
music minister was notified by telephone and asked if they were still willing to participate. 
Contact was made with all but one music minister who could not be reached. After leaving 
two phone messages and sending one email, the site and participant were removed, leaving 
eight confirmed sites. 
Each participant was notified to expect a Participant Packet (Appendix E1-E6) by 
email. The packet would contain six elements: Confirmation and Informational Letter 
(Appendix El); a hard copy of the Participant Review of Purpose and Procedures (Appendix 
E2); Website Ministry Summary (Appendix E3) of ministry elements represented on the 
website that they would confirm, correct or expand during the interview; a Pre-Interview 
Profile (Appendix E4) that they were requested to complete and return within .two weeks 
after receipt; a Church Documents and Materials Request (AppendixES); and a Description 
of Terminology as Applied in this Research (Appendix E6). As per IRB instructions, the 
researcher verbally read the Participant Review of Purpose and Procedures (Appendix E2) 
over the telephone to apprise them of their rights as a participant. Following the reading, the 
Participant Packet contents were explained fully and participant responsibilities were 
reviewed, including: the completion of a Pre-Interview Profile Form of their church and 
music ministry; gathering church documents and materials that would further illuminate the 
worship repertoire as well as the nature and activities of the music ministry; schedule and 
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complete and in-depth interview at their church; complete a final reading, amendment, 
validation, and approval of the verbatim interview transcript that would be provided to 
them. 
A date and time was established for the in-depth interview at the church site, and 
during scheduling, I asked initial verbal permission to audio record interviews so that data 
could be accurately preserved and transcribed. Additionally, I explained that to preserve 
confidentiality, pseudonyms would replace actual person and place names (church, city, 
county) in the transcript and final repore, applying practices used by Bearden (1980) and 
McDowell (2002). Although the interview protocol did not pose any known risk and was not 
controversial in nature, anonymity freed the participants to share additional concerns or 
experiences regarding the worship style transition. A pilot study of this project revealed that 
I 
music ministers were more comfortable with anonymity and were more willing to verbalize 
personal concerns and experiences related to the topic. It was emphasized to all participants 
that the purpose of this research is to describe but not evaluate the church's current worship 
practices (Bearden, 1980, p. 83). Finally, I requested permission to visit and examine the 
worship center on the day of the interview. 
Each participant was reminded that they would receive a $100.00 VISA gift card at 
the conclusion of all responsibilities. Participant Packets were sent by email no later than two 
days after the telephone scheduling was completed. One of the remaining eight participants, 
though willing, only had one week available for participation. Unfortunately, he encountered 
a personal tragedy at the start of that week and had to withdraw from participation. 
9 Within the data reporting chapters, participant's direct quotations are cited by their pseudonyms, 
not their actual names. 
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Ultimately, the selection and recruitment process resulted in seven participants that fully 
completed the research requirements providing two churches in the medium strata, three 
churches in the large strata, and two churches in the mega strata. 
Data Collection Methods 
The fieldwork for this collective case study was conducted from the end of May, 
2011 through the end of July 2012, including all interviews and any additional worship 
observations. A total of 16.5 hours were spent in conducting in-depth interviews with seven 
participants. Interview transcription required 84 hours. Five methods of data collection were 
used. 
Church Websites. Following the selection-scheduling telephone conversation with 
each participant, I returned to each of the seven church websites to create a Website 
Minisu:y Summaty (Appendix E3). A summary was created for each participating site and 
was included in each church's Participant Packet. The document was intended for 
participants to review before, and then clarify during interviews. The summary saved 
interview time by pre-establishing a general framework of the ministry structure that could 
be corrected, explained, and expanded during the interview. The document provided me a 
pre-interview familiarity of the minisuy. This website data was not folded into the aggregated 
data except as it was confirmed and explained by each participant. 
Pre-interview Profile. The Pre-Interview Profile (Appendix E4) (Bearden, 1980; 
Dawson, 2008) collected general information on the senior pastor, music minister, and music 
ministry, and provided general and socio-economic information on the church congregation. 
The questions streamlined interview time since some of the questions needed minimal 
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discussion and much of the requested data required consulting church records. The profile 
was included in the Participant Packet (Appendix E1-E6) given to all participants with a 
request that the profile be completed and returned to the researcher prior to the in-depth 
interview. After the profile was returned to me, I noted any elements that warranted further 
discussion during the interview to confirm accuracy or clarify understanding. 
Music Ministry Documents and Records. The Participant Packet (Appendix E1-
E6) included the Church Documents and Materials Request (Appendix ES) that requested: 
documentation of worship repertoire used for the last 6-12 months; 3-4 recent audio-visual 
worship service recordings; and 3-4 recent worship bulletins (if used). Participants were 
invited to add any additional materials that they considered illustrative of the music 
ministry's nature and activity (vision statements, core values, covenants, newsletters, 
handbooks, brochures, etc.). Each participant was asked to determine the documents most 
appropriate for their church, and to provide the requested materials for the researcher at the 
interview. Finally, participants were asked to provide, if possible, any worship bulletins or 
records that showed the repertoire used before and during the period of transitioning from 
traditional to nontraditional worship. When provided, the documents enhanced the 
contextual descriptions of that church. I offered to reimburse each church for any costs 
incurred to produce these materials, but no participant requested reimbursement. 
The church artifacts served to clarify, corroborate, expand, and validate interview 
data by: identifying the specific types and currency of hymns, songs, arid arrangements used; 
enabling comparison of repertoire among churches; and illuminating variations in worship 
style interpretation. While worship repertoire is not a central focus of this research, 
knowledge of the repertoire significantly reinforces the context and experience of each 
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church's worship venues, and further reveals the "degrees of contemporary'' existing 
between the music ministries. All churches provided recent repertoire records and only two 
provided repertoire records prior to transition. All sites provided worship bulletins and a few 
provided additional materials that included vision statements, choir rehearsal newsletters, or 
flyers that promoted major musical events presented by the ministry during the year that 
preceded the intet-view. (Audio-visual recordings that were requested as part of the church 
materials are discussed within the observation data collection section.) 
Semi-structured Interview Protocol. The primary means of data collection 
method was the in-depth interview with each participant. The interview was shaped by the 
Semi-Structured Interview Protocol (Appendix F) to explore the primary areas of inquiry in 
this research: 1). the overall worship style and implementation; 2) the structure of the music 
ministry leadership, ensembles, programs, and musician involvement; and 3). How the skills 
and practices necessary for nontraditional music ministry have been developed. Woven into 
the three central inquiries, this interview also explored if and to what degree school-trained 
musicians are able to apply their skills within nontraditional music ministries. The inquiry 
categories of this project were similar to those employed by Bearden (1980) and Regier 
(1985); however this research investigates through in-depth descriptions rather than the 
large-scale surveys used by those researchers. Because this project examined unique practices 
within each church, the semi-structured protocol allowed informants to venture into 
emergent themes that were uniquely relevant to the challenges, visions, and experiences of 
their individual church. While allowing for uniqueness, the interview protocol also enabled 
adequate structure and consistency for data comparison and cross referencing. 
Interviews were reconfirmed by email one day prior to the scheduled meeting time. 
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All participants granted permission to audio-record their interview. Two Sony digital 
recorders were used to record all interviews, providing a means of back-up in case one 
recorder failed. Before starting the interview, rapport was established through introductions, 
thanking the participant for their involvement, and reviewing the research purpose. I 
provided my own self-disclosure as a career school music educator and church musician who 
has served on the music staff of Baptist churches for over thirty years. I reviewed the 
research putpose and procedures wlUle preparing recording equipment. Prior to beginning 
the formal interview, the requested church artifacts were collected and any explanations of 
the materials were recorded for accuracy. 
After any artifact clarification, the interviews began, varying in length from one hour 
and twenty-four minutes to three hours and twenty-two minutes. Elaborative responses were 
plentiful as we worked through the semi-structured protocol. I did write occasional notes on 
the protocol but 1nade a great effort to keep the interview conversational, maintaining eye 
contact and connection with the participant. At the conclusion of the protocol, I invited any 
additional comments from the participants. After hearing the explanations provided during 
the interview, I requested clarification (if needed) of any questions or discrepancies 
remaining from the previously returned Pre-Interview Profile (Appendix E4) . I requested 
petmission to follow up with the participant on additional questions that may atise during 
my analysis of the intetview transcript and perusal of the church artifacts. Each patticipant 
was teminded of the printed interview transctipt that they may review, revise, and approve, 
and of the $100.00 VISA gift catd that would be provided with their final transcript 
approval. Each gift card was provided with a hand written note of gratitude. 
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Observation. Forms of observation included: onsite observations of the music 
personnel, observations of the church campus and worship center, and observation of 
worship services either through any video recordings that were provided or by the 
researcher's personal attendance of the church's worship experience(s). Field notes were 
made of these observations and all notes were folded into the aggregated data. 
Audio-visual recordings were requested within the Church Documents and Materials 
Request (Appendix ES) adding visualization of the participant's description of the church 
worship style; providing greater comparison among churches on how nontraditional worship 
is implemented; and to also cross reference and validate claims that school-trained musicians 
are meaningfully engaged within the music ministries. Only the two mega-strata churches 
provided video recordings since they were the only sites with access and legal pennission for 
video recording. Consequently, additional Sunday morning site visits were necessary for the 
researcher to experience the church worship venues. I did not schedule the worship visits 
with the participants but simply visited the worship services as a typical guest, taking notes 
of significant elements observed. 
Data Storage 
Audio recordings of interviews, labeled by site and participant pseudonyms, were 
saved and stored on a password protected computer, flash drive, and audio CD. Interviews 
were transcribed verbatim, coded with pseudonyms, and then member-checked and 
approved by participants. The interview transcriptions, pre-interview pseudonym-coded 
profiles, and researcher observations were stored electronically on a password protected 
computer, flash drive, and also in printed form within a locked file cabinet, organized by 
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each site's pseudonym. Immediately upon receipt of the church documents and materials, 
any site-identifying markers or labels were removed, safely shredded and discarded, and then 
replaced by church codes and pseudonyms for storage and data reporting. To increase 
confidentiality, no master code list linking actual names to coded pseudonyms was 
maintained or necessaty for this research. All data will be kept until the study is completed. 
Once the research is completed, all data forms and flles will be destroyed by shredding or 
deleting. 
Data Analysis 
Data analysis was done in two primaty phases: (1) initial ana!Jsis that occurred with 
and immediately following the data collection, providing detailed single church descriptions, 
and (2) final ana!Jsis that provided comparison and contrast within size-strata and between 
church size categorizations (Benham, 2004). 
Initial Analysis Phase. During initial analysis, the transcribed interview was 
member-checked for accuracy, corrected, and returned to the researcher. The interview 
transcription and all other data gleaned from collected materials and observations were 
categorized, organized, and recorded. The combined data of the initial phase established a 
contextualized description of each individual site. 
Yin suggests the data organization and analysis strategy of following "the theoretical 
propositions that led to your case study [which resulted in] a set of research questions" (Yin, 
2009, p. 130). By Yin's guidelines, data was initially organized by the research question 
framework that shaped the study and interview protocol, thus establishing initial codes for 
analysis (Creswell, 2007, 156), but also allowing for emergent themes. The Composite Data 
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Analysis Chart (CDAC) (Appendix G) was created and based upon this framework so that 
the member-checked interview transcript and all other document and observation data could 
be entered and analyzed through a side by side comparison of each church's data. The bulk 
of all data was organized by the three central areas of investigation, but the chart was 
organized into eleven data categories to provide greater detail: 1) Pre-Interview Pro@e; 2) 
Website Ministry Summary; 3) Interview: worship design; 4) Interview: personnel and 
program structure; 5) Interview: the musical training of ministry leadership and musicians; 6) 
Interview: transfer of school music education training; 7) elaborative interview responses 
that reveal emergent themes; 8) the researcher's onsite observations of the participants and 
site; 9) the researcher's observations regarding the audio-visual recordings or personal 
attendance of worship services; 1 0) additional worship element data from the interview, 
obsexvation, and worship-document content analysis; 11) content analysis of additional 
relevant church materials that provide corroborating or conflicting data. Data from all 
categories was recorded and saved fox individual church analysis and later cross-case 
companson. 
Final Analysis Phase. Final analysis aggregated all individual-site data to allow 
cwss-case comparison both within and between each size-strata. The researcher continued 
marginal note making during cross-case analysis (Creswell, 2008, p. 490; Creswell, 2007, p. 
156-157), exploring the emergence oflarger themes and patterns. The breadth and depth of 
the investigation and final analysis enabled this research to bring clarity to the existing 
indistinct definitions of being "contemporary." Extant xesearch has acknowledged that 
distinctions exist, but this research provided a detailed description of those differentiations. 
The triangulation of interview data, worship repertoire records, and worship audio-visuals 
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enabled and validated an in-depth description of worship interpretations, revealing detailed 
distinctions of how churches individually and comparatively interpret a blended or 
contemporary worship design. The totality of data analysis provided a nuanced glimpse of 
individual church practice in the initial analysis phase, and a broader comparison of practices 
between churches within the final analysis phase. Data was ultimately summarized and 
reported in narrative form and through visual representations of tables and charts, modeled 
after presentations used by Dawson (2008), Rivera (2005), and Sloan (2001). 
Trustworthiness and Reliability 
Member Check, Peer Review, and External Audit. The Researcher Checklist and 
Log (Appendix A) supported reliability so that procedures were conducted consistently 
between sites, and according to accepted protocols for a qualitative collective case study. 
Additionally, the CDAC (Appendix G) enabled a clear "chain of evidence" (Yin, 2009, p. 
41), carefully organizing and tracking all data for within-case and cross-case analysis. The 
CDAC supported consistent and thorough data analysis, while also allowing the detection of 
emergent themes. 
To "develop a report that is both accurate and credible" (Creswell, 2008, p. 266), the · 
multiple and varied data sources (in-depth interviews, church documents, audio-visual 
recordings, websites, the pre-interview profile, and the researcher's observations) provided 
triangulation that illuminated corroborating and discordant data. When data discrepancies 
occurred, the researcher consulted the primary informant for clarification. Triangulation of 
data strengthened the internal validity of the research (Yin, 2009). 
Member checks of interview transcripts were conducted by the primary infonnant of 
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each site to support accurate transcription and to ascertain that informants expressed what 
they intended to communicate. Each transcript was completed and sent to the participant 
within two weeks of his interview so that member checking was done while the interview 
topics remained familiar to the informant. Infonnants were invited to make corrections, 
revisions or additions that would increase the clarity of the data. 
Finally, an external audit of the research process and output was conducted by a 
qualified individual who is not personally connected to the study, but who is capable of 
objective and scholarly evaluation. The external auditor evaluated content, the logic of 
inferences and themes, credibility, any indications of bias, and if conclusions are adequately 
grounded and reasonably drawn from the existing data (Creswell, 2008). 
Reporting of Bias. I reaffirm my dual position as a music educator and church 
musician, the two areas of focus in this research. I approached this project with considerable 
personal experience of worship transition challenges. This personal experience, however, has 
not served to create a specific bias or to take a particular side, but to better appreciate the 
varied perspectives that may be shared. My own personal opinions or biases will be set aside, 
bracketed apart so that the voices of the participants are expressed accurately and fairly. 
Methodology Models and Guides. Numerous research studies and texts have 
setved as models and guides for data collection and data analysis in this project. First, several 
instructional texts have shaped all areas of methodology including: Creswell (2007; 2008; 
2009); Yin (2009) . Studies that helped select, justify, and model the qualitative case study 
design include: Benham (2004), Braun (2006), Lindt (2000), Sloan (2000) and Sloan (2001). 
In particular, Benham (2004) and Sloan (2001) offered models for the multiple case study 
design of this project. Within their multiple site case study models, Benham (2004) studied 
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music education identity construction in three Ukrainian church music schools, and Sloan 
(2001) explored revitalization within four small Nazarene churches. 
Braun (2006) and Jurgemeyer (2003) modeled recruitment through their use of 
participant contact letters and telephone screening. Two studies were models in handling 
multiple data sources: Kempton (2002) using interviews and field observations; and Benham 
(2004) who incorporated observations, interviews, archival and physical objects. Three 
studies modeled the need and means to protect participant anonymity. McDowell (2002) 
used pseudonyms to replace actual school names. Braun (2006) asked college students to 
create their own pseudonym in his research on the faith of college students. Bearden's (1980) 
perspective is similar and valuable to this study, stating that the "minister of music was 
assured that every effort would be exerted to protect the anonymity of the subject and his 
church, and that the purpose of the study was not evaluative, but descriptive" (p.83). Finally, 
Adnams (2008) provided a thorough model of an ethics review letter and participant letter. 
Several studies modeled effective data collection through interviews. Benham (2004) 
used interviews in a qualitative multiple case study design to explore Ukrainian church music 
schools. Benham's protocol construction was adequately sttuctured to obtain consistent data 
among sites, while remaining open-ended enough for participant elaboration. Additionally, 
Benham delineated interview procedures and provided for participants who may refuse or be 
uncomfortable with recorded interviews. Sloan (2001) used a case study design with semi-
structured interviews and content analysis to examine growth factors within four churches. 
The design and lens applied by both Benham (2004) and Sloan (2001) effectively captured 
the perspective, depth, and breadth needed for this research. Braun (2006) modeled a four-
tiered interview construction that parallels the multi-tiered interview of this project. 
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While the aforementioned studies provided structural and procedural guidance, 
several quantitative dissertations offered validation for the interview categories and questions 
in this study. For example, smvey questions by Bearden, (1980), Rivera (2005), Dawson 
(2008), and Regier (1985) were created for large-scale data collection, yet the content of the 
questions correspond with and validate the content of the Semi-Structmed lnte1-view 
Protocol (Appendix F) and Pre-interview Profile (Appendix E4) of this research. Topical 
areas supported and validated by these existing studies include: program structme, personnel 
information, early musical training and influences, collegiate and seminary musical training, 
and continuing worship training and influences. 
For data analysis, Braun (2006) modeled thematic organization and coding. 
Significandy, Benham (2004) established two phases of data analysis: initial analysis and final 
analysis, phases that were applied in this proposal. This project accumulated a large amount 
of data that needed to be effectively summarized and reported in both narrative and visual 
representations of tables and charts. Numerous studies modeled effective data reporting and 
presentation through narrative and visual means (Braun, 2006; Dawson, 2008; Helseth, 1997; 
Ihm, 1994;Jmgemeyer, 2003; Koss, 2007; Posey, 1974; Rivera, 2005; Sloan, 2001). Finally, 
for the intent of demonstrating trustworthiness, Benham (2004) modeled independent 
auditing and Adnams (2008) modeled member checking of inte1-view transcriptions. 
Kempton (2002) was an effective model for qualitative methods overall, particularly 
regarding trustworthiness with the use of multiple data sources, member checks, 
triangulation, and noting disconfirming evidence. 
Timeline. While awaiting Institutional Review B.oard approval during April and 
early May of 2011, I consulted SBC association web sites and individual church websites to 
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develop a list of potential sites. This preparation involved no interaction with human 
subjects. During this period I created a list of all potential sites, narrowed the field by 
' eliminating churches outside of Hartford County, and prepared the initial contact letter for 
pre-qualified sites. When IRB approval was obtained, the initial contact letters were sent, 
phone screenings conducted, and sites selected over a span of approximately three weeks. 
Once the sites and participants were selected and confirmed, interview fieldwork was 
completed from June through mid-July of 2011. During this same period, I did interview 
transcription and member checking, completing the fieldwork phase near the end of July 
when the final member-checked transcript was approved and returned. The process of initial 
data organization, recording, and analysis continued through July of 2012, a slow and time 
consuming process due to the large amount of data collected in this study. The final analysis 
and reporting phase spanned from July of 2012 through July of 2013 when a completed draft 
was finished and submitted. 
Study Flaws and Weaknesses. During the completion of this research, two factors 
emerged as flaws that could have been handled differently. The omission of a required 
secondary interview was intentional to avoid a sense of competition or comparison between 
the two leaders, thus undermining the music minister's confidence and trust. In hindsight, it 
would have been beneficial to require the completion of a data profile from the secondary 
leader. Secondly, in discussing their additional ministry leadership, some music ministers 
focused upon titled leaders while others included the numerous musicians who fill the 
worship ensembles, creating considerable inconsistency in their answers. It is possible that 
the researcher's question could have been better formed for the sake of clarity. 
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Chapter 4 
Discoveries from the Seven Sites 
The seven sites of this research offered seven distinct accounts of worship transition 
and nontraditional Baptist worship ministry. While certain commonalities existed among the 
ministries, each of the music ministers shared unique experiences about their worship 
practices, ministry, lives, and training. At some point, each of their churches worshipped 
exclusively with a traditional Baptist piano-organ-choir worship experience, yet all have 
transitioned at different times and to different degrees into individualized manifestations of 
nontraditional worship that reflect the nature and priorities of each congregation. 
It was less challenging than expected to confirm willing participants for this research. Music 
ministers responded well to the topic and embraced sharing their experiences. Their roles in 
ministry can be lonely, particularly in a time of massive and tumultuous change, with few 
outlets for sharing the joumey's challenges. The ministers were at ease and open with the 
researcher who had also experienced the worship transition while serving in church ministry. 
One participant particularly explained his willingness to speak freely, stating, "I can speak 
more comfortably with you because ... you're a church pianist. You know the inner workings 
of a Baptist Church. You know where it's been and where we are now so you understand" 0· 
Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011). Some participants were succinct while others were 
verbose. Some have embraced the worship transition more fully than others. The seven 
ministries are as unique as the individuals who lead them. 
Size-Strata: Medium Sites 
The medium size-strata included two churches. Both are older congregations that 
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were established in the late 1800s, and both now offer alternative worship experiences. The 
music minister is the only full-time music employee of the church, and, overall, the medium-
strata churches work with fewer resources than the larger sites. Although their ministries are 
smaller than some of the larger churches, these two ministers have less assistance and 
support to carry out the music and worship ministry needs. Still, both leaders have rich and 
diverse musical backgrounds that have distinctly prepared them for their area of service. 
Trinity Baptist Church. Established in 1876, Trinity is located just two miles from 
its original property. The church is currently situated on a 30-acre campus that includes two 
brick buildings adjoined by a breezeway. The worship center is contained within the building 
and has no windows. The stage sits at a high elevation and holds a Baldwin grand piano, two 
electronic keyboards, an electronic drum set, and individual Aviom monitors. Just above the 
main stage, the elevated baptistry is centered between two projection screens. Although 
designed as a multi-purpose facility, the auditorium is only used for worship gatherings. The 
choir sings from center stage, just beneath the baptistry. The worship band and brass 
ensemble flank the choir on stage left and right, respectively. 
The Trinity's membership has a broad demographic of ages, educational levels, and 
socio-economic circumstances. Although it has no targeted age-group, the largest 
concentration of adults spans from ages 40-55. Each Sunday, Trinity offers two alternative 
worship venues, traditional and blended, and both are held in the 500-seat worship center. 
The worship gatherings are summarized in Table 1. One hour of Sunday School is scheduled 
between the two worship times, allowing the entire church to attend Bible study 
simultaneously, and attend worship either before or after Sunday School depending upon 
worship preferences. Trinity also offers a Sunday night blended worship and a student 
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worship gathering on Wednesday nights. The enrolled membership is 1299, with an average 
worship attendance of 430. The traditional worship weekly average is 78 worshippers, while 
the blended worship averages 352. 
Trinity's pastor has only served the church for two months. The 39-year old minister 
earned his Master of Divinity through a Southern Baptist seminary. The worship pastor, 
David Hart, is 59 years old and has been employed by Trinity for nine of his 35 years in 
music ministry. David's highest level of education is a Master's Degree in Music Theory 
&om a private Baptist university. David is slim and of medium height. He is soft-spoken, 
humble, and gentle-spirited in demeanor, but revealed a quick sense of humor that peppered 
his words. 
Table 1 
Trinity Baptist Worship Seroices 
Service Worship Average Location Seating Meets Worship Age Focus 
Name Style Attendance Capacity Time 
Traditional Traditional 78 Worship 500 Sunday 8:30am None 
Center 
Blended Blended 352 Worship 500 Sunday 11:00am None 
Center 
Evening Blended 80 Worship 500 Sunday 6:00am None 
Center 
Note. This research excludes ethnically-focused services, youth, children's worship, and evening 
worship but if present in the church, the additional worship experiences are provided as a point of 
information. 
Worship format design and practices. Trinity's traditional worship begins at 8:30. 
While congregants vary in age, the senrice has a prevalence of older adults. Worshippers 
typically wear traditional Sunday attire. Church staff and worship leaders wear suits, but the 
choir does not wear robes. The minister moves about while preaching, often speaking &om 
the front steps of the stage, hardly using the pulpit. Media usage is minimal; screens only 
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project a pre-service announcement loop, song lyrics for worship, and sermon notes. David 
explained that, "Other than projecting words or maybe sermon notes, they didn't want any 
multi-media. They wanted it traditional." 
David shared that when the traditional service was established, "It was requested that 
the service include special music10, a choir, an offertory, and a generally consistent format 
from week to week." The worship repertoire is entirely hymn-focused, but worshippers 
ceased using the hymnals available on carts by the entrances. David described the decline of 
hymnal usage. 
When we first started that service, two or three folks made the effort. The hymn number is 
listed in the bulletin just in case someone wants to see the notes. But probably after three or 
four months even those folks quit bothering to pick one up, which is understandable, but in 
some ways sad because you don't see the notes. But most people don't read the notes 
anyway. They follow their ear. 
Despite the traditional focus, congregants are content to sing from lyrics projected on 
screens. David conducts the congregation during traditional worship. Accompaniment is 
provided by the pianist and a second a keyboardist who plays synthesizer. Table 2 shows the 
instruments used in worship. David explained when the current facility was built, that he did 
not deem it a wise investment to purchase an organ for a multi-purpose auditorium. 
The adult choir participates in both morning services. They have established a system 
where the choir sings at the end of the traditional worship and the beginning of the blended 
worship. The singers range in age from 1 7 to 65, forming a cross-generational choir that 
David enjoys. Special music is provided during the offertory where David has established a 
rotation of vocal soloists, keyboardists, and the brass ensemble. 
10 The term "special music" denotes any vocal or instrumental music presented during worship other 
than the congregational worship or choir anthem. During special music, d1e congregation listens 
rather than participates. 
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Table 2 
Triniry Baptist Musical Fortes Used in Sundqy Worship 
Musical Forces Traditional Blended 
Adult Choir Weekly Weekly 
Vocal Worship Team Never Weekly 
Senior Adult Choir Not present Not present 
College Choir Not present Not present 
High School Choir• Never Never 
Middle School Choirb Never Never 
Children's Choir Occasionally Occasionally 
Preschool Choir Occasionally Occasionally 
Vocal or inst1umental solos Weekly Weekly 
Small Vocal Ensembles Occasionally Occasionally 
Small Instrumental Ensembles Occasionally<= Weekly 
Worship Band Never Weekly 
A co us tic Guitar Never Weekly 
Electric Guitar Never Weekly 
Bass Guitar Never Weekly 
Keyboards Weeklyd Weekly 
Drum Kit Never Weekly 
High School Band Never Occasionally<' 
Middle School Bandf Never Never 
Piano Weekly Occasionally 
Organ Weeklyg Never 
Orchestra Not present Not present 
Brass Occasionallyh Frequently 
Woodwinds Never Frequently 
Strings Occasionallyi Occasionally 
Percussion Never Occasionally 
Handbells Not present Not present 
Banner Ministry Not present Not present 
Drama Ministry Occasionally Occasionally 
Dance Ministry Not present Not present 
Visual Arts Ministry Not present Not present 
Creative Media Not present Not present 
Tech Teami Weekly Weekly 
abThe student choir combines middle and high school. They never sing on Sunday mornings but do 
sing occasionally for Sunday evening worship. . 
cThe blended worship brass ensemble occasionally provides special music in the traditional worship. 
ciA keyboard is used in the traditional service to provide either synthesized organ or orchestral 
sounds. 
eThe high school band only leads tl1e Blended worship on special youth-led Sundays. 
£The middle school band never plays for Sunday worship but leads the youth Sunday school 
assembly. 
gThe organ is synthesized on an electronic keyboard. 
hThe blended worship brass ensemble occasionally provides special music for the traditional worship. 
iSynthesized strings are occasionally played on the synthesizer to enhance the music. 
iA single individual handles sound and media needs for worship. 
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The typical8:30 worship order (see Appendix H for a sample worship order) reflects 
a traditional Baptist format, beginning with an energetic opening congregational hymn 
followed by a prayer and welcome. During the welcome time, the musicians providing 
special music move to the stage11 to sing or play. Another congregational hymn leads into 
the offertory prayer. The offertory music is most often provided by one of the traditional 
worship keyboardists, but occasionally includes other singers or instrumentalists. The pastor 
preaches the sermon and during the prayer that precedes the invitation, the choir quietly 
enters to sing both the invitational hymn and choir anthem. Decisions and announcements 
are shared before the choir and congregation sing a brief benediction, often using another 
verse from the invitational hymn. 
Blended worship begins at 11 :00 and is attended by worshippers of varied ages. 
Attire is equally varied ranging from standard Sunday attire to nice-casual, jeans, or children 
in shorts. The staff attire varies from open collar shirts to coat and tie. Hymnals still remain 
available at the doors, but the congregation chooses to use the screens for lyrics and sermon 
notes. While not significant, media usage is increased at 11 :00, primarily emphasizing parts of 
the sermon, or as deemed to be meaningful for a particular worship experience. 
The blended worship repertoire uses both hymns and modem worship music. David 
explained that if he opens the service with a hymn, it will usually stand alone, but when 
hymns come later in the worship they are likely to be connected in a set of modem songs 
and hymns. Trinity's modem repertoire includes music by Chris Tomlin, Hillsong, Paul 
11 All participants used the term "stage" rather than altar or chancel to indicate the place where 
musicians are positioned to play or sing. In many Baptist churches, the altar is specifically considered 
to be the area just in front or below the stage or platform, both common terms, where individuals 
come to pray or make public decisions during the invitational or "altar call" time at the end of the 
semce. 
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Baloche, Steve Fee, Christian Stanfill, and others (see Appendix I for music samples of these 
musicians). As David leads worship in the blended expression, he usually conducts hymns, 
but leads the contemporary songs while playing guitar and singing. 
The worship band is the central musical force in the blended service. The band 
includes an electric lead guitar, acoustic rhythm guitar, two keyboards, drums, and a bass 
guitar. The band engages a broad span of ages that range 14 to 66. The band has minimal 
rotation so that most of its musicians play weekly. The piano is rarely used in blended 
worship, but Trinity has a brass ensemble that complements the band, usually serving as 
color instruments for song accompaniments and occasional special music. The ensemble 
typically includes four trumpets and a trombone, plus an occasional alto saxophone and 
flute. If a song arrangement does not include brass, David often creates a brass part to 
engage the ensemble at least bi-weekly. 
The blended worship vocal forces are varied. As previously noted the choir sings 
weekly at the beginning of the hour and exits the loft during the welcome time. The vocal 
praise team rotates nine singers, two men and seven women, to form an SAB ensemble. The 
singer's ages span from 19 to 42. David typically arranges harmony parts for the vocalists to 
sing on contemporary song choruses. Although the verse's are usually done in unison, David 
adds variety by altering the method of delivery, explaining that, "Sometimes it's solo. 
Sometimes it's unison collectively. Sometimes I let other folks on praise team lead the first 
part of stuff." Other small ensembles such as the women's trio, men's quartet, and duets 
periodically sing special music or offertory music, often doubling in these roles during 
traditional worship as well. The preschool choir typically sings in Sunday morning worship 
once per year, while the children's choir sings two to three times annually. On rare occasions 
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such as youth-led services, the student worship band will play and the adult musicians step 
aside for the week. David's developing youth choir of 25 middle and high school students 
does not sing on Sunday mornings, but occasionally presents special music during Sunday 
night worship. 
The 11:00 worship order, while blended in musical style, still maintains a traditional 
Baptist flow of worship (see Appendix H). The choir sings their anthem as a call to worship, 
and David immediately segues into the opening hymn or chorus. If worship begins with a 
hymn, it is often the same opening hymn used in the traditional worship. During the prayer 
and welcome time, the choir members quietly exit if they attended early worship, or move 
into the congregation if the blended expression is their choice of worship. Special music is 
done after the welcome, and worship continues with the congregation singing a chorus or 
hymn. The offeti:ory prayer and offertory special music follow, again occasionally using the 
same musician as the traditional hour. The sermon is preached and followed by the 
invitation of response. After sharing decisions and announcements, worship concludes with 
a brief sung benediction, here again often recapping part of a hymn or chorus used during 
that worship service. On most Sundays, the order of worship in Trinity's traditional and 
blended expressions is identical, only differentiated by the musical repertoire and 
accompaniment forces . While some elements have changed, some longstanding traditions 
endure. 
David finds the alternative worship format effective for Trinity because of what the 
church has been historically and what it has become in more recent years. He described the 
two mindsets present within the current congregation. 
The church is 136 years old and this part of the county was very, very rural and very, very 
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traditional in their worship style. I think it works because there's that element of our 
congregation that still connects strongly with the traditional style of worship; and yet this 
area of the county has grown to be more suburban, and I think suburbanites listen to more 
kind of Top 40 style music outside the church. That's what they're accustomed to and they 
connect with a more modem, if you will, style of music. 
While the traditional worship connects with Trinity's historical roots, the Blended worship 
reflects how the community and the church have changed. David shared that his personal 
studies have led him to the conviction that blended worship is beneficial and scriptural. 
Through some studies I've done, I've concluded that a blended style of worship is scriptural. 
I think that even without people knowing, that's why they're connecting with it. I did a 
study a couple of years ago really in defense of moving toward more contemporary 
worship . . . Really, the only verse in the New Testament that talks about it is "with hymns, 
and psalms, and spiritual songs." . . . I concluded that God obviously still wants us to do 
hymns. Whether or not those are in a traditional style, well, that can be debated because our 
traditional style of hymns certainly didn't exist when that was written ... I don't know that 
every service has to have all three of those elements, but I think that we should be consistent 
in including those elements. 
While he was initially sought scriptural support for a more contemporary worship 
expression, David emerged with his own mindset changed, and instead, embraced blended 
worship as the appropriate expression for Trinity's congregation. 
In preparing his musicians for worship, David's main priority is spiritual focus and 
readiness. He also wants the musicians to know their music well enough to fully engage in 
the worship experience, to "Be in the moment in the service spiritually." The musicians have 
a time of prayer before worship. About every six to eight weeks he takes fifteen minutes 
&om his hour-long choir rehearsal to lead Bible studies on worship, stating, "I try and get all 
of us, including the choir, on the same page philosophically and spiritually about where we're 
supposed to be going and why we're going there." Although this shortens the limited 
rehearsal time, he wants to encourage a deeper understanding of worship among the 
musicians who help lead it. 
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David desires for his congregation to actively engage in worship. He verbally 
encourages their involvement during worship, by his planning of elements, and also through 
the worship bulletin each week. 
I encourage them to sing, to clap during songs .... I include corporate scripture readings and 
sometimes responsive readings. I use songs that actually say "I will up my hands" and it 
sometimes prompts folks to do so. If it doesn't, sometimes I'll stop and ask, ''What does this 
say?" From time to time before worship starts I'll mention this- and it's in our bulletin, that 
at any time during the worship time, feel free to sit, stand, lift your hands, or come to the 
altar. It is a written invitation to be involved. 
David commented that while congregants show numerous outward expressions of worship, 
he knows that the inner condition of the heart is most important and that an outward 
expression is not always an indicator of what is happening in the heart. 
Daniel concluded his discussion by describing his philosophy of worship, a 
perspective he has developed through additional study of the Bible and various authors. 
Worship to me means ultimately bowing before God iri His presence, and my goal each 
week is to move the congregation corporately into the presence of God ... It's moving from a 
praise atmosphere, which calls God into our presence, and then once He's among us, 
worshipping Him. All the words I find regarding worship have to do with bowing before 
Him and lifting our hands and then being in His presence .. .It's ... a miraculous thing when 
we get in the presence of God. We'll become more like Christ. That's my goal each week to 
get us in the presence of God. 
He feels that Trinity's worship is not yet where it could be, but that it has progressed well. 
David values the unity of the blended expression that links Trinity's old and new traditions. 
Personnel and program structure. The data shows that Trinity's music ministry 
leadership is heavily dependent upon volunteers. As summarized in Table 3, the program 
structure offers several venues for engaging musicians. The youngest singers may participate 
in the children's or preschool choir that each meets on Wednesday night. David has 
developed a youth choir for middle and high school students over the last year, increasing 
the existing music venues for teens that include both a high school and middle school 
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worship team. The adult choir welcomes a wide span of ages from 17-65, enabling ongoing 
engagement from high school until as long as a person wishes to remain active. Musicians 
may also be part of the worship band, brass ensemble, or vocal praise team that helps lead 
worship. David eagerly seeks new and qualified members for these ensembles, hoping to 
increase the rotation of musicians and the number of people who use their talents. Finally, 
vocalists may serve as soloists, in duets, or as part of the women's trio or men's quartet. 
Overall, some form of musical involvement is available for every age at Trinity. 
Table 3 
Ttinity Music Ministry Ensembles and Opportunities 
Enrolled Ages Rehearsals Leadership Worship role 
Adult choir 56 17-65 Wednesday, 7:30pm Music Minister Weekly 
Student Choir• 25 13-18 Monday, 6:45pm Music Minister Never 
Children's Choir 35 6-10b Wednesday, 6:30pm Volunteer leader Occasionally 
Preschool Choir 11 3-K Wednesday, 6:30pm Volunteer leader Occasionally 
Worship Band 14 14-66 Wednesday, 6:30pm Music Minister Weekly 
Vocal Praise T earn 9 19-42 Wednesday, 6:30pm Music Minister Weekly 
High School Worship 10 14-18 Monday, 6:00pm Adult volunteer Occasionally" 
Band 
Middle School Worship 6 12-14 Monday, 7:30pm Adult volunteer Neverd 
Band 
Soloists 14 17-42 As needed Music Minister Weekly 
Small Vocal Ensembles 
Women's Trio 3 36-41 As needed Music Minister Occasionally 
or self-led 
Men's Quartet 4 35-42 As needed Music Minister Occasionally 
or self-led 
Instrumental Ensembles: 5 21-57 Sunday morning Music Ivfinister Frequently 
Brass 
Drama Ministry 12 15-35 As needed Self-led Occasionally 
•The student choir combines both middle and high school. They never sing on Sunday mornings but 
do sing occasionally for Sunday evening worship. 
bThe children's choir spans grades 1-5. 
cThe high school band only leads the Blended worship on special youth-led Sundays. 
dThe middle school band never plays for Sunday worship but does lead weekly in the youth Sunday 
school assembly. 
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Trinity employs no other musicians besides the music minister, David Hart. 
Consequendy, David relies heavily on volunteer leadership, and describes them as 
"immensely important." Trinity's key volunteer leaders are detailed in Table 4. All volunteers 
are also active church members. The volunteer music librarian processes, prepares, 
catalogues, and stores all music for the choir and worship musicians. The student praise 
band leader is only seventeen years old and in the eleventh grade in high school. While they 
serve as the teen who leads worship for youth events, David also relies on an adult volunteer 
director who assists him with youth choir and also oversees the middle and high school 
praise teams. She selects their music and rehearses the band and vocalists simultaneously, 
trying to "get their musical chops developed." The volunteer student music director is well-
trained and holds a Bachelor's Degree in Music Education. David confirmed that, "Her 
training helps immensely in her leading, overseeing, and in the charts that she comes up 
with." 
Table 4 
Trinity Baptist Kry Music Mi11istry Leadership 
Title Position Tenure Age Highest Degree Church 
Education Member 
Preschool Music Part-time volunteer 3 47 Associate Business Yes 
Director 
Children's Music Part-time volunteer 4 42 Bachelor Voice Yes 
Director 
Student Music Part-time volunteer 2 31 Bachelor Music Education Yes 
Director 
Student Praise Part-time volunteer 2 17 11th grade In high school Yes 
Band Leader 
Music Librarian Part-time volunteer 7 41 High School None Yes 
Pianist Part-time volunteer 6 55 High School None Yes 
Keyboardist Part-time volunteer 4 39 Bachelor Music Education Yes 
Two additional volunteers lead the children's and preschool choirs. Both volunteer 
leaders select the repertoire for their choir, but David occasionally makes recommendations 
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if he learns of new and promising music for them through subscriptions or conferences. The 
preschool music director attended junior college in a non-music field, and the children's 
choir leader holds a Bachelor of Music Degree in Voice. David emphasized that, "She has a 
strong connection with kids in that role and I think her music background certainly aids her 
in that." Her leadership is essential to David because he is able to take a supporting role 
rather than a leading role with the children. She also recmits other volunteer helpers as 
needed for, and when they present a musical, David handles the technical factors of lighting, 
media, and sound. 
The transition to nontraditional worship increased Trinity's music leadership. The 
added positions include both the adult and youth leaders of the student worship team, and 
the adult musicians who fill the worship band and vocal praise team. David considers the 
increase of musicians as a positive outcome of Trinity's worship transition. 
David is personally responsible for the supervision and administration of the overall 
music minisu-y. As the only employed music staff, he carries considerable responsibility. His 
hands-on leadership with ministry musicians includes the adult choir, praise team vocalists, 
and the worship band. He rehearses informally with the brass ensemble on Sunday 
mornings, indicating that they are excellent sight-readers who need little assistance. He also 
oversees rehearsals of the women's trio and men's quartet, issuing music and assisting as 
needed, but again praises their ability of doing "a self-led rehearsal." 
Some of Trinity's musicians and ensembles engage in activities beyond their role in 
weekly worship. The trio and some soloists annually sing for the church women's banquet. 
Some of the praise team vocalists and instrumentalists occasionally help lead worship for 
youth functions at other churches. One of the male praise team vocalists leads worship for 
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the youth group at another church every Sunday night, but remains active in Trinity's music 
ministry at all other times. David praised his musicians for being willing servants, but 
admitted that he often loses musicians, particularly drummers, who go to temporarily help 
start-up churches, but end up staying there, leaving a space to fill at Trinity. 
David indicated that he has been somewhat inconsistent about screening musicians 
for worship leading roles, and that he has gradually changed the way he handles this. When 
he first came to Trinity and was unfamiliar with the people and their abilities, he held 
auditions, explaining that, "Early on, frankly, that process was there to weed out some of the 
early people who were there before I got there. It was a way of 'well you didn't make it this 
time."' Over time, he has become familiar with people's abilities and also relies on the 
recommendations of od1er credible ministry musicians who have observed new and 
promising talent. Although he trusts his musician's recommendations, he believes that he 
should be more consistent in holding auditions. David is committed to developing and 
utilizing the talent within his church rather than hiring talent from outside Trinity to carry 
worship roles. Still, his struggle to keep drummers has forced him to occasionally draw from 
outside the church. He conceded that, "The only time I've gone outside is for a dmmmer. If 
both of my drummers are gone the same Sunday then I've gone out and found somebody 
and paid them for a single senri.ce." 
At Trinity, age becomes irrelevant once a person graduates beyond school-age 
delineations. While in school, age groupings parallel school organization, but once a student 
leaves graduates, the musical opportunities are increased. Consequendy, singers of varied 
ages are involved in the adult choir, worship band, and vocal praise team. David has never 
sought to age-focus the worship-leading ensembles to project a particular image or 
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impression. He explained the natural age-distribution that has developed, stating that, "The 
broad age span hasn't been intentional, but more talent-focused ... [Musicians] are there 
because they are good at what they do and the age is kind of irrelevant." He admits that he 
has made an exception on one dtununer whose ability is still developing, but wants to keep 
him engaged in ministry. 
Trinity's youth choir was initiated only one and a half years ago. David shared that, 
"It's kind of a new undertaking that wasn't going on when I got here and I really didn't feel 
the support for it until recently." The developing choir has 25 members and includes 
students in both middle and high school. They do not sing during Sunday morning worship, 
but do occasionally present special music on Sunday nights. Other than summer recess, the 
choir meets each Monday night for rehearsals. This year, a new streamlined youth music 
schedule placed all student rehearsals on Monday night, with youth choir practice situated 
between the rehearsals of the high school worship band and the middle school worship 
band. David explained that, "It shortened some things but I think it worked better .... We 
have a 45 minute youth choir rehearsal in between the bands so that one could stay and the 
other could come early." 
David noted several challenges and benefits of working with the student ensembles, 
first noting that he would like for the students to be more consistent in weekly rehearsal 
attendance. Although he knows that the problem is not unique to just his choir, he also 
acknowledged the challenge of teaching voice parts when some singers continually wander 
off their part and sing melody. To help with learning, his student-music adult volunteer will 
occasionally sing along with a struggling section to help them learn and hold their part. 
Because of the predominance of girls in the choir, David labors with recruiting and retaining 
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boys, stating, "To boys, the choir gives the .impression of being a large girl's ensemble with 
just a couple or three guys being willing to show up. They weren't consistent to come 
because they felt int.imidated being the only guys there." 
The high school worship band only plays on Sunday morning for special youth-led 
services, but they are the pr.imary leaders for the weekly Wednesday night student worship. 
David also rotates them into leading church-wide worship on Sunday nights every four to six 
weeks, providing them a valuable developmental opportunity to help them eventually 
transition into the adult worship team. David described the benefits of working with student 
mus1c1ans. 
The reward is seeing kids grow, kids learn to worship, kids watching their talents develop, 
and realizing that there were more good singers among the youth than I ever dreamed. I was 
really shocked in tryouts for a musical we did. It seemed like every girl tried out and every 
girl could have done it...I was pleasantly surprised. 
David is pleased by both the student talent as well as the willingness of young people to 
participate in music ensembles during a time when many churches struggle to engage 
students. 
Music personnel training. David described his musical training and church 
background while growing up, sharing that, "Church was a strictly traditional style, small 
town, small First Baptist Church worship service. All hymns and the same format every 
week as long as I could remember." Until he left for college, this was the only church 
experience he knew. His small hometown offered little formal training. David admitted that 
he was often a distracted learner. 
There wasn't very much ... in classical opportunities. I took piano growing up but always quit 
to go play ball. It was such a headache for my mom to get me to practice. She always let me 
quit. I probably started five times. They would say "You're so talented" and stroke my ego to 
get me to start again, and then I'd quit after three or four months. 
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His sporadic private lessons would span 3-5 months at a time, and he also shared that "I 
would have probably been in school choir had it been offered at my school. There wasn't 
one." However, David did begin playing trumpet during middle school. He summarized by 
revealing his proclivity for popular music informal music engagement, stating that, "I'm 
traditionally trained, but my skills probably don't lie in very traditional formats ." 
It was not until college that David began to more fully identify his true musical 
passions, ultimately completing three degrees: a Bachelor of Music Education, a Bachelor of 
Music Theory, and a Master's Degree in Music Theory. His primary instrument during 
college was voice, and he added that, "I sort of play keyboard. I sort of play rhythm guitar." 
David praised the quality of his formal collegiate training, but confessed, "I was classically 
trained in college, but my heart's always been in the Top 40 kind of stuff that I grew up 
listening to. I kind of just enjoyed that style of music, although I appreciate all kinds of 
stuff." Although well-versed in formal practices, David revealed his informal leanings, 
stating, "I have some improvisational skills. I'm more of an ear person than I am a note 
person," remarks that reveal how his skill-strengths align with his musical preferences. David 
added that he composes modem worship songs and also does a considerable amount of 
"arranging and rearranging to fit what we have here vocal-wise or instrumentally. Some of 
it's just out of necessity; but sometimes it's, 'Man, I really like that song,' but I just can't find 
it and so I arrange it." 
Several informal influences were significant in David's musical development. A 
youth ensemble from his church during high school proved to be a formative influence, a 
group that David considers informally-based because "Nobody taught notes." The ensemble 
formed when he was in ninth grade, and he eagerly developed the necessary skills to 
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participate. 
I picked up guitar, self-taught guitar, and that developed into singing with three other high 
school kids, two girls and another guy and I that sang for different stuff as a group through 
high school. It wasn't really a band because I was the only instmmentalist. 
This small ensemble aligned well with his inclination toward popular music and informal 
skills, and he considers it to be a formative precursor to nontraditional worship practices. 
During college, David joined a choir that further stretched his contemporary music 
skills. Though not sponsored by the college, but the choir members were primarily college 
students. David described the influence of that group upon his development. 
The choir was more contemporary in style and that had a huge, huge influence on me. 
Eventually I got to direct it and that had a huge influence on me. It gave me an arranging 
outlet and motivation to learn how to do stuff for them, for some new songs that were a 
contemporary style, solo songs that were coming out. 
Later, David became a part of a well-known nationally and internationally touring Christian 
vocal ensemble. He directed the ensemble for four summers and credits his involvement 
with them as one of his most influential nontraditional experiences. 
I probably learned more there that prepared me for music ministry than I did in school. In 
school I got some note training, but witl1 them I learned about lights and media things and 
microphones and sound systems, putting togetl1er tours, and putting together programs. It 
was some really good hands-on experience. 
David values these experiences for what they did beyond his formal education. He 
emphasized the practical knowledge that he gained and now applies to nontraditional music 
ministry. 
Having praised the value of his informal learning experiences, David then estimated 
how well his formal training equipped him for nontraditional worship. 
If I put a percentage on it, I would say that maybe tlillty-percent yes and seventy-percent no, 
and maybe less tl1an that, because I'm not sure .... I don't think I could do the arranging I 
do, as far as writing out the notes and being able to do tl1e rhythms and such, if I hadn't had 
the formal training. 
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David shared that his vocal praise team singers have the skills to create or improvise their 
own voice parts, making him less dependent upon his formally-developed arranging skills. 
Still, he added, "A lot of the vocal arranging I do is primarily to save time because of such 
tninimal rehearsal time with my people. If you have the notes there it goes faster. You don't 
have to figure stuff out." Consequently, he views the notational skills as more efficient and 
time-saving than using aural trial-and-error attempts in rehearsal. 
David's developmental experiences underscore the strong presence and impact of 
informal musical development in his life. When asked what elements were lacking from his 
formal training that made the informal experiences so vital, he hesitated, and then 
reevaluated his previous comments. 
Gee, maybe I'm backing off here because I'm thinking well, some of the ear training, but 
that was also part of the formal training with musical dictation. But as a formal exercise in 
my classical training it wasn't, "Here's a recording, pull all the parts off of that." It was 
someone playing a melody and you writing it down. I guess the ear training lent itself to that, 
but it's not quite the same process and set of skills. My formal training really didn't give me 
any hands-on experience other than six weeks of student teaching with a choir, and even 
there I wasn't the main person where it falls on my head. So, until it falls on just your own 
head, you don't really learn it. 
Ultimately, David acknowledged that formal training did develop essential musicianship 
skills but that it lacked linkage with real-life, on-the-job applications tl1.at may have increased 
the formal learning relevance to ministry. Nevertheless, David has applied much of his 
fort?al skills to the more informal music arena of his current music ministry. 
Because of his strong informally-based background, David did not face a major 
turning point of reshaping his skills for nontraditional worship. Instead, he welcomed the 
naturalness. 
As far as me having to personally change, there really wasn't that crisis moment. It was a 
welcome moment for me because that's kind of where my heart was even before it became a 
popular thing. And so for me, it was a real easy, natural welcome door that was opened. I felt 
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like my skills fit well in that situation. I feel like God's called me to some places to just help 
with just transition in those areas. 
In David's view, his fmmal education contributed to his readiness, but his informal life 
experiences provided the most essential formative preparation for modem worship ministry. 
Because of that background, the worship transition was not to be feared but welcomed. 
Skill-wise, David was prepared for nontraditional worship, but he is challenged by 
keeping current with new music and evolving practices. He is not a member of any 
professional organizations, and feels that many music conferences "really don't help me in 
the nontraditional element that much. They want to sell printed music and that's their 
focus." Instead, his greatest aid is found in extensive music listening. He frequently listens to 
both Christian and secular radio to study musical styles and current songs, but also stated 
that, "I try to stay connected with the culture by watching American Idol and other similar 
talent shows that that have to do with music. Working with the youth, I have a good 
connection of 'Have you heard this?"' The abundance of new music being produced is so 
large that it is impossible for him to keep up or listen to all of it. Thus, David relies heavily 
upon Worship Leader Magazine, which saves time by highlighting the best of the new songs. 
David explained that, "They include a wide variety of artists. It's hard to listen to it all since 
stuff comes out all the time, but they have fifteen or twenty songs that they recommend 
every month." David locates the magazine's recommendations on iTunes or Y ouTube where 
he can listen and detetnll.ne what would connect with his congregation. Y ouTube and 
iTunes are also helpful as David creates arrangements for his praise team and brass 
ensemble. While he obtains chord charts from CCLI, he checks the CCLI charts against the 
original artist recordings, stating, "They're never quite the same. The recordings are always 
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more interesting, it seems, and I make the necessary adjustments." 
During his life and career, David admits that he has encountered uncomfortable 
moments while working with musicians whose skills differ from his own. He shared his 
recollection of the dilemma and how his approach has changed. 
At a young age I tried to fake it. I was embarrassed; I was the director and was supposed to 
know. But the older I've gotten I've become comfortable admitting that I don't know how 
to do that. "This is what I want, and you need to tell me how to get there." You kind of get 
comfortable with your own skills and realize that you're making an idiot of yourself when 
you try to fake it. 
David and other music ministers alluded to the idea of speaking the unique musical 
languages of musicians whose instrument or skills differ from their own background. Each 
minister who mentioned this challenge underscored the value of asking the musicians to 
serve as an interpreter who shares what language, what expressions, or what techniques 
could enable a mutual understanding to accomplish the desired sound. 
David described his experience of leading his church through the worship transition, 
stating that there was "a very mixed reaction" both initially and continuing into to the 
present. 
Some of what I would call traditionalists only want the hymns, and some of those folks have 
been very vocal saying, 'cy ou do too much of tlus side." Still, there have been some 
traditionalists who have said, "I think it's a great thing in what we're doing because we need 
to reach more people and we're going to lose a generation if other places are offering that 
and we don't." 
The mixed reactions of church members reveal concern for reaching people as well as a 
desire to preserve a musical legacy. The mixed reactions have resulted in periodic conflict 
over musical preferences where congregants on both sides of the issue ask for "more of this 
or less of that." David genuinely credited the pastors in all churches where he has served as 
being solid leaders who wisely handled any conflict, affinning that, "I've really tried to 
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remain under the authority of my pastor wherever I've been. They've typically taken the 
brunt of it. I feel like God has protected me in that regard." Consequendy, the active 
leadership of his current and previous pastors has enabled the congregation to perceive 
transition as a unified vision from the church leadership rather than a change imposed by a 
music minister's personal worship preferences. 
When asked if Trinity Baptist retrained, replaced, or reorganized musicians during its 
transition to nontraditional worship, David first offered a philosophical perspective. 
Even my choir has probably moved from more of a - we still sing anthems, but a lot of them 
are praise and worship anthems, praise and worship songs that have been set chorally. For 
the choir, there's been a shift in style as well as seeking a shift in mindset from a 
performance mentality to a worship leading mentality. You're not just singing these notes to 
minister, but you're singing d1ese notes to help move people into God's presence. 
In sum, David's words revealed a change in Trinity's musical content, a new perspective on 
the choir's role in worship, and a different motivation and goal from those who lead 
worship. 
In regard to musical skills, David reported that some Trinity musicians were replaced 
and others were retrained for different musical roles during the worship transition. Table 5 
lists the various skills currendy used within Trinity's worship ministry. With Trinity's 
alternative worship formats, David summarized that, "The more classical, traditionally-based 
skills are used with the traditional service in the directing scenarios which would include the 
choir. The nontraditional skills are used everywhere else." 
Although the musical skills tend to parallel the worship service style where they are 
used, David confirms that the church has both formally and informally trained musicians 
working in tandem within the music ministry. He has obset'Ved distinct differences among 
the intermingled musicians, noting the strengths and weaknesses that result from either 
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background. Once again, David stressed the efficiency o f musicians reading notation, while 
affinning that non-readers require more time and assistance. 
With the non-trained, sometimes it's challenging to go back and have tore-rehearse some 
things that a trained person would get or pick up more quickly. So there's that challenge for 
the non-trained person that sometimes take more time to get them where you want them to 
be. With my two dmmmers, the young guy doesn't read anything and the adult reads very 
well. It's nice to be able to write out a rhythm that you want him to play in a certain spot in a 
song and you don't have to go over it but once. Sometimes you don't have to go over it at 
all. He gets it the ftrst time because he reads. 
Still, David has observed that the informally trained musicians, often learning through 
imitation or trial and error, may demonstrate a better ear than musicians who rely upon 
notational skills. 
The same is true on the other side of the coin. If there's nothing written out, some of my 
trained folks don't get it if they don't have the ear to figure stuff out. You're faster at doing 
what is comfortable to you. If you have a really good ear, it's because you don't read; and if 
you can read, your ear tends to not be developed as well. So it's a challenge and almost the 
same thing from a different side of the coin. 
David is situated as the musician in the middle who appreciates and uses both formal and 
infonnal musical training. He has a clear grasp of each group's mindset and approach, 
making him quick to recognize the strengths and limitations of each background. 
David recognizes that the formally and informally trained musicians require different 
musical resources and support. His formally-trained brass players need notated parts written 
out for them, emphasizing that, "They have to have notes or it's a train wreck." David does 
notate vocal parts for his worship team singers even though they have the ability to freely 
ham10nize. The greatest retraining challenge has occurred with the traditionally-trained 
pianist who was already serving in that role at Trinity when David came. While he worked to 
help her transition her skills, efforts have been unsuccessful. 
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Table 5 
Trinity Baptist Musician Skills 
---..::.--_. .,_ , ,;. •A • 
Skills 
Conducting 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) 
Reading standard notation 
Playing or singing by ear 
Ability to follow a conductor 
Performing as a solo vocalist or instrumentalist 
Performing as an ensemble vocalist or instrumentalist 
Sight-reading 
Ability to program electronic instruments 
Accompanying skills 
Free vocal harmonization 
Traditional vocal/instrumental techniques 
Popular music vocal/instrumental techniques 
Playing vocal parts from an open score 
Modeling and imitating music from recordings 
Trial and error learning 
Transposition 
Read chord charts 
Read guitar tablatures 
Syncing music with electronic loops / effects 
Traditional 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Never 
Never 
Blended 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Never 
Occasionally 
There are some folks that haven't been able to make that transition .. . One of the reasons I 
don't use piano at my 11:00 service is because the pianist, Doris ... doesn't transfer 
her ... classical skills into a contemporary setting. Now I've worked with her but she just 
doesn't quite .. . well, that's not her tl1ing and she is just not making that transition. I've 
gotten around it because she loves to sing and she's on my praise team and if she's singing, 
she can't play ... At f1rst I think her feelings were a little bit hurt, but she's okay with tl1at now 
and knows that it's not her tl1ing. And it's not going to be her thing ever, no matter how 
hard she tries. 
Although she has made progress, her greatest struggle lies in trying to read from lead sheets 
and improvise an accompaniment. David often notates song sections for Doris when he 
wants a particular sound, and explained that, "She doesn't quite seem to get the ear thing. 
She can play chords and anything written, but she doesn't always get exactly what I'm 
looking for unless I write it out." Although it requires more effort, David found this way for 
Doris to produce at least some contemporary music. While her retraining has mostly been 
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unsuccessful, reorganizing her role from pianist to praise team singer has been a positive 
step that keeps Doris actively serving when her original skills no longer align with Trinity's 
worship practices. 
Mary, a second traditionally-classically trained keyboardist in the church, has been 
able to transition to a somewhat greater degree, and has even come to embrace the value of 
the added skills, especially for the piano students that she teaches. David described her 
transition: 
She has been able to make that transition, but not fully. She can read most anything you put 
in front of her and ... can figure out all the chords from the theory standpoint. It's interesting 
to me that she's a piano teacher and she has started teaching her kids how to read chords 
because she's seen the importance of this in church life, saying, "I've started teaching my 
kids the theory behind how to read chords and this part of the training. There's a whole 
other world out there and I'm preparing these kids for that." 
David added that, "Though you need that classically trained set of skills somewhere in there, 
she realizes she's cheating them if she stops there and doesn't teach them this other part of 
the world." Although Mary has not fully mastered her nontraditional skills, she now views 
the musical transition as a positive expansion of skills rather than an unwanted change or 
replacement of traditional skills. She has embraced the transition as important not only for 
church worship, but also the development of the next generation of musicians that she 
teaches. 
In contrast, Trinity's informally trained musicians have different needs and require 
resources adapted to their particular skills. David observed that unlike the pianists and brass 
players, "The guitar and bass player can't keep up with the music if all the notes are on the 
page. The notes are in the way; they just want words and chords. I write things out 
differently for them." Once again, David has adapted his materials and methods, but this 
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time for the informally trained musicians. David's ministry is marked by accommodating the 
differing needs of musicians with varied backgrounds. His efforts to adapt materials reveal 
the unique challenges and demands upon music ministers during this transitional period in 
church music. 
Another area of adjustment has been helping his singers apply appropriate vocal 
techniques for the worship repertoire. Trinity has not only experienced a worship transition 
that introduced new musical styles to its musicians, but it also offers alternative worship 
expressions each week, meaning that some ministry musicians sing or play in both worship 
hours. This is particularly true for choir members and those who sing in the blended worship 
vocal praise team. These vocalists are expected to sing varied styles and thus need to adapt 
the style to the music being done. David described his interaction with a particular vocalist. 
Stylistically, sometimes my trained folks may not get a particular vocal sound. I had one 
singer that couldn't sing a word without a hard 't' at the end ... Great voice, great singer but 
she was trained that -way and sometimes you have to un-train them to fit stylistically. But the 
same is true on the other side of the coin so it depends on the style when you have to train 
and un-train. 
In churches like Trinity that offer alternative or blended worship expressions, the stylistic 
flexibility and adaptability of musicians becomes important as they attempt to create 
authentic musical presentations in a variety of musical styles. 
Although David acknowledged the benefits of musicians who read notation, 
instruction in music reading is not currently offered at Trinity. David reported that the 
children's choir program does include some basic theory and music reading, but it does not 
continue into the teen and adult age groups. Because Trinity's adult choir does not rehearse 
over the summer, David considered offering a music reading class during the summer break 
but never initiated it, explaining, "I've done that at another church, and it started out strong 
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and then kind of waned. The more technical it got, the less they tend to show up." 
David uses several resources to prepare his musicians for worship. In addition to the 
weekly rehearsals of the praise team, brass ensemble, and choir, Planning Center Online12 
serves as Trinity's key resource for giving musicians access to their notated music, chord 
charts, and corresponding recordings for the worship repertoire of the week. Before using 
Planning Center, David recorded and distributed weekly rehearsal CDs to the worship team, 
a task that is replaced by the easier resource access of Planning Center. Although Planning 
Center has helped significantly, David revealed that it cannot resolve all challenges. 
Planning Center is used with a varying degree of success. Some of my folks will actually 
listen to it before rehearsal, which is awesome. But most of them get to rehearsal and say, 
"Oh, I don't know that. I'd better listen between Wednesday and Sunday." ... If they can't 
make it to rehearsal at all, they'll take advantage of it. That's kind of a mixed bag, but at least 
it's kind of taken it off my plate and put it on their heads. Occasionally I call them on it on 
Sunday morning. They say, ''Well, I didn't have time to make rehearsal last week so I'm not 
real familiar with this." I respond, ''Well, it was online. You could have listened all week." 
But what do you do with a volunteer? 
Trinity Baptist does not have an academy dedicated to training musicians so the 
ministry relies deeply on musicians trained in schools and private lessons. When asked if 
Trinity's school-trained musicians are able to utilize their skills in the music ministry, he 
shared that the brass ensemble players, numerous vocalists, and many of the high school 
students who are in local school ensembles have effectively engaged their school-developed 
skills in the music minisu-y. 
Nearly all of them at one time do Sunday night special music. I see that as a developmental 
time for younger folks to get in front of big church. A lot of them are on youth praise team 
12 Planning Center Online is a broadly used electronic music ministry management program that can 
be accessed via a personal login from electronic devices. PDF copies of musical scores, rehearsal 
recordings, score notes, and worship orders can be legally uploaded by music ministers and 
downloaded for use by ministry musicians. The program is also used for communication with 
personnel, worship planning, repertoire inventory, record keeping, scheduling the music and 
technical teams, and storing media such as recordings, loops, click tracks, and videos. 
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as well so that they are very musical folks, obviously, and I think they are learning to make 
that transition. Even though they're maybe more into the contemporary setting, they're 
being classically trained in a school setting, and they're blending that, if you will. They are 
blending a set of skills to use bod1 places. 
While David identifies an opportunity to blended two types of skills, he also believes that 
music ministry engagement helps to build the confidence and experience of young musicians 
to eventually hold music ministry leadership roles where they can serve throughout their 
lives. Although the Trinity music ministt-y does not pursue intentional connections with 
surrounding schools, David does seek to engage the musicians who attend his church. 
David offered some suggestions for school music programs to help develop and 
equip musicians for nontraditional music ministries. He based his suggestions upon his own 
life experience, urging the value of more informal skill development opportunities in tandem 
with traditional school training, particularly in the areas of improvisation and ear 
development. 
From an instrumental standpoint, maybe have a jazz band that allows you some 
improvisation and rhythm people to learn chords. Vocally, encourage ensembles to do head 
sessions, if you will, just hear the stuff and not have notes, just figure out the parts. Let them 
figure out how the harmonies fit and do their own follow-d1e-ear kind of thing to leam what 
works and what doesn't. 
David emphasized that both formal and informal skills and training have value and that one 
should not replace the other. He reflected upon his own background and how his informal 
skill development actually helped his collegiate musical studies. 
I feel like I was light years ahead of the more traditionally-trained students when I started in 
college ear training because that's all I knew how to do. I listened to stuff and figured it out 
because I didn't read well and because some of the music I wanted wasn't even available to 
be read in printed sheet music form. When we had ear training in the classroom, it was like, 
"This is easy." Od1er students wondered how I did that because if it wasn't written down, 
they just couldn't do it. I think that if they had that reverse experience earlier in life, it would 
have been easier. 
Finally, David acknowledged both causes for concern and celebration in the worship 
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transition. His stated that his primary concern is the younger generation's loss of "really 
great music, some great hymns" by replacing hymns entirely with modern worship music. 
Still, he quickly praised recent efforts to preserve hymns, stating, "Some contemporary artists 
have been careful in resetting those hymns, sometimes even staying true to the melody so 
that they just feel a little different and ~ds don't even realize it's a two hundred year-old 
hymn." David perceives this as a positive means to preserve great music willie ushering that 
music into a modern era. While acknowledging the difficulty of conflict, he knows that it 
represents the natural friction of change, stating that, "The challenges are in some ways not a 
challenge in that I believe in where this is going ... The resistance is, to me, natural and normal 
and yet, worth it because I feel like God is in it." He named the greatest positive of the 
worship transition as being an increased "freedom in worship. Folks seem to be more open 
to seeking the presence of God, and more open in their expressions of worship, which I feel 
is scriptural and something we should have been doing all along." David identifies the 
freedom as being present not only in the expression of the worshippers, but also in the 
structuring of worship music. 
I appreciate the moving away from the traditional Baptist worship practice of singing a first, 
second, and last verse with a chorus in between each one and that's it. I like being more free, 
not just in the style of music, but in how that music is incorporated and whether it's repeated 
or not. 
David shared that he was willing to meet worship transition challenges for the sake of 
connecting with the current generation, but also admitted that, "A lot of it was selfish. 
Here's a niche where I'm really, really comfortable and I really, really connect with, and that 
God was using to connect with me as well. It was a both-and thing." 
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New Hope Baptist Church. New Hope was constituted in 1877, and is currently 
situated less than a mile from its original downtown site. The campus has two buildings, a 
worship center and an education building, that were both constructed in the 1960's. The 
worship center's cathedral ceiling and arched wooden beams frame the elevated stage. The 
choir loft is centered in front of the baptistry, and a single center screen is lowered over the 
baptistry to display lyrics during worship. The pulpit is centered on the stage front, 
surrounded by a Kawai grand piano and a synthesizer on stage right, and a set of Roland 
drums on stage left. An electronic organ sits in front of on the floor level rather than the 
stage. 
Andrew described New Hope's membership as primarily middle to upper-middle 
class, evenly divided as blue collar workers, white collar workers, students, and retirees. He 
stated that, "Most of our members are college graduates with one or two holding doctoral 
level degrees." There is a wide span of ages in the membership, but the heaviest 
concentration lies within the 40 to 50 year-old range. The current enrolled membership is 
2078 and they average 565 in worship attendance with their two alternative worship 
expressions. Table 6 details New Hope's Sunday worship data. The 9:30 traditional service 
averages 225 weekly and the 11 :00 contemporary worship averages 340. Both services are 
held in the 400-seat sanctuary and neither has an intentional age-focus. Sunday School is 
offered during both morning worship expressions. The church also offers a Sunday night 
worship that averages 125 in attendance as well as a Wednesday night student worship 
serv1ce. 
New Hope's pastor earned his doctorate from a Southern Baptist seminary. He is 46 years 
old and has pastored the church for three years. The music minister, forty-nine year old 
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Andrew Owens, has been employed by the church for three of his 18 years in church music 
ministq. His official title is Equipping Pastor of Worship and Administration. Andrew has 
earned two bachelor's degrees. He first earned a Bachelor's Degree in Music from a state 
university and after a brief time as a graduate music student, changed directions and earned a 
Bachelor of Arts in Computer Science at a state university. An avid runner, Andrew has an 
athletic build and youthful appearance. His interview revealed a gregarious and warm 
personality, a quick sense of humor, and a deep passion for his calling as a music minister. 
Table 6 
New Hope Baptist Worship Seroices 
Service Worship Average Location Seating Meets Worship Age 
Name Style Attend. Capacity Time Focus 
Traditional Hymn-based 225 Worship 400 Sunday 9:30am None 
Center 
Contemporary Contemporary 340 Worship 400 Sunday 11:00am None 
Center 
Evening Blended 125 Worship 400 Sunday 6:00pm None 
Center 
Student Contemporary 50 Student 100 Wednesday 6:00pm MS-
Worship Center HS 
Note. This research excludes ethnically-focused services, youth, children's worship, and evening 
worship but if present in the church, the additional worship experiences are provided as a point of 
information. MS = Middle School; HS = High School. 
Worship fonnat design and practices. The 9:30 traditional worship does not 
intentionally target a particular age group but predominantly older worshippers have 
gravitated to the service. Despite the unintentional concentration, a mixture of ages is 
present and includes children, young adults, and median adults. Andrew commented that 
some families bring their children to the traditional service because, "That's what they like so 
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that's where they come." Worshipper attire is varied in both morning services, ranging from 
Sunday dress to jeans. While Andrew typically wears a shirt and tie to lead the traditional 
worship, the pastor will either be attired in the same manner or he will wear a suit. 
Media usage is minimal in traditional worship, only using the screen to project song 
lyrics or showing occasional videos that support the sermon. While hymns are the primary 
worship repertoire, and hymn numbers are provided in the worship bulletin, congregants do 
not use the Baptist Hymnal that is available in the pew racks. Instead, they choose to watch 
the screen as they sing. Andrew also supplements the hymn repertoire by drawing some 
older choruses from Songs for Praise and Worship. 
Piano and organ accompany the congregational singing, choir anthem, and special 
music. Table 7 shows the instruments used in New Hope's worship. Andrew prefers to use 
live accompaniment rather than recorded tracks, stating, "I don't like our folks to sing with 
tracks. I would rather them tell me what song they want and let me do the analysis on it and 
do a quick piano arrangement of it." If he feels that additional instruments are important to 
an accompaniment he will occasionally bring in one or two of the contemporary band 
instrumentalists to add more layers to the sound. He stated that, "Sometimes I'll pull a 
bassist in to play and then I'll play an acoustic guitar part underneath that if it's appropriate." 
Andrew's pre-interview profile indicated that orchestral instruments are occasionally used in 
worship. He explained that the church does not have an ongoing orchestra but that he will 
occasionally bring in professional brass, woodwind, string, and percussion players for special 
services during the year. For Christrnas Eve he contracted a brass quintet to play with the 
piano and organ, helping to make the occasion more unique and special musically. He 
explained his hesitation to form an orchestra before having enough capable instrumentalists. 
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Table 7 
I'd like to have some stringed instruments to play along on our hymns in the traditional 
worship. The danger is sounding like the Mayberry orchestra. I've been through that in one 
church already and just because you played trumpet in high school doesn't mean you can 
play trumpet. If you didn't keep up with it throughout the years then ... it's not gonna be 
good. Been there, done that, got the T-shirt. 
New Hope Baptist Musical Forces Used in S undqy Worship 
Musical Forces Traditional Contemporary 
Adult Choir Weekly Weekly 
Vocal Worship Team Occasionally<' Weekly 
Senior Adult Choir Not present Not present 
College Choir Not present Not present 
High School Choir Not present Not present 
Middle School Choir Not present Not present 
Children's Choir Occasionally Occasionally 
Preschool Choir Occasionally Occasionally 
Vocal or instrumental solos Weekly Weekly 
Small Vocal Ensembles Not present Not present 
Small Instrumental Ensembles Not present Not present 
Worship Band Never Weekly 
Acoustic Guitar Occasionally Weekly 
Electric Guitar Never Weekly 
Bass Guitar Occasionally Weekly 
Keyboards Never Weekly 
Drum Kit Never W eelcly 
High School Band Never Occasionally 
Middle School Band Not present Not present 
Piano Weekly Weekly 
Organ Weekly N everb 
Orchestra Not present Not present 
Brassc Occasionally Occasionally 
Woodwindsd Occasionally Occasionally 
Strings< Occasionally Occasionally 
Percussionf Occasionally Occasionally 
Handbells Never Never 
Banner Ministry Not present Not present 
Drama Ministry Occasionally Occasionally 
Dance Ministry Not present Not present 
Visual Arts Ministry Not present Not present 
Creative Media Not present Not present 
Tech Team Not present Weekly 
•occasionally, the contemporary vocal praise team sings in the traditional worship as special 
music, but does not function there in a praise team role. 
bThe organ only plays for the choir special in the contemporary worship if the music requires it, but 
never for congregational worship. 
cdefBrass, woodwinds, strings, and percussion are only occasionally used by securing musicians from 
outside the church, or if church members do instrumental solos. No ongoing ensemble exists. 
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Andrew added that the church does have some capable instrumentalists that he 
sometimes uses for special music in the first service, including a talented student pianist and 
a woman who plays the clarinet well. While they do not have enough musicians to form a 
viable ensemble, he seeks to utilize the talents of those who are present. 
A typical New Hope traditional worship flow reflects a traditional Baptist format (see 
Appendix H) . The organist's prelude is followed by the opening prayer and welcome. The 
choir sings at the beginning of both the traditional and contemporary services, allowing 
Andrew to have a strong choir in both worship hours. They do not wear robes on Sundays, 
but only for Easter, Palm Sunday, and special presentations. A fellowship-welcome time 
occurs just after the choir anthem, enabling the singers to either join the congregation for 
the message, or exit the sanctuary and go to Sunday School. The fellowship time immediately 
segues into congregational worship, the offertory prayer, and offertory special music which 
may be provided by soloists, ensembles, the organist, or the pianist. After the pastor's 
message is completed, the congregation sings an invitational hymn. The gathering concludes 
with the presentation of any public decisions, church announcements, and a postlude by the 
organist. 
The children's choir and preschool choir also sing special music in both worship 
services two to three times per year. Andrew explained that the special music presentations 
use a broader span of musical styles than the congregational worship repertoire, stating that, 
"For special music, pretty much anything goes. They may do a new contemporary song 
that's on the radio or 'Midnight Cry' or some old gospel song. They might do a classic 
church piece like The Holy City."' Just as he occasionally brings contemporary 
instrumentalists into the traditional worship to provide accompaniment, Andrew periodically 
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uses the contemporary vocal praise team for special music, stating, "If I ask one of the 
worship team folks to do a song in the first service, sometimes we'll pull the other singers in 
just to fill it out and give it the nice beautiful harmonies." While the crossover of vocalists 
and instrumentalists is not frequent, it occurs often enough to encourage unity between the 
two worship services and to acquaint worshippers of one service with those who attend the 
opposite hour. 
Andrew humorously explained how his mode of worship leading in the traditional 
expression has transitioned because of the teasing from a respected community choir 
director who attends New Hope's traditional worship. 
I used to conduct the congregation. I'd stand up and wave my arms ... The flrst Sunday he 
came up to me after the service and started laughing. He said, 'You're old-school13 aren't 
you? They weren't kidding when they said you were traditional. You conduct the 
congregation.' ... When he and his wife leave the choir loft they sit down and ifi start 
waving my arms he starts laughing. So I quit ... I mostly stand and sing in the traditional 
service. Sometimes I wave my arms. 
The contemporary worship is the larger of the two services. On the day of 
observation, the sanctuary was so full that ushers were challenged to find seats for eveqone. 
The worshipper attire proved to be as varied as Andrew had described. While the pastor 
wore a suit, the other stage personnel, including Andrew, wore jeans. No age group is 
intentionally targeted for the contemporaty expression, but Andrew indicated that 
worshippers tend to be younger since the majority of college, high school, and middle school 
students attend that hour. Still, Andrew stated that worshippers of varied ages attend. 
We do have some senior adults that come because it's tl1e 11:00 hour and that's what they're 
used to. We even have one of the oldest, most longtime members of the church who, by the 
way, was appointed by Harry S. Truman as tl1e flrs t female [of a particular civic position] in 
13 The expression "old-school" refers to a traditional, non-contemporary manner of doing 
something. In this case, it is applied to Andrew's usage of traditional conducting while worship 
leading. 
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the United States. She once told me, "I don't really understand a lot of this contemporary 
music, but ... I support my church and so I'm going to come to this service so that I can lead 
by example. Just do a couple of hymns a month and I'll love you for it. I believe this is where 
the future is and I'm going to get behind it until the day I die. I'm following God." So we do 
have some senior adults in that second service. 
Observation of the contemporary worship supported a significant mixture of all ages and no 
obvious age concentration. There was a significant presence of older adults worshipping 
alongside young adults and teens. 
Media and technology did not hold a conspicuous presence in New Hope's 
contemporary worship. The screen usage was similar to the traditional service, projecting 
song lyrics and available for sermon-supporting videos. The band instrumentalists used 
either in-ear or headphone systems for sound monitoring while the vocalists relied on floor 
monitors. A few stage lights hang from the wooden ceiling beams and used for the 
contemporary worship, but the overall brightness of the sanctuary from windows and regular 
overhead lighting minimizes the impact and does not create a concert-stage impression. The 
congregation remained in as much light as the musicians onstage throughout worship, 
lending the sense of mutual engagement between the worshippers and worship leaders. 
The adult choir, pianist, and organist play roles in both worship services. The 
organist only plays for the choir anthem and not for the congregational worship. The band 
and vocal team engage nine musicians who help lead worship each week. These musicians 
range in age from 25-55 years old. The worship band includes an acoustic guitar, electric 
guitar, bass, acoustic piano, and drums. New Hope currently has two drum.mers who rotate 
bi-weekly. The vocal praise team helps lead worship and also presents special music. Four 
vocalists per week sing in a three-part SAB voicing. Andrew currently has six vocal team 
singers that rotate from week to week. Andrew leads worship while either playing acoustic 
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guitar or just standing and singing. He does conduct the choir when they sing in both 
worship services. 
As previously noted, the children's and preschool choirs occasionally sing in both 
worship expressions. New Hope's student worship team periodically leads the Sunday 
morning contemporary service because Andrew finds it important to develop their talent 
and leadership. The student musicians enthusiastically embrace the opportunity. 
The worship elements and songs are not listed in the bulletin as they are for the 
traditional service. The contemporary worship repertoire consists primarily of modem 
worship music by Hillsong and Passion14 musicians such as Chris Tomlin, Matt Redman, 
Christine Nockels, and David Crowder. Andrew seeks to be cutting-edge, using the most 
current music of good quality. The band plays from lead sheets, which he typically purchases 
from Lijewqy Worship. However, Andrew listens to new recordings and then personally 
analyzes and chati:s about ninety-five percent of the contemporary music they use, enabling 
him to save money and more rapidly incorporate the newest music into worship, even before 
notated forms are available. While seeking to remain current, Andrew elaborated upon his 
priority to maintain a consistent presence of hymns in worship. 
In the contemporary service I'll do some hymn arrangements because there's just so much 
value and so much theology in that hymn book that we don't need to throw the baby out 
with the bathwater .... I told them once that the reason this hymn is working for us in our 
11:00 service is because it's a good song. And a good song is a good song is a good song and 
it doesn't matter when it was written if the 1)'1-ics are theologically sound and it's got a melody 
that's memorable and singable and repeatable. 
14 Passion, led by Louis Giglio, began as a para-church organization focused upon the spiritual 
development of college-aged students through Bible study and worship. Numerous leading Christian 
songwriters and artists are associated with the Passion organization. Their music has become a 
leading source for mainstream worship repertoire in nontraditional churches. In recent years, the 
Giglio and other key musicians established Passion City Church in Atlanta, Georgia. 
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Andrew indicated a priority for using the best old or new worship literature, emphasizing 
that new music should complement but not replace the church's legacy of hymns and the 
essential theology that they preserve. 
Observation of the contemporary service revealed the presence of old and new 
elements. While contemporary in repertoire, the 11 :00 service progressed with a traditional 
Baptist order of worship (see Appendix H). The choir was seated in the loft before worship 
began. The choir and congregation remained seated as the band and vocal team sang an 
energetic prelude, Matt Redman's "We Are Free." After an opening prayer and welcome, the 
choir sang an upbeat anthem-medley of traditional hymns. Immediately after, worship 
continued with Passion's version of the hymn "Jesus Paid it All." Andrew segued to the next 
song, playing guitar and quoting related scripture until he sang Hillsong's "None but Jesus." 
After an offertory prayer, ushers passed plates while the worship team provided the special 
music, Christy Nockel's 'You Revive Me." The pastor delivered the sermon and everyone 
sang the song of invitation, "Amazing Grace-My Chains are Gone," as arranged by Chris 
Tomlin. The worship observation aligned well with Andrew's descriptions of New Hope's 
worship practices, supporting his commitment to intermingle modern worship music with 
the legacy of hymnology. 
Before explaining why an alternative worship format works for New Hope, Andrew 
paused to describe the church's recent transitional challenges. This church has experienced 
significant transitional upheaval in a short period of time. Several years ago, New Hope had 
offered separate traditional and contemporary set-vices that were similar to the current 
format. In August of 2010, the church leadership reshaped the worship format to offer two 
identical blended worship experiences. However, the church members were deeply 
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dissatisfied with the altered worship format. Consequently, only five months later, New 
Hope's worship format was again transitioned in January of 2011, returning to the current 
separate traditional and contemporary worship services. Andrew read and provided a copy 
of one congregant's letter that captured the essence of numerous other communications sent 
to the church leaders after the initial move to two blended worship expressions. Her letter 
read as follows: 
Andrew, I never thought our church would go completely contemporary. I never thought we 
would go completely contemporary. The early [traditional] group is so grateful that we don't 
have to listen to a lot of guitars and drums. Now it seems that we are being forced to listen 
to it regardless of our feelings. Why couldn't they have asked us what we would rather have 
and not just say, 'Too bad, that's it?' The church shouldn't change unless it's for the good of 
all and what good is it to listen to music that upsets us? Why aren't we allowed to have a say? 
The congregation knows what they like. And if they don't like the contemporary music, why 
force it on us? You are an excellent director but please, please don't force us to a blended 
service because most of us will be upset. (New Hope Church Member, written letter, 
received June 30, 2011) 
Andrew emphasized, "Now keep in mind that we were going blended, okay. That is typical 
reaction from what we got." Although the move was for a blended worship that might 
increase church unity, many congregants who preferred traditional worship believed that the 
church was going completely contemporary because of the added guitars and drums. 
Conversely, many who preferred contemporary worship interpreted the change as watering 
down the modern worship experience by blending styles. The congregation was displeased 
and freely shared their feelings. 
After reading the letter, Andrew stated that, "The current worship style works for the 
church simply because they're used to it, I think. But I don't really think that style really 
matters to God. I really don't." Andrew continued, his words revealing the heart of a 
minister who has led his congregation through transition and who faced the ensuing 
challenges and criticism, yet longs for his congregation to focus upon the object of worship 
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rather than the music it contains. 
I think that worship is a verb. God is the audience. Worship is not for us. It's not 
about me. It's not about that lady that wrote me that letter as much as she wanted to make it 
about what she preferred. I really honestly- witl1out being sacrilegious, I really don't think 
God cares if you sing "How Great Thou Art" or "How Great is Our God." It's the attitude 
inside your heart that matters. I would love to get_ our church to a point where one day they 
all walk in and we don't have separate styles anymore. We just have one thing that we do. A 
Baptist church near us has progressed to that point. . .I want us to be able to get where they 
are, where it just doesn't matter anymore. 
If I am just brutally honest about why I think our styles work for us right now, I 
would say that it's what they're used to because it all stems from spiritual immaturity. Bottom 
line. I don't think people are able to see past style ... The lady that wrote that letter spoke for 
one side and I had band members that almost quit and left the church. Even the folks that 
were responsible for me coming here almost quit and went someplace else because they were 
so upset that we were doing hymns. And that killed me ... They stuck it out, but they fought 
it tooth and nail. Bottom line, I iliink it's spiritual immaturity that we do what we do. It 
doesn't say a whole lot for us but I have to be honest. Our pastor would tell you the same 
thing. Our education pastor, our youth minister, our children's minister, they would all tell 
you the same thing. It's spiritual immaturity where it's all about me. 
Andrew's words reveal a clear sense of struggle and anguish over what it means to lead a 
church through a worship transition, how it feels to be both the visionary and the scapegoat 
for a journey of change that many do not welcome. His words do not suggest a push for his 
own musical preferences but for a common ground in which his church could worship as 
one. He has observed a large local congregation be successful and unified in adopting a 
blended worship model and longs for his own congregation to have a similar spirit of unity 
and purpose. 
Andrew's longing for his congregation to be unified in worship stems from his 
personal worship philosophy that encompasses more than music alone. 
Worship to me is Romans 12:1, presenting my entire being to God as a sacrifice. Worship is 
not limited to what I do for an hour on Sunday morning .... At the end of each choir 
rehearsal I pray out loud, "God, we're going to leave this place and I want you to help us 
lead lives of worship throughout the rest of this week." ... My attitude is that worship is not 
a music style, it's a lifestyle. 
While some perceive worship as an event to be attended, Andrew believes that worship is a 
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way of living, a value that he seeks to communicate and demonstrate by example. 
To prepare his musicians for their worship roles, Andrew leads weekly corporate rehearsals 
and also provides take-home resources to assist individual rehearsals. Supersedillg all musical 
preparations, Andrew emphasized that spiritual preparation is paramount, and stated, "Top 
priority: heart. Anybody can play a song but not everybody can lead worship because you 
can't lead somebody to a place where you've never been." Andrew shared that his musicians 
come each Sunday well prepared musically and with hearts that are excited to worship. 
Andrew also desires that the congregation also be actively engaged ill worship. He 
quickly praised the congregation's level of engagement, stating, "To their credit, they will 
engage. They will smg, they will clap, they will smile, they will raise their hands, and they'll 
bow their heads and pray. They'll come down to the altar and kneel and pray." Only 
occasionally does he feel the need to encourage their participation and welcome them to be 
expressive. 
I want them to understand that it's okay if you clap or raise your hands. If God's Spirit is 
prompting you to come to the altar and kneel and pray in the middle of the very flrst song, 
then it's okay .. . .It helps having college and high school students in the audience. But we've 
got one older gentleman in tl1e 11:00 service who loves contemporary music. He will sit 
there behind his walker with his head back and his hands raised, singing at the top of his 
lungs, loudly and badly ... People see that and they'll take tl1eir cue off of that. So they are 
active worshipers and occasionally I will prompt them, but not very often. 
While Andrew has struggled with conflict resulting from the congregation's strong worship 
~ 
style preferences, he did not hesitate to commend their level of active engagement during the 
two worship gatherings each Sunday. 
Personnel and program structure. At New Hope, musical engagement is provided 
for most ages. Table 8 displays data related to the available opportunities. Preschoolers aged 
three through flve and children through the sixth grade meet weekly for rehearsal and 
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occasionally sing in Sunday worship. A small student worship band leads worship for the 
Wednesday night student gathering, and periodically leads worship on Sunday mornings in 
place of the regular contemporary band. Apart from the four students in the band, there is a 
gap of musical opportunity for middle and high school students. The adult choir sings 
weekly in both worship e:A"Pressions and involves singers whose age spans currently range 
from college to eighty years old. The contemporary band and vocal praise team lead in 
worship each week and engage both younger and middle-aged adults. Although not a 
musical activity, the church occasionally utilizes a drama team to bring emphasis to the 
sermon theme. 
The music minister is the only full-time music staff member at New Hope, but the 
ministry also employs four individuals on a part-time basis. Table 9 delineates key staff and 
volunteer positions. Three of the part-time employees are lead instrumentalists: the pianist, 
organist, and contemporary worship bass player who are all involved in weekly rehearsals as 
well as the weekly worship services. Although the media coordinator handles media needs 
for the entire church, Andrew acknowledges him as cmcial to the music ministt-y because he 
handles sound production for worship. Andrew has one key volunteer leader, the children's 
choir coordinator, who oversees both the preschool and children's music. He considers her 
role to be vital. In addition to the weekly children's music activities, she also plans and 
supervises a summer children's choir camp that involves several short-term volunteer 
leaders. 
Andrew emphasized that, "The music ministry staff would be greatly reduced if we 
· didn't do some form of nontraditional worship." The media coordinator has been added to 
the staff to handle both the visual and audio media aspects of contemporary worship. While 
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the pianist, organist, and choir were already serving, all of the worship band and vocal praise 
team musicians have been added to the ministry as a result of the worship transition. 
Andrew is grateful that more musicians have an opportunity to serve as a result of the 
alternative worship expressions at New Hope. 
Table 8 
New Hope Music Ministry Ensembles and Opportunities 
Enrolled Ages Rehearsals 
Adult choir 48 21 -80 Wednesday, 7:30pm 
Children's Choir 40 
Preschool Choir 15 
Worship Band 5 
Vocal Praise 4 
Team 
Student Worship 4 
Band 
6-lla 
3- 5 
25 - 55 
30-55 
16-18b 
Sunday, 6:00pm 
Sunday, 6:00pm 
Sunday 8:15am 
Sunday 8:15am 
Sunday, 5:00 
Soloists 6 30- 65 As needed 
Drama Ministry 12 16 - 55 As needed 
aThe children's choir includes grades 1-6. 
Leadership 
Music Minister 
Volunteer leader 
Volunteer leader 
Music Minister 
Music Minister 
Music Minister 
Music Minister 
Self-led 
Worship role 
Weeldy 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Occasionally: 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
bAlthough the current ages are 16-18, the student worship band is open to grades 7-12. 
cThe student band leads weekly for the student worship gathering on Wednesday nights. 
Table 9 
New Hope Baptist Kry Music Ministry Leadership 
Title Position Tenure Age Highest Degree Church 
Education Member 
Organist Part-time staff 13 80 Bachelor Music Yes 
Pianist Part-time staff 7 52 Bachelor Music No• 
Media Coordinator Part-time staff 10 55 Bachelor Business Yes 
Bass Player Part-time staff 3 55 Bachelor Education Nob 
Children's Choir Part-time 4 30 Bachelor Business Yes 
Coordinator volunteer 
a~e pianist and bass player are hired music professionals who are not members of the 
church or involved beyond Sunday morning worship. 
Andrew plans worship, leads both services, and oversees the overall music ministry 
but is also New Hope's financial manager, a time consuming role. Within the music ministry, 
his hands-on rehearsal responsibilities include with the adult choir, worship band, and praise 
team vocalists. He works with the pianist and organist to prepare music for the traditional 
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service. Andrew rehearses with the student worship ensembles and any soloists who sing in 
worship. He is responsible for all aspects of worship planning, preparing rehearsal materials 
for his musicians, and frequently charting new songs that the band will play in worship. 
While volunteers lead the preschool choir and children's choir, all other ensembles are his 
responsibility. He stated that "There will come a day as we get bigger where I hope I won't 
be responsible for everything else, but right now I am." 
While most musical activities at New Hope are on-campus and linked to Sunday 
morning worship, a few additional events take place during the year. As noted earlier, a 
summer children's music camp is offered for children of the church and the community, 
including children from kindergarten through sixth grade. It is fully led by the children's 
coordinator and other volunteer leaders and runs five days from 9:00am until 2:00pm. 
Andrew explained that, "They'll learn an entire musical in five days, and present it on Friday 
night. The house will be packed on Friday night because it's not just church people; it's open 
to the community. Music camp's a big deal." Other special musical presentations are done at 
Christmas, Easter, and on Palm Sunday. These special music presentations involve the adult 
choir, band, vocal team, and drama ministry. Andrew makes it a priority "to pick something 
that everybody can participate in." During the Christmas season and on various other 
occasions, Andrew takes the adult choir off campus to sing in nursing homes, the mall, and 
other community locations. 
Other than the adult choir, adult musicians are either auditioned or screened to 
participate in New Hope's musical ensembles. Andrew explained the processes used. 
Choir is like the entry point, the ''Y'all come." Everybody else has to do an audition and 
prepare a piece, sight-read a piece, and play along with the piece. Our [praise team] vocalists 
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have to harmonize with a piece to see if they could do that or not. There's a process for 
everything but choir. 
While Andrew screens musicians to hold key worship leading roles, his goal is not to exclude 
b'ut to include capable people who are able to handle the responsibilities effectively. He 
shared that, "I'm trying to get as many people as possible involved in leading worship. That's 
another aspect of teaching them that worship is a lifestyle. I want to get as many people 
involved as we can." Andrew continually seeks to locate musicians within the church and 
encourage them to apply their gifts in a worship ensemble, believing that the use of the gift 
is an act of worship. Currently, Andrew has filled two key musician roles, the pianist and 
bass guitar player, with paid professionals who are not church members. The pianist was 
already employed by the church before Andrew came on staff, and just after Andrew joined 
the staff, the bassist was employed because the church had no one else to cover the role. 
The musical activities for preschool, children, and youth are age-graded in a typical 
fashion that reflects school-based groupings, but NHBC adult ensembles contain a broad 
span of ages. Although much of the adult choir is older, they have an age span that reaches 
from college to eighty years old. While several of the vocal praise team singers are young, 
one of the singers is a grandmother. Andrew finds the age mixture beneficial because the 
musicians learn from each otl1er. He also believes that the musicians learn to appreciate a 
broader range of musical styles as each generation shares the music that has been meaningful 
in their life. 
He added that NHBC does not try to fit or project a particular inlage by the age or 
appearance of its musicians. He explained that while worship is central to the church, New 
Hope also maintains a strong focus upon missions. Andrew elaborated on the priorities of 
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NHBC. 
We're a very missional church. Our pastor wants our music ministry to be good enough to 
draw people in on a Sunday morning and provide a platform where people can worship God 
through music . ... So this particular congregation isn't all about worship. In a way that takes a 
lot of pressure off of me because I don't feel like I have to bring in Nashville musicians to 
play in the band every week. It affords me the opportunity to get as many people involved as 
possible ... The age spans that we have are not because we targeted it, but it's because that's 
who God brought to us. We're not trying to be like other prominent churches .... We're just 
trying to be the best NHBC that we can be ... If that means someday we're going to chuck 
the band and do piano organ and choir, then that's what we'll do. So no, we haven't targeted. 
It's not by design, it's just who we are. 
Andrew's words reveal a respect for the pastor's vision as well as a freedom from imitating 
the cutting-edge contemporary practices of some large churches in the area that utilize 
professional musicians with a youthful appearance. NHBC has embraced an inclusive model 
where everyone is welcomed. 
While ensembles thrive for other ages, musical engagement is minimal for middle 
and high school-aged students at New Hope where the only activity involves just four teens 
in the student worship band. Andrew explained that he has not formed a traditional youth 
choir because students have been disinterested each time that the possibility has been 
discussed. However, students have shown interest in forming a youth worship choir that 
would be similar to Hillsong United (see Appendix I) where a band leads with choir backup. 
Andrew believes that the idea is gaining momentum and a group will form soon. He 
predicted d1at, "They are going to have a youth choir but it's not going to be called a youth 
choir." 
Music personnel training. Andrew is a musician with a broad range of abilities. 
Discussing his personal musical skills, he shared that he plays saxophone, clarinet, flute, 
oboe, and some electric bass. He has often played clarinet and flute in jazz ensembles. 
Vocally, he is a lyric baritone. He does a great deal of song arranging and only occasionally 
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writes original songs. 
Andrew's musical versatility reflects his background and development as a musician. 
He grew up in what he described as a "very traditional church environment" where 
his father was the pianist and his mother was a soloist. In his life, traditional meant piano, 
organ, choir, and soloists on Sunday morning and anything outside the norm could bring 
controversy. Andrew recalled a Sunday when guests brought contemporary instruments into 
worship. 
We had a group come into my church when I was in ninth grade and it had guitars and 
drums. We had a deacon stand up and tell us that we were all going to go to hell. So, there 
you go. It was piano and organ and choir and that was it. If we did a Bill Gaither piece on 
Sunday morning, that was pushing it. 
His formative church experiences were stricdy traditional, but outside of church his musical 
development expanded broadly. 
In high school, Andrew was active in band, served as drum major, and recalled, "I 
played in all kinds of ensembles everywhere I could." Before entering college, he took 
private lessons in saxophone, guitar, and voice. He attended his first state university and 
earned a Bachelor of Arts degree with saxophone as his major instrument, initially intending 
to become a high school band director. As newlyweds, Andrew and his wife moved to 
another state where he attended graduate school at a state university. His dissatisfaction with 
the state and the school made him abandon his plans to be a band director. He shared that, 
"I went back to undergraduate school and got a computer science degree and just 
did gigs, jazz ensembles and stuff as a musician until I became a believer in 1992." Although 
he attended church while growing up, his true conversion to Christianity occurred later in 
life, and altered the direction of his life and career. Andrew began doing hi-vocational 
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ministry for the next 15 years until he came to New Hop~. 
In 2008 I was called16 by this church. This is my first full-time job but I've assisted and 
subbed and done interims and done prison ministry and student ministry and any kind of 
ministry I can get my hands on since 1992. I can't get enough of it. For fifteen years I was 
just a sponge, as much as I could soak up I did. Just fill me up. 
Andrew's musical and spiritual backgrounds are unique from the other music ministers who 
were interviewed, factors that seem to influence his ministry and perspectives. 
Several informal influences impacted his musicianship and also reveal his enthusiasm 
to seize music-making opportunities. He shared that he and a friend had a garage band in 
which they played "guitars, loud guitars." He laughed, stating, 'We were going to be the 
next America. We actually got a gig in a bar once, but we were under age. We did it anyway." 
While young, he also played in a sixties band with other young people from his church. More 
recendy, while he was still serving part-time at his last church, he played in a beach-oldies 
band. Bands were not Andrew's only informal music influences. He quickly named other 
strong influences such as Don Kirshner's Rock Concert, Saturday Night Live, and Burt 
Sugarman's Midnight Special, and described the way that he learned from these influences, 
stating, "I would record d1e scenes ... and play them back and watch what these guys were 
doing. I would try to learn the guitar licks, hear the chords, watch their fingers, and do what 
they did. That was a huge influence." Andrew recalled that after becoming a Clu:istian, one 
of the first CCM albums he heard was Steven Curtis Chapman's Great Adventure (see 
Appendix I). Again, he laughed, recalling the impact of hearing the album's impressive 
opening for the first time, "I heard th~ strings and orchestra at the beginning, and 
16 Being "called" by a church infers that the church has extended an invitation for a minister to serve 
as part of a particular church's staff or leadership. It also refers to an individual's sense of divine 
appointment to that particular role and place. 
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then ... those over-compressed processed vocals and guitars came flying in. I was in the car 
and I got so excited that I almost had to pull off the road." He learned of the group Mylon 
Lefevre and Broken Heart through his church music minister when he became a Christian, 
and the band became another key influence in his musical development. The group sparked 
a musical collision of his secular musical interests and the strict traditional church 
environment that he knew through his childhood and teens. 
It was stadium rock 'n roll and oh, I didn't know you could do that in church. I got so 
excited! All those old influences from the 70s, and once I became a believer, Steven Curtis 
Chapman, Mylon and Broken Heart, Michael W. Smith - those would be the biggies. Those 
are my roots. 
Finally, Andrew recognizes how his education, musical background, and spiritual 
background differ from the rest of New Hope's leadership who have attended Bible College 
and seminary. Ultimately, he feels that his unique background has been helpful to the time of 
transition because he is not personally invested in one particular type of worship expression, 
and his broad musical background puts him at ease in both traditional and nontraditional 
express10ns. 
When asked if his formal music training prepared him to lead nontraditional 
worship, Andrew enthusiastically affumed that it did, sharing specific examples of learning 
that has transferred into his life and ministry. 
Yes. Oh yes. Sophomore music theory. I can sit and listen to a CD and I know the melody, 
the bass part, and the chord qualities ... Harmonic dictation is all it is. I use that every week in 
this office at this desk. Every week. I thank God for my sophomore music theory teacher. I 
thought she was the antichrist .... I love that woman. If I could find her I would hug her 
neck and just tell her, "Thank you for busting my chops, because in busting my chops you 
developed my chops." So yes. A big yes, I use my formal training every week that I'm here, 
even in nontraditional worship I use it. 
Similarly, Andrew credits his saxophone teacher with a practice technique that he now 
transfers to his guitar practicing, and also uses his old Arban trumpet exercise book to 
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develop dexterity on the guitar. He even credited his study of Bach Chorales in college as 
helpful in forming melodic bass lines when he plays bass guitar. Andrew affirmed the 
transfer value of skills developed in his formal education, finding them fully connected and 
useful within his current ministry circumstances, emphasizing, "That was thirty years ago and 
I still use it every day." 
The combination of Andrew's formal and informal musical backgrounds prepared 
him well for nontraditional worship, equipping him for both traditional and nontraditional 
music practices. When faced with transitioning a church into nontraditional worship 
practices, he expressed that he did not struggle to reshape his musical skills. 
I felt like I had the skills ... just because of my background. The reason I'm here in this church 
is because ... d1ey wanted to hire somebody to do those distinctive styles. I had the university 
training for one and the garage band training for the other. 
Consequendy, he feels equally adept at working with either traditionally trained musicians or 
informally trained musicians. He stated, "I don't have a problem contracting Sydney 
Symphony players on Christmas Eve or in conducting them, telling d1em what I want, how I 
want it to sound. I'm pretty comfortable." 
His hi-musicality enables his weekly arranging of worship music. Andrew's comfort 
with aural dictation and arranging allows New Hope to sing the newest worship music 
immediately, without waiting for an arrangement to be published. Contemporary worship 
ministry requires keeping current with the large and continual influx of new worship music, 
but his time is limited. His most important resource is his Worshiptogether.com17 
subscription that helps narrow the listening to quality, pre-screened songs. He also credits 
17 Worshiptogether.com is an online resource d1at offers recommendations of new songs, provides 
demos, songs charts, and artist information d1at worship leaders can access for information, support, 
and ideas. 
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the suggestions of others, including church members and other music ministers who help 
him stay current with new music. 
As New Hope traversed its time of transition, Andrew had to determine if existing 
church musicians would be retrained, replaced, or reorganized into different roles. Andrew 
ultimately chose to retrain, sharing, "As much as I probably would like to have replaced 
some people because they weren't quite on board, we just did the retrain thing." Instead, his 
focus became a matter of showing musicians new ways to carry out their roles and adapt to 
new style practices. "We didn't really change personnel or move anybody around. We used 
all the same roles. It's just that we're using a different musical style now so they just had to 
rethink the way they did things." 
In discussing the musical skills used by the ministry musicians, Andrew identified 
some that were universally applied by musicians in both worship formats, while certain skills 
were more specific to a particular service. Table 10 summarizes the frequency of various 
skills types used in the music ministry. He reported that musicians in both worship formats 
use accompanying skills, ensemble skills, and solo skills on a weekly basis. The pianist, who 
plays in both services, occasionally has to read open score notation when rehearsing choir 
vocal parts. Andrew indicated that the ability to follow a conductor is most necessary during 
the Sunday choir anthem, and when he combines the choir and instrumentalists for special 
cantata presentations. Jokingly, he exclaimed that "Trial and error is very frequent in every 
service!" 
The traditional worship musicians read scores with standard notation and also 
perform with traditional vocal and insttumental techniques. During vocal rehearsals, Andrew 
uses traditional vocal techniques, urging singers to "Open your mouth. Place the tone in the 
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front of your face. Make your nose vibrate." While conducting is used weekly, Andrew again 
referred to decreasing his conducting gestures during traditional worship and only gesturing 
at key points. 
The contemporary worship musicians frequently apply free vocal harmonization, 
improvisation, and playing and singing by ear, particularly among the guitarists and vocalists. 
Andrew explained that, "The vocalists actually have to harmonize on their own. I don't write 
out all the vocal parts. Occasionally I will, but sometimes I just tell them, 'Here's the CD. Do 
this."' Andrew helps vocalists develop popular-style vocal techniques for contemporary 
worship, particularly with the older singers who have been more immersed in traditional 
practices. He explained that, "I've had to work with them and kind of retrain and rethink 
how they approach a phrase or how they interpret a particular lyric." 
Table 10 
New Hope Baptist Musician Skills 
Skills 
Conducting 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) 
Reading standard notation 
Playing or singing by ear 
Ability to follow a conductor 
Performing as a solo vocalist or instrumentalist 
Performing as an ensemble vocalist or instrumentalist 
Sight-reading 
Ability to program electronic instruments 
Accompanying skills 
Free vocal harmonization 
Traditional vocal/instrumental techniques 
Popular music vocal/instrumental techniques 
Playing vocal parts from an open score 
Modeling and imitating music from recordings 
Trial and error learning 
Transposition 
Read chord charts 
Read guitar tablatures 
Syncing music with electronic loops/ effects 
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Traditional 
Weelcly 
Weelcly 
Weelcly 
Occasionally 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Never 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Never 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Never 
Never 
Never 
Contemporary 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Each week, programming skills are used for the electronic chums, synthesizer, 
projection media and Andrew's MacBook. The contemporary insuumentalists continually 
use the informal learning practice of modeling and imitating music from recordings. With 
New Hope's CCLI license, Andrew created a password webpage where his instrumentalists 
can access and download recordings of each week's music. Andrew explained the process 
and its value. 
I ask them to do that now every week ... so they can listen to a demo and get a feel for it. 
That's actually more important for the bass player and the drummer than anybody else. 
Anybody else can read a chord chart but the drummer wants to know, "Where are the fills? 
What's the feel? Am I always kicking on beat one? What am I doing?" And the bass player 
needs to follow the drummer so they kind of work together. 
The contemporary instrumentalists read from chord charts and only occasionally use guitar 
tabs. Andrew considers tabs difficult to read and too often inaccurate. Transposition is 
common for the guitarists. Andrew explained, "I will write out one lead sheet that's in the 
key of 'B' so that means they'll put their capo on the fourth fret and they finger it in G. They 
have to transpose a lot." Typically, he tries to have his arrangements completed six weeks in 
advance to allow the musicians ample practice time. However, time is often litnited and 
musicians are sometimes given music at the last minute. Andrew stated that although he 
indicated sight-reading as a frequently used skill, that it could almost be considered a weekly 
skill. Although his band members are reading from chord charts rather than standard 
notation, they occasionally have to read new music and almost immediately play it in 
worship. 
We have band rehearsal at 8:15 on Sunday mornings so they see that music one time. I try to 
get it to them early in the week but sometimes that doesn't happen until Sunday morning, 
and I'm, "Okay guys, here it is. Here we go. We're going to go over it now and at 11:00 we're 
live." And they can do it. I'm impressed. 
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Several of the band members also read standard notation. When asked if this is beneficial to 
the process, Andrew revealed that once worship begins, the type of score used becomes 
irrelevant, stating, "It wouldn't matter because, once the song starts, most of them are not 
even reading the music. They're just playing by ear and singing along. They are 
worshiping ... The chart is just for rehearsal purposes." By these final comments, Andrew 
underscored the skill of his musicians to play music by ear, improvise, and not be tied to a 
musical score of any kind. 
Andrew confirmed that his team of musicians includes both formally and informally 
trained musicians, but that the greate,st intermingling of training-backgrounds appears among 
the vocalists. Whereas some have litde or no voice training, Andrew stated that, "I've also 
got some trained singers who know what they're doing. Some of them have done studio 
work. We really have a combination of skills." The skill differentiation is evident not only in 
vocal technique, but also in music reading ability. The singers who read music need litde 
assistance in learning their choir music. However, those who do not read music need 
additional support, thus Andrew buys licenses to reproduce rehearsal CDs so that non-
readers can have an additional practice resource. He explained. that, "They can take that 
home and listen because most of them aren't trained musicians and they sing by rote." 
Although Andrew makes accommodations for musicians who do not read music, he 
indicated that the music ministry does not have any system in place to develop music reading 
skills. 
The pianist and organist in the traditional service both share formal backgrounds. 
Among the contemporary instrumentalists, everyone but the guitar player is formally trained. 
Andrew explained that, "The guitarist just kind of picked it up and taught himself how to 
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read music. He's the only one who hasn't really studied music in school. Everybody else has 
and it's not by design. It just kind of happened." 
Andrew finds merit in both formal and informal music training, not valuing one as 
better than the other. "Naturally there's a challenge if you've got somebody who doesn't 
know how to read music. In traditional worship you've got printed music, but sometimes a 
trained musician is challenged by contemporary music because they don't necessarily read 
charts." Since his church pianist plays for both the traditional and contemporary worship, it 
is essential for the regular pianist and any substitute to demonstrate the necessary hi-
musicality of reading both standard notation and chord charts. Andrew emphasized that, 
"The pianist must be able to do both. The biggest challenge is getting them to cross styles, 
stylistically crossover. That's a big challenge." 
Several resources are used to prepare New Hope musicians for their worship roles. 
Andrew leads weekly corporate rehearsals on Wednesday and Sunday that are central to 
preparation. To obtain repertoire for the traditional worship, he primarily utilizes The Baptist 
Hymnal and supplements it with Songs for Praise and Worship. These two resources provide 
both hymns and older, established choruses that suit the traditional worship. For the 
contemporary worship repertoire, he consults Worshiptogether.com and other similar 
resources for their recommendations of quality songs. Andrew often purchases song 
arrangements from Lifeway Worship, but more commonly creates his own charts in order to 
make the newest music available quickly. Finally, Andrew provides materials for independent 
rehearsal, including anthem CDs for the choir and online access to recordings for the band 
and praise team. 
New Hope Baptist does not have a music academy and thus relies on ministry 
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musicians who were trained outside the church. Andrew believes that current and former 
school-trained musicians of all ages and levels from elementary school through adulthood 
are able to meaningfully engage their school-developed abilities within New Hope's music 
ministry. Andrew recalled how historically, church was the place where musical instruction 
was given, but now that role has found its place in schools. Consequently, Andrew shared 
his view that the church has become a place to apply the school training. 
I view church as a venue for them to apply what they've learned. \X'hen they come up on 
stage I don't expect to have to teach them how to sing. I don't expect to have to teach this 
kid how to play the clarinet. I expect that you know how to do it. I will help you tweak it and 
I will help you find an alternate fingering so the intonation might be a little better if you used 
one and four instead of a standard B-flat fingering. I'll help you with that but I expect that 
you know your instrument and how to play it. 
Andrew wants to develop an increased partnership with the surrounding schools so that 
when the music ministry needs string, brass, or wind players then he can engage capable 
students rather than call upon symphony players. Recently, a local high school orchestra held 
their Solo and Ensemble recital in New Hope's worship center. The church provided the 
performance venue and also prepared a post-recital reception for the musicians. While 
Andrew admits that part of his motivation is evangelistic, he added that "I want to give the 
kids that work so hard, practice so hard, an opportunity to get out and play more." 
Andrew offered a few thoughts on how school music education can help to prepare 
musicians for serving in nontraditional music ministries. He first urged that more schools 
offer "theory, sight-singing, harmonic dictation, all of those theory skills that are so 
important in contemporary music." Andrew was quick to praise the band director of nearby 
Pearson High School and the level of musicianship he develops in his students in both 
performance and music theory. Secondly, he emphasized the need for string programs to 
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continue to flourish as they currently do in the Hartford schools, stating, "That's important 
because you want strings in a church orchestra for big productions. Not everybody wants to 
use a Korg synthesizer to get an orchestra in a box. Some of us still like live instruments." 
Reiterating his desire to have strings that could complement the traditional worship piano 
and organ, Andrew expressed that strong school orchestral programs could help churches 
like New Hope to engage student musicians on special occasions or even in weekly worship. 
Consequently, the church music ministry could be strengthened and the strings players 
would have a venue for engagement outside of school. 
Andrew has obsenred some positive and negative outcomes of the worship 
transition. He is grateful for the preservation of hymnology, knowing that although the 
mode of hymn presentation may be updated, the theological content and church legacy is 
preserved. He emphasized that, "Contemporary artists now are not throwing hymns away. 
They are recognizing the value in the tl1eology, the theological education that's there. They're 
circling back into it and bringing it back out into the forefront." Still, in contrast, he 
expressed concern that, "Sometimes we are dumbing down the theology in order to get a hit 
song. That bothers me." He named a popular CCM group that has a new song that is 
available on the W orshiptogether.com site. Andrew stated that, "The song is straight out of 
Snipture, but the melody is so bad that I wouldn't sing it. It sounds like something an eight-
year-old wrote. This is my opinion, but I didn't like it." He was troubled over the number of 
people "fawning" over the song and accepting it as good just because a popular group did it, 
rather evaluating its quality with objectivity and discernment. Andrew warned that, "I think 
there's a danger in putting these people up on a pedestal. It bothers me that they get put up 
on a pedestal like that and it's not necessarily good stuff." 
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With all of the positives, negatives, difficulties, and conflicts, Andrew has been 
willing to endure the worship transition challenges, stating, "I really want people to catch the 
Romans 12:1 vision that worship is not about me. It's all about God." He envisioned a 
future when Christians who have argued over worship preferences finally enter heaven, 
suggesting that, "They will be surprised because we're going to be singing all kinds of stuff 
and playing all kinds of instruments for eternity. There's going to be a lot of surprised 
people. I'm probably going to be one of them." 
Size-Strata: Large Sites 
The large size-strata proved to be the most diverse in how they manifested 
nontraditional worship practices. Two of the congregations were established in the early 
1800s but one is much younger, having only been constituted since 1960. The newer church 
is the only site in the study that does not offer alternative worship experiences, instead 
providing two identical blended worship expressions each Sunday morning. The older two 
sites both offer alternative worship experiences but implement it with distinctly different 
perspectives and modes of leadership. The larger churches employ more music leaders and 
have access to more resources to support ministt-y efforts. Within the large size-strata, the 
music ministers revealed both similarities and differences in their musical background, but 
show significant differences in how they have responded to the worship transition both 
personally and professionally. 
Highview Baptist Church. Highview was established in 1835 on its current 
location that now includes five buildings. The main church sanctuary is a Roman-Gothic 
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marble-fronted edifice that was constructed in 1962. The arched ceiling of the main 
sanctuary is ribbed by wooden beams that are interspersed with stained glass windows. The 
spacious stage holds a Steinway grand piano, a Reuter pipe organ, and space for a full 
orchestra, all positioned in front of the choir loft. The baptistry sits above the choir loft, and 
is flanked by organ pipe chambers. 
Highview's chapel is situated beside the main sanctuary. Although smaller, the chapel 
is distinguished by marble and granite bricks, turrets, and dual ascending staircases. It was 
constructed in 1892, and its exceptional architecture secured its place on Danville's historical 
landmarks register. The stage is barely elevated above the main floor, and holds a tiny choir 
loft, a Baldwin grand piano, and a free standing wood-framed projection screen where 
images are presented from a rear-projection camera that is positioned in the choir loft. The 
large baptistry is the focal point of the chapel, and hovers above the small stage and its 
elements. 
Highview's church membership encompasses all age levels but its median age is 55. 
There is a large concentration of senior adults, but there has been a recent surge of young 
families. The current enrolled membership is 1740. While most members could be 
considered middle to upper class, there remains a broad diversity of income levels within the 
church. A large part of the adult population is college-educated, employed as doctors, 
engineers, lawyers, educators, and judges. 
As shown in Table 11, Highview offers two alternative worship expressions on 
Sunday mornings. The contemporary worship begins at 8:45 in the historical chapel and 
averages 7 5 in attendance each week. The traditional worship at 11:00 averages 600 weekly 
and meets in Highview's main sanctuary. A single hour of Sunday School is offered at 9:45 
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for worshippers from both worship services. 
The pastor, age 54, holds a Doctor of Ministry from a Southern Baptist seminary. He 
has led the church for almost five years. The music minister, James Goss, has been on staff 
at Hlghview for just over 11 years. At 53 years of age, he has served in music ministry for a 
total of 33 years. His highest level of education is a Doctor of Musical Arts with a focus in 
music education. While his doctorate was earned at a Methodist university, he earned a 
Master of Church Music degree from an SBC seminary. White-headed and slim, James 
revealed a confident and energized manner. He spoke quickly, delivering his words in a 
staccato, rapid-fire manner. 
Table 11 
Highview Baptist Worship 5 en;ices 
Service 
Name 
Early 
Worship 
Worship 
Style 
Contemporary 
Praise and 
Worship 
Average Location 
Attendance 
75 Chapel 
Seating Meets 
Capacity 
200 Sunday 
Worship 
Time 
8:45am 
Age Focus 
None 
11 :00 
Worshi 
Hymn-based 600 Sanctuary 1000 Sunday 11 :OOam None 
Worship format design and practices. With a twist of irony, Highview's 
contemporary worship is held in its oldest facility, the historically registered chapel. 
Worshipper attire varies from casual to Sunday dress, while the band members wear jeans 
and a casual shirt. Numerous congregants sip coffee during the worship hour. The majority 
of the congregation includes young adults, young couples, and students that range from 
middle school through college. The worship observation revealed a moderate number of 
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senior adults in attend<J.nce, giving the service a broad span of ages. James offered his 
thoughts on why some older adults attend the early worship. 
It's almost like the service of convenience. There are very few people who just yearn for that. 
On a holiday weekend we'll suddenly see people who are usually at 11:00 come to the early 
service, not because they love it, but because they want to get that, get Sunday school, and 
get home. 
Still, when the service was observed, several older adults were present, heartily welcoming 
those attending, and assisting with the offering collection, aspects that suggested their 
regularity in the early service. 
The music minister was never present during the observed service, but the pastor 
was present the entire time. The minister, dressed in jeans, jacket, and an open collar shirt, 
was enthusiastically engaged in the worship time. He later delivered his sermon while 
walking about on the floor level, never stepping on the stage. His iPad contained his sermon 
notes and provided an electronic Bible as he spoke in an eloquent and conversant manner. 
Highview's contemporary worship is not media-heavy. With the chapel's historical 
designation, no special stage lighting has been installed for the sake of preserving the 
building's integrity. Because there is no sound booth, the audio-video technician stands at 
the back of the chapel to operate the equipment. During observation, only pre-service 
countdown slides18 and song lyrics were projected on the screen, appearing with solid 
backgrounds and no moving graphics. James reported that videos illustrating the sermon 
topic are occasionally projected. A video monitor sits on the floor in front of the stage, 
enabling the band to view the projected lyrics while they face the audience. The band uses 
18 Countdown videos or, less common, slides are a modem worship technology trend that signal the 
start of worship. Churches may use the same countdown video each week or they may use differing 
ones that incorporate themes of that week's setTilon or focus. When the count reaches zero, the 
worship time begins. 
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floor monitors instead of in-ear systems to monitor their sound as they play. Highview 
previously used the EasyWorship program for video projection needs, but has recently 
switched to ProPresenter, a program that James finds to be more powerful and effective. 
James is emphatic about the importance of functional technology in the contemporary 
worship, stating, "All it takes is for the video to not work and we are done . ... Once you 
become reliant on technology, it's all or nothing. You can't have a bad Sunday." 
Worship is led by a small band that typically includes two acoustic guitars, electric 
guitar, bass, and acoustic drums. The worship leader leads by singing and playing acoustic 
guitar. Table 12 shows the instruments used in Highview's contemporary worship. The same 
individuals play each week without rotation. Occasionally, a female vocalist sings backup 
with the band, but when observed, the band included only one acoustic guitar, electric guitar, 
bass, and drums. 
Hymnals remain in the pew racks but they are never used in the contemporary 
worship. The contemporary repertoire includes mainline worship music by Chris Tomlin, 
Matt Redman, Hillsong, Steve Fee, David Crowder, Tim Hughes, Brenton Brown, and Third 
Day (see Appendix I). When the worship leader was hired, James required him to include at 
least one hymn in each contemporary worship service. The band typically uses hymn 
arrangements adapted for modern worship by Chris Tomlin, Passion Hymns, and David 
Crowder. 
The worship bulletin records a generic outline for worship, and indicates singing 
followed by prayer, and then more singing and the offering, but does not list the songs that 
will be sung. James explained that the typical worship flow will include two songs, the 
welcome, a prayer, a children's sennon, two more songs, the sermon, and the invitation (see 
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Appendix H). The worship format, while musically contemporary, still follows a familiar 
Baptist design. James commented that the contemporary worship flow is easily altered from 
time to time, stating that, "If we decide we want to tum it upside down, no one's going to 
care. It's not a thing to them because they're kind of predisposed to a little more fluid in their 
service." The observed worship supported the fluidity James described, although the 
alterations were minimal and consisted only of minimal reordering of the named elements. 
Unlike all other observed churches, no clapping occurred during or between the worship 
songs. Finally, while James requires the contemporary leader to submit a listing of each 
month's worship repertoire, James does not personally interact with the musicians in their 
preparatory processes. 
Highview's traditional worship is typically identified by its time, 11:00 worship, and 
reflects the longstanding worship practices of the church. Within the 1 000-seat main 
sanctuary, approximately 600 congregants gather weekly for worship. Sunday dress is the 
norm for both audience and stage personnel and there is rarely an exception to that 
appearance. James stated that, "Although there's no mandate on how to dress, that 
generation is typically going to come dressed up." The choir wears robes and the orchestra 
dresses in black or dark attire. The minister changes clothes after the contemporary worship 
and preaches in a suit for the traditional set-vice. The minister moves around during the 
sermon and does not remain behind the pulpit. The largest population of worshippers 
includes older adults and middle-aged adults. James credited the quality of the service as a 
factor that seems to be drawing some younger ages to the 11 :00 hour, stating, "The good 
news is that the young people are coming to our 11:00 traditional service .. .. I think if we 
were a boring traditional service, we wouldn't have them in there. So there's hope." 
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Table 12 
Higbview Baptist Musical Forces Used in Sundcry Worship 
Musical Forces Contemporary Traditional 
Adult Choir Never Weekly 
Vocal Worship Team Not present Not present 
Senior Adult Choir Not present Not present 
College Choir Not present Not present 
High School Choir Not present Not present 
Middle School Choir• Not present Not present 
Children's Choir Never Occasionally 
Preschool Choir Never Occasionally 
Vocal or instrumental solos Never Frequently 
Small Vocal Ensembles Never Occasionally 
Small Instrumental Ensembles Never Occasionally 
Worship Band Weekly Never 
Acoustic Guitar Weekly Never 
Electric Guitar Weekly Never 
Bass Guitar Weekly Never 
Keyboards Occasionally Never 
Dmm K.it Weekly Never 
High School Band Not present Not present 
Middle School Band Not present Not present 
Piano Never Weekly 
Organ Never Weekly 
Orchestra Never Weekly 
Brass Never Weekly 
Woodwinds Never Weekly 
Strings Never Weekly 
Percussion Never Weekly 
H and bells Never Occasionally 
Banner Ministry Not present Not present 
Drama Ministry Not present Not present 
Dance Ministry Not present Not present 
Visual Arts Ministry Not present Not present 
Creative Media Not present Not present 
Tech Team Weekly Weeklyb 
•The middle school choir did not yet exist at the time of the interview, plans are being made to start 
one. 
bFor the traditional worship, this role only involves an individual who runs sound. 
Media do not have a presence in the 11:00 worship and the sanctuary has no screens 
or projectors. James discussed past practices and present viewpoints regarding screens. 
There are no screens in tl1e sanctuary. There's been a temptation but it would kill all 
of us to do it .... There is a place for tl1em but I don't think so in this church, at least for the 
foreseeable future. They are going to see that as a betrayal to their traditions. 
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Several years ago the church did a special [Bible] study emphasis .... The pastor at 
that time said, "Oh, let's do screens" to make it a little more hippety-hop. The tide was 
turning. I couldn't do much about it so I went with the flow on tl1at one. Now tl1e funny 
thing was that it did tick off some people who did not like it. And then the biggest 
surprise ... was that the senior adults, as much as I tl1ought they would never like it, tl1ey 
loved it because they didn't have to hold a hymnal. 
Eventually, the screens were removed and the choir and congregation resumed using 
hymnals. James explained that he prefers hymnal usage so that people can see the notation, 
although he knows that not everyone reads music. He has recently begun to use his iPad 
rather than his hymnal as he leads worship, calling it a "radical thing" that represents a 
"signal to that younger generation that we're technologically relevant." 
Table 12 showed the instruments used in the 11:00 worship. The weekly 
instrumental forces include a Reuter pipe organ, a Steinway grand piano, and a full orchestra. 
James commented that, "They didn't have an orchestra when I got here. My background is 
split pretty well 50-50 between choral and instrumental so it was natural for me to get an 
orchestra. The orchestra adds just another flavor to it." The adult choir sings weekly and is 
central to the 11 :00 worship experience. Hand bells periodically play in worship but no longer 
appear weekly as they did before the orchestra was added. The children's and preschool 
choirs sing in worship occasionally, but James explained that he is cautious about them 
singing too frequently, believing that performance in worship is not their primary goal and 
that children should not be used to boost parental attendance. 
I have a music education background, but my philosophy is tl1at I don't want children to 
think tl1at we are preparing tl1em to perform ... As you get older, there's more accountability 
and you have a gift and now we want you to use it in a service and tllls is how you do it. But 
whether you do or not, tllls is your gift, let's explore it. They have a place in worship. I think 
you have to be careful with children. That's formative. "I learned my music so that I can sing 
in church." Is tl1at really what we want tl1em to think the gift is about, or is it just tl1at I have 
a gift and tllls is an option or opportunity? 
Rather than marking singing in worship as a primary goal for young children, James indicates 
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that his priority is to develop an enjoyment of singing that can be applied at an older age, if 
desired, by singing in worship or pursuing other musical options. 
James stated that Highview's 11:00 worship is hymn-based traditional but not 
liturgical, worship time that is marked by energy and continuous flow. He senses that a 
traditional worship label can, for some, hold a stigma historically stale and dull worship 
experiences. He stated that, "I don't like the word traditional worship because it conjures up 
the fifties. In the fifties church music surrendered any sort of pacing and quality to hymnals, 
and Bibles, and standing and sitting. It was stop-go, stop-go boring experience." While 
High view's 11:00 worship holds numerous elements that are traditionally familiar, James 
seeks to create a well-paced, experience that sheds an often assumed traditional stereotype. 
The traditional worship repertoire is almost entirely comprised of hymns, but the 
presentation departs from the 1950's dull associations. The hymns are accompanied by 
orchestra, organ, piano, and choir. To add variety to the hymns, James explained that, ''We'll 
have descants from the choir, hymn-tricks from the orchestra; things that are done to take 
the hymn and try to make it a little more unique." The service usually begins with a 
bombastic opening hymn, in what James describes as a "festival magnificence." Knowing 
that congregants have come from various other things, James considers the big opening a 
necessity to "expel energy'' as they settle in to worship. James described the opening, stating, 
"That start is me taking them by the hand. Once I get them by the hand I can carry them to 
the rest of the thing." James conducts and sings as he leads worship, serving as the bond that 
synchronizes the choir, orchestra, and congregation. Worship frequently closes with a sung 
benediction, often the Doxology, a newer hymn from the recently adopted Celebrating Grace 
hymnals, or an older chorus that James sometimes disguises. 
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I even use a chorus, ''No Other Name," and I make it a benediction. Nobody knows it's a 
chorus, they just think it's a new song. If you say, "Here's a praise and worship chorus," that 
will shut them down right there. So you just say, "Here's a great song." Then the postlude 
starts and we're off. 
His use of choruses is minimal and the few that are used are older ones that have existed 
long enough to be included in a hymnal publication. 
James described the choir repertoire as being "middle-of-the-road," including 
anthems by composers such as Mark Hayes and John Rutter. James also considers his choir 
to be adept at perfonning classical literature in worship. They will occasionally sing a chorally 
arranged contemporary worship song, but again, James often disguises what it is. He 
admitted that, "I don't tell them that it's contemporary because it would freak them out, but 
it's a contemporary chorus that has been arranged and it's done well. If it's done well and has 
good text I can justify it." For the orchestra, James uses material by Camp Kirkland, Dan 
Goeller, and Mark Hayes, what he believes to be quality music that is suitable for the 11 :00 
worship expression. Special music by the choir, orchestra, and vocalists adds a broad range 
of musical variety. James expressed that each week offers something different, ranging from 
classical to even occasional Southern gospel. While working to bring variety to worship, 
James also seeks to challenge his highly capable choir and orchestra musicians. He knows 
that they will often sight-read through a new piece with little difficulty, but stated that, "If 
they push back on it a little bit or they can't be consistent when I'm teaching it, then it 
means that I've picked a good piece, something that they can work on and that draws out 
their skills." 
James elaborated on worship planning, his process of creating interesting variety 
within traditional consistency. He considers the traditional framework a "skeleton [that] gets 
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fleshed out a little differently" from week to week, making subtle changes that enable the 
congregation to experience both familiarity and freshness in worship. Philosophically, James 
believes that he must maintain trust with the worshippers, to provide variety but not shock 
them or make them uncomfortable. While he realizes that comfort can lead to stagnancy, he 
also believes that a sense of comfort enables a person to release themselves in worship. 
James stressed that pacing is essential to worship and that a sense of forward motion cannot 
be lost. When he first arrived at Highview, he found the worship to be stagnant. He 
immediately made changes to improve pacing, knowing that, ''We're in a remote control age 
and people will change channels very quickly and just checkout." When observed, worship 
did flow searnlessly from one worship element to the next with little spoken announcement 
since all worship elements, song titles, an hymn numbers are listed in the 11:00 worship 
bulletin. 
A few years ago, James added a unique element, a time of confession, to Highview's 
traditional Baptist worship. He has found this to be a missing element of Baptist worship 
that is present in other denominations. While he was unsure about how it would be received, 
it has ultimately become a valued part of Highview's worship expression. On some weeks, 
musicians play soft background music that is intentionally unfamiliar so that the 
congregations cannot meditate upon song lyrics as a distraction. But in other weeks, there is 
no music and the sanctuary is silent. James shared that, "It's the most awkward minute that 
you will spend in your life ... We hear life all around us, vehicles, train whistles, people 
coughing, and we hear uneasiness ... It's uncomfortable, but that's the point. That's the 
purpose, to make us uncomfortable." The addition has endured and has become woven into 
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the fabric of weekly worship, and James is pleased at the congregation's acceptance of the 
confession time. 
A normal High view 11 :00 worship flow signals the start of worship with a prelude by 
the organist or pianist (see Appendix H). The typical elements include a Call to Worship, 
opening prayer, and a festive congregational hymn. The congregation may move directly into 
the Time for Confession, or it may be preceded by an instrumental interlude to settle the 
energy of the opening hymn. The Children's Moment often follows, and once concluded, 
the organist maintains the flow by striking the next hymn introduction. The offertory prayer 
is given and the collection taken while special music, either vocal or instrumental, is 
presented. The sermon is delivered and followed by the invitational hymn. The benediction 
is sung and the worshippers depart as the pianist or organist plays the postlude. This basic 
framework with slight variations shapes the weekly traditional worship experience. 
Highview's alternative worship format is unique among the participant churches. 
While other churches offer traditional worship, that expression is the secondary venue, a 
simpler service, the smallest gathering, and also the earliest worship time. At Highview, the 
traditional expression is the primary worship gathering that has not moved from the 11 :00 
hour. James considers Highview's alternative format to be successful because the church 
added to what they already had without diluting or altering the worship expression already in 
place. James explained that, ''We never forced anybody to support the other one," but 
simply let people know that another option was available if they were interested. James 
values cultural connectedness but does not believe that connectedness only emerges from 
adopting contemporary worship. 
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Part of my philosophy of church music is that it has to be culturally relevant. Ours is 
culturally relevant using hymns. We have this other service that is culturally relevant using 
praise and worship music. So we have two distinct services and there's a reason why that 
is ... I can have one that remains itself and doesn't cater to anybody. If I ever felt like I was 
catering to somebody it would bother me ... I'm not trying to satisfy; I'm trying to do what I 
think is theologically right. We're not trying to be all things to all people as much as we are 
forced to do so now in today's world of church functions where we have to provide a menu. 
I'm very proud that when everybody else was flip-flopping all over the place and changing 
their worship styles and everything else, we didn't. We just didn't. We gritted our teeth and 
said no. 
James recognizes the changed societal mindset that desires choice. He believes that 
reshaping tradition by the influence of a trend only dilutes the quality of what already exists, 
and feels it more pmdent to preserve the core expression while adding additional offshoots 
as a justified need arises. 
James compared Highview's choices to other churches, ultimately offering internal 
and external priorities for why his church chose a different course than many other 
congregations. 
I saw churches change and push their traditional service to an early hour, making their 11:00 
be their contemporary service ... Granted, senior adults are typically morning risers anyway, 
but ... you just flip-flopped your paying customers ... The truth is that the senior adults are the 
tithers ... They sacrificed through the depression; they carried this church along, now you're 
saying, '<you're just going to have to be pushed to the early morning because we want the 
main spot for the hippety-hop crowd." I know why they do it. There are plenty of growth 
gurus out there who will tell you that the younger generation does not get up early ... so flip-
flop ... But you still make them second class citizens ... For us it would be suicide. 
Here, James discussed the internal priority for Highview's chosen worship f~rmat: valuing 
the worship tradition of the senior adult worshippers, Highview's core population. He 
believes that changing their traditional worship time is not only disrespectful to their 
commitment, but impmdent in overall church support. Because Highview preserved the 
senior adult traditions, the church benefits from their support, or if not support, at least an 
absence of resistance toward the developing contemporary expression. James continued, 
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revealing an external motivation that reaches beyond his church alone. 
If you radically change the core of your church, you lose your identity. If you lose your 
identity and you put a style in that requires constant updating, ... you have a real 
philosophical leadership issue trying to keep up, to the point where people don't really know 
who you are. If you don't stand for who you are, then why should I believe the faith that you 
are teaching? ... Why should I really believe the things you say are permanent when you can't 
even be permanent? 
James observed the decisions of other churches and sensed that they were chasing a moving 
target while trying to communicate an eternal message, creating a cognitive dissonance that 
would be difficult for a seeker to reconcile. Once begun, the quest for connectedness never 
ends because society will continually change. Ultimately, he presented both internal and 
external reasons to maintain and add, rather than change and abandon e~sting practices. 
Internally, the core identity and practices of Highview were maintained, conflict was avoided, 
and priority was given to the older adult members who form the core of the church. From 
an external standpoint, the church maintained their otiginal worship expression so that they 
would not communicate shifting values to people seeking a lasting message. 
In contrast to many surrounding churches, Highview took a different route in the 
worship transition. While preserving the traditional 11 :00 worship identity and respecting the 
expectations of senior adults, James also perpetuated the legacy of hymns and hymnals in 
worship, carrying a longstanding practice into the modem day. Still, James expressed the 
need to draw young adults into the midst of the aging congregation so that the church does 
not decline with the eventual loss of the older generation. While he notes that some young 
adults are coming, he is uncertain as to whether it is enough to perpetuate the traditional 
11:00 worship expression into the next generation. 
The initial start of the contemporat-y worship was tenuous and began just before 
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James came to Highview. He described the formidable challenge he faced, recalling that, 
"The early worship was a mess years ago .. .I inherited this awful, awful service ... that I wasn't 
used to developing." The contemporary expression had been the vision of the pastor at that 
time, but was ill-planned and lacked the musicians, leadership, and provisions needed for 
success. The initial contemporary musicians were all drawn from the traditional worship, and 
had no contemporary experience to offer. After that pastor left Highview,James and the 
interim minister discontinued the struggling contemporary venue until a new pastor arrived. 
When the new pastor arrived, the contemporary expression was reinstated. Despite 
having expected challenges, it has been successful overall and provisions were made for the 
funding, appropriate musicians, media, and leadership needed. Initially, the pastor asked that 
James lead both worship expressions, but James emphasized that he was unsuitable, too old, 
and that "It ain't my thing." Instead, James offered to serve as the producer-enabler, and 
they ultimately agreed to hire a worship leader and build the band with church members. 
James underscored the paradoxical nature of High view's contemporary worship: 
It's interesting that the most contemporary service is in the most ancient building ... That 
kind of goes back to Robert Webber's19 ancient-modern worship thing, the idea that you've 
got a setting that denotes history but you're u-ying to bring about a fresh new look in it. The 
thing is that it works. 
The contemporary worship restart was a gradual, inconsistent, but ultimately successful 
process that gained momentum over time. Occasionally, James has had to lead worship 
when Mark, the contemporary leader, was away, but he has gradually positioned substitute 
leaders, band musicians, and media volunteers into their roles. Ultimately, James maintained 
19 Dr. Robert Webber, noted theologian and author, was d1e founder of The Robert E. Webber 
Institute for Worship Studies. He is recognized as a leading proponent for blended worship, holding 
forth the belief in Ancient-Future worship, Biblically based worship that preserves the best of history 
as remaining connected to the present time and the future. 
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his personal musical identity, preserved Highview's traditional identity, and enabled the 
contemporary expression to develop its own unique character. 
To preserve a sense of church legacy and history, James required that at least one 
hymn be included in the contemporary worship each week. While his request was not always 
enthusiastically embraced and was even challenged by some, James held firm. He 
emphasized that, "There are certain things that will not be traded. You will have a hymn in 
that service. Scripture will be read, a sermon will be preached, and prayers will be 
prayed ... You're going to have those basic elements to it." Recently, the contemporary leader 
has relegated the weekly hymn to the time of response at the end of the service, but James 
intends to meet with him and insist that Mark very the hymn placement, also including it 
during the primary worship time. 
Both in this discussion and at other points in the interview, James expressed that he 
supports and finds the contemporary expression valuable. Still, his interview is peppered 
with conflicting comments that suggest disdain and a lesser degree of respect for the 
worshippers of the early service, suggesting that they are not invested in their worship 
expenence. 
I told the pastor many times that we could do a Buddhist service in the early worship and 
nobody would care. They want to attend this and then go to lunch ... I don't think they care. 
If we just started singing hymns we'd piss off a third of them. The other two-thirds would 
go, "Whatever. I've got this and Sunday school and I'm out to lunch." I don't think that they 
are that passionate about it. I can't say that about 11:00 service. They are very proprietary 
about what they want. We do the set-vices separately for a reason. I don't want to do 
contemporary music in the traditional, and they don't want to do traditional music in the 
contemporary. 
Further, some of the Highview worship decisions may possibly be intended to preserve and 
enable the style of music and worship that James personally likes best. If anything, the 
conflicting commentaries may reveal the multifaceted struggle of a music minister during this 
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transitional time in church history. It is possible that he is seeking to reconcile certain doubts 
that linger in his mind, and the interview may have revealed some of the questions that he 
has not yet fully resolved. 
In closing this line of discussion, James directed his thoughts toward the future, . 
forecasting several changes on the horizon. First, the possibility of broadcasting Highview's 
traditional worship has been discussed. 
There's a big push for us to broadcast the whole service because nobody in town is doing a 
relevant traditional worship. I'm not going to talk bad about the one that's doing it, but that's 
boring ... We've carved a new path but we're like a big secret. Nobody knows about us. If we 
ever broadcast our worship ... our attendance is going to take off because people are going to 
say, "Now that, I like. They're doing hymns and they're doing it with energy, with a choir 
and orchestra." 
James is excited about the traditional expression that has been preserved and believes that 
the community's excitement will increase as more people experience what Highview is 
doing. Secondly, James anticipates that a third worship venue, a blended expression, will be 
initiated. He expects that it would include a band, orchestra, a vocal ensemble, and possibly a 
choir, but indicated that, "We do need to start with an expectation that it doesn't have to be 
monstrous like the mother service at 11:00." Third, James knows that the congregation's 
population will significantly change in the future. While he cannot anticipate the pulse of the 
church that far in advance, he ponders the needs and preparations. 
Twenty years from now the whole complexion will change because the older generation will 
be dead, and the worship that we do will change to meet new needs . . . \Ve will be sensitive to 
where the church is going and we'll move in that direction. That's why I just picked the new 
hymnal that I purchased instead of another hymnal. This hymnal reflects where our church 
is going. The other hymnal reflected where we were ... We can't say, ''We're going to do it the 
same way!" 
James anticipates that the younger generation now attending the traditional venue will want 
to continue holding hymnals in worship. Consequently, he believes that the newly adopted 
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Celebrating Grace Hymnal will help bridge the changes because it preserves tradition, yet 
expands further into modern music than the previously used Baptist Hymnal did. Celebrating 
Grace includes new hymns, traditional favorites, responsive readings, older chotuses, and also 
several worship songs that are more contemporary than the previous hymnal, including 
writers such as Chris Tomlin, Stuart Townend, and Hillsong's Darlene Zschech (see 
Appendix I). 
While James perceives the new hymnal as a bridge to Highview's future, adopting the 
hymnal challenged the congregation's musical mindsets and values, because they did not 
understand why a new hymnal was needed and feared that their traditions were threatened. 
James stated that, ''You had it for 20 years and this is not who we are anymore. There are 
new hymns and there are new chomses." When the new hymnals arrived, James spent 
several months only doing familiar favorite hymns in worship, quiedy demonstrating to the 
worshippers that their values were still intact. He intends to be patient before gradually 
teaching new songs from the hymnal, carefully guarding and respecting their trust. 
James commented upon current attitudes toward denominationalism, and his 
remarks are well aligned with existing research (Hamilton, 1999; Webber, 1998). When he 
purchased the hymnals, he had the choice of customizing the hymnal cover to add Baptist in 
the title. But he stated that the current generation cares little about denomination, adding, 
"Denominationalism is fading ... The people that are coming into churches right now don't 
care if we keep hawking Baptist, Episcopal, or Methodist. They'll go ... 'Can't I just worship 
God? I agree with your theology, isn't that enough?"' The congregation has made no 
comments about the absence of "Baptist" in the new hymnal's tide. While eliminating the 
denominational marker from the title proved to be unremarkable, the congregation 
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demonstrated that their greater value is the musical legacy that has shaped the worship 
experiences of their lives. 
As the worship visionary, James seeks to maintain a traditional worship expression 
that also progresses with the passing of time. Still, having acknowledged the inevitability of 
change and his commitment to tweaking worship elements to remain connected, James once 
again backtracked on the probability of significant musical change occurring in the 
traditional worship, stating, "I find it very doubtful that I'm going to substantively change 
the music or tenor of the 11:00 worship service." 
James's philosophy of worship and his priorities for preparing his musicians are 
closely intertwined. He believes that music is not a gift created by humans, but a gift from 
God that is to be returned with excellence, regardless of musical style or worship expression. 
Despite the attention now being given to musical styles, he feels that the focus is misguided 
and ultimately irrelevant to God. He stated that, I like the other styles ... I think that any style 
done well has a place. I don't think God cares about style. I don't think He cares about 
hymnals. I don't think He cares about screens." Instead, James believes that the greater 
concern is the attitude of the heart that motivates worship. He stated, "The Holy Spirit is 
aware of everything I'm doing ... Before you ever make a sound, he knows where your heart 
is." James emphasized that he wants worshippers to be fully engaged. In whatever they have 
to offer in corporate worship, he desires that everyone offer their best. He urged, "I want 
everybody to be fully engaged and to bring their best. If you're sitting in the pew, bring your 
best. Look your best, act your best, smile your best, behave your best, pray your best, listen 
your best." 
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Personnel and program structure. Highview offers several ensemble opportunities 
for musicians to invest their talents, but continuity gaps exist in the ministry that hinder 
participation for all ages. Table 13 shows the existing ensembles and opportunities. The two 
most active ensembles are the adult choir and orchestra that perform weekly in the 
traditional worship. Table 13 indicates that some high school students occasionally 
participate in orchestra, but this occurs only if there is an opening or need for d1eir 
instrument and if they demonstrate a high level of playing ability. In the past, James has 
formed a student orchestra when he observes that enough students are available, but the 
ensemble is discontinued as they leave or age out and Highview has not fotmed one for 
several years. 
Other adult opportunities include an auditioned brass ensemble, women's ensemble 
called Highest Praise, and a mixed ensemble, 5 oli Deo Gloria, that performs challenging 
classical literature. James described the mixed group as "the artsy crowd" but indicated that 
they are currendy inactive while he seeks new voices to reconstitute the group. Highest 
Praise has been a serendipitous success. They were initially formed to serve as back-up 
singers in the first unsuccessful attempt at contemporary worship. They were so good that 
James fanned an ensemble that now only sings for the traditional worship. Adults may 
occasionally sing solos, duets or in other small ensembles for special music. The once active 
handbell ensemble is currendy inactive until a new leader can be found. 
The contemporary worship band includes only a small number of musicians, but 
involvement is open to church members; however, primarily the same musicians play each 
week so additional volunteers tend to serve on an as-needed, substitute basis when a regular 
band members is out. The youth ministry, not the music ministry, hopes to start a student 
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worship band that would play for student gatherings. 
Table 13 
Highview Music Ministry Ensembles and Opportunities 
Enrolled Ages Rehearsals Leadership Worship role 
Adult Choir 65 30-97 Wednesday, 7:00pm Music Minister Weeldy 
Children's Choir 45 5-lla Wednesday, 6:00pm Part-time staff choir Occasionally 
and Orff leaders 
Preschool Choir 30 3-5 Wednesday, 6:00pm Volunteer Leaders Occasionally 
Worship Band 7 25-55 Sunday, 7:15am Contemporary Weeldy 
Leader 
Orchestra 25 30-70b Wednesday, 6:00pm Music Minister Weeldy 
Soloists 10 30-65 As needed Music Minister Frequently 
Small Vocal 
Ensembles: 
Highest Praise 10 30-60 As needed Self-directed Occasionally 
Soli Deo 10 30-60 Currently inactive Music Minister Inactive 
Gloriac 
Small Instrumental 15 30-70 As needed Music Minister Occasionally 
Ensembles: Brass 
Hand bells 
Adult 21d 30-60 Currently inactive Seeking leadership Inactive 
Youth 14 9-16 Wednesday, 7:15pm Part-time music Occasionally 
staff 
Academy of Music 28 5-18e Scheduled lessons Academy Never 
Instructors 
•Highview's children's choir includes kindergarten through 6'h grade. 
bThe orchestra occasionally includes high school students but none are involved at the present time. 
cThe ensemble is currently inactive. Data reflects what has been typical for the group. 
dThe ensemble is currently inactive. Data reflects what has been typical for the adult handbells. 
ePlans exist to add academy lessons for adults. 
Preschool choirs are available for children who are three to five years old. They may 
continue singing in the Grades 1-3 and Grades 4-6 Children's choirs that meet each 
Wednesday night. The children's choirs vary activities on a bi-weekly basis. On one week the 
students attend choir but on the alternate week they have Orff class, providing them with 
both vocal and instrumental foundations. Although a middle school choir of six students 
was indicated in the data table, the group is currently in the planning stages. Since there has 
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been no interest and no success in forming a high school choir at Highview for the sixth 
graders to enter, James is considering having those students continue to sing with the fifth 
graders on a temporary basis. The youth and children's handbells are currently being led by 
one of the preschool choir teachers until a permanent leader can be found. 
James oversees all aspects of Highview's music ministry, but limits his hands-on 
activity to the adult choir and worship orchestra, indicating that, "Those are the things that 
are my passions." He would also lead the S o!i Deo Gloria ensemble if it were still active. 
James is responsible for the planning and leading of the traditional worship service, planning 
the music, preparing the musicians, and scheduling which of the church ministers will 
introduce the confession time each week. Although not a part of the church ministry, he has 
recently initiated a community orchestra. Overall, James limits his hands-on responsibilities 
to the worship choir and orchestra and the community orchestra, stating, "If you start taking 
on more ... you water down the things you love doing and then you start losing heart. And 
then the quality starts suffering." James indicated that he employs his key music leaders to 
guarantee that those ministry roles will be covered consistently and not fall back on him, 
particularly in areas where his interests and abilities are not as strong. He stated that, "I'm a 
classically trained choral and orchestral conductor ... I had a K-12 certification when I 
finished college, but I didn't care for children's music. It was not my thing . .. I'm just at the 
point where I do what I do best." He applied this mindset when he was first asked to lead 
contemporary worship, moving away from what was not his forte, and, instead, supporting 
administratively with limited involvement. 
The remaining ensembles and musical activities are led by highly-qualified employed 
and volunteer music leaders. Table 14 summarizes and describes the additional leaders. 
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Most of the additional music leaders are employed staff, reflecting James's proclivity to 
employ key leaders for the sake of accountability, reliability, and quality. The organist and 
pianist assist James in leading worship and also accompany choir rehearsals. Both have 
music degrees and bring extensive musical experience to their roles. The organist is a much 
sought-after performing artist and the pianist is also a composer, arranger, and former 
school choral director. 
Additional employed leaders, Melinda and Gail, supervise the children's music and 
work together in the bi-weekly rotation of choir and Orff instruments. The certified Orff 
teacher, Melinda, is also an elementary music teacher with a Bachelor's Degree in M11sic 
Education. James noted that, "She commands their respect and doesn't take anything off of 
them. She is a Christian. She gets in there and there is no playing around in there. We're here 
to learn music." The second instructor, Gail, teaches both the 1st- 3rd grade choir and the 4th 
- 6th grade choir. She holds an undergraduate degree in piano performance, teaches music in 
a neighboring county, and is also an instructor in the church music academy. James intends 
to have her lead the middle choir that they hope to form. He described Gail's background as 
well-qualified musically, but new to church music, stating that, "She's not necessarily a 
church person. I'm making her a church person ... and reminding her that we are here as a 
Scriptural reason, that education is primary, but there's another element that we have to 
balance." While the two leaders have differing spiritual and church backgrounds, James 
believes that both teachers offer classroom management skills and musical skills indicative of 
a degreed teacher. He elaborated on his priorities for the children's music program. 
Both of those teachers are college graduates, music specialists, and I did that on purpose. 
I've got the best and paid money to get them here to do that ... I've decided that volunteers 
are not committed to doing that level and they get frustrated because they don't have the 
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classroom skills .. .The good news is that they are bringing to our children's music program 
just what the children are used to seeing in school. 
The children's music department at Hlghview is unique in approach, staff, and philosophy 
from the other sites, placing a stronger emphasis on music education than on ministry. The 
children do not sing in worship on a regular basis, professional musicians are employed to 
teach them, and their emphasis is on building musical skills. 
Table 14 
Highview Baptist Key Music Ministry Leadership 
Title Position Tenure 
Pianist Part-time staff 22 
Organist Part-time staff 2 
Administrative Assistant Full-time staff 10 
Con temporary Worship Part-time staff 4 
Leader 
OrffTeacher, Grades 1- Part-time staff 3 
3, 4-6 
Choir Teacher, Grades Part-time staff 3 
1-3, 4-6b 
Choir Teacher for Age Part-time 1 
3c volunteer 
Choir Teacher for Age 4 Part-time 22 
volunteer 
Choir Teacher for Age Part-time 21 
5, Children andY outh volunteer 
Bellsd 
Age Highest Degree 
Education 
63 Bachelor Music Education 
45 Bachelor 
53 High 
School 
25 Bachelor 
46 Bachelor 
25 Bachelor 
37 Bachelor 
43 Bachelor 
52 Masters 
Organ Performance 
None 
Business 
Music Education 
Piano Performance 
Communications 
Music 
Engineering 
Church 
Member 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes• 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
•The contemporary worship leader began as a contracted musician but later joined as a 
church member. 
bThe teacher employed to instruct piano in the arts academy will eventually lead the middle school 
choir. 
cThe 3-year choir teacher also plays in tl1e worship orchestra. 
dThe 5-year choir teacher also plays in the worship orchestra. 
The contemporary worship leader holds a non-musical bachelor's degree and is responsible 
for leading the early worship, planning the music, and preparing the contemporary musicians 
each week. Mark was not a church member when he was first hired, but he later joined as a 
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member of Highview. Mark is the only contemporary worship musician that is employed by 
the church, and he is the only key music ministry role that was added as a result of 
incorporating nontraditional worship at Highview. 
The only key volunteer music leaders are the preschool teachers. The teacher of the 
three-year-old choir does not hold a music degree but is a skilled musician who plays in the 
church orchestra. The leader of the four-year choir does hold a music degree and has taught 
the group for 22 years. For 21 years, the five-year-olds have been taught by a volunteer who 
is also leading the children's and youth handbells until permanent leaders can be found. 
Although she has a non-music college degree, she is also a skilled instrumentalist in the 
church orchestra. Highview utilizes some volunteer leadership, but the church relies upon 
far fewer key volunteers than the other churches in this research. In his discussion of 
employed and volunteer leaders, James reiterated his priority for employed leaders, stating 
that, "I know I can get them here and don't have to worry about, 'Well I've got a little 
toothache today."' James prefers the increased control of their qualifications and the ability 
to command expectations from them, and believes that volunteers are unlikely to maintain 
the standards and commitment that he desires. 
The Highview music ministry remains active beyond worship roles alone, presenting 
several concerts and events throughout the year. Their popular two-night Christmas 
program has become a 12-year community tradition. James explained that, "It's a classical-
pop kind of thing and it works. No one else is doing it in the community and we have about 
2000 people coming to it." Additionally, the adult choir and orchestra typically present a 
spring concert. About every five to six years, the Highview choir and orchestra perform a 
requiem mass, most often Faure's Requiem. James commented that, "I love doing it but as my 
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choir has aged it's harder for me to push them on that direction." James also hopes that he 
will soon be able to establish and host a church orchestra festival. 
This year, James added a Taize20 service on Maundy Thursday, a unique 
contemplative worship experience that has been embraced in many churches. His 
excitement about the fresh and readily-embraced tradition was evident. 
It's like Celtic French monastic music. The music is eight to ten measures long and you have 
a small ensemble sing. Over .and over ... they sing the haunting melodies and words. It is very 
contemplative. There is no sermon or Scripture reading. There are 12 minutes of silence, 
dead silence. It's dark ... I did it on Maundy Thursday because it lent itself to it ... It was a big 
success, so that is going to flnd its way it's way as a tradition. It's just an alternative, another 
arrow in our quiver here ... We need to keep doing different things. 
By taking a chance on the unique worship experience, James reveals a desire to offer fresh 
worship experiences to his church and community. 
The children perform an annual spring concert that is a non-competitive showcase 
of children who want to perform. The children's and preschool choirs sing, and any 
interested child can perform a vocal or instrumental solo. James indicated that the event is 
well attended and entertaining where "Some sound awful and some sound wonderful," but 
the lighthearted environment is a good opportunity for children to gain confidence in 
performing individually. 
To participate in the volunteer worship orchestra, instrumentalists must audition or 
be invited. James holds auditions to uphold the level of excellence he expects &om the 
ensemble. Similarly, auditions are also held to play in the contemporary worship band, but 
those auditions are far less demanding than orchestra auditions, primarily serving as a 
process to ascertain that the musicians are strong and independent enough to contribute to 
zo Taize worship emerges from the Taize community in Burgundy, France. The contemplative 
worship experience includes repetitive, chant-like singing, silence, darkness, candles, and incense. 
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the ensemble. 
When queried about auditioning the adult choir, James lamented, "I would love to 
but I don't think I can." He shared that he currently has some challenging vocal situations 
among his singers, but the choir is accustomed to his carefully planned and frequently 
adjusted seating order that strategically arranges voices within the ensemble. James 
elaborated on the conunchum of seeking excellence with a volunteer choir. 
It's ... a frustrating box [that] music ministers are put in when we do a volunteer choir. We 
want to invite people but at the same time we want to control what's coming in. That's why I 
don't make a lot of public appeals ... I typically like to have my choirs so good that you'll 
either feel like you'll fit in or you won't ... As much as I want a bigger choir, I want a good 
choir because it's not going to be fun for any of us. 
James is painfully aware of balancing excellence and inclusiveness, sensing that the two 
sometimes struggle to coexist. Still, like each of the other participating music ministers, the 
adult choir is viewed as an entry door to music ministry participation. 
At the present time, all of the key worship-leading musicians ate also members of 
Highview, creating a team of worship leaders who have invested their lives within the church 
they serve. While the children's choir director is a non-member leader, she is not involved in 
leading worship. Currently, no worship-musicians ate hired-professionals from outside the 
church. As previously noted, the contemporary worship leader was initially a hired 
professional from outside the church, but Mark chose to become a member, particularly as 
the other band members, already church members, began to step forward and voluntarily 
assist him in leading. If Mark has to be out, the church does have a few individuals who can 
fill in for one Sunday. Still, there have been a few weeks when none of those leaders were 
available and James had to seek outside the church for a substitute. He recalled that "A 
singer who used to be in my choir that performs that kind of stuff. I hired her back to sing 
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one Sunday. I'm doing everything I can to not be up there myself. Everything I can." 
James is considering reaching out to local college vocalists to assist with his aging 
choir and its dwindling enrollment. He plans to offer college tuition scholarships for the 
students to sing in a designated number of rehearsals and Sunday worship, and hopes that 
they will want to continue as choir members. James admitted that, the choir has "always 
been all volunteer and my hope was that I wouldn't have to rely on this, but right now 
there's an expectation of excellence that has to happen each week." 
As shown in Table 13, Highview's music ensembles welcome a diversity of ages. 
While James has consistently sought out qualified musicians, he has not focused the age of 
musical groups to project any particular image. In fact, James stated that, "I think it's 
important to blend musicians of different ages. I think the older ones see their roles as 
mentors to the younger ones, 'Model my commitment."' To James, the mentoring element 
goes beyond just sharing musical skills. He added that, "The good news is that most of my 
older crowd is that special generation that sees church commitment as a priority, so they are 
always here." Thus, the older adults also serve as models for commitment, sacrifice, and 
dedication to the ensembles. 
The one age-related concern at Highview is in drawing younger musicians into the 
aging adult choir. He is troubled over the ever-increasing musical engagement gap that exists 
between the young and the old. James believes that the decline of interest in the choir stems 
from a weakness in school music education and the Highview choir's tradition of excellence. 
He stated that, "With the music struggles of the eighties and nineties in the school system, 
that's starting to show itself as a lack of adult church choirs." Secondly, he emphasized that 
his worship choir is excellent and that as long as people hear a quality sound and see a 
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reasonably full choir loft, they do not feel that their presence is needed. He also knows that 
the aging choir voices cannot be pushed too much to maintain the standard that they were 
once capable of producing, thus, reinforcing his idea of pursuing the local collegiate singers. 
James also plans to connect with potential choristers by promoting the community 
value of choir membership, hoping that potential members will see it as a meaningful source 
of interaction, belonging, and encouragement as its members make music and build 
relationships. Finally, he has even considered holding a focus group to explore what hinders 
people from choir involvement. James's strategies reveal the level of his concern and his 
willingness to address the challenge of perpetuating the choir. 
Although he has never age-focused his ensembles in the past, James anticipates that 
it will happen if the church adds a third worship service. He commented that, ''When I do 
this blended service, if I have a choir, it won't be older adults. I can't stop it but I can tell you 
I won't shape it that way. I'll make sure that they get shaped otherwise." While no serious 
plans have been done on adding a blended worship, James anticipates that it might be an 
opportunity that may entice younger singers into the worship ministry. If, as noted earlier, he 
uses an ensemble instead of a choir, he may still have to consider ways of recruiting the 
ensemble singers into the traditional worship choir that he longs to strengthen. 
Continuing the discussion of age-related challenges, James again expressed deep 
frustration over the lack of success in maintaining middle and high school music ensembles 
at Highview, knowing that if these ensembles existed with even reasonable success then he 
could have a greater continuity of singers into the adult ensembles. Additionally, he wishes 
that he had enough students to form a student orchestra at Highview, but they are not 
present. Still, he does try to work with young people who show potential. He spoke of a 
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young clarinet player that he has allowed into the worship orchestra even though she has 
only been playing for a few years. James has simplified rhythms for her, altered the octave of 
her part, and has done all he can to accommodate her until she can handle the more difficult 
music. He explained that, "It means more work on my part but I've got her in the room now 
and she has a place to develop ... She won't want to be left out of what they are playing, so 
she'll step up." 
Turning to the topic of middle and high school choirs, James further illuminated his 
frustrations, efforts, and setbacks. He shared that some time ago, problems within the youth 
ministry staff caused the youth program to decline, and the ripple effect devastated his youth 
choir. He shared that he has years of memories and photos from previous youth choirs that 
thrived, and even used to speak at conference on how to build a youth choir, but has had no 
success in getting one to start again. James indicated that much of the problem extends from 
a lack of support from the church staff, particularly the youth minister. He stated that, "It 
wasn't a priority to the pastor that was here before [or] the youth ministers that came on 
during that period ... We now have a youth minister who is quite good. Music ain't his thing. 
He ain't pushing music." Past successes haunt James in his present void of teen vocal 
ensembles, making the disappointment even greater, but he is emphatic about the 
importance of having support from the pastor and other staff, particularly the youth 
minister. 
James is hopeful about the starting the small middle school ensemble, even if it only 
involves six singers. He has been able to gamer the help and support of the youth minister 
and children's minister on trying to keep those young singers engaged. He explained that, 
"I've had fifth ... and sixth graders who just kind of floated off. We are trying to hold onto 
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them and see if we can move them ... through these early middle school years. Maybe I can 
hold onto some of them." James stated that he would lead the senior high choir if the 
church had one, but feels that the better leader for the middle school group is the older 
children's choir teacher because she is closer to their age and has an established connection 
with them. He admitted that, "Now I'm trying to fmd out how to re-institute 
something ... I've always had a children's choir that fed into the youth choir. Now I've got 
the children's choir and they're going nowhere. They're landing into an abyss." James has 
found reviving a defunct vocal ensemble to be more challenging than maintaining continuity 
with existing groups, but he is determined to close the musical engagement gap for middle 
and high school students. 
Music personnel training. James identified his primary musical skills to include 
voice, trumpet, and above all, conducting. His piano skills are limited and can best be 
described as "fake piano." He named other non-musical skills which have proven essential in 
music ministry, including abilities in technology, administration, and sound production. 
James shared that, "I've put in every piece of sound in this church, rebuilt everything. Right 
now I'm in the middle of rewiring the stage." 
James grew up in traditional Baptist worship services, and recalled that, "There really 
wasn't anything else because I grew up in the seventies and I was born in the late fifties ." His 
grandfather was a Southern Baptist pastor and his father, who started as a music minister, 
also later became and retired as a Southern Baptist minister. James concluded that, "I'm just 
Baptist to the bone." James described his father's tenure as a music minister during the 
1970s. 
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He was a trailblazer in the sixties because there weren't ministers of music before the sixties. 
There were music leaders, song leaders, but when they finally said "music ministers," he was 
one of the fust ones ... He was a trailblazer and .. . the freedoms I have were based on what 
they had to pioneer for me. 
While James currently serves during a transitional period in worship, so did his father within 
different circumstances. His father served while the title and expectations of music ministers 
changed, moving toward a career-ministry focus rather than just a song leader who simply 
led hymns on a Sunday morning. 
James started his undergraduate studies at a community college, then transferred to a 
Baptist college where he completed a Bachelor of Music Education degree. His major 
instrument was voice but his emphasis was conducting. James realistically described his 
abilities and indecisiveness about his college major. 
I was an average singer. I really didn't know what I was going to be and music education was 
a default for me. I wasn't that involved in school music, although I played trumpet in band. 
My instrumental background came from band, not church. My singing experience came 
from church, not my school. I've always been pretty well 50-50 as an average singer and an 
average trumpet player. 
When James arrived at the Baptist college and began to work with the conducting professor, 
his direction and passion for a music career began to change. He shared, "I didn't know that 
I could conduct until I got to college. Through unusual circumstances, I wound up being a 
conductor and I found it. I got it really easily." His conducting professor's interest and 
mentorship prepared him for an unexpected and life-altering opportunity of learning and 
leadership. He auditioned to be the conductor of the 80-voice auditioned Baptist Student 
Union choir at his college and was awarded the position despite great competition for the 
role. James stated that, "I had a semiprofessional concert choir that I carried for a year and 
that launched me. It put me back another year in college but that was the best education I 
could've gotten." The choir further sparked James's passion for conducting, and proved to 
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be a formative influence in his growth. 
After completing his degree and earning a K-12 teaching certification, he taught 
choral music for a few years and served part-time in church music ministry. Sensing a call to 
full-time music ministry, he entered a Southern Baptist seminary and earned his Master of 
Church Music degree with an emphasis in worship, primarily, "studying all the worship 
differences between different denominations and faiths." After seminary, James began full-
time music ministry, serving in several traditionally-based churches until he joined the staff 
of Highview. The church granted him a sabbatical so that he could complete his Doctor of 
Musical Arts degree. 
James identified one informal learning situation that significandy impacted and 
helped him. During his undergraduate studies he struggled to progress in learning piano. His 
college roommate was a strong pianist who told James that, "I'm going to show you how to 
get by. They are going to teach you the way they want to teach you and you have to do that, 
but I'm going to show you some survival skills." With his roommate's help, James learned to 
play the chord in his right hand, octaves in the left hand, and sing the melody. James stated 
that "I can sit down in front of any chord or rhythm chart and fake it ... I just had to learn 
my survival skills." The survival skills have se1ved him well and he remains grateful for his 
roommate's guidance. 
James stated that his formal training did not prepare him for nontraditional worship 
practices, although he recognizes that his education occurred at the same time that the 
modern worship movement was gaining momentum, and college programs were not yet 
shaped to reflect the changing tides in worship. 
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It did not prepare me. It's going to have to for the next generations. I didn't learn anything 
about how to teach a drummer or guitarist ... They didn't teach me how to play guitar, drums, 
or read a rhythm chart. They should have ... But when I was going through schools in the 
eighties, it was just then starting to erupt and change . . . This is the kicker for the whole 
situation. I am an overeducated, overqualified educator in a time when nobody needs my 
skills ... "A church music degree, really? Who wants that now? We don't need church music. 
We have a guitar and we just love Jesus, so that's all we really need isn't it?" 
While having emerged from college highly qualified in traditional skills, James is aware of 
limitations that hinder his effectiveness as a contemporary worship leader. His closing 
statements bear a particular poignancy by the recognition that his education and training 
ought to esteem him as highly qualified and valued in modern ministry. Yet while he is 
senring effectively in his traditional worship niche, he realizes that his stellar training would 
sometimes be dismissed among a prevalent, though not universal, mindset that musical 
training and skill mastery hold little significance as long as the heart is right. 
While James serves almost exclusively in Highview's traditional worship, he remains 
the overseer of the entire minisu:y. His contemporary worship producer-role prompts his 
need to be somewhat in touch with the contemporary worship scene. While he admitted that 
he does not attempt to have a cutting-edge awareness, he does make efforts to learn about 
the music and important technology resources. He indicated that he listens to others, leatns 
of contemporary music through concerts, conferences, the internet, and books. He 
acknowledged the importance that current technology can make, realizing that PowerPoint is 
now passe and replaced by more effective tools. He does not want someone to enter the 
contemporary worship and say, "'Really? PowerPoint? Aren't you past that? Everybody else 
is.' So I've got to somehow, through whatever means, keep a finger on the pulse of what's 
going on even if it's not m y thing." Despite his lack of passion for the style, he does try to 
learn and be aware for the sake of the musicians and congregants who value that worship 
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expressiOn. 
James also recognizes the need to be current with changes, developments, and 
learning opportunities that hone traditional worship practices. He maintains professional 
membership in the American Choral Directors Association (ACDA), National Association 
for Music Education (NAFME), and the Hymn Society of America (HSA). James is 
exposed to new literature and is refreshed by the experience of attending conferences. But as 
he reads new materials, he regrets to learn things that devalue traditional practices and 
ensembles. As an example, he mentioned the book, God's Singers by David Williamson that 
he purchased "just to read what's going on out there. He's trying to resurrect choirs, but 
then it's kind of a praise and worship choir. I'm going, 'Really? What happened to just being 
in a choir?"' James realizes that the Williamson book and others like it may encourage 
contemporary worship leaders to restore worship choirs back into contemporary venues. 
Still, he recognizes that such an approach abandons a sense of choral art and of the choir 
presenting stand-alone special music that in itself is a contribution to the worship experience. 
This awareness further increases his sense of loss and frustration. 
When asked whether Highview's worship transition required replacing, reorganizing, 
or retraining musicians, James referred back to the unsuccessful effort to reorganize 
musicians from the traditional worship to lead in the contemporary service. James described 
the circumstances when he arrived. While the musicians were gifted, their skills were 
traditionally-based, and, James added, "They were middle-aged people singing contemporary 
music. It just never worked." The plan was a misfit for their talents and a misfit to effectively 
convey the contemporary expression. When the contemporary worship was reinstated, 
Highview eventually hired a young worship leader who is competent in the contemporary 
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expression and music. The contemporary worship expanded opportunities for musicians to 
engage in the contemporary reahn, uncovering new and hidden talent within the 
congregation. 
For the most part we just brought in [more musicians]. We also discovered individuals who 
were capable of helping, so we retrained and reorganized along the way. I identified talent 
for the early worship that was already here in the traditional service that I wasn't aware of. 
My trumpet player said, "Oh, I can play guitar." It turns out that he's really good at it. The 
bass guitar player wasn't even in the [music] program .... It's kind of like the need for 
musicians opened up opportunities for people that weren't doing anything before. The 
drummer, the bass player, and the acoustic player were all members of the church. The bass 
player and drummer never played anything [in church] before now. So that's three people 
from the church right there that I didn't know had those skills until the opportunity became 
available. 
After the initial recruitment of instrumentalists, a backup vocalist was also added to the 
contemporary worship team. Currendy, the worship team is small and uses the same 
musicians each week. James indicated that if they gain additional instrumentalists a rotation 
might be established. 
Meanwhile, Highview's traditional worship maintained its shape without replacing, 
reorganizing, or retraining musicians. While many churches abandoned traditional 
expressions, James realized that he and many musicians within the ministry remained deeply 
connected to the traditional worship expression that has marked their lives and engaged their 
talents. Speaking of his orchestra, James stated that, "I would break that group's heart if I 
said, 'We're not going to need you anymore.' I'm just not going to do it. I'm going to figure 
out how to do it." Yet while he preserves the traditional expression and its associated 
musical styles, he also acknowledged the need to branch out stylistically to play things 
beyond the norm, noting a swing-style piece that the orchestra would be playing soon. First, 
James reveals a concern for valuing and preserving musical expressions that complement the 
talents of traditionally trained musicians. He recognizes the pain of a musician being told 
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that they are no longer needed or valued. He believes that if the church has the talent, then it 
should be used and not cast aside. Secondly, within the traditional context, James programs 
musical selections that stretch the boundaries, both challenging and expanding the 
musician's abilities and the congregation's level of appreciation. Highview's traditional 
worship has maintained its character, but is kept fresh and vibrant by going beyond what is 
predictable. 
Still, within the traditional worship, a different and unintentional musical transition 
has occurred as the role of handbells has gradually changed. Once prominent in worship, 
interest waned as the orchestra grew. Only a small group of individuals remain interested in 
handbells and they are presently without a leader. While some adults maintain a desire to ring 
again, the fervor for the handbells has lessened. He has not yet found an answer for how 
handbells will continue within the worship picture, but will keep the door open as long as 
interest is present. While the handbell transition is not the typical modem worship transition 
of other churches, it is a legitimate transition for this church, revealing that even within 
traditional practices, trends and preferences change. 
Highview's move toward alternative worship experiences ultimately resulted in 
several outcomes for the music ministry. First, the addition of contemporary worship 
increased the number of musicians engaged in worship ministry. Because the church chose 
to maintain its existing traditional expression and add a new contemporary worship, 
retraining became unnecessary because musicians serve in the area that best reflects their 
training. Finally, because of preserving the expression that already existed and adding a 
contemporary expression alongside it, no musicians were replaced or lost their role in 
worship ministry. 
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James guarded his musicians from significant worship transition trauma, but he 
personally experienced challenges and discomforts as he faced worship changes at Highview. 
He found himself in a precarious position to undo an ill-planned initial attempt at 
contemporary worship. Fortunately, his decision to restore the traditionally-trained 
musicians to the traditional worshlp expression that fit their skills was embraced as a relief 
and not an insult. His second challenge was in speaking against the pastor's request for 
James to lead the contemporary service, yet the pastor's cooperative spirit deferred to 
James's judgment, simply replying, "However you want to do it." 
James's choice to relinquish the contemporary leadership to someone else revealed 
the recognition that his skills did not complement the new worship expression. James felt it 
wisest to stay with what he does best and not reshape himself musically. James described 
himself by stating, "I'm a classically trained choral conducting minister of music, orchestra. 
Conducting is my thing," a skill that holds no little or no place in a contemporary venue. At 
another point he commented on contemporary worship leading, stating, "That's not me. I 
don't fake well. If I'm uncomfortable with this style and leading, it's going to be obvious and 
I'm just not going to apologize for it." Nevertheless, James still needed to have enough 
contemporary-based skill to occasionally fill in, indicating, "I've gotten on the stage once or 
twice because I had no one else at that time. But now we've got backups." 
As James first encountered nontraditional worship practices, he was troubled by a 
worship leading style that he had observed several times. He said, "They had this weird, 
other world 'Why aren't you here with us?' approach to worship. They would roll their eyes 
back like they were on opium or something. I kept thinking, 'What are you doing? Just lead 
the music."' Before long, he obsetved the same leadership trait occurring within his church 
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and felt compelled to address the issue. Before Mark was hired, a church member attempted 
leading the contemporary worship. While talented, James reported that "He had that opium 
stare about him ... I said, 'Why can't you just sing the music? Why do you feel like you have 
to affect something on me? We all feel kind of detached from you in this style."' Eventually, 
the leader left and Mark was hired, a leader that captured James's priority to secure a 
genuine, inviting, and engaging worship leader. The choice and results have been successful 
and the contemporary worship has finally solidified. At Highview; no effort was made to 
create a certain look or image for the contemporary leader. James's words and actions 
showed that he values a genuine approach over any outward appearance or image. 
Finally, disturbed by those who question why hymns belong in contemporary 
worship, James proactively secured the use of hymns in Highview's contemporary worship. 
While the contemporary worship team selects the music they sing, James maintains the 
weekly hymn requirement to be included in whatever other repertoire they plan, telling them, 
"I don't care how you do it. You can dress it up, tum it upside down, inside out- I don't 
care, but there's going to be a hymn." James praised the modem worship leader and 
songwriter, Chris Tomlin, for his efforts to preserve and perpetuate hymns into modem 
worship. James concluded that, "Hymns are the church's song, the primary song, although 
clearly there's room for choruses and there are some good ones. There are some bad 
choruses and there are some bad hymns, but time seems to filter those out." Overall, the 
onset of nontraditional worship at Highview has brought challenges musically, 
philosophically, and in personnel interactions. 
As shown in Table 15, Highview musicians employ a variety of musical skills 
between the two distinctive worship venues. James employs conducting skills while worship 
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leading and while rehearsing the choir and orchestra each week. The traditional vocal and 
inst1umental musicians consistently use traditional skills that include reading standard 
notation, following a conductor, sight-reading, accompanying, and performing with 
traditional vocal and instrumental tone production. James explained that vocal solo skills are 
used every one to two weeks, either within an anthem or as a special music presentation. 
James rarely uses recordings as a learning tool for the traditional worship musicians, and only 
occasionally provides full-performance CDs to the choir to simply acquaint them with 
upcoming music. James explained that free vocal harmonization is used "Rarely, if ever. The 
11:00 worship is what I call the 'paper trained' musicians. If I see it I can do it. I'm not a 
good improviser, I'm really not. I don't trust my improvisation skills as much." While James 
has limited improvisational skills, his pianist and organist are outstanding improvisers, 
commonly improvising during the weekly confessional time when James wants to avoid 
familiar music. Similarly, the pianist and organist most frequently use transposition. James 
illustrated the pianist's ability, recalling one of several times that a trumpet player of a major 
city orchestra comes back to visit his home church at Highview. 
When he comes to town he'll just pop a hymnal down and play. He's transposing. And he 
can say, "Let's go up here," and the pianist will move to that key because he can. They are 
hardly doing anything that's written. They've got a framework but they're doing everything 
around it. They are moving keys and I can't imagine how they're doing it. I couldn't even 
figure it out harmonically sometimes, but it works and they're just doing it off the top of 
their head. They are just capable. 
In contrast, James shared that the orchestra only rarely transposes music, adding that, "They 
are very resistant to it. I'm trying my best to move them past it." 
Contrasting skills are engaged within the contemporary service. The musician who 
plays trumpet in one service and guitar in the other reads music well, but most of the band 
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members do not read standard notation and, instead, read from chord charts. Recordings are 
sometimes used in individual rehearsal, and occasionally as an introduction and reference 
point to a new song, but James indicated that the band does not heavily depend upon 
recordings as a learning tool. Transposition is used only occasionally since most key changes 
are accomplished by using guitar capos. Solo skills are typically demonstrated by the lead 
singer and the backup singer who will occasionally take the lead vocal for some songs. The 
backup singer is als.o the musician who most often employs free vocal harmonization. She 
finds and fills in harmonies to the leader's melody without the use of notation since the band 
plays from chord charts. James described the skills of the contemporary musicians with 
generalities and a lack of specific, personal awareness. Some of James's interview comments 
suggest a sense of detachment, as if he minimally interacts with the band. 
I think most of them read chord charts . .. . I don't think they play it in the rehearsal. . .. They need to 
know that I am there and it's going to be the way I want it, but I leave them on their own because 
they are adults ... . In early worship, I don't know if they even have a note, and every time they do it, 
they do it differently. 
His responses suggest what he believes to be true, lacking the certainty that comes from 
regular interaction with the musicians. The remarks underscore the role of producer that 
James has embraced and lack the hands-on awareness of the musical director for that 
worship expression. 
Because Highview's musicians have remained separated into distinctly different 
worship services, the worship transition has not required them to learn new skills or reshape 
existing ones. The need for stylistic cross-training almost existed with Highview's first and 
unsuccessful contemporary worship attempt when only traditionally trained musicians were 
asked to lead the new service. When current contemporary musicians began to play in the 
band, they were already versed and comfortable in the contemporary expression. Since they 
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already had the appropriate skills, they did not have to be taught how to perform the music 
authentically. 
Table 15 
Higbview Baptist Musician Skills 
Skills 
Conducting 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) 
Reading standard notation 
Playing or singing by ear 
Ability to follow a conductor 
Performing as a solo vocalist or instrumentalist 
Performing as an ensemble vocalist or instrumentalist 
Sight-reading 
Ability to program electronic instruments 
Accompanying skills 
Free vocal harmonization 
Traditional vocal/instrumental techniques 
Popular music vocal/instrumental techniques 
Playing vocal parts from an open score 
Modeling and imitating music from recordings 
Trial and error learning 
Transposition 
Read chord charts 
Read guitar tablatures 
Syncing music wid1 electronic loops/ effects 
Contemporary 
Never 
Weelcly 
Occasionally 
Weelcly 
Never 
Occasionally 
Weelcly 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Weelcly 
Weelcly 
Occasionally 
Weelcly 
Never 
Weelcly 
Weelcly 
Frequendy 
Weelcly 
Weelcly 
Occasionally 
Traditional 
Weelcly 
Frequendy 
Weelcly 
Frequendy 
Weelcly 
Frequendy 
Weelcly 
Frequendy 
Never 
Weelcly 
Occasionally 
Weelcly 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Never 
Occasionally 
Frequendy 
Never 
Never 
Never 
Although Highview's traditional worship musicians have not had to develop a new 
set of skills, their musical boundaries and preferences have been expanded. James stated that 
the choir and orchestra occasionally perform anthems that are in a swing, Southern gospel, 
or arranged contemporary style. Although such anthems are the exception and not the norm, 
they do expand the musical boundaries of both the musicians and the congregation. James 
occasionally closes the traditional service with a contemporary chotus but admitted that he 
does not tell the congregation that it is a contemporary chotus. Still, the contemporary 
chotuses revealed by Highview's repertoire data are significandy older contemporary songs, 
making the chotuses a cautious inclusion, but an inclusion nonetheless. James shared a 
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specific occasion of crossing over musical styles from the contemporary worship to the 
traditional hour. On Father's Day, James sang Harry Chapin's "Cat's in the Cradle" during 
both the contemporary and traditional worship hours because it fit the sermon theme. While 
that repertoire choice was highly unusual, James indicated that he could do it that one day 
because he has earned the congregation's trust. In this musical scenario, only James 
performed in a style that contrasted his background since he brought the contemporary 
worship band into the traditional service. Still, the opportunity offered a chance for the 
contemporary musicians to assist with the traditional worship, and the congregation was 
given a chance to embrace a different musical style that was welcomed and contributed 
effectively to the traditional worship. 
Among the ministry musicians, James recognizes that he has a combination of both 
formally and informally trained singers and instrumentalists working together. Of the 
worship ensembles, the volunteer orchestra has the greatest concentration of formal training 
since each member must read standard notation and must have developed the instrumental 
skills to maintain the group's advanced level of playing. James revealed the level of training 
in the orchestra by describing two of his instrumentalists, stating, "My flute player ... went to 
[a major music conservatory] and the violinist is a professional violinist." In contrast, the 
adult choir has the most integrated mix of formally and informally trained singers. James 
estimates that about 15-20 percent of the choir members have a music degree, while others 
do have some formal training but no degree. Overall, about half of the choir has at least 
some formal training while the other half does not. 
James feels that the combination of musical backgrounds adds a dynamic that 
impacts both him and the choir members. As a conductor, he is challenged by the 
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intermingled backgrounds, knowing that he must keep both types of musicians engaged at 
the same time. James stated, "That makes a challenge, but it's a good challenge for me 
because they each know I speak a language they can understand." James noted the benefits 
of the blended backgrounds. 
I think that the formally trained singers make the other singers sing better because they 
know they are amidst people who are more skilled than they are. It raises the bar. When the 
trained musicians are not there we still do a good job, but we do better when they are there. 
The reliance on stronger singers is an ever-present factor. If the strong singers are not there, 
the choir doesn't do as well because they've gotten accustomed to them being leaders. Good, 
bad, or indifferent, it doesn't matter because it is what it is. 
James observed that while the trained musicians add strength, the tendency for the less-
trained musicians to lean on them can have both benefits and drawbacks. Nevertheless, the 
trained singers are capable mentors for those who have not previously had formal musical 
training. 
The Highview music ministry teaches music reading within the children's choir, Orff 
program, and the adult choir. James acknowledged the challenge of teaching musical 
elements within the skill diversity of his adult choir, stating, "How do we make them 
understand the nomenclature, as well as mix the two [ability levels] together? Once I do that, 
theoretically we can move it up a notch. But everybody has to move together and that's the 
challenge." He recognizes that the new information that he presents to the untrained singers 
may seem redundant to those with more training, creating boredom. Conversely, attempts to 
increase the knowledge of the less trained singers can either spark enthusiasm or encounter 
disinterest toward learning formal skills. He admitted that some singers are content just to 
sing without additional training, and focusing too heavily on the nomenclature can dampen 
the interest of those individuals. James continued, describing two ways that he trains choir 
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members and church members to read music. His most effective and ongoing approach is 
through contextual teaching during rehearsal, discussing musical elements as they are 
encountered and relevant within the music being sung. James shared that "Everyone who 
leaves my choir and moves away says, 'I'm going to miss the teaching that we got in your 
choir.' That's the biggest compliment you can give me. You understood that my rehearsals 
are teaching rehearsals." James created a music reading program that is taught over a period 
of ten weeks. He teaches the course twice a year to any ministry musicians wanting to learn 
or improve their skills. James also offers the course to non-music ministry church members 
so that any congregant may improve their ability to read hymns during Sunday worship, 
essentially establishing a modern day singing-school to improve the singing in worship. 
The music ministry uses very few specific materials and resources to prepare for 
weekly worship. The contemporary worship leader provides rhythm charts his musicians 
about a month before the music will be used in worship, allowing ample rehearsal time. For 
the traditional worship musicians, James indicated that, "Actual rehearsals are pretty much 
it." As previously mentioned, James rarely provides part-rehearsal CDs for the choir, 
believing that it is his role is to teach the music during rehearsals. He infrequently provides 
full-performance listening CDs to the choir or orchestra, and only rarely plays recordings 
during rehearsals. As a rehearsal teaching aid, he recently installed a video projector in the 
choir room that can be linked to his iPad for the sake of showing score markings. He also 
installed recording equipment in the choir room since the choir occasionally records and 
sells CDs. The new equipment also enables rehearsals to be recorded so that singers can 
immediately hear and correct their performance. 
Highview has an arts academy that offers lessons in voice, piano, guitar, and violin. 
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The academy has existed for two years and currently instructs more than twenty-five 
students. The first recital was presented this year and James foresees a positive future, 
predicting that, "The academy will continue to grow as the instruments are there and as the 
players and teachers can be found." The academy director, the overseer and organizer of all 
activities, is a volunteer who does not wish to be paid even though James wants to offer her 
a salary. The academy is self-supporting and functions without the church's financial 
support. The student lesson fees are given directly to the teachers, enabling them to earn a 
competitive salary. Lessons are taught on the church campus where teachers can use pianos 
and other necessary musical equipment. Qualifications are high for the academy instructors. 
Each teacher is a professional musician, professional music teacher, or highly skilled 
performer on the instmment that they instruct. To be an instructor, James explained that, 
"They've got to show us some sort of scholarship, some sort of ability or they're going to 
have to audition for me." If the potential instructor plays an instrument that James does not 
feel competent judging, then he will bring in a qualified expert who will do the evaluation. 
James's motivation for creating the academy emerges from his philosophy of music 
education, particularly music education in the church and how it should relate to school 
muslC. 
With a music education background, my perspective is, "How do I bring music 
education into the church?" I truly believe that we should be returning to the patron of the 
arts. We should be the place where the arts happen, not the place that feeds off of the 
schools. The church has relegated that to the schools, and we then get whatever they have 
left over and we do something with it without adding to their skills . .. That defies and denies 
our role as music educators in the church. Our job is to teach music. I should be working 
hand in hand with the school system ... I brought in an Orff teacher who teaches Orff ... to 
my children here because I want my children to get the same education they are getting 
d1ere. I want d1em to see the church as a place where they learn to read music .. .. 
As an educator who sees standards in the school system, I keep saying, ''Why don't 
we have standards in the church? Why are we not measuring these children against a 
standard?" Now I can't give them tests. They are volunteers. But I can certainly tell my 
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teachers to teach certain concepts . .. and hold them accountable for it ... I don't want them to 
come to my church and dwnb down to be in my program. 
While James wants the church to be restored as the community's center for arts, he believes 
that for now, schools and churches are in an unintentional music education partnership 
where each of the venue compliments the efforts of the other, providing a rich experience in 
music education. James does not interact or collaborate with local school music programs, 
but he feels that both the church and school are focused upon a similar pursuit of excellence 
in music education, but the church values the pursuit to attain excellence in worship. The 
pursuit of excellence is paramount to J runes who desires that the quality of church musical 
experiences be no less than what students experience at school. Moreover, James works to 
make the church music program an eh.rperience that further enriches what students gain at 
school. 
James's passion for church music education was palpable in his further elaboration. 
I push them ... They're going to get the same intensity that they get in their schools, 
even though I am dealing with volunteers ... I'm not going to accept less than your 
best ... When you walk away, you're going to benefit from my expertise as an educator in a 
church setting. I'm not just going to sit here and take the goods that were taught in a school 
system and prostitute it in my church . . . I am going to push you to the same excellence that 
they are. 
Now they are doing it for different reasons than I am. I think I have a good core 
value theologically for what I am doing. They have a good educational reason, back to 
Lowell Mason. Singing schools came about because church music was bad in the 1700s. All 
of that organized education was to improve singing in the church and everybody needs to be 
reminded of that. We surrendered that in the sixties and seventies and said, ''Let the schools 
do it." And I thought, "No, I don't think so. We're a team player here." When anyone comes 
to this church program, I want them to walk away going, "I got pushed. I learned something 
I didn't know before." ... When they go back to school they are going to take something I 
gave them that will make them a better musician. And hopefully because of their experience 
in church, they are going to come away going, "You know, there's a place for me and when I 
go through college and start my family and they need a choir member, I can do it because I 
knowhow." 
My music's not easy ... I'm going to do Faure's Requiem and we'll do it in Latin in a 
Baptist church. We're going to do it well. I'm going to bring in the instruments that I don't 
have, but my orchestra is going to play that san1e music. I'm going to push. 
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His words reveal the rigor and seriousness he places upon excellence and music education 
within the church, of challenging church musicians at least as much as they would be 
challenged in school or elsewhere. 
At Highview, school-trained musicians have meaningful and challenging 
opportunities to engage in music ministry provided they are of an age where an ensemble is 
available. James believes that the ministry complements and expands the school training that 
its musicians received or are still receiving in school. He desires to challenge the musicians to 
a deeper level. For this reason he engages both employed and volunteer leaders who have 
strong musical training. The qualifications are intentional and support James's priority for 
excellence. While valuing what school training adds to the music ministry, and while offering 
some opportunities for the skills to be applied, a large and crucial gap of engagement exists 
between the adult ensembles and the older children's choir. From that point, Highview has 
no musical ensembles until one reaches adulthood. At that point, a musician may choose to 
sing in the adult choir or play in the orchestra if they demonstrate adequate skills to do so. 
Presently, the youngest adult choir and orchestra members are thirty years old, a long way 
from the sixth grade. At the present time, adult and child musicians are meaningfully 
engaged but middle and high school students are without established opportunities. 
James expressed several concerns with the sweeping worship transition, suggesting 
that some values are being lost. He is disheartened by an unsatisfactory quality of musical 
and lyrical content in some contemporary music, stating that, "I am concerned by the 
dumbing down of the music and the dumbing down of the language." While he claims to 
like contemporary language, he dislikes texts that use words simply because they rhyme, and 
texts that lack meaning and substance. He addressed lyric substance and was careful to 
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separate substance from repetition, a common complaint towards contemporary worship 
mus1c. 
I try to pick [music with] words that are meaningful ... I don't think that choruses are doing 
that, and it's not about repetition. I just did a Taize service. We sang the same thing 21 
times ... Say something of value 21 times and you've got my attention. Say something that's 
meaningless 21 times and you're putting me to sleep. 
While he is thankful that contemporary language attracts some people into worship, he 
warns that care must be taken so that the text maintains reverence toward God, stating, 
"Sometimes it's just too earthy for a transcendent God. I think sometimes it's just, "God is 
your pal." He's just not my pal. He is my God, and Jesus is my friend and my Savior." To 
this end, he commended some of the leading contemporary musicians, studios, and 
publishers that are working to improve the music and its content, stating, "The praise and 
worship stuff has gotten better. They are beating up on themselves now, which is good. 
They are now holding themselves to a higher standard ... I see some self-management going 
on in the industry." James affirms the efforts of industry leaders who seek to increase the 
integrity of the worship transition, its music, its mode of expression, and the precedents that 
are being set. 
From the musical side of his concern, James first referred back to his earlier 
comments on how some contemporary mindsets devalue musical training, as if those 
qualifications are anachronistic within current practices, making him feel overqualified and 
undervalued. Secondly, he called out to musicians, stating that it is not pennissible to turn 
"your back on another style because you're not prepared ... You don't have an option of 
turning your back on any style." He emphasized that he was prepared to be a classical church 
leader, and was not given preparation for contemporary styles. Still, he did learn worship 
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planning and theology and understands the value of that knowledge. But in frustration, he 
complained that, "They don't even need that anymore, apparently. Just love Jesus and sing 
these little sweet songs. Really? ... I'm just frustrated to watch this lackluster approach ... I 
think there will be a push back at some point." James's words suggest conflicted feelings 
toward the contemporary worship movement, over an acceptance of mediocrity, a 
lackadaisical approach towards worship leading, and a lack of overall discernment that stems 
from scholarship. He states that musicians of any background cannot simply tum away from 
that which they do not understand ad that he sees that happening from both sides of this 
issue. He anticipates that there is likdy to be some level of reigning in for what has moved 
forward and changed so quickly and drastically. Still, he knows that corporate worship 
expressions will be permanently changed as a result. 
James also perceives a loss of engagement, legacy, and commonality within some 
contemporary worship experiences. He expressed the value of utilizing musical gifts in 
worship by stating, "There are values that we think are important to involve as many people 
as possible to use their gift in worship and in their community." During his recent 
sabbatical, he visited numerous churches and observed their nontraditional worship services. 
For one particular large church, he commented on the limited amount of involvement that 
the contemporary expression offered for both worship leaders and congregation. He entered 
what he called "a great rock 'n roll hip-hop service," and observed that, "There were eight 
people on stage leading music for the rest of them." He commended the quality of the 
musical presentation, but for such a large church, he was disturbed that the entire worship 
experience only enabled eight people to use their gifts in worship leading while the talents of 
many others remained idle. As the worship time progressed, most of the music featured 
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CCM or praise and worship songs with complex rhythms. James observed distinct variations 
in how the congregation responded and engaged in worship. 
They turned the lights out. We all sort of sang at the songs until they got to ''Rock of Ages." 
All of a sudden everybody lit up. I wanted to say, "Did you not hear that we finally got 
something?" Everybody had a common moment and then we went back to sort of 
meandering through the complex rhythms. I love complex rhythms, but I don't know that 
complex rhythms work for congregations. I think d1at hymns work because they are 
strophic. They are quarter notes, half notes, and occasional dots. For the most part, there's a 
method to the madness. 
James noticed a distinct difference in the level of participation between singing the 
nontraditional songs and the traditional, though arranged, hymn. He observed that 
engagement significantly increased during the hymn because of its familiarity and the easily 
singable nature of its uncomplicated rhythms. The hymn brought a moment of community 
and commonality from a shared legacy that James believes to be threatened. Additionally, 
while the contemporary songs were done well, the complex rhythms and decreased 
familiarity seemed to discourage worship engagement. 
It is for the preservation oflegacy and commonality that James requires Highview's 
contemporary expression to include at least one hymn each week. He is troubled over 
mindsets that question the place of hymns in modern worship and recalled his encounter 
with a woman who asked, '"Why do we have to do hymns?' I thought, 'I don't know where 
to begin arguing that with you. Why not? It's part of the church's history. You can't just 
excise it. '" James again praised the efforts of leading contemporary worship artists and 
songwriters who are preserving hymns by creating modern hymn arrangements. Similar to 
other participants, James recognizes that change is inevitable and essential, but also values 
the continuation of good church traditions and legacy that create a sense of community and 
commonality throughout time. 
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James again referred to his recent reading of David Williamson's God's Singers and 
how he perceives the book's premise as a threat to traditional choirs. The book encourages 
making church choirs of any age valuable by functioning as a worship choir that primat1ly 
sing large-group backup for the worship leader. James questions the notion of replacing a 
choir that sings anthems that add beauty to the worship experience, asking, ''Why can't it just 
be a choir that sings music that may be difficult for people to understand? ... It may have 
four parts, or even five or six parts. It may do a cappella." James believes that the choir's 
music adds beauty and meaning to worship on its own and does not need to back up a 
worship leader to be relevant. His words reflect a desire to work hard at worship, be 
disciplined, and offer a quality offering to God. To James, every piece of music does not 
have to be easily accessible to the congregation's understanding, that it is acceptable for 
them to be challenged in listening just as the choir was challenged in preparing it. 
For the most part, James has not had to personally redevelop his traditional skills to 
lead nontraditional worship. Still, he has had to enable, encourage, and assist its development 
at Highview by seeking musicians, overseeing the technological aspects, and serving as the 
general producer who remains behind the scenes and off the stage as much as possible. He 
expressed that he has been willing to embrace nontraditional practices so that he can be an 
agent of change for moving fotward effectively, supporting the best of the new practices and 
seeking to preserve the good traditions that mark the legacy of church music. Knowing that 
it is impossible to ignore contemporary musical styles, he finds it important to be a positive 
influence upon how the musical transformation is manifested within his church. He is 
committed to pursuing excellence, to doing more than follow the easy path or easy musical 
offerings, but to invest, be disciplined, sacrifice and offer to God the best that musicians can 
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offer in worship. 
Agape Baptist Church. Agape Baptist Church was constituted in 1960. Its 
education building and 850-seat octagonal-shaped worship center were constructed in 1989. 
The open, two-story sanctuary and high ceiling create the effect of a rotunda that overhangs 
the main floor and large balcony. Large windows enable natural light to permeate the 
auditorium. A pulpit sits on the front of the stage. Behind it is a Kawai digital grand that is 
centered in front of the choir loft. The baptistry is elevated above the choir loft, but a single 
large projection screen obscures it from view. Flanking the choir loft are two raised 
platfotms that house brass and wind players on stage right, and rhythm band 
insuumentalists on stage left. The rhythm platform also contains congas and a cage-enclosed 
acoustic drum set. 
Agape's membership is primarily middle class, with people employed in service and 
sales industries. Most are college graduates while a few have graduate-level education. 
Demographically, the church membership reflects its surrounding community: 80 percent 
white, 10 percent African American, eight percent Hispanic, and two percent other. 
Although Agape has members of all ages, the greatest concentration is in young adults. The 
current enrolled membership is 1400. Agape is the only participant church that does not 
offer altemative worship expressions. Instead, the church offers two identical blended 
worship services that both meet in the sanctuary on Sunday mornings. Worship details are 
shown in Table 16. The 9:30 worship averages 656 in attendance and the 11:00 worship 
averages 200. Bible study classes are offered during both worship hours. Although not a 
focus of this research, Children's worship is offered at 9:30 and 11:00 and is provided as a 
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point of information. Because of offering the separate children's worship, the blended 
worship hours are focused upon middle school through adult ages. Still, all ages are welcome 
in the primary worship services at 9:30 and 11 :00 unless children simply choose to attend 
children's worship. 
Table 16 
Agape Baptist Worship Services 
Service Worship Average Location Seating Meets Worship Age Focus 
Name S!}:le Attendance CaEaci!Y_ Time 
Worship Blended 656 Worship 850 Sunday 9:30am MS-
Service Center adults 
Worship Blended 200 Worship 850 Sunday 11:00am MS-
Service Center adults 
Children's Children's 50 Children's 100 Sunday 9:30am 3rd _ 5th 
Worship Contemporary Room grades 
Children's Children's 62 Children's 100 Sunday 11:00am K - 2nd 
Worship Con temporary Room grades 
Mid-week Blended 200 Worship 850 Wednesday 6:30pm MS 
Worship Center through 
adults 
Note. This research excludes ethnically-focused services, youth, and children's worship, but if 
present in the church, the additional worship experiences are provided as a point of information. 
MS = Middle School. 
The current pastor is 50 years old and has served at Agape since October of 2010. He holds 
a Master's Degree in Counseling but is not a seminary graduate. Micah Dalton, Pastor of 
Worship Ministries, has been employed as Agape's music minister for 12 years. The 45-year 
old minister has served in music ministry for a total of twenty-six years. He graduated from a 
state sponsored university in 1989 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in music. Micah's interview 
revealed a man who is soft-spoken, cerebral, analytical, and unassuming. As the interviewer, 
I often sensed that he was understating his abilities while readily praising other musicians 
who served in the ministry with him. Despite his quiet and modest demeanor, he proved to 
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also have a dry and self-deprecating sense of humor that often peppered his words. 
Worship fonnat design and practices. The congregation and stage personnel 
typically wear business casual attire. Speaking in a conversational tone, the pastor preaches 
from the stage but moves around the pulpit area. Copies of The Baptist Hymnal are stored in 
each pew rack but not used since lyrics are projected onto the center screen. A video 
countdown ticks signals the start of worship. Some form of image remains on the screen 
throughout the service, including lyrics with looping video graphics in the background, 
sermon points and notes, video introduction of the sermon, testimonies, or special ministry 
highlights. Some videos are purchased and others are produced in-house. Image 
magnification is not used because the leadership believes it would be distracting on the one 
center screen. The screen is raised to enable visibility during baptism and then lowered 
afterwards. Stage lighting is installed above the balcony and is directed on the stage during 
worship, but it provides minimal impact and does not create a concert stage effect since the 
entire room remains brightly lit by extemallight. 
The piano serves as the lead worship instrument and the rhythm section is 
completed by electric guitar, acoustic guitar, bass, drums, and auxiliary percussion. The staff 
pianist plays weekly, but the rest of the rhythm team rotates so that each musician plays 
about twice per month. A brass-wind ensemble completes the weekly instrumental team, but 
they do not have a scheduled rotation. Micah explained that although all wind players are not 
present each week, each one is invited to play on a weekly basis. When worship was 
observed, the ensemble included a trumpet, trombone, hom, and two clarinetists. The ages 
of the instrumental team span from ages 14 to 30. Table 17 summarizes data regarding the 
instruments used in worship. 
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Table 17 
Agape Baptist Musical Forces Used in Sundcry Worship 
Musical Forces Blended 
Adult Choir Weekly 
Vocal Worship Team Weekly 
Senior Adult Choir Not present 
College Choir Not present 
High School Choir Not present 
Middle School Choir Not present 
Children's Choir Not present 
Preschool Choir Not present 
Vocal or instrumental solos Occasionally 
Small Vocal Ensembles Not present 
Small Instrumental Ensembles Weekly 
Worship Band Weekly 
Acoustic Guitar Weekly 
Electric Guitar Weekly 
Bass Guitar Weekly 
Keyboards Weekly 
Drum Kit Weekly 
High School Band Not present 
Middle School Band Not present 
Piano Weekly 
Organ Not present 
Orchestra Not present 
Brass Weekly 
Woodwinds Occasionally 
Strings Occasionally 
Percussion Weekly 
Handbells Not present 
Banner Ministry Not present 
Drama Ministry Not present 
Dance Ministry Not present 
Visual Arts Ministry Occasionally 
Creative Media Not present 
Tech Team Weekly 
Because of limited soundboard capacity, Micah is constrained in the number of 
inputs that can be used for instruments. A n additional keyboard is occasionally added to the 
texture, but only when an input is available for it. To compensate for the limitations, Micah 
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creates click tracks22 each week, explaining, "If there's an additional string or pad feel or 
something like that, I can lay those on the click track and that saves us from one more input 
on Sunday morning." Additionally, because the lead piano is a MIDI grand, Micah stated 
that, ''When we can free the input we'll MIDI the keyboard into it and add pads to what he 
is doing." Soundboard limitations also resulted in cutting strings from Agape's instrumental 
ensemble simply because enough inputs were not available, but it is a problem that they 
hope to resolve soon so that musicians are not limited by technology factors. 
The vocal praise team typically includes six singers, two sopranos, two altos, and two 
baritones, who rotate and sing once per month. The vocalist's ages range from 22 to 55 years 
of age. Each singer is also part of the church choir. Agape's choir sings weekly, sometimes 
singing an anthem, but often functioning as a worship choir that supports the congregational 
singing. When observed, the choir did sing an anthem. During the anthem, the vocal praise 
team moved into their respective choir sections but still sang into their individual hand-held 
microphones while standing within the choir. Their voices were blended into the choir by 
the sound technician. With two morning worship services, Micah explained that about 60 
percent of the full choir may sing during either one of the worship hours. After singing, they 
leave the loft to join the congregation or go into their Bible study classes. 
The church website indicates that congregants may expect considerable variety in the 
worship repertoire, that any Sunday may include modern worship songs, traditional hymns, 
or even contemporaq songs composed by Agape musicians. Micah named several writers 
22 A click track is a pre-recorded sound track containing one or more instrumental or vocal parts that 
are linked to a steady click, which serves as a live performance metronome. Preemptory clicks enable 
any number of musicians to synchronize and perform with it during live performance. Clicks tracks 
are usually only audible to the musicians, and may be used to synchronize live music to a video or 
add an additional instrument to an ensemble's texture. 
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and sources whose music connects well with the congregation, including Chris Tomlin, Matt 
Maher, Tim Hughes, Keith Getty, Prestonwood, Hillsong, and Gateway worship (see 
Appendix I). Micah expressed that his congregation prefers "high-energy or contemplative 
worship songs that are engaging," particularly the textual richness that emerges from 
Gateway and Matt Maher. Micah is attentive to what worshippers say they like and also 
observes how they respond to music during worship. He stated that not all of Agape's 
repertoire could be considered cutting-edge, but they include songs, artists, and sources that 
have proven meaningful to the worshippers at Agape Baptist. To bring variety to worship, 
they occasionally plan a particular song or entire service that intentionally incmporates 
different sounds and instrumental textures than the weekly norm. This effort has even 
incorporated a few secular songs where the lyrics can be applicable to the message of the 
day. A recent instance included Josh Turner's song, ''Would You Go with Me," which 
included banjo, mandolin, and a standup bass. Micah reported that the congregation's 
response to the musical variety has been favorable and enthusiastic. 
Summarizing the overall worship experience from start to finish, Micah elaborated 
on Agape's interpretatiot1 of blended worship and the lingering presence of traditional 
Baptist elements. Although the presentational style is contemporary, the blended label 
remains and Micah admitted that, "I'm not sure that I know specifically what that term 
means because it means different things to different people." 
While d1e different dUngs that we have implemented feel contemporary in nature, d1e 
structure of what we do is as Baptist as 1973. We sing a little while, we take up money, we 
have a sermon, we have an invitation and we go home. And somewhere along the way we 
m ake some announcements d1at don't fit with anydllng else we're doing, so we're very 
Baptist in our presentation. 
While the musical repertoire, instrumentation, presentation, and worship pati:icipation reflect 
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a contemporary perspective, Micah revealed that traditional elements and flows still 
perpetuate a sense of historical Baptist worship practices. 
The observed service at Agape fully supported Micah's descriptions of a worship 
experience that is expressed with contemporary music, but framed by traditional Baptist 
elements and order (see Appendix H). Worship began with an upbeat song and Micah's 
welcome to the congregation. Congregational worship continued with Chris Tomlin's "Our 
God," then segued into a jazz-blues based choir special, "Oh, the Cross," that featured choir 
and soloist. During the offertory prayer, the choir exited the loft and the vocal praise team 
returned to the stage front to lead Hillsong's "Forever Reign." A sermon-preparatory video 
was shown as all remaining musicians left the stage, and the pastor then delivered his 
message. A unique aspect of the service was a young artist on the side of the stage who 
painted a portrait throughout the entire worship experience, completing his work just before 
the invitation. The pastor's sermon of the day was part of a series on Bible characters who 
demonstrated qualities such as courage, leadership, mercy, and kindness. For each sermon of 
the series, the 14-year old artist painted a portrait of the Bible character featured in the 
sermon that day, thus doing two portraits daily, one for each of the morning worship 
services. Paintings from previous weeks in the series remained on stage as visual reminders 
of previous messages. The hymn "I Surrender All" was sung for invitation. Announcements 
were given and two video testimonies were shown before the closing prayer. Overall, the 
seamlessly flowing service reflected a traditional Baptist worship order and process. 
Micah's means of worship leading reveals his "melancholy to the extreme and very 
even-keeled" personality. Consequently, he avoids being the congregation's focal point, 
preferring to blend into the overall vocal team, speaking or singing alone only at key points. 
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He admitted that, "I consider it a compliment when someone visits our church and after two 
or three times they couldn't tell who the worship leader was." An early music minister 
influence in his life helped him define his approach, which he described by stating, "I'm not 
a cheerleader. I'm a pump primer. My role is to get started and then step back. . .I just can't 
stand the thought of people watching me during worship." He believes that Agape's 
worship expression works well because he leads in a manner true to his personality. Micah 
never conducts the congregational worship, but does typically conduct choir anthems. He 
rarely cues key instrumental entrances because he relies largely on count-off clicks generated 
by the drummer or the prerecorded click track. Because the instrumentalists all use in-ear 
systems, the ensemble is solidly anchored to the click track. Micah emphasized that, ''With 
the click in your ears I need to do less and less." 
Micah desires that every congregant will wholeheartedly engage in worship, but 
believes that the depth must begin with the worship leaders who show a passion that others 
would find contagious. He revealed that in its recent history, Agape experienced significant 
turmoil that interrupted a period of growth and caused a great decline in membership. The 
church struggled to overcome the difficulties and stay financially sound, but Agape gradually 
emerged from the difficulty and decline. Prior to the conflict, the church had transitioned 
from strictly traditional worship, and added an alternative contemporary expression. 
Although the tw:moil was not worship-related, the church leadership felt that the rebuilding 
period would be strengthened by unifying the church's worship expression into two identical 
blended expressions. During this period when many things were streamlined within the 
church, the musical focus became centered upon worship ministry rather than a broader 
music ministry. 
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Micah's worship philosophy is carefully considered and scripturally based, focusing 
upon submissiveness and the transfonnation of being in God's presence. 
The word sbaha is one of several words used for worship in the Old Testament and means, 
"To bow down prostrate, to fall down." It is an act of submission that I am totally submitted 
to you ... A very old worship song [says] "Come into the King's Chambers ... If I enter in 
then I'll never leave the same." So to me, that's the description of worship (M. Dalton, 
personal interview, June 22, 2011) 
Micah also desires that the worship team would be a conduit for true worship rather than a 
focal point during a worship service, underscoring that Agape seeks to avoid the stage-
audience, leader-observer separation that has been a criticism of nontraditional worship. He 
added his voice to other music ministers who point away from focusing on styles and 
preferences, and, instead, placing the focus upon God. Micah emphasized that, "In worship 
I need to come without my personal tastes and personal desires ... It isn't about the way you 
like to worship. Worship is about knowing it has nothing to do with me and everything to 
do with glorifying God." Micah's words reveal his having experienced conflict over worship 
preferences, and, like several other participants, sees conflict and demanding a particular 
worship expression as a lack of spiritual maturity. He added that he is troubled by individuals 
who delineate what they want in worship so that the church might form a program 
according to their desires. Micah stated that, ''We don't realize that when we're saying that to 
our church that it's reflective of a heart that has already said that to God." To Micah, the 
attitude of the heart supersedes the form of musical expression within worship. 
Personnel and program structure. Agape's music ministry is worship-focused. 
While some special presentations are done during the year, a singular focus exists for 
devoting the musician's time and talents upon the Sunday morning worship experience. 
Efforts are made to keep the ministry musicians from being overly divided or distracted by 
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other church events or programs. The worship-focus is again evident in the ministry's 
absence of ensemble development for all ages. As shown in Table 18, the existing music 
ensembles are those that engage weekly in worship leading. Music ensembles for preschool, 
children, and teens are not currently offered in the church. However, the primary worship 
ensembles do incotporate a wide span of ages so that teens through older adults may engage 
in worship leading. Vocally, singers may be part of the adult choir, vocal praise team, or 
serve as a soloist. Instrumentalists may engage in the worship band or the brass-wind 
ensemble. 
Table 18 
Agape Music Ministry Ensembles and Opportunities 
Adult choir 
Worship Band 
Enrolled Ages 
51 16-71 
14 14-30 
Vocal Praise Team 25 22-55 
Brass Ensemble 19 17-45 
Soloists 20 22-55 
Visual A11:s 5 14-57 
Minis 
Rehearsals 
Wednesday, 6:30pm 
Wednesday, 6:30pm 
Wednesday, 6:30pm 
Wednesday, 6:30pm 
As needed 
As needed 
Leadership 
Music Minister 
Music Minister, 
Music Associates 
Music Minister 
Music Associates 
Music Associates 
Self-managed 
Worship role 
Weekly• 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
•While the adult choir does often sing anthems, they most commonly function as a worship choir. 
Agape's music and arts staff employs five individuals in addition to the music 
minister. Table 19 displays the worship arts leadership. Three of the positions are 
supportive roles for the musical ministry activities. The Director of Visual Arts prepares all 
graphic arts and videos for worship and other church events. The Media Director serves as 
the primary sound technician for weekly worship, and also handles the upkeep and repair of 
sound equipment. Additionally, he schedules the volunteers who will appear in church-
created videos as well as the individuals who run PowerPoint and MediaShout23 for worship 
23 MediaShout provides worship presentation software to help churches add multiple media sources 
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and other events. The Administrative Assistant handles information and materials placed in 
Planning Center, communications, record keeping, weekly bulletins, and event planning. 
Table 19 
Agape Baptist Kry Music Ministry Leadership 
Title Position Tenure Age Highest Degree Church 
Education Member 
Director of Visual Arts Part-time staff 4 41 Associates Graphic Arts Yes 
Administrative Assistant Part-time staff 10 37 Bachelor Communications Yes 
Worship Associate Part-time staff 6 40 Bachelor Music Education Yes 
Instrumental Associate Part-time staff 1 28 Bachelor Music Education Yes 
Media Director Part-time staff 4 30 Bachelor Business Yes 
Vocal Team Part-time 1 40 Bachelor Accounting Yes 
Coordinator volunteer 
Rhythm Team Part-time 1 45 Bachelor Business Yes 
Coordinator volunteer 
The remaining two positions employ Brent, the Instrumental Associate, and Evan, 
the church pianist. Despite their different titles, Micah describes them as somewhat 
"interchangeable." The two musicians are employed together at Agape and also work 
together at a local school where Evan is the band director and Brent is the assistant band 
director. Micah explained that, "Brent is not a piano person, but the two of them manage 
my instrumental rehearsal and take care of a variety of behind-the-scenes things. Their 
responsibilities are to make the instrumental music happen." Brent schedules which brass 
musicians will play each week. Occasionally, Micah steps out of his worship leader role to 
deliver the Sunday morning sermon. When he does, Brent serves as the back-up worship 
leader. If a soloist is scheduled to sing in worship, Evan is responsible for rehearsing with 
them. While most of the other worship musicians rotate on a weekly basis, Evan, as a staff 
member, most consistently remains at the piano. Micah periodically plays piano in worship, 
to ministry presentations. 
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and on those occasions, Evan will join the wind-ensemble, filling in whatever instrument 
might be needed. His training as a band director enables him to cover numerous 
instruments. Overall, the trio of leaders demonstrates great versatility in their roles and 
abilities, able to both complement and assist each other as needed. 
Two key volunteer leaders assist the music ministry. Laura, the vocal team 
coordinator is familiar with the voices of the singers who rotate each week, enabling her to 
assemble weekly ensembles of well-blended voices where singers balance each other's 
strengths and weaknesses. Laura uses Planning Center for scheduling the worship team 
singers, issuing the weekly online participation invitations and confirmations, and following 
up with those who do not respond in a timely manner. Denton, the volunteer rhythm team 
coordinator, schedules the rhythm band players. 
Micah's music staff has been reshaped as the church transitioned into nontraditional 
worship. He notes that the creative arts position was added and exists to enable the current 
worship expression. Micah stated plainly that, "There wouldn't be a need for a person that 
does video and graphic arts if we were not trying to speak the language of our people." He 
continued, adding that, "My ministry assistant's job is about to evolve into a position of 
communications. Part of her responsibility will deal with electronic media communications, 
which she is already doing a lot of now." The music ministry is making significant efforts to 
update electronic communications, updating their webpage, and encouraging choir members 
to communicate and connect with a choir Facebook page. 
Micah is the overseer of the entire music ministry, but when asked what specific 
areas Micah personally leads, he quickly joked, "I try to take credit for everything!" When the 
church staff had to be reduced during the period of difficulty, the church business manager-
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executive pastor position was lost. While the senior pastor assumed most of the 
management, Micah was given associate pastor-church management responsibilities that 
require about forty-percent of his time each week. He additionally serves as a staff-
accountability partner, and explained that, "Our senior pastor is a person of high 
accountability so all of his management responsibilities are things that I am made aware of. 
He has asked that I would just know what he knows." Although time consuming, Micah 
supports the accountability while the church continues to regroup after its difficulties. 
In his primary role as music minister, Micah leads worship each week and makes the 
necessary preparations for the worship experience and the ministry musicians. He is 
responsible for rehearsing the choir, vocal team, and rhythm band each week. When 
necessary, he also charts or re-charts the worship repertoire. He stated that, "My background 
is instrumental, not vocal, so that is something I take care of and can do very quickly. I 
probably should teach somebody else to do it but I actually like doing it." Micah also creates 
the click tracks that are used in worship, admitting that, "It just plays to my skill ... I'm very 
quick at Garage Band and Reason and Logic." Micah has done studio work for many years 
and credits that experience for making him familiar with the programs he uses to create the 
tracks. With Agape's soundboard limitations, Micah's skill is helpful. He noted, "If there's an 
additional string or pad needed, with a couple of minutes, a mouse, and Garage Band, I can 
lay those on the click track and that saves us from one more input on Sunday morning." 
Micah is diligent in enabling his ministry support staff and volunteers to fulfill their 
roles. Because numerous musicians and support staff hold key worship roles, advance 
communication and preparation are essential. Being a detail-oriented person, Micah 
communicates score notes to the musicians early so that they practice correcdy and 
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efficiently. He prepares microphone cues and other worship details so that the sound 
technician knows what to expect. Knowing that each of his vocal team members have 
certain strengths and weaknesses, he communicates special song challenges and 
requirements so that Laura can effectively select and schedule the appropriate worship team 
vocalists to create a strong and balanced team for that week. Micah sees great value in 
equipping his musicians and support staff to do their jobs with excellence. Ultimately, the 
combined efforts are done so that the worship experience will not be distracted by technical 
concerns or ineffective musical preparation. 
Finally, Micah's responsibilities are numerous and varied. But he considers his role as 
the ministry visionary to supersede his daily and weekly responsibilities so that he and the 
musicians serve purposefully. Micah explained that, "Acc<;>rding to Nehemiah, every 28 days 
people forget why they are building the wall. We build in times where I become the voice 
that reminds everybody of the reason that we are here in worship ministry every month." As 
much as his administrative duties require attention to detail, Micah also seeks to maintain 
and share a vision for the bigger picture, keeping the minisu:y personnel focused on their 
pmpose for serving in worship ministry, of why they do what they do each week. 
In addition to their worship leading roles, Agape's musicians also do special 
presentations both within the chmch and out in the community. Some of the special 
presentations include a Good Friday service, several Passion plays over the years, and a large 
Christmas program. This year, the music ministry will present a Christmas dinner and 
concert in the chmch fellowship hall. It is planned as a means to reach un-chmched people 
through a venue that may seem less threatening than visiting a Sunday mdrning service. In 
planning additional events, certain priorities are maintained. First, Micah tries to avoid doing 
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the same event more than once, avoiding the creation of repetitive traditions that can lose 
meaning over time. Secondly, he works to keep the focus upon weekly worship rather than 
allow other events to usurp the time and energy that worship deserves in the life of his 
church. He affirmed that, "Our priority is that we primarily focus on Sundays ... Sunday is the 
bigger deal than anything else we do. If we do other things we want to be very strategic 
about it." 
The additional strategic opportunities have been varied. In 2001, ministry musicians 
participated in a mission trip to Australia where they conducted a Vacation Bible School 
during the day, and led several worship and other events for the Australian host church at 
night. Closer to home, Agape's brass band presented two jazz concerts as part of a local arts 
festival, performing once on each day of the festival. During the performance, church 
members circulated through the crowd to issue flyers that invited people to a big band 
concert that they later presented at the church. Micah has developed a supportive 
relationship with the music ministers of a nearby Methodist and Baptist church that has 
resulted in them sharing musicians for large presentations. He explained that, ''We tend to 
share and swap a little bit. Our brass players will go and play with them. We'll get their low 
brass and I've got upper brass so we kind of swap off with things like that." 
Auditions are required for most of Agape's music ensembles. The rhythm band, 
praise singers, and brass-wind ensemble all hold auditions, although Micah adds that, "They 
almost never turn anyone down in the instrumental ensemble. They find a way to kind of 
make it work." Currently, a seventh grade clarinet player is gradually being developed and 
plays only about once or twice a month. While the more skilled instrumentalists play new 
music each week, the young clarinetist is usually given the music a month before he will play 
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it in worship. On the weeks when he plays, his part contributes, but is low-profile among the 
more experienced players, thus providing a low-pressured opportunity for development. 
Micah handles the vocal auditions, and also auditions the rhythm band with the assistance of 
one of the music associates. Brent and Evan independently manage the brass ensemble 
auditions. In contrast, the adult choir, which is also open to high school ages, requires no 
audition. The choir remains an open door for anyone willing and interested to participate. 
The volunteer and employed musicians who serve weekly in the music ministry are 
also active Agape church members. No musicians are brought in as independent 
professionals who are otherwise unassociated with the church. Evan is officially the staff 
pianist, but being a band director, he does far more than just play piano. Depending upon 
the musical demands of the week, Evan may play piano, saxophone, trumpet or whatever is 
needed for that day, making him a versatile and valuable part of the worship leadership. With 
the additional presence and versatility of Brent, also a band director, the worship leadership 
is extraordinarily flexible. 
Micah will occasionally hire professional musicians outside of Agape to fill various 
gaps in the team for special occasions or when regular players are out. All of Agape's regular 
guitarists are able to play acoustic, electric, or bass guitar, but there are still occasional 
Sundays or events when another player is needed to stabilize the ensemble. For regular 
worship services, professional musicians are only contracted to fill rhythm team gaps. 
Professional brass-wind players are only ever hired for special events, such as the big band 
concert. The priority at Agape is to utilize the musicians available within the church 
membership, calling upon professionals only when necessary. Thus, the worship musicians 
are integrated and invested into the life of the overall church and music ministry. 
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While some churches with nontraditional worship focus the ages of worship-leading 
musicians to create a particular impression, Agape's music ministry does not pursue any 
intentional age groupings. Any age disparity or consistency among the church musicians is 
simply a natural result of who chooses to participate. The adult choir has an age span of 16-
71, but Micah reports that most members are in their thirties and forties. He emphasized 
that, ''We do have some high school students that are in and they seem to really like it." The 
brass band and rhythm band have a narrower age span, but Micah explained that it is 
unintentional, stating that, "I'm a strong believer that if God brings you people as a part of 
your artist base then you need to begin flrst with considering what God-given gifts they 
bring to the table and how we can use them." Thus, no external factors matter, but only a 
priority to shape the worship minisuy by the forces and talents that are naturally present 
within the congregation. 
Micah's priority to engage whatever musicians are present also extends to those 
whose musical talents do not flt easily within a standard contemporary worship ensemble. 
Micah has created ways to pe1-iodically engage a talented jazz saxophonist and a skilled 
bluegrass banjo player in worship. He has done this by periodically programming special 
pieces of music that flt the instruments. While neither instrumentalist plays weekly, both are 
engaged often enough that they are viewed as strong contributors to the worship ministry. 
Micah stated that, "If I have that person here and that's what they can do, then I need to 
flgure out how to make that work rather than just say, 'Well it's good that you have a banjo 
but we don't need it."' Although it requires added effort to engage instrwnents that break 
the contemporary rhythm band mold, Micah considers it essential. He does not feel 
constrained by the primary musical style model, but to be as eclectic in worship repertoire 
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and expression as his congregation is in talent. 
Micah has struggled to maintain ensembles for middle and high school students. 
While the rhythm band regularly engages teens in worship leading, providing continuity for 
student-focused ensembles has been illusive at Agape. Since he came to Agape, he has 
attempted a student choir twice and a student band three times but each time, the ensembles 
dissolved as students stopped coming. Currendy, facility issues prevent the space needed for 
a student ensemble to rehearse. Micah feels that when they try again, that he expects to start 
a small worship band, but he will talk with the students to evaluate their interests. Thus, 
rather than impose a particular type of ensemble, Micah prefers to support whatever musical 
expression interests Agape's student population. 
Music personnel training. Micah's primary musical skill is piano and he works to 
keep his classically-developed skills sharp by regularly practicing with his Hanon exercise 
book. Micah does sing, but does not consider himself an especially skilled vocalist. 
Consequendy, he shared that, "I don't sing the worship music alone. I surround myself with 
praise singers and I float in and out of what we're doing because I just don't do it well." He 
is also comfortable with reading and creating musical charts, a skill that he uses frequendy to 
provide charts for his ministry musicians. Micah mentioned that he has done some 
composing, but does not consider it a strong skill. 
Hailing from a small town where he attended a K-12 school, Micah's graduating class 
had only 40 students. Public school music education extended only through elementary 
school. He recalled that, "Once you got to middle school, no music or arts programs were 
offered. So everything I did was personal instruction with my piano-music teacher, as well as 
things that I did in church and in the community." 
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Micah described his private piano and music instruction, calling it "a unique kind of 
experience that most people would not have access to, particularly in a little town of 3000 
people." His teacher, Mrs. Colston, was a wealthy widow who lived in a massive old colonial 
home. After she turned 40, she pursued a music degree from a southeastern state college. 
Because all students were required to live on campus, for four years she moved into the 
dorm each Sunday afternoon and then returned home the following Saturday morning. 
When her degree was completed, she began to teach piano, charging five dollars for each 
lesson. Micah illustrated the quality of her instruction. 
Three of her students were selected by Ozan Marsh for teaching. Selection meant that you 
and a family member moved to New York and you studied in his studio. Additionally, one of 
her former students is a faculty member at Westminster choir College. One is a faculty 
member at Peabody, and two are at Indiana University as faculty members. So she was 
churning out all of these people in this little town. While she was in this little town kind of in 
'Nowhere,' her skill as a teacher was phenomenal. 
Micah began his piano studies with another teacher, but got on the waiting list for Mrs. 
Colston. Four years passed before an opening became available. Micah's first lesson remains 
vivid in his memory. Mrs. Colston told him that if he worked hard, his spot would remain 
available, but if he did not, then the spot would be given to someone else and it would be 
her call to make that decision. Standard lessons lasted one hour. As her students gained 
seniority and showed promise, five carefully chosen students were allowed an end of the day 
two-hour lesson. Micah gained one of the coveted spots while he was in the tenth grade. 
In 10th, 11th, and 12th grade I had her last two-hour lesson on Monday nights and we did 
everytlung. We did theory; we did voice even, organ- she had an organ in her house in 
addition to the piano. Really, that's the strongest influence, all of it being classical teaching 
but having the extreme value of music, of the discipline of rehearsing, the discipline of 
practice, all of tl1ose things inputted into me &om tlUs lady who, at that time was well into 
her 70's. Very skilled and very experienced at what she did. Still to this day, that's the 
strongest influence. I would doubt seriously that I would encounter anything or anybody 
that would equal that. 
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Micah not only values his thorough background but recognizes the uniqueness and depth of 
training that Mrs. Colston's instruction provided. 
Micah has begun to apply his training by the age of 13, when he was Micah was an 
employed pianist at not one, but three churches in his small southern hometown. On Sunday 
mornings for several years he rode his bike from the Baptist church to the Presbyterian 
church, and sometimes even the Methodist church on a single day. As the pianist of three 
churches, he also stayed busy playing for weddings, funerals, and other church and 
community events. Micah described the impact of his musical role. 
The last time I went to a Sunday school class was shortly before I started playing in church. I 
haven't even been to a Sunday school class since then. I grew up in three different churches. 
The hardest thing for me was always to remember which version of the Doxology I was 
supposed to play. There were two different versions spread over three different churches. 
And then whether or not Jesus would descend into Hell in the Apostle's Creed because he 
did in one church but not in the od1er. I would inevitably get them confused. 
Because the three churches had different starting times, it was possible for Micah to serve as 
pianist in multiple locations. Although many Sundays included playing at three sites, his two 
primary churches were the Baptist and Presbyterian congregations. His family was grounded 
in the Baptist church and Mrs. Colston was a member of the Presbyterian church. 
Micah's dual activity in the two denominations provided him with two unique 
worship experiences and formative backgrounds. He described his Baptist church 
experience as typical for his rural hometown at that time, "It had a piano, organ, and choir 
and we sang out of hymnals. We didn' t have anything else to do then." Southern Gospel was 
a primary part of the church worship repertoire. He feels that the Baptist churches in his 
hometown were influenced by the Friday night gospel-sings offered by local Church of God 
congregations. The gatherings were often led by family ensembles or other small vocal 
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ensembles. 
'W'hile most of the Baptist, First Baptist churches were not even doing Gaither music in the 
1970s because that was all touchy-feely and not a real hymn, our church was, but I think it 
was because of the influence around us. Some of the Baptists would occasionally attend the 
Friday gospel sings at the Church of God. So we didn't have praise singers, it wasn't called 
that, but at times we had the trio of people leading worship and that all originated with the 
Church of God. I had a bit of an advantage of having a little more Southern Gospel 
experience and exposure than maybe many more traditional churches would've had. 
His Baptist church experience exposed Micah to both Southern Gospel music and some 
early steps toward nontraditional worship. His background reflected historical traditions of 
Baptist music in the south: a proclivity toward folk idioms, experiential-emotional music, and 
the music of the people. 
In contrast, Micah's experience in the Presbyterian Church acquainted him with 
more traditional practices and greater musical challenges. 
They were very traditional Evangelical Presbyterian, a miniature version of Coral Ridge. The 
music was very traditional. Everything was from Schirmer Press. Very, very, very predictable 
and traditional in what they did. The music was also a hundred times more challenging than 
the Southern Gospel things. I'm neither a fan nor an opponent of Southern Gospel but I can 
tell you that if you learn two or three things then you can play any Southern Gospel song 
because it's not complicated. I learned the Lefevre in and out24 on the piano and those kinds 
of things. The things that challenged me were at the Presbyterian Church. It could be very 
complex to do. My instruction leaned more toward classical instruction so I kind of got a 
little bit of everytl1ing and not any one thing. 
Micah grew up influenced by two dissimilar worlds of worship, but the contrasting features 
of each complimented both his collegiate studies and career in music ministry, equipping 
him for varied worship experiences. Micah first served as a music minister when he was only 
nineteen. As a college student, "I was asked to lead the church in worship for two weeks 
prior to their new music minister coming. He ended up saying 'no' and my two weeks 
24 The Lefevre "in and out" systern. is a gospel piano technique used by the Lefevre Family, a 
Southern Gospel ensemble. The technique uses repetitive patterns tl1at move in toward and out from 
the middle of the keyboard. Though sounding elaborate to the ear, the patterns are repetitive and can 
be applied to gospel songs to provide a distinctive Lefevre sound. 
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became two and a half years. Baptism by fire." Even at such a young age, Micah's rich 
background had already provided significant experience in church music leadership. 
Micah began collegiate studies in a state university. He initially chose a non-music 
field, but changed his pursuits to major in piano. Despite his piano concentration, Micah 
credits his choral training experiences as the most irnpactful influence during his college. 
Dr. Evanston was a student and a prodigy of Bela Bartok and of Zoltan Kodaly. He learned 
and sat at the feet of essentially the originator of so!ftege, aside from the monk before 
him ... To have him as my choral director, the educational experience was very good. 
Additionally, Micah's accompanying experiences in college made a lasting impact by 
developing his abilities in vocal pedagogy. Each keyboard major was assigned six to seven 
vocal students to accompany for voice lessons and recitals. While Micah only studied with 
one college piano teacher, the voice lessons allowed him to observe the insttuction of seven 
different voice teachers. Ultimately, Micah shared that, "I probably know vocal pedagogy 
better than I know piano pedagogy . .. Even though I'm not a singer, I know how you can 
sing better because I've heard everybody's lessons." Summarily, Micah values and was 
profoundly shaped by his formal education sources and early life experiences. His words 
reveal himself as an avid learner who willingly seizes knowledge from every possible 
opportunity and influence. 
Micah acknowledged recording session work during the 1990's for additional musical 
development, helping him learn several skills that prepared him for nontraditional worship. 
Through the experience, he learned how to create click tracks, and increased his ability to 
read and create musical charts. Additionally, his session work first acquainted him with the 
Nashville number system of charting. 
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I was exposed to that while session playing and saw it as theory. The people that were giving 
it to me didn't have a theory background, they just said, ''Mama taught me that this is the I, 
IV, and the V." But I found that I didn't have to adapt to it; I just had to take what I had 
done in college and high school and all that applied. So I'm comfortable with all those kinds 
of charting. 
The session work also familiarized Micah with elements that are used in the Garage Band 
and Reason and Logic programs that he now uses to create click tracks for worship. 
Although those computer programs did not exist during the nineties, the session work 
involved similar aspects. Micah explained why he is quick with the two programs that he 
currendy uses, stating, "Essentially, I've played in it for years, well not just those programs, 
but doing studio work and other things over the course of many years. Garage Band looks 
and acts like things I've seen for a long time." These informal influences combine with 
Micah's formal training to create a rich and varied background that has prepared him for his 
current ministry. 
Micah emphatically confirmed that his formal education prepared him for 
nontraditional worship, particularly because of skills he developed in musical interpretation 
and music theory. He feels that musical inte1-pretation transcends beyond traditional musics 
and is applicable to all styles. He compared the interpretation of Chopin's Fanta.ry Impromptu 
with interpreting a Bach Prebtde where one demands great freedom and the other is as steady 
as a metronome. To Micah, understanding those genres and how they were intended to be 
performed is no different than applying the same interpretive process to any other genre, 
whether it is pop, swing, or bluegrass. He shared an account of direcdy apply music theory 
during a rehearsal with his worship band. 
Had I not had all that [music theory] I would never be able to say to the acoustic 
guitar player, "When we're going from the E7 to the C major 9, I need you to play a G 
chord," and have them say, "That's not a G chord." And I say, ''But trust me. I've got the 
piano and I've got the bass and collectively you make it. And if you do that then you have 
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this kind of a Coldplay stabilization that goes on. The chord never changes but the 
environment of the chord changes around it." 
That's an example of somedling I know because of theory. I don't know that 
because of contemporary styles. I know that because of traditional training which has taught 
me that if my contemporary music sounds muddy, then my traditional mind kicks in and 
says I know how to fix it. I wouldn't trade anyclling for the theory experience that I have. 
Micah's words revealed that he readily transferred and applied his traditional skills to the 
contemporary genre. He believes that his personal transition began in earnest while serving 
as a music minister during college, at the same time that modern worship music began to 
seep into churches. He stated, "Most of my reshaping happened during college in the 
churches that I was involved in. During that time, from 1984-1986, the Vineyard worship 
movement was hitting the south. My praise and worship ideal began to develop in me based 
on exposure." While he feels that his background prepared him well, he actively seeks to 
continue learning. 
Micah remains current with the contemporary scene and new music by following 
two sites: Worshiptogether.com and Praisecharts.com25• By seeing what trends on those 
sites, he stays abreast of the music that is being used by other churches and worship leaders. 
He also welcomes song recommendations from his own worship team members who also 
understand the type of music valued by the Agape congregation. 
When asked if Agape had retrained, replaced, or reorganized musicians as it 
transitioned into nontraditional worship, Micah responded that they had not replaced 
musicians, although, ''We should have, but we just haven't. We're kind of training during 
rehearsal [and] ... adapting as we go." Both Micah and his vocalists have actively sought 
25 Praisecharts is a popular online resource where musicians can purchase and download musical 
scores for worship use. Available songs can be purchased as full orchestral scores, piano scores, lead 
sheets, and chord charts. Praisechart lead sheets include significant notation and score markings, 
reducing the numbers of pages and page turns for instrumentalists, but providing dynamics, vocal 
lines, important rhythmic events, and other scores delineations. 
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retraining, particularly in how his female vocalists can use the chest voice safely and 
strategically to create passion and impact in contemporary songs. Micah cited artists such as 
Aretha Franklin and KariJobe as being able to "place something in the head voice in the 
first chorus but the chest voice in the second chorus, singing the same note but ... able to 
create a change in passion in a song by doing that." He has also sought to help his male 
singers be less "shouty" in upper ranges by developing a head-chest voice blend. Micah has 
found the Vocal Artistry Workshop26 to be a helpful resource, and he has attended one of 
their workshops, a single training session, and purchased their Vocal Artistry Workout CD 
and other materials. While Micah developed his vocalist's contemporary techniques, he 
shared that he has not had to significantly retrain his vocalists from traditional to 
nontraditional techniques simply because he has few singers with classical vocal training. He 
does work with his singers on vocal placement, but stated, "That's not really helping them to 
become less traditional in their styling; it's actually giving them a couple of traditional 
techniques to help them." Overall, Micah has not perceived traditional skills as something to 
be laid aside, but as a foundation upon which to expand into other styles. 
Micah's finds his greater challenge to be leading musicians whose musical skills are 
different than his own training and experience. Similar to other music ministers, he speaks of 
leaming the language of the ministry instrwnentalists. 
I am repeatedly challenged because I don't speak brass language ... I don't play guitars ... And 
even the language of the vocalists- at times I'm not real sure. I'm instructing people to do 
things that I don't have the talent to do, and I'm fully aware of that ... When it comes to 
the ... brass, for example, I just use words that are not a part of their language and then ask 
26 The Vocal Artistry Training Series was founded by Tim Carson, a professional singer and vocal 
coach who holds a Master's Degree in Voice from Northeastern Illinois University. He has been on 
the faculty of \Vheaton College and also served as the voice department head of the Willow Creek 
Arts Center. Carson is in demand within the United States and internationally, teaching workshops, 
seminars, and coaching individual vocalists. 
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them, "If I say this, then tell me what this means to you." And they're funny. They'll respond 
with some type of gesturing or rewording, and I'll say, ''\Veil, do that, whatever it is!" I'm · 
repeatedly confronted with things that are not in my comfort zone and skill level because I'm 
dealing with people that do things that I don't know how to do. (M. Dalton, personal 
interview, June 22, 2011) 
Micah and other participants recognize the presence of musical language barriers that hinder 
communicating the desired sounds and how to achieve them. Still, he has learned to listen to 
his musicians who serve as the "go-between" or musical translator who can bridge the 
communication gap. 
The ministry has reorganized some instrumentalists. Micah explained that until 2003 
or 2004, he worked to establish a traditional church orchestra. But in pursuing this goal, they 
encountered challenges of musical authenticity, of how to intermingle traditional instruments 
and a rhythm band into contemporary music arrangements. Micah often uses PraiseCharts 
arrangements, and explained that, "I love PraiseCharts and I love what they do but not all 
. things fit all genres vet-y well. We kept having times when the arranged viola part or the oboe 
line on the Lincoln Brewster song never felt right." Consequently, Micah tried to determine 
how he could engage traditional instrumentalists consistently, yet balance those instruments 
with stylistic authenticity within the contemporary music. Eventually, they reconsidered the 
pursuit of a traditional orchestra, choosing instead to reorganize the musician roles. Rather 
than create a traditional orchestra, they developed the current brass ensemble. Even though 
the ensemble cannot use every traditional instrument in worship each week, they readily call 
upon the available musicians as often as possible when their instrument fits the music. 
Additionally, some musicians play multiple instruments and are able to play in the worship 
band and also periodically play their brass or wind instrument when it fits with the worship 
repertoire. Brent, the music associate and brass specialist, was vital to the successful 
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reorganization. Micah explained that Brent can speak the brass language and helped 
reorganize and retrain brass players to play the contemporary music styles and licks 
effectively. Ultimately, Agape's music ministry was able to avoid replacing musicians, and 
instead, make a musical transition by retraining and reorganizing the musicians already 
present. 
There is a combination of formally and informally trained musicians working 
together within Agape's choir, band, vocal praise team, and brass ensemble. Table 20 
displays the types of skills used by Agape musicians and their frequency of usage. Micah 
stated that, "Most of my singers do not read music ... l'll typically provide for them a word 
sheet but I'll also provide for them a musical score." Since some of the singers do not read 
music, the vocalists frequently learn music by ear and add free vocal harmonization to praise 
team vocals. Recordings are particularly used by the vocal praise team, applying trial and 
error learning, imitating contemporary vocal techniques, and allowing free vocal 
harmonization in at-home rehearsals. For the band, recordings are used increase authentic 
performances of the music. The instrumentalists utilize accompanying skills weekly. Micah 
and other instrumentalists consistently apply the skill of programming electronic instruments 
and syncing music with electronic loops and click tracks. 
Personally, Micah combines traditional and nontraditional skills when creating click 
tracks for worship, even as he uses computer programs such as Garage Band and Reason 
and Logic. He explained that, "Even the making of the loop track is a moment when 
understanding bar lines, repeat signs, and all those things which are all part of traditional 
training come into play to help you get those kinds of things done quickly." He applies also 
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applies his formal skills in creating musical charts or readjusting arrangements if the 
instrumentation does not fit Agape's musical forces. 
Table 20 
Agape Baptist Musician Skills 
Skills 
Conducting 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) 
Reading standard notation 
Playing or singing by ear 
Ability to follow a conductor 
Performing as a solo vocalist or instrumentalist 
Performing as an ensemble vocalist or instrumentalist 
Sight-reading 
Ability to program electronic instruments 
Accompanying skills 
Free vocal harmonization 
Traditional vocal/instrumental techniques 
Popular music vocal/instrumental techniques 
Playing vocal parts from an open score 
Modeling and imitating music from recordings 
Trial and error learning 
Transposition 
Read chord charts 
Read guitar tablatures 
Syncing music with electronic loops/ effects 
Blended 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Frequently 
Never 
Weekly 
The worship band reads from a lead sheet far more often than using chord chart. 
Micah prefers a lead sheet so that the instrumentalists can see the lyrics and express the text 
in their playing. Secondly, he wants to challenge them with the notation that is available in 
Praisecharts lead sheets which indicates important musical events, dynamics, and 
articulations. The lead sheets help eliminate extensive trial-and-error rehearsing by providing 
the musicians with a notated visual reminder of particular attacks, thus lessening their need 
to memorize when events occur within the music. Micah acknowledged that instrumentalists 
who have been formally trained in school music programs are more comfortable with the 
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musical nomenclature, whereas those who lack that training are less adept. While the lead 
sheet does help, they still use the trial and error, note-by-note learning process since only 
some of the guitarists read music. While the effort is not without challenges, Micah feels that 
the notational content of the lead sheet provides a worthy challenge that develops the band's 
skills, thus blending traditional and nontraditional musical processes. Micah does help his 
musicians learn to read music if they cannot, but the guidance is provided in contextual 
situations rather than a structured program of development. 
Agape musicians have several resources that aid their weekly preparations. The CCLI 
rehearsal license has freed the volunteer musicians from having to purchase and download 
the worship music each week &om iTunes. Planning Center Online is now the vehicle by 
which musicians access the CCLI worship recordings. Since Planning Center enables its 
administrators to see detailed information such as who accesses the site and whether they 
stream or download the music, Micah has learned that the vocalists rely on the recordings far 
more than the instrumentalists because they can practice their free harmonization with the 
recordings. While the band and brass players may listen once or twice to get a feel for a song, 
they tend to rely more on their lead sheets or notated brass scores. Micah explained that 
worship service plans are posted in Planning Center, about 1-2 months in advance, but 
admits that their motto seems to be that, "Everything is firmly etched in J ell-0. Every 
service has something that changes really sometimes up until start time, but certainly on 
Thursday and Friday of each week we are fine tuning it and making some changes." During 
and after Wednesday night rehearsals, some changes are made if necessary, but musicians 
have access to the overall plan and music well in advance of the day they are scheduled to 
sing or play. 
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Since Agape has no music academy and does not offer a structured or ongoing 
program to develop music reading skills, Micah recognizes the impact of school music 
education on his music ministry and believes that school-trained musicians are 
unquestionably valuable and meaningfully engaged within Agape's music ministry. He 
quickly acknowledged that, "The impact is more prevalent in the brass section than it is 
anywhere else," since those musicians have developed the ability to read notation during 
their school training. Among the band instrumentalists, most have some school music 
training. One of the electric bass players used to play double bass in his school orchestra. 
The electric guitar player is also a gifted hom player in his school band and city youth 
orchestra. The youngest drummer plays in both marching band and jazz band at his school, 
and has particularly praised his school jazz band experience as being helpful to his music 
ministry role. Micah shared that, "He says that what helps him play on Sundays as a kit 
player comes from what's happening in jazz band .. . That's where he is finding his zone; 
that's where he's feeling challenged." Micah feels that not only is the style comparable, but 
the jazz band only has 15 musicians, a similar parallel to the church worship team. Thus, in 
both groups, musicians have to be independent since they are often the only one on their 
instrument or on a particular part. Among the instrumentalists, Micah identifies a significant 
level of value and opportunity for applying school-developed skills into the church music 
ministry. He considers the school training as a means of musicianship development that 
transfers and applies beyond the school program. Micah affirms that the jazz band 
experience, regardless of whether the school considers it a traditional or nontraditional 
ensemble, is most connected to the music his drummer plays outside of school, enough that 
the young mummer recognizes and values the way that his school experience connects to his 
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life. 
Micah estimates that about "Half or less of our singers had a choral experience in 
high school or college. That may not have been the case a few years ago, but now there are 
not very many who have that experience in their background." Micah has served as the 
pianist for the Berea Christian School and Pearson High School, and the Pearson choral 
director was even a member of Agape before moving away. Despite that interaction, it did 
not seem to encourage cross-involvement of choral musicians into the music ministry. 
In all of that, we [Agape] had at any time one or two or three students who were in the 
chorus at Pearson High School. None of those were ever in our choir here. \V'hile we had 
two or three Pearson students who were a part of our choir, they were not a part of the 
school chorus. Among the high school students that I have had in choir here, none of them 
are in any school related choral anything. I don't know if it was a like or dislike, a connect or 
disconnect, but it did seem to me to be two different worlds to them. 
Whereas the transfer of musicianship has been more successful with instrumentalists, the 
choral crossover is limited at Agape, seemingly hindered by the existence of "two different 
worlds." However, Micah does recognize that the church vocalists who have had choral 
training do demonstrate greater vocal finesse and technique. He indicated that they catch on 
more rapidly with shaping vowels, clear diction, and vocal placement, leading Micah to 
conclude, "I would say that what vocalists have done in school has helped them." 
While Micah acknowledged the positive impact of school music education on his 
musicians, he also named specific ways that music ministry participation emiches the school 
music education experience. He identified the quantity and pace of new music learned and 
performed each week as one benefit. Typically, school ensembles polish only a few musical 
selections over a long span of time for a single concert. In contrast, church musicians are 
expected to learn, polish, and perform several songs on a wee~y basis. 
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When you come to church on Wednesday night, we'll give you charts that are often more 
challenging than your marching charts. We'll give you five or six of them and then you've got 
five days to turn around and we wipe the slate clean. Then we start all over again with a 
whole another set. We'll do that for you every week. 
Micah also highlighted the benefits of offering real-life application to classroom sight-
reading, and the development of musical independence and personal responsibility. Micah 
explaine~ that while sight-reading may be done as an exercise and even for a grade, more 
time is spent on polishing music than mastering sight-reading skills when at school. Within 
the music ministry, musicians sight-read a significant quantity of music, knowing that in just 
a few days, they will play it publicly during worship. At school, the students might be part of 
a larger section where one person's weakness is covered by another's strength, but at church, 
most instrumentalists are the only one on their part. Thus, Micah stated, "Number one, we 
can hear you. We can hear every note you play ... It's learning to jump off of a high dive into 
deep water and we can challenge you more here than probably you could be in other 
environments." According to Micah, music ministry involvement increases the personal 
responsibility for each musician to be competent and independent. 
Micah was quick in his response to how school music education could expand and 
provide greater preparation for music ministry involvement. He stressed the need to link 
music edt,Ication to musical outlets outside of school. He urged that students need life-
connected application to the skills learned in school since participating in church ensembles 
can continue throughout a person's life. Micah feels that classroom learning can be overly 
focused upon particular school events or concerts, and that students often do not gain a 
larger perspective of how their abilities can connect with their lives beyond school. 
I want to ask, "If you have learned the skills at school, why have you learned those things? 
What could you do with it? Is it for the cluster concert with your school? Is that the ultimate 
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for you or is there a way that you can take everything that you are learning there and then 
apply it to a worship setting and know that possibly all of that was really to help you do this 
better?" 
Micah finds that event-oriented goals are a limited source of motivation, and, instead, 
supports a life-connected transference of musical learning beyond school performances. 
Secondly, he stressed the value and importance of artistic expression and his concerns about 
it being denied to young people who need the outlet. Micah believes that the arts are one of 
the most powerful and transformative forces in human life. He is deeply troubled by how its 
presence and inclusion in schools is too frequently threatened as if the arts were less 
important or less meaningful to the human experience than other disciplines. He provided a 
heartfelt summary of the need for young people to have positive outlets for artistic 
express10n. 
Art finds a way and art will exist. If we abandon it within the context of education and say 
that what is significant is to teach you math and science and grammar; and what's less 
significant is to teach you to play skillfully, then we're cheating our students. If you want to 
reduce what you're doing with students in the arts, then please understand that they're going 
to come up with art that you don't like. They're going to come up with art that will tear apart 
your system because once you put them outside the door their art is going to reflect that 
rejection. That shouldn't be the only reason, but that should be a motivating factor to say, "I 
don't think it's a good idea." \'V'hen schools are strapped for money and deal with discipline 
problems, I don't see the sanity in saying, 'Well, the first thing we're going to do is take away 
their ability to express themselves." I don't think that's going to end well because they are 
going to express themselves. If they can't paint in class in school then they'll just paint the 
outside of the building. 
In identifying positive and negative outcomes of the worship transition, Micah stated 
that he is a strong supporter of biblically-based contemporary worship. Still, he has observed 
some disturbing mindsets that have emerged, particularly attitudes that pursue contemporary 
trends out of anger or condemnation for the church. 
I don't like starting a church because you're mad at church. I don't like the concept of 
developing a parachurch ministry because church doesn't fit you. Biblically, I object to 
starting a church on the basis of worship exclusive to ministry, of saying 'I'll serve God in 
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other ways.' I do hear that from some of the twenty-somethings at times, saying, 'The 
concept of my church is not an established localized body where I go to worship' kind of 
thing. I just absolutely don't see that lining up with Scripture. 
Micah has encountered people who interpreted the onset of contemporary worship to mean 
that the church had failed or that all church traditions were bad and needed to be discarded, 
thus they started or sought churches singularly focused upon worship, disregarding any other 
valuable ministry and growth roles that the church holds and offers. While Micah perceives 
contemporary worship as positive, he does not believe that it should dismantle the core of 
why the church exists. 
Despite the challenges, Micah embraced the worship transition and was willing to 
welcome, engage, and equip whatever types of musicians God places in his ministry. Rather 
than holding a preconceived idea of what his ministry should be like or insisting on a 
predetermined ministry model, Micah seeks to shape the music ministry according to the 
people that are present. He stated that, "If he [God] gives me people that have these skills in 
this contemporary music and contemporary worship leading, then until I see otherwise I'm 
going to go with the assumption that that's the direction we're going." Micah's attitude stems 
from what he believes to be his calling as a minister: to reproduce people, to draw them in, 
develop their ministry skills and prepare them to serve in ministry at Agape or elsewhere. 
Although his title is Worship Minisuy Pastor, he referenced 2 Timothy 2:2 as his minist1y 
calling: "The things you have heard me say in the presence of many witnesses ent1-ust to 
reliable people who will also be qualified to teach others." He recognizes that he has a gift to 
connect with young people between the ages of about 15 to 30 to mentor and equip them 
for ministry. That particular age-group readily connects with contemporary worship, and 
their presence and Micah's mentoring have reshaped Agape's musical expression and 
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practices. In several cases, the Agape training-ground has also prepared young ministry 
leaders to move on to other churches and assume larger leadership roles. During a period of 
worship transition, Micah's affinity to mentor young musicians has proved to be beneficial 
within his own ministry and in sending out young leaders who serve in other places, 
replicating and expanding what they learned at Agape. 
Calvary Baptist Church. Calvary was established in 1841 only a mile from its 
present site. Although located in Hartford County, it is the only participant church that is 
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part of the Liberty Baptist Association. Calvary's campus contains several buildings that 
sprawl onto three separate but adjacent blocks. All worship services are held in the 900-seat 
traditional sanctuary. On the floor between the front pews and stage, chairs are arranged for 
a 30-piece orchestra. An acoustic drum kit sits on the floor beside the orchestra. A Baldwin 
grand piano and an electronic keyboard sit to the left of the pulpit, while an electronic Allen 
organ is positioned on stage right. The choir loft is centered below the baptistry. Floor 
monitors are available for musicians of all worship venues. During the contemporary and 
blended worship services, a large center screen is lowered over the baptistry to project song 
lyrics. Additionally, two large screen televisions hang on either side of the stage to provide 
lyric projection where sightlines are limited. 
Calvary's current enrolled membership is 3100, averaging 988 each week in its three 
morning worship expressions. As shown in Table 21, Calvary offers alternative worship 
choices: 8:00 traditional, 9:15 contemporary, and 10:45 blended. While three worship 
expressions are offered, Sunday school is only available during the latter two worship times. 
Those who attend the early traditional service may participate in Sunday School at 9:15. 
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Jacob Kemp reported that the church membership includes varied ages, but that it may be 
somewhat concentrated in the young to middle adult ages of 35-40. Most of the 
congregation has completed high school and a large percentage of people hold college and 
graduate degrees .. Economically, the congregation is varied, but most of the church would be 
considered upper middle income. 
Table 21 
Calvary Baptist Worsbip S eroim 
Service 
Name 
Morning 
Worship 
Morning 
Worship 
Morning 
Worship 
Evening 
Worship 
Worship 
Style 
Traditional 
Contemporary 
Traditional-
Blended 
Blended 
Average 
Attendance 
88 
450 
450 
125 
Location 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Seating 
Capacity 
900 
900 
900 
900 
Meets Worship Age Focus 
Time 
Sunday 8:00am None 
Sunday 9:15am None 
Sunday 10:45am None 
Sunday 6:30am None 
Note. This research excludes ethnically-focused services, youth, and children's worship, but if 
present in the church, the additional worship experiences are provided as a point of information. 
The pastor is 60 years old and has shepherded the church for 30 years. He holds a 
Master of Divinity from a Southern Baptist seminary. Each week, he preaches the same 
sermon in all three morning worship services. Jacob Kemp, the Associate Pastor of Music 
and Worship, has setved on Calvary's staff for 24 of his 42 years as a music minister. 
Following his undergraduate degree in music education at a Baptist university, he completed 
a Master's of Religious Education/Special Studies in Church Music and Worship in one of 
the Southern Baptist seminaries. At age 68, Jacob is the elder statesman of the participating 
music ministers. His resonant bass voice and energetic carriage contradict the first 
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impression of fragility suggested by his small frame and diminutive appearance. The 
interview revealed a quintessential Southern gendeman, stately and dignified. His booming 
southern drawl recounted numerous stories and life experiences, revealing a warm, engaging 
personality that readily connects with people and adapts to the various seasons of life. 
Worship format design and practices. Traditional worship is the first of Calvary's 
three services on Sunday mornings where the attire for worshippers and leadership is 
traditional Sunday best. Jacob explained that, "It is a simplified service [of just] singing and 
the sermon." An average of 88 worshippers attend the 8:00am gathering that is held in the 
main 900-seat sanctuary. Jacob described the unintentional age concentration, stating that, 
"It is mosdy middle-aged and up, probably a litde heavy on the elderly, 60 years and up." 
Media usage is almost nonexistent, used only for promotional announcements or 
sermon illustrating videos. Musically, the worship reflects its traditional name. The repertoire 
is entirely hymn based. Lyrics are not projected onto the screen because the congregation 
sings from the Baptist Hymnal in the pew racks. As indicated in Table 22, accompaniment is 
provided by piano alone. The worship order is delineated in the bulletin so that congregants 
know what to expect (see Appendix H). A typical Sunday worship order includes two or 
three hymns, Scripture reading, and special music that is usually a solo or duet. After the 
pastor delivers his sermon, the invitational song is sung during the time of response. A brief 
benediction is spoken or sung to end worship. The early service offers a worship experience 
similar to a typical Baptist church before any worship transition occurred. Compared to the 
two later worship expressions, the eight o'clock experience is simple and sparse. Still, Jacob 
shared that, ''We try to make it a viable worship, and not just another perfunctory thing to 
go through. We try to at least offer some good spirit in it." Still, while Jacob attempts to have 
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Table 22 
Calvary Baptist Musical Forces Used in Sttndqy Worship 
Musical Forces Traditional Contemporary Traditional-Blended 
Adult Choir Never Occasionallya Weekly 
Vocal Worship Team Never Occasionally Occasionallyb 
Senior Adult Choir Never Never Occasionally 
College Choir Not present Not present Not present 
High School Choir Never Occasionally Occasionally<' 
Middle School Choir Never Occasionally Occasionallyd 
Children's Choir Never Occasionally Occasionally 
Preschool Choir Never Occasionally Occasionally 
Vocal or instrumental solos Occasionally Occasionally Frequently 
Small Vocal Ensembles Occasionally Never Frequently 
Small Instrumental Ensembles Never Never Occasionally 
\Vorship Band Never Weekly Never 
Acoustic Guitar Never Weekly Never 
Electric Guitar Never Weekly Never 
Bass Guitar Never Weekly Never 
Keyboards Never Weekly Occasionally 
Dmm I<:it Never Weekly Occasionally 
High School Bande Never Never Never 
Middle School Band Not present Not present Not present 
Piano Weekly Occasionally Weekly 
Organ Never Never Weekly 
Orchestra Never Never Frequentlyf 
Brass Never Never Frequently 
Woodwinds Never Never Frequently 
Strings Never Never Frequently 
Percussion Never Occasionally Frequently 
Handbells Never Never Frequently 
Banner Ministry Not present Not present Not present 
Drama Ministry Never Occasionally Occasionally 
Dance Ministry Not present Not present Not present 
Visual Arts Ministry Not present Not present Not present 
Creative Media Not present Not present Not present 
Tech Team Not present Not present Not present 
Other: Hand Chimes (Children) Never Occasionally Occasionally 
Otl1er: Guitar (Children) Never Occasionally Occasionally 
Other: Puppets (Children) Never Occasionally Occasionally 
a In the contemporary service, a worship choir supports congregational singing but does no anthem. 
bNo vocal praise team exists in the Traditional-Blended worship, but the mixed ensemble is 
occasionally used as a praise team. 
cdThe student choir sings less often in the Traditional-Blended worship. 
cThe high school worship band only plays for the Wednesday night student worship. 
f'The orchestra plays on all but the third Sunday of each month. 
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musicians from the Blended-Traditional worship come and do special music during the early 
service, he complained that, "I can't get anybody to come eight o'clock. I call it the dead 
o'clock service." Nevertheless, while the crowd is small, a consistent group of older adults 
has found the early service to be their worship home. 
The contemporary worship expression begins at 9:15 and averages 450 worshippers 
each week. When observed, both the sanctuary floor level and the large balcony were packed 
with worshippers so that chairs were added along the back walls. Jacob stated that the 
contemporary worship is primarily populated by youth and young adults. Observation 
showed the congregation to be decidedly younger than in the later blended worship, filled 
with the ages Jacob described along with a considerable number of middle-aged adults and a 
few senior adults. In some of the other participant churches the congregant attire was casual, 
but at Calvary, the worshippers and stage personnel were clad in nice business casual or 
traditional Sunday best. Jacob explained that all baptisms are done in either the 
contemporary or the later blended worship at 10:45. The screen displays the opening 
countdown video, song lyrics, and sermon-supporting videos. While media usage is not 
excessive, it is more prominent in the contemporary worship than in the other two services. 
No additional or special lighting is installed, leaving the sanctuary as brightly lit throughout 
worship. 
The contemporary band accompanies worship utilizing acoustic guitar, electric 
guitar, bass guitar, drums, and keyboard. Kyle Mason, the contemporary worship leader, 
occasionally incorporates the grand piano onstage as the music warrants its use. While the 
dtum kit is the most common source of percussion, a djembe or congas sometimes provide 
supplemental percussion. Jacob stated that, "We went with electric drums for a long time but 
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we both decided we needed to go back to a nice percussion kit. So we spent some money 
and share it between the orchestra and the contemporary worship." Because the two 
ensembles share the drums during different services, the drums are positioned on the floor 
in front of the stage so that a drummer can either play with the contemporary band situated 
just above him on the stage, or with the orchestra that is also seated on the floor in front of 
the stage. An ensemble of praise team vocalists or a worship choir are formed and engaged 
occasionally, but typically only for special occasions. Kyle varies his worship leading, either 
singing from behind the keyboard or while playing acoustic guitar. He allows the nature of 
the given song to determine the instrument he uses. Between Kyle and the other 
instrumentalists, there is a considerable age span in the band that that ranges from high 
school to the mid-fifties. 
Jacob praised Kyle's worship planning and ability to bring variety to worship, stating, 
"Kyle .. . uses some solos occasionally, but it's mostly congregational chorus singing. But he 
does a good variety of different things there." The youth choir seldom sings in worship, but 
when it does, it typically sings during the contemporary worship that many of the students 
attend. The interview with Jacob also allowed a brief exchange with Kyle who shared that 
the contemporary repertoire centers around Passion-associated musicians (see Appendix I), 
including David Crowder and Chris Tomlin. He also noted his unique philosophy that 
influences the contemporary experience. 
I'm a Robert Webber disciple ... so I 'm little more ancient-future. I'm vet-y intentional about 
throwing a few more hymns in tl1an usual. We'll do responsive readings occasionally and ... I 
have a call to worship and a benediction listed every week. Usually that's just a Scripture 
that's read at the beginning and the closing of the service, but we otherwise do all the other 
typical contemporary stuff. (Kyle Mason, 2011) 
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Kyle considers hymns essential and preserves them in a contemporary style. Observation of 
the contemporary worship supported Kyle's Webber-influenced ancient-future philosophy, 
linking modem songs within a largely traditional service format (See Appendix H). The Call 
to Worship used a contemporary worship song by Aaron Shust and preceded the opening 
welcome and announcements. Worship continued with two more songs by Clu:is Tomlin 
and Matt Redman. Kyle transitioned the songs with a prayer as he continued to play his 
guitar. Following the brief worship set, the pastor delivered the sermon, remaining at all 
times behind the pulpit. The service closed with an invitational song and a brief spoken 
benediction. 
While the Sunday morning bulletin carefully details the order and elements of 
worship for the traditional and traditional-blended services, it only listed the contemporary 
worship service time with no added details. Jacob explained that the intent of the omission is 
to break away from traditional expectations and add a more spontaneous flow to worship. 
Although the printed worship expectations were removed from the program, the service still 
flowed with a traditionally-based predictability, encasing contemporary music into a 
traditional framework. 
The 10:45 Traditional-Blended worship also averages 450 worshippers each week. 
More than the two earlier worship expressions, the blended worship most closely represents 
the longstanding nature and legacy of the church and music ministry. The congregants 
include a mixture of young, middle, and senior adults, though observation showed a 
concentration of middle-aged and older adults. The worshippers and stage personnel attire 
was Sunday dresses or business casual. The choir wears robes primarily during fall and 
winter or for special presentations. Jacob stated that, ''We do wear robes and I think they 
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just add beauty to the worship." 
The center screen is used to project lyrics and show videos that support the sermon. 
Although all lyrics are projected to the screen, hymn numbers are included in the bulletin if 
worshippers want to sing from hymnals. Thus, at Calvary, the traditional worship uses only 
hymnals, the contemporary uses only screens, and the blended-traditional worship makes 
both modes available to worship in an effort to bridge old and new worship traditions. 
When observed, nearly all Traditional-Blended worshippers read lyrics from the screen and 
did not pick up hymnals. However, during the invitational hymn when the screen had been 
retracted, a significant numbers of worshippers used a hymnal. Jacob shared that many 
blended worship congregants struggled with the presence of the large screen because it 
diminishes the beauty of the sanctuary. For that reason, the screen is retracted before the 
set'!Ilon in that service so that the natural backdrop of the baptistry and surrounding 
windows can be appreciated. 
The musical forces in the Traditional-Blended worship are more extensive than the 
two earlier services. The piano and organ are the primary lead instruments, accompanying 
congregational worship, duets, solos, and instrumental pieces. Jacob commented that, 'We 
have a wonderful pianist and organist. Our people really enjoy hearing them do offertories." 
The adult choir is central in worship each week, assisting congregational worship and singing 
choir anthems. The orchestra plays all but the third Sunday of each month. When present, 
the orchestra accompanies the choir anthem, congregational singing, and does occasional 
orchestra-only arrangements. While the Roland keyboard is primarily used in the 
contemporary worship, it is occasionally used in the Traditional-Blended to support the 
orchestra, either doubling a weak instrument or adding a synthesized orchestral voice. 
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Handbells have disappeared or are fading from other participant churches, but they are still 
used at Calvary. Jacob stated, "I use them once a month for worship. They play all the songs, 
the hymns, and then they'll play a couple of pieces themselves, maybe prelude, offertory, or 
something like that." Additionally, vocal solos and small ensembles are used in about ninety-
percent of the Traditional-Blended services on a rotating basis. Jacob added that he will 
sometimes utilize his adult mixed ensemble as a vocal praise team but only on a very limited 
basis. Instead, he affumed the importance of the choir, stating, '<you know, when I've got a 
60 or 65 voice choir up there, I have a praise team." 
Since the adult choir remains in the loft for the entire service, Jacob considers them 
to be his primary worship leaders. The senior adult choir sings once per quarter during the 
10:45 worship. Other periodic vocal ensembles include the preschool, children, and youth 
choir who typically sing at the beginning of worship so that they can go to Sunday school 
after singing. As noted earlier, the youth choir primarily sings in the contemporary worship 
but will occasionally sing the Traditional-Blended call to worship. The children and 
preschool groups have a role in worship typically six times per year, displaying the varied 
skills that they develop on Wednesday nights, including guitars, flutophones, puppets, and 
hand chimes. 
Many musicians are engaged in the overall music ministry and the three distinctive 
worship expressions. There are no musicians that crossover to lead worship in multiple 
services. Jacob indicated that "They are three separate entities." Each of Calvary's worship 
expressions utilizes its own group of musicians, although ensembles and soloists will 
occasionally sing in different services only as special music. 
The Traditional-Blended worship flow follows a traditional Baptist worship format, 
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and also details the worship elements and repertoire so congregants can know what to 
expect (see Appendix H). Jacob stated that, "The service is a mixture of some choruses, 
hymns, and choral music." Numerous ensembles and soloists alternate doing special music, 
giving the Traditional-Blended worship considerable variety within its primarily consistent 
worship framework. Observation supported Jacob's descriptions, revealing a Traditional-
Blended experience that leans heavily toward traditional practices while also incorporating 
significant musical variety. When observed, the organist played a hymn arrangement for 
prelude. Kyle then led the children's choir call to worship, a medley of contemporary 
worship songs with CD accompaniment. As the children exited after singing, a hymn was 
sung as a welcome song while the congregation informally greeted one another. Next, the 
children's puppet ministry performed to an old Sunday School song, "Zacchaeus Was a Wee 
Little Man." A second congregational hymn was sung, and a middle-aged women's trio sang 
the offertory special music, an older gospel song entided "The Blood Will Never Lose Its 
Power." They were accompanied by piano and organ, sang from matching choral folios, and 
provided an artistic and traditionally-styled performance of the song. Jacob emphasized that 
the congregation deeply values the offertory music, stating, 'We set aside the offertory -
that's a very special thing." Jacob carefully varies the musicians who provide offertory music 
so that it remains a fresh and interesting part of the worship experience. After the sermon, 
the congregation sang the invitational hymn "Take the Name of Jesus with You." A prayer 
of benediction was spoken, followed by the congregation joining and lifting hands to sing 
the older chorus, "He is Lord." The observed service did not include the adult choir or 
orchestra since the children held such a strong presence, but it did reveal the ~ount of 
variation that occurs in Calvary's Traditional-Blended expression. 
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The Blended-Traditional worship repertoire is heavily hymn-based, complemented 
by both choral arrangements and older choruses that are now published in the hymnal. 
During worship, songs and choruses may stand alone or be combined into short song sets. 
Jacob does not follow a prescribed or predictable formula that dictates where a hymn 
or a chorus will consistently be sung in the service, but simply orders the repertoire in a 
manner that creates a worshipful experience. To vary to the worship experience, Jacob 
occasionally plans scripture readings that are sometimes done as congregational responsive 
readings, sometimes by the choir, and often done by various individuals planted within the 
congregation, lending a sense of spontaneity to worship. 
On the day of observation, Jacob conducted most of the congregational singing from 
behind the pulpit. During his interview, he shared that despite his frequent conducting, he 
also enjoys stepping back completely and relying upon his musician's abilities. He stated that, 
"As long as I've worked with these musicians - the pianist, organist, and the orchestra, they 
have a feel for what we do ... The choir is so used to being worship leaders." He 
complemented the musicianship of his orchestra director who typically shadow conducts 
whatever Jacob does from the stage, but Jacob readily steps away from the lead and allows 
Sawyer to hold the reins. Jacob's words reveal tl1e trust and respect that he has for his 
musicians, recognizing not only their individual talents, but also the cohesiveness that they 
have developed as a musical unit. He is not concerned with being the central focus, but of 
engaging with the musicians, congregation, and enjoying the experiences. His words aligned 
with his folksy, people-loving demeanor that he displayed during his interview, thus he 
brings his personality into his worship leading. 
To explain why the current worship format fits his church, Jacob summarized the 
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history of Calvary's worship transition. Before the worship transformation, the church 
offered two traditional services at 8:30am and 11 :OOam with Sunday School scheduled in 
between. Due to church growth, Calvary became overcrowded in both Sunday School and 
worship. At this same time, the modern worship movement made its way to Calvary. 
During the late 1980s and early 1990s, Jacob observed the significandy changing trends, 
stating that, "Contemporary stuff came along and it became a very divisive thing. We 
realized that if we were going to continue to grow and reach families of different 
generations, then we had to do something." Consequendy, the church kept an 8:00 
traditional service and added what he described as two blended services that intermingled 
contemporary and traditional elements. Sunday School was offered during both blended 
services. With Jacob leading all three venues, this arrangement maximized the existing 
facility, eased cramped conditions, and propelled the church into a new era of worship. 
Jacob admitted that it was not an easy transition, yet he led the contemporary worship for 
several years, doing what he could with the people and resources available at the time. While 
the move solved facility problems, worshippers were uncomfortable blending both 
traditional and contemporary expressions within a single service. Jacob described the 
prevailing mindset. 
Blending traditional and contemporary doesn't make anybody happy, particularly your 
contemporary people. We had to include a feel of tradition as well as a feel of contemporary 
and neirl1er side was really happy with it. It wasn't causing, 'I'm about to leave the church' 
kind of stuff. But there was a rumble, just an uncomfortable feeling. We finally came to 
realize rl1at we've just got to break this thing apart and have a stricdy contemporary and a 
stricdy blended-traditional like we have now. 
That decision has held for 12 years, and Jacob emphasized that, "It's what has fit us. We 
knew that with the age and composition of the membership, that we couldn't just go all 
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contemporary or all traditional. Had we done that we would have had a mass exodus." 
Jacob and the pastor determined that a contemporary leader should be hired, thus 
adding Kyle Mason to the Calvary staff five years ago. Jacob shared that, "It's been a great 
relief for me. I still have a great relationship with the people in the contemporary service . .. I 
fellowship with them. They say, We miss you still."' Jacob shared the ministry's value 
statement to express Calvary's attitude toward worship preferences. 
It says, "C. S. Lewis once said that 'All that is not eternal is eternally out of date . .. .' We are 
not going to get hung up on style debates. There are no worship wars here. We simply want 
to convey God's truth artistically. Our assessment of what is appropriate and not appropriate 
for worship is not a question of 'Is it old or new?' or 'Is it high church or pop culture?' Our 
single question is 'Does it accurately convey God's truth?"' 
The overall tenor of Jacob's interview and his interactions with the contemporary leader and 
worshippers all align solidly with the values statement. Jacob's spirit of cooperation was also 
extended to not just the church body, but specifically to Kyle as well, emphasizing the lack 
of competition between them. While they do not work together too much since they handle 
different areas, Jacob indicated that, "It's a complementary thing and we have a good 
friendship and relationship. There's not any strain there at all. I would not have that: Period. 
And he is accommodating to that." Both leaders are committed to working in cooperation 
rather than in competition, thus enabling each of the worship expressions to thrive, and 
encouraging unity in the overall church body. 
Jacob stressed that the success of Calvary's alternative worship format stems from a 
single pastor personally preaching in all three worship experiences. He recalled seeing several 
strong churches created a separate staff for their contemporary worship, and ultimately, 
though inadvertently, creating two separate churches that ultimately split. Additionally, 
Calvary periodically combines the entire church membership for special worship events or 
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occasions. Jacobs finds that this action has also encouraged unity, reminding congregants 
that they are part of a larger body than they see within their separate worship times each 
week. The combined efforts include mission projects, events for the men's and women's 
ministries, and join worship experiences that include the choir, orchestra, and contemporary 
worship band. Jacob stated that the periodic gatherings make "Everybody feel a part of the 
same family. I feel like we have a very cooperative spirit. It's not us and them." 
Jacob enthusiastically shared his worship priorities and philosophy of worship. 
Although emerging from a traditional background and currently leading worship expressions 
that remain quite traditional in nature, his words and excitement refute accusations that 
traditional worship is constrained and lifeless. While Jacob plans for excellence, his core 
priority is for his congregation and musicians to worship wholeheartedly and never be 
"blase" about worship. He shared that, "I tell the choir that this is not about music. This is 
not about us. Worship is not about going through a format or a ritual. Worship is about 
adoration and praise to the Lord Jesus." Jacob laughed, admitting that some congregants are 
somewhat afraid of worshippers who raise their hands, but he welcomes the wholehearted 
engagement. After serving in music ministry for 42 years, Jacob shows no indications of 
weariness, boredom, or monotony. To the contrary, his zeal for worship is unmistakable and 
enduring, revealing a passion that has persists through the adjustments and transitions he has 
experienced in his life of music ministry. 
Despite his fonnal-traditional background, he avoids a sense of formality in Calvary's 
worship, describing himself as "cornbread and buttermilk." Having been connected to 
Calvary's worshippers for so many years, he feels and seeks to project a sense of family, 
walking down the aisles to greet people during the fellowship time. During worship, he 
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occasionally teases and uses humor to connect with the congregation, stating, "I'm a part of 
them. I'm a part of their lives ... That's my style of leading and way to involve the 
congregation. There is a lot of laughter as I joke with the congregation. Laughter connects 
and relaxes people." 
Jacob complimented the impact that projection screens have made on congregational 
singing and engagement. While some congregants have complained that the screen makes 
noise and covers the baptistry, he shared that "Our hymn singing is exponentially better by 
using screens. Everybody's singing and now looking up." He continued by describing how 
the 10:45 traditional-blended worship is more engaged in singing than the 9:15 
contemporary worshippers. 
It's just amazing; and actually, our singing at 10:45 just blows the 9:15 out. A lot of that is 
because with contemporary music, they just don't know all the songs. And then you've got a 
lot of younger people in there and they don't sing anyway. But you come into 10:45 and the 
roof is blowing off. They're engaged. 
The onsite visit to the church supported Jacob's claims of congregational engagement. The 
blended-traditional worshippers were far more actively engaged in singing than were those in 
the contemporary worship. The contemporary worship had many people fully participating, 
but also a large number of individuals who were just watching and observing in a concert-
like demeanor. 
Personnel and program structure. Table 23 summarizes the ensembles and 
opportunities that form the structure of Calvary's music ministry. The early traditional 
worship is sparse in musicians, led by the music minister and a small rotation of volunteer 
pianists who are able to play hymns from a hymnal. Jacob did not present these individuals 
as part of the music leadership since they are all church members who attend that worship 
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hour and take turns accompanying worship. With a worship band, the contemporary 
worship engages more musicians than the traditional gathering. While a worship choir and 
vocal praise team are occasionally used in the contemporary hour, they are not ongoing 
ensembles, but formed only as needed. Because of the sporadic nature, there is no record of 
membership or enrollment count. But in the third expression even more musicians are 
engaged. The traditional-blended venue engages the choir, pianist, and organist weekly. The 
orchestra plays all but the third Sunday of each month. Additionally, numerous other 
ensembles and individuals engage on a periodic basis, including soloists, small vocal and 
instrumental ensembles, the senior adult choir, middle and high school choir, children's and 
preschool choirs, handbells, and puppets. All ensembles rehearse weekly except for the 
contemporary worship choir and vocal team, soloists, and small ensembles that are only 
occasionally utilized. 
The student choir combines middle and high school-aged students to have enough 
teens for a viable ensemble. In contrast, the thriving preschool and children's music program 
offers a variety of musical experiences after being restructured in the last two years. In the 
past, the program centered around graded choirs who periodically sang in Sunday worship. 
Currently, traditional graded choirs continue to meet on Wednesday evenings from 5:45 to 
6:30, and are available for ages four and five, 1st and 2nd grade, and 3rd through 5th grades. At 
6:30, all children gather in the large children's commons area where, for the first 30 minutes, 
they divide into small groups and have choices on what to do. During the first semester, they 
may choose between Bible study, recorders, flutophones, and beginning guitar. During the 
second semester children may select Bible study, hand chimes, puppets, or continue with 
guitar. At 7:00, all the children in grades one through five come together in the commons 
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area and sing. In the fall, Kyle taught the Children's Mass Choir a musical that was presented 
at Christmas. During the second semester, K yle continued to lead the Mass Choir in songs 
that were periodically sung during the Sunday contemporary and blended services. Jacob 
Table 23 
Calvary Music Ministry Ensembles and Opportunities 
Enrolled Ages Rehearsals Leadership Worship role 
Adult choir 85 25 -75 Wednesday, 7:30pm Music Minister Weekly 
Senior Adult 42 55-75 Thursday, 10:00am Music Minister Occasionally 
Choir 
Student Choira 40 11-18 Wednesday, 5:30pm Volunteerb Occasionally 
Children's Choir 125 6-10 Wednesday, 6:00pm PCMCc, Occasionally 
Contemporary 
Leader, Volunteers 
Preschool Choir 75 3-5 Wednesday, 6:00pm PCMC, volunteers Occasionally 
Worship Band 10 20-50 Wednesday, 7:30pm Contemporary Weekly 
Leader 
Vocal Praise Team 8 20-30 As needed Con temporary Occasionally 
Leader 
Orchestra 30 17-60 Sunday, 4:30pm Orchestra Director Frequentlyd 
Student Worship 8 14-18 Sunday, 4:30pm Media Coordinator Never" 
Band and Contemporary 
Leader 
Soloists 30 28-66 As needed Music Minister Frequently 
Small Vocal 
Ensembles 
Mixed Worship 8 20-64 Monday, 7:30pm Music Minister Frequently 
Ensemble 
Women's 6 27-55 Monday, 7:30 pm Music Minister Frequently 
Ensemble 
Men's Quartet 4 50-62 Thursday, 9:00 am Music Minister Frequently 
Small Instrumental 
Ensembles 
Brass 8 20-30 Sunday, 4:00pm Orchestra Director Occasionally 
Guitar 12 6-10 Wednesday, 6:00pm PCMC Occasionally 
Hand bells 
Adult 10 42-67 Monday, 7:30pm Music Minister Frequently 
Children 10 6-10 Wednesday, 4:00pm Music Minister Frequently 
Puppets 18 3-10 Wednesday, 6:00pm PCMC, Volunteers Occasionally 
"The student choir combines students in middle and high school. 
bThe student choir is led by a local high school choral director who is a Calvary church member. 
cPCMC = Preschool and Children's Music Coordinator. 
dThe orchestra plays on all but the third Sunday of each month. 
eThe high school worship band only plays for the Wednesday night student worship. 
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explained that, "Last year was the first time we did this. It was pretty successful and we've 
got some tweaking to do, but it provides some fine arts. This year we're going to do some of 
the same things." 
Table 24 summarizes the music ministry leadership overseeing the ensembles and 
musical activities. Calvary's only other full-time music staff member, Kyle Mason, is the 
Associate Minister of Worship and Arts who leads contemporary worship. He has been 
employed by Calvary for five years. With a Doctorate in Music from a religious university, he 
is not a typical contemporary music leader. Kyle also holds a Bachelor's Degree in Music 
Education from a secular university, and a Master's Degree in Youth Education from a 
Baptist seminary. Kyle handles all aspects of the contemporary arts which includes worship 
planning, band and vocal team rehearsals, and rehearsals for the contemporary vocal 
ensembles when they are used. Kyle also rehearses with the student worship band to prepare 
them leading Wednesday night student worship. Since many of the students attend 
contemporary worship on Sundays, Kyle stays active with youth events to build relationships 
with them. Additionally, Kyle assists with children's music and their special music events 
through the year, and also oversees all aspects of the sound ministry at Calvary. Jacob 
emphasized that, "He's very knowledgeable and somehow does all of that." 
Sawyer Timms, the Director of Orchestra and Instrumental Music, is another key 
music leader. Sawyer has been a part-time staff member for five years. He holds a Master of 
Arts in Trumpet Performance and is working to complete a doctorate in music. Sawyer 
collaborates with Jacob in worship planning as it pertains to orchestra involvement, and 
leads Sunday afternoon orchestra rehearsals. Because scheduling does not allow time for the 
choir and orchestra to rehearse together, Jacob and Sawyer carefully detail all aspects of 
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Table 24 
Calvary Baptist Kry Music Ministry Leadership 
Title Position Tenure Age Highest Degree Church 
Education Member 
Associate Minister of Full-time staff 5 45 Doctorate Music Yes 
Worship and Arts 
Organist Part-time staff 1 42 Masters Nursing• Yes 
Pianist Part-time staff 35 69 Masters Piano Performance Yes 
Orchestra and Part-time staff 5 52 Masters Music Educationb Yes 
Instrumental Director 
Preschool and Part-time 15 74 Masters Music Education Yes 
Children's Music volunteer 
Coordinator 
Youth Choir Director Part-time 2 48 Masters Music Education Yes 
volunteer 
•The organist's degree is in nursing and she has also done considerable studies in organ performance. 
bThe orchestra director is currently ABD in his pursuit of a DMA. 
worship in advance and rehearse each of their groups according to those details. With the 
orchestra positioned on the floor in front of the stage during worship, Sawyer shadow 
conducts Jacob for worship and choir anthems. Jacob emphasized that, 'We all stay together 
and that's because he's an outstanding musician. The orchestra is ... not outstanding, but a 
good church orchestra and they can make some really good music. I'm very proud of them." 
The remaining two employed music staff members are the pianist and organist who 
play for the Traditional-Blended Worship. The organist has served for only one year. While 
she holds a Master's Degree in Nursing, she has also completed studies in organ 
performance. The pianist holds a Bachelor's and a Master's Degree in Piano Performance. 
She has served on Calvary's music staff the longest, a total of 35 years. The two 
accompanists meet with Jacob every Wednesday to prepare for worship, developing 
modulations and transitions. On Sunday mornings they do one fmal rehearsal just before 
worship. Overall, Calvary's employed music staff is highly educated, bringing considerable 
training and experience to their areas of service. 
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Jacob believes that his volunteer leaders are valuable to the music minisu:y and highly 
qualified for their roles. The 75 year-old children's music coordinator is a retired high school 
choral director with a Master of Arts in Music Education. Her fifteen-year tenure has 
strengthened the children's music program. Jacob praised the quality of her work and 
anticipates that this will be her last year with the children due to health concems. The youth 
choir director is a current high school choral director who also has a Master's Degree in 
Music. She has served only two years, but is working hard to build a solid middle and high 
school choir. 
Only Kyle's position as the contemporaty worship leader has been added as a result 
of incorporating nontraditional worship. Although not a part of the music ministry staff, 
Jacob stressed the importance of Calvaty's director of technology and college ministry. Trey 
leads numerous contemporaty ministry elements that assist the music ministry. Jacob 
explained that Trey handles all church media needs, the website, and computer needs. He 
also teaches the college students and assists Kyle with the middle and high school praise 
band. 
As music minister, Jacob is the overseer of the employed and volunteer music 
leadership. He plans and leads both the traditional and blended worship services, which also 
includes leading the adult choir and occasionally leading the orchestra. Jacob founded 
Calvary's orchestra when he first came to the church and directed it for many years. With his 
strong instrumental background, he is at ease leading orchestra rehearsals if Sawyer is out. 
Jacob also leads the men's quartet, a mixed ensemble that occasionally doubles as a blended-
worship praise team, a senior adult choir, handbells, and is even adding a handbell group for 
senior adults in the coming year. Jacob oversees the children's music program, and even 
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taught one of the guitar classes for a semester after one teacher moved away. However, he 
prefers to remain available to all of the children's music classes and workers, explaining, "I 
free myself during children's music to where I can get around to all of the groups on 
Wednesday. I go in ... and ask, 'Do you need anything? How can I help?"' Jacob seeks to be 
an enabler for the overall program, perceiving that his influence can be greater by supporting 
all of the groups instead of just one. 
Calvary's musicians are active in roles that extend beyond weekly worship, frequendy 
reaching out into the community. The children's choir occasionally sings in local nursing 
homes. Additionally, Jacob shared that, "The senior adult choir is very active and out of here 
all the time." Locally, they sing for nursing homes and provide special music for senior adult 
groups at other churches, but Jacob takes about 35 of them on a 2-3 day annual choir tour. 
They have toured to nearby states and sing in churches of varied denominations. Jacob 
expressed great pride in his senior adult group's ability, level of activity, and willingness to 
serve through music. Jacob added that some of the small adult vocal ensembles are often 
out in the community singing for different churches, civic organizations, nursing homes and 
other area events. 
Calvary musicians also prepare seasonal and other special presentations at the 
church. Christmas is a busy time at Calvary. Kyle leads the children's choir in their 
Christmas musical. Every other year at the beginning of December, Calvary presents Ebony 
and Ivory Christmas Worship. The three-night piano concert has been a tradition for more 
than ten years. The church pianist plans the event, starting rehearsals as early as July and 
August. Jacob explained that, "We use about all of our pianists, about 24 or 25 
people ... We're going to use four grands, the choir, organ, the orchestra, and the handbells. 
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It is just going to be a big Christmas celebration with everyone." On the final Sunday night 
before Christmas, the entire church combines for a contemporary-based candlelight service. 
Jacob explained that, "It is a contemporary worship service with a few traditional things." 
Kyle leads the experience with the contemporary worship musicians who bring a 
contemporary and reverential delivery of traditional and modem Christmas music. 
A special Thanksgiving worship provides another occasion to combine the entire 
Calvary membership. Jacob explained that, "It is a testimony, praise, and being-thankful 
service that is always a good sweet time. We ... worship together in gratitude for God's 
blessings." In the spring, Kyle leads the children in another musical, and Jacob leads the 
orchestra and adult choir in a large music minist1:y concert that is usually held on a Sunday 
night. Jacob has also developed a sort of choir-exchange program with other churches. He 
explained that, "Once or twice a year sometimes we'll swap out with different churches. 
Sometimes their choir and orchestra will come here or we'll go to their church. It's just a fun 
fellowship." Finally, the July patriotic service is another important tradition at Calvary, and 
once again, combines all worship services. The event is a favorite at Calvary and well 
attended and includes the choir, orchestra, pianist, and organist. Veterans are recognized and 
encouraged to wear their uniforms. While worship is the central focus on a weekly basis, 
Calvary's music ministry is clearly engaged in numerous other musical endeavors. 
The majority of volunteer musicians, particularly those in the traditional or 
traditional-blended worship services at Calvary, are not auditioned. Jacob explained that, 
while the employed musicians are auditioned, he has never auditioned his church choirs. He 
added that many of the people who join the choir have previous experience that has 
equipped them with basic skills. Jacob becomes familiar with his musicians skills as he work 
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with them; thus, in forming his small vocal ensembles, he does not audition, but simply asks 
capable people to assume those roles. Most of the small ensemble singers are also part of the 
adult choir. 
In contrast, the musicians who lead in contemporary worship are auditioned to be 
part of the band or vocal praise team. Only about ten musicians are necessary to fill the 
auditioned contemporary worship roles. While the larger worship choir is open to all 
interested persons without an audition, it is only formed on an as-needed basis and does not 
engage singers with regularity. Overall, the contemporary worship experience engages a 
significantly smaller number of musicians on an ongoing basis. Whether auditioned or 
volunteer, contemporary or traditional, all of Calvary's musicians are church members. 
Calvary does not hire professional musicians from outside the church to assume roles where 
Jacob believes that church members should be serving. 
Jacob stated that, "I don't qualify our groups about ages" to establish a particular 
appearance or image for the worship ensembles. Whereas some groups such as the children, 
youth, and senior adult choir are clearly age-focused, the adult ensembles have a wide age 
span among their personnel. The priorities of inclusiveness and ministry-focus are foremost 
to Jacob. 
The age groupings are not intentional. It's just kind of happened. The ensembles I use in the 
10:45 are of different ages. The guy playing the bass guitar in the contemporary worship is in 
his 50s, and he plays right beside others who are their 20s or 30s. So it just has to do with 
capability ... It's just like the little elderly couple playing in our orchestra. They are over 80 
years old and we know it's over their heads but they don't hurt us ... We're about ministry; we 
are not about selectivity here. 
A strong spirit of cooperation and inclusiveness permeates Calvary's music ministry. 
Throughout the intetview, Jacob emphasized inclusiveness regarding age, minimizing 
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auditions, and valuing all worshippers regardless of their worship style preference. Whereas 
some other participants revealed an us-them mindset toward the different worship 
expressions, or they felt burdened by the presence of the mindset, Jacob holds ministry as 
the foremost priority. 
Although he desires to offer continuous musical engagement for all ages, Jacob 
added his voice to other participants who struggle to maintain a youth choir. Although he 
had 65 teens singing in youth choir at once time during his tenure at Calvary, Jacob 
confessed that, "It's just been a struggle to keep it going." Jacob perceives the problem to be 
at least two-fold: the weakness of school choral programs near his church, and the way that 
contemporary music has altered the musical preferences of teens. First, while Jacob 
acknowledged there being many strong choral programs in the Hartford schools, the schools 
located closest to Calvary have struggled chorally. He named several schools and their choral 
music struggles, concluding that, "The kids here did not grow up in a good choral music 
framework. At Mansfield, everything has been instrumental. Everything was football or 
sports. They never had a strong choral tradition." Secondly, the large youth choir he led in 
the past existed before the onset of contemporary music. Once contemporary music rose in 
popularity, the musical preferences of his youth changed and interest waned in choral music. 
For a number of years I had a good youth choir just before the contemporary music scene 
came along. And after that, over a period of time we just watched the interest in choral 
music decline ... It's been a struggle here. This has been one of the hurts of my ministry here 
but we've done everything we know to do to try and develop it. 
Jacob shared that Calvary's youth choir had been at it strongest during the 1990s, but he 
noticed the decline beginning around the year 2000. His disappointment obvious, Jacob 
explained his anguish, stating, "I've had every guilt trip in the world, because I always had 
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strong youth choirs wherever I had been in years past. At one time at another church I had a 
youth choir of about 100 kids in it." In many ways, his past successes may the present 
struggle more painful. He wrestles with the current lack of interest from teens, and also 
worries about the long term impact a weak youth choir will have on the adult choir, a central 
worship ensemble at Calvary.29 
Music personnel training. Jacob's primary musical skills include voice, ttumpet, 
and conducting. He also plays guitar, string bass and electric bass. Because of his trumpet 
skills, Jacob is also proficient in several other brass instruments. Having completed a music 
education degree, he indicated that, "Of course, in a music education degree you've got to 
pass the piano barrier. I can sit down and fumble through some anthems to get an idea of 
what I am looking for, but I'm not an accomplished pianist." 
Music has been prominent throughout Jacob's life. Although grammar school 
offered opportunities to sing, he had no organized choral or vocal training during that time. 
He began to learn trumpet during grammar school and joined the band in junior high. Jacob 
shared that, "I didn't do chotus in grammar school and junior high, but ... I grew up in youth 
choirs and children's music in church." Music was integral in Jacob's home as he grew up 
with a dad who was also music minister. Jacob described his family's musical legacy, stating 
that his father's ministry was a "very traditional fotum. That was all there was in the 50s and 
60s. Mom could play the radio well! My sister is an accomplished musician, a wonderful 
church pianist. I grew up in music and gaining a love for music." 
29 Post-interview communications with Jacob Kemp revealed that Calvary's youth choir was 
discontinued about three months after the interview. Consequently, there is currently no choral 
continuity between sixth grade and adulthood. 
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Jacob summarized his church music background as traditional, where a predictable 
and consistent weekly worship experience was the nonn. 
You had your prelude, and then the Sunday school superintendent gave the Sunday school 
report. The church announcements were read and then the choir sang a call to worship, 
followed by a prayer and a threefold amen. We then sang a hymn or two, had the offertory, 
then the anthem, then the preaching. You know, it was very su-ict with the same thing every 
Sunday. Very traditional. .. That was all we knew at the time. 
Jacob also emphasized that he did not have a Southern gospel background. While he enjoys 
that style of music, it was not a part of his formative worship experiences, nor does he feel 
he could ever be a music minister in a Southern-gospel church. 
He played in high school band during concert season but never did marching band 
because he also played on the football team. He also became active in the high school choir, 
stressing that, "My choral teacher had a great influence on my life, a wonderful lady." 
Despite his deep involvement with music, he did not consider music as a career option and 
admitted that, "I had no use for music when I got out of high school." 
On a whim, he joined the army, which he believes to have changed his life. After 
completing boot camp, Jacob remained in the army reserve, but also began college, pursuing 
a Bachelor of Arts degree with a focus in music education. He majored in voice, minored in 
tmmpet, played in the college band, and sang in the college a cappella choir. With his music 
education emphasis, he was given the opportunity to direct the Baptist Student Union choir 
for three years, claiming that, "It was a great growing experience." While in college, Jacob 
also began serving as a part-time music minister in an off-campus church. 
Jacob was married during college, graduated with his teacher's certificate in 1966, and 
began teaching junior high chorus and band. He commented that, "I loved it. I had a great 
time. Sweet experience teaching in a litde town in the southwest, a litde cow town." But 
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while teaching, he also served part-time in a church, and his priorities began to shift 
direction. 
I went to college to be a band director, but God had different plans for me on down the 
road. Over those two years, I began to have more love for doing church music than I did 
school music. Even though the school was good, . .. I just found that my real deep 
contentment was in church music. We prayed over it and finally made d1at decision and 
ended up in seminary. But that was a great experience because it gave me an instrumental 
background to develop a church orchestra, to know how to read an orchestral score, know 
how to develop instruments, transpositions, and know what position a trombone plays. 
When you're in college, all you get is method. You don't hang on to that long enough. My 
actual experience was intensive. 
With his new sense of purpose, Jacob entered one of the Southern Baptist seminaries 
to pursue a Master's Degree in Religious Education/Special Studies in Church Music and 
Worship. Having completed standard music courses in his undergraduate degree, he focused 
upon church music education and church music history. He indicated that, "I pursued things 
that would be relevant to me in my church music ministry as I went on. I stayed a little 
longer to take more courses even though I did not get a Masters of Church Music." Because 
he remained in the army reserve, his seminary years were interrupted because he was 
deployed to Vietnam for 11 months. He shared that, "It took me away from my pregnant 
wife. Pretty tough time. I saw enough death and mayhem to last 50 lifetimes. What I 
experienced over there changed my life. You value your life." Once he was discharged, he 
returned home to his wife and resumed his seminary courses. By 1969, Jacob completed his 
seminary degree, trained and eager to serve as a minister of music. 
The current worship transformation is not Jacob's first reshaping. With his formal 
college and seminary and formal-traditional church background, Jacob started at his first full-
time church where he was immediately faced with a worship style that contrasted all that he 
had known. Referring to "The King is Coming," a popular gospel song at the time, Jacob 
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explained that, ''What I moved into was a little ... country town, and I had to learn gospel 
music. I had to learn "The 'Kang' is Coming,"' laughing as he emphasized the gospel twang 
that marked the church worship style. But by the time he left that church, the choir 
performed Handel's Messiah for Christmas. He fondly recalled his talented 1 00-voice youth 
choir from that church whose concerts were so well attended that they had to rent the local 
high school auditorium to have adequate space. Jacob reminisced, "I taught them how to 
read parts. They would knock your socks off. We sang musicals, gospel music, folk music, 
everything." During his tenure at that church, he not only expanded the musical style 
capacity of the church musicians, but he was also personally reshaped as he learned to do 
gospel music. 
He recalled the earliest stirrings of the modern worship movement, stating that, 
"Before I left there, the folk system had come along. The 60s came and ... the folk sound 
changed church music, and it's been changed ever since then." When asked if his formal 
music training prepared him for the modem worship styles of today, he indicated that his 
education did not prepare him for modem worship, but that it provided formal skills in 
counterpoint, conducting, methods, composition, and music history, skills that were 
appropriate for that time. He values his education for having provided strong formal skills 
that give him confidence working with any style of music so that he never feels intimidated 
as he adapts and learns. He indicated that he has had encountered other transitions and 
periods of adjustment, stating that, "Over the years in my music ministry, I've just had to 
transition with where we were, where the music is. I've had to change along with it and 
move on." Jacob perceives clear distinctions between what was expected of music ministers 
trained during his generation, and those who are being prepared for service today, stating, 
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''Yesterday it was totally different, the people coming out of seminary now have to be 
contemporary artists. They have to know how to do everything ... My education did prepare 
me musically, but not for contemporary church music." He observed that the skills needed 
in ministry today are broader and more diversified than what was expected when his career 
began. Jacob's lengthy service in ministry has provided a sense of perspective, of knowing 
that the modem worship transformation is one of multiple transitions that have and will 
occur. 
Jacob has been proactive about learning new practices, music, and skills through 
meetings, workshops, and attending conferences at Ridgecrest.30 He knows that he needs to 
stay current and benefits from the various sources. For many years, he has sung with a state-
wide choir comprised of SBC music ministers. As the ministers interact, he gains from the 
mentoring and exchange of ideas with colleagues. While the choir's intent is a musical 
expression and ministry tool for worship leaders, it has become a fruitful repository of 
advice. 
As much as he has accepted change throughout his ministry, Jacob also knows the 
challenges and pains of transition. He was not trained for contemporary worship and admits 
that it is not his preferred worship expression, but he supports it and sees the need for its 
presence in churches today. Still, he is disturbed by claims that contemporary worship exists 
because of weaknesses in the church, or because the church has failed. He is also frustrated 
by thinking that draws battle lines between worship styles and criticizes different 
preferences. He shared a conversation with his own adult son who expressed that everyone 
should worship in a contemporary style. Jacob explained that his son's church was founded 
30 Ridgecrest is a Baptist retreat, training, and conference center in North Carolina. 
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with a contemporary worship expression. 
It's all contemporary, and that's how it was built ... There is no traditional background there. 
Nothing. So Drew is kind of ... I've kind of had to sit on him sometimes, and say, "Son, I'm 
not going to listen to you be critical of us. This is who we are." ... They are all contemporary 
and they are outstanding ... In the contemporaty element they do it right. Musically it is just 
outstanding. Of course, they are built with lighting, staging, color backgrounds, sound- just 
evetything ... They do good stuff but they don't have to wony about where we are. We've 
had to deal with stuff here that they never had to deal with. They were built with that 
purpose and no other reason. For churches who have had to transition, well, it's a different 
experience altogether. G· Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011) 
By sharing the exchange with his son, Jacob revealed that he perceives worth and purpose in 
modern worship, and is aware of excellence in that expression. He emphasized that churches 
that have experienced transition carry a challenge that congregations do not understand if 
their worship was contemporary from inception. Multiple participants noted the existence of 
an "us-them" mindset lurking between people with different worship preferences. To Jacob, 
the different expressions exist because they are meaningful to a particular church or group of 
people. Neither is right nor wrong, neither is good nor bad, but they exist as different ways 
to offer worship to God. Jacob is committed to building unity and diminishing divisiveness 
over worship. His priority is evident with his own son and within his own ministry by 
encouraging church-wide events and building relationships with worshippers from all 
expressions at Calvary. 
Jacob reported that Calvary has not had to replace, retrain, or intentionally 
reorganize musicians as a result of the worship transition. He expressed that that the 
necessary changes among musicians have occurred naturally. He does provide training as 
needed, but indicated that, "The change has mainly just been a kind of osmosis - gaining 
new people as they come in." Much of the training that does occur focuses upon vocal 
techniques. Jacob explained, "If somebody comes and has been traditionally trained, they 
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may have a big, wide, heavy vibrato. We're not going to do this. Bring that vibrato in. 
Sometimes I want a little vibrato and sometimes I want none at all." Although some 
retraining has occurred, Calvary's alternative worship format has distinctly helped minimize 
skill retraining or replacing since musicians tend to migrate toward the worship expression 
that best suits their skills. When asked if he had ever led musicians whose skills and training 
contrasted his own, he laughed, and replied with a mixture of self-preservation and 
confidence in his abilities, "No, I won't let myself into that! However, if the situation came 
and even if I'm a bit intimidated, I am who I am. You finally get past that worry from your 
younger years." 
Table 25 indicates the various formal and informal skills employed by Calvary 
musicians. While Jacob uses traditional conducting weekly in the traditional and blended 
worship, Kyle only conducts when he occasionally organizes a worship choir or brings in 
another ensemble that he conducts during special music. To lead worship, Kyle either sings 
and plays piano or sings and plays guitar, never conducting the worshippers. Improvisation, 
performing in ensembles, and accompanying skills are used weekly in all three worship 
venues and are adapted to the musical style present in each service. While musicians read 
standard notation in all three services, the contemporary service uses it only occasionally, 
typically reading from chord charts. Still, reading notation is valued in contemporary 
worship. Kyle communicates to potential musicians that, "It is preferred, but not mandatory, 
that you read music (both notation and chord charts), but if you do not read then you should 
have a good ear and be able to pick up parts quickly." Since the contemporary musicians 
typically read from chord charts, they frequently apply trial and error learning as they imitate 
recordings of weekly worship music. In contrast, musicians in the traditional and blended 
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expressions do not use recordings for preparation, but strictly rely on printed notation. Jacob 
stated that the blended musicians rarely play from chord charts, only when notated music is 
not available for a song. 
Table 25 
Calvary Baptist Musician Skills 
Traditional Contemporary Traditional-
Blended 
Conducting Weeldy Occasionally Weeldy 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Reading standard notation Weekly Occasionally Weekly 
Playing or singing by ear Occasionally Frequently Frequently 
Ability to follow a conductor Weekly Occasionally Weekly 
Performing as a solo vocalist or instrumentalist Frequently Frequently Frequently 
Performing as an ensemble vocalist or Weekly Weekly Weekly 
instrumentalist 
Sight-reading Weekly Occasionally Weekly 
Ability to program electronic instruments Never Weekly Never 
Accompanying skills Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Free vocal harmonization Occasionally Frequently Occasionally 
Traditional vocal/instrumental techniques Weekly Frequently Weekly 
Popular music vocal/instrumental techniques Occasionally Weekly Occasionally 
Playing vocal parts from an open score Never Never Weekly 
Modeling and imitating music from recordings Never Weekly Never 
Trial and error learning Never Frequently Never 
Transposition Occasionally Weekly Weekly 
Read chord charts Never Weekly Occasionally 
Read guitar tablatures Never Weekly Never 
Syncing music witl1 electronic loops / effects Never Occasionally Never 
Both formally and informally trained musicians intermingle as they serve in the 
music ministry. Jacob noted that there is no clashing of backgrounds, but, instead, a 
generous amount of mentoring takes place. Calvary's employed and volunteer leaders are 
well-educated. Jacob revealed that, "At last count we had about eleven degreed people in our 
ministry who serve as volunteers. We have some people with music degrees that have either 
taught school and retired, or earned a music degree, but pursued another vocation." While 
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others lack the formal training, they have been deeply involved in church music throughout 
their lives and have become quite knowledgeable. Together, these musicians hold a strong 
mentoring capacity that helps develop less experienced musicians, particularly in the choir. 
He indicated that, ''You get a lot of people to come into our choral ministry that haven't had 
a lot of experience but maybe like to "sang." But they learn to sing because they are sitting 
next to people who can sing parts." 
While skill and background differences exist among the ministry musicians, they also 
exist between the two primary worship leaders, Jacob and Kyle. Jacob will retire soon and 
people wonder what will happen when he leaves, thinking that Kyle will assume Jacob's 
position. Most of the ministry musicians as well as the pastor recognize the differences 
between the two leader's training and skills. Jacob shared that, "The pastor and I realize that 
they're going to have to bring in somebody else to do what I've been doing." While Kyle is 
highly educated, his last hands-on musical training was his undergraduate work in music 
·education, and his focus is in contemporary music. Thus, he does not have a strong choral 
foundation, cannot read an orchestral score, and struggles to play piano through regular 
notation. But given a chance to use his improvisation skills, Jacob reported that, "He can 
take a lead chart and play from one end of a keyboard to the other and never miss a thing." 
Each of the two leaders has a clear understanding of his particular abilities, strengths, and 
weaknesses, and as they serve together, they complement one another's differences. The 
musician to musician mentoring at Calvary is especially valuable since the church does not 
have a music academy, and only teaches music reading to a few specific groups. Jacob 
explained that Calvary could have an academy, but believes that people are too busy to 
come. While no formalized notation-reading process is utilized, Jacob emphasized that he 
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teaches contextually during choir, asking the choir about intervals and other musical 
elements. Jacob teaches music reading in the handbell groups, and the children's music 
teachers provide notation instmction through tone bells. 
The resources used to prepare musicians for worship vary by the worship expression. 
For the contemporary service, Planning Center Online is used so that musicians can 
download all of the materials they need. Kyle depends upon Planning Center for tracking 
worship repertoire, musician scheduling, and communication. The contemporary musicians 
have a weekly combined rehearsal. Both Kyle and Jacob are online with CCLI to download 
charts and recordings, but Jacob uses this resource minimally since his ministry areas 
primarily used notated scores. Jacob holds weekly rehearsals with his musicians, trying to 
stay about six weeks ahead on repertoire learning: They sporadically use rehearsals CDs for 
learning, but most preparation occurs within the weekly rehearsals. 
Although the 1991 Baptist Hymnal remains in the pews for the congregation, Jacob 
purchased the newest Baptist Hymnal and its supporting materials as a key resource for the 
blended worship musicians. The new supporting materials include PDF files of chord charts, 
and organ, piano, and orchestra accompaniments. To expand the blended repertoire, the 
musicians will often play from the newer hymnal materials, while the congregation sings 
from the older hymnal, thus avoiding the cost of new hymnals church-wide. During worship, 
the 1991 hymnal number is provided in the bulletin and on the screens so that worshippers 
can choose whether to sing from the hymnal or from the screen. If Jacob uses something 
that is only in the newer hymnal, then those lyrics are shown on the screen. Calvary, like the 
other participant churches, uses its CCLI license to affordably expand its old and new 
resources. Because the new hymnal did not provide resources for handbells, Jacob carefully 
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links the old and new resources to make it work. He explained that, "When handbells play, I 
have all the '91 hymnal handbell music, so we pretty well stick to that and not do a lot of key 
changes because they're stricdy reading off of the handbell notation." 
Without an academy, the Calvary music ministry is quite dependent upon musical 
training that occurs outside of the church. Few of Calvary's teens are enrolled in school 
music, and most of those are enrolled in band, not chorus or orchestra. While some 
geographical regions of the county have thriving programs, those nearest to Calvary are not 
as strong. Jacob is particularly disappointed with the weakness of Mansfield High where, he 
asserts, that band and athletics are supported by the principal, but not choral music. Jacob 
stated, "Consequendy, so many of his kids never gained good music training during high 
school. I think that's what hurt us here, chorally, over the years." The local void in choral 
music is only made more painful as Jacob recalls the large and successful program of his high 
school years because he knows what the experience can mean to young people. Based on his 
personal life experience, Jacob believes that stronger school choral programs in his area 
would positively impact the youth choir at Calvary. Despite his efforts to nurture a youth 
choir, he is discouraged by the lack of progress. 
Jacob has minimal interaction with local school music programs. He has attempted 
to engage string players for special events at Calvary but has had no response. Although 
Jacob believes that participation in the Calvary's music ministry could expand the classroom 
experiences of school music students, he does not feel that his music ministry has done so 
simply because he cannot get them involved. Nevertheless, he hopes for the situation to 
rmprove. 
Jacob voiced several concerns that emerged from the modern worship 
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transformation. Recalling conversations with congregants and even his own son, Jacob is 
troubled by the divisive us-them mindset toward worship preferences. He also reemphasized 
his anguish about disunity that has occurred in many churches when they hire a separate 
contemporary worship pastor and leadership, stating, "I have seen too, too many churches, 
good churches, big churches that have split after offering contemporary worship with its 
own staff. What they have are two entirely different churches." While not presenting 
contemporary worship as detrimental, he simply urged that churches must carefully 
implement alternative services. 
Jacob is also troubled by the attitude that contemporary worship exists to replace all 
that came before, as if everything traditional is without value. He reflected that, "For the 
longest time contemporary stuff really got going and anything traditional - throw it out with 
the trash. That's why we have that values statement- so people will know we value both old 
and new." Here again, he emphasizes unity rather than competition between worship 
expressions, particularly as Calvary offers three different worship expressions. Jacob stated 
that, "I really am seeing a sort of a come-back-around with worship." Still, he suggested that 
churches may become extinct by preserving strictly traditional worship, and believes that 
blended worship is an effective solution to worship differences and blending old and new. 
He urged churches to not disband choirs and orchestras simply because they are traditional, 
and stated that, "I think that if we can keep a blend, a variety in worship, then we can keep it 
fresh ... It may have to be churches like us to blend their families together" 
Jacob is also alarmed by the musical and theological content of some contemporary 
music. He finds a great deal of contemporary music to be monochromatic and lacking 
variety. 
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Contemporary music never changes. It's the same style. It's the same sound. It's the same 
basic instruments ... I think that ... people are going to eventually tire of the same old same 
old and their soul is going to hunger, saying, "I want more." ... You can go out there and flnd 
15 different songs with different words and lyrics, but the same sound. 
He praised the variety of styles and sounds in blended worship where he believes that 
worshippers hear some of "everything." While Jacob feels that the musical construction of 
contemporary worship is limited and redundant in its sound, he is also troubled by the 
origins of contemporary music, pondering, "Where did the sound of Christian contemporary 
music come from? Stop and think about it. It came out of a secular background. However, 
we've now added on the Christian text." Consequendy, he harbors some resistance to 
wholeheartedly endorsing secular-based musical sounds as an effective tool for worship. 
Continuing, Jacob added concern over the textual quality of contemporary music 
although he admitted that he was uncertain of how to initiate the change he desires. 
I wish that there was more good theology in it. It's not bad theology, but I want more to 
hold onto, horizontal stuff. .. I don't have a bit of a problem with contemporary music if it's 
got meat in it and it sounds good. But if you listen to contemporary music today, its text it is 
90 percent vertical. It's all about exaltation: I praise you, I worship you, I adore you. Of 
course we know that that's a part of worship. That's why we are d1ere. But there's not a lot 
horizontal that is coming across. 
Jacob named several hymns with texts that have encouraged him during difficulties in life. 
While he appreciates the vertical aspect of contemporary songs, the direct exaltation to God 
from the worshipper's heart, he also desires that the music have horizontal depth, providing 
instruction and counsel for daily life. Although he does not disregard contemporary music, it 
has not been the central worship language of his life, making it natural for him to value 
hymn lyrics. 
Concluding his concerns about musical and theological content, he asserted that 
contemporary music is enticing for young people because, "More than anything, what 
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appeals to the younger generation is 'style-ism' more than theology. I just don't think that 
they are getting theologically what they need. They get weakness just for the sake of having 
contemporaq sound." He hopes that people will someday outgrow worship preferences 
based upon a musical sounds, but he is not convinced that it will ever happen. 
Because Jacob intends to retire within the next year, he and other church members 
are concerned about preserving a traditional-blended legacy, fearing it may be entirely 
replaced by contemporaq practices when he leaves. He believes the pastor will maintain the 
legacy, but also expressed that the church cannot afford to end blended and traditional 
expressions since 75 percent of Calvaq's offerings emerge from those worship expressions. 
Throughout his discussion of concerns, Jacob kept reiterating his reluctance to criticize 
contemporaq worship. At the close of each concern, his words were, respectively, "I have 
nothing against it; I really don't . .. . I'm not being critical of contemporary music . . .. I am not 
being ugly or critical. Please don't hear that. .. . I know we've got to have contemporaq 
music and I'm not against it." He spoke as if he wanted to soften what might be perceived 
as verbal blows toward contemporaq worship, trying to emphasize that he was expressing 
concerns rather than criticisms. It is possible that he felt the need to temper his remarks in 
case the researcher held a preference for contemporaq worship. Still, he seems to be a man 
caught in the crosshairs of a massive change that is not entirely resolved in his heart and 
mind. Although he has weathered several transitional points in his music ministry career, his 
final comment was, perhaps, the most revealing as he stated, "I'm happy for the way it's 
worked out, particularly that I'm not having to do it anymore." Clearly, these words 
referenced the years before a contemporaq leader was brought on staff and Jacob was asked 
to lead each of the different worship expressions. While serving his church in a time of 
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transition, trying to shape worship experiences that both preserved tradition and also 
embraced new practices, Jacob found himself in a position . that was uncomfortable, 
unfamiliar, and ill-suited for his skills and even preferences. Still, he willingly journeyed 
through the transitional period until the church was prepared to hire a contemporary leader. 
When Kyle joined the staff, it enabled both leaders to shepherd the particular worship 
expression that represented their personal and musical comfort zones. 
Jacob is thankful for the way the transition was handled at Calvary, genuinely 
embracing the contemporary worship and the need it fulfills for some worshippers. He 
shared that, "I'm happy about it because of how it has brought contentment in our 
church ... and how it's settled us. We've not split the church or destroyed the fellowship. 
We've been able to survive what we needed to do." Throughout this particular line of 
questions and throughout the entire interview, Jacob repeatedly revealed a priority for 
church unity and fellowship. Here, he revealed that he perceives the worship transition as 
something that should be present to meet needs and broaden Calvary's worship spectrum. 
Whereas other churches have split during transition, Calvary's changes progressed in a 
manner that was inclusive to all. No worshipper lost their preferred expression, but new 
expressions were added. The result was a successful transition that preserved the fellowship 
without significant divisiveness. When asked why he was willing to adapt and make the 
transition possible, Jacob laughed, claiming that he did it to save his job. But he quickly and 
sincerely stated that, "No, when I realized that this had to come I just worked hard and 
prayed about it, asking, 'Lord, just make me an instrument to make it happen.' No resistance, 
we're just going to do what has to be done." Even though this transition may have been the 
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most significant in his career, he recognizes that change is inevitable and committed himself 
to do what was necessary for the church he serves. 
Size-Strata: Mega-Church Sites 
The two mega-size strata churches were constituted only thirty years apart. By virtue 
of their size, these two churches have plentiful resources and more employed music 
leadership and support staff. Still, both mega-church music ministers have massive job 
responsibilities and larger music ministries that they handle each week. Both of the churches 
offer an alternative worship experience with a separate worship leader, but key differences 
exist in how the experience is iffiplemented and how it impacts the overall church. The 
musical background of both music ministers is somewhat similar, as are their efforts to 
prepare themselves for leading nontraditional worship. While both value and seek to 
preserve elements of traditional and modern worship, they differ in their level of confidence 
toward the worship transformation. 
Parkway Baptist Church. Established in 1973, Parkway is the youngest of the 
participant churches. Exceptional growth sparked the construction of the current facility in 
2004, located less than two miles from its original property. Parkway is housed in a single 
large, rectangular building. The church offers an altemative worship format of four Sunday 
morning worship services in two separate auditoriums, both intemally positioned and 
without windows. The main worship center is a large multi-purpose room that functions as a 
worship center, gymnasium, and fellowship hall. A trio of lighting options is present: soft 
overhead lighting, programmable lighting, and bright gymnasium lights that are obscured 
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until needed. High on either side of the stage are large embedded projection screens. A large 
stained glass baptistry window dominates the stage and sits above the choir loft. Timpani, 
chimes, congas, assorted percussion instruments, a Kawai grand piano, an electronic drum 
kit, and a station for the bass guitar player are situated in the stage right area. Crossing the 
stage in front of the choir loft, stations are present for several guitarists and a synthesizer. 
A viom mixers are present for each musician. On stage left, space is arranged for the worship 
orchestra. 
The Fellowship auditorium seats 350, and serves as the alternative worship facility 
that is located in a different area of the building. Sofas, plush chairs, and coffee tables create 
a conversation area in the back of the auditorium. On Sunday mornings, coffee and finger 
foods are served as worshippers arrive. Worshippers sit in metal folding chairs or in the 
conversation area. Two projection screens flank the stage. An additional large center screen 
is lowered when the pastor's sermon is fed through live video from the main worship center. 
The stage is small, slighdy elevated, and has an additional riser in the back-center where the 
acoustic drums and electronic keyboard are positioned. All other musicians are situated close 
to the stage front. 
Parkway's membership includes a wide span of ages, but the largest age group ranges 
from 35 to 54 years of age. Most members are married with children, upper middle class, 
and college educated. The current enrolled membership is 4,737 with an average weekly 
attendance of 2150. Table 26 provides details of the alternative worship format. At both 9:30 
and 11:00, two services run concurrendy, one in the main worship center and the other in 
the smaller auditorium. Although the worship in both auditoriums is described as Blended-
Traditional, certain elemental and environmental differences make each worship venue 
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unique. A separate children's worship is also provided during both hours but is not a focus 
of this research. 
Parkway's pastor has served the church for 24 years and is 62 years old. He holds a 
Master's of Divinity from a Southern Baptist Seminary. Jon Dailey has been employed as the 
Worship Arts Pastor at Parkway Baptist for 15 years. Including his time at Parkway, he has 
set-ved as a music minister in several Baptist churches over a period of 23 years. Jon is 55 
years old and holds a bachelor's degree in music from a state college. In appearance, Jon is 
gray-haired, slim, and of medium height. His interview revealed a man with a gregarious and 
energetic personality that is also reflective and unassuming. 
Table 26 
Parkway Baptist Worship Services 
Service Worship Average Location Seating Meets Worship Age 
Name Style Attendance Capacity Time Focus 
Worship Blended- 697 Worship 950 Sunday 9:30am None 
Center Contemporary Center 
The Blended- 141 Fellowship 350 Sunday 9:30am None 
Fellowship Contemporary Auditorium 
Children's Children's 145 Children's 175 Sunday 9:30am 1st _ 3rd 
Worship Contemporary Auditorium Grades 
Worship Blended- 868 Worship 950 Sunday 11:00am None 
Center Contemporary Center 
The Blended- 172 Fellowship 350 Sunday 11:00am None 
Fellowship Contemporary Auditorium 
Children's Children's 127 Children's 175 Sunday 11:00am 4th- 5th 
Worship Contemporary Auditorium Grades 
Note. This research excludes ethnically-focused services, youth, and children's worship, but if 
present in the church, the additional worship experiences are provided as a point of information. 
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Worship format design and practices. In the main worship center, worshipper 
attire varies from traditional Sunday dress to jeans, while the stage personnel wear business 
casual or jeans. The congregation is populated by many ages and has no evident age 
concentration. The pastor preaches while sitting on a stool by a small table. Hymnals are not 
used; all song lyrics are projected onto the screens. When Parkway moved into the current 
multipurpose facility, chairs were used instead of pews to allow greater facility flexibility. The 
chairs lack hymnal racks so hymnals were placed on carts near the entrances, allowing 
worshippers to use one if desired. At first, some people did, but usage ceased and eventually 
the hymn tables were removed. 
While Parkway has the capability for complex lighting, it is used in worship 
judiciously, reserving the most complex effects for special presentations or musicals. Because 
the main worship center is an inside auditorium, it has no external windows to admit 
sunlight. Thus, even slight lighting alterations can be obvious and have significant impact. 
Jon makes media usage subtle, something that quietly complements the worship experience 
without garnering attention to effects. Some stationary colored lighting is used, but no 
moving lights are ever used during worship. The lighting restraint stems from an intentional 
desire to focus on worship and avoid the sense of a production. The screens are active 
throughout worship, projecting song lyrics, a countdown-to-worship video, sermon notes, 
and sermon-supporting or ministry-related videos. Live image magnification is used during 
the sermon, for other speakers, and for the worship leader as he introduces songs in order to 
increase visibility in the large auditorium. After a song begins, the screens only show song 
lyrics, not musicians singing or playing, so that the focus remains upon worship and the 
song's message. 
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The musical forces used in the main worship center engage a large number of people 
with an age span that Jon describes as, "age 14 to pre-heaven." Table 27 displays the musical 
forces present each week. Observation of Parkway's worship confirmed that musicians of all 
ages are engaged in the worship ensembles. The band, with an age span of 16 to 55, includes 
acoustic guitar, electric lead guitar, bass guitar, drum kit, synthesizer, and acoustic piano. The 
orchestra involves musicians from age 14 to 60, and typically includes flutes, clarinets, 
trumpets, trombones, tuba, French horns, a small string section, and percussionists. While 
the band plays nearly all the time, the orchestra plays on most songs. Jon noted that some 
contemporary song arrangements do not translate well for orchestra, when that happens, the 
orchestra may sit out, but is never inactive for more than one or two songs. With rare 
exceptions, the adult choir sings in both morning services each week. It has a significant 
contingent of college-aged students who sing alongside young, middle-aged, and senior 
adults. The vocal praise team, another key musical force, sings throughout the service. They 
are all members of the adult choir, joining the choir in the loft for the anthem, and then 
returning to the front of the stage to continue worship leading. During the anthem, the vocal 
team does not sing into their individual handheld microphones. The band and vocal team 
musicians rotate weekly except for the employed pianist and keyboardist who play every 
week. All orchestra players are encouraged to weekly if able. 
Although worship in the main auditorium involves many musicians who are 
dispersed across the large stage, they sing and play without a conductor, making monitor use 
essential. The band members use in-ear Aviom systems, Jon and the vocal team use floor 
monitors, and the orchestra and percussionists have strategically placed monitors behind and 
within their sections to enable them to hear the overall ensemble. Click-tracks and 
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Table 27 
Parkwcry Baptist Musical Forces Used in Sundcry Worship 
Musical Forces Blended-Contemporary Blended-Contemporary 
Worship Center Fellowship Auditorium 
Adult Choir Weekly Never 
Vocal Worship Team Weekly Weekly 
Senior Adult Choir Not present Not present 
College Choir Not present Not present 
High School Choir Occasionally Occasionally 
Middle School Choir Occasionally Occasionally 
Children's Choir Occasionally Occasionally 
Preschool Choir Occasionally Occasionally 
Vocal or instrumental solos Occasionally Occasionally 
Small Vocal Ensembles Occasionally Occasionally 
Small Instrumental Ensembles Not present Not present 
Worship Band Weekly Weekly 
Acoustic Guitar Weekly Weekly 
Electric Guitar Weekly Weekly 
Bass Guitar Weekly Weekly 
Keyboards Weekly Weekly 
Drum Kit Weekly Weekly 
High School Band N evera N everb 
Middle School Band Not present Not present 
Piano Weekly Never 
Organ Never Never 
Orchestra Weekly Never 
Brass Weekly Never 
Woodwinds Weekly Never 
Strings Weekly Never 
Percussion Weekly · Never 
Handbells Not present Not present 
Banner Ministry Occasionally Never 
Drama Ministry Not present Not present 
Dance Ministry Occasionally Never 
Visual Arts Ministry Occasionally Never 
Creative Media Occasionally Never 
Tech T earn Weekly Weekly 
abThe high school worship band does not play in any of the primary worship services, but does play 
weekly for the large student Sunday School assembly. 
percussion loops are occasionally used. Click-tracks that synchronize to a video are only 
made audible to the musicians wearing earpieces, but if a percussion loop is used, it becomes 
part of the song-texture so that the congregation and all musicians hear it as part of the song. 
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Typically, either the pianist or drummer establishes the tempo and starts the song. Jon leads 
worship by singing into a microphone, only conducting the choir anthem. He often passes 
the leadership of entire songs or particular verses to other vocal team singers, adding variety 
to the sound. 
The primary worship repertoire includes music by Chris Tomlin, Passion City 
Church, Matt Redman, Hillsong, Kristian Stanfill, David Crowder, Brooklyn Tabernacle, 
Christy Nockles, Lincon Brewster, Gateway Church, and others. Modern hymn 
arrangements are also common in worship, using arrangements from PraiseCharts, Lifeway 
Hymns, and Travis Cottrell. Jon described some of the repertoire resources. Parkway's 
special music and choir anthem repertoire adds a considerable musical variety to the worship 
senrice, and includes Southern gospel, black gospel, jazz, Brooklyn Tabernacle, modern 
worship music, and occasional classical pieces. Jon commented upon Parkway's repertoire. 
Tlus is where I feel like we're different . . .. Most churches that do Passion Church, Tomlin, 
Redman, and Stanfill ... will use a band and a singer or two. But we use a full choir and a full 
orchestra, a band, and three to six singers. The choir is not the centerpiece of the service 
although they are hugely active in the first ten minutes. Sometimes the choir will sing a song 
that's contemporary. Sometimes they'll sing something that has a little more deptl1, always 
something that's a little bit challenging to them and hopefully something that's challenging to 
the people that listen as well. We try and have variety in what tl1ey sing .. . but knowing all the 
time that ... we're there to present offerings of worship. 
Jon believes that the combination of cutting-edge worslllp music paired with a unique blend 
of contemporary-traditional musical forces gives Parkway a unique voice in worship. Jon 
does not create medleys that segue through brief portions of songs. Instead, worship 
includes individual songs and sets of complete songs that smoothly segue from one song to 
the next. 
While the aforementioned ensembles are present weekly in the Sunday morning 
worslllp, the preschool choir, children's choir, middle school choir, and lllgh school choir 
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sing several times per year in morning worship. Special small adult ensembles sing 
occasionally and are formed on an as-needed basis. Although occasional soloists will sing 
entire songs, most solos occur as the lead worship voice or small passages in choir anthems. 
Instrumental soloists are rarely used except in brief passages within songs. Periodically, Jon 
combines the middle school, high school, and adult choirs to sing as a mass choir during 
worship, a practice enthusiastically embraced by all singers. Jon believes that this unites the 
choirs and makes it easier for students to transition into the choir above them. Similarly, 
while adults and college students form the core of the vocal praise team, Jon often includes 
high school students and some middle school students as a developmental opportunity. The 
vocal praise team typically includes three singers, a soprano, alto, and tenor. If middle or 
high school stUdents are added, Jon pairs one student and one adult of each voice part to 
provide confidence without the pressure of carrying the part alone. When college student-
musicians come home for the summer, Jon is quick to engage them in the vocal team, band, 
and orchestra as often as possible before they return to school. The music ministry is 
intentional about not only engaging all ages, but in giving middle school, high school, and 
college students opportunities to serve and be developed as future leaders. 
The blended expression in the main worship center typically begins with a big, 
upbeat congregational worship song that is supported by the adult choir. Immediately after 
the opening song, the choir sings their anthem and is seated for baptism that happens nearly 
every week. The choir exits the loft during the welcome time to attend Sunday School or join 
the congregation for the rest of worship. After the welcome, worship continues with one to 
two more songs. The pastor leads the offertory prayer and congregation worship continues 
while the offering is collected. One to two more songs are sung to complete the worship 
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time. The pianist plays music quiedy while all other musicians leave the stage and the pastor 
moves in place for the sermon. The sermon is followed by the time of decision. Depending 
on response, one to three songs are sung during the invitational time. Decisions are 
announced, new members introduced, and announcements are made. Either the senior 
pastor or one of Parkway's seven associate ministers leads a closing prayer and the 
congregation is dismissed. With its primarily contemporary repertoire and musical practices, 
a traditional Baptist worship flow remains visibly present (see Appendix H). 
The alternative Fellowship worship shares many repertoire similarities with the main 
auditorium worship, but certain distinctions set them apart. The Fellowship meets in a 
smaller 350-seat auditorium at 9:30 and 11:00, running concurrendy with the main worship 
center. Attire for worshippers and leaders ranges from business casual to jeans, and the 
service is attended by varied ages. It is a smaller, more intimate atmosphere. The stage sits at 
a low elevation and the room is positioned so that the worshippers and worship leaders are 
in close proximity to one another. The finger foods and sofas in the back of the room add to 
the environment's air of informality. 
Media holds a greater presence in the Fellowship worship where the auditorium is 
also a windowless, inner room that receives no sunlight. Consequendy, the ambience is 
controlled by the overhead and stage lighting, and in the smaller auditorium lighting changes 
are quite prominent. E xcept for the stage, the auditorium is dark during worship. Some 
special lighting effects are used though not extensively so. The musicians onstage do not use 
in-ear systems. The smaller stage and live acoustics create a loud, live sound where musicians 
can easily hear each other through floor monitors or live room sound. 
Fellowship worshippers use the two side-screens to view lyrics, sermon notes, 
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sermon-illustrating videos, and special church ministry presentations. While several 
participant churches use a countdown video to mark the start of worship, the countdown at 
Parkway synchronizes the main worship center and Fellowship auditorium for a significant 
and functional reason. When Parkway's leadership saw that church growth required 
additional worship space, they initiated an alternative service that would meet in a separate 
auditorium. They also grasped the dangers of inadvertently creating a separate church, and 
determined that the senior pastor's sermon should be the unifying link among the four 
worship services each Sunday morning. As he delivers his sermon from the main worship 
center, his message is fed through live video into the Fellowship service. When the worship 
music ends, a large center screen that stretches from ceiling to floor is lowered to give the 
impression of the pastor actually being in the room as the sermon is delivered. Because of 
the shared sermon, the opening countdown video insures that the concurrent services 
actually start at the same time. While the two auditoriums may have different music on a 
given week, both venues plan the same length of time for music. The Fellowship worship 
leader, Bryce Mackey, receives a video cue from the main auditorium that the sermon is 
about to begin the main auditorium. The synchronization has worked well for the church, 
particularly since the pastor personally comes into the alternative venue each week to greet 
and fellowship with the congregants. 
The two worship venues are also distinguished by visible and audible differences in 
their musical forces. The Fellowship has no orchestra, choir, or acoustic piano, but worship 
is led by a band that includes acoustic guitar, electric guitar, bass guitar, drum kit, and 
keyboard. The band members range from age 15 to 55. For several years, the main service 
and Fellowship service had separate groups of rotating musicians. Recently, the rotation has 
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expanded where the guitarists and drummers also rotate between both worship venues, 
allowing musicians to interact more with one another and build a sense of unity between the 
two venues. Bryce leads worship by singing and playing guitar. He uses one to three back-up 
singers and frequendy engages others to take the vocal lead on some songs. Although the 
Fellowship has no regular choir, the middle school, high school, children's, and preschool 
choirs occasionally sing during its services. The occasional choirs increase the variety of 
musical expressions in worship and also provide a unifying factor between the Fellowship 
and main worship center. The Fellowship stage is small and barely holds a choir, but the 
worship ministry believes the effort is worthwhile to encourage unity and musical variety 
that the groups add. 
While the Fellowship's musical forces differ from the main worship center, most of 
the repertoire is the same, but it carries a different sound because of the difference in 
accompaniment. Jon explained that they also sing music by Passion Church, T amlin, 
Redman, Stanfill, but that the overall experience is "a litde more folk-y, not folksy, but folk-
y, a litde bit retro ... kind of difficult to describe. It's been something that has definitely 
carved out a niche among our people here." Apart from lacking a weekly choir anthem, the 
worship order in the Fellowship is nearly identical to the main worship center (see Appendix 
H). In place of a choir, special music is sometimes provided by a soloist or replaced entirely 
by adding an additional congregational worship song. Though differing in overall ambience, 
both worship venues maintain a traditional Baptist flow of worship. 
When Jon was first employed by Parkway, worship accompaniment was provided 
exclusively by piano and organ. He explained that, "The further we went on our worship 
journey, the more we realized that we were trying to reach people who didn't grow up in 
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church, or weren't spending their Sundays there, and who were not attracted by that sound." 
Jon explained that, "We tried to make our format for worship be something that they would 
feel comfortable with if they just walked in off the street." The church gradually altered the 
repertoire and musical forces, progressively transforming the worship experience to the 
more contemporary sounds that the congregation and community listened to in their daily 
lives. Over time, the church has experienced significant transition in music and worship. 
The transitional period brought changes in worship format and scheduling. For a time, the 
church maintained a traditional service and two blended hours of worship on Sunday 
mornings. Jon led all three services. The pianist and organist also played for all three services 
and additional band instrumentalists were added in the blended expressions. As the 
traditional worship attendance waned and the blended burgeoned, the traditional worship 
was di'scontinued. Parkway outgrew its location during this period, but was able to relocate 
only a short distance away. Soon after moving to the new campus, continued growth 
necessitated still more worship space. The Fellowship service was added, not only relieving 
crowded conditions in the worship center, but also offering a somewhat different 
experience. People have responded well to both worship expressions and the church 
continues to grow. 
Throughout the extensive musical transition, Jon preserved distinctive traditional 
elements that some other churches have discontinued. Jon recognizes that while Parkway 
desires to reach out to people who did not grow up in church, that the church is heavily 
populated by people who did grow up in church, who find value in certain traditions, and 
who also needed to be valued. Jon was often ·encouraged to discontinue some traditional 
elements, but he held fast, believing that those elements still had value and meaning to 
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worshippers. As a result, the traditionally-based ensembles such as the choir and orchestra 
now thrive and serve as key forces in weekly worship. Jon discussed the transitional 
challenges and benefits. 
There have been· times when people have said, ''You need to quit using the choir and 
orchestra so much. You need to quit thinking so much about having all those people on 
stage. We need to be more like this church or that church, this ministry." I just never could 
get a peace with it ... We can do a contemporary playlist, what they're doing at this church 
down the road with just a band and a singer or two, but instead, use a band, singers, an 
orchestra, and a choir. This gives us a different stage look, gives us a different sound, and 
gives us a chance to use a hundred volunteers in one Sunday. 
Despite pressures to adopt a standard contemporary environment, Jon did not want to 
simply follow prevailing trends. Instead, he chose a unique presentation for expressing 
nontraditional worship in his church. While the Fellowship service bears a more typical 
contemporary appearance, the main auditorium experience blends old and new, traditional 
and nontraditional. Jon indicated that he has been accused of being both too traditional and 
too edgy all within the same worship format, depending upon the perspective of the 
observer. 
Jon's philosophy of worship supports the concept of "worship as a lifestyle." He 
elaborated on his perspective of how personal worship relates to corporate worship. 
I believe that corporate worship and personal worship are two different things totally. God 
wants us to live our lives as an act of worship to Him, and what we do on Sunday mornings 
is the result of our weekly personal worship . . . As worship leaders, we're here to offer our 
worship to God, not to entertain the audience. It's our prayer that the audience will worship 
along with us and God will be glorified. 
He added that before corporate worship, he spends time in spiritual preparation and 
encourages his musicians to do the same, thus making the Sunday corporate experience an 
extension of the lifestyle-worship that has occurred with each musician during the week. In 
musically preparing his musicians, Jon makes plentiful resources available for rehearsal. He 
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stated that, "I want them to present their offerings of worship without having to worry 
about logistical things or preparatory things. I want to equip them to be prepared to just 
come and offer their worship to God." 
Jon prioritizes engaging both the congregation and as many musicians as possible in 
worship. To encourage engagement, he selects songs with singable ranges and melodies, and 
makes sure that lyrics are projected in a timely manner so that people can sing without 
hesitations. In short, Jon seeks to remove hindrances and distractions from worship so that 
people can be wholeheartedly immersed. Despite all the efforts to enable participation, Jon 
recognizes that worshippers will respond with varying levels of engagement. From the stage, 
he does encourage them to fully invest, stating that, "I try to keep in the front of their minds 
that God is there, God is interested, and God did have a pretty big stake in our salvation. 
Therefore, we should .. .let Him know how much we love Him." 
Jon also wants to keep his musicians musically engaged. First, although not every 
musician sings or plays on every song, Jon tries to avoid long periods or series of songs that 
would cause a musician to sit unengaged for too long. Secondly, Jon seeks to engage as many 
musicians as possible in worship ministry and not limit the use of musical gifts to only a few 
individuals, a priority made visible by his preservation of traditional ensembles where many 
people can be involved. While Parkway's worship is clearly nontraditional, it is an expression 
that preserves traditional elements yet still makes worship edgy enough to feel contemporary. 
Reiterating his statement about Parkway's unique musical niche, Jon stressed that, "The 
worship design gives us a different stage look, gives us a different sound, and gives us a 
chance to use a hundred volunteers in one Sunday." In Jon's eyes, this is an essential priority. 
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Personnel and program structure. Table 28 summarizes Parkway's numerous 
opportunities for musical engagement. Jon reported several opportunities that are not 
specifically musical, but which fall beneath the Worship Arts umbrella and often support the 
musical ensembles and activities. The tech team handles worship technology elements for 
the main worship center and Fellowship auditorium, including sound amplification and 
mixing, ProPresenter, video cameras, and projection. The creative media team enlists 
graphic artists and videographers to create video and graphic arts promotions for worship, 
special events, and sermon illustrations. Visual arts at Parkway covers a broad span of 
activity, including drawing, painting, sculpting, photography, and drama. This team helps 
with sermon illustration and creative expressions in worship. The banner ministry designs 
and sews large banners that provide visual impact for special music presentations. The 
individuals in these groups are engaged on an as-needed basis. Parkway is unique among the 
participant churches in having an active dance ministry that periodically performs in worship 
and provides ongoing dance instruction through weekly classes. Jon described his expanded 
worship arts philosophy that now reaches beyond music alone. 
We, particularly Baptists, feel like God ordained the arts as long as it's music. But we totally 
neglect the others. When God gave us the opportunity to start offering dance, we saw it as 
an open door. We're trying to get the same thing perpetuated with visual artists, media 
people, drama, and everything else we can think of. It's way more of an issue than just music 
or traditional versus contemporary. We're trying to work on a different idea as it relates to 
the arts in general. 
Jon's discussion reveals that Parkway's worship transition has expanded beyond musical style 
changes, and has broadened the worship expressions beyond just music. Although the 
aforementioned groups are not the focus of this research, they are noted to provide a picture 
of Parkway's overall arts ministry and the role of Jon as the music minister-overseer. 
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Table 28 
Park2vqy Music Ministry Ensembles and Opportunities 
Enrolled Ages Rehearsals Leadershir WorshiE role 
Adult choir 125 18-88 Wednesday, 7:30pm Music Minister Weekly 
High School Choir 95 14-18 Sunday, 5:30pm Music Minister Occasionally 
Middle School 50 11-13 Sunday, 5:30pm Volunteer• Occasionally 
Choir 
Children's Choir 95 6-10 Sunday, 5:30pm Music Ministry Occasionally 
Associate, volunteer 
leaders 
Preschool Choir 124 3-5 Wednesday, 6:30pm Music Ministry Occasionally 
Associate, volunteer 
leaders 
Main Worship 22 16-55 Wednesday, 7:30pm, Praise Band Director Weekly 
Band Sunday, 7:15am 
Fellowship 14 15-55 Wednesday, 7:30pm, Fellowship Worship Weekly 
Worship Band Sunday, 7:15am Leader 
Vocal Praise Team 35 13-55 Wednesday, 6:30pm, Music Minister Weekly 
Sunday, 8:00am 
Orchestra 25 14--60 Wednesday, 6:30pm, Orchestra Director Weekly 
Sunday, 8:30am 
Student Worship 8 14-18 Saturday, ll:OOam Student-led Neverb 
Band 
Soloists 30 13-55 As needed Music Minister Occasionally 
Small Vocal 30 18-55 As needed Music Minister, Occasionally 
Ensembles volunteer leaders 
Academy of Music 20 10-20 Weekly lessons Academy instructors Never 
Banner Ministry 8 22-60 As needed Music Associate Occasionally 
Dance Ministry 30 3-45 Sunday, 3:30pm Dance instructor Occasionally 
Visual Arts 6 20-60 None Coordinated by Music Occasionally 
Ministry Minister 
Creative Media 18 17-60 As needed Self-led Occasionally 
Other: Tech Team 20 20-70 Sunday, 7:00ain Tech T earn Director Weekly 
•Volunteer director is a former public school choral director. 
bThe student worship band does not lead Sunday worship but does lead weekly for the student Sunday 
School assembly. 
The music ministry at Parkway is comprehensive, providing musical possibilities for 
all age groups. Choirs are available for preschool, children, middle school, and high school 
students. In each level, the choirs are thriving. Jon led a college vocal ensemble for a while 
but the group eventually stopped due to the erratic schedules of college students. However, 
collegiate participation in the adult choir is solid, providing a seamless vocal experience from 
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preschool to Jon's description of "pre-heaven." College students and adults may be part of 
the vocal praise team rotation if they are active in the adult choir. Periodically, middle and 
high school students also sing with the adult vocal worship team. Orchestral music nearly 
parallels the ages of school orchestra instruction since members range from high school 
through adult ages. The student worship band involves a few high school students and plays 
only for student events. Finally, both teens and adults are engaged in the main worship 
center band and the Fellowship band. 
In addition to the music minister, PBC's music and worship staff employs six 
individuals on a full or part-time basis as shown in Table 29. The full-time staff includes a 
music assistant who handles ministry support su~:h as ordering and cataloguing music, record 
keeping, communication, correspondence, and coordination of special events. The Director 
of Audio oversees all aspects of sound and video production for worship, special events, and 
numerous church events. Having both a musical and technical background, he brings a 
musician's ear to sound and video production. The final full-time staff member is the 
Fellowship worship leader, Bryce Mackey. Bryce initially served as the church media director, 
but when the Fellowship service began, he became its worship leader. Jon described Bryce's 
unique background. 
Bryce comes from a different background than I do. He doesn't have formal music training, 
but he was on the road with a Christian band for a few years, toured Europe with them for a 
while, had a hit record or two, and has a gold record on rl1e wall. So what he brings to ilie 
table is someiliing completely different than what I do and it's nice to be able to have him to 
tap into, to know some things that I need to do differently, to be more accessible to people 
than I am. And hopefully, he can get some of those iliings from me, too, that aren't in his 
past. 
Jon sees their differences as a benefit, making each of the two worship leaders an in-house 
support resource for the other. 
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Table 29 
Parkwcry Baptist Kry Music Ministry Leadersbip 
Title Position Tenure Age Highest Degree Church 
Education Member 
Fellowship Worship Full-time staff 5 48 Completed znd Pastoral studies Yes 
Pastor/ Director of year of 
Media semmary 
Music Assistant Full-time staff 5 44 Bachelor Communication- Yes 
Public Relations 
Director of Audio Full-time staff 3 61 High School• No degree Yes 
Music Associate- Part-time staff 9 45 Bachelor Music Education Yes 
Children's Choirs 
Praise Band Part-time staff 3Vz 51 Masters Biomedical Math Yes 
Director and Engineering 
Pianist Part-time staff 15 49 Masters Music Education Yes 
Orchestra Director Part-time 3 47 Bachelor Music Education Yes 
volunteer 
Middle School Choir Part-time 5 48 Master Music Education Yes 
Director volunteer 
Tech Team Director Part-time 4 52 Doctorate Law Yes 
volunteer 
a Although no degree was earned, he did attend college for several years with a music 
education major. 
Three individuals are employed as part-time music staff. The praise band director 
schedules band instrumentalists for both the main worship center and the Fellowship 
auditorium each week. While the Fellowship band rehearses separately, the praise band 
director rehearses and plays synthesizer with the main worship center band each week. The 
pianist plays as part of the band, accompanies all choir rehearsals, and plans the invitational 
music each week. The pianist is also a high school choral director and occasionally rehearses 
the adult choir if Jon is away. The pianist and praise band director who plays synthesizer are 
both employed musicians who play weekly and do not rotate. The final part-time employee 
is a music associate whose primary responsibility is children's music. She has a music 
education degree with a concentration in children's music. She also assists with nearly every 
other music ministry area except the worship bands. Jon praised her dedication and her 
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desire to engage volunteer leaders to help. He explained that, "She is not program-based. 
She is not one musical to the next. She teaches kids to have a love for music .... She 
recognizes the importance of teaching children about how they need to use their voices to 
glorify God." 
As Jon concluded his leadership description, he praised a particular quality of the 
employed staff. Jon explained that, "One of the things that I value about Parkway is that the 
people in leadership positions are not only all okay with, but are encouraging other adult 
volunteers to be a part of what they are doing here." He described an unselfish, non-
competitive mindset &om the full and part-time staffleaders who enthusiastically welcome 
more volunteer musicians to engage their talents in music ministry. 
When asked how significant volunteers are in the music ministry, Jon shared his 
philosophy, priority, and appreciation for volunteers. He expressed that he has felt called to 
heavily engage volunteer leadership, and shared that, "There have been times, even here, 
where that hasn't been a popular thing to do, when I was encouraged that hiring was the 
only way to quality." While a few key leaders are employed, he stated that, the lion's share of 
worship leaders here are volunteers. 
The [employed] leadership that's here is here to equip volunteers . .. I feel like that's because 
God has me trying to enable, prepare, and equip volunteer leaders to offer what God has 
given them back in service to Him .. . If we just have a bunch of paid musicians here doing 
our job for us, I don't think that's God honoring, though I don't want to seem judgmental. 
My philosophy is not to spend money paying people to come and do things that they should 
possibly be doing just because they love God. I'm thinking that God's given us what we 
need; we just need to root it out and find it and let people know that, 'Tlus is what you're 
here for. ' .. . This is what exalts God, not paying someone else to do it. 0· Dailey, personal 
interview, June 16, 2011) 
Jon's conviction is that gifted church members have a responsibility to serve with the gifts 
they have been given rather than pay someone else to fill the role. He noted that this requires 
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patience when volunteer musicians are still developing, but the fruit of the labor has been 
rewarding. While some volunteers are key leaders, Jon also affirmed the many volunteers 
who fill the choirs, orchestra, worship bands, vocal team, and who assist as children's choir 
leaders. He is grateful that within the choir, band, and orchestra, there are numerous 
volunteer musicians with music degrees and musicians who work as music teachers in local 
schools. This level of ability has taken time to build, but these musicians volunteer each 
week and serve as effective leaders in their particular areas. While Jon admits that his 
commitment to volunteer musicians has not always been fully understood or supported, the 
worship observation and ministry data reveal success in his approach. Relying largely upon 
volunteer musicians, the ministry ensembles are well-populated, active, and strong musically. 
Jon continued, describing the roles of several key volunteer leaders. The orchestra 
director leads the weekly orchestra rehearsals and manages all orchestra-related preparations 
for worship and special events. On Sundays, the leader does not conduct during worship, 
but plays trombone as part of the orchestra ensemble. Although he holds a music education 
degree, he works in a technology-field and volunteers his leadership. Secondly, the middle 
school choir director is a former middle school choral director with a Master's Degree in 
music education. She leads weekly rehearsals and helps manage bi-annual choir mission trips. 
Jon praised her contributions, stating that, "She's vital. She brings a lot to the table outside 
of the fact that she relates well to middle school students and is very capable musically." The 
Tech Team Director is another volunteer who oversees screen-projection media, video 
·recording, live video feeds, and equips additional volunteers that handle cameras and 
ProPresenter during worship. A lawyer by trade, he volunteers his technical abilities for 
worship each week. Finally, some adult choir members volunteer to lead an alternative 
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Sunday afternoon adult choir rehearsal for people who cannot attend the main Wednesday 
practice. In all areas, Jon deeply values the individuals who are willing to serve. 
Parkway's worship transition was a gradual process, and leadership positions were 
added as a result of it. The increase in willing worship band instrumentalists necessitated the 
addition of a praise band director-coordinator. The role began as a volunteer position but as 
the responsibility grew, it was eventually made a staff position. Bryce Mackey was initially 
added as media director, later transitioned to become the Fellowship worship leader when 
that service was initiated. The Tech Team Director was added as the church increased its 
video usage, particularly when the pastor's sermon began to be fed live into the Fellowship 
auditorium. 
As minister of music, Jon oversees each of the numerous music and worship arts 
ministry areas, special activities and events, and, above all, planning and leading worship each 
week. Jon spends considerable time with the ministerial and worship arts staff to evaluate the 
previous week's service, and then plans all musical, personnel, and technical elements of 
worship for the following week. Jon is the primary leader who leads and interacts with the 
adult choir, vocal praise team, and youth choir. 
The ministry ensembles and musicians are quite active beyond their weekly worship 
roles. For Christmas, the Worship Arts ministry presents a large three-night program that 
has taken on various forms through the years including, musicals, a performance of Handel's 
Messiah, a dinner theater, and a Bethlehem-replication where most of the campus is 
transformed into Bethlehem and filled with artisans, animals, Roman soldiers, and 
townspeople. Guests stroll through the city and end their visit with a musical presentation of 
the Christmas story. This large event involves the entire music and arts ministry, choirs of all 
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ages, the worship band, orchestra, dance ministry, and many other volunteers from the 
church who design, build, paint, sew, and setve as the townspeople, soldiers, and artisans. In 
early fall, the ministry also presents an informal evening where the band, orchestra, and all of 
the choirs perform on the front lawn of the church. Church members and people from the 
community bring dinner and enjoy the music. The children's choirs present two musicals 
each year plus a Vacation Bible School musical in the summer. The children's music ministry 
holds a summer Fine Arts Camp. During the morning, students learn a musical that is 
performed on Friday night. An afternoon session offers smaller classes in voice, piano, Orff, 
guitar, art, and photography for children. 
Off campus, the children's choirs, middle, and high school choirs sing annually at the 
state fair and local nursing homes. Each Christmas, the adult choir carols and serves dinner 
at a large homeless shelter. The adult choir recendy embarked upon its first out of state choir 
mission trip. Locally, the adult choir has also done numerous non-musical mission projects 
to help local shelters, ministries, individuals, and community needs. About five years ago, 
members of the worship band traveled out of state to help lead a music-outreach effort. Jon 
elaborated on several large-scale endeavors with the middle and high school choirs. 
The high school choir normally takes a mission trip every even numbered year. The middle 
school choir usually takes a mission trip every odd numbered year. The high school choir 
goes out of the country for 14-15 days. The middle school choir is a little more local, usually 
traveling to nearby states for 6-8 days ... We uy and instill the attitude of service as part of 
worship with them. Although they will have one day of recreation, we don't take them on 
"fun trips;" we take them on working trips where they serve in a ministry capacity ap.ywhere 
from 14 - 16 hours a day. 
Jon explained that the middle and high school mission trips are a joint effort between the 
music and student ministry leadership. Preparation for the middle and high school mission 
trips is intensive, with required reading, regular attendance in church and choir rehearsals, 
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participate in training events and fund raising events, maintaining a journal of what they are 
learning, and completing an individual interview with Jon or with their age-level youth 
minister just before the trip. The middle school choir typically travels with about 40 students 
and the high school choir travels with 75 or more students. From middle school age and 
upward, the PBC musicians enthusiastically invest in the musical mission events. 
Auditions are not required for most of the music ensembles. Jon explained that the 
choirs are completely open to anyone in the age-appropriate range. Instrumentalists do not 
have to audition to play in the orchestra. Anyone in high school or above is welcome to join 
. and play. Those who need development are given assistance and mentoring. The worship 
band is auditioned, but the vocal team is not. By working with the adult choir, Jon is familiar 
with the voices. He often pairs weaker singers with strong ones so that he can engage 
developing singers, noting that, ''We'll just turn their mics down a litde bit" if necessary. 
Occasionally, small vocal ensembles are formed for special music or special events, 
but Jon explained the requirement to be in any small ensemble. 
We don't have anyone singing in front of the choir, orchestra, or band that doesn't come out 
of the choir, orchestra, or band. I just can't see how it benefits anybody to have someone 
standing in front of a group that doesn't have time to participate in that group. Everyone 
that stands in front is a representative of the people that stand behind them. 
All of the staff and volunteer music leaders are active church members at Parkway. 
Almost all members of the choir, band, and orchestra are active members. Occasionally, 
some non-church members who regularly attend may choose to play or sing in the groups, 
and are welcome to do so. Still, these individuals are not visiting professionals who are hired, 
but simply people who are getting acquainted with the church and want to experience the 
music ensembles. Jon rarely hires musicians from outside the church except when additional 
forces are needed for special presentations. 
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The music ministry has never sought to create an age-image in its worship musicians. 
Jon stated that, "I don't ever say, 'Okay, this week I need an eighteen-year-old and a thirty-
year-old and a forty-five~year old' just to cover some sort of demographic or image." He 
described his perspective on age and presentation. 
Our band is excellent. Musician to musician, they have all been playing a while, and most 
have been playing together for a while. As individuals, they are ageless as far as I'm 
concerned and we don't go for any particular look ... We're more interested in what's on the 
inside, and that's their hearts and their abilities . .. I know that there are places nearby that say, 
'<you're over 35 so you can't play or sing anymore, or you're a little overweight so we don't 
need you on the stage anymore. You don't look good on camera." That's not who we are. 
No effort is made to create an age-image among musicians; the ministry intentionally 
engages musicians of all ages so that people can serve musically through all seasons of life. 
Apart from the graded-choirs, other ensembles such as the band, orchestra, vocal 
team, and even adult choir have a broad blending of ages as musicians sing and play 
together. Jon appreciates the age combinations and shared the benefits that result. 
Young people on a stage with folks that are older tend to bring a little more energy. Older 
people that have been playing a while tend to bring more wisdom . .. I like to see the 
opportunity for people who are not necessarily hanging out together all the time to get the 
opportunity to make music together. 
Jon believes that meaningful men to ring occurs within the mixture of ages. He particularly 
enjoys intermingling middle and high school singers into to the adult vocal team in worship, 
building their confidence and developing their future leadership abilities. Additionally, 
several times in a year, Jon combines the adult, middle, and high school choirs on an anthem 
sung during worship. The younger musicians find these opportunities musically challenging 
and inspiring, while the adults enjoy encouraging the younger musicians who will one day 
join them. 
Each of the other participating music ministers spoke of the challenges to maintain 
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middle and high school music ensembles, but ensembles for those ages are thriving at 
Parkway. Jon credits parental support and excellent student ministry leadership for success. 
Our student pastor and middle school pastor both recognize the value of choirs for middle 
school and high school. They have seen how much God can use them to mold the lives of 
the individuals. They see how mature spiritually that students can be when they're involved 
in a choral program in their church, and they see what an impact a big group like this can 
have in a local church and on a missions setting. 
Jon added that careful repertoire selection is also important, as is the priority of teaching the 
musical elements that they can use for life, but he emphasized that the parent and youth 
minister support is irreplaceable. The teamwork existing between the music minister, middle 
school minister, and high school minister exists not just in week to week activities, but also 
through the mission trips that are done as a joint effort. Consequently, there is no 
competition between ministry areas so students experience a seamless unity of purpose 
between the student and music ministries. 
Music personnel training. The skill investigation began with Jon's own musical 
ability. He revealed that his primary instrument is voice; he sight-sings well, and has a strong 
ear. He also plays some bass guitar and dabbles with keyboard. Jon played saxophone and 
percussion in high school. Although he never plays saxophone now, he does utilize his 
percussion skills in minisu:y. He can read and perform from either traditional scores or 
chord charts, but admitted that, "I don't' play piano by a piano score, but I'll play from a 
chord chart. I can't read up and down. One note is a piece of cake, two notes are 
challenging, and then it's just hit or miss." 
Jon grew up in the largest and most active Baptist congregation in his small 
hometown. Above all else, Jon emphasized that the church was distinctly formal and 
traditional. He stated that, "Everything had 'The' in front of it. We had 'The' Chiming of 
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the Hour and 'The' Flute Solo and 'The' this and 'The' that. It was really structured, not 
liturgical per se, but you didn't vary from it." The church had strong youth and adult choirs. 
Jon credited his youth choir experience as influential in his musical training. He began school 
band participation in the fifth grade, considering his years in band as another strong musical 
influence in his life. His high school band director, who also attended Jon's church, provided 
Jon a strong music theory foundation. Jon initially played saxophone but when the band ran 
out of dmmmers he moved to dmms. By his senior year he was named as the band captain. 
Throughout high school Jon planned to pursue a career as a band director. He noted that, "I 
never sang in a chorus in school until the last semester of my senior year. It's odd that I 
ended up in choral music after having never participated in it during high school." Jon began 
taking piano lessons during his senior year of high school, but indicated that he did not 
progress well. 
Jon began college as a voice major working toward a Bachelor of Music degree. He 
had three distinctly different voice teachers during college, and stressed their limited impact, 
stating, "I couldn't really tell you much that I learned from any of them." In contrast, he is 
grateful for his college ear-training teacher who challenged and strengthened his aural skills. 
Jon continued piano lessons during college, yet again regretted that the lessons did not result 
in well-developed piano skills. 
While in college, Jon served as the interim youth choir director and Sunday evening 
worship leader at his home church, responsibilities that provided early field experience in 
church music ministry. When he graduated from college in 1978, he taught school music for 
a short time, and then left music to work as a flight attendant. Eventually, felt called to serve 
in church music ministry, a decision that forever changed the course of his life. 
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Jon identified only his family and a garage band as informal influences in his musical 
development. His family was rather musical; both of his parents were singers. He shared 
how his sister's piano lessons inadvertently developed his ear for music. 
My sister would sit at the piano and practice when she came home from piano lessons. I 
would go behind her and play what she played but do it by ear. She never practiced a whole 
lot, but I would practice what she played a whole lot. 
Jon also played saxophone in a garage band during high school. The band consisted of a 
typical rhythm section plus two saxophones, played by Jon and another student who was an 
All-State sax player. He does not consider the band particularly influential in his 
development, but recalls it as an enjoyable oudet as they performed in talents shows and 
played a few gigs. 
Jon emphatically stated that, "Most of what I've learned, I've learned from singing in 
choral groups. I had the chance to sing in the Sydney Symphony Chorus . .. and I learned 
more from that experience than anything else." For several years, Jon also sang in a statewide 
choir of church music ministers that sings throughout the state and for numerous SBC and 
Georgia Baptist Convention (GBC) events. Of all his musical experiences, both formal and 
informal, Jon praised each of his choral experiences: church choir, Sydney Symphony 
Chorus, and the state music minister choir, as most irnpactful in his musical development. 
Jon stated that his formal music training did not prepare or equip him for leading 
nontraditional worship. He recognizes that his age and the time that he attended college are 
factors in the lack of preparation, stating, that, "There was nothing in my life that ever 
prepared me for this, which made it a pretty ... brash thing for me to try and jump into. At 
my age, there was no contemporary worship ... preparation provided by my formal training." 
Jon explained that he was familiar with contemporary repertoire from listening to the radio, 
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and had even sung some of the songs as solos, but he had never tried to lead a congregation 
in nontraditional worship. Finding helpful resources proved to be a challenge. He even 
looked to the state SBC music department, but found nothing, ultimately detecting a 
connection-gap between the state music department and the practices in actual churches. He 
added that the gap had become apparent to him over a period of time as he participated in 
state-sponsored events. 
Because I sang with the state music group, I was invited to do some things on a state level 
like lead in the high school state music camp and things like that. When I led social and 
musical activities we did things with the music campers that I had done twenty years earlier 
in the college Baptist Student Union- games and songs and things. You'd have thought that 
I invented fun because the people leading that state music department were so outdated. 
Things I used that we had done 15 or 20 years earlier in college were so fresh to the people 
that were used to being led by the state folks. It was just amazing, like I was in a time warp 
somewhere. 
Jon emphasized that much has changed since that time. While there was a lack of connection 
in the past, the state music department is now much more in touch with actual church 
practices. 
To help develop his contemporary worship skills, Jon joined the Willow Creek 
Association, stating, "They offer support through resources which we get at a discounted 
rate. We also get discounts on conferences and other things as well." Other developmental 
resources have been found in reading books and magazines, and in doing a great deal of 
music listening. 
I listen to a lot of music. I try and flnd things that I feel are Biblically sound and theologically 
sound. I try and use a mixture of lyrics that are scripture, testimony, encouragement, 
exaltation, that are really important to involve everybody in as they worship. Along with that, 
I also try to include different musical styles. 
Jon ranked listening as most valuable in developing knowledge of the repertoire, the 
instrumentation, vocal styles, and overall sound. He added, "There is great value in 
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surrounding yourself with people who are good at doing the style, and picking their brains 
about what they know that you don't know. You just start immersing yourself in the 
culture." 
No musicians had to be intentionally replaced during Parkway's worship transition. 
Jon shared that one potentially difficult situation was essentially dissolved without him 
having to force a change. As the musical transition lessened the role of the organ, Jon began 
engaging the organist, a skilled singer, in the vocal praise team. Eventually, the organist's 
family moved away. Jon shared that, "When that time came we just didn't replace the 
position, which was the best possible thing that could have happened because nobody's 
feelings were hurt and there were few questions that had to be answered." During the 
transition, the organist's vocal skills helped to pave her transition from one role to another 
until her family circumstances led her away. In contrast, the pianist role evolved from being 
a lead-solo instrument to becoming a single element in a much larger instrwnental texture 
with the band and orchestra. Ultimately, the transition removed one instrument, reformed 
the role of another, and added numerous additional band and orchestral instruments to the 
weekly worship texture. The role of Parkway's orchestra is unique in that the orchestra 
program began to grow not long after the transition to nontraditional styles took hold. 
Although some churches may have removed or altered the orchestral role, Parkway's 
orchestra most fully developed as the church incorporated more contemporary music and 
practices. 
Jon found it challenging to face a worship transition that reshaped practices, 
traditions, repertoire, and skills. Still, he claimed that attitude is important and shapes the 
way that such a challenge is confronted. He credited his pastor for taking an inclusive 
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approach with the church staff that invited them into the process. Instead of confronting the 
staff with an ultimatum, he instigated a team approach that called upon the leaders to work 
through the process together. 
When our pastor came and confronted us with the question of whether or not we were 
going to change our worship style ... he said, "I'd like for you to pray with me about this." 
... I was convinced that this was the direction he felt like the church needed to go, not where 
he personally wanted to take the church, but where he thought God wanted us to go. 
Knowing that he's the shepherd, knowing that God puts staff members with a shepherd in 
order to help that shepherd lead his people, you either have to trust your pastor or suspect 
him at every turn. I just happen to trust mine and felt like it was my job to help equip people 
to go there. My pastor gave me an opportunity to be a part of the decision making process 
and that showed me that he had faith in me and that helped me have a little more faith in 
myself. 
Jon emphasized that when the decision was made and the challenging transitional journey 
began, attitude became more important than ever. As challenges arose, Jon continually had 
to choose to change or remain the same, to try or to give up. 
At that point the attitude part comes in. For me, I would just as soon give it a shot. That was 
a time when I was seeing a lot of my cohorts struggle because they hadn't been trained to do 
it either, but they were struggling because they just didn't want to step out and try to do it. A 
lot of guys were falling by the wayside ... "This can't be what God wants us to do. Can't be. 
I'm not trained to do this." So they would just kind of bail out and try to find anotl1er 
traditional place. 
Even before the transition began, Jon explained that he already had altered his traditional 
conducting-worship leading style due to a traditionally-based conference speaker who asked 
music minister if they really thought that congregations understood a conducting pattern. 
Jon stated, "And that's why I quit. It wasn't because some contemporary worship leader told 
me that. It was because a traditional guy said that it was a distraction when you're trying to 
lead people in worship." 
During the transition and still today, Jon admitted being in the position of leading 
musicians whose skills are different than his own. He indicated that it has often been a 
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humbling, but instructive process for him. 
There were lots of people here that knew more about contemporary worship than I did ... God already 
had those more knowledgeable people in place here ... But nobody jumped up to the front and said, 
''You know, God would rather me be doing this than you, Jon." Everybody still said, 'We recognize 
that you're the one God put here to lead it, but we'd like to be a part of the ministry that's going to go 
forward." Had it not been for God having people already in place when we started, and bringing in 
other people as we've gone along, it isn't something that this one person could have done by himself. 
Although many of the musical and philosophical changes were difficult and uncomfortable, 
Jon recognizes how much he has grown and how the transition was enabled through a team 
effort. He is grateful that most of the individuals who helped early on are still active in the 
ministq. 
Table 30 summarizes the varied musical skills that are used in the music ministq, a 
broad mixture of formally and informally developed skills. Jon elaborated on some of the 
skills used. Two individuals primarily need the ability to program electronic instruments: the 
keyboardist and the main worship center drummer who uses an electronic drum kit. 
Accompanying skills are used weekly by the pianist, band, and orchestra. Conducting is used 
weekly but it is minimal, typically only used for the choir anthem. 
Jon explained that all vocalists and instrumentalists are encouraged to use traditional 
vocal and instrumental techniques in their basic tone production. While traditional basics are 
encouraged, popular music techniques are also applied when appropriate for the music, 
particularly with the band and vocal worship team. The band musicians often reference 
stylistic techniques of familiar bands or artists to accomplish a desired sound. Jon often 
encourages the vocal praise team to soften consonants or alter word pronunciations to 
achieve appropriate contemporaq stylistic techniques. Many of the traditionally-trained 
singers are accustomed to singing long phrases, but Jon occasionally asks them to shorten 
phrases, even make them choppy if the artist associated with the song performs it that way. 
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When Jon records vocal rehearsal tracks for the singers, he adds various con temporary 
articulations for the singers to hear in his voice and imitate. When selecting vocal soloists for 
a particular song, Jon enlists a soloist whose tone quality bears similarity to the artist who has 
recorded the song. 
Table 30 
Park1vqy Baptist Musidan Skills 
Skills 
Conducting 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) 
Reading standard notation 
Playing or singing by ear 
Ability to follow a conductor 
Performing as a solo vocalist or instrumentalist 
Performing as an ensemble vocalist or 
instrumentalist 
Blended-Contemporary 
Worship Center 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Blended-Contemporary 
Fellowship Auditorium 
Never• 
Weekly 
Frequently 
Weekly 
Never 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Sight-reading Frequently Occasionally 
Ability to program electronic instruments Weekly Weekly 
Accompanying skills Weekly Weekly 
Free vocal harmonization Frequently Weekly 
Traditional vocal/instrumental techniques Weekly Occasionally 
Popular music vocal/instrumental techniques Weekly Weekly 
Playing vocal parts from an open score Occasionally Never 
Modeling and imitating music from recordings Weekly Weekly 
Trial and error learning Frequently Weekly 
Transposition Weekly Weekly 
Read chord charts Weekly Weekly 
Read guitar tablatures Occasionally Occasionally 
Syncing music with electronic loops/ effects Frequently Frequently 
"The middle school choir is conducted by its director when they sing in the contemporary 
service, but conducting is otherwise never used as a skill by the worship leading musicians in 
that service. 
The ability to read music varies among Parkway's musicians. Although several of the 
band musicians read standard notation, most play from chord charts to avoid page turns. 
The instrumentalists who do not read notation use considerable trial and error learning both 
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in their personal practice and during full ensemble rehearsal. If the sound or notes played 
during rehearsal are not accurate or do not capture the desired sound, those musicians will 
experiment until accuracy is achieved. Jon explained that the vocal team is occasionally asked 
to improvise or use free vocal harmonization if he says, '"Just sing something that fits,' but 
that's the way exception from normal" since they typically sing notated parts. Many of the 
ministry musicians from various ensembles read standard notation well. During rehearsals, 
the choir, pianist, and orchestra do the most standard notation sight-reading. Additionally, 
the pianist and music minister are the primary people who occasionally need to read from 
open score. Transposing is done weekly by band and orchestra musicians, but primarily by 
guitarists who either transpose or use a capo to play in more guitar-friendly keys. 
Improvisation is common with the band and pianist, however, if the improvisation is 
intended as a featured solo rather than filler material, Jon admitted that, "I would frankly 
rather have somebody prepare an improvisation. Things just work out better that way." 
The music ministry intermingles formally and informally trained musicians working 
side by side. The ministry engages far more informally trained musicians, but Jon believes, 
"That's where I feel like God would have me invest myself. Trained musicians can go 
wherever and do whatever. Those here now are here because they have chosen to be and not 
because I have brought them in." Jon recognizes that the different training backgrounds 
require differing levels of support and resources to prepare for worship each week. Since the 
formally trained musicians tend to be more self-sufficient, he focuses upon those who need 
the most assistance, providing materials that help them learn and prepare for their worship 
role. Despite the broad differences in training and ability among the musicians, Jon 
emphasized that a strong cooperative spirit prevails as they work together. At Parkway, 
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there is no collision of musical differences, but rather a collaborative effort to apply one's 
gifts in worship ministry. 
We don't have an ego problem here. We don't. I try not to have one. I used to think that 
there was one way to do it and it was mine ... I've been humbled enough to really not feel like 
I need to go through that anymore! God has brought people into this place that are my 
superiors musically and character-wise, but He still let me be in charge ... I'm not necessarily 
the most knowledgeable or the most talented, but I am the one that God placed here as the 
leader. That's something I can live with. 
Once again, Jon reinforced his own growth through the transition and how it has changed 
not only the worship practices, but him personally. 
Jon has not only encountered formal-informal training differences among ensemble 
musicians, but also with his closest associate, Bryce, the Fellowship worship leader. Bryce 
has never had any formal music training whatsoever and has learned only through informal 
means, yet, as reported earlier, he has had significant experience and success in a different 
musical world than Jon has known. The differing musical backgrounds of the two leaders do 
not spark tension or competition. Instead, Jon and Bryce work together, seeing each other as 
a valued resource and source of input. Each man offers his own skill set and unique pool of 
knowledge as the differing leaders complement each other in ministry. 
Jon and Bryce have increased the use of electronic resources that help musicians 
prepare for their worship roles. Planning Center Online is a major resource for musicians 
serving in both of Parkway's worship venues. Jon posts demo recordings, enhanced voice-
part recordings, and PDF's of musical scores, enabling musicians to access the resources 
from home or even on their phones. Jon shared that, "For everybody in every 
group . .. they've got something to listen to. I do that because I know how busy people in this 
community are. Anything I can do to make it easier for them to participate, I do it." 
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Technology is central to the music ministry communications. Jon explained that his 
people are very mobile, frequently traveling for business or vacations. To enable them to 
keep up, electronic communications are used. Jon explained that, "I normally try and send 
out a message as an E-vite, Planning Center e-mail, or Connection Power31 e-mail on Fridays 
to the adults, saying, 'This is what we are doing this Sunday. Hope you can make it."' Jon 
especially uses electronic communication with the high school choir, most commonly 
Facebook, Twitter, or text messages since the students respond well to those modes. 
Jon indicated that he does not use an established program to teach music reading, 
but he and other music leaders do seek to build reading skills in contextual situations. Jon 
explained the music reading expectations held for the different ensembles. The children's 
choirs learn about notation through games and activities. Jon stated that, "In orchestra, it's 
kind of assumed that you are getting what you need from whatever school band or orchestra 
you are participating in." In the middle school, high school, and adult choirs, music reading 
skills are taught contextually as music is rehearsed, giving great attention to transferring 
elements learned in a previous song to the current repertoire being sung. 
While the ministry does not incorporate an intentional music reading program, it 
does have a small music academy tl1at is growing. Jon shared his philosophy for the 
academy. 
I feel like God would have us to do [this] because I feel like the church should be the center 
of the community when it comes to a lot of things. God gave us the arts to glorify Him. We 
should be not only glorifying God with them, but training our children to do the same. 
Jon is concerned that young people today stmggle to find positive role models among 
31 Connection Power is a program used church-wide to maintain membership records and to 
communicate electronically. 
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famous artists. Consequendy, he believes that church academy teachers can not only provide 
instruction, but also serve as important positive role models. Currendy, the academy employs 
two guitar teachers and one piano teacher. 
The music ministry engages a large number of musicians trained either by private 
instructors or in schools. Jon emphatically affirmed that former and current school-trained 
musicians can meaningfully engage in the music ministry and considers them essential to the 
ensembles. He noted that the musicians saturate the choirs, orchestra, and band, using 
school-developed skills in church music ministry. While there is great variation in the 
training level of the musicians, Jon reaffirmed that among the instrumentalists and vocalists 
are several current public school music teachers, college music majors, people with music 
degrees who work in other fields, and advanced level high school musicians. Jon revealed 
that, "Two of our orchestra hom players are in All-State. One is first chair, and the other 
has a full ride to a [major music school in the United States]. These talented musicians have 
found musical value in the ministry while using their gifts to serve God." 
Beyond what school-trained musicians bring to the ministry, Jon believes that 
ministry participation also enriches and expands what musicians learn in school. While 
school ensembles often hone a few pieces of music over an extended period of time as they 
prepare for a concert, Parkway's musicians produce new and challenging music on a weekly 
basis. The pace of learning new repertoire offers real-world sight-reading challenges that 
extend beyond classroom exercises. Numerous orchestra players have expressed that they 
are challenged by having to play in difficult keys that accommodate vocal ranges, of playing 
with a rhythm section, and accompanying singers. 
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Finally, Jon believes that the ministry offers men to ring, unique reciprocal sharing 
relationships that, in some ways, extend beyond just music. He believes that the older 
musicians have significant life experience to offer, and that the younger musicians share new 
techniques that have been developed since their older counterparts were in school. Jon 
indicated that "It's a good learning curve for everybody when everybody's in there together." 
He then added a further element of ~entoring present within his youth choir. When so 
many others spoke of their struggling youth ensembles, Jon's comments inadvertently 
revealed another factor that may contribute to the strength of Parkway's youth choirs. 
I've watched one senior class after another as they mentor younger kids, preparing them for 
mission trips ... and preparing them for high school while they were still in middle school. .. It 
was just an amazing thing to watch. And it happens here even among kids that are closer 
together in age. The eighth-graders are really good about men toting the sixth-graders. The 
twelfth-graders do that with the ninth-graders. It's something that has been ingrained in 
them. It's what we do not only musically but spiritually and socially, and it's been really fun 
to watch how musical groups foster that as well as anybody, maybe better, because they've 
got this thing in common that they do. 
A network of mentoring is well-established and "ingrained" among the teen musicians and it 
stems from their commonality of choir. While they mentor one another on more than music, 
their choir-developed relationship has challenged them to work together for a common goal. 
Their investment in the ensemble and in one another sparks a sense of responsibility for the 
present and the future of the choir and its members. Thus, at Parkway, the students are 
given high expectations that they, in tum, impart to those who come behind them. Legacy 
has been built and its teenaged members want to preserve it. 
Jon values interactions with local school music teachers and their programs as a part 
of the community-giving perspective of the overall church. Jon explained that, "Something 
that we intentionally did when we moved to this campus, was build a multipurpose facility. 
We got the word out ... that this facility was open for people in the community to use," and 
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numerous community groups have embraced the availability. Musically, Parkway hosts 
almost all of the choral and orchestral events of the nearest high school. For more than six 
years, Parkway has hosted the area middle school choral festival, and has intermittently 
hosted the high school choral festival as well. Another local high school's Winter Guard has 
used the church gymnasium for practice twice a week. 
Jon attempts to encourage and be familiar with other local music teachers, 
sometimes taking meals to the school staff or arts staff. He often attends band contests or 
exhibitions, and then follows up by sending e-mails or letters to the directors, "thanking 
them for the investment they're making into the lives of their kids. Sometimes you get 
responses like, "Nobody ever does this or says stuff like this, particularly somebody we don't 
know." Over the years, particularly as Parkway's orchestra developing, students and even the 
directors of several local school orchestras and bands have come to play with the church 
orchestra for special occasions. Jon acknowledged that the interactions must be carefully 
respected and that the efforts bring varying levels of success, but believes that it is important 
to foster those relationships. 
When asked how school music programs could help to develop musicians to serve in 
nontraditional worship, Jon underscored the broad range of abilities necessary witllin the 
Parkway ministry, stating, "We use everybody here, musically speaking. For any music class 
offered in any school, we can engage those people in what we do here because we're not 
exclusive in the sounds that we like to create." The skill and style diversity at Parkway means 
that one week of worship may rely upon more traditional skills and sounds, while the next 
week may lean more heavily upon contemporary skills and sounds. Jon values the musical 
contrasts within Parkway's worship and musical expressions. The variety enables musicians 
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with different skills and backgrounds to engage and find value in the ministry. While he 
feels that current priorities of school music education are applicable to the ministry, he 
added that more guitar clubs or classes would be beneficial, as would music theory classes, 
particularly if offered on a beginning level and not just AP level. 
Discussing the overall changes and impact of the worship transformation, Jon 
believes that a positive aspect exists in a more expressive, engaged worship experience that 
can connect with a broad spectrum of people whether or not they have spent their life in 
church. In contrast, he is concerned by the lingering criticism over contemporary music 
lyrics, criticisms that, in his opinion, often lack merit. 
Some of the arguments are still the same: ''You just sing the same words over and over and 
over again." But consider, "I love the Lord, for he heard my voice. He heard my cry for 
mercy; he has turned His ear to me? I will call on Him as long as I live." How annoying is 
that? But it's okay to sing "Hallelujah, Thine the glory, Hallelujah, amen. Hallelujah, Thine 
the glory; revive us again." Some of those arguments are never going to change because 
there are some people that find a lot of comfort in that. And I'm just gonna let them find the 
comfort and I'm not gonna change their minds .. .I'm just gonna let them have their say. 
Having defended the lyric content of some contemporary songs, Jon expressed that he 
carefully evaluates the lyrical content of songs used in worship. Just because a song is 
popular in other churches or on Christian radio does not guarantee the lyrics are 
theologically sound. If the content is not theologically sound, Jon will not use it in worship. 
Before ending his discussion, Jon discussed why he has presel'Ved so many 
traditional elements within the church's nontraditional worship expressions. 
We're intentionally holding onto a lot more of the traditional elements than most people that 
are in a contemporary environment because we do have choir, and we do have orchestra. We 
also still have an organ, hymnals, and choir robes. They're in storage, but we still own them 
because one day they are going to be culturally relevant again. I feel there's going to be some 
sort of retro-revival-something, and they're all going to be right here when we ever need 
them. Everything is kind of cyclical, I think . .. There are traditional worship elements that I'm 
not prepared to get rid of. 
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Other staff members often ask Jon why he holds on to some of the traditional items, but Jon 
is confident that those items will be important again. He added that the organ is occasionally 
used when outside choral groups use the facility and want it for accompaniment. He is glad 
that it is available to be easily moved back to the stage when needed. Even his youth choir 
often pesters him about when they will wear the choir robes that hang in the robing room. 
Jon stated that, "Part of it is the novelty of it. But there's part of it that you are a choir if you 
have choir robes." Jon's discussion reveals his priority to blend old and new, to preserve 
valuable traditional elements, use a varied musical repertoire, and engage musicians of varied 
skills and backgrounds. By doing so, Jon believes the ministry reaches and engages more 
people. 
The modern worship transition was foreign to Jon's training and experience both as 
a musician and as a music minister. Still, Jon expressed why he was willing to change and 
willing to face the challenges of transition. 
I knew it was the right thing to do ... We have seen so many more people come to a 
knowledge of who Jesus is because we have had this worship-style transition. That was way 
worth the effort, even though we lost people that we loved - that we still love that don't 
choose to worship here anymore. So if we hadn't changed our worship style, we would not · 
have been able to reach as many people. It just wouldn't have mattered. 
Jon commented that the intentional preservation of some traditional elements within a 
decidedly more contemporary context helped to make the worship remain meaningful to 
people of different backgrounds, ages, and preferences. He also indicated that the choice to 
blend elements kept the church from removing opportunities for gifted and willing 
musicians to serve in worship ministry. 
Jon added that when Parkway first transitioned from a traditional format to its 
present, more contemporary expression, the church was averaging 600 to 700 in worship 
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weekly. Since that time, the church has experienced such tremendous growth that they 
outgrew the original campus, had to relocate and build a larger facility, currently average 
2150 weekly, and are now out of space again. Jon believes that the format change positively 
resonated with people, and has impacted the growth, but does not credit the format change 
as the primary growth factor. 
Some of the growth can be attributed to the change in format because I feel like we're way 
more accessible to the people of our community than we were before. But with this change 
in format, we understand, of course, that it's a God thing, not a format thing that we've had 
to move . . . God is blessing us and He's requiring more of us. 
Jon affirmed that many factors combine to draw people to a particular congregation: the 
pastor, location, friendliness, programs and areas of service present, and much more. To Jon, 
the worship transition has been a central element, but not the singular element of growth. 
Cornerstone Baptist Church. Cornerstone was constituted on its current site in 
1943. The campus now includes nine buildings located on a busy in-town thoroughfare, an 
area that has declined economically over time. Through the years, the massive worship 
center has housed church worship and many community events. True to its name, 
Cornerstone has long been a respected influence and cornerstone of the community. 
Alternative worship venues occur in one of two campus facilities. The 2400-seat worship 
center that houses the Blended-Traditional worship is spacious and bright from external 
light. The sanctuary's focal point includes a split chancel choir loft, and a central elevated 
baptistry. Large projection screens flank the baptistry. The large stage holds space for the 
orchestra, a worship band, electronic piano, and A viom monitors for instrumentalists. 
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In contrast, Cornerstone's contemporary worship service is held in the chmch 
gymnasium where a stage is set up on one end. An acoustic drum set sits in a drum cage in 
the back-center stage area. The bass, acoustic, and electric guitar stations are spaced across 
the stage front, each having A viom monitor mixers. Large projection screens hang on either 
side of the stage. Additionally, large-screen televisions sit on the front of the stage to assist 
with sight-lines. Contrasting the main worship center, the gymnasium is darkened for 
worship. Gobo stage lighting patterns color the stage background. A small portable 
baptismal pool sits on one side of the stage, remaining covered until needed. 
Cornerstone Baptist Chmch has 7,500 enrolled members and an average worship 
attendance of 1355. The chmch offers a total of four alternative worship experiences: 
Blended-Traditional (the primary service), the contemporary "United" worship, an 
ethnically-focused service, and a children's worship.33 As delineated in Table 31, all services 
run concmrently every Sunday morning at 11 :00. A single hom of Sunday School classes 
occur before the 11:00 worship hom, enabling all congregants to worship and attend Bible 
study at the same time. CBC also offers a Sunday night worship service. While Cornerstone's 
membership reflects a broad span of ages, Daniel offered age 40 as an average age. He 
further added that the chmch lacks many people in their 20s and 30s, but does have 
concentrations of both Baby Boomers and the World War II generation. Cornerstone's 
members are primarily Caucasian but the chmch has in increasing mix of African-Americans, 
Latin-Americans, Brazilian-Americans and other groups. There is a mixtru:e of white- and 
33 Although CBC offers fours Sunday morning worship expressions, only the Blended-Traditional 
and Contemporary "United" worship expressions were explored since the ethnic and children's 
worship lie beyond the parameters of this research. 
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blue-collar workers, but most adult congregants are college-educated and best described as 
middle class. 
Table 31 
Cornerstone Baptist Worship Services 
Service Worship Average Location Seating Meets Worship Age Focus 
Name Style Attendance Capacity Time 
Blended- Blended 920 Worship 2400 Sunday 11:00am None 
Traditional Center 
Worship 
United Modern 375 Gym 600+ Sunday 11:00am None 
Worship 
Ethnically- Blended 60 Large 150 Sunday 11:00am None 
Focused Assembly 
Worship Room 
Children's "I<id- 60 Choir 100 Sunday 11:00am Children 
Worship friendly" Room 
modern 
Evening Blended 200 Gym 600+ Sunday 6:00pm None 
Worshi 
Note. This research excludes ethnically-focused services, youth, and children's worship, but if 
present in the church, the additional worship experiences are provided as a point of 
information. 
CBC's fifty-three year old pastor has led the church for nearly ten years. He holds a 
Doctor of Ministry from a Southern Baptist seminary. The music minister, Daniel Cooper, is 
42 years old and has been employed by CBC for almost six of his 18 total years in music 
ministry. Daniel attended a non-religious university and earned a Bachelor's Degree in 
Sacred Music and Vocal Performance. He continued, earning a Master's Degree in Church 
Music from a Southern Baptist seminary with an emphasis in Church Music and Vocal 
Performance. Tall, slim, and youthful in appearance, Daniel proved to be meticulous in both 
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appearance and approach to ministry. Through all interactions and communications, he was 
an accommodating, genial, and kind individual. His words revealed that his ministry is 
guided by both his heart and mind, a mind that is analytical and detail-oriented, and a heart 
that is thoughtful, self-examining, and humble. 
Worship fonnat design and practices. The Blended-Traditional worship is held in 
the spacious main sanctuary and is CBC's primary and largest worship expression. Daniel 
stated that, "If you grew up in church you will find a lot of things very familiar in this 
environment." Traditional Sunday attire is the norm since "People see dress as a part of their 
church experience, thinking that they should come dressed their best for church." 
The Blended-Traditional worship uses a significant amount of media. Stage lights are 
used to brighten the stage, but the sanctuaty is never dark due to the overhead lights and 
sunlight filtering through the large windows. When worship begins, IMAG, live image 
magnification of stage personnel begins on the screens. In the spacious 2400-seat sanctuary, 
the screens increase visibility for those sitting in the distant upper balcony. Additional 
television screens are mounted beneath the beneath the large balcony overhand to assist with 
obstructed sight-lines. The media projected on the screens is carefully planned and linked to 
the sermon theme and any special events. Daniel stated that, 'We see the worship event as a 
multi-sensory thing. It's not just auditory. What we're learning is, and there's data to back this 
up, that ... (People] watch more than they listen." The screens project pre-service 
announcements, a countdown video, lyrics for congregational singing, show key sermon 
points, present sermon-supporting videos, and project the lyrics for choir anthems and 
special music. Projecting the special music lyrics has increased clarity for older worshippers. 
Daniel shared that, 'We find that when people say that the music is too loud, the issue is not 
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really volume but intelligibility, clarity. Seeing the lyrics helps to clarify what they hear." The 
media usage is meant to enhance but not distract from worship. Because Cornerstone's 
Blended-Traditional worship is televised each week, the live recording from the sanctuary 
and the IMAG images are edited to create a broadcast-ready presentation for the television 
stations that air the church's worship. 
The Blended-Traditional worship expression utilizes extensive musical forces that are 
summarized in Table 32. The music team includes choir, orchestra, band-rhythm section, 
and a vocal praise team. The core rhythm section engages electronic keyboard-synthesizer, 
trap set drums, bass guitar, electric guitar, and an acoustic guitar that Daniel plays as he leads. 
Daniel considers the instrumental team to be primarily piano-driven. The orchestra typically 
includes trumpets, trombones, horns, saxophones, an auxiliary percussionist who covers 
timpani and additional percussion, cellos, viola, violins, flutes, clarinets, and oboe. For large 
seasonal presentations, Daniel will bring in additional string players. Approximately 20 to 30 
instrumentalists play each week. An additional synthesizer is onstage and is occasionally 
played by the instrumental director if a lead line needs to be reinforced or covered. Daniel 
occasionally plays the keyboard during the orchestra call to worship to add an organ sound 
or any other synthesized color-instrument sound needed. While the adult choir and vocal 
praise team are present every week, several other smaller ensembles sing on a rotational 
basis. The children's, preschool, and middle school choirs sing monthly. The men's quartet, 
women's trio, and two mixed ensembles, Adoration and Enduring Hope, sing periodically. 
Adoration, an eight-member mixed voice ensemble sings a variety of styles and also assists in 
worship leading. The vocal jazz ensemble, Enduring Hope, has five vocalists, two men and 
three ladies. 
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Daniel leads worship either by singing and playing guitar or by singing into a 
microphone. He moves about the state to interact with the worshippers, "almost 
cheerleading from the stage." Daniel segues between songs by offering prayers or quoting 
scriptures that pinpoint the message of the next song. A three-member vocal praise team 
Table 32 
Cornerstone Baptist Musical Forces Used in Sundqy Worsbip 
Musical Forces Blended-Traditional Contemporary 
Adult Choir Weekly Never 
Vocal Worship Team Weekly Weekly 
Senior Adult Choir Never - Never 
College Choir Not present Not present 
High School Choir Not present Not present 
Middle 'School Choir Occasionally Never 
Children's Choir Frequently Never 
Preschool Choir Frequently Never 
Vocal or instrumental solos Occasionally Occasionally 
Small Vocal Ensembles Occasionally Never 
Small Instrumental Ensembles Not present Not present 
Worship Band Weekly Weekly 
Acoustic Guitar Weekly Weekly 
Electric Guitar Weekly Weekly 
Bass Guitar Weekly Weekly 
Keyboards Weekly Weekly 
Drum Kit Weekly Weekly 
High School Band Occasionally Occasionally 
Middle School Band Never Never 
Piano Weekly Never 
Organ Occasionally Never 
Orchestra Weekly Never 
Brass Weekly Never 
Woodwinds Weekly Never 
Strings Weekly Occasionallya 
Percussion Weeldy Never 
Hand bells Never Never 
Banner Ministry Not present Not present 
Drama Ministry Not present Not present 
Dance Ministry Not present Not present 
Visual Arts Ministry Not present Not present 
Creative Media Not present Not present 
Tech Team Weekly Weekly 
aA single violin is occasionally used as a color instrument. 
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that is voiced soprano-alto-tenor assists with worship leading. They usually sing two songs 
onstage with Daniel, and then move to sing from the orchestra pit where they remain in the 
sound mix but not the visual mix. Daniel indicated that, "The choir felt like we were 
diminishing their value when I began putting the praise team up in front of the choir and the 
orchestra," thus, he strategically places the vocal team to also give prominence to the choir's 
role. 
Daniel added that he never conducts to lead worship, but only conducts for the choir 
anthem. When observed, Daniel donned headphones while conducting the choir anthem so 
that he could hear and follow the click track for the song. During congregational singing, the 
instrumental director, Neal Harrison, faces the musicians and conducts the entire musician 
ensemble. Daniel and Neal carefully plan all aspects of the service so that they are in 
"lockstep mentally because we never have eye to eye contact." Ultimately, Neal leads the 
musicians and Daniel's focus is on engaging the congregation in worship. 
In its overall worship flow, Daniel stated that, "Everything is almost predictable in its 
patterns from the worship music and the style, the placement of the offertory and the 
message" (see Appendix H). A typical Sunday begins with the video countdown and an 
energetic congregational call to worship. The minister welcomes everyone and 
congregational worship continues with a mini-medley of songs. Special music typically 
follows, engaging a wide variety of solos or ensembles. Congregational worship resumes and 
ends with the offertory prayer and the choir anthem as the special offertory music. After the 
sermon, congregational songs are sung during the time of response. Announcements are 
made and the congregation sings a benediction and departs. When observed, the pastor 
remained on stage throughout worship, a unique element not present in any other sites. In all 
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other churches, the pastor worshipped from the congregation and then stepped onstage to 
pray or preach. 
Although the Celebration Hymnal remains in the pew racks, Daniel indicated that they 
are never used, "They are there more as an icon of days gone by. They let people know that 
we value hymnals as they are a part of who we are." Still, hymn singing remains central to 
Cornerstone's worship. Daniel uses modernized hymn arrangements from the Celebration 
Hymnal, PraiseCharts, Lifeway Worship's Contemporary Hymns, or Travis Cottrell's 
arrangements in Hymns for Praise and Worship. When Daniel first arrived at CBC, he gradually 
began to blend choruses with the modem hymn arrangements, creating short medleys with 
older hymnal-choruses such as "Majesty" and "He is Lord." He gradually progressed to 
more current choruses and praise and worship music. Daniel emphasized that the transition 
has progressed to the point that both the Blended-Traditional and contemporary worship 
expressions share many of the same songs, but the contrasting instrumentation results in a 
different sound and texture. Daniel often compares his worship repertoire with that of the 
contemporary leaders, and stated that, "We find that we are actually doing ... probably 60-
70% of the same music, but it's how we do the music and [the fact that] we tend to do more 
hymns [that makes the distinction]." 
On any Sunday, the Blended-Traditional worship typically sings not only more songs, 
but also a greater variety of music than is done in the contemporary worship. Daniel 
explained that the increased quantity of repertoire is enabled by the song medleys that he 
creates. Although the medleys do not cover entire songs, they encompass more songs in a 
limited amount of time, weaving in a consistent mixture of hymns and modem worship 
music. He shared that, "I have to do a great deal of creating medleys, whereas in the gym 
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they never do that because they don't have to be accountable for the hymns that are really 
the expectation in the Blended-Traditional setting." Daniel added that in addition to the 
congregational music, "The Blended-Traditional expression really spans the gamut in musical 
style." Musical styles vary and include Southern gospel, contemporary praise and worship, 
black gospel, classical, Brooklyn Tabernacle music, and some Prism-Prestonwood styles that 
Daniel considers to be edgy although they are choir and orchestra driven. 
I think the breadth of the musical styles offered in our Blended-Traditional service is 
amazing. We can do almost anything that they can do in the United service, pulling off a 
great wealth of music that ... the contemporary service can't even begin to imagine .... They 
have not built a palette for that and that's not part of their expression . .. To me, it is very 
gratifying that we've created something where there's a place for everyone. 
Whereas the contemporary wotship repertoire centers on mainline CCM and praise and 
worship music, Daniel values the Blended-Traditional stylistic diversity that can connect with 
a broad span of people and preferences. The worship observations supported Daniel's claim 
to musical diversity, revealing not only varied musical styles, but also a variety of singers, 
ensembles, and musical textures to further differentiate the musical sounds. 
Cornerstone's contemporary worship is identified as the "United Service" and is 
designed to be welcoming for people who have not grown up in a traditional church 
experience. Daniel commented that, "It wouldn't be a place where they would say, 'Oh, 
that's church' because it's so different than what people probably would've ever 
experienced .. .if they've ever even visited church." United is also designed to be student-
sensitive and is primarily populated by an age-span ranging from middle school mid-thirties. 
The contemporary worship meets at 11 :OOam and averages 3 7 5 in attendance. The staging 
and seating are flexible so that anywhere from 300 to 550 chairs can be arranged in various 
formations to alter the room dynamic. The informal contemporaty environment hosts 
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casually dressed worshippers. As people arrive, coffee and finger-foods are made available in 
the lobby and may be taken into the gym to enjoy during the service. United has its own 
pastor-overseer who works under the authority of Cornerstone's senior pastor. A four-
person teaching team alternates preaching in two,- three-, or four-week series. Cornerstone's 
senior pastor is periodically included in the rotation, enabling him to interact with the United 
worshippers. Since no pulpit is used, speakers move about the stage wearing a headset 
microphone. 
The contemporary worship is more media intensive than the Blended-Traditional 
expression. From the moment worshippers enter until the time they leave, messages and 
images fill the screens with announcements, song lyrics, video~, sermon illustrations and 
more. Lighting is essential to the experience and is designed to focus all attention onto the 
stage. Live image magnification is not used in the gym because of the small distance 
between stage and congregation. When worship begins, the gym is completely darkened and 
the stage is illuminated by intelligent lighting that has been carefully planned and 
programmed by the media team. All media is designed to support the sermon message or 
series. Even the stage design is sometimes altered to reflect particular series themes. During 
a recent theme of "Being Champions for God," a boxing ring was added to the stage. 
Boxing themes were used in videos and musical excerpts from the "Rocky" movie were 
played. In that venue, the leadership constructs all elements around the current message 
theme. Daniel commented that while the Blended-Traditional worship is very predictable in 
its flow and elements, the contemporary worship flow and elements are unpredictable and 
frequendy altered. He explained that, "Sometimes the United pastor speaks first and the 
music happens later. Sometimes he's in the middle, and sometimes he speaks in increments 
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and they sandwich songs and videos in between." The two primary worship experiences are 
stark in their contrasts. While one rests upon consistency, the other thrives on variety and 
unpredictability. 
Like the congregation, the music team is young with ages ranging from 15-35. The 
band typically includes acoustic guitar, one to two electric guitars, bass guitar, keyboard, and 
drums. A violin is occasionally added as a color-obligato instrument and one to five back-up 
singers may assist the worship leader. Table 32 showed the typical musical forces. 
Observation of the service revealed that the backup singers rotate regularly. Some of the 
instrumentalists rotate but most play every week. Worship is led by two alternating leaders, 
Seth and Courtney. While both are typically onstage each week, they alternate as the primary 
worship leader or back-up singer. The lead person will play acoustic guitar while the 
secondary leader moves to electric guitar for that week. The overall volume of the music is 
louder than in the main worship center. 
The contemporary worship has some additional unique features. There is no 
designated offertory time where plates are passed among the worshippers. Instead, at any 
time during worship the congregants may place their offerings in buckets that sit on 
pedestals near the seats. Additionally, a telephone number is projected onto the screens 
where worshippers may text-message any questions that arise as they listen to the sermon. 
After the invitation, the minister answers one or two texted questions before dismissing. The 
answers to any unanswered questions are posted on the United website during the following 
week. Beyond these elements, the set-vice does maintain some familiar aspects of Baptist 
worship (see Appendix H). Following a countdown video, a minister opens with 
announcements and a welcome time. During the welcome, musicians move into place and 
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segue immediately into worship. Observations showed that the worship song-set typically 
includes three songs before the pastor prays and begins his sermon. After the sermon, the 
music team retums to lead an invitational song. While Daniel noted that it is not unusual to 
alter the order of worship, each of the observed services followed a similar pattem. 
The typical three to four worship songs are sung in their entirety, not in medleys. 
While the worship leaders did encourage people to sing and cited scripture between songs, 
my observation showed that the band tends to completely stop one song before starting 
another with little, if any, musical segue between songs. The worship repertoire centers on 
mainline modem worship songs by Chris Tomlin, Hillsong, David Crowder, Matt Redman, 
Passion, Brooke Fraser, and Paul Baloche. While United uses current modem worship 
songs, modem hymn arrangements and older choruses are also included, preserving the 
legacy of the past within a more modem expression. 
Daniel explained that when the current pastor arrived nine years ago, he brought a 
vision to offer multiple concurrent worship experiences that would be diverse enough to 
connect with a broad span of people from varied backgrounds. His vision resulted in the 
current worship format that includes the blended-traditional, contemporat-y, and ethnically-
focused experiences. When asked why this worship model works for Cornerstone, Daniel 
was candid in his response. 
That's a good question and it's still out for debate whether or not it's working. We've made 
intentional efforts to make this a multi-tiered plan. To be completely honest with you, our 
numbers in attendance, conversions, and baptisms have not gone up, but have remained 
somewhat stagnant and plateaued. We haven't had positive bumps on the numbers chart that 
can support d1at this has been a successful model. .. We've chosen to do this because it's the 
heartbeat of our pastor .... He's d1e leader and God called him to be that so we're going to 
follow wherever he decides to go. This model is very frustrating. It's not easy. We 
understand d1e heart of d1e model but we are schizophrenic. To find alignment in our 
ministry plan is difficult. 
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Daniel identified a particular alignment challenge that adversely impacts the 
continuity of engagement among Cornerstone's school-age choral ensembles. The children's 
choir sings once per month at the start of the Blended-Traditional worship. After singing, 
the younger children go to children's worship while most of the older children go to the 
contemporary worship. A similar scenario exists with the middle school ensemble where 
they sing in the blended-traditional worship, and then most of them leave to attend the 
contemporary service. Thus, the worship venue that most of them attend does not ever 
include the student groups. Daniel is even more concerned for the lack of a high school 
choir, and worries about "how we will have a future adult choir if we are not building a 
system where [they] ... have the opportunity to sing growing up, and it's natural for them to 
join the [adult] choir when they graduate." Attempting to resolve the choir continuity issue, 
Daniel invited high school students to sing in the adult choir. To his disappointment, the 
invitation brought litde response. He shared that, "Only a couple of the kids ever sing in the 
choir because most of them prefer the United worship style. Those who don't even prefer it 
are there because that's where their peers go so that's where they go." Adding to the 
challenge, Daniel sees his adult choir's average age increase, but too few younger voices 
joining the ensemble to perpetuate its presence. Daniel fears that it may cease to exist in the 
next ten to fifteen years. 
Daniel's concerns reach to a personal level, to his two vocally talented teenaged 
daughters who do not wish to participate in church choir. 
My younger daughter used to come to our Blended-Traditional service because we made her 
sit with us. And she even preferred the worship style. She started going to the United service 
because that's where all her friends go. She sings in choir at school but she won't sing at 
church ... In the United service she doesn't have an opportunity to sing. She's not one of the 
auditioned singers on stage. She doesn't fit the pro@e. But she prefers to sit .. . in the United 
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service and not use her talents. My older daughter sits in the pew in the Blended-Traditional 
set-vice and won't sing in the choir. In high school, she won a solo competition at the state 
level, but won't sing in the choir. Sometimes she goes to the United service. 
Daniel's discouragement was palpable in his words. While already disappointed by the 
overall circumstances and weak response toward engaging teenaged singers, the challenge 
was made more painful by his daughters being disinterested in choir. 
Daniel expressed that that the current ministry model creates weaknesses with far-
reaching consequences, opening a door for people to disengage from using their talents to 
serve within the church. Cornerstone's leadership has observed that the lack of serving with 
one's talents has not only impacted the music ministry, but also other ministry areas as well. 
Daniel finds it disheartening to see people less willing to engage, yet he believes at least part 
of the problem stems from the church's current ministry model. 
Herein is a flaw in our ministry plan ... I've got a lot of great musicians who sit and 
watch worship every week in the United service and they're okay with that. I've got high 
schoolers, soloists, people who are music majors who came up through our music program 
but they choose the United service because they enjoy the worship style. We constantly have 
to sell the value of using your talents and gifts in church. 
My concern is for the future, when there are a bunch of people sitting in the 
congregation who have gifts and should really be on the platform edifying the church, but 
tl1ey're not going to use tl1em because they grew up in a model where it doesn't matter if you 
play piano. You don't have to play or use that in church. There's a whole generation that 
doesn't see, doesn't understand the value of using their talents and gifts in church. We are 
clinging with all of our might to this model in the Blended-Traditional world that when 
you've been given a talent by God, then you need to use that in church. But my concern is 
because of the misalignment in our ministry plan and not producing the choir of the future, 
that there may not be a choir and orchestra in the future, that there's going to be at some 
point a fizz in the whole participatory-inclusive model where anybody and everybody can get 
up on stage and sing in the choir or play in the orchestra. It may be a cultural phenomenon. 
It may be larger than Cornerstone Baptist Church, or it may be a Cornerstone phenomenon. 
I don't know. All I know is that I see is this as a negative aspect of this. 
Daniel's response reflects a vivid level of weariness from fighting a batde that seems doomed 
to failure. As hard as he tries to engage musicians and show them the value of serving in 
worship ministry, many remain drawn to Cornerstone's contemporary worship which, as 
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currendy designed, is a non-inclusive model. Daniel senses that the capable musicians are 
learning to be worship spectators rather than worship leaders whose gifts could edify the 
church and continue the inclusive music ministry model. 
Daniel's concerns with CBC's ministry model revealed his priority for both 
worshippers and musicians to actively engage in worship. He indicated that engagement can 
have various forms: singing, clapping, responding with "amen," or simply watching. While 
he appreciates seeing visible participation, Daniel emphasized that demonstrative behaviors 
cannot be a sure measure of engagement, affirming that, "Outward participation is certainly 
not a measurement of what's going on in the heart." Nonetheless, Daniel has observed 
participatory differences between Cornerstone's two worship venues. 
In the United service, lights are turned down. Anonymity is increased. Participation ... has 
decreased ... Our participation of people who sang along was significantly less in the United 
service, maybe only 30 to 40 percent of the people singing along. Sometimes it's as high as 
80 percent if it's a song that everybody knows. But that's more the exception. 
To help encourage participation during contemporary worship, the United pastor created a 
questionnaire for the two worship leaders to complete each week, evaluating the worship 
experience and congregational engagement. The questionnaire explores whether people were 
engaged in worship or just talking or distracted. Daniel indicated that, "The goal is to up 
participation and engagement, and not just see that as a non-intentional byproduct that you 
may have gotten haphazardly." They hope to evaluate congregational patterns during 
worship and determine what elements have a positive or adverse impact upon participation. 
Daniel estimated that approximately 80 percent of the blended-traditional 
congregation actively participates in worship, a much higher percentage than the 
contemporary worship. He is intentional about engaging the congregation as he leads 
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worship, stating, "I want to catch the eye, and I encourage our praise team to catch the eye 
of someone who's not engaged and ... get that person involved in what's going on. 
Engagement is the key." He frequently talks with other music ministers to gain ideas for 
increasing engagement. He emphasized that when the congregation is engaged in worship, 
"even people in the pew get 'onstage,' seeing that God is the audience rather than the 
congregation. It is seeing the musicians onstage less as leaders and more as fellow 
worshippers all worshipping God together." 
Cornerstone's leadership understands that an alternative worship format can result in 
disunity and the sense of separate churches within the overall church. To encourage unity, 
joint Sunday night services are offered weekly, and special combined services are 
occasionally scheduled to bring all worshippers together. While only about 200 attend, the 
Sunday night worship in the gymnasium is a time where 'We all combine as a church family 
to worship together" as people &om each of the morning worship expressions join together. 
Daniel plans the worship for that gathering, but asks each of the alternative worship leaders 
to lead one to two songs that reflect their particular Sunday morning expression. Daniel 
emphasized that the result is a blended and eclectic worship time where 'We cross-pollinate, 
cross-train, we get everybody together. We may never be under the leadership of the United 
service leaders on Sunday mornings, but . .. on Sunday night they lead a song so we get to 
know them that way." 
Additionally, combined worship gatherings happen three times per year: Good 
Friday, the July patriotic worship, and at Christmas. These efforts have proved to be more 
challenging. Without being instructed to do so, the combined events "play by the rules of the 
Blended-Traditional" worship since they are held in the main worship center. 
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We notice that a lot of our contemporary service people choose not to come because that's 
just not their worship language. Others, people who understand the culture and are familiar 
with the core DNA of Cornerstone - where we've been and who we've been, they come and 
they appreciate what we do. I do notice our numbers swell. I see a lot of people who come 
from the contemporary service, but I also know a lot who stay home. For the seasonal 
presentations we add additional volunteer opportunities, such as parking lot duty and helping 
with a church-wide meal or fellowship. We've noticed that a lot of people in the United 
service won't attend the worship setting but they will volunteer in another place. They may 
be here, but they may not embrace participation in the worship service. 
Daniel refers to the "DNA of Cornerstone," perceiving that the traditional legacy of CBC 
endures despite steps to become more contemporary. Much of the Blended-Traditional 
congregation includes older adults who have been in the church for many years. In both 
music and overall elements, traditional practices have been deeply embedded and slow to 
evolve. All congregants indicate their preferred worship expression by what they attend each 
week. When the church attempts to combine all congregations, some worshippers willingly 
blend in for the day, some stay home, and others assume service roles that remove them 
from worship engagement but do support the church-wide effort. Despite the challenges, 
the church leadership finds it essential to periodically unite the multiple congregations. 
Daniel elaborated further on his priority to engage as many musicians as possible in 
worship leading. He expressed that he is proud of many things at Cornerstone, but he is not 
satisfied with the exclusive practices in CBC's contemporary worship. He stated that, 'We 
call ourselves in the Blended-Traditional service an inclusive service, whereas the United 
set-vice only involves up to fifteen people who are very talented and auditioned before they 
can step up on stage." While the Blended-Traditional worship engages varied ensembles on a 
regular basis, that sense of inclusiveness is absent from the contemporary worship. The 
varied ensembles or even diverse musical styles do not have a platform in the contemporary 
venue. Consequently, Daniel expressed that, "In that way I feel like we're losing some of the 
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tradition that is good. All tradition is not necessarily good. This tradition is good where we 
include as many people as possible in worship and in worship leadership." While engaging as 
many people as possible in the Blended-Traditional venue, up to 160 musicians may engage 
and serve during a single service, while the contemporary worship only engages up to 15 
mus1c1ans. 
So you see there's a whole lot of difference, and that's because we built that very 
intentionally ... Inclusive model, closed model. One is not necessarily better than the other, 
but when you start looking at the value of getting as many people on stage as possible, the 
Blended-Traditional service gives people more options ... In the United service, most of the 
time you're going to be in the congregation watching what's going on, or participating from 
the congregation, from the pew ... I find that there is great value and worth given to people 
when they have an opportunity to help lead ... in worship. They are not just singing a song. 
They are leading people in worship ... 
Daniel's comments reveal that the alternative worship expressions in his church and other 
churches differ by more than just repertoire, instrumentation, and media. There is a 
contrasting worship philosophy that differs in its valuation of engagement and service. Thus, 
Daniel is disheartened by the decreased valuation for church musicians to use their talents in 
worship, instead, relinquishing their service to hired professionals who only associate with 
the church when leading worship. 
I 
Within the changing tides of modern worship, Daniel expressed that his personal 
philosophy of worship is based upon Romans 12:1-2. 
To me, worship is a lifestyle of giving back to God for all that he's done for me. That's a 
simple definition, and I expect that of our choir and orchestra. I'm constantly talking to our 
choir about this as a heart experience ... Corporate worship is merely an overflow of our 
individual daily lives of walking with Christ. Sunday worship is an event to rally and celebrate 
God corporately, a place where they get something that they can't get anywhere else during 
the week. They ought to sense God's presence there and it ought to be an event tlnt's so 
different than any other place that they are magnetized toward it. They should say, 'I can't 
miss worship on Sunday. Something happens there that I can't explain other than to say God 
is there.' Our goal is to create opportunities for people to connect with God. That's worship. 
Daniel cautions about the dangerous tendency in modern worship where "We are 
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dangerously close to making corporate worship such a production that comes across as a 
performance more than a heartfelt expression of gratitude, praise, and multiple other things 
to God." He fears that a production-like environment encourages worshippers to be 
spectators rather than participants in worship. He added that, "If it becomes a place where 
we just polish our gifts and perform and really seek the applause of men, it becomes 
something that we never intended for it to be." 
For the musicians who lead worship, Daniel emphasizes the importance and impact 
of being contagious leaders, of being genuine worshippers in heart and countenance so that 
other congregants will desire the same experience. He believes that if they are open in their 
heart and worship expressions, that other worshippers will be less inhibited to clap, sing, or 
raise their hands, ultimately, becoming more "concerned about whether you're pleasing God 
rather than trying to do what men and women expect you to do." 
Still, the struggle over what is or is not acceptable in worship looms large within 
Cornerstone's Blended-Traditional worship. Several times, Daniel sincerely emphasized his 
respect for CBC's previous pastor. Still, he shared specific challenges that exist from the 
pastor's enduring legacy and beliefs. He would not allow people to clap, raise hands, or voice 
"amen" during worship because "He wanted Cornerstone to be a reverent place of worship 
for honoring God, not a charismatic experience that was an emotionally charged experience 
without the heart engaged." Daniel understands that perspective, but the current pastor has 
found it difficult to encourage people to be more expressive. Daniel conceded that, "It's a 
part of who they are. The people are not robots but they have become engaged in the system 
and they haven't always realized that maybe there's another way." Cornerstone's former 
pastor maintains a legendary status within both the church and community. He was deeply 
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respected, had a lengthy tenure at the church, and retired with an enormous legacy that 
endures within the church and community. Consequently, for some Cornerstone members, 
change is equated with abandoning the revered former pastor and his values, adding a unique 
challenge to the worship transition. Still, the current pastor and leadership are cognizant of 
this reality and gracious about it as they respectfully, gradually, and carefully effect change. 
Personnel and program structure. Musicians at Cornerstone have multiple venues 
for engagement. Table 33 summarizes the available ensembles and opportunities. Graded 
choirs exist for preschool, children, and middle school students. When these groups sing in 
worship, they typically serve as the call to worship. The church had a high school choir in 
the past but it dwindled and no longer exists. To encourage musical continuity, high school 
students are invited to sing with the adult choir, but few have chosen to do so. Adult choir 
participation is strong. Adult choir members may also audition for one of CBC's small adult 
ensembles: a men's quartet, a lady's trio, a vocal jazz ensemble called Enduring Hope, and a 
mixed ensemble called Adoration. Enduring Hope is a five-person vocal jazz ensemble that 
was created by its volunteer director who also composes the music that they sing. Adoration 
is an SA TB octet of singers that Daniel selected from the choir because they are strong 
worship leaders. Daniel believes that Adoration has encouraged transitional change for two 
primary reasons. First, because the ensemble is drawn &om the choir, the group is not 
perceived as a replacement of the choir's role in worship. Secondly, they perform a wide 
variety of musical styles ranging from contemporary praise and worship, traditional choral 
pieces, Clu:is Tomlin music, gospel, light classical, ballads, light jazz, and more. The 
ensemble's special music has added new musical colors that would have been difficult to 
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introduce as congregational worship, but used as special music, the congregation willingly 
embraced the varied musical expressions. 
Soloists sing almost weekly in worship. Cornerstone offers an active senior adult 
choir but they do not sing for worship. Instead, they hold a missions focus, singing as an 
outreach and encouragement ministry in various community locations, a role that the choir 
readily embraces. The church orchestra plays in worship weekly and engages instrumentalists 
Table 33 
Cornerstone Music Ministry Ensembles and Opp011unities 
Enrolled Ages Rehearsals Leadership Worship role 
Adult Choir 121 15-90 Wednesday, 6:30pm Music Minister Weekly 
Senior Adult Choir 44 69-92 Wednesday, 4:15pm Music Minister None• 
Middle School Choir so 11-14 Wednesday, 5:45pm Instrumental Occasionally 
Director, volunteer 
leader 
Children's Choir 80 6-10 Wednesday, 5:30pm Music Minister, Frequently 
volunteer leader 
Preschool Choir 40 3-5 Wednesday, 6:00pm Volunteer leader Frequently 
(BT)b Worship Band 7 42-58 Wednesday, 8:00pm, Instrumental Weekly 
rhythm section Sunday, 8:50am Director 
(C)c Worship Band 6 15-35 Sunday, 7:30am Contemporary Weekly 
leaders alternate 
(BT) Vocal Praise 4 41-60 Sunday, 8:50am Music Minister Weekly 
Team 
(C) Vocal Praise 3 15-35 Sunday, 7:30am Contemporary Weekly 
Team Leaders alternate 
Orchestra 42 15-65 Wednesday, 6:30pm Instrumental Weekly 
Director 
High School Band 6 16-21 Wednesday, 5:00 Instrumental Occasionally<! 
Director 
Middle School Band 6 12-14 Wednesday, 5:00 Middle school Never" 
minister 
Soloists 18 20-63 As needed Music Minister Occasionally 
Small Vocal 
Ensembles 
Adoration 8 33-54 Sunday, 4:00pm Music Minister Frequently 
Enduring Hope 5 43-54 Twice monthly on Volunteer Frequently 
alternating days composer-director 
Men's Quartet 4 43-62 Tuesday, 4:00pm Music Minister Occasionally 
Women's Trio 3 38-57 As needed Self-led Occasionally 
•The senior adult choir is very active but performs outside the church for community outreach. 
b(BT) =Blended-Traditional worship. 
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c(C) = Contemporary worship. 
dThe high school bandoccasionally plays among the Blended-Traditional musicians and occasionally 
lead the contemporary worship for youth-led Sundays. They play weekly for high school worship 
gatherings. 
eThe middle school band only plays for the Wednesday night middle school worship gathering. 
of various ages. The orchestra and choirs are supported by two staff pianists who rotate 
accompanist duties every other week. Cornerstone has an active middle school worship band 
and a high school worship band. Each of the bands play and lead worship for the 
Wednesday night worship gathering of their age group. The high school band occasionally 
plays for the Sunday morning contemporary worship and also leads worship for one Sunday 
night service each year. Some of the teen musicians also rotate playing in the blended 
worship band on Sunday mornings, allowing them a chance to play among the older, more 
experienced instrumentalists. 
Daniel spoke of his employed music leadership with pride and appreciation, 
underscoring the quality of their work ethic and the level of responsibility that they carry. 
Table 34 summarizes both the staff and volunteer music ministry leadership. The minister of 
instrumental music, Neal Harrison, has a Master's Degree in music and works closely with 
Daniel. Neal is responsible for the Blended-Traditional and Sunday night instrumental 
preparations. He leads weekly rehearsals with the orchestra and rhythm section and keeps all 
church-owned instruments in good repair. Neal also leads the high school worship band, 
middle school choir, and occasionally helps with other vocal ensembles. Neal personally 
sings with the men's quartet and even arranges music for Cornerstone's music ensembles. 
Daniel added that, "Neal is a media guy extraordinaire," and credits Neal as the leader that 
keeps the ministry current with ever changing technology. Neal uses the Reason and Logic 
program to create click tracks and loops for worship. 
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The media director bears significant responsibility that Daniel underscored by 
pondering, "Wow, what doesn't he do? He is the busiest guy on this campus. He does the 
work of two people." While his primary role is to insure that all media elements function for 
worship, he also manages all sound, audio, lighting, and visual media for special events, 
seasonal events, and funerals. The media director guides a team of 30 to 40 rotating 
volunteers who help in both the Blended-Traditional and Contemporary worship services. 
He edits video for the weekly television broadcast and posts the pastor's sermons online for 
the public to access. He either schedules repairs or personally handles the repair of CBC's 
audio and video equipment. 
Table 34 
Cornerstone Baptist Kry Music Ministry Leadersbip 
Title Position Tenure Age Highest Degree Church 
Education Member 
Minister of Full-time staff 5V2 yrs. 47 Seminary Master of Yes 
Instrumental Music Master's Church Music 
Media Director Full-time staff 4 yrs . 36 Associate Technology- Yes 
Media 
Ministry Assistant Full-time staff 6 yrs . 53 Bachelor Early Childhood Yes 
Education 
Contemporary Part-time contracteda 4mo. 27 Bachelor Music Education Yes 
Worship Leader 1 
Contemporary Part-time contractedb 4mo. 25 Bachelor Communications Yes 
Worship Leader 2 
Music Secretary Part-time staff 6 yrs . 57 High None Yes 
School 
Music Secretary Part-time staff 6 yrs. 51 Bachelor Elementary Yes 
Education 
Accompanist Part-time staff 40 yrs. 58 Bachelor Music Education Yes 
Accompanist Part-time staff 51/2 yrs. 42 Bachelor Music Yes 
Percussion Specialist Part-time staff 5V2 yrs. 53 Bachelor Biblical Studies Yes 
Children's Choir Part-time volunteer 51/2 yrs. 40 Bachelor Political Science Yes 
Director 
Youth Music Part-time volunteer 3 yrs. 36 Bachelor Nursing Yes 
Director/VBS 
Worship 
Coordinator 
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abBoth of the contemporary leaders are present each week but alternate as the primary leader. They 
are contracted as part-time employees who only serve on Sunday morning and do not function as 
part of the ongoing music ministry staff. 
Daniel's ministry assistant handles emails, correspondence, telephone calls, and keeps 
him apprised of ministry needs among music ministry participants. Additionally, Daniel 
particularly values her role as a liaison between himself and the church membership. Daniel 
explained that, "She's my eyes and ears throughout the church and music ministry, and is 
even active in the choir. She is one of my barometer people that help me know what's going 
on out there and what people are saying." Two additional women serve on a part-time basis, 
one as the music ministry secretary and music librarian, and the second serves as the 
broadcast ministry secretary, handling the reproduction and distribution of DVDs and CDs. 
The two contemporary worship leaders, Seth and Courtney, are responsible for 
leading the Sunday morning contemporary worship expression and the pre-service rehearsal. 
Seth holds a Bachelor's Degree in Music Education and Courtney has Bachelor's Degree in 
Communications. Both leaders are employed by the church on a contractual basis, and 
although they have become church members, they are only involved with the church music 
leadership on Sunday mornings and occasional Sunday night services. Although employed as 
part of the ministerial staff, Cornerstone's middle school minister leads the middle school 
worship band's weekly rehearsal. Finally, CBC employs three musicians, a percussionist and 
two rotating keyboardists who anchor the Blended-Traditional instmmentalists, enabling 
Daniel to depend on consistency. 
We have made an intentional effort to always fund the core. When we have a worship 
service there's a core of instruments I call the rhythm section. Almost everybody is paid 
either contractually or they are part~time permanent. I want to make sure that for any 
worship experience, the people I need for the core are there. 
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While Daniel prioritizes engaging many volunteers, he believes that employing a core group 
of key musicians brings stability, excellence, and support for the volunteers. 
Daniel stressed the significance of volunteer leaders, stating that, ''Volunteers are 
huge ... and the Blended-Traditional model does not work without a bunch of people 
working to make it happen." A volunteer leader assists Daniel with the children's choir while 
another volunteer leader works alongside the Minister of Instrumental Music to lead the 
middle school choir. Additionally, a large cadre of volunteers assists both the choir and 
orchestra with pastoral care, outreach, prayer requests, and hospital visitation. Volunteers 
also help with logistical needs, recruitment, seating visitors and new members in the choir, 
organizing music for Sunday mornings, and creating new member orientation packets for the 
choir. 
Only the two contracted contemporaq worship leaders were added to the music 
ministry staff because of incorporating nontraditional worship. Two other important 
positions were added because of the worship transition, but the leaders are not employed as 
part of the music staff. First, the contemporaq worship production director plans and 
supervises the entire contemporaq venue. The second position is the nontraditional 
ministries pastor who is the overseeing minister of the United service. 
As the music ministry overseer, Daniel is ultimately accountable for all music 
ministry activities. He personally leads the adult choir, men's quartet, Adoration ensemble, 
senior adult choir, and children's 1 st- 4th grade choir. He is the primaq worship leader in 
the Blended-Traditional service and the Sunday night combined worship. Daniel provides 
music for the monthly senior adult gathering and other special events. He makes time to 
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support and equip his various ministry leaders for their roles. On a day-to-day basis he 
devotes significant time to worship planning, seasonal event planning, and summarizes his 
role, stating, "I basically serve as the visionary for aesthetics" at Cornerstone. Daniel also 
fulfills numerous non-musical roles that include outreach, hospital visitation and other 
activities that personally connect him to the church congregation. He is intentional about 
building relationships with church members, desiring to be more than a worship leader that 
people only encounter from the stage. He meets with the pastor frequently to plan ongoing 
church operations and address overall capital improvements for Cornerstone, and is 
currently immersed in a massive redesign of the church website and logo rebranding. 
Cornerstone's musical ensembles are <:;entral to weekly worship, but some of the 
groups also perform for additional church gatherings and other community events. The 
men's quartet and women's trio sing for worship, provide music in the community, and for 
special church-wide events. The Enduring Hope and Adoration ensembles are frequently 
active in the community. At Christmas, all of the ensembles sing at a large local university 
for an informal music, food, and fellowship event designed to connect with college students. 
The senior adult choir functions differently than all other musical groups and never 
sings in Sunday morning worsJ:Vp. They sing once annually within the church for the 
Hanging of the Greens service, but othetwise devote their time singing in local nursing 
facilities, senior adult centers, and other community sites. They are active throughout the 
year except for a short time off during Christmas and a summer break in July and August. 
Daniel discussed how the senior singers are content with their role. 
It's okay with them that we don't sing in church. Frankly, it's refreshing. It's a totally 
missional group and we have a lot of fun. We always preach the gospel and sing great hymns 
of the faith. One of the ways that I can transition my Blended-Traditional service is that I 
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sing great hymns of the faith with that group out in different places. They may never hear 
''Victory in Jesus" but once in a blue moon in our Blended-Traditional service, but they sing 
it often because we do it all the time in our community presentations. For those thirty-five 
or forty people, that's good enough for them. 
While the choir holds a unique role, it is a role that gives the group a sense of purpose, an 
area of service, and a source of fellowship. 
The music ministry auditions some, but not all participating musicians, depending 
upon their area of service. The few church members who complete the United worship band 
are auditioned or carefully selected. In the Blended-Traditional worship, anyone who is 
interested may participate in most of the large ensembles, particularly the graded choirs and 
adult choir. Orchestra musicians are expected to play on at least an intermediate level. While 
not holding a formal audition, Daniel explained that, "Instmmentalists are analyzed on an 
individual basis by our minister of instmmental music. But usually if you're in at least high 
school and are of intermediate to advanced level, they'll let you play." Musicians in the 
Blended-Traditional rhythm section, praise team vocalists, Adoration, and Enduring Hope 
groups are auditioned. Above all, vocalists must be adult choir members to be selected for 
Adoration or Enduring Hope. 
Daniel admitted that it can be challenging to work with musicians who have varied 
backgrounds and ability levels, but most weaknesses are covered by careful sound mixing 
and giving prominence to well-developed musicians. 
My rhythm section and my praise team vocalists insure quality. I may have a bunch of people 
on stage and invite anybody and everybody to come, but I don't have to mic them. The 
people I choose to mic, I choose to mic because they give me consistency in sound every 
week: the rhythm section, the praise team, and me. The sound that we produce is always 
strong. Always. The sound will never go below a certain level because they keep it there. 
Everybody else is an additive to that mix. It took a while to sell this to the praise team, choir 
and orchestra, but now there have been so many comments from our congregation about 
clarity and quality, you can't do without it anymore. 
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In addition to amplifying the vocal praise team during choir anthems, Daniel also gives 
microphones to selected choir members, typically one per voice part. This action was visible 
during the worship observation where isolated choir singers held and sang into a 
microphone while the rest of the choir sang with only overhead amplification. Daniel 
believes that this approach enables both the quality and inclusiveness that he desires for the 
Blended-Traditional worship ministry. While a broad range of abilities is welcome, the 
strongest musicians carry leadership that insures consistent quality. 
Lead musicians in the Blended-Traditional expression must be church members 
before they are placed onstage. While the choir -and orchestra serve as open doors for any 
interested musicians, the core musicians, the keyboardists, rhythm section players, and praise 
team vocalists, are screened before being placed in leadership roles. In contrast, Daniel 
explained a different expectation for the lead musicians in the United worship, stating that, 
"They prefer that you be a regular attendee and someone who has sold out to the direction 
of who we are and where we are going, but you don't have to be a church member." The 
two worship venues differ not only in repertoire and worship elements, but also in how 
connected the worship leaders are to the overall life of the church. The two contemporary 
worship leaders were employed from outside CBC, but later became church members. Some 
of the United instrumentalists are church members, but because that worship team is small, 
opportunities are limited for church members to serve in the contemporary music venue. 
When asked if the age-diversity or age-concentration within some of the church 
music ensembles is intentional or not, Daniel's response revealed still more differences 
between Cornerstone's two worship expressions. The Blended-Traditional worship 
welcomes a broad age span of musicians and does not seek to establish an age-based image. 
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While the children's, student, and senior adult choirs are age-focused, the adult choir, 
orchestra, band, and praise team have a wide span of age inclusivity. In contrast, Daniel 
revealed that the contemporary worship does have an age-prioritization. 
There is a specific image that they're going for in the United service. They want to make sure 
that the lower age ranges are represented and always want to have a high school student or 
two in the band. If there's ever anybody over the age of 50 on stage, it's highly unusual. 
Usually the age range is 15 through 35, maybe 40. 
He explained that although other local churches have done this, no rules exist to deny 
worship leading after a certain age. Still, he added, "But you know there's always the power 
of the unwritten word," suggesting that while an age threshold is not openly delineated, 
unwritten expectations exist. 
Daniel expanded his discussion into general appearance factors, stating that outward 
appearance is not a priority for Blended-Traditional worship musicians. Once again, the 
perspective differs in the contemporary worship where indicated that they are seeking a 
pati:icular look for stage personnel. Daniel explained that, ''We are trying to represent ethnic 
diversity because we find that if the people we are trying to attract in the congregation see 
people on stage like them, they'll be more apt to come and participate." With both age and 
ethnic appearance factors, the contemporary worship is intentional about some external 
factors, making an effort to create certain visible impressions for worshippers who attend. 
Cornerstone's middle and high school worship bands are active and contribute to weekly 
student worship events. In contrast, Daniel has found it challenging to engage middle and 
high school students in the music ministry, and is frustrated by the lack of a high school 
choir at Cornerstone. Daniel encourages the middle school choir, hoping that they will be 
the nucleus of a future high school choir. Daniel believes that the success of student choirs is 
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impacted by the support of the student minister, choir legacy, and previously described 
ministry alignment issue. 
One huge thing is [having the] support of the age-graded minister ... If the middle school 
minister is on board, the middle school choir will do well. We've never had a high school 
minister that embraced a choral expression, even a small ensemble as a part of their ministry 
plan. I have found that I can only have so much success without those ministers 
engaging ... The other thing is legacy. We took a break from choirs a couple of years ago and 
it has been very difficult to build it up again ... If we had never stopped having teenage 
choirs, it probably wouldn't be so difficult today. 
Again, Daniel attributes the ministry alignment as a hindrance since most middle and high 
school students do not attend the worship venue that welcomes their ensemble. 
Consequendy, the church ministry is not aligned in a manner that encourages choir 
participation or valuation, a problem that could threaten and weaken future adult choirs at 
Cornerstone. 
Daniel explained that when he came to Cornerstone, people were saying, 'Worship 
has changed. We probably won't even use the choir in the near future." Deeply alarmed, the 
adult choir became outspoken about protecting the choir's role in worship. Although the 
choir remains strong and central to worship, the lack of a high school is a looming blow to 
the adult choir. While many odds seem stacked against a high school choir reforming, Daniel 
is committed to try so that choral continuity can be achieved, high school students can use 
their gifts, and the adult choir will be strengthened and perpetuated. 
Music personnel training. Daniel's personal skills in music include voice, 
trombone, guitar, keyboard, and conducting. He began college as a trombone major 
pursuing a degree in music education. He intended to become a high school band director, 
but during his ftrst year of college, he felt called to serve in church music ministry. With the 
new direction, he also changed his focus from trombone to voice. His guitar skills are 
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primarily self-taught or developed through informal mentoring from other guitarists. 
Although he did not develop strong piano skills early on, he has worked hard to develop 
them. Daniel is motived to improve his piano and guitar skills since he plays guitar in 
worship weekly and plays piano for funerals frequently. Daniel commented upon how music 
minister expectations have changed, how more is expected and versatility is an essential 
quality. 
I've found that in this day and age that as much as you can play, as much as you can do, as 
versatile as you can be really helps. It really helps because you are required to do a lot more 
right now than you ever were before. I think at one time music ministers were expected to 
sing and conduct and their wives were expected to play the piano. But nowadays you have to 
pick up multiple instruments. I enjoy playing all of them. 
Because he finds daily application for a broad span of abilities, his pragmatism has motivated 
him to expand his skills and become a ·more versatile musician. 
Daniel grew up in two significantly different church environments than where he 
serves today. Both of his earliest experiences left an enduring impact upon him and his 
approach to music ministry. The first church was small, with about 50 in attendance each 
week, and had a weekly pianist and an occasional organist. The music consisted entirely of 
hymns. Daniel described the pastor's sermon delivery, stating that, "It was Hellfire and 
brimstone preaching. The pastor wasn't done until he popped a vein. He really had to get 
fired up. That was my first experience and I became a Christian there. My grandfather 
helped start the church." From this first church experience, Daniel formed an enduring 
commitment of offering one's best in service to God, but he admitted that he learned the 
lesson from a less than ideal example. 
[I11ere] were two or three ladies who would get up to sing and they would say these words 
before they sang: ''We haven't really had a lot of time to practice so y'all pray for us." Of 
course I've used that line one hundred times over the years and people just laugh. One of the 
things that became foundational for me is to never get up on stage and be unprepared ... One 
of my core values is that what we do for God we do well. God deserves nothing less than 
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our best ... Don't sing if you haven't had enough time to practice! It's terrible. So they were 
foundational for me. 
With a grandfather who was a church planter, Daniel's family moved from the first 
church when his grandfather started a new congregation. The church that he attended in the 
1980s exposed him to the onset of the worship transition that had begun to impact 
churches. 
My second church experience was in a place that attempted to transition from the traditional 
realm to more of a contemporary realm. The church was trying to get from hymnbook to 
hymn book and "other." It was a church in transition but there was no plan; it was non-
intentional. We would do Gaither music on occasion. The big thing when I was in youth 
choir was that we did Michael W. Smith's musical that had the song ''Friends" in it. It was so 
popular. I remember David Meese's ''We Are the Reason" and other songs that were big 
back then. Those experiences were foundational for me. 
Even as a teenager in the church youth choir, Daniel observed that the church sought to 
transition its worship but did so without a clear course of direction. This experience helped 
prepare him to be an agent of change, but to do so with a clear sense of purpose and 
direction. 
Daniel's formal music training included playing his high school jazz band, marching 
band, and wind ensemble. He was never in the high school chorus, but sang in his church 
choir, did solos, and occasionally preached for the pastor. He was also active in the local 
community theater holding lead roles in musicals or playing trombone in the pit orchestra, 
proving to be a versatile musician that could contribute vocally or instrumentally. Daniel 
continued stage experiences in college operas and musicals. After changing from a music 
education focus, he ultimately completed a Bachelor of Music Degree with an emphasis in 
sacred music and vocal perfonnance in 1992. Daniel earned his Master of Church Music 
Degree from a Southern Baptist seminary in 1995. Once again, his emphasis was in church 
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music and vocal performance, further preparing for a career in church music ministry. 
Daniel did not recall any influential informal music influences in his life. 
When asked if his formal music training equipped him to lead nontraditional 
worship, Daniel's response was emphatic. 
Wow . .. before I just say a blanket, 'No' which I am inclined to say, having time on stage and 
performing in operatic venues certainly helped with stage presence. Learning how to combat 
vocal fatigue helped. Yes, there are some general things d1at have helped. But most of my 
formal training, I can't use in the contemporary world. I have to dumb it down and forget 
how to sing, and dms subject myself to vocal fatigue, loss of voice and all that stuff iliat a lot 
of pop singers have to deal wiili. I never learned to play the guitar in college ... It just wasn't 
offered where I went to school. .. My seminary degree, my master's degree is very similar. 
Not a lot ... wow. I've never used the arranging or orchestration skills from my orchestration 
class. I need to know iliem, but I rarely use them. I had a course in developing youili choirs 
but I rarely use ilie ideas because a lot of iliem are dated and antiquated. You can't grow a 
youth choir wiili ilie same philosophy and strategy iliey used to. But no, for ilie most part 
there's not a lo t. I had to learn a lot when I got on ilie field. 
Daniel's words revealed that while he learned a great deal from his college and seminary 
experiences, much of the learning was disconnected from the actual day-to-day skills and 
knowledge that he needs in current nontraditional worship ministry. Consequently, he 
independently sought ways to learn different skills and gain knowledge of nontraditional 
worship practices. 
Daniel continued, further indicating that his professors were out of touch with 
current church practices. While he loves and respects many of these professors, he has long 
realized that they were out of touch and did not acknowledge, embrace, or equip their 
students for the changes that were occurring in church worship. 
I find that when a lot of our teachers started to teach iliey knew what was happening in ilie 
real world, boots on the ground. But once iliey got more into ilie educational realm d1ey 
were less adept at what was going on in ilie world around them from an evolution 
perspective. Most of d1e seminary [music] faculty was on staff at Presbyterian, Episcopal, 
Catholic, Luilieran churches in ilie seminary area. 
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Daniel added that at one point, the seminary leadership took actions to correct the music 
department after finding it to be out of touch with the overall practices of average Baptist 
churches. He continued, telling of a time when his seminary voice teacher asked him to 
select and sing a solo at her church. 
She said, 'Just pick anything. You'll do great." So I picked "God and God Alone" with an 
accompaniment track and I got a tongue lashing after the service and during the next week. 
She said, ''Why would you pick a song like that? It's nothing but a pop song." But she had 
begun teaching decades before and didn't understand the transition to that era which is now 
passe. Steve Green, Larnelle Harris, Amy Grant, Sandy Patti, all that stuff that was just the 
thing back in the 80s, late 70s to early 90s, probably about a 15 to 20 year span of time. But 
it was frowned upon by my professors. A lot of my teachers were somewhat out of touch. 
Daniel admitted that, "I had to go covert and underground when I went for my supervised 
ministry experience. I didn't always tell my teachers what I was doing out there because it 
was not what I was being taught in the classroom." While interning, Daniel saw that the 
classically-based expression encouraged by his professors was out of touch with the church 
he was serving. He indicated that, ''What used to be Baptist has become Presbyterian. It's 
become high church. And that's basically all they knew how to teach us how to do." He is 
heartbroken to criticize his seminary experience but kept repeating various courses, books, 
and skills that he never uses. He fmally concluded that of his most meaningful and applicable 
knowledge, "A lot of it has come from experience in day-to-day operation." In Daniel's 
experience a great divide existed between the seminary training and actual practice in 
churches. His words also revealed the continuing evolution of contemporary worship, of 
how much worship repertoire has continued to change. Because of their vocal skills, 
delivery, and style, the early contemporary Christian artists that were offensive to his 
professors are now viewed as passe, as more of a high-church expression by many current 
worshippers. Daniel's professors were out of touch with the early contemporary Christian 
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artists, but now the early artists have long been pushed aside by newer musicians with a 
completely different and far more rock-based sound. 
Daniel expressed that his formal education did not prepare him for nontraditional 
worship; consequently, he independently pursued ways to learn and to remain current with 
the repertoire and practices of nontraditional worship. He does not maintain active 
membership with any professional organizations, but was previously a member of ACDA, 
Willow Creek Association, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia of America, SPEBSQA34, and the Core 
Priority Mega-Church Music Ministers Association. Daniel candidly expressed that, "I've 
found that it's something of a lonely world out here. I long for interaction with other music 
ministers and to be able to talk to them about what they do." To develop his knowledge and 
skills, he has attended conferences offered by Integrity, Hosanna, and the former Maranatha 
Music. Early in his career, a helpful venue was The Choral Festival, a large conference that 
often drew up to 1600 participants. Breakout sessions featured experts on youth choirs, 
senior adult choirs, and other specialties. Daniel shared that, "I appreciated the real-life 
examples of, 'Guys, here's what works. Here's what I'm doing.' We would pay a huge fee to 
attend and music ministers would travel from all over the nation to hear the experts that 
spoke." 
Daniel frequently studies other successful church models to learn what he can apply 
to his own situation. He named churches such as Bellevue Baptist in Memphis, Prestonwood 
in Dallas, First Baptist in Springdale, Arkansas, First Baptist Orlando, and Biltmore Baptist 
in Asheville as models, stating, "Those are some of what I call my marker churches that I 
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could name as churches where we're attempting to go. We're not there yet but they're sort of 
a model where we desire to be in the future." 
Daniel is active in two associations that have proven to be helpful. First, the Core 
Priority Ministers of Music for Mega Churches includes music ministers from the 100 largest 
churches in the United States. Although Cornerstone no longer qualifies by size, it remains 
grandfathered into the group, and Daniel finds it a benefit that is not available to most music 
ministers. Core Priority holds an annual week-long conference and each church in the 
association takes a tum in hosting. Daniel stated that, "During that week they'll give you 
everything they've ever learned. They bring ... big name people who just happen to live in or 
hover around that city or that area." Outside of the conference, the music ministers maintain 
ongoing email contact. Daniel emphasized that valuable knowledge emerges from the email 
exchange as ministers share ideas on all aspects of music ministry, stating that, "It is a huge 
thing when you have access to music ministers at First Baptist Church of Springdale, 
Arkansas, Bellevue, and Prestonwood, First Orlando, and First Atlanta." While the ideas and 
suggestion must be filtered and adapted for his church situation, he values the resource. 
Locally, Daniel is linked with the Central Region Circuit of Music Ministers that meet 
every 2-3 months to share what is happening at their churches and discuss specific needs and 
challenges. Daniel describes it as "Fellowship. Crying on each other's shoulders." 
What they're doing at one church right now is edgy and contemporary. That's all that they 
offer now and it's fascinating because they used to not be that way. They've lost a lot of 
people and they've gained a lot of people. Every decision you make and whichever route you 
take will have an effect on the type of people that you attract. 
His words revealed music minister's mutual needs as well as the weight of the decisions tl1ey 
make for their church and music ministry. To Daniel, the weight of the choices and 
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decisions underscore the need for fellowship, advising, and mentoring. 
Still, Daniel feels that a void exists in consistent and ongoing support, stating, 
"That's really all, I hate to. say, conferences, festivals, reading a lot of books, and talking to 
my music minister friends. And now all that has kind of waned away. I still read books." He 
notes that he and his colleagues are busy and immersed in the daily demands of their 
ministries, making it hard to attend conferences, and limiting the time for frequent contact 
and support. Daniel confessed that, "I feel somewhat like I'm an island. I think most music 
ministers do. Like we're all going through the same thing together but there's no formal 
place for us to gather and discuss what's going on." He considered getting another degree 
but feels that the Baptist seminaries are not yet equipped to teach him what he needs to 
know. He desires to keep learning and knows that it is essential to do so, stating that, "The 
point where I stop becoming all I can be in staying in touch with what's going on, I think I 
start to date myself and my worship leadership becomes dull and ineffective. I've got to 
constandy stretch." 
Because Cornerstone transitioned into two distincdy different worship formats, 
Daniel shared transitional challenges and circumstances that have emerged from both 
worship expressions. Within the Blended-Traditional expression, a contemporary rhythm 
section has been added, while the more traditional piano and orchestra core has remained in 
place. The organ is no longer used in worship. The acoustic grand piano was replaced with 
an electronic keyboard; however, this change resulted to make sound mixing easier for the 
weekly televised service, and was not a result of the worship transition. Although the type of 
keyboard has changed, Cornerstone has maintained the same pianists who play it. Daniel 
expressed that the transition has been more challenging for vocalists than for 
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instrumentalists, suggesting that his instrumentalists can read their musical scores, whether 
charted or regular notation, and follow score markings that clarify stylistic traits. While 
instrumentalists may add characteristic pop licks and traits to capture the style, they still 
primarily maintain standard tone production. In contrast, modem worship music calls for a 
nontraditional, pop-vocal tone production that alters traditional vocal sound and production. 
While specialized vocal licks and attacks are also applied, contemporary worship music calls 
for a unique vocal tone. Daniel observed that for traditionally-trained singers, the change can 
be challenging and even exhausting. Thus, the greater transitional challenge has existed 
among his vocalists. In contrast, he required his drummer to learn to read standard notation 
before joining the Blended-Traditional rhythm section, revealing that the Blended-
Traditional musicians primarily follow notated scores rather than play by ear, trial and error, 
or chord charts. While the core worship musicians in some churches integrate a mixture of 
musicians who do and do not read notation, Cornerstone's Blended-Traditional worship 
rests upon core musicians who read standard notation. 
Since he joined Cornerstone's staff, Daniel has followed a carefully constructed 
strategy for transitioning the Blended-Traditional worship repertoire. His predecessor had 
pushed worship well into the contemporary realm and people were disgruntled. While they 
did not actually pick up hymnals to sing, Daniel pulled back to the point of having nearly all 
repertoire from the hymnal, using hymn medleys available in the Celebration Hymnal. He used 
older hymnal-choruses such as "Majesty," and "He is Lord," adding that, "I slowly put in 
things like "How Great is Our God" and what I would call mainline praise and worship 
music that has weathered the test of time. He indicated that the current blend is a 50-50 mix 
of hymnody and modem music. While some weeks are 60-40 or 70-30, he has now built an 
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overall trust with the congregation so that the blend can fluctuate from week to week. He 
feels that organization is essential to creating an intentional and wise transition plan of 
changing repertoire and instrumentation. He suggests that some leaders try to transition too 
quickly, saying, "They try to steer a big old huge ship and you can't tum it quickly." 
Daniel alternates the hymn arrangements to keep worship fresh and varied. His 
primary hymn arrangement resources include the Celebration Hymnal, PraiseCharts, Lifeway 
Worship's Contemporary H ymns, or Hymns for Praise and Worship which features Travis 
Cottrell, an arranger that Daniel considers to be particularly effective. Daniel has found 
hymn arrangements to be meaningful to worship, but experience has taught him to make 
sure that the key creates a good range and that the melody line remains singable and not 
overly altered. 
I think that using contemporary hymn arrangements is stimulating in worship for those 
who ... enjoy more contemporary praise and worship, but also for those who are older or 
who appreciate some of the newer music but still want to sing the great hymns of the faith. 
They really attach to them and they become a language for them to express themselves to 
the Lord. 
Beyond the hymn arrangements, Daniel reemphasized the variety of music that he can use in 
the Blended-Traditional worship, believing that the varied musical styles have enabled the 
worship to evolve to where it is today. He regrets the musical limitations of the 
contemporary worship where a classical or Southern gospel piece would cause them to 
"laugh you off the stage because they have not built a palette for that and that's not part of 
their expression or experience." The varied repertoire of the Blended-Traditional worship 
complements the inclusive worship model that D aniel values, where he can connect with 
varied preferences and worship backgrounds to find common ground for worship together. 
Daniel considers the Blended-Traditional transition to have been successful and has 
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begun to wonder what the next step will be for the worship expression. Although he 
considers the transition to be successful, he revealed that a delicate balance must be 
preserved. Welcoming trusted advice, Daniel regularly consults key individuals whose input 
has helped maintain balance while also invoking changes in worship, stating that, "I've tried 
to stay in contact with what I call 'barometer people,' congregants who can sense the 
temperature and pressure within a congregation and give you accurate feedback before you 
make changes." He knows that all people have opinions, especially those who are unhappy, 
but consults these individuals whose perceptions "really captures the heart of what we are 
attempting to accomplish ... I ask the barometer people to keep an ear to the ground on 
what's going on." 
To Daniel's surprise, the thirty-member senior adult choir has also proven to be an 
unlikely ally in the worship transition. Their weekly rehearsals have become a time of 
exchange. 
I often field all kinds of questions about where we are with our worship style, why 
we are doing certain songs, why we don't do more hymns that are straight out of hymnal like 
the original intent of the writer, and different things. I have a chance to talk to those people 
and they talk to their friends, and then those people talk to their friends. A lot of the 
information that's shared in that setting is handled in such a way that I don't have to stand 
up in the pulpit and explain my actions. 
What I've learned is that even when I do some edgy things, I never get a negative 
email, ever because trust has been built with them. Building trust is an intentional process in 
transitioning a church. But I know that I can only go so far. They know that I can only go so 
far or they'll come get me. And all music ministers, if they're honest with themselves, know 
where that line is. Some of us push and don't have regard for our congregation, and my 
prediction is that your ministry there is going to be short-lived. But if you stay in touch with 
your people, and you love them and help them to understand that ... we're really trying to 
create a language that most everybody ... can sing whether they are young, old, appreciate one 
worship style or another. We're trying to make a connection here . .. They tend to come 
alongside you and trust you. They may not like everything that you do, but they know that 
not everything in every service is necessarily for them, but it's for someone. 
Through the conversations, Daniel has been able to personally communicate that repertoire 
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choice is not based on his personal preferences, an attempt to be trendy, or as an 
abandonment of tradition, but rather a fulfillment of the church's vision to reach people 
from all walks of life and backgrounds. 
Cornerstone's contemporary worship has faced distinctly different transitional 
challenges than those of the Blended-Traditional worship. As noted earlier, Daniel's 
predecessor rapidly pushed the Blended-Traditional worship toward a more contemporary 
level than many worshippers were ready to embrace. Consequently, the transition had stalled, 
marked by frustration and discord. When Daniel arrived, the church had begun to offer two 
Sunday morning worship experiences: Blended-Traditional worship at 9:30 and 
Contemporary worship at 11:00. During this approximately three-year period, Daniel led 
both worship expressions. It was during this time that Daniel moved away from the edginess 
that his predecessor had brought to the Blended-Traditional expression, and instead, drew 
the repertoire back to more traditional roots to restore trust with the congregation. After 
some massive facility renovations were completed and physical space was increased, the 
pastor's vision of concurrent and diverse worship experiences was implemented. Whereas 
the contemporary worship had been meeting in the main worship center, it was then moved 
to the gymnasium where they believed that a more authentically contemporary worship 
experience could be established. The new direction was met with both musical and 
philosophical challenges. 
Daniel expressed that a key challenge emerged in finding the right worship leaders 
for the contemporary expression when spiritual preparation, musical ability, and a 
contemporary image were all factors for consideration. 
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Initially we tried to fit a round peg into a square hole. We found out that people from the 
Blended-Traditional model, though they can play, don't necessarily have the look for the 
United service. We've learned that what we want is not what we always get, and we've had to 
place a higher value on one or the other, either talent, look, or stage presence. 
Daniel expressed distaste in having to consider factors such as the appearance or image that 
worshippers may expect from a contemporary setting. When attempts to find church 
member-musicians with both the ability and desired look proved unsuccessful, the church 
leadership chose to hire outside musicians. Daniel's philosophical struggles were evident in 
his words. 
I have so much to say about this ... frustrated about this . There is an area circuit of 
Christian musicians who are young and play at a group of churches in the metro area. They 
expect to get paid well and they are not grafted onto one church. They never really join the 
church and therefore they don't grow roots anywhere or have impact on those churches. 
People will pay them to come or contract in, but they never really light for longer than the 
paycheck lasts. 
We went through a season where we paid a band to come in and play for our United 
service. The quality of the music was high. But they never cleaned up after themselves and 
had an entitlement mindset. They came in and did their thing and expected everybody to 
worship the ground they walk on. Outside of tl1e fact that it sounded good, and some people 
liked that and connected on a surface level, the [worshipper] engagement level was very low 
and the entertainment level was high. 
Disturbed by the circumstance, the church leadership returned to using church musicians. 
This resulted in raised worship engagement, but decreased musical quality. Some people 
complained about the decline in quality and wanted to go back to the first plan. Daniel 
indicated that they were left with a "juggling act in our United service, looking for flat 
bellied, good-looking people who can sing well, who have great hearts and who grew up in 
our church." 
The truth is, the ingenue utopian model-looking person doesn't exist. .. and if they do they've 
joined the regional circuit of musicians who go where the money is ... You realize I'm 
generalizing. It doesn't refer to every single person and I'm not trying to be mean-spirited. 
I'm just saying that we've gotten burned a lot in this. We've played the game for several years 
now ... We're at a point now where we'd really rather have someone who has a great heart 
and nominal talent, rather than great talent and a nominal heart. But we also realize that 
because we've had people with great talent on stage, tl1at we've built a group of consumers 
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and a congregation who are attracted to that and expect that. So in this whole new transition, 
this new model, it's not just Cornerstone but it's everywhere, we have built a whole host of 
consumers who want what they want when they want it or they'll go somewhere else to get 
it. It's hard. 
Daniel's philosophical struggle is clear, concluding that the problem is widespread, adding 
that that ample money and adequate resources are necessary to successfully create the 
contemporary experience that people desire. The leadership's choice of priorities resulted in 
a tumultuous time of transition for Cornerstone's contemporary worship expression. 
Of the seven participant churches, Cornerstone is the one that has most utilized 
non-member professional musicians to lead its contemporary worship. The decision brought 
frustration and left lingering philosophical questions in Daniel's mind. Daniel experienced 
challenges from having contemporary worship leaders who were not invested in the church 
where they lead, seeing difficulties manifested in entitlement, lack of respect, and a tendency 
toward entertainment over worship. When the church leadership changed the worship 
leadership, they received complaints, yet could not publicly share the negative experiences 
that led them away from hiring professional musicians. Adding to Daniel's frustration, the 
congregant's complaints underscored the consumerist mindset that had been created. In his 
view, congregants request a particular product because it is what they like best, but their 
complaints suggest a mistrust of the church leadership's wisdom and greater understanding 
of why changes were made. 
In closing his discussion of transitional challenges, Daniel added additional points 
that are nonmusical, but which illuminate the breadth of transitional issues. Once again, 
differences are evident between CBC's two worship expressions. He again mentioned the 
differing perspectives on food and drinks in the two worship auditoriums. Secondly, 
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scripture references in both services are projected onto the screens for all to read, but 
Blended-Traditional worshippers actually bring and use their Bible while most contemporary 
worshippers do not. Finally, he shared that during the first part of the contemporary 
worship, it is typical that some people will be walking about and conversing in the back of 
the auditorium. Daniel added that, "To the United service leaders, that's okay, but we would 
very much frown upon it - and you would be ushered out of the worship center in the 
Blended-Traditional service. Two different worlds. Very much two different worlds." 
Daniel's discomfort with the friction between the mindsets is evident, revealing that he 
personally, as well as the overall church, struggles with the collision of a traditional sense of 
reverence and a modern "come as you are'' mindset. 
Having already expressed the transitional challenges he encountered in reshaping 
CBC's worship experiences, Daniel also discussed the reshaping of his personal musical 
abilities for modern worship practices. His initial disappointment was directed at his 
seminary training. 
I tried everything that I was taught and I was disillusioned. I felt like, "My goodness." I then 
felt a sense of frustration and anger at the institution that I was so proud of. To this date we 
have get-togethers at d1e seminary and I don't attend them because I don't feel like I speak 
the same language ... The disillusionment didn't continue; it changed into a fire to do what it 
took to tool myself to be effective. 
The demands of ministry allowed him no time to be stalled by frustration. Instead, Daniel 
allowed the frustration to propel him toward independent learning. 
Daniel and other participants acknowledged learning to speak the musical language 
used by contemporary instmmentalists, particularly those with informal training. Daniel 
explained his growth in interacting with guitarists and dtummers. 
There's a language that you speak to guitarists d1at they understand, and I didn't understand 
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that world; an electric guitarist language that they speak and unless you play or are aware of 
the language, you can't really communicate. I had to learn after many, many hours. And 
thank goodness there were guys who gave me a lot of grace in how to speak to drummers. 
Even the word "boom-chuck" is a word created just to describe a style. I didn't learn that 
stuff at seminary or in college. It just wasn't necessary at that point. So yeah, I've found 
myself in very awkward positions. 
It was clear to Daniel that the musical language used by these musicians was different than 
the terminology he had developed in his own formal training. After considerable 
observation, interactions, and guidance from other musicians, Daniel feels that he has 
improved his ability to speak in the language of his contemporary instrumentalists. 
Daniel emphasized that his lack of technology training has been his most frustrating 
and intimidating area of weakness. He knows that staying abreast of continually developing 
technology is vital to being effective in modern worship, yet feels daunted by the challenge 
because he has never been trained in that area. He relies heavily on the exceptional 
technology skills of Cornerstone's media and instrumental directors. He values their 
abilities, but admitted that their strengths often cover his own weakness. 
I've learned a lot since I've been here. I'm also learning what I didn't know that I didn't 
know, and am absolutely having to catch up, and I'm behind the curve. It's a lot of pressure, 
and you can't let people know that you're not where they are. For example, creating loops 
for worship services- I didn't even know what a loop was five years ago ... I didn't realize 
that those were loops that could be manipulated and created through computer programs 
[like] Reason and Logic ... We're becoming more and more click-track and loop-driven so we 
have to have an in-ear system. We can't live through monitors and stuff. Did I learn all of 
that stuff at seminary in college? Heck no! Technology is a huge, huge thing. And it still 
intimidates the crap out of me. I just can't stand it ... A lot of this I'm learning on the 
fly ... I'm embarrassed by it, that I never learned how to do tlus. 
He was forthcoming about his frustration and embarrassment from being untrained in 
contemporary techniques. While he desires to learn, he expressed that the task is difficult 
because there is so much to learn. Once learned, things change rapidly and require retraining. 
Church Production Maga:dne has become a useful resource for learning about current 
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technology products and what churches are using them. Some colleagues from his Core 
Priority association are featured, discussing what microphones, in-ear systems, and other 
equipment they find effective. He wishes that his formal education had provided the 
training, but it did not and he has been forced to learn under intense pressure while carrying 
out the ongoing demands of his ministry. 
The musicians at Cornerstone employ varied musical skills as they lead and prepare 
for worship. Overall, Daniel indicated that the Contemporary worship musicians primarily 
use infonnal skills. In contrast, the Blended-Traditional musicians lean most heavily on 
formally developed skills but do also employ some informally-based skills. Table 35 
summarizes the skills employed in the two worship expressions. The musicians of both 
services apply several skills on a weekly basis, including: improvisation, accompanying skills, 
functioning as a vocal or instrumental soloist or ensemble member, using popular vocal and 
instrumental techniques, reading chord charts, and syncing music with electronic loops and 
effects. Although the two worship expressions utilize some similar skills, their 
implementation is somewhat varied. Daniel elaborated on the skills used in each of the 
worship expressions. 
Table 35 
Comerstone Baptist Musician Skills 
Skills 
Conducting 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) 
Reading standard notation 
Playing or singing by ear 
Ability to follow a conductor 
Performing as a solo vocalist or instrumentalist 
Performing as an ensemble vocalist or instrumentalist 
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Blended-
Traditional 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Contemporary 
Never 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Weekly 
Never 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Sight-reading 
Ability to program electronic instruments 
Accompanying skills 
Free vocal harmonization 
Traditional vocal/instmmental techniques 
Popular music vocal/instrumental techniques 
Playing vocal parts from an open score 
Modeling and imitating music from recordings 
Trial and error learning 
Transposition 
Read chord charts 
Read guitar tablatures 
Syncing music with electronic loops/ effects 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Weeldy 
Occasionally 
Weeldy 
Weeldy 
Weekly 
Frequendy 
Occasionally 
Frequendy 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Weekly 
Never 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Occasionally 
Weeldy 
First, in the Blended-Traditional worship, improvisation is usually done by the 
keyboardists, electric guitar players, vocal praise team, and Daniel himself. On a weekly basis, 
musicians perfonn in ensembles such as the choir, orchestra, rhythm section, or vocal 
worship team. Some musicians perform as soloists each week, either performing a complete 
vocal or instrumental solo, or covering a short solo within a larger piece of music. Solos are 
most frequendy performed by vocalists, but are also commonly done by the first trumpets, 
lead guitarist, and pianist. When orchestral specials are performed, many instruments are 
featured as soloists. Only Daniel and the orchestra director ever conduct during worship. 
Daniel explained the impact that click tracks have had on conducting. While Neal conducts 
the orchestra, his current function is primarily giving cues since the click track now serves as 
the general metronome, replacing the "human metronome." Consequendy, the worship 
transition has lessened the dependency upon conducting. 
Daniel again emphasized that all Blended-Traditional rhythm section and orchestra 
instrumentalists must be able to read standard notation, even adding that, "Most of my choir 
has to read notation to accomplish the level of music that we do." Although the guitar 
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players are able to read standard notation, they primarily play from rhythm charts during 
worship to lessen page turns that are difficult for guitar players to maneuver. Finally, Daniel 
noted that some musicians play or sing by ear, but it only happens occasionally, stating that, 
"Everything here is pretty much well charted ahead of time and planned out." 
While the United service musicians use some of the same weekly skills as the 
Blended-Traditional worship musicians, the contemporary musician skills are generally more 
nontraditional and informal, reflecting the mosdy informal training of the worship leaders. 
Seth, one of the two primary worship leaders, is the only contemporary musician that has a 
music degree. A few of the other musicians do read music, having been members of school 
bands or choirs, but most of the instrumentalists do not read standard notation. As a result, 
the contemporary band typically plays from chord charts that do not include any standard 
notation for those able to read it. Consequendy, the musicians read from their charts or play 
entirely by ear, primarily learning the music by imitating recordings. They apply trial and 
error practicing to learn and imitate specific recorded licks that they want to replicate during 
worship. Improvisation and free vocal hannonization are common among the vocalists and 
instrumentalists as they ad lib upon the hannonic stmcture from the chord charts. The 
singers and instrumentalists perform weekly as both ensemble members and as soloists. 
Ensemble activity in the contemporary worship takes the form of a worship team of band 
and vocalists. Whereas the Blended-Traditional worship expression occasionally incorporates 
full-length special music solos, most solos are either a brief solo within a song, or a worship 
song led by a soloist where the congregation is invited to sing along. Popular music 
techniques mark the entire contemporary service and are evident in the vocal and 
instrumental tone production, the programming of electronic instmments and computers, 
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the frequent use of click-tracks and loops that add effects to the music, and even the 
intensive use of media that envelopes the music and overall experience. 
Cornerstone has both formally and informally trained musicians working side by side 
in the music ministry. In the contemporary worship where all musicians read from chord 
charts, the playing field is somewhat leveled so that all musicians, regarding of background, 
apply informal techniques of free harmonization, improvisation, chart reading, and trial and 
error learning. Within the Blended-Traditional service, Daniel reported that there is 
significant interaction between formally and informally trained musicians. 
Instrumentally and vocally we help those that are untrained or informally trained go to a 
totally different level than they ever would have .. . because of the influence of the formally 
trained ... I have music majors in the choir and orchestra, people who graduated with a 
degree in performance. 
Earlier, Daniel explained that orchestra musicians are expected to play at least at an 
intermediate level, and that high school students are commonly incorporated into the 
ensemble. Cornerstone's Blended-Traditional choir and vocal ensembles intermingle 
musicians who have had extensive formal training and others who have known only 
informal training or none at all. Daniel believes this mix to be beneficial as a source of 
mentoring and growth. 
While the music ministry does not offer classes specifically dedicated to music 
reading development, Daniel explained that he utilizes moments within rehearsals to teach 
music elements contextually, stating that, "I take a moment in rehearsal and use it as an 
educational moment." Daniel is intentional about developing musical understanding. He has 
found that his musicians respond well, retain the learning, and transfer the knowledge to 
similar musical situations when they occur again. 
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Daniel has worked to make CBC's music ministry resource rich, giving musicians 
access to ample materials as they prepare for worship or minister musically for various 
occasions. Daniel creates rehearsal CDs for the choir with music for the next two months. 
The orchestra and praise team have password protected access to an online site where they 
can obtain musical scores, charts, and MP3's of upcoming worship music. The site is one 
that the Cornerstone ministry created before the popular Planning Center Online resource 
was developed. Daniel indicated that, 'We eventually need to get to Planning Center because 
it is also a good communication piece but we just haven't gotten there yet." Daniel also 
maintains a large collection of choral and solo literature that he utilizes personally, but also 
makes available to his musicians as needed as they sing for weddings, funerals, and other 
events. Taking the mindset of, "Educate and inform. Make soldiers, not robots," Daniel 
encourages and equips his musicians to serve in varied musical roles. He believes that by 
making them knowledgeable, that they can be empowered to serve as musical ambassadors 
within the church who can, in turn, connect with a far greater number of people than he can 
reach by himself. 
Cornerstone does not have a music academy to provide instruction and musician 
development. Daniel is grateful for the current and fotmer school-trained musicians who 
serve in the music ministry. He believes that they hold a viable and valuable place in the 
worship ministry, and emphatically affirmed that music ministry participation expands the 
skills they developed in school training. He indicated that they are challenged by the 
"diversity and breadth" of Cornerstone's repertoire, and by having to be leaders onstage. 
While some musicians in the ensembles have never had any training, the school-trained 
musicians have "opportunities to educate them, to take them to a new horizon." In this, 
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Daniel values not only what their school-developed skills offer to the ensemble, but realizes 
that their abilities plant many teachers and mentors within the ensemble that reinforce his 
work. Finally he added that, "Our seasonal presentations, which are musical expressions that 
tell a story through drama, media, and music, especially provide a unique experience that 
expands their school endeavors." Daniel believes that the school-developed skills transfer 
particularly well into the Blended-Traditional worship, but due to the types of instruments 
used in the contemporary expression, transfer is limited for band and orchestra players 
unless they occasionally perform as color instruments or also play another instrument such 
as guitar, bass, or drums. 
Cornerstone Baptist Church has been connected and available to its community 
throughout its history. For many years, it was the largest auditorium of any kind in the area 
and the church regularly hosted large civic organizations, school events, and community 
gatherings. Although other community venues have been constructed in over time, 
Cornerstone is still a frequent meeting place for numerous community groups and events. 
Cornerstone has also hosted numerous school music ensembles throughout its 
history. In the past, many of the county's middle and high school choirs, bands, and 
orchestras performed special Sunday night concerts. Some of the school ensembles would 
combine for a combined presentation of major works, such as Schubert's Mass in G or 
Vivaldi's Gloria. Daniel stated that, ''We've tried to give forums and opportunities for 
performance. We still have groups that perform on our campus all the time. Either the 
orchestra, choir, or band of almost every high school and middle school has performed 
here." The walls of the music secretary's office support his claim by being lined with framed 
photos of school ensembles that have performed at Cornerstone through the years. Daniel 
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indicated that, "In a formal capacity between church and school, more and more I'm finding 
it difficult to partner with local schools because we are a religious organization," yet he 
emphasized that groups are always welcome to use the facility. On an informal basis, both 
Daniel and the orchestra director both assist with the music programs in their own children's 
schools, serving as an accompanist or helping as needed. 
Daniel suggested two ways that school music education programs can help prepare 
musicians to serve in music ministry. He first shared a recent experience with the choral 
program at his daughter's high school that illuminates the value of different musical styles 
and approaches. 
We've been through two choral directors at Halifax high school. The previous one was all 
about the stage performance and the pop music perspective. There is a lot of value in how 
that could be positive for our church or any local church that has gone through or is in the 
middle of the transition as we have toward the contemporary side. Our current choral 
director is more a classicist and he's putting out tremendous performances. Now he has less 
of a choir program because he's being more selective. The first lady that came through was 
all about the experience and the party. He's all about the music and excellence in the level of 
performance. I've never seen in one program a more excellent example of the value of both 
approaches where they both can be helpful. 
To Daniel, the transition at the high school reflects two different ends of the musical 
spectrum in repertoire, style, and approach. Ultimately, he sees value in both perspectives 
and does not view either one as superior to the other. Daniel expressed that he would like 
to see both schools and churches have a willingness to embrace multiple musical 
expressions, believing that an open perspective would eliminate the us-them mentality that 
he has observed in his church. 
Secondly, Daniel would be grateful for public school and private music teachers 
outside the church to encourage students to join church music ensembles, valuing them as 
lifelong venues for using musical talents. A piano teacher who teaches on the Cornerstone 
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campus offers a week-long camp each year and invites Daniel to speak with the students. He 
shared that, "One of the issues I talk about is using their talents and gifts in church. It never 
goes away. After you stop taking lessons from your teacher, serving in church continues on 
into the future." Cornerstone has also recendy partnered with a local home school program 
that plans to use the church campus for music instruction. In the building the partnership, 
Daniel underscored the value of their students using their giftedness in the music ministry 
both now and in the future. 
Daniel knows of at least one local orchestra director who has talked with his 
musicians about using their abilities in their churches. Daniel summarized the teacher's 
message, stating, "I don't know if you're involved in church or where your place of worship 
is, but make sure that you engage outside of the orchestra program here." While many 
teachers are focused on their own program alone, Daniel values that teacher encouraging 
students to engage musically beyond the school program, and to continue using their skills 
after they graduate. Daniel realizes that teachers are in a unique position to encourage 
lifelong engagement in various community venues, a position that he cannot personally 
utilize, but he longs for teachers to communicate that "Whether you're a classicist, a pop-
rock guy, a stage performer, Broadway musical person, a jazz person, whatever- that the 
church does offer opportunities for continued expressions. Daniel recognizes the diverse 
musical opportunities and challenges that his musicians encounter each week in ministry. He 
desires that local teachers would gain an appreciation for the challenging musical 
opportunities of church music programs where students can perpetuate their skills long after 
they complete high school. 
When asked what he perceives as the positive and negative aspects of the worship 
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transition, Daniel offered a lengthy and carefully considered response. He finds it positive 
that the church has embraced a different way of connecting with people outside the church, 
suggesting that, "I think there's a lot of value in trying to meet people where they are, rather 
than, We are ... the church and you can come to us.' The contemporary church is trying to 
reach out to the contemporary culture." 
The negative outcomes that he named were more numerable and emerge from his 
personal ministry experiences. He reiterated two concerns discussed earlier in the interview. 
First, he remains concerned over Cornerstone's ministry alignment conundrum that impairs 
the continuity of school-aged choirs. Secondly, Daniel is troubled by CBC's exclusive 
contemporary worship model that only engages a select few musicians. Ultimately, he fears 
that the contemporary model of his own church and other churches will destroy the future 
of choirs and orchestras in worship. Daniel also worries that many people now view Sunday 
morning worship as a production rather than a worship encounter. He expressed that people 
have come to expect that the media, loud instruments, and visuals must be present to 
experience worship. Daniel proclaimed, "Not so! We have to explain worship as a lifestyle, 
not just the event when people come together on Sunday morning. We want to use modem 
techniques but don't want them to become a distraction from worshiping the Lord." 
Continuing, Daniel also voiced concern over worship becoming more entertainment 
than engagement. He again mentioned the numerous musicians who choose to sit in the 
contemporary worship each week without employing their musical abilities in the available 
ensembles of the Blended-Traditional venue. They have expressed to Daniel that they simply 
prefer the more contemporary worship style. His frustration is understandable. After having 
worked to build a ministry where people can engage musically, he watches his efforts be 
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undermined not by the church down the street, but by the alternative worship choice within 
his own church body. Musicians that he has developed have walked away from engagement 
opportunities only to sit in the alternative worship where they cannot employ their talents. 
He stands as a middleman between two worlds of worship, struggling with the painful 
aspects of transition. While he would be willing to transition more fully in the service he 
leads, respect for the congregation's desires constrains his going farther; yet while respecting 
those desires, he watches many capable musicians drift away from his area of leadership to 
attend the other worship expression. As musicians align with the contemporary venue, the 
future and longevity of the Blended-Traditional expression and its ensembles becomes 
increasingly threatened. 
He identified an additional concern regarding the division that the worship transition 
has brought to Cornerstone's congregation. Daniel stated that, "I can speak to you at great 
lengths about how it has polarized our congregation. There are some positive effects and 
some very negative effects because of the dichotomy that we've chosen to embrace at 
Cornerstone." His particular dichotomy is unique among the seven participant churches of 
this research. As previously reported, Cornerstone is the only site to have a different pastor 
for its alternative worship, thus increasing the sense of a separate church on the same 
campus. Daniel shared that this polarized circumstance is not unfamiliar because he 
encountered nearly parallel circumstances at two churches prior to Cornerstone. 
It has created almost two different worlds on the same campus ... I can speak to you at great 
lengths about how it has polarized our congregation . .. In two of my previous churches 
where we've evolved from a blended-traditional model into a multiservice style approach, it 
eventually comes down to 'us and them,' 'they' rather than 'we.' Now we say, 'Those people 
who worship in the gym. Those people who worship in the worship center .. .' [Now, if he 
does music that is perceived as too edgy in the Blended-Traditional service, people will say,] 
'If you're going to do that style of music on this campus, I think it deserves to be in the 
United service where those people, tbose people appreciate that. In the worship center we do 
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music reverent unto the Lord and use more great hymns of the faith. If you're going to do 
that style of music, just do it in the United service. The people that like that kind of stuff can 
go over there.' 
The polarization and "us-them" mindset is something that Daniel experiences frequently. He 
shared that, "It has very much polarized our congregation from an age perspective and 
stylistically, and has made my job more difficult in transitioning." 
He identified anotl1er concern as the devaluation of church legacy and good 
traditions, a mindset that he has seen manifested in several ways. Daniel sees a devaluation 
of tradition to be present in the decline of inclusive worship ministry and the move toward 
exclusive models that engage fewer people. Daniel stated, "I feel like we're losing some of 
the tradition that is good. All tradition is not necessarily good. This tradition is good where 
we include as many people as possible in worship and in worship leadership." Secondly, as 
the overall spirit of inclusiveness fades, Daniel finds that choirs and orchestras are 
threatened, a good tradition, in his view, that should be preserved. Further, Daniel also 
perceives a loss of good tradition and legacy in the abandonment of historical worship 
repertoire. 
I fear we're losing an anthology that used to extend from church to church. 
Everybody knew "How Great Thou Art," "'Tis so Sweet to Trust in Jesus," "Amazing 
Grace," ''Blessed Assurance," ''Victory in Jesus," just a whole group of hymns that were our 
worship expressions. Now, a lot of the music is disposable music. Some of this stuff will 
stand the test of tinle but most of it is going to burn away. What was hot yesterday is not hot 
today; in fact it's not even on the shelf anymore. It used to be very common for us to do 
songs that we had done in years past over and over again, things that were decades old, but 
nowadays these songs come in and out so quickly. 
We live in a dangerous time when we are losing a lot of what was valued in the past. 
You can go from church to church anymore and not hear any of the same songs. I'm 
saddened by that because it's not as synergistic as it used to be. I think we're losing the 
amount of engagement that we can get out of our congregation to help lead and own and 
participate in worship. It's just not there ... The contemporary church is trying to reach out to 
the contemporary culture but in some ways we've thrown the baby out with the bathwater. 
We've compromised in areas that we never should have compromised in. But I don't know 
that that was ever the original intent. There's a lot of danger. 
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Daniel named both concerns and positive intentions of the modern church. His words 
indicated concern over the numerous compromises he discussed, but reveal he does not see 
the compromises as intentional, but possibly an over zealousness for change that may have 
gone too far despite the noblest of intentions. He also raised an issue of a threatened 
worship repertoire commonality among churches. Historically, worshippers could move 
from church to church, state to state and worship with similar and familiar repertoire that 
was a shared anthology of worship music, a unifying factor not only within churches but 
among churches. Now, Daniel has observed that worship repertoire is far more unique to 
each congregation where the worship leadership does not glean repertoire from a hymnal 
shared by most churches of the denomination, but instead finds repertoire from popular 
recordings, concerts, websites, in-house songwriters, and other sources. 
Finally, Daniel voiced concern about a general loss of reverence. He believes that the 
contention over bringing consumables into the Blended-Traditional worship manifests 
different mindsets toward reverence and a lack of specialness about the place of worship. 
Daniel has also sensed a lessening of reverence within modern worship music. He praised 
the increased number of vertically-based songs that are now sung directly to God instead of 
about God, but he has observed a more casual attitude toward God that is pervasive in some 
contemporary music, stating, "God has kind of become our buddy rather than our Creator. 
We've lost a little bit of reverence. Always it seems that there is a dichotomy ... the good and 
the bad ... I see value at both ends and it's hard." Daniel is challenged to maintain the best 
elements of tradition while what should be appropriately embraced within contemporaty 
worship practices, mindsets, and music. In his view, neither traditional nor contemporary 
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practices are perfect and without flaw or weakness. He seeks to balance old and new values, 
embrace worthy change but not abandon what is valuable from the past. His words reveal 
that he has carefully observed and pondered the intended and unintended outcomes of the 
worship transition. His service in music ministry exists during a challenging period in church 
history. 
Among the participant music ministers, Daniel's words reveal the most anguish over 
what is right and what is wrong, about the end result of the various successes and missteps 
of transition. With his church's unique ministry and worship alignment, he may hold the 
position with the most obvious and polarized tug of war. He closed his discussion with the 
admission that he could name many other points of concern. He conceded that, "I don't 
know if we win. Fifty or a hundred years from now ... we can ... look back and ask, 'Did we 
really make the right decision?' I don't know if history is going to be very forgiving of what 
we did." Beyond his unanswered questions and internal struggle over what is right and best 
for his congregation, he recognizes that the myriad challenges also reflect the nature of a 
postmodern society. 
But alongside the worship change is a postmodern generation that cares less about God. 
There is the secularization of our culture, there's the breakdown of the family, there are 
multiple things going on now that are like no other time in our nation's history. So can you 
blame it only on worship style evolution that we've lost contact, or lose a lot of church 
members? I don't think so. But we're trying and I appreciate that. It's hard ... but that's a 
much larger issue than just worship style or worship evolution . .. My desire at the end of this 
thing . . .is that we can look back and say not only we did our best, but we did the right thing. 
And doing the right thing in this day and age is more and more of a cloudy, subjective 
talking point .. . I am constantly seeking to do the right thing, not just what's going to make 
people happy because that's not always the same. 
Ultimately, it is clear that Daniel has pondered these issues well before the time of the 
interview. His words reveal him as a leader who serves with the big picture in mind, not 
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simply getting lost in the day to day duties and pressures, but thoughtfully considering how 
today's choices will impact the church in the immediate and distant future. 
In closing, Daniel shared that he has been willing to endure transitional challenges, to 
challenge himself, and to make personal changes in order to build a successful ministt)' that 
reaches people. He admitted that, "It didn't take long for me to realize that a lot of what I 
was doing was not effective. You fail and you realize, 'I need to pick myself up and do 
something differendy."' Daniel carries a vivid passion for his ministry and effectiveness, 
even to the point of reshaping his skills to make excellence possible. He added a final codicil 
to his commitment to success, stating, "There were all kinds of things I wanted to do that I 
couldn't do with what I learned in school." Being passionate about his work, he shouldered 
the challenges and committed to personally retooling his skills while actively serving in 
churches, expanding his formal education with independent and informal learning that 
equipped him to lead nontraditional church music ministry. 
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Chapter 5 
Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
Place, ritual, liturgy or lack of liturgy can and will change, but the foundation remains the 
same: it is all about God, not people. Things are transitory, God is permanent. If one loses 
sight of that fact, then one's view is skewed and one ends up ... confusing things such as 
liturgy (or lack of liturgy), music, form, style, history, and traditionalism as the object of 
worship. Thus worship can become an end in itself instead of the intimate relationship that 
brings worshipers to God and God to those who worship him in very real and tangible way 
as it was meant to be. (Allabough, 2000, p. p.lO) 
Section 1 Overview: Worship Format Design and Practices 
As anticipated, this research yielded a large amount ofdata from the seven sites, 
revealing both similarities and distinctions among the churches in all areas of three areas of 
inquiry established by the research questions. Section 1 of this chapter will discuss and 
compare the data gleaned from each of the seven churches regarding their chosen worship 
styles, manner of implementation, and worship related priorities and values. Numerous 
themes, commonalities, and distinctions will be highlighted. 
General Factors. The general factors are provided for the purpose of providing 
context, thus helping to frame the worship considerations with basic demographics and 
environment of the church, its campus, and senior pastor. The founding date and location 
provide a sense of the church's longevity, while the location situates the church within its 
surrounding community. Minimal data is provided on the senior pastor that includes age, 
tenure, and education. The pastor's data acquaints the reader with the nature of the primary 
leader under whose authority each music minister works. 
Church overview and demographics. Table 36 provides a composite summary of 
general site descriptors that were presented in Chapter 4. The participating churches were 
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established over a span of 138 years. Highview Baptist, established in 1835, was the earliest 
site to be founded while Parkway Baptist represents both the largest and youngest 
congregation that was not constituted until 1973. Most of the worship services are held in 
traditional Baptist church sanctuaries. Trinity's worship center was designed as a multi-
purpose facility but has only been used as a worship center. Parkway Baptist utilizes two 
separate worship auditoriums for its four primary worship gatherings. Parkway's main 
worship center is a multi-purpose facility that provides a sanctuary atmosphere with a stage, 
choir loft, and stained glass window focal point, but the room also serves as a gymnasium 
and fellowship hall throughout the week. Parkway's secondary auditorium has a small theater 
design but is also used for multi-purpose activities. Finally, Cornerstone Baptist's blended-
traditional worship is held in their spacious sanctuary, but their contemporaty worship is 
held in the church gymnasium where a stage and flexible seating arrangement has been 
added. 
Church pastors. Basic information on each church pastor is presented in Table 36. 
All of the church pastors have completed at least a master's degree and three have earned 
doctorates. Only one of the pastors completed his graduate studies in a non-seminary 
environment. Their ages range from 39 through 62, with 53 as the median age and 52 
representing the average age. The tenure of the pastors in their current site varies broadly, 
ranging from two months to 30 years. 
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Table 36 
Church DeSC?·iptor Summary and Comparison 
Medium Large Mega 
Trinity New Hope High view Agape Calvary Parkway Cornerstone 
Founded 1876 1877 1835 1960 1841 1973 1943 
Location Suburban In-city In-city Suburban In-city Suburban In-city 
Total 1299 2078 1740 1400 3100 4737 7500 
membership 
Av. worship 430 565 675 968 988 2150 1355 
attendance 
Target Age None None None None None None None 
Pastor Age 39 46 54 50 60 62 53 
Tenure 2 months 3 years 5 years 1 year 30 years 24 years 10 years 
Education Master of Doctor of Doctor of Master's in Master of Master's in Doctor of 
Divinity Divinity Ministry Counseling Divinity Pastoral :Ministry 
Counseling 
Institution Baptist Baptist Baptist State Baptist Baptist Baptist 
Seminary Seminary Seminary university Seminary Seminary Seminary 
Worship Style Overview: Nonmusical Elements. Two tables summarize and 
compare d1e worship styles offered at each church. Table 37 provides detail, specifying each 
service type, tinle, location, and average attendance. Table 38 succincdy summarizes the 
se1-vice styles and average attendance, presenting the worship expressions most prevalent 
among the churches and the worship expressions that are most heavily attended within each 
church. 
Worship formats offered An alternative worship fonnat is offered in 86 percent of 
the participating sites. Only one site, Agape Baptist, offers a single worship style of two 
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identical blended worship services on Sunday morning. Among the seven churches, a total 
of 17 primary worship experiences are offered weekly. Children's and ethnic worship 
experiences were not included in the focus of this research, but, if counted, raise the Sunday 
morning total to 23 weekly worship services offered within the seven churches. Both totals 
reveal a significant amount of choices available to worshippers as well as a large amount of 
preparation for each of the weekly worship offerings. Further, 71 percent of the churches 
also offer a mid-week Wednesday night worship time that is either student-focused or 
inclusive church-wide. 
A total of nine blended worship services35 are offered among the sites, making 
blended worship the most prevalent worship style among participants. Only New Hope and 
Highview do not offer blended worship, meaning that blended worship is offered in 71 
percent of all sites. The churches offer an equal number of contemporary and traditional 
worship experiences, four traditional and four contemporary, making these venues present 
within 57 percent of the churches. Traditional worship remains as the primary worship 
expression only at Highview Baptist, but it was eligible for inclusion because they 
transitioned by adding a contemporary venue and leaving the traditional service unchanged. 
Consequendy, Highview provides a unique transitional response not present in the other 
sites. Some of the larger churches offer more worship options than the smaller churches. As 
a result, the larger sites need adequate venues for the larger number of worshippers to 
attend, but due to their larger membership population, they have the increased human and 
35 While there are actually nine total blended services offered weekly among the churches, Agape 
Baptist, Parkway's main auditorium, and Parkway's alternative auditorium each offer two identical 
blended services on Sunday morning. Thus, at times in the data reporting, these identical services are 
counted as a single venue, establishing the count of six di.fferent blended venues. 
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physical resources to make the multiple offerings possible. 
Average worship attendance. As shown in Figure 1, an average total of 6687 
worshippers attend the seven churches on a weekly basis. From that total, 4456 people, 66 
percent of congregants, are worshipping in a blended expression. Contemporary worship is 
attended by 1240 congregants, or 19 percent of worshippers, while the final991 
worshippers, 15 percent, attend a traditional service. As shown in Table 37 and Table38, 
Highview Baptist uniquely maintains traditional worship as its primary and largest 
expression. It may be important to note that apart from Highview's average traditional 
attendance of 600, the average traditional attendance for Trinity, New Hope, and Calvary 
ranges from 78-225 weekly. 
Sunday School Sunday School, Bible study held in small age-focused groups, is a 
core element in Baptist churches and it is impacted by the church's worship format. 
Historically, it would typically be held before all ages assembled for worship. Among the 
seven churches, only Cornerstone holds Sunday School before morning worship. Calvary 
offers two hours of Sunday School that occur during the latter two of their three morning 
worship events. Highview and Trinity hold classes between their two morning worship 
hours, while New Hope, Agape, and Parkway offer two hours of classes that occur during 
both morning services. While churches implement Sunday School in varied ways, it remains 
an integral part of the Sunday morning experience in all sites. 
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Table 37 
Sundcry Worship Format Comparison 
Medium Large 
Trini~ NewHoEe High view AgaEe Calvary 
Worship Format Alternative Alternative Alternative Blended Alternative 
Total Snnday 2 2 2 2+2• 3 
semces 
Service N arne Traditional Traditional Contemporary Worship Traditional 
Worship Style Hymn-based Hymn-based Praise and Blended Hymn-based 
worship 
Average Worship 78 225 75 656/ 200 88 
Attendance 
Location Worship Center Worship Center Chapel Worship Center Sanctuary 
Seating Capacity 500 400 200 850 900 
Worship Time 8:30am 9:30am 8:45am 9:30/ 11:00 8:00am 
Service N arne Blended Contemporary Traditional Contemporat-y 
Worship Style Blended Contemporary Hymn-based Contemporary 
Average Worship 352 340 600 450 
Attendance 
Location Worship Center Worship Center Main Sanctuary Sanctuary 
Seating Capacity 500 400 1000 900 
Worship Time 11:00am 11:00am 11:00am 9:15am 
Service N arne Traditional-
Blended 
Worship Style Blended 
Average Worship 450 
Attendance 
Location Sanctuary 
Seating Capacity 900 
Worship Time 10:45 
Mega 
Parkway 
Alternative 
4+2• 
Worship 
Blended -
Contemporat-y 
697/ 868 
Worship Center 
950 
9:30/ 11 :00 
The Fellowship 
Blended-
Contemporary 
141 / 172 
Fellowship 
Auditorium 
350 
9:30/ 11 :00 
Cornerstone 
Alternative 
2+2• 
Blended-
Traditional 
Blended 
920 
Worship Center 
2400 
11:00am 
United Service 
Contemporary 
375 
Gymnasium 
600+ 
11:00am 
Evening Worship Yes: Blended Yes: Blended No No Yes: Blended No Yes 
•These churches also offer children's and/ or ethnic services, increasing the Snnday morning worship activity. Thus, the numbers indicate main worship plus 
additional services. 
Table 38 
Average Attendance ry Worship S ryle 
Trinity New High view Agape Calvary Parkway Cornerstone 
Hoe 
Alternative Yes-2 Yes-2 Yes-2 No -2 Yes-3 Yes-4 (2+2)• Yes-2 
Blended 352 656+200 450 M: 697+868 920 
A: 141+172 
Contemporary 340 75 450 375 
Traditional 78 225 600 88 
Note: This is reporting only the primary worship experiences, omitting data and attendance from children's 
worship and ethnically-focused services. 
a Although there is a distinct difference between Parkway's main worship center and secondary auditorium 
worship experiences, the church labels both venues as blended-contemporary. Consequendy, both venues, a 
total of four services, remain categorized in the blended category. 
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Age concentrations. While each music minister reported any naturally formed adult 
age concentrations within their church, only Cornerstone's contemporary venue has 
intentionally, though quietly, targeted a particular age bracket for their varied worship 
expressions. Still, in some cases, certain age groups have gravitated toward a particular 
worship expression within a church based upon their personal worship preferences. 
Blended worship age concentrations. Four of the five churches offering blended worship 
indicated that a wide variety of ages attend that worship expression. However, Cornerstone 
Baptist reported that their average blended worshipper age is currently in the mid to upper 
SO's, an average that continues to rise as the congregation ages. Overall, 80 percent of the 
blended worship services include a broad variety of age groups. 
Contemporary worship age concentrations. Two of the churches offering contemporary 
worship, New Hope and Highview, indicated that varied ages attend that service. While 
Highview also indicated a large concentration of young adults, middle, high, and college 
students, observation revealed a notable contingent of older adults present and engaged in 
worship. Calvary reported that their contemporary worship is primarily populated by youth 
and young adults, with a lesser presence of middle and older adults. Cornerstone offered the 
most unique description of contemporary worship ages, indicating that although it does not 
claim to target any age group, the contemporary worship is designed to be student-sensitive 
and is primarily populated by an age-span ranging from middle school to mid-thirties. 
Daniel Cooper admitted that while the church does not openly communicate a targeted age, 
"There is a specific image that they're going for in the United service . . . [and] you know 
there's always the power of the unwritten word" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 
2011). Whether intended or unintended, Cornerstone's contemporary worship congregation 
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is anchored primarily, but not exclusively, by younger ages. 
Traditional worship age concentrations. All four of the churches with traditional worship, 
Trinity, New Hope, Highview, and Calvary, reported that it was primarily attended by older 
adults. Highview and Calvary also noted a middle adult presence, while Highview reported a 
recent influx of some younger adults. Highview's music minister repeatedly referenced 
concern for drawing younger ages into the aging traditional worship expression, hoping to 
perpetuate the expression that has represented Highview's core worship identity for 
generations. 
Overall, the greatest age variation appears within blended worship, while 
contemporary worship emerged as the second most varied in age-attendance. Data indicated 
that the traditional worship experiences are the most uniform in age-attendance, drawing 
primarily older adults. Two music ministers expressed concerns about age in regard to 
worship. Cornerstone's Daniel Cooper is concerned over younger church musicians who 
have left the blended worship for the contemporary expression where they sit as unengaged 
musical spectators. Since they are not engaging in the blended-traditional ensembles, Daniel 
is concerned about perpetuating those groups. Highview's James Goss expressed age 
concerns over preserving his traditional adult choir that is primarily older adults, and hopes 
to draw young singers by offering college tuition scholarships for local collegiate vocalists. 
Sermon delivery. The nontraditional worship movement has also impacted the 
manner in which the pastor's sermon is delivered. Among the 14 different worship venues, 
43 percent of the pastors primarily speak from behind the pulpit, while 57 percent of 
ministers use the pulpit rarely or not at all, occasionally sitting on a chair or stool to speak in 
a conversational manner. The two mega-churches have significantly different sermon 
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delivery in each of their alternative worship venues. In Cornerstone's Blended-Traditional 
worship, the senior pastor delivers the sermon from behind the pulpit, but in the 
contemporary worship, the alternating teaching team members move about the stage 
wearing a headset microphone. At Parkway, while the senior pastor speaks in the main 
auditorium, his message is projected through live feed onto a large screen in the alternative 
auditorium. While church growth has necessitated the creation of an alternative worship 
venue at both 9:30 and 11:00 on Sundays, the leadership wanted to avoid the sense of 
forming two separate churches. Consequendy, the same message is heard in all four morning 
worship services, and the pastor also makes a personal appearance each Sunday in all four 
venues to personally interact with the worshippers. 
Hymnals. Hymnals are used in only 21 percent of the worship venues, including, 
Highview's traditional worship and Calvary's traditional and blended-traditional worship. 
Even within Calvary's Blended-Traditional worship, usage is minimal since hymnals are only 
used during the invitation when the screen has been retracted. While used minimally or not 
at all, hymnals remain in the pew racks of 57 percent of the churches that now sing from 
screens. While not used, they seem to senre as "an icon of days gone by. They let people 
know that we value hymnals as they are a part of who we are" (D. Cooper, personal 
interview, June 23, 2011). Jon Dailey and David Hart both shared that when their churches 
moved to their current facilities that have no pews or hymnal racks, hymnals were placed on 
tables or carts where congregants entered to worship. But when no one used them, they 
were eventually stored. The experience from these two churches reveals how much 
worshippers have adapted to new ways. 
Choir robes. Of the 64 percent of the worship venues that maintain an adult choir, 
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only 33 percent use choir robes. Highview's traditional worship choir wears robes weekly 
and Cornerstone's choir uses them nearly every week. Calvary's blended-traditional adult 
choir wears robes only occasionally, primarily during winter. The robe usage of these choirs 
again underscores how the more traditionally-based worship venues continue their use of 
traditional elements while the more contemporary directed venues have adopted a less 
formal presentation of the choir singing without robes. Since Jon Dailey's choir no longer 
uses them, he has them stored, not discarded, believing that they will one day be used in 
worship again. He stated that, "I feel there's going to be some sort of retro-revival-
something, and they're all going to be right here when we ever need them. Everything is kind 
of cyclical, I think" Q. Dailey, personal interview, June 16, 2011). 
Media and Technology. While larger churches may have greater financial capacity 
for obtaining sound, audio, and video resources, the data suggest that other factors may 
influence the amount of media used, including the facility structure and the atmosphere that 
churches desire for their worship expressions. The auditorium structure is significant 
because it either lessens or intensifies the impact of lighting and visual media. While the 
appearances of the participant church auditoriums vary greatly from one another, 64 percent 
of the worship services are held in traditional sanctuaries with external windows, while 36 
percent of services occur in enclosed auditoriums without external windows or natural light. 
Table 39 denotes the nature of each facility and its media aspects. Only Parkway and 
Cornerstone offer alternative services that are held in different auditoriums. While Parkway's 
two venues are in two separate but similarly enclosed auditoriums, Cornerstone's worship 
offerings are held in distinctly contrasting environments, either the spacious and open 
sanctuary or the enclosed gymnasium. 
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Table 39 
Media and Sound Usage 
Size-tier Medium Large Mega 
Church Trinity New Hope Highview Agape Calvary Parkway Cornerstone 
Worship style TR BL TR CT CT TR BL TR CT BL BL.A BL.B BL CT 
Facili(J_ !YP_e Inner Inner Oren Oren Oren Oren Oren Or en Or en Oren Inner Inner Oren Inner 
Large screens X X X X X X xa X X X X X X 
Song lyrics X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Announcements X X X X X X X X X X 
.j:::.. 
.j:::.. Sermon notes X X X X X X X 
"' 
Sermon supporting X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
video 
Countdown video X X X X-sync X-sync X X 
IMAG X X X 
Continual images X X X X 
Loop graphics X X X X X 
TVs X X X X 
Televised X 
In-house video X X X X X 
Complex lighting X X X 
Some lighting X X X X X 
No Special lights X X X X X X X X 
Sound 
In-ear systems X X X X X X 
Headsets/lapel X X X X X X X X 
Hand held X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Pulpit mic X X X X X X 
Floor monitors X X X X X X X X 
Click tracks/ loops X X X X X X X X X 
+- Tech Team X X X X X 
+-
--.J 
Note. TR = Traditional, BL = Blended, CT = Contemporary. 
'Calvary's traditional worship does not use screens during worship but only for pre-service announcements. 
Video and screens: Projection screens are used in 86 percent of the worship venues. 
Only two venues, the traditional worship at Calvary and Highview, do not utilize screens. 
Since all of Calvary's worship services are held in their sanctuary, a screen is present during 
the traditional expression but is only used for pre-set-vice announcements and never for 
worship. No screens are installed in Highview's main sanctuary for traditional worship. 
James Goss, explained that the current congregation would "see that as a betrayal to their 
traditions" (J. Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011) . Since screens are not used at Calvary 
and Highview, their traditional worshippers continue to sing &om hymnals. Finally, two 
churches, Cornerstone (both venues) and Calvary (blended and contemporary worship), 
have additional television screens mounted to assist with visibility where facility components 
such as columns or balcony overhang obstruct the view of the main screen(s) . The data 
indicate that screen usage and visual media hold a significant role within most of the worship 
venues. Daniel Cooper of Cornerstone summarized the mindset also shared by other 
participants. 
We see the worship event as a multi-sensory thing. It's not just auditory. What we're learning is, and 
there's data to back this up, that when two people are communicating, what people are hearing is 
merely a piece of what they are receiving. They watch more than they listen. (D. Cooper, personal 
interview, June 23, 2011) 
In 93 percent of the venues, the most common use of projection screens is to show 
sermon supporting videos. While 7 5 percent of the traditional venues reported using screens 
for sermon support, each noted that usage is rare. All of the churches purchase videos from 
various sources, but three of the seven churches often create in-house video presentations 
for worship. Projecting song lyrics was the second most common usage in 86 percent of the 
venues. If compared by worship style, 100 percent of contemporary and blended services 
use screens for song lyrics, while 50 percent of the traditional expressions also project song 
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lyrics. Both Parkway and Cornerstone reported that in addition to projecting lyrics for 
congregational songs, they also project the special music lyrics to enhance understandability 
within their large auditoriums. Daniel Cooper explained that some of his older congregants 
have complained that the music was too loud, but he has learned that he gets fewer 
complaints when special music lyrics are projected because the issue is more about 
intelligibility than volume. 
To add visual impact to the screens, 36 percent of the venues add looping video 
graphics as a background for the song lyrics, a practice most prevalent in mega churches and 
in Agape's contemporary-leaning blended worship. Screens are used to scroll pre-service 
announcements in 71 percent of the worship gatherings and display sermon notes in 50 
percent of the services. Additionally, countdown videos are used to signal the start of 
worship in 50 percent of the services. While most countdowns serve as a prompt for the 
congregation to assemble and be seated, Parkway Baptist uses a countdown to synchronize 
the start of worship in both auditoriums since the pastor's sermon links the two venues 
through live feed. Consequently, the music portion of worship is carefully timed for the 
shared sermon. 
Finally, IMAG, live linage magnification, is projected on the screens of just 21 
percent of the worship venues, only in the mega-tier sites where facilities are large enough 
that IMAG increases the visibility of stage personnel. Cornerstone's blended-traditional 
worship and Parkway's main worship center both use IMAG, but they do so in differing 
ways. Cornerstone's I~G is used during worship and the sermon, showing the worship 
leader, various musicians, the pastor, and anyone else who speaks. Cornerstone's Blended-
Traditional worship is televised each week, thus, the live recording from the sanctuary and 
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the IMAG images are edited to create a broadcast-ready presentation for the television 
stations that air the church's worship. In contrast, Parkway's main worship center uses 
IMAG only during the sermon or for any other speakers. During worship, the screens only 
show lyrics, not musicians singing or playing, an intentional choice so that the focus remains 
upon worship and the song's message. 
Lighting and sound. The use and impact of lighting varies among church sites. As 
noted earlier, the auditorium's structure influences the impact of lighting. Among the 
worship venues in this research, 64 percent worship in traditional Baptist sanctuaries with 
external windows, while 36 percent worship in enclosed auditoriums that lack external 
windows or natural light. In the traditional sanctuaries with windows, the presence of 
natural light diffuses the impact of special lighting if it is installed and used. In 57 percent of 
the worship venues, no special lighting is installed or is not used if present. The remaining 
43 percent use special lighting to different degrees. Three of these venues, New Hope's 
contemporaty worship, Agape's blended worship, and Cornerstone's blended traditional 
worship, use special lighting to add emphasis to the stage, but because worship occurs in 
traditional sanctuaries with windows, observation revealed that the special lighting was 
visible, but held minimal impact due to the more pervasive natural light from the windows. 
In contrast, the three remaining venues, all mega-tier sites, Parkway's main worship 
center, Parkway's alternative auditorium, and Cornerstone's contemporaty worship, all occur 
within an enclosed auditorium, dramatically increasing the impact of special lighting. First, 
while Parkway's main worship center has complex programmable lighting installed, the 
lighting usage during worship is judicious and subtle. Jon Dailey expressed that lighting 
should quietly complement the worship experience without garnering attention to effects or 
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creating a show. Thus, some stationary colored lighting is used, but no moving lights are 
ever activated during worship. Parkway's alternative auditorium also has programmable 
lighting and both venues maintain dim overhead lighting during worship. In contrast to the 
main worship center, the alternative auditorium does use some moving lights during 
worship, resulting in a rather significant lighting impact. In both of Parkway's worship 
expressions, the lighting is planned during the week by the worship leaders and tech team. 
Finally, lighting is essential to Cornerstone's contemporary worship and is designed to focus 
attention onto the stage. As worship begins, the gym is completely darkened and the stage is 
illuminated by intelligent lighting that. Moveable lighting is used during worship and the 
stage back drop is illuminated by changing light patterns throughout the worship time, 
resulting in high-impact lighting. The lighting at all three venues is planned and programmed 
weekly by the tech team. 
The sound technology data revealed numerous commonalities. Sound usage trends 
depend less on church size than on the facility characteristics and acoustics. Handheld 
microphones are most prevalent, used in 100 percent of the sites for both speaking and 
vocal amplification. For sermon delivery, 43 percent of the pastors use the pulpit 
microphone to preach; however, most pastors desire to be mobile as they preach, thus, 57 
percent of them use headset or lapel microphones. Only James Goss reported using a lapel 
microphone for leading worship, while all other music ministers sing into a cordless 
handheld microphone. 
In-ear Aviom brand monitoring systems are used in 43 percent of the worship 
venues for band musicians to mix their individual sound monitoring during worship. While 
in-ear systems were used in four blended venues, two contemporary venues, and none of the 
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traditional worship gatherings, data again suggest that the use of such systems is primarily 
contingent upon facility acoustics, structure, and the number of musicians involved more 
than worship style or church size. Floor monitors are used in 57 percent of the worship 
expressions. In Highview's and Calvary's contemporary worship where only floor monitors 
are used, the facilities are acoustically live and the musicians stand in close proximity with 
one another, making in-ear systems less necessary. A combination of in-ear and floor 
monitoring systems are used in 36 percent of worship venues where the floor monitors 
primarily support vocalists and instrumentalists depend upon in-ear monitors. In each case, 
the acoustics and the stage arrangement of musicians necessitates what is needed. 
Click tracks and drum loops are used to varying degrees in 64 percent of the worship 
venues. Additionally, 36 percent of the venues use looping graphics behind song lyrics, and 
have a tech team that plans, creates, programs, and implements media usage. Overall, Agape, 
Parkway's main worship center, Parkway's Fellowship worship, Cornerstone's blended-
traditional, and Cornerstone's contemporary worship, are the most media-sound intensive 
sites. 
Summary: Worship style overview: Nonmusical elements. Alternative worship 
formats are prevalent, offered in 86 percent of the churches. Of the specific worship styles, 
the most common is blended worship, present in 71 percent of sites. The churches offer a 
total of four traditional and four contemporary services, making these venues present within 
57 percent of the churches. By far, blended worship engages the largest average worship 
attendance, 66 percent of worshippers, with 19 percent attending contemporary worship, 
and 15 percent attending traditional expressions. 
Only one venue at one church has targeted particular age groups, but has not put 
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great emphasis upon it. Othetwise, all other venues have no age target whatsoever, but, in 
some cases, some age groups have gravitated toward a particular worship expression. 
Overall, a wide variety of ages attend blended and contemporary worship, but traditional 
venues are primarily populated by older adults. Traditional behind-pulpit sermon delivery is 
still done in 43 percent of the services, but 57 percent of the ministers move about or sit on 
a chair or stool as they deliver their message. Hymnals are only used in 21 percent of the 
worship venues although they remain in the pew racks of 57 percent of venues that now use 
screens for lyrics. Even when hymnals were made available at two churches that lack pews, 
worshippers opted to sing from the screen-lyrics rather than the books. Similarly, choir robes 
are used in only three worship venues and one of the three only uses them occasionally. 
While they have faded from use, no music ministers are opposed to them, and some believe 
that they will eventually return to use. 
Although larger churches may have greater financial resources for obtaining media, 
technology, and sound resources, the data suggest that the usage of these elements is 
influenced by the facility stmcture and the atmosphere that churches desire for their worship 
expressions. Large projection screens are used in 86 percent of the worship venues, some 
extensively, and some minimally. The most prevalent use is for projecting sermon 
supporting videos, followed by projecting song lyrics for worship. Screens were present in all 
contemporary and blended venues, and in 50 percent of traditional expressions. Other 
screen uses, pre-service announcements, IMAG, and enhancements such as looping 
graphics, vary among sites. 
Special lighting is used by 43 percent of worship venues. The impact of lighting is 
contingent upon the overall worship facility, that is, whether or not it is fully enclosed or if it 
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is a traditional sanctuary where extemal windows emit natural light. The most lighting 
intensive churches are among the mega-tier sites, and are all enclosed which result in the 
most significant lighting impact. Still, even among these sites, there is variation in the level of 
special lighting used. Sound production data revealed that churches use primarily handheld 
microphones for speaking and singing, while accomplishing sound monitoring through floor 
monitors and in-ear Aviom monitoring mixers for band musicians. Data suggest that sound 
usage trends depend less on church size than on the facility characteristics, acoustics, and 
number of musicians involved. Finally, click tracks and dtum loops are used by 36 percent of 
the sites. 
Implementation of Worship Styles. Each church demonstrated its own unique 
manner of interpreting and implementing its chosen worship styles. The following 
discussion compares the core instrumental and vocal forces used to lead worship, core 
musician rotation and crossover between worship venues, the means of worship leading, the 
overall elements and flow of the worship design, repertoire, and other environmental factors 
that impact the overall worship experience and atmosphere. 
Musical forces. The musical forces represent the specific types of instruments, 
voices, and ensembles present within each worship venue. The musical forces shape the 
signature sound of a particular worship expression, thus making them a major element in 
worship style interpretation. Data will be discussed in-text and summarized in tables that not 
only list the insttuments present, but also their frequency of engagement. 
Blended worship. The blended worship label suggests an amalgamation of contrasts, a 
suggestion that the data proved to be reality in the sites, showing complete uniformities in 
very few areas. Table 40 details the critical musical forces within the six blended venues. All 
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blended venues include vocal and instrumental soloists weekly, frequently, or occasionally; 
however, the usage varies. Three types of solo presentations are most prevalent: brief vocal 
or instrumental solos within a piece of music, full length solos as special music, or offertory 
music. The only other consistency among all blended venues is that none include college 
ensembles or middle school bands. While two of the churches do have a middle school 
worship band, they play no role in the worship service. 
Worship bands are the most prevalent blended worship instrumental force, present 
weekly in 83 percent of blended venues. While five of the six blended venues use their band 
weekly, Calvary's blended worship is unique by not having a band at all. The bands are quite 
consistent in their core rhythm section instrumentation by using acoustic guitar, electric 
guitar, bass guitar, drums, and usually keyboard. Of the remaining instrumental forces, 
organs are used in only 33 percent of the blended services. Calvary uses the organ weekly as 
a central component but Cornerstone uses it only occasionally as required by the music. 
Thus, data reveal the organ's role to be significantly decreased, used in only one blended 
venue with regularity. Pianos are used in 83 percent of the blended expressions, in most 
cases weekly, but only occasionally at Trinity. In contrast, the piano is the acknowledged lead 
instrument at Agape, Calvary, and Cornerstone. For Parkway's main blended worship, the 
piano and other band instruments alternate lead position depending upon what the music 
requires. No single instrument assumes an ongoing primary role. Thus, in contrast to the 
organ, the piano maintains a strong role. Although Parkway's alternative blended venue 
never uses piano and Trinity only uses it occasionally, the piano remains central to four of 
the blended venues on a weekly basis. 
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Table 40 
Blended Worship Musical Forces 
Medium Large Mega 
Trinity Agape Calvary Parkway-A Parkway-B Cornerstone 
Band Weekly Weekly Never Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Piano Occasionally Weekly Weekly Weekly Never Weekly 
Organ Never Not present Weekly Never Never Occasionally 
Orchestra Not present Not present Frequendyf Weekly Never Weekly 
Instrumental Weekly Weekly Occasionally Not present Not present Not present 
Ensemble 
Instrumental Weekly Occasionally Frequendy Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally 
Soloists 
Hand bells Not present Not present Frequendy Not present Not present Never 
High School Occasionally• Not present Never Neverb Never" Occasionally 
Band 
Middle Neverd Not present Not present Not present Not present Never 
School Band 
Adult Choir Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Never Weekly 
Vocal Team Weekly Weekly Occasionally" Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Senior Adult Not present Not present Occasionally Not present Not present Never 
Choir 
College Not present Not present Not present Not present Not present Not present 
Choir 
High School Neverf Not present Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally Not present 
Choir 
:Middle Never8 Not present Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally 
School Choir 
Children's Occasionally Not present Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally Frequendy 
Choir 
Preschool Occasionally Not present Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally Frequendy 
Choir 
Vocal Weekly Occasionally Frequendy Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally 
soloists 
Small Vocal Occasionally Not present _Frequendy Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally 
Ensembles 
•The high school band only leads the Blended worship on special youth-led Sundays. 
bc'fhe high school band does not play in the primary worship services, but leads the weekly student Sunday 
School assembly 
dThe middle school band never leads Sunday worship but leads the weekly youth Sunday school assembly. 
eAJthough no actual vocal praise team exists in the Traditional-Blended worship, the mixed ensemble is 
occasionally used as a praise team. 
f8The student choir combines bod1 middle and high school. They never sing on Sunday mornings but do sing 
occasionally for Sunday evening worship. 
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Orchestras are present weekly in 50 percent of the blended services, although 
Calvary's orchestra plays all but one Sunday per month. While Parkway's main worship 
orchestra does play weekly, Jon Daily stated that some contemporary song arrangements do 
not translate effectively for orchestra. Consequendy, all or part of the orchestra may sit out 
on a particular contemporary piece, or certain passages may be omitted from a song 
arrangement to prevent it from sounding overly orchestral. Only Calvary uses handbells, 
incmporating them frequendy as special music or additional worship accompaniment. Small 
instrumental ensembles are used in 33 percent of the blended services. While small 
ensembles do not serve as a dominant overall force in blended worship, Trinity's brass 
ensemble is a key element in their worship, accompanying congregational singing, serving as 
. color instruments, or providing special music. While 83 percent of the churches with 
blended worship have high school worship bands, only two sites, Trinity and Cornerstone, 
occasionally engage them in the blended service. Still, student-aged worship bands hold 
active roles as they lead worship for weekly youth gatherings. 
Adult choirs maintain a central role in 83 percent of blended venues and are 
considered essential to the worship experience. Because Calvary reported that it occasionally 
uses a vocal praise team, it would appear that vocal praise teams are present in each blended 
venue. In reality, Calvary does not have a true vocal praise team that assists with worship 
leading, but, instead, occasionally uses a mixed ensemble to provide special music. Still, the 
vocal praise team and the worship band, hallmarks of blended experiences, are present 
weekly in 83 percent of the blended expressions. All vocal praise teams reported using SAB, 
soprano-alto-baritone (or high baritone-tenor), voicing even though the number of singers 
per part varied among churches. All sites consistendy require the vocal praise team singers to 
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be active adult choir members. During choir anthem, the vocal praise team moves into the 
adult choir to sing. At Agape and Cornerstone, the vocal team singers continue singing into 
their handheld microphone during the choir anthem because the music ministers use those 
strong vocalists to provide strength and stability to the larger choir. Their volume levels are 
adjusted so that they do not dominate, but add an anchoring presence to the overall sound. 
In contrast, the vocal teams at Trinity and Parkway do not hold microphones when singing 
with the choir and simply merge into the larger group. 
Calvary and Cornerstone are the only two sites with a senior adult choir. While 
Calvary's senior adults occasionally sing in worship, Cornerstone's senior choir does not. 
Both of these senior adult choirs do much of their activity outside of the church, singing in 
the community, for other churches, or periodically traveling. Children's and preschool choirs 
are present in 83 percent of the blended experiences either frequently or occasionally. Small 
vocal ensembles are used in 83 percent of blended services either occasionally or frequently. 
Youth, or student choirs, for middle and high school ages exist in some form within 
83 percent of the churches offering blended worship; however, only 67 percent of them hold 
occasional roles in worship. The organization of youth choirs varies based primarily upon 
the number of students involved. To have enough singers, Trinity and Calvary combined the 
middle and high school students into one choir. Cornerstone has only a middle school choir, 
and Agape does not have any youth choirs at all. In contrast, Parkway has separate and 
active middle and high school choirs that sing occasionally in both of Parkway's blended 
venues. Periodically, Jon uses a mass choir for worship, combining the middle school, high 
school, and adult choirs. He seeks to unite the choirs so that transitioning from one choir to 
another becomes a natural progression. A similar age-blend is done periodically among 
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Parkway's vocal praise team singers, occasionally adding middle or high school students with 
the adults and college singers who anchor the team. All ages are engaged in Parkway's music 
ministry in order to develop student-aged singers into future leaders. 
Contemporary worship. Table 41 displays the instrumental and vocal forces present in 
the four contemporary worship venues of this research. Worship bands are the primary 
instrumental force in 100 percent of the contemporary experiences. With the exception of 
Highview, which only uses a keyboard occasionally, the bands are consistent in using 
acoustic guitar, electric guitar, bass guitar, drums, and keyboard each week. The piano is used 
to varying degrees in 50 percent of the contemporary expressions, but the organ is not used 
at all for congregational worship. New Hope reported using the organ in contemporary 
worship only when the choir anthem requires it, but it never supports the congregational 
singing. Orchestras, instrumental ensembles, handbells, and middle school bands are never 
used in 100 percent of the contemporary worship expressions. Instrumental solos are used in 
7 5 percent of the contemporary services to cover solo passages within sori.gs, function as 
color-obligato instruments, or to provide offertory music. High school worship bands 
occasionally play in 50 percent of the venues, typically only leading for services declared as 
youth-led worship. New Hope and Cornerstone provide occasional opportunities for the 
high school band to lead in a primary worship service, enabling the young musicians to gain 
experience and confidence. 
The contemporary worship vocal forces are more varied than the instrumental 
forces. Adult choirs are engaged within 50 percent of the contemporary experiences to some 
degree. While New Hope's choir sings weekly, Calvary's contemporary worship choir is only 
formed as desired or for special occasions, and does not exist as an ongoing ensemble. Still, 
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Table 41 
Contemporary Worship Musical Forces 
Medium Tier Large Mega 
NewHoEe High view Calvary Cornerstone 
Band Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Piano Weekly Never Occasionally Never 
Organ Never• Never Never Never 
Orchestra Not present Never Never Never 
Instrumental Ens. Not present Never Never Not present 
Instrumental Soloists Weekly Never Occasionally Occasionally 
Hand bells Not present Never Never Never 
High School Band Occasionally Not present Never Occasionally 
Middle School Band Not present Not present Not present Never 
Adult Choir Weekly Never Occasionallyb Never 
Vocal Team Weekly Not present Occasionally Weekly 
Senior Adult Choir Not present Not present Never Never 
College Choir Not present Not present Not present Not present 
High School Choir Not present Not present Occasionally Not present 
Middle School Choir Not present Not present Occasionally Never 
Children's Choir Occasionally Never Occasionally Never 
Preschool Choir Occasionally Never Occasionally Never 
Vocal soloists Weekly Never Occasionally Occasionally 
Small Vocal Not present Never Never Never 
Ensembles 
•The organ only plays for the choir special if the music requires it, but never for congregational 
worship. 
bin the contemporary service, a worship choir is used occasionally. They do not sing an anthem but 
support congregational singing. 
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while adult choirs do not have a significant role in the contemporary venues, they still hold 
some presence. More common is the vocal worship team, present in 7 5 percent of the sites. 
Still, only 50 percent of the sites use a vocal praise team weekly because, similar to its choir, 
Calvary only occasionally uses a vocal praise team. Vocal soloists are utilized either 
occasionally or weekly in 75 percent of the contemporary expressions. Senior adult choirs, 
college choirs, and other small vocal ensembles are not present in any of the four 
contemporary expressions. A youth choir (combining middle and high school singers) is 
used in only one church as occasional special music, but children and preschool choirs sing 
occasionally in 50 percent of the contemporary venues. 
Traditional worship. The piano is the most prevalent traditional instrument, used 
weekly in 100 percent of the traditional venues. Table 42 summarizes the traditional musical 
forces present in the four participating sites. Organs are present in 75 percent of traditional 
services; however, a synthesizer is used in one of those churches to provide an organ sound. 
Highview is the only site to have a pipe organ, and James Goss deems it the lead instrument 
in the 11 :00 traditional worship. Only High view engages an orchestra in traditional worship. 
No worship bands are engaged in any of the traditional experiences. Only New Hope 
occasionally uses bass and acoustic guitar to accompany special music, but the guitars are 
never employed for the congregational worship. Small instrumental ensembles have a role in 
50 percent of traditional services, primarily as occasional accompaniment or special music. 
Instrumental soloists are used with varying degrees of frequency in 100 percent of the sites. 
While instmmental soloists occasionally serve as special music, their typical role is to provide 
offertory music. Handbells are occasionally present in only one of the four traditional 
services, holding a minimal presence. 
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Table 42 
Traditional Worship Musical Forces 
Medium Tier Traditional Worship Large Tier Traditional Worship 
Trinity NewHope High view Calvary 
Band Never Nevera Never Never 
Piano Weelcly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Organ Weeklyb Weekly Weekly Never 
Orchestra Never Never Weekly Never 
Instrumental Ens. 0 ccasionallyc Never Occasionally Not present 
Instmmental Soloists Weekly Weekly Frequendy Occasionally 
Hand bells Not present Never Occasionally Never 
High School Band Never Never Never Never 
Middle School Band Never Never Never Not present 
Adult Choir Weekly Weekly Weekly Never 
Vocal Team Never Occasionallyd Not present Never 
Senior Adult Choir Not present Not present Not present Never 
College Choir Not present Not present Not present Not present 
High School Choir Nevere Not present Not present Never 
Middle School Choir Neverf Not present Not present Never 
Children's Choir Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally Never 
Preschool Choir Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally Never 
Vocal soloists Weelcly Weelcly Frequently Occasionally 
Small Vocal Occasionally Not present Occasionally Occasionally 
Ensembles 
a Acoustic and bass guitar occasionally support special music. 
bTrinity does not use an actual organ, but rather a synthesizer to produce organ sounds. 
cTrinity's blended worship brass ensemble occasionally provides special music in the traditional 
worship. 
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rlOccasionally, the contemporary vocal praise team sings in the traditional worship as special music, 
but does not function there in a praise team role. 
cfThe student choir combines both middle and high school. They never sing on Sunday mornings but 
do sing occasionally for Sunday evening worship. 
Vocal soloists are the most prominent traditional vocal force, the only vocal 
expression that is present in 100 percent of the sites. Adult choirs sing weekly in 7 5 percent 
of the traditional experiences. Small vocal ensembles, children's choirs, preschool choirs are 
occasionally present as special music in 7 5 percent of traditional services, while senior adult 
choirs, college choirs, middle and high school choirs are never engaged in any of the 
traditional gatherings. In reality, vocal praise teams are not used in any of the traditional 
expressions in a worship leading role; however, Andrew Owens reported an occasional 
presence at New Hope since their contemporary vocal team sometimes sings special music 
for traditional worship. 
Core musician rotation by size-tier and worship expression. Musician rotation 
in small ensembles such as worship bands and vocal praise teams increases the number of 
musicians engaged. Comparing core musician rotation by size tier, both medium-tier 
churches use most of the same the same musicians each week, particularly among their 
instrumentalists where only minimal rotation occurs. Both Trinity and New Hope noted 
having capable but limited numbers of musicians to rotate among the core worship leading 
roles. In 83 percent of large-tier venues, the same core musicians are used weekly with 
minimal or no rotation. Agape Baptist was d1.e exception. While Agape's staff pianist plays 
weekly, the rest of the rhythm section and vocal team rotate so that each musician serves 
approximately once or twice per month. The mega-tier churches are almost evenly divided 
on whether or not they rotate their core musicians. Parkway employs a pianist and 
keyboardist who play weekly in the main worship center, but all other core musicians of the 
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band and vocal team rotate not just weekly, but also rotate between the two worship venues 
at that church, engaging a significant number of musicians. Parkway's widespread rotation 
reflects Jon Daily's priority of engaging as many volunteers as possible. Cornerstone's 
Blended-Traditional worship employs its core rhythm section and two keyboardists who are 
employed to play bi-weekly. Only the keyboardists and vocal team rotate. In Cornerstone's 
contemporary venue, the two lead worshippers are employed and are present weekly 
although they alternate turns at being either leader or back-up singer. The rest of 
Cornerstone's contemporary rhythm section plays weekly with only occasional rotation, and 
the back-up singers are present as needed, but not weekly. 
Comparing musician rotation by worship style reveals that core musicians rotate to 
some degree in 66 percent of blended services. Four of the blended venues rotate musicians 
weekly. Agape, and both blended venues at Parkway rotate the most core instrumentalists 
and vocalists weekly, both churches maintaining keyboard instruments as a consistent 
anchor within the rotations. Cornerstone maintains a consistent rhythm section weekly 
except for its pair of keyboardists and vocalists who rotate each week. In contemporary 
worship expressions, only 25 percent of the venues have rotation. New Hope, the one 
church that reported minimal rotation, only rotates its two drummers and the praise team 
vocalists while the core rhythm section remains consistent each week. None of the 
traditional venues rotate musicians. 
Additionally, music ministers were asked if the musicians from their differing 
worship expressions crossover to sing and play as core musicians in other worship venues. 
Data reveal that musician crossover is minimal. Because Agape offers two identical services, 
they are omitted from the crossover comparison. Of the other six sites, 66 percent or four 
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churches do not have musicians who sing or play in multiple worship styles. At New Hope, 
minimal crossover occurs when the organist occasionally plays in contemporary worship for 
only the choir anthem, while Parkway utilizes significant crossover of core musicians 
between its worship venues. Still, at Parkway, there is not an enormous style difference 
between the two alternative venues. If musician crossover is compared according to the total 
number of different worship venues offered (still excluding Agape's single worship style), 77 
percent of worship venues do not utilize musician crossover. 
Summaty: Musical Forces. Worship styles are interpreted and implemented with 
great individuality among the sites. In blended expressions, worship bands are the most 
common instrumental force. Pianos have maintained an important role, but organs have 
significandy declined in usage. Orchestras maintain a weekly role in 50 percent of the 
blended venues. Choirs and vocal praise teams hold significant roles, present in 83 percent 
of blended venues. In all sites, vocal team singers must also be part of the adult choir; thus, 
while they assist with worship leading at the front of the stage, they join the choir in the loft 
for the anthem. Children's and preschool choirs maintain a solid role in 83 percent of 
blended services on a periodic basis. Youth choirs are present in most of the churches 
offering blended worship, and they are given opportunities to sing for worship in 67 of the 
blended venues. Youth choir organization varies among sites, largely depending upon the 
number of students involved. One church, Parkway, has particularly strong and active 
middle and high school choirs, where the music minister has developed a solid mentoring 
program to encourage smooth transitions between choirs of all ages. 
In contemporary venues, worship bands are the primary instrumental force in 100 
percent of sites. The piano is used in 50 percent of the venues, but the organ is not used in 
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any of the contemporary venues for congregational worship. The church's high school 
worship band occasionally plays for Sunday worship in 50 percent of the sites, offering an 
opportunity for young musicians to develop worship leading skills. Contemporary vocal 
forces are somewhat broader than instrumental options with vocal praise teams engaged in 
75 percent of the venues and adult choirs used, at least occasionally, in 50 percent. Vocal 
soloists have a strong 7 5 percent presence, but other traditional vocal ensembles have a 
sporadic engagement, singing occasionally, if at all. 
In traditional worship, the piano is the most prevalent instrument, followed closely 
by organ. Only one church includes an orchestra during worship. Instrumental solos 
maintain a strong presence, used in 100 percent of traditional venues, typically serving as 
special music or offertory music. Vocal solos dominate the traditional worship vocal forces, 
with adult choirs present in 75 percent of services. Other small vocal ensembles, children's 
and preschool choirs hold an occasional role as special music. 
It is important to note that the traditional worship experiences of this research have 
extreme variation from one another. This is particularly because of Highview Baptist, the 
only site where traditional worship remains the primary worship expression. Thus, while 7 5 
percent of the traditional venues are musically sparse, very simple overall, and small 
numerically (refer back to Table 42 and Figure 1), Highview's is an elaborate worship 
experience that engages a large cadre of musicians, and has significantly higher attendance by 
comparison since traditional worship remains the primary expression. Consequently, 
Highview's presence somewhat skews the data, but it lends a uniquely contrasting traditional 
venue. 
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Musician rotation within small ensembles such as worship bands and vocal praise 
teams can increase the number of musicians engaged. When musician rotation is compared 
by size-tier, medium tier churches do the least rotation. The limitation is not by choice, but 
due to limited musician availability. In the large and mega size tiers, data suggests that 
musician rotation is based more upon choice than the availability of musicians. Eighty-three 
percent of the large-tier churches use the same core musicians engaging weekly without 
rotation. The mega-tier rotation results were more divided. Parkway uses primarily rotating 
musicians, but Comerstone primarily has a consistent core group with minimal rotation. 
Daniel Cooper of Comers tone also expressed his desire to insure quality by maintaining a 
consistent core rhythm section. When compared by worship style, blended worship rotates 
by far the most musicians, with 66 percent using rotation to some degree. In contrast, there 
is no rotation in traditional venues and only 25 percent of contemporary venues use rotation. 
Three of the seven churches, Highview, Calvary, and Comerstone, maintain a notably more 
traditional bearing than the other sites. While this aspect will be discussed more fully at a 
later point, it is relevant to musician rotation that those three traditionally leaning churches 
use the least amount of core musician rotation in each of their worship expressions, and also 
employ more core musicians than the other sites. 
Finally, the data reveal that few musicians rotate among the altemative worship 
venues at their church. Factors such as skill differences and worship style preferences 
contribute to the lack of crossover. It should also be noted that Parkway, the site that utilizes 
significant crossover, has altemative worship venues that are quite similar in nature, making 
crossover more accessible. Both of Parkway's worship venues are labeled blended-
contemporary, maintain a worship band as the core instrumental force, and have a decidedly 
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more contemporary atmosphere than most of the other sites. Still, Parkway's Jon Dailey 
noted that instrumentalists who crossover from the alternative service into the main worship 
center are challenged as they play with the orchestra, particularly from having to more 
closely adhere to the musical score and rely less on the amount of improvisation that they 
would use in the alternative service. 
Additional Musical Factors. The preceding area of investigation compared the 
different worship styles and how they are implemented through each site's primary musical 
forces. The following discussion compares other music-related factors beyond the musicians 
and ensembles that help to shape the overall nature of the worship experience. 
Means of worship leading. Figure 2 summarizes the differing ways that the music 
ministers lead worship in the 14 worship venues. Overall, 50 percent of music ministers lead 
worship by singing and playing guitar, while 36 percent simply sing into a microphone · 
without playing an instrument. Traditional conducting remains the primary means of 
worship leading in 29 percent of venues, and only one music minister reported leading while 
singing from the piano. Multiple modes of worship leading are used in 50 percent of the 
venues. 
Church size did not prove to be a factor that dictated a particular mode of worship 
leading. However, in Calvary's blended worship, Parkway's main worship center service, and 
Cornerstone's blended-traditional worship, a large number of instrumentalists support the 
worship leader and require secondary leadership. The music minister at each of these sites 
remains engaged with the congregation and generally does not direcdy guide the 
instrumentalists. At Cornerstone, the church orchestra director faces and conducts the 
instmmentalists after careful pre-planning with the music minister. At Calvary, the orchestra 
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director shadow-conducts the music minister during worship and choir anthems, while at 
Parkway, either the pianist or dtumrner provides a count to start the musicians for each 
song. While the sites approach the challenge differendy, each has found a solution that suits 
their particular situation. 
Figw:e 2 
Modes of worship leading 1vithin the 14 total venues 
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Tables 43, 44, and 45 delineate the specific modes of worship leading within each 
worship style. When comparing worship leading methods by worship style, 100 percent of 
traditional venues used conducting to some degree, most often as the primary means of 
leading. Conducting is used to lead congregational worship in only one blended venue. 
Instead, singing into a microphone, and singing and playing guitar are both used in 50 
percent of blended venues, proving to be the primary means of worship leading. Data 
revealed that singing and playing guitar is used in 100 percent of contemporary worship 
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services, while additional means of worship leading are used sporadically, depending upon 
the nature of the music. 
Table 43 
Traditional Venue Modes of Worship Leading 
Some conducting 
Primarily conducting 
Sing into microphone 
Sing and play guitar 
Sing from piano 
Leadership assistance 
Table 44 
Trinity 
X 
Blended Venue Modes of Worship_ Leading 
NewHope 
X 
X 
Trini!Y Agape Calvary 
Some conducting X 
Primarily conducting X 
Sing into microphone X 
Sing and play guitar X 
Sing from piano 
Leadership assistance X 
Table 45 
Contemp_orary Venue Modes of Worship_ Leading 
Some conducting 
Primarily conducting 
Sing into microphone 
Sing and play guitar 
Sing from piano 
Leadership assistance 
New Hope High view 
X 
X X 
High view 
X 
Parkway A 
X 
X 
Calvary 
X 
X 
Calvary 
X 
ParkwayB Cornerstone 
X 
X X 
X 
Cornerstone 
X 
While data showed that the overall most common worship leading method is singing 
and playing guitar, various modes are used throughout the venues. James Goss presented 
himself as a central carrier of the worship process; Daniel Cooper seeks to be an energizer to 
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engage worshippers; and 57 percent of the leaders enjoy removing themselves as a focal 
point and allowing other musicians to occasionally assume the lead. Consequendy, not only 
are different methods employed, but the methods also reflect the personal skills and 
perspectives of each worship leader. 
Worship repertoire. Worship repertoire is a significant factor and influence in the 
interpretation of a worship style within a congregation. Before the formulation of modem 
worship, Baptist congregations were notably similar in worship repertoire since the Baptist 
Hymnal served as the primary, though not exclusive, repertoire resource. While repertoire 
diversity has increased, the data reveal patterns of musical preference among the different 
worship venues, particularly among similar worship expressions. Repertoire data was gleaned 
from the participating church worship bulletins, worship plans, and music minister 
interviews. The data gathered from the seven church sites varied in quantity and 
thoroughness. Some participants provided detailed reports of worship for 6 to 12 months 
while others provided only 1-2 months of worship repertoire records. The content analysis 
of worship repertoire was not a primary focus of this study so the inconsistency of records 
between sites did not prove to be a problem. Instead, the collected data that was triangulated 
with interviews and on-site observation provided enough data to discern the essence of each 
site's worship repertoire. 
Hymns are maintained in 100 percent of the worship venues regardless of the 
worship style, but their presentation varies. Hymns are sung in a traditional manner36 in 50 
percent of the worship venues, using the Baptist Hymnal as the primary resource. Since only 
36 Traditional format refers to unarranged hymns sung as they would be notated in a hymnal, even if 
a hymnal is not used by the worshippers. 
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two of these venues use hymnals, the traditional expressions at Highview and Calvary, 
worshippers in the other five venues read lyrics from the screen while instrumentalists 
accompany in a traditional, unarranged format. The seven venues using traditional-format 
hymns vary in worship style: four are traditional, three are blended, and all fall within the 
medium or large size-tiers. In contrast, modernized hymn arrangements are used in 71 
percene7 of the venues, making this the most prevalent means of hymn presentation among 
the sites. Modern hymn arrangements are used in 100 percent of blended and contemporary 
venues, but are not used in any of the traditional expressions. The ten venues using arranged 
hymns reported similar resources for obtaining arrangements, including: Lifewr:ry Worship's 
Contemporary Hymns, Praisecharts, Travis Cottrell's arrangements in Hymns for Praise and 
Worship, the Celebration Hymnal, and arrangements created by the Passion organization 
musicians. While the musical forces and varied modern arrangements individualize the 
presentation of hymns among the churches, each minister emphatically stressed the value, 
legacy, and theology preserved by maintaining hymns in worship. Numerous music ministers 
specifically praised the contemporary artists and songwriters who are intentionally preserving 
hymnology within modern worship. 
Some form of modern worship songs are used in 86 percent of the worship venues: 
6 blended, 4 contemporary, and 2 traditional services. Four of the venues use hymnal-
choruses38 in worship: the traditional worship at New Hope and Highview (minimally), and 
the blended-traditional expressions at Calvary and Cornerstone. Consequently, these older 
37 The Blended expressions at Trinity, Agape, and Calvary reported occasionally doing hymns either 
from d1e hymnal or in modernized arrangements, and were dms counter in both categories. 
38 Hymnal choruses represent older choruses that have existed long enough to be published in a 
hymnal. 
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hymnal-published choruses are often perceived as hymns by congregants for several reasons: 
the songs eased into churches during the early days of the worship transition, they have now 
been present in worship for a long time, and they now appear as numbered hymns within 
the hymnal. 
While hymns maintain an ongoing presence in all venues, 64 percent of worship 
venues (5 blended and 4 contemporary) use mainstream contemporary worship songs39 as 
their primary worship repertoire. Appendix H offers sample worship plans of the different 
venues. In terms of song quantity, these nine venues typically use more modem worship 
songs than hymns within a single worship service. Still, the ratio of hymns to modem 
worship songs varies not only among sites, but also within each site from week to week. 
Mainstream worship songs are not obtained from a central denominational hymnal, 
but are gleaned through a variety of sources. Music ministers reported gaining song ideas and 
staying abreast of new music through conferences, concerts, word of mouth 
recommendations, Worshtp Leader Maga={jne, Christian radio, and Worshiptogether.com. 
Musical scores are obtained from Praisecharts, Worshiptogether.com, Passion arrangements, 
and musical charts available online or provided with new CDs. With music obtained from 
varied sources, inevitable worship repertoire variety exists between churches. Still, while data 
confirmed the variety, it also revealed clear preferences and commonalities among the sites. 
The mainstream contemporary worship repertoire used in nine of the venues could 
be grouped into three categories as shown in Figure 3: primary repertoire used in 100 to 89 
percent of sites, frequent repertoire used in 78 to 56 percent of sites, and varied repertoire used 
39 Mainstream contemporary worship songs represent the most current, cutting edge contemporary 
Christian music produced by leading Christian artists, songwriters, churches, and para-church 
organizations. 
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in 44 to 11 percent of sites. These repertoire preferences spanned through blended and 
contemporary venues as well as the three size tiers and primarily represent the most current 
Figure 3 
Modem Worship Repe1toire Usage 
Primary repertoire used in 100-89 percent of sites: 
Chris Tomlin 
Matt Redman 
Hillsong 
David Crowder 
Charlie Hall 
Frequent repertoire used in 78-56 percent of sites: 
Paul Baloche 
Kristian StanEll 
Third Day 
Steve Fee 
Brenton Brown 
Christy N ockels 
Tim Hughes 
Varied repertoire used in 44-11 percent of sites: 
Lincoln Brewster 
Travis Cottrell 
Brooke Fraser 
Matt Maher 
Keid1 Getty 
Aaron Shust 
Ross Parsley 
Israel Houghton 
Walker Beach 
Dennis Jernigan 
Stuart Townend 
KariJobe 
Todd Fields 
Brett Younker 
Michael W. Srnid1 
Reuben Morgan 
Brian Doerkson 
Vicky Beeching 
Tommy Walker 
Prestonwood 
Gateway 
Brooklyn Tabernacle 
songs of modern worship. The music of Chris Tomlin, Matt Redman, and Hillsong leads 
the primary repertoire category and is used in 100 percent of the sites. The primary 
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repertoire category was completed by d1e music of David Crowder and Charlie Ball, used in 
89 percent of the worship venues. The frequent repertoire category, music used in 56 to 78 
percent of sites, included music by Paul Baloche, Kristian Stanfill, Third Day, Steve Fee, 
Brenton Brown, Christy Nockels, and Tim Hughes. The varied repertoire category included 
songwriters and artists whose music is used in one to four of the nine mainstream worship 
venues. These musicians included Lincoln Brewster, Travis Cottrell, Brooke Fraser, Matt 
Maher, Keith Getty, Aaron Shust, Ross Parsley, Israel Houghton, Walker Beach, Dennis 
Jernigan, Stuart Town end, Kari J obe, Todd Fields, Brett Younker, Michael W. Smith, 
Reuben Morgan, Brian Doerkson, Vicky Beeching, Tommy Walker, Prestonwood, Gateway, 
and Brooklyn Tabernacle. 
The aforementioned artists and writers were categorized based on two factors: the 
individuals, groups, writers, arrangers, and resources named by the music ministers during 
interviews, and by the number of times their music appeared in the various collected 
repertoire documents. Some of the songwriters were identified as individuals while others 
were identified by particular church or para-church associations. Table 46 shows artist 
associations ~f any) as well as the number of venues that reported using that artist's or 
organization's music. Several large and respected churches or para-church organizations have 
become key producers and resources of mainstream contemporary worship music, including: 
Passion, Hillsong Churches, Gateway Church, Brooklyn Tabernacle, and Prestonwood 
Church. Travis Cottrell was frequendy reported as a primary source for hymn arrangements 
but also named for his original modem worship songs. Cottrell works both as a church 
worship leader, an independent artist, and the worship leader for Living Proof Ministries. 
This list of artists and songwriters is, by no means, exhaustive in representing all mainstream 
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worship music composers, but they are the ones reported and most used by the participant 
sites. 
Table: 46 
Kry Producers of Mainstream Modern Worship Music 
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Artist and Association Venues used 
Passion 9 
Chris Tomlin 9 
Christy N ockels 6 
Matt Redman 9 
David Crowder 8 
Steve Fee 6 
Kristian Stanfill 7 
Charlie Hall 8 
Brett Younker 2 
Hillsong 9 
Brooke Fraser 4 
Reuben Morgan 4 
Gateway 3 
Walker Beach 2 
KariJobe 2 
Living Proof Ministries 
Travis Cottrell 4 
Prominent churches 
Brooklyn Tabernacle 2 
Prestonwood Church 1 
Other artists and groups 
Third Day 7 
Paul Baloche 7 
Tim Hughes 5 
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Brenton Brown 6 
Matt Maher 2 
Keith Getty 3 
Aaron Shust 2 
Lincoln Brewster 4 
Ross Parsley 1 
Israel Houghton 3 
Brian Doerkson 3 
Dennis Jernigan 3 
Tommy Walker 2 
Stuart Townend 1 
Todd Fields 3 
Michael W.Srnith 1 
Vicky Beeching 3 
Data showed that the Passion-associated musicians are the overall leading resource 
for modern worship songs. While some music ministers simply named the Passion 
organization as a resource, others named a total of eight Passion-associated artists 
specifically by name. In all, the Passion organization and artists received 64 mentions by the 
music ministers. Hillsong, whether identified by the Hillsong association of churches or by 
specific artists, was the second highest source of worship music with a total of 17 mentions. 
Gateway Church and its artists, the group Third Day, and the songwriter Paul Baloche 
emerged as leaders of the third level of modern worship music resources. Overall, a 
considerable variety of musicians were named as resources, yet the data evidenced a clear 
consensus for certain songwriters whose music has been incorporated into worship most 
frequently. 
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While certain artists, songwriters, and organizations emerged as prevalent repertoire 
resources, the music ministers uniformly expressed that they do not blindly follow an artist, 
but carefully evaluate the quality of each song. Repertoire choices weigh heavily on the music 
ministers who understand that their selections bear great responsibility. They continually 
seek to balance theological truth, musical quality, preserving church worship legacy while 
connecting with current society, and respecting the unique character of the congregation 
they setve. 
Only four blended worship venues, Trinity, Agape, and Parkway (main and 
alternative auditorium) reported having in-house composers who periodically write worship 
music. Composers were evenly spread across the size-tiers revealing no pattern to suggest 
that church size impacts the presence or activity of songwriters. Similarly, the music 
ministers of Trinity and New Hope, both medium tier sites, reported creating in-house song 
arrangements as a means to save money, out of personal enjoyment, and as a means to get 
the newest music into worship faster than arrangements can be published. 
Music ministers reported having some type of special music on a weekly basis. The 
ministers of five venues (New Hope's traditional and contemporary worship, Highview's 
traditional worship, Parkway's main worship center blended service, and Cornerstone's 
blended-traditional worship), reported that their special music repertoire expands the musical 
style parameters of the venue's particular worship style. While the congregational worship 
may reflect traditional, blended, or contemporary styles, greater variety is incorporated and 
welcomed for special music. Consequently and collectively, the music ministers reported a 
broad span of styles that included southern gospel, black gospel, CCM, jazz, classical, and 
modern worship song arrangements. They also named composers such as John Rutter, Mark 
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Hayes, Camp Kirkland, or Dan Goeller, and choral music produced by Brooklyn Tabernacle 
and Prestonwood Church. 
Finally, in nontraditional worship, song-sets are a common way of delivering and 
engaging in worship. A song-set may contain two or more complete songs that segue from 
one to the next without interruption, creating an extended time of unbroken worship 
engagement. Data revealed that 57 percent of the worship venues use song-sets in worship. 
Sets were present within each of the size strata, used in four blended venues and four 
contemporary venues. Only one minister, Daniel Cooper, reported using song medleys 
rather than song-sets. Instead of using entire songs as a song-set would do, he creates 
medleys that use short portions of songs in order to include more songs that connect with a 
greater variety of people. He believes the use of medleys have helped his Blended-
Traditional service transition. While song sets are common among the sites, 100 percent of 
the worship venues of all styles and all sizes continue to use stand-alone songs and hymns in 
worship rather than placing all music in sets. Since all sites, regardless of worship style, 
maintain a generally traditional Baptist flow of worship, the stand alone music intersperses 
easily with the other worship elements. 
Elements and Dow. The data collected on worship elements and flow are 
effectively summarized by the words of Micah Dalton, music minister of Agape Baptist: 
While the different things that we have implemented feel contempora1y in nature, the structure of 
what we do is as Baptist as 1973. We sing a little while, we take up money, we have a sermon, we have 
an invitation and we go home. And somewhere along the way we make some announcements that 
don't fit with anything else we're doing, so we're very Baptist in our presentation. (M. Dalton, personal 
interview,June 22, 2011) 
Among all sites and regardless of worship style, the data revealed that certain elements of 
traditional Baptist worship remain present, forming the core framework and flow of the 
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worship time, perpetuating a sense of Baptist worship legacy. James Goss of High view 
likened this framework to a skeleton that carries the flow ofworship but stated that, "Each 
week that skeleton gets fleshed out a little differendy," G· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 
2011). The core worship elements consistendy present among 100 percent of the sites 
included: a Call to Worship, congregational singing, prayer, time of welcome, periodic 
Baptism, special music, offering, sermon, time of invitation or response, and 
announcements. 
While the aforementioned elements reflect Baptist tradition and were consistendy 
present among all sites, some have been modernized and individualized within the churches. 
Although the elements are regularly present, their order varies not only among churches but 
also within each site as the worship flow changes slighdy from week to week. While the 
sound and instrumentation of worship music has significandy evolved from traditional 
Baptist practices, the presence and flow of the core elements maintain a sense of Baptist 
tradition. 
Historically, the traditional Call to Worship was a brief choral piece sung by the 
choir. While that is occasionally maintained in some sites, particularly traditionally-leaning 
venues, data showed that the Call to Worship is typically less formal and often expressed 
through a big opening congregational worship hymn or song that immediately engages all 
present, a drawing into worship that is not done for the congregation, but by the 
worshippers themselves. Other elements such as prayers, the welcome, and Baptism are 
interspersed among periods of congregational singing. The worship venues did use sets of 
songs, or the arranged medleys of Cornerstone Baptist, but no church used long song sets 
that extended for fifteen or more unintermpted minutes. Whether worshipping with stand-
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alone songs or song-sets, congregational worship maintained breaks that were created by the 
other worship elements. 
As discussed earlier, special music is incorporated weekly in all sites, and is presented 
by a wide array of musical ensembles and solos. The weekly offertory is collected at different 
times within the venues, most commonly interspersed between segments of congregational 
singing or at the end of worship. Music is always present during the offertory, either as 
special music or congregational worship. Cornerstone's contemporary worship is unique 
since it has no designated time where offering plates are passed among the worshippers. 
Instead, at any time during worship congregants place their offerings in several buckets 
placed alongside the seats. 
Following the pastor's sermon, an invitation or time of response is offered. While 
some nontraditional worship experiences eliminate a public response time, it remains present 
in 100 percent of the participant worship venues. General announcements are made weekly 
in all worship venues before, during, or at the end of worship. Although not considered a 
worship element, they are present weekly in each worship venue. Finally, worship bulletins 
are issued weekly in each of the worship venues, but only 57 percent of the venues list the 
worship song titles in the worship order. Song titles are omitted in 100 percent of the 
contemporary worship services. Although Parkway Baptist identifies both of its worship 
venues as blended, it also omits song titles. The six worship venues that omit titles, the 
contemporary worship at New Hope, Highview, Calvary, and Cornerstone, and the blended 
expressions at Parkway, all do so to encourage a sense of spontaneity in worship. 
Summary: Additional musical factors. In overall venue comparison, singing while 
playing guitar emerged as the primary mode of worship leading. Church size comparison did 
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not reveal notable trends in worship leading other than requiring secondary assisting leaders. 
Comparison of worship styles revealed that the most consistent methods exist within 
traditional and contemporary venues, primarily using conducting and singing and playing 
guitar, respectively. While blended services use the most variation, the two primary means 
are singing into a microphone, or singing with a guitar. Regardless of the worship leading 
mode, individual skills and personality factors shape how the music minister leads the 
congregational worship. 
Worship repertoire is significant in how a worship style is manifested within a 
congregation. Music ministers gather worship music &om a broad span of resources. 
Consequently, there is considerable repertoire variation between churches, yet 
commonalities also emerge through the data, revealing songwriters and artists whose music 
is widely used in the participant sites. Whether sung traditionally or in modernized 
arrangements, hymns maintain an unshakable and nonnegotiable role in all worship venues 
regardless of worship style. Some form of modern worship music is used in 86 percent of 
venues, but several churches use older hymnal-choruses that have existed long enough and 
gained the staying power to be published in a hymnal. In contrast, 64 percent of venues use 
mainstream, cutting edge contemporary worship songs produced through numerous artists 
and sources. Although the sources are varied, certain songwriters emerge as most frequently 
used in worship. 
While worship venues are labeled to reflect a particular repertoire style as the 
preferred worship expression, the worship leaders of five venues expressed that the weekly 
special music is a time where they can expand and incorporate varied musical styles in the 
worship experience. Although some of these same ministers reported that their congregants 
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have staunch style preferences for the congregational worship songs, the worshippers 
demonstrate greater acceptance of variety in special music. This acceptance suggests that 
style preferences matter most for the congregational songs, the repertoire in which they most 
actively and personally engage. Finally, song-sets are a common mode of singing worship 
songs, a practice used by 57 percent of the venues. 
One music minister succincdy described the typical elements and flow in his, and 
remarkably all, participant churches, saying that while the music is modernized, the elements 
of worship remain unchanged, still incorporating a Call to Worship, congregational singing, 
prayer, time of welcome, periodic Baptism, special music, offering, sermon, time of 
invitation or response, and announcements. Some of these elements have been modernized 
and reshaped, but these elements of traditional Baptist worship still prevail in all sites. 
Worship Style Comparison: Degree of contemporariness and interpretation of 
worship labels. As a synthesis of the worship elements data, the fourteen worship venues 
were ordered into a list from most traditional to most contemporary in their actual worship 
interpretation. This estimated ordering is based upon the particular worship elements used, 
and the overall worship experience as reported by the music minister and observed by the 
researcher. The purpose of this ordered list is to clarify the reality that worship style labels 
are not definitive, but subject to individualized interpretations. The ordered list is not 
intended to rank the sites, make implications regarding quality, determine appropriateness of 
worship label interpretation, or to suggest that any degree of tradition or contemporary 
expression is better than another. Additionally, it is important to acknowledge that the 
ordered list is subjective to the researcher's interpretation of the collected data and the on-
site worship observations. The list is intended to summarize the overall impression of each 
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worship experience, reveal that distinctions exist even among similar worship labels, and 
present how the worship label interpretations compare among churches. The bulleted lists of 
Figure 4 reveal slight distinctions between sites that shape the overall worship experience, 
marking it as either more traditional or contemporary in nature. 
Figure 4 
Interpretations of Worship Labels: Most Traditional to Most Contemporary 
Highview Traditional 
• Repertoire is almost entirely hymn based 
• Repertoire includes infrequent incorporation of older hymnal-choruses 
• Congregation sings from hymnals 
• Screens are not used or present in the sanctuary 
• Accompaniment is provided by organ, piano, and orchestra 
• Organ plays worship prelude 
• Worship leading by conducting 
• An adult choir is a central element to weekly worship leading 
• Choir robes are worn weekly 
• Piano and organ solos and duets are maintained 
• Sermon is delivered by pastor walking about the stage 
• Environment and attire are distinctively formal and traditional 
Calvary Traditional 
• Repertoire is entirely hymn based 
• Congregation sings from hymnals 
• Worship leading by conducting 
• Sermon delivery primarily from pulpit 
• Piano is the one accompaniment source 
• Screens are not used in worship other than for pre-service announcements 
• No adult choir 
Calvary Traditional-Blended 
• Repertoire is primarily hymn based 
• Repertoire includes some older hymnal-choruses 
• Screens project song lyrics but some worshippers use hymnals during invitation 
• Accompaniment is provided by organ, piano, and orchestra 
• Organ plays worship prelude 
• Handbells maintain a regular role in worship 
• The blended worship does not have use a band or vocal praise team . 
• Worship leading by conducting from the pulpit 
• An adult choir is a central element to worship leading 
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• The choir remains in the loft throughout worship 
• Choir robes used during colder months 
• Sermon delivery primarily from pulpit 
• Special music repertoire is distinctly traditional and less current 
• Piano and organ solos and duets are maintained 
• Environment and attire are distinctively traditional 
• Heavily traditional in all aspects regardless of title. 
Trinity Traditional 
• Repertoire is entirely hymn based 
• Screens project lyrics instead of using hymnals 
• Accompaniment is provided by piano and synthesized organ 
• Adult choir sings weekly 
• Piano and organ solos and duets are maintained 
• Worship leading by conducting 
New Hope Traditional 
• Repertoire is entirely hymn based 
• Screens project lyrics instead of using hymnals 
• Accompaniment is provided by piano and organ 
• Adult choir sings weekly 
• Contemporary worship musicians occasionally provide special music 
• Worship leading is done by singing into a microphone 
• Sermon delivery primarily from pulpit 
Trinity Blended 
• Repertoire blends modern worship songs, arranged and traditional-format hymns 
• Screens project song lyrics and announcements 
• Accompaniment is provided by band and brass ensemble 
• Adult choir sings weekly 
• Vocal praise team sings weekly 
• Worship leading by conducting or singing and playing guitar 
• Enclosed auditorium but no special lighting is used 
• Overall moderate use of media 
Cornerstone Blended-Traditional 
• Repertoire blends modern worship songs and arranged hymns, often in medleys 
• Screens project song lyrics with looping graphics, countdown video, announcements, 
sermon, videos 
• Accompaniment is provided by band, orchestra, and keyboard 
• An adult choir is a central element to weekly worship leading 
• Vocal praise team sings weekly 
• Worship leading by singing into microphone or playing guitar and singing 
• Extensive use of media and IMAG 
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• Stage lighting is used but bears modest impact with natural light in sanctuary 
• Choir occasionally wears robes 
• Pastor remains onstage during worship 
• Sermon delivery primarily from pulpit 
• Environment is both traditional and modern 
• Attire is varied between Sunday dress and business casual 
Calvary Contemporary 
• Repertoire blends modern worship songs and arranged hymns 
• Screens project song lyrics, countdown video, announcements, sermon notes, videos 
• Accompaniment is provided by band and occasional piano or keyboard 
• Worship leading by singing and playing guitar or piano 
• Infrequent use of a worship choir and vocal praise team 
• Incorporates responsive readings 
• Some traditional music ensembles periodically provide special music 
• Sermon delivery primarily from pulpit 
• Environment is both traditional and modern 
• No stage or special lighting is used 
• Attire is varied between Sunday dress and business casual 
New Hope Contemporary 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Repertoire blends modern worship songs and arranged hymns 
Screens project song lyrics, sermon notes, videos 
Accompaniment is provided by band, piano, and/ or keyboard 
Worship leading by singing into microphone or playing guitar and singing 
Adult choir sings weekly 
Vocal praise team sings weekly 
Sermon delivery primarily from pulpit 
Stage lighting is used but bears modest impact with natural light in sanctuary 
Minimal use of media 
Environment is moderately contemporary 
Attire is primarily business casual to casual 
Highview Contemporary 
• Repertoire blends modern worship songs and arranged hymns 
• Screens project song lyrics, countdown video, announcements, sermon notes, videos 
• Accompaniment is provided by a band 
• Worship leading by playing guitar and singing 
• No adult choir, vocal praise team, or other traditional ensemble is ever used 
• Sermon is delivered by pastor walking about the floor surrounding the stage 
• No stage or special lighting is used 
• Minimal use of media 
• Despite historical facility, environment is reasonably contemporary and casual 
• Some congregants drank coffee during worship 
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• Unlike all other contemporary sites: no clapping occurred during or between songs 
• Attire is varied, including Sunday dress, business casual, and casual 
Agape Blended (Two identical services offered weekly) 
• Repertoire blends modem worship songs and arranged hymns 
• Screens project song lyrics with looping graphics, countdown video, announcements, 
serm on notes, videos 
• Accompaniment is provided by band, piano, and brass ensemble 
• Worship leading by singing into microphone 
• Adult choir sings weekly 
• Vocal praise team sings weekly 
• Sermon is delivered with pastor moving about the stage 
• Significant use of media 
• Stage lighting is used but bears modest impact with natural light in sanctuary 
• Attire is primarily business casual to casual 
• Ministry centers upon worship with no traditional ensembles other than adult choir 
Parkway Main Worship Center Blended (Two identical services offered weekly) 
• Repertoire blends modem worship songs and arranged hymns 
• Screens project song lyrics with looping graphics, countdown video, announcements, 
sermon notes, videos 
• Accompaniment is provided by band, orchestra, and piano 
• Noticeable increase in music volume 
• An adult choir sings weekly 
• Vocal praise team sings weekly 
• Worship leading by singing into microphone 
• Extensive use of media and IMAG 
• Complex lighting available but used judiciously 
• Stage lighting has high impact within the darkened multi-purpose auditorium 
• Overhead lights are heavily dimmed during much of the worship time 
• Sermon is delivered by pastor seated with a stool and table 
• Overall environment leans heavily modem 
• Attire is varied, including Sunday dress, business casual, and casual 
Parkway Alternative Auditorium Blended (Two identical services offered weekly) 
• Repertoire blends modem worship songs and arranged hymns 
• Screens project song lyrics with looping graphics, countdown video, announcements, 
sermon notes, videos 
• Accompaniment is provided by band 
• Noticeable increase in music volume 
• Worship leading by playing guitar and singing 
• Extensive use of media and IMAG 
• Complex stage lighting is used 
• Stage lighting has high impact within the darkened multi-purpose auditorium 
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• Auditorium is darkened throughout the worship time 
• Sermon is projected live from main auditorium where pastor is seated with a stool and table 
• Some traditional music ensembles periodically provide special music 
• Contemporary environment 
• Attire is varied, including Sunday dress, business casual, and casual 
• Finger foods and coffee are se1-ved 
Cornerstone Contemporary 
• Repertoire blends modem worship songs and arranged hymns 
• Screens project song lyrics with looping graphics, countdown video, announcements, 
sermon notes, videos 
• Accompaniment is provided by band 
• N oticeable increase in music volume 
• Worship leading by playing guitar and singing 
• Extensive use of media and IMAG 
• Complex stage lighting is used 
• Stage lighting has high impact within the darkened gymnasium 
• Auditorium is darkened throughout the worship time 
• Sermon is delivered by one of several teaching leaders who walk onstage while speaking 
• Contemporary, casual environment 
• Attire is varied between business casual and casual 
• Finger foods and coffee are served 
• Unique non-traditional elements include: means of offering collection, special sets for 
sermon themes, rotating teaching staff, opportunity to text questions and responses to the 
sermon via phone number posted on screens 
Worship service labels. While the churches labeled six of their worship venues as 
blended, four as contemporary, and four as traditional, close examination revealed 
distinctions in how the churches interpreted their chosen worship style label(s). The 
individual venue descriptions of Figure 4 will first be discussed by worship style and then 
within the overall ordering. 
Blended worship. Six40 different blended venues were offered within five of the 
40 There are actually nine total blended se1-vices offered each week among the participant sites. Since 
Agape, Parkway's main auditorium, and Parkway's alternative auditorium each offer two identical 
blended services on Sunday morning, these expressions are counted as a single venue, resulting in the 
count of six different blended venues. 
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churches, and each blended experience was notably unique. In the ordered list of venues, 
Calvary's traditional-blended worship represented the most traditionally-leaning blended 
experience. Its hyphenated title accurately implies the overall atmosphere where traditional 
supersedes blended practices. The aggregated interview data, collected documents, and 
researcher's worship observation reveal an environment that could easily be perceived as 
traditional were it not for the service label. Calvary bears an enduring traditional worship 
legacy, and when blended worship was added, most traditional elements remained intact. 
Jacob Kemp regularly uses orchestrations from the Baptist hymnal to accompany the 
traditional stand-alone hymns and hymnal-choruses that occasionally complement the 
worship repertoire. While the music and its presentation remain deeply traditional, Jacob 
praised the addition of screens as a boost for worship participation, stating that, "Our hymn 
singing is exponentially better by using screens. Everybody's singing and now looking up" G· 
Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011). 
Trinity's blended worship is second among blended venues. It is markedly more 
modernized by having a band, vocal praise team, more current worship repertoire, worship 
leading without conducting, and increased, though not extensive, media usage. Cornerstone's 
hyphenated blended-traditional worship follows next among blended sites, once again 
revealing a service label that captures a transition still in progress. While Cornerstone 
maintains an orchestra and other traditional ensembles, it also incorporates a band, vocal 
praise team, more modern repertoire, stage lighting, and extensive use of technology and 
media to purposefully support the sermon theme. Although Cornerstone's blended venue is 
more modernized than some other sites, elements such as the pastor remaining onstage 
during worship, preaching from the pulpit, the use of choir robes, and singing song medleys 
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lend a more traditional ambience than is present in other sites. 
In contrast to the previous services, the remaining blended venues are notably more 
contemporary. Each of these three venues, Agape Baptist, Parkway's main worship center, 
and Parkway's alternative worship auditorium, all offer two identical blended experiences on 
Sunday morning, thus, while three venues are named here, the discussion actually reflects a 
total of six worship experiences. First, Agape bears several common elements with 
Cornerstone; it is distincdy more contemporary by two factors: singing full modem worship 
. songs rather than medleys, and by the music ministry being quite singularly focused upon 
worship rather than a larger program of music ministry. Agape maintains an adult choir that 
sings in worship weekly, but no other traditional ensembles exist within the church. While 
some music ministers expressed concern over sustaining their adult choirs in future years, 
this concern was not expressed by Micah Dalton, further underscoring that Agape's music 
ministry focus is centered on the Sunday worship experience more than a broader music 
ministry program. Nevertheless, it is unclear whether this focus is intentional or if it is a 
byproduct of the church streamlining many ministry areas as it emerged from a period of 
difficulty. 
Despite the blended tide, Parkway's main and alternative blended venues are ordered 
as some of the most contemporary experiences among the participants. Much of the 
heightened contemporary feel exists because both venues occur within enclosed, darkened, 
multi-purpose facilities where the impact of stage lighting feels intensified even if it is not 
used elaborately. Parkway's main auditorium worship is accompanied by band, orchestra, 
and piano, incorporates adult choir and vocal praise team weekly, and rotates numerous 
traditional ensembles into worship for special music. Compared to other blended sites, the 
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overall volume of sound is stronger in the main auditorium. Despite maintaining numerous 
traditional ensembles, the enclosed and darkened auditorium as well as sound volmne creates 
a more contemporary ambience than services held in traditional sanctuaries. Finally, 
Parkway's smaller alternative blended venue bears the same volume and lighting difference, 
but it intentionally utilizes more lighting effects, is accompanied by band alone, and presents 
the sermon electronically through via live video feed. While it does periodically engage 
several of Parkway's traditional ensembles as special music, it carries a still greater 
contemporary atmosphere with its casual environment where food and coffee are served and 
congregants may sit in sofas and chair in the back of the room. 
Contemporary. Of the four worship experiences labeled as contemporary, Calvary's 
bears the most tradition~! characteristics. Much of this nature stems from Calvary's 
traditional background, but also from the contemporary worship leader that follows the 
ancient-modem philosophies of Robert Webber. Although Webber's philosophy is tied to 
blended worship, it is applied within Calvary's contemporary worship where current 
repertoire is sung, but no stage lighting exists, and minimal media is used. Calvary's 
contemporary worship nods at tradition by periodically using traditionally sung hymns, 
responsive readings, having the sermon delivered from the pulpit, and numerous 
worshippers dressed in traditional Sunday attire. Still, it leans more contemporary with its 
lack of an ongoing choir or vocal praise team. Next, New Hope's contemporary worship is 
somewhat more modernized by using some stage lighting and a more edgy musical sound; 
however, like Calvary, the sermon is also delivered from the pulpit. Unlike Calvary, its 
worshipper attire is more casual and the overall environment is less formal. Although 
worshippers were well engaged at both churches, New Hope's congregation displayed more 
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of the exuberant, demonstrative engagement associated with contemporary worship. 
Highview's contemporary worship occurs within a historical landmark chape~ 
becoming a place where old intersects with new. The music is current, the volume is loud, 
and no traditional ensembles are ever used. While worshippers were engaged, the observed 
service revealed that no clapping occurred during or between songs as is common to 
contemporary venues. No special lighting is used and very little media usage was evident 
during worship; still, Highview was ordered as the third most contemporary because of its 
casual environment where congregants consumed coffee during worship, and its lack of 
traditional ensembles. 
The most contemporary venue, Cornerstone's United worship, marks a significant 
leap forward in its level of contemporariness. Its repertoire and band-led accompaniment 
parallels the three previous sites, but it occurs inside a darkened gym where complex stage 
lighting and intensive media are used to enhance the message and music. The music volume 
is loud and traditional ensembles are never engaged. The environment is casual in attire and 
by having food available. While some of these characteristics are shared by numerous other 
contemporary and even blended venues, Cornerstone has adopted some unique elements 
that sets its United worship apart from other venues, including: how the offering is collected, 
creating special and sometimes elaborate staging to support sermon themes, a rotating 
teaching staff, and inviting worshippers to text-message questions and responses to the 
se~mon via phone a number posted on the screens. 
Traditional. Of the four traditional expressions, three function as a small, secondary 
or tertiary worship expression at that church. In contrast, Highview's traditional venue 
continues to represent the church's primary worship expression. Although ordering is 
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difficult to ascertain between the two most traditional venues, Highview is placed as most 
traditional while Calvary's traditional worship follows closely into the second position. 
Highview's worship repertoire consists almost entirely of hymns and the worshippers sing 
&om hymnals. When an older hymnal-chorus is sung in worship, it is either sung &om the 
hymnal or its words are printed in the bulletin since no screens exist in Highview's main 
sanctuary. No media elements are used and only the music minister, pastor, and other 
speakers commonly use microphones. Soloists occasionally sing into a microphone, but 
most do not since the acoustics are resonant and most soloists are trained in vocal 
techniques. The pipe organ was identified as the lead instrument but orchestra and piano are 
equally essential. The choir is another key element and always sings in robes. While other 
venues are also traditional, Highview's traditional experience is the most formal, the single 
"high church" venue of the sites. 
Calvary's traditional worship is ordered second because it uses projection screens 
minimally for pre-service announcements, or occasionally sermon illustrating videos. During 
worship, however, the screens are not used and congregants sing from hymnals. Only piano 
provides accompaniment and there is no adult choir, creating a much simpler musical 
environment than Highview. The traditional expressions at Trinity and New Hope are 
ordered third and fourth due to using more modem elements than the other traditional 
venues, but are nearly equal to one another in overall atmosphere. Both use entirely hymn-
based worship repertoire, both have an adult choir, and both use screens to project lyrics. 
Accompaniment is provided by piano and organ in both venues, but Trinity uses a 
synthesizer to create an organ sound. Finally, New Hope is the traditional venue that 
incorporates the most modernized elements, including: worship leading by singing into a 
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microphone rather than conducting, and having contemporary worship musicians 
occasionally provide special music or play non-traditional instruments to enhance special 
music accompaniment. Despite these aspects, New Hope's traditional expression distinctly 
preserves traditional Baptist worship ways. 
Varied interpretation of worship labels. If levels of contemporariness are ordered 
by worship service title alone, then the logical sequence would progress as traditional, 
blended, then contemporary as the most modernized worship experience. But the preceding 
data and comparison reveal considerable differences even among venues bearing the same 
name. Consequently, the levels of contemporariness do not automatically align by title alone. 
When the level of contemporariness is paired with the church's founding date, a slight trend 
emerges that newer churches tend more toward contemporary practices, while the earliest 
established churches are generally more traditional. While many factors could hold influence, 
this may be a result of newer churches having less of an established history to release as they 
transition. 
Although church size does not suggest a significant trend, it should be noted that the 
most contemporary worship venues are offered by the largest mega-tier sites. While this 
reality is apparent within Table 47, the data from this research alone cannot conclude that 
the level of contemporariness impacts or hinges upon church size, or that it causes church 
growth. In fact, the growth experiences of the two mega-tier churches are highly contrasting, 
a fact that aligns with existing conflicting research. After initiating Comerstone's 
contemporary worship, Daniel Cooper reported that the church's numerical growth has 
plateaued, but data from Parkway Baptist reveal that the church has tripled in size since it 
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adopted nontraditional worship practices. As affu:med by Jon Dailey, numerous other factors 
besides worship style influence church growth. 
Table 47 
Worship S eroice Levels of Contemporariness Ordering: Most Traditional to Most Contemporary 
Worship service name Size-tier Year founded 
Highview Traditional 
Calvary Traditional 
Calvary Traditional-Blended 
Trinity Traditional 
New Hope Traditional 
Trinity Blended 
Cornerstone Blended-Traditional 
Calvary Contemporary 
New Hope Contemporary 
Highview Contemporary 
Agape Blended (Two identical services weekly) 
Parkway Main Worship Center Blended (Two identical services weekly) 
Parkway Alternative Auditorium Blended (Two identical services 
weekly) 
Cornerstone Contemporary 
Large 1835 
Large 1841 
Large 1841 
Medium 1876 
Medium 1877 
Medium 1876 
Mega 1943 
Large 1841 
Medium 1877 
Large 1835 
Large 1960 
Mega 1973 
Mega 1973 
Mega 1943 
Additionally, the worship design of each church is varied, offering a reflection of its 
unique congregation. The churches of this research that reported having the largest 
population of older adults lean toward more traditional expression and practices. These 
churches include Highview's traditional worship, Calvary's Traditional and Traditional-
Blended venues, and Cornerstone's Blended-Traditional worship. Age was not a focus of 
this research, only minimally investigated to provide demographical context, thus, no fum 
conclusions can be made. Here again, this emergent factor aligns with existing inconclusive 
and conflicting research about age and worship style preference. The data reveal sensitivity 
from the church leadership to the needs and desires of their congregation during a 
challenging time of transition, suggesting a valuation and respect for what is important to 
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those congregants and what has been present in their life's worship legacy. 
The aggregated data in Figure 4 shows that those worship venues labeled as 
traditional were actually the most traditional in implementation. Still, Calvary's traditional-
blended worship implementation interrupts a perfect sequence of traditionally-named 
expressions. In contrast, worship labels for blended and contemporary venues proved to be 
subjective, revealing significant variation in how a blended or contemporary worship 
experience is interpreted. Thus, that which is deemed contemporary by one church is viewed 
elsewhere as blended. While extant research has already confirmed that labels often hide 
significant implementation differences, the data of this research not only confirms existing 
research, but also uncovers some particular reasons for the varied interpretations. 
First, churches select and interpret worship styles based upon the nature, legacy, and 
priorities of each individual congregation, and since those differ among sites, the fina1 
product of transition is unique to each church. A tiny step for one congregation may be a 
giant leap for another. Although each music minister shared unique transitional experiences, 
some challenges were common to all ministers during the often messy process of worship 
transition. New Hope's leadership initially attempted to merge its traditional and 
contemporary expressions into a single blended worship experience, but the decision was 
met with such conflict that the church transitioned back to separate worship venues after 
only a few months. James Goss reported that Highview's first contemporary worship 
attempt failed because traditional musicians were asked to assume contemporary music roles 
that conflicted with their skills. The eldest participant, Jacob Kemp, was initially responsible 
for leading Calvary's contemporary worship. Although he tried and even built good 
relationships with those worshippers, he admitted that he was not the best candidate for the 
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role. Parkway's Jon Dailey shared that despite the church's enormous growth since altering 
its worship, Parkway lost members in the process of transition. Daniel Cooper spoke of 
transitioning a church where a former pastor's influence still weighs heavily, and of the 
struggle to maintain a strong music ministry when the church ministry alignment hinders it. 
Secondly, transition still continues in some sites, meaning that some of the labels 
represent a worship expression that is not permanendy established, but still fluid in form. 
Church circumstances, priorities, preferences, facilities, resources, and according to some 
music ministers, spiritual maturity all impact the church's transitional progression. Some 
churches are able and willing to adapt more quickly than others. Third, unless they secure 
outside musicians, churches implement their worship styles based upon the musicians 
available within their congregation. The types of musicians and their skills vary gready. The 
data revealed that music ministers seek to build around what they have and highlight the 
particular musical strengths found within d1eir congregation, but this brings significant 
challenges for the leaders as they find ways to make the ministry work with the personnel 
and resources that they have. 
A fourth factor suggests that a church's financial and physical resources impact their 
worship style implementation. Some facilities are either more or less conducive to a 
particular worship style. At Highview, the contemporary worship meets in a chapel that is on 
the area historical register. Consequently, any facility adjustments for hosting contemporary 
worship cannot permanendy alter the building. For Cornerstone's blended-traditional 
worship, the blended worship at Agape, or the contemporary expressions at New Hope and 
Highview, the traditional sanctuaries and natural lighting from windows minimize special 
lighting effects and establish a less contemporary atmosphere. In contrast, sites like Parkway 
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and Cornerstone's contemporary worship have enclosed darkened auditoriums where the 
atmosphere can be more fully controlled to produce a contemporary environment. It is 
cosdy to acquire the sound, media, lighting, computers, instmments, and other elements that 
create a full blown contemporary experience. With the mega-tier churches ordered among 
the most contemporary venues, the data suggest that church size and financial resources may 
positively impact the funding of a fully contemporary venue. Where financial resources may 
be more limited in smaller churches, it may be more challenging to purchase the trappings of 
a full contemporary setting. Although the largest churches offer the most cutting edge 
contemporary worship experiences, the data are unclear as to whether contemporary venues 
draw more people or if the presence of more people and their financial support more easily 
enables the full implementation of a contemporary experience. 
Finally, the priorities, backgrounds, preferences, skills, and training of the different 
music ministers impact the level of transition and the implementation of the worship style. 
David Hart and Andrew Owens readily embraced the transition because they already had the 
necessary skills. Micah Dalton expressed that his formal education prepared him with skills 
that could be transferred to modern worship practices. However, the music ministers at 
Calvary, Parkway, and Cornerstone expressed trepidation because their musical training did 
not include popular music styles and practices, but their jobs required them to enter 
unfamiliar musical territory. In contrast to all others, James Goss avoided personal transition 
by maintaining traditional worship as the church's primary worship expression, and 
convincing the pastor to hire a contemporary leader, a move that keeps James largely hands-
off from the contemporary venue. Finally, while they have enabled the transitions at their 
respective churches, the interview data from James Goss and Jacob Kemp revealed 
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conflicting statements in their attitudes toward modem worship styles. Both hold heavily 
traditional backgrounds and made clear their preference for more traditional ways. In their 
interviews, each stated that they supported and welcomed the change, but in other 
statements indicated fmstrations with the music and aspects of contemporary worship. 
Ultimately, their interviews revealed conflicts between their personal philosophies and 
priorities, versus what they are asked and expected to do by the pastor, other church 
leadership, or congregation. 
Summary: Worship style comparison: Degree of con temporariness and 
interpretation of worship labels. Based upon the aggregated worship elements data, this 
area of discussion delineated the specific practices, musical forces, and elements that exist 
behind the label that a church assigns to a particular worship experience. Whereas existing 
research indicates that worship labels can be indistinct and individualized, data from this 
research have not only supported that knowledge, but have also provided a nuanced look 
within seven churches and how they actually interpret and implement their worship 
expressions, regardless of the title it is given. Using the specific practices and elements rather 
than worship titles alone, the 14 worship venues were placed into an ordered list to reveal 
their actual levels of contemporariness, providing strong emphasis that worship titles can be 
indistinct and that churches do, indeed, interpret worship labels differently and uniquely 
according to their particular church needs, identity, resources, and history. 
Data confirmed that the worship service label may not precisely capture the actual 
worship experience. The ordered list revealed that a chosen worship title is relative to each 
church, built upon where it has been, and where it is now given its current priorities, 
resources, and circumstances. The list did begin with a traditionally labeled venue and ended 
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with a contemporary labeled venue, but between those parameters, one church's blended 
venue proved to be more traditional than the traditionally-labeled worship at another church. 
Similarly, some blended venues proved to be more contemporary that services at other 
churches that are actually labeled as contemporary. In sum, the data show that numerous 
commonalities exist among the venues, but many differences are present that make each 
church's implementation unique. Consequently, the levels of contemporariness do not 
automatically align by title alone. 
First, the data suggest a slight trend that newer churches tend more toward 
contemporary practices, while the earliest established churches are generally more traditional 
in how they interpret their worship expression. This slight trend could indicate that the age 
of a church influences the con temporariness of its worship expressions, but these data are 
not conclusive and would require further research. Secondly, the data seem to align with 
other existing inconclusive data on whether or not church growth is impacted by adopting 
modern worship practices. The ordered list shows that the most cutting-edge venues are 
present within the mega-tier sites, a factor that superficially implies that the increased level of 
contemporariness encourages church growth. However, the interview data reveal that the 
growth experiences of the two mega-tier churches are highly contrasting; one has 
experienced tremendous growth but the other has not, aligning this research with other 
inconclusive studies. This research does provide a nuanced view showing that numerous 
factors hold sway in how church growth is impacted by adopting a nontraditional worship 
style. A third emergent theme suggests that churches with the largest population of older 
adults tend to remain more traditional in their worship expressions. Because age was not a 
focus of this research, no firm conclusions can be made. Still, the theme aligns with existing 
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inconclusive and conflicting research about how age reflects worship style preferences. 
The data of this research not only confirm existing research, but also uncovers some 
particular reasons for the varied interpretations of a chosen worship label. First, churches 
select and interpret worship styles based upon the nature, legacy, and priorities of each 
individual congregation, and since those differ among sites, the final product of transition is 
unique to each church. Secondly, transition still continues in some sites, meaning that some 
of the labels represent a worship expression that is not permanendy established, but still 
fluid in form. Church circumstances, priorities, preferences, facilities, resources, and even 
spiritual maturity were all reported as factors that impact a church's transition. Third, unless 
they secure outside musicians, churches must implement their worship styles based upon the 
musicians available within their congregation. The participants seek to build around the 
particular musical strengths within their congregation, but they are challenged to find ways to 
make the ministry work with the personnel and resources they have. A fourth factor 
suggests that a church's financial and physical resources impact their worship style 
implementation. Finally, the priorities, backgrounds, preferences, skills, and training of the 
different music ministers impact the level of transition and the implementation of the 
worship style. While d1e background of some ministers led to a personally smooth and 
comfortable transition, others experienced greater challenge and frustration as they ventured 
into unfamiliar worship territory. 
Overall, the data emphatically support existing research that reports varied 
implementation of nontraditional worship expressions, and provide new discovery that 
identifies some of the differences and why they exist. Thus, this research provides a unique 
illustration of specific worship implementations. Within the seven churches and the 14 
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different worship venues available, distinct differences were present, reflecting each church's 
attempt to offer worship experiences that connect with their particular congregation, church 
values, and church history. 
Challenging choices and core philosophies of worship. The following discussion 
summarizes music minister responses regarding their worship philosophies and why the 
chosen worship format was deemed effective for their church. Emergent themes related to 
philosophies, worship preparation, engagement, and church unity will be presented, 
revealing themes that are important to each minister, his minisn-y, and the church overall. 
Responses reveal numerous challenging considerations that the music ministers have 
encountered through the worship transition. 
Why the chosen worship style is effective for the church. To be included in this 
research, each participant church had to experience a worship transition. While each site has 
integrated modern worship music, they have done so in different ways and for different 
reasons. Each music minister revealed unique factors about their congregation and why the 
chosen worship format is appropriate for their church. David Hart believes that Trinity's 
alternative worship format with one traditional and one blended expression effectively 
captures what the church has been historically and what it has become in mod~rn times. 
Although David initially envisioned moving to a contemporary expression, he studied the 
matter and concluded that blended worship is scriptural and that hymns must be preserved 
in worship. David expressed that Trinity's worship is not yet where he would like it to be, 
but that it has progressed significantly from where it was and that he is satisfied with the 
transition. 
New Hope Baptist experienced significant turmoil when it first transitioned to a 
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unified blended expression, but conflict over the change resulted in the church again 
dividing into separate traditional and contemporary experiences only a few months later. 
Andrew was disheartened by the discord that he believes stems from spiritual immaturity. 
Above all, he hopes that the congregation will grow to where they are no longer concerned 
about musical styles, but simply focus upon the act of worship. 
For Highview Baptist, the goal was not to blend into a single expression, but to 
preserve its longstanding traditional worship legacy and add a new worship expression that 
did not compromise the church's historical worship identity. Consequendy, Highview's 
worship transition involved adding rather than changing, a decision that resulted in minimal 
conflict. James Goss explained the approach taken and the convictions upon which it is 
based. 
I like the idea that I don't have to water down one to add something new. I can have 
one that remains itself and doesn't cater to anybody . .. I'm trying to do what I think is 
theologically right. We're not trying to be all things to all people as much as we are forced to 
do so now in today's world of church functions where we have to provide a menu ... When 
everybody else was flip-flopping all over the place and changing their worship styles and 
everything else, we didn't . .. We gritted our teeth and said no. 
My issue has always been this: if you radically change the core of your church, you 
lose your identity ... Once changed, it's like a slippery slope. Once you start trying to alter the 
core being of who and what your church was founded to be, and you are altering it to meet 
the whims of a rapidly changing society, if you don't stand for something, then why should I 
really believe the things you say are permanent when you can't even be permanent? 0- Goss, 
personal interview, July 14, 2011) 
Still, the contemporary expression had a difficult start. When several key traditional worship 
musicians were initially placed in contemporary roles, James removed them from that 
circumstance. The quality of the first contemporary attempt was so poor that the service was 
discontinued until a later date. Once it was reinitiated, the pastor asked James to be the 
worship leader. But knowing that his own contemporary skills were limited, James engaged a 
worship leader and band members who had the skills. Gradually, the venue grew and 
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stabilized. 
While Highview's solution meant separate venues, Agape's response to church needs 
resulted in merging to a single blended expression that is offered twice on Sunday morning. 
The church had experienced a period of difficulty, the loss of many members, and serious 
financial troubles. Just prior to the conflict, the church had added a contemporary worship 
expression alongside its traditional worship. Although the tunnoil was not worship-related, 
the church leadership sensed that the period of healing required refocused priorities and 
unity building. Consequendy, the church transitioned into the current two identical blended 
expressions on Sunday morning, unifying the entire congregation into one worship 
expression. The congregation embraced the change and continues to grow. Micah Dalton 
believes that the worship format works because the church was willing to unite during a time 
of healing. 
Micah also believes the worship expression works because his worship leading can 
match his quiet personality and primary skills. While his background revealed his strength as 
a pianist, he projected a lack of confidence in his vocal skills. Consequendy, he prefers to 
blend into the worship team rather than remain the point person. 
My role is to get started and then step back ... I surround myself with praise singers ... I 
consider it a compliment when someone visits our church and after two or three times they 
couldn't tell who the worship leader was ... I think that if it works here, it works because I'm 
doing who I am. (M. Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 2011) 
At Calvary, Jacob Kemp and other leaders "realized that if we were going to 
continue to grow and reach families of different generations, then we had to do something" 
(J. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011 ). Initially, Calvary maintained a traditional 
service and added two hyphenated contemporary-blended expressions. The transition helped 
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the growing church with facility challenges, but worshippers were dissatisfied with the 
blended experience, and Jacob was overworked and out of his musical realm. He shared that, 
"Blending traditional and contemporary doesn't make anybody happy, particularly your 
contemporary people. We had to include a feel of tradition as well as a feel of contemporary 
and neither side was really happy with it" (J. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011). 
Before the murmur of dissatisfaction became conflict, Calvary's leaders initiated separate 
worship expressions and hired Kyle Mason to lead the contemporary worship and other 
ministry roles. Ultimately, the current worship format works for Calvary Baptist because it 
honors the church's traditional history but also connects it with modern society. While the 
contemporary worship is not cutting edge, its ancient-modern approach is ideal for the 
church's past and present. By being sensitive to the church's history and concerned for its 
future, they successfully and peacefully transitioned. 
When Jon Dailey came to Parkway Baptist, he inherited a ministry where worship 
was organ, piano, and choir driven. Soon after, the pastor shared his vision for a more 
contemporary worship format. Rather than demanding that Jon embrace the change, the 
pastor asked him to join him in praying about the new direction. Jon values the pastor's 
inclusiveness, saying, "My pastor gave me an opportunity to be a part of the decision making 
process and that showed me that he had faith in me and that helped me have a little more 
faith in myself' (J. Dailey, personal interview, June 16, 2011). The transition initiated 
significant changes. At first, the church kept a traditional set-vice and added two blended 
expressions on Sunday mornings. Jon led all three services, accompanied by the pianist and 
organist in each one, and adding a fledgling band in the blended venues. The traditional 
attendance significantly decreased and the blended attendance greatly increased, thus, the 
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traditional expression was discontinued to focus the ministry upon the worship that was 
most connecting with the overall congregation. Jon acknowledged that some conflict ensued 
during the transitional time, yet the church's support and growth was so dramatic that 
Parkway outgrew its campus and had to build a new facility on a larger nearby property. 
Continued growth required additional services in a separate auditorium to accommodate all 
worshippers. Progressively, the music of both the main and alternative venues developed an 
increasingly contemporary sound and experience, while also maintaining numerous 
traditional elements and incorporating a broad range of musical styles. 
The current worship format has been effective for Parkway because they significantly 
contemporized their initial traditional worship expression, yet also maintained strong 
traditional elements, even adding an orchestra as they grew more contemporary in overall 
sound. By preserving what Jon considers being worthy tradition, worship maintained 
meaning for those who value tradition, while also integrating music that connects with 
people who value popular music sounds. Parkway has grown exponentially since 
transitioning its worship style. While Jon does not consider the transition the sole cause for 
church growth, he does perceive it to mean that the current worship expressions clearly 
resonate with many people. 
Cornerstone's transition also emerged from the pastor's vision to expand the 
worship expression and reach a more diverse population. Currently, Cornerstone's 
alternative format of offering three worship expressions: blended-traditional, contemporary, 
and an ethnic worship (excluded from this research), has begun to fulfill the pastor's hope. 
But when asked why this worship format is effective for Cornerstone, Daniel Cooper's 
response was candid, stating, "That's a good question and it's still out for debate whether or 
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not it's working" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) because numerically, the 
church has not experienced significant growth and from a musical standpoint, the transition 
has been challenging. The professional musicians contracted to lead the contemporary 
service were skilled and effective onstage during worship, but tended to display a celebrity 
mindset and were othetwise disconnected from the church. When Cornerstone began to 
engage more of its own members to lead contemporary worship, the musical quality went 
down. Currendy, they contract two alternating worship leaders and complete the band with 
other church members. The quality is steadily developing and the connectedness to the 
overall church has improved somewhat. 
Meanwhile, Daniel has seen a significant number of talented musicians leave the 
blended-traditional service to attend the contemporary worship, causing a decline in the 
blended-traditional musician engagement. He is concerned for the perpetuation and quality 
of the traditional music ensembles and for the gifted musicians who are content to not serve 
with their musical abilities since there is no opportunity to apply their skills in the 
contemporary expression. The musician-drain is particularly present among young people. 
While younger musicians migrate to the contemporary venue, the musical forces in the 
blended-worship are gradually aging out. Consequendy, Cornerstone struggles to maintain 
middle and high school ensembles despite the size of the church. Daniel struggles with this 
on a ministry level but also a personal level as his own two talented daughters are among the 
unengaged musicians attending the contemporary venue. Of all the participants, Daniel's 
frustration was the most palpable. As he works hard to maintain a strong worship and music 
ministry, he loses musicians not to another church, but to the secondary venue at his own 
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church. Despite the challenges for the music ministry, he continues to support his pastor's 
vision for the church. 
Worship philosophy, preparation, and priorities. The music ministers revealed 
carefully considered philosophies of worship and priorities for worship preparation. All 
participants emphasized that while musical preparation is essential, the internal preparation 
of the heart is the greatest priority in worship preparation, superseding any outward 
expressions that worship can take. Andrews Owens affirmed, "Top priority: heart. Anybody 
can play a song but not everybody can lead worship because you can't lead somebody to a 
place where you've never been" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011). For James 
Goss, "The Holy Spirit is aware of everything I'm doing, everything I'm saying, every effort, 
and every sound I am making ... Before you ever make a sound, he knows where your heart 
is" G· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). Despite the essentialness of musical 
preparations, all ministers agreed that no amount of musical preparation can cover an 
unprepared heart, thus, a pre-worship prayer time is common among the worship teams at 
each site, regardless of the worship style. 
Several themes emerged from the minister's discussion of worship philosophy. The 
theme of bowing down in humility and submission to enter God's presence emerged from 
several leaders. They consider a submissive heart as one that clears the way for God's 
unhindered presence and transformation. 
Worship to me means ultimately bowing before God in His presence, and my goal each 
week is to move the congregation corporately into the presence of God .... All the words I 
find regarding worship have to do with bowing before Him and lifting our hands and then 
being in His presence. (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011) 
The word .rhaba is one of several words used for worship in the Old Testament and means, 
"To bow down prostrate, to fall down." It is an act of submission that I am totally submitted 
to you ... A very old worship song [says] "Come into the King's Chambers ... Ifl enter in 
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then I'll never leave the same." So to me, that's the description of worship (M. Dalton, 
personal interview, June 22, 2011) 
It's ... a miraculous thing when we get in the presence of God. We'll become more like 
Clu:ist. (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011) 
Worship is an event to rally and celebrate God corporately, to share a message of 
enlightenment, admonishment, and inspiration to help people get through the week and 
approach issues that they deal with on a daily basis. (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 
2011) 
Another recurrent theme was the belief that worship is not about us but about and for God. 
Though not always, this theme often emerged while discussing conflicts over worship styles. 
The ministers challenged congregants to set aside their own desires and focus upon the 
greater concern of offering worship that pleases God. Micah Dalton expressed that, "In 
worship I need to come without my personal tastes and personal desires ... It isn't about the 
way you like to worship. Worship is about knowing it has nothing to do with me and 
everything to do with glorifying God" (M. Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 2011). 
Andrew Owens shared the same perspective, stating that, "God is the audience. Worship is 
not for us. It's not about me. It's not about that lady that wrote me that letter as much as she 
wanted to make it about what she preferred" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011). 
Still again, Jacob Kemp shared the same priority, emphasizing, "This is not about us. 
Worship is not about going through a format or a ritual. Worship is about adoration and 
praise to the Lord Jesus. That's why we're here" (J. Kemp, personal interview,June 20, 
2011). 
Another emergent theme, worship as a lifestyle, centers upon carrying the act of 
worship beyond the corporate gathering and into all areas and situations of life. Daniel 
Cooper expressed that, "Corporate worship is merely an overflow of our individual daily 
lives of walking with Christ . ... To me, worship is a lifestyle of giving back to God for all that 
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he's done for me" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). Andrew Owen's words 
were similar, but also provided scriptural foundation for the perspective, and Jon Dailey 
emphasized the distinction or corporate and personal worship. 
Worship to me is Romans 12:1, presenting my entire being to God as a sacrifice. Worship is 
not limited to what I do for an hour on Sunday morning .... At the end of each choir 
rehearsal I pray out loud, "God, we're going to leave this place and I want you to help us 
lead lives of worship throughout the rest of this week." ... My attitude is that worship is not 
a music style; it's a lifestyle. (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011) 
I believe that corporate worship and personal worship are two different things totally. God 
wants us to live our lives as an act of worship to Him, and what we do on Sunday mornings 
is the result of our weekly personal worship. So when I come on Sundays, I've tried to spend 
an adequate amount of time in preparation - personal preparation and corporate preparation 
as well, so that in worship we can experience together a time of celebration because of what 
we've seen God do in our lives individually during the week. Q. Dailey, personal interview, 
June 16, 2011) 
Another prominent theme revealed the priority of excellence, believing that worship 
is an offering that worshippers give back to God, thus, nothing less than one's best should 
be offered. James Goss stressed that God is honored by "pursuing excellence in all we do. 
God dese1-ves only our best. As such, we bring our talents before God and make every 
attempt to develop them to the very best of our abilities, as a worthy offering to Him" a. 
Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). Daniel Cooper recalled a trio that sang in his first 
church that qften asked people to pray for them since they had not had time to practice, a 
memory that has since shaped his philosophy of worship and ministry. Consequently, Daniel 
believes that, ''What we do for God we do well. God deserves nothing less than our 
best ... You are there to put yourself up before God with the best that you have, laying all 
that you are before him" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). Whether by 
humorous life experience or the core values established by the music ministry, excellence in 
musical offerings was upheld as a valued priority. 
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A final theme emerged from the two mega-tier churches, where both music ministers 
emphasized that worship is not entertainment, but engagement. Jon Dailey shared that, "As 
worship leaders, since we're here to offer our worship to God, not to entertain the audience, 
it's our prayer that the audience will worship along with us and God will be glorified" 0· 
Dailey, personal interview, June 16, 2011). Daniel Cooper acknowledged the dangers. 
If it becomes a place where we just polish our gifts and perform and really seek the applause 
of men, it becomes something that we never intended for it to be. I think in this day and age 
we are dangerously close to making corporate worship such a production that comes across 
as a performance more than a heartfelt expression of gratitude, praise, and multiple other 
things to God. (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
Both leaders were burdened by the perception of worship as entertainment, recognizing the 
danger in modern worship to create a production-like environment where worshippers 
become spectators. It is significant that this theme emerged from both mega-church leaders 
where the size of their auditoriums enable worshippers to remain relatively unnoticed in the 
crowd so that their lack of engagement may escape the notice that they would garner in a 
smaller setting. Additionally, the mega-churches are resource rich, having more extensive 
tools and human resources for creating a production that people may interpret as being the 
experience of worship. Both leaders seek to help worshippers disassociate the facility's 
physical trappings to experience the pure, simple, uncluttered experience of worship. 
Each of the aforementioned themes emerged as music ministers reflected upon their 
personal challenges, priorities, and visions for leading their congregations in worship. The 
themes shape the choices the leaders make as they plan and lead corporate worship, as they 
prepare their ministry musicians, and as they personally prepare themselves as worship 
leaders. Although the ministers expressed their perspectives on worship, it is possible that 
their personal philosophy may or may not be fully implemented in the church's chosen 
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worship expression for at least two reasons. First, several participants mentioned their 
respect and submission to the senior pastor's vision for the church, recognizing him as the 
congregation's primary shepherd and visionary. Secondly, the church's worship expressions 
are also shaped by the needs, identity and values of the congregation. As a result, these 
aspects and themes reveal the complexity of worship leading during this time in history. 
Perspectives on engagement All participants reported their desire for congregants 
to actively engage in worship. While singing is the obvious demonstration, they also 
observed that engagement can assume varied appearances that may include clapping, raising 
hands, bowing the head, or coming to the altar to pray, or just listening and meditating upon 
the song lyrics. Several leaders shared that they actively encourage, even prompt worshippers 
to actively invest themselves in worship. While David Hart encourages engagement from the 
stage, worship engagement is also prompted by a statement printed in the bulletin that reads, 
"At any time during the worship time, feel free to sit, stand, lift your hands, or come to the 
altar. It is a written invitation to be involved" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011). 
Jacob Kemp chooses to connect with worshippers through warmth, humor, and relationship 
building, indicating that, "There's no formality ... I think that being relaxed just makes 
people feel good with you .. . There is a lot oflaughter as I joke with the congregation. 
Laughter connects and relaxes people" (J. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011) . Jon 
Dailey encourages engagement by reminding congregants that the reason for worship should 
spark them to be engaged, "to let Him know how much we love Him, how much we 
appreciate Him, and how much we stand in awe of Him" (J. Dailey, personal interview, June 
16, 2011). 
Andrew Owens credits his congregation for seldom needing prompting because of 
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their high level of engagement .. Daniel Cooper is the most fervent about encouraging 
engagement. 
I want to catch the eye, and I encourage our praise team to catch the eye of someone who's 
not engaged and make it a personal goal to get that person involved in what's going on ... 
Once the congregation is engaged, even people in the pew get "onstage," seeing that God is 
the audience rather than the congregation. It is seeing the musicians onstage less as leaders 
and more as fellow worshippers all worshipping God together. (D. Cooper, personal 
interview, June 23, 2011) 
James Goss desires engagement and suggests that whatever a person brings to worship, they 
should offer their best. He emphasized that, "I want evetybody to be fully engaged and to 
bring their best. If you're sitting in the pew, bring your best. Look your best, act your best, 
smile your best, behave your best, pray your best, listen your best" 0· Goss, personal 
interview, July 14, 2011). James feels that to do less is to offer an unworthy offering to God. 
The demeanor and prompting approach of each minister reflects both their 
individual personality and the nature of their congregation. No two music ministers are the 
same and neither are their congregations. As active as he is in encouraging people to engage, 
Daniel Cooper emphasized an awareness shared by all seven participants that, "Outward 
participation is certainly not a measurement of what's going on in the heart" (D. Cooper, 
personal interview, June 23, 2011 ). While demonstrative engagement is commonly linked to 
nontraditional worship, the participants recognize that even outward demonstrations are not 
always proof of what the heart is experiencing. While the music ministers encourage 
participation, they also accept that congregants do not always uniformly express their 
worship. 
Micah Dalton and Jon Dailey spoke of doing careful worship planning that positively 
impacts worship engagement. Micah carefully observes what songs connect with 
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worshippers, and then creates worship plans with music that has proven meaningful to his 
congregation. Jon also carefully selects songs with singable ranges and melodies, and helps 
the tech team make sure that lyrics are projected onto screens in a timely manner so that 
worshippers can sing without hesitations. Both men seek to increase the use of meaningful 
music, but also attempt to decrease any hindrances during the worship time that might 
distract worshippers from wholehearted engagement. 
Two ministers, Calvary's Jacob Kemp and Cornerstone's Daniel Cooper, offered 
both positive and negative observations in how worship changes are reflected in their 
services. First, Jacob praised the use of screens in worship, believing that they have 
prompted better congregational singing, a surprising conclusion from the eldest and one of 
the most traditional of the participants. He affirmed that, "Our hymn singing is 
exponentially better by using screens. Eve1ybody's singing and now looking up" G· Kemp, 
personal interview, June 20, 2011). 
Both Daniel and Jacob serve churches that offer alternative worship experiences, and 
both men remarked that worship engagement is stronger in their blended venue than in the 
contemporary service. At Calvary, Jacob stated that the younger contemporary crowd is 
reluctant to sing while their traditional-blended worshippers are far more engaged. 
It's just amazing; and actually, our singing at 10:45 [blended] just blows the 9:15 
[contemporary] out. A lot of that is because with contemporary music, they just don't know 
all the songs. And then you've got a lot of younger people in there and they don't sing 
anyway. But you come into 10:45 and the roof is blowing off. They're engaged. G· Kemp, 
personal interview, June 20, 2011). 
Observation of those two services fully supported Jacob's claims. A significantly greater level 
of engagement was evident in the blended-traditional worship than in the contemporary 
worship. While many people in the contemporary venue were actively engaged, a large 
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number of individuals just stood and watched in a concert-like demeanor. 
Similarly, Daniel described the participatory differences between Cornerstone's 
blended and contemporary venues. He concluded that participation has decreased, 
encouraged by the anonymity that develops when the room is made dark during worship. He 
estimates that only 30 to 40 percent of the contemporary worshippers engage regularly, 
adding that, "Sometimes it's as high as 80 percent if it's a song that everybody knows. But 
that's more the exception" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). In contrast, 
Daniel estimated that approximately 80 percent of the blended-traditional congregants 
regularly participate in worship, a claim that was also apparent during the researcher's 
observation of Cornerstone's worship venues. The contemporary worship venue's lead 
pastor has become concerned about the level of engagement and created a questionnaire that 
the two contemporary worship leaders complete each week, evaluating the worship 
experience and congregational engagement. The questions explore whether people were 
singing or just talking, if they appeared focused upon worship or distracted by other factors. 
The goal is to determine ways to increase engagement by learning what factors may hinder it. 
In a final commentary upon engagement, the two mega-church leaders, Jon Dailey 
and Daniel Cooper, considered how musicians are engaged in worship leading each week. 
Both men desire to engage as many musicians as possible in leading worship. The primary 
worship expression at both churches engages a large number of musicians in orchestra, and 
choirs of varied ages that engage alongside a worship band and praise team. Both churches 
have an alternative worship venue. At Cornerstone, the alternative is contemporary, and at 
Parkway, although the alternative is identified as blended, it is the more contemporary of 
Parkway's two venues. While Parkway's alternative venue does occasionally engage some 
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traditional ensembles for special music, Cornerstone's does not. Daniel compared the 
engagement difference of Cornerstone's two venues, stating that, in the blended worship 
''We may have as many as 150-160 people in a given service on stage in some capacity 
leading; whereas in the United service there's as many as fifteen . . . So, inclusive model, 
closed model" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). Thus, the musician 
engagement differences between the two churches reflects several factors: different worship 
implementation choices, unique church histories, the differing identities of the two church 
bodies, the age of the church, and the influence of current and former leadership. These are 
certainly not all of the factors that could be named, but they do indicate that although both 
music ministers share a similar priority for engaging musicians, other factors impact and 
shape that priority, many of which lie beyond the control or influence of the music minister. 
Preserving unity among altemative expressions. While six of the participant 
churches offer some combination of alternative worship, four of the music ministers 
discussed how their church protects and cultivates unity when its congregants worship in 
separate expressions. The emergent theme of church unity is a strong priority within these 
four churches, yet their churches address this concern in unique ways. At New Hope, 
Andrew Owens occasionally brings his contemporary worship musicians into the traditional 
service for special music. He shared that, "If I ask one of the worship team folks to do a 
song in the first service, sometimes we'll pull the other singers in just to fill it out and give it 
the nice beautiful harmonies" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011). Rather than use 
accompaniment tracks for special music, Andrew asks some of the contemporary 
instrumentalists to play accompaniment for special music during traditional worship. 
Although the musician crossover does not happen weekly, he perceives it as a unifying 
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element as contemporary musicians become familiar with the traditional worship 
congregation. 
Jacob Kemp emphasized that the alternative worship format at Calvary Baptist 
succeeds because the same pastor preaches in all three services. Jacob has seen several strong 
churches split after beginning a contemporary venue with a separate staff, essentially creating 
two separate churches on a single campus. Consequently, Calvary maintains the pastor's 
unifying presence, holds special church-wide events that allow the entire membership to 
fellowship together, and offers periodic combined worship events where all church members 
worship together. These occasions mark the truest blending of worship at Calvary, 
combining the choir, orchestra, piano, organ, and worship band into the same worship 
event. Jacob stated that those events make "everybody feel a part of the same family. I feel 
like we have a very cooperative spirit. It's not us and them" G· Kemp, personal intetview, 
June 20, 2011). He also affirmed the cooperative relationship that he shares with Kyle 
Mason, the contemporary worship leader, emphasizing that their relationship reflects the 
unity that they seek to preserve at Calvary. 
Parkway Baptist also maintained the senior pastor preaching in each of its alternative 
services, but witl1 massive church growth, facility and time limitations that required 
concurrent services, it became impossible for him to preach all services in person. 
Consequently, Parkway's senior pastor preaches in-person during both main worship center 
services and his message is projected into the concurrent alternative worship venue via live 
feed. Being aware that a video presentation is not equal to him being in the room, the pastor 
goes to the alternative venue for the ftrst half of worship, then moves to the main 
auditorium just before preaching. After preaching, he remains in the main auditorium to 
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have personal interaction time with those who worship there. It is a demanding schedule for 
him, but, like Calvary, it has helped to build relationships and unify all of the worshipping 
venues at Parkway. Additionally, Parkway's music ministry provides significant cross-
pollination of musicians by rotating various choirs and worship band instrumentalists who 
engage in both worship venues, creating strong relationships between all worship leading 
musicians. Like Calvary, Parkway offers some combined worship events and numerous 
fellowship and ministry events during the year that enable the entire membership to interact 
and unify. 
Cornerstone Baptist is the one site that uses a different pastor for its alternative 
worship services. The senior pastor preaches in the primary blended-traditional worship but 
a separate teaching team rotates the contemporary worship message delivery. To help build 
unity, combined Sunday night services are offered weekly in the gymnasium to bring all 
worshippers together. Daniel Cooper explained that in the Sunday night services, 'We all 
combine as a church family to worship together. We have people from the United service, 
the Ethnically-focused service, the children's service, and the Blended-Traditional service all 
together on Sunday nights" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). Although Daniel 
is the primary worship leader on Sunday nights, he asks each of the alternative service 
worship leaders to lead at least one song that reflects their particular Sunday morning 
expression. Daniel emphasized the value of the gathering. The Sunday night services engage 
a significantly smaller crowd of 200 as opposed to all who attend on Sunday morning, but 
the leadership believes this to be a valuable worship time. Additionally, the entire 
Cornerstone church family is encouraged to worship together three times per year: Good 
Friday, the July patriotic worship, and at Christmas, but combining the worshippers from 
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each of the alternative venues has proven to be challenging because of the great differences 
between d1e Sunday morning venues in music, dress, attitudes toward food in the worship 
center, and more. Daniel indicated that, 'What's funny is that we sort of play by the rules of 
the Blended-Traditional service because that's the setting and it is very much the inbred 
DNA of Cornerstone Baptist Church" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). He 
added that many contemporary worshippers choose not to attend the combined worship 
events. While some stay home, others do come and help with childcare, parking, or other in 
other ways that still contribute to the fellowship. 
Despite the unifying efforts, the overall content of Daniel's interview revealed the 
greatest amount of ongoing transitional difficulties, and more of a sense of tolerance than 
unity between the varied worship venues. The Cornerstone data reveal a lingering sense of 
"us versus them," a mindset that was also evident in the Highview and New Hope data. In 
contrast, Jacob Kemp of Calvary and Jon Dailey of Parkway reported that their churches 
maintain a strong sense of unity while offering alternative worship expressions. Ultimately, 
the data reveal that unity is both a priority and a challenge for churches offering alternative 
worship expressions. 
Summary: Challenging choices and core phL1osophies of worship. In summary, 
each of the music ministers offered an honest account of why they believe that the chosen 
worship style is appropriate for their church. While some see the current fonnat as 
scripturally supported, a positive direction for their church, or an adoption of music that 
connects with the modern culture; others were concerned over various consequences of the 
transition or the dissension that occurred in their church. In some cases, the worship 
transition resolved church needs, while in others it caused challenges, including some that 
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still endure. While their justification for the worship formats often reveals contrasting 
viewpoints among churches, each offers a compelling account of why they worship as they 
do. Despite their opposing views, all of the music leaders emphasized that the priority of 
worship is to focus on God, not musical styles. Andrew Owens admitted that, "I really 
honestly - without being sacrilegious, I really don't think God cares if you sing "How Great 
Thou Art" or "How Great is Our God." It's the attitude inside your heart that matters" (A. 
Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011). Similarly, James Goss expressed that many 
churches struggle with worship issues that simply are not aspects of concern to God. He 
stated that, "I don't think God cares about ~tyle. I don't think He cares about hymnals. I 
don't think He cares about screens. I don't think that's on his list of things to worry about" 
G· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011) . Overall, the diversity of worship offerings and 
interpretations suggest the presence of a postmodern perspective that no single worship 
expression, even within a single denomination or individual church, is definitive for or 
desired by all. Whereas Baptist churches once maintained considerable uniformity in 
worship, significant variety is now available among different churches and even within the 
church that worshippers attend. While each of the participant churches has experienced and 
implemented the worship transition, they have done so in distinctly individualized ways and 
for unique reasons. 
Several themes emerged as music ministers discussed their worship philosophies, 
preparations, and priorities. While their personal worship philosophies varied, 100 percent of 
them emphasized that the greatest priority in worship preparation is not musical, but rather 
preparing and submitting the heart to wholeheartedly engage in worship. A second theme 
was in emphasizing that worship is not about us but about and for God. In their 
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discussions, they challenged congregants to set aside their own desires and preferences to 
focus upon to the greater concern of offering worship that pleases God. Additionally, the 
theme of worship as a lifestyle was expressed as carrying the act of worship beyond the 
cotporate gathering and into all ateas of life. A commitment to honoring God thtough 
excellence in ministry was another strong theme and priority of all music ministers, reflecting 
a desire to offet God one's best. A concern that wotship is not entettainment emerged from 
the mega-chutch leadets who tecognize the danger in modern worship to create a 
ptoduction-like environment where worshippets can become spectators. Particulady since 
their large chutches ate able to have strong musical fotces and intensive media ptoduction, 
these ministers want to help wotshippets disassociate the production-like aspects of modern 
wotship to experience the pute, simple, unclutteted experience of true worship. 
W otship engagement was a univetsal theme discussed by all participants even though 
they discussed vatied types of engagement and concerns fot it. First, each worship leader 
desires that wotshippets would be actively engaged and shared if and how they encoutage 
their congregations to engage. Data showed that the demeanor and pmmpting apptoach of 
each ministet teflects both theit individual petsonality and the nature of their congregation. 
Still, while nontraditional wotship is often associated with outwardly demonstrative wotship 
exptessions, all music ministets tecognize that engagement can take many forms and not all 
congregants exptess theit wotship in the same way. 
Two leadets emphasized that cateful wotship planning can positively impact wotship 
engagement in tetms of tepettoite choice and temoving any distractions that could interrupt 
wotship. Jacob Kemp and Daniel Coopet of Cornetstone teported obsetving that wotship 
engagement is stronget in theit blended wotship than in the contempotat-y venue. At 
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Cornerstone, the concern is great enough that the leadership is evaluating the situation to 
determine improvements. At Calvary, Jacob observed that the younger crowd in the 
contemporary worship is reluctant to sing while their traditional-blended expression is far 
more engaged. These observations tend to contradict assumptions that nontraditional 
worship consistently increases engagement. Further research would be needed to explore 
these emergent observations fully. Finally, Jon Dailey and Daniel Cooper shared their 
priority of engaging as many musicians as possible in worship leading each week. While the 
two churches have great similarities and strong engagement in their primary worship venues, 
the level of musician engagement in Parkway's alternative venue is somewhat greater than 
Cornerstone's where only the same small group of musicians can engage each week. 
Finally, maintaining church unity proved to be a strong priority for most churches 
offering alternative worship venues. Of the six music ministers whose churches have 
alternative venues, four reported the priority and how the church seeks to achieve unity. Of 
the four ministers discussing this issue, 7 5 percent of their churches offer periodic combined 
worship service for the entire church, 100 percent offer .church-wide fellowship or ministry 
events, and 7 5 percent have the church senior pastor deliver the sermon in all venues. The 
data would suggest that the pastor's role is significant since those music ministers reported 
the strongest unity, and the one church, Cornerstone, without this element faces the most 
division. Still, facility factors and scheduling may also hold impact. Of all the sites, 
Cornerstone's alternative venues are notably separated from one another on the church 
campus. While Cornerstone does have a single hour of Sunday School to help with unity, it 
is possible for congregants of the various venues to attend worship and never see one 
another at all. In the other churches, the alternative venues either occur at different times in 
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the same facility, or the different venues are in close proximity so that worshippers do have 
opportunity to interact with people from other worship expressions. While the physical 
space between venues may be a factor, further research is needed to confirm or dismiss this 
possibility. 
Section 2: Personnel and Program Structure Overview 
Having established a description of each church's worship format, worship style 
implementation, and musical forces used in worship, Section 2 investigated the overall 
program design and leadership of each music ministry. This section explored the types of 
ensembles offered and any roles they hold beyond worship, special music ministry programs 
and activities, the continuity of musical engagement for all ages, the ministry's employed and 
volunteer leadership, and any expectation and requirements placed upon musician 
involvement such as auditions, church membership, age requirements, or other expectations. 
As with other areas of investigation, the data reveal aspects of both commonality and 
disparity. 
Additional Ensemble Factors and Activities. Data revealed that numerous 
worship-leading ensembles and musicians are also involved in additional musical and 
nonmusical roles beyond weekly worship. Special seasonal presentations are presented by 
100 percent of the churches, the most common being Christmas and Easter presentations by 
both adults and children. While all churches reported seasonal presentations, additional 
events were more varied, and the most elaborate events were reported from the large and 
mega size-tiers. 
The Christmas season featured the most significant special events, and the churches 
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reported significant creativity in their musical offerings. For 12 years, Highview Baptist has 
presented "Songs of the Season," performed for the community on two nights in December. 
James Goss explained that, "It's a classical-pop kind of thing and it works. No one else is 
doing it in the community and we have about 2000 people coming to it" G· Goss, personal 
interview, July 14, 2011). Agape's musicians present an annual Christmas program, most 
recently offering a Christmas dinner and concert in the fellowship hall. Micah Dalton stated 
that he avoids offering the same event twice, indicating that, 'We work very hard to . .. keep 
from making traditions. Our priority is that we primarily focus on Sundays ... If we do other 
things we want to be very strategic about it" (M. Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 2011). 
Calvary Baptist presents several Christmas programs, including a children's Christmas 
musical and a candlelight worship service that is led by the contemporary musicians. The 
service combines the entire church into a single evening worship time on the last Sunday 
before Christmas. Most unique is Calvary's Ebony and Ivory Christmas Worship that 
features up to 25 pianists present within the church. Calvary secures up to six grand pianos 
for the three-night event that also engages the choir, orchestra, and hand bells. For more 
than 10 years, the church and community have enthusiastically supported the event. 
Parkview's Christmas programs have varied, and have included musicals, a performance of 
Handel's Messiah, and dinner theaters. Currently, the church presents a three-night event 
called "A Night in Bethlehem" where the front lawn of the campus is transformed into 
Bethlehem, filled with artisans, animals, Roman soldiers, and townspeople. Guests stroll 
through the city and conclude their visit inside the worship center with a musical 
presentation of the Christmas story. The massive event engages all of the music and arts 
ministry, choirs of all ages, the worship band, orchestra, dance ministry, and many other 
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volunteers from the church who build sets, create costumes, or serve as townspeople, 
soldiers, and artisans. Cornerstone Baptist presents a one-night Christmas program that 
engages the choir, orchestra, and band that is well-attended by the church and community. 
The music ministry also offers a Hanging of the Greens service with various church 
musicians, including the outreach-based senior adult choir for their annual on-campus 
performance. 
A few seasonal events were unique to pru:ticular churches. Calvru:y offers a special 
Thanksgiving worship and testimony gathering as another occasion to combine the entire 
church membership. Although the Agape music ministry focuses its energies upon Sunday 
worship, Micah Dalton reported that the church has presented Good Friday services and 
several Passion plays over the years. Most unique is Highview's addition of a Maundy 
Thursday Taize worship that James Goss expects to become a continuing tradition. Overall, 
the churches tend to acknowledge similar occasions but do so through unique musical 
presentations. 
Various special concerts were reported in 57 percent of the churches, all from either 
the large or mega size-tiers. Three churches, Calvary, Parkway, and Cornerstone, present a 
large patriotic service each year that combines their alternative venue worshippers. Four 
sites, Trinity, New Hope, Calvary, and Parkway, reported presenting one or more children's 
musicals during the year. While most of these musicals are presented by their ongoing 
children's choirs, both New Hope and Parkway offer a week long summer music camp for 
children of the church and community that concludes with a musical that the students learn 
during the week. The camps include children from kindergarten through sixth grade. 
Andrew Owens expressed that, "The house will be packed on Friday night because it's not 
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just church people; it's open to the community. So yeah, music camp's a big deal" (A. 
Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011 ). Parkway's Fine Arts Camp spans the full day. 
During the morning, students have Bible study and learn the musical to be performed on 
Friday. The optional afternoon session offers smaller classes in voice, piano, Orff, guitar, art, 
and photography for children. Parkway also presents a children's Vacation Bible School 
musical that concludes the week-long event, offering still another summer musical 
engagement for children. 
Highview and Calvary offer special spring concerts with their adult choir and 
orchestra. Additionally, Highview's children present an annual spring concert that showcases 
children who want to share their talents through solo performance. It is open to any child 
who auditions in voice or on any instrument. James Goss reported that the event is well 
attended, but "It's not a worship service by any stretch, and there's no competition. The 
choirs will sing and they sprinkle in the soloists. Some sound awful and some sound 
wonderful" G· Goss, personal intet-view,July 14, 2011), but children are provided the 
opportunity to develop their solo abilities in a relaxed environment. Additionally, about 
every five to six years, the Highview adult choir and orchestra perform a requiem mass, 
typically Faure's Requiem. James Goss expressed that this has been a valued tradition but one 
that is increasingly difficult to sustain as his choir ages. Finally, in early fall, Parkway Baptist 
presents an informal evening called Music on the Green. All ensembles in the Worship Arts 
Ministry perfonn on the front lawn of the campus while church members and people from 
the community bring dinner and enjoy the music. 
Some of the worship musicians at Trinity, Agape, and Cornerstone provide music 
for various church-wide events that include banquets and special programs by other ministry 
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areas. Community performances are common to 71 percent of the churches. The music 
ministries at New Hope, Agape, Calvary, Parkway, and Cornerstone all connect with their 
communities through musical performances in nursing homes, senior adult centers, malls, 
and civic organizations. Agape's brass band performed a jazz program in a local arts festival. 
Parkway's children's choirs, middle, and high school choirs sing annually at the state fair, and 
the adult choir sings and setves dinner at the homeless shelter. Cornerstone's men's quartet 
recendy performed for a fundraiser to pay medical bills for a community gunshot victim. 
Cornerstone's adult ensembles, Enduring Hope and Adoration, annually sing at a large local 
university for an informal music, food, and fellowship event designed to connect with 
college students. Other than the Hanging of the Greens service, Cornerstone's senior adult 
choir only sings in community venues, maintaining an outreach focus. Clearly, the data 
show that the participant ministries and musicians are quite active in and connected with 
their surrounding communities. 
While local outreach is common to most of the participant ministries, one reported 
an annual out of state choir tour and two sites reported large scale mission endeavors with 
ministry musicians. Calvary's senior adult choir takes an annual2-3 day choir tour to a 
nearby state, usually travelling with a choir of 30-35 singers who sing in other Baptist 
churches as well as other denominations. In 2001, musicians from Agape Baptist participated 
in a mission trip to Australia where they conducted a Vacation Bible School during the day, 
and led worship and other events for the Australian host church at night. Parkway's worship 
band and adult choir have both served in out-of-state mission endeavors, as well as 
numerous non-musical mission projects to help local shelters, ministries, individuals, and 
community needs. The largest mission endeavors have been done with Parkway's middle and 
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high school choirs who do alternating-year mission trips as a joint effort of the music and 
student ministries. The high school choir does a lengthy international mission trip, and the 
middle school choir does a stateside mission trip. Jon Dailey explained that, ''We try and 
instill the attitude of service as part of worship with them ... We take them on working trips 
where they serve in a ministry capacity anywhere from 14-16 hours a day" G· Dailey, 
personal interview, June 16, 2011). The trips are demanding and the pre-travel preparations 
and requirements are intensive, but student participation is significant, typically engaging 
approximately 40 middle school students and 75 high school students. 
Finally, the music ministers of Trinity, Agape, and Calvary reported sharing, 
exchanging, or interacting with musicians from other churches in varied ways. Some of 
Trinity's praise team vocalists and instrumentalists occasionally lead worship for youth 
functions at other churches. One of the male vocalists leads for the youth group at another 
church every Sunday night, but remains active in the Trinity music ministry at all other times. 
In contrast, Agape Baptist has developed a supportive musician exchange relationship with 
the music ministry of a nearby Methodist and Baptist church. The churches schedule large 
musical presentations around one another so that whatever instrumentalists are lacking in 
one church can be drawn from one of the other churches for the event, thus creating an 
effective musical support exchange. Calvary's Jacob Kemp has developed a choir exchange-
interaction program with other churches, explaining that, "Once or twice a year sometimes 
we'll swap out with different churches. Sometimes their choir and orchestra will come here 
or we'll go to their church. It's just a fun fellowship" G· Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 
2011). 
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Continuity of musical engagement for aU ages. The continuity of musical 
engagement for all ages varies significantly among the seven sites. Table 48 shows the age 
spans currently engaged in the primary ensembles of each church. Overall, 43 percent of the 
churches, Trinity, Calvary, and Parkway, offer vocal music continuity for all ages. Of tl~e 
three, only Calvary offers a senior adult choir, but both Trinity and Parkway include older 
adults in the adult choir for as long as they wish to sing. Parkway has sep·arate middle and 
high school choirs, Cornerstone only a middle school choir, and both Trinity and Calvary 
offer a youth choir that combines both middle and high school students to have enough to 
sing. In contrast, both New Hope and Highview have a large gap between sixth grade and 
the adult choir, a lack of continuity that concerns Highview's James Goss. While a vocal 
continuity gap also exists at Cornerstone, it is not as lengthy. Singers can engage in a choir 
through middle school, but lack an age-based ensemble until they enter the adult choir. Still, 
high school students are invited to join the adult choir and the youngest adult choir member 
is reported as being age 15, but Daniel Cooper expressed that high school participation is 
minimal, causing him great concern for the future of the choir. Agape Baptist is the most 
limited in vocal opportunity. No choirs exist for preschool, children, middle, or high school, 
though some teens are involved in the adult choir and the vocal praise team engagement 
starts with young adults. 
In instrumental music, only Calvary Baptist offers some level of continuity for nearly 
all ages, while in most other sites, the instmmental opportunities occur for older ages. 
Calvary occasionally offers guitar and recorder for children in its Wednesday night music 
program but the program does not offer continuous development since the classes are 
offered on occasional semesters. Additionally, Calvary offers handbells for children ages six 
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Table 48 
Continuity rif musical engagement for all ages tvitbin primary ensembles 
Medium Large Mega 
Trinity New High view Agape Calvary Parkway Cornerstone 
H o e 
Pre-school choir 3-K 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 
Children's Choir l •t- 5th 1st _ 6th K-6th 1st -5th l •t - 5th l •t- 5th 
Middle School Choir 11-13 11-14 
High School Choir 14-18 
Student choir (combined 13-18 11-18• 
ages) 
Student Worship 12-18 16-18 14-18 14-18 12-21 
Ensembles 
Worship Band 14-66 25-55 25-55 14-30 20-50 15-55 42-58 (B-T) 
15-35 (C) 
Vocal Praise Team 19-42 30-55 22-55 20-30* 13-55 41-60 
Orchestra/Instrumental 21-57 30-70 17-45 17-60 14-60 15-65 
Ensemble 
Adult Choir 17-65 21-80 30-97 16-71 25-75 18-88 15-90 
Senior Adult Choir 55-75 69-92 
Children's Handbells 9-16 6-10 
Adult Handbells 42-67 
•As noted previously, this group existed at the time of the interview but has since disbanded. 
through ten, establishing preparation for the adult handbell group. The student worship 
band engages some students ages 14-18 who play pop-based rhythm section instruments, 
allowing some development of future contemporary worship band musicians. Further, 
instrumentalists can begin playing in the church orchestra as teens and remain for as long as 
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they desire. Highview offers handbell and Orff instruction to children but have no other 
instrumental opportunities unless an instrumentalist later shows enough proficiency to be 
part of the worship orchestra. James Goss reported that while he has, at times, offered a 
developmental orchestra for young musicians, no such ensemble is currently available. The 
only other instrumental opportunity at Highview is the contemporary worship band if an 
opening should occur within that group. While Highview's children have a promising start, a 
large gap exists between childhood and adult instrumental engagement. All other sites, 
T1-inity, New Hope, Agape, Parkway, and Cornerstone all engage instrumentalists between 
the ages of 12-16, primarily in student or Sunday morning worship bands. While the band 
opportunities exist in most of the churches, the slots are limited to only a few 
instrumentali~ts unless the church maintains a rotation of players who alternate from week 
to week. Finally, both Parkway and Cornerstone maintain orchestras that welcome students 
and adults who may play for as many years as they wish to remain engaged. 
Benefits and challenges of student ensembles. Nearly all responses to the 
challenges and benefits of student ensembles focused upon middle and high school choirs. 
Fifty-seven percent of the churches have a youth choir for students in middle or high school. 
However, James Goss of Highview added his desire for a youth orchestra, allowing students 
to develop skills until they can play at the level of the worship orchestra, but he currently 
lacks enough students to fotm the group. Still, he and others expressed varied levels of 
success in forming and maintaining youth choirs. Several felt defeated on their lack of 
success, and even those with student choirs did not claim it to be a simple process. 
Several common themes emerged from the interviews. First, 57 percent of the music 
ministers, those at Trinity, Highview, Parkway, and Cornerstone, emphasized the importance 
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of the church youth minister's support of a student choir. James Goss bemoaned th~ lack of 
support at his church from and earlier pastor and youth minister, noting that although the 
current youth minister is not opposed, he does not understand choirs or their value. 
Experience has shown Daniel Cooper the value of the youth minister's support. He praised 
the current middle school minister's support and longs for a high school minister that will be 
supportive, though it is yet to happen. Daniel emphasized that, "I can only have so much 
success without those ministers engaging, and I mean them actually being there, not just 
blessing that it occurs. They sell it, talk about it, and it's part of the plan" (D. Cooper, 
personal interview, June 23, 2011). With two strong student choirs at his church, Jon Dailey 
echoed the importance of the student minister's support, but also added the importance of 
parental support, making careful repertoire choices, and teaching musical skills that 
transcend the current music being sung. The data emphasizing the support of student 
ministers was strengthened in that it emerged from churches that have successful student 
choirs as well as one that does not. 
A second emergent theme indicated that musical preferences and values have 
changed among teens, causing declined interested in traditional choirs, another discussion 
strengthened by coming from leaders who have choirs and those who do not. Jacob Kemp 
observed that contemporary music has altered the musical preferences of teens, recalling the 
large youth choirs he led before the onset of contemporary music. Once contemporary 
music gained popularity, the musical preferences of his youth changed and interest waned in 
choirs. He concluded that, ''We've tried to keep it going. Just more and more kids are not 
interested in choral music" G· Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011). Daniel Cooper 
added a similar mindset that was directed toward his adult choir. When he first came to 
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Cornerstone, people said, "Worship has changed. We probably won't even use the choir in 
the near future" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011), as if choirs could no longer 
have a meaningful role. 
Micah Dalton and Andrew Owens have determined that student interest lies in a 
different area, of contemporary student worship teams, and hope to pursue that direction if 
the opportunity arises. Agape's student music ceased during the period of the church's 
turmoil, but Micah indicated that he had previously developed a small youth worship band 
of two to four vocalists and a standard contemporary rhythm section. He believes that 
direction was successful for Agape's youth even though it only involved a small number of 
students. While not opposed to a choir, he expects that he will eventually reinitiate the 
student worship team. Given Agape's focus on worship and lack of an overall choir 
program, his prediction aligns with the music ministry's current pl"iorities. Similarly, Andrew 
Owens shared that he has not formed a traditional youth choir because students have been 
disinterested each time that the idea was presented. Currently, he engages just four teens in 
the student worship band. However, students have shown interest in forming a youth 
worship choir that would be similar to Hillsong United where a band leads with choir 
backup. Andrew believes that the idea is gaining momentum and a group will form soon. 
Consequently, Andrew perceives a difference in current preferences and believes that a 
worship choir is best for his church. Overall, while four of the music ministers noted a 
change in preferences, two seek to preserve traditional choirs while two have chosen to 
move in a new direction. 
A third emergent concern dealt with th importance of legacy and continuity in 
maintaining choirs. Daniel Cooper commented that an earlier cessation of youth choirs 
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made it more difficult to resume student choral activity because the legacy had been broken, 
a perspective also acknowledged by James Goss. Daniel stated that, "It's very difficult. If we 
had never stopped having teenage choirs, it probably wouldn't be so difficult today" (D. 
Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011 ). Upon restarting, Daniel and other leaders had to 
redefine the nature and value of choir for students who had no legacy from which to learn. 
Daniel, James Goss, and Jacob Kemp addressed the need for continuity and building adult 
choirs of the future from youth choirs that ought to exist today. For this reason, James 
affirms that he is anxious to develop a middle school ensemble at his church even though he 
only has six potential students at the present time. Currently, children who complete the fifth 
grade have no place to go musically. James stated that, "They're going nowhere. They're 
landing into an abyss. I've got to figure out what can I do help them explore music as long as 
we can" G· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011 ). Even if the stat-tis small, James wants to 
attempt continuity and develop future adult choir members, particularly given the aging 
factor present in his clirrent adult choir. 
It is noteworthy that the existing student choirs are all led by an individual with a 
music degree, regardless of whether they are an employed or volunteer leader. Of employed 
leaders, Parkway's Jon Dailey has a Bachelor of Music Degree and leads the high school 
choir; Cornerstone's instrumental director has a Master's in Church Music and leads the 
middle school choir. The remaining three volunteer leaders, Trinity's youth choir director, 
Calvary's youth choir director, and Parkway's middle school choir director, each hold a 
Master's Degree in Music Education. Churches without student choirs do not have a leader 
to report, making it impossible to compare the impact that the leader's training has on the 
ensemble. Still, it is significant that the active student ensembles are led by highly qualified 
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staff or volunteer leaders. 
While challenges exist, numerous benefits were named that make the effort 
worthwhile. Most of the music ministers perceive youth ensembles as being valuable for the 
choral experience that they provide, for adding value to the worship experience, and as a 
means for maintaining musical continuity and developing future musicians. After listening to 
a recent youth musical audition, David Hart emphasized that, "The reward is seeing kids 
grow, kids learn to worship, kids watching their talents develop, and realizing that there were 
more good singers among the youth than I ever dreamed" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 
16, 2011). Jon Dailey expressed that beyond their contribution to worship, the church 
leadership, parents, students, and overall church have even observed non-musical benefits of 
Parkway's active student choirs, including spiritual and life growth, teamwork, and serving in 
missions. Consequendy, the ensembles are flourishing and are enthusiastically supported by 
the church. 
Summary: Additional ensemble factors and activities. The data show that the 
musicians of the seven music ministries are very active in roles and special presentations 
beyond their Sunday worship responsibilities. Numerous seasonal, community, and special 
events are presented both within the churches and out in their communities. Several 
churches interact and do musician exchanges with other nearby churches. Additional local 
and international mission and outreach endeavors are undertaken by the musicians and 
· ensembles of some churches. While some events are common to most or all ministries, 
tremendous uniqueness is evident within many of the endeavors, revealing the individual 
priorities and identities of the ministry musicians and their leaders. All churches reported 
significant interest and support of the additional engagement opportunities, indicating that 
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the musical, missions-focused, and service-oriented endeavors resound with the musicians 
and hold meaning for them. 
Continuity of musical engagement varies significantly, with only 43 percent of 
churches offering vocal engagement for all ages. Instrumentally, only one church has 
opportunities for all ages to engage, while most churches start their instrumental ensembles, 
particularly orchestras, at the middle school age or older. Several churches have student 
worship teams that engage a small number of students. 
Music ministers described the benefits and challenges of student ensembles. Overall, 
the challenges of maintaining student ensembles included the lack of student interest, 
changed musical interests, lack of youth minister support, and difficulty in resuming a legacy 
once choirs have ceased. Additional challenges were more site-specific. Jacob Kemp also 
commented that the schools near his church have strong band programs but are weak in 
choral music, a factor that he believes has adversely impacted his student involvement. 
David Hart is challenged by inconsistent rehearsal attendance and recmiting enough boys to 
balance his choir. Daniel Cooper also mentioned the ministry alignment challenges at his 
church where most of his students do not attend the worship venue that welcomes their 
smgmg. 
Among the four music ministers who noted that student interest in choirs has 
changed, two want to preserve traditional choirs while two prefer to move in a new direction 
whenever they reinstitute student musical activities, either creating a worship choir or a 
student worship team. Consequently, the four leaders reveal contrasting mindsets toward 
student music. Two key factors emerged as valuable in maintaining student choirs. First, the 
importance of having support from pastors and student ministers was heavily emphasized. 
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Secondly, data showed that the currently active student choirs are all led by a volunteer or 
employed leader with a music degree, most with a Master's Degree in Music Education. Not 
only is it admirable that the students choirs are led by highly qualified staff and volunteers, 
but the data suggest that the level of leader training may be significant to the ensemble's 
success. 
Music Ministry Leadership Roles and Responsibilities. While the music 
minister serves as the central overseer of the entire music ministry, he does not work alone 
to carry out all music ministry activities. Even if the music minister is the only employed 
leader, there are still additional individuals who assist in various ways. The data show that the 
worship transition has impacted the employed and volunteer leadership of churches. No two 
churches shape their leadership in exactly the same way, yet each church has determined a 
personnel structure that best fits their ministry and overall needs. 
Key employed and volunteer leadership roles. The comparison of key staff and 
volunteer music leadership roles resulted in considerable variation between churches. The 
employed and volunteer leadership reflects the priorities, ensemble structure, size, and 
financial capabilities of each church. The reported data revealed further individualization in 
terms of what leadership roles are considered as key positions in each music ministry. What 
one music minister deems as a central area of leadership, another views as a support role. 
The data showed that church size impacts the number of full time music staff roles. 
As shown in Table 49, 100 percent of the churches have a fulltime employed music minister. 
At both medium-tier churches, the music minister is the only full-time music employee. In 
the large size-tier, Agape Baptist only employs the music minister full-time, but both 
Highview and Calvary have a second full-time music staff person in addition to the music 
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minister, an administrative assistant and a contemporary worship leader, respectively. The 
mega-tier churches have more full-time employees in addition to the music minister. 
Parkway also employs the alternative service worship leader who doubles as Director of 
Media, an administrative music associate, and the Director of Audio. At Cornerstone, the 
full-time employees include the Music Minister, the Minister of Instrumental Music, an 
administrative ministry assistant, and a media director. While the music minister is the most 
universal full-time position, the second most frequent full-time role is an administrative 
assistant, present in 43 percent of sites, followed by a second full-time worship leader that is 
present in 29 percent of the churches. Although Cornerstone's full time instrumental 
director assists in worship, he is not the primary worship leader and thus is not counted as 
such. 
Table 49 
Full-time Music Ministry Staff 
Medium Large 
Trinity New Hope Highview Agape Calvary 
Music Minister 
Administrative 
Assistant 
Associate Worship 
Minister 
Director of Audio 
Instrumental Director 
Media Director 
X X X X X 
X 
X 
aParkway's Associate Worship Minister also sel"Ves as the Media Director. 
Mega 
Parkway Cornerstone 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
bCalvary's associate worship leader also supervisees sound production for the church. 
As displayed in Table 50, the part-time staff data revealed some commonalities 
among the sites. Pianists proved to be the most frequent part-time staff position, present in 
71 percent of the churches. Cornerstone is unique in having two part time pianists who 
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alternate the weeks that they play. Additionally, the pianist at New Hope is not a church 
member and is only contracted to play in worship, but all other pianists are active church 
members. Two positions, organists and instrumental directors are the second most common 
part-time staff positions. While three organists are employed in 43 percent of the churches, a 
total of four instrumental leaders are employed in 43 percent of the sites. The instrumental 
support positions are significantly varied and reflect the priorities and structure of each 
ministry. Agape Baptist employs two part-time instrumental associates. Although their 
specific job titles differ, one as a worship associate and the other as an instrumental 
associate, Micah Dalton describes them as being somewhat "interchangeable ... The two of 
them manage my instrumental rehearsal and take care of a variety of behind-the-scenes 
things. Their responsibilities are to make the instrumental music happen" (M. Dalton, 
personal interview, June 22, 2011) . Both men are public school band directors who are 
capable of assuming varied roles. Their roles include leading instrumental and solo 
rehearsals, scheduling the weekly brass musicians, and covering any wind instrument gaps 
needed for worship. While one plays piano on most Sundays (although he was not reported 
as a staff pianist), the other occasionally leads worship to fill in for Micah. At Calvary, the 
insuumental associate serves as the orchestra director, but Parkway employs a worship band 
leader who plays synthesizer in worship, leads the main auditorium band, and coordinates 
the band personnel for Parkway's main and alternative worship venues. Consequently, the 
data reveal that the instrumental support positions are varied in title and responsibility, but 
that instrumental support is valued within several ministries. 
Part-time media directors, secondary worship leaders, children's music leaders, 
administrative assistants, and additional worship instrumentalists are employed in 29 percent 
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Table 50 
Part-time Music Ministry Staff 
Medium Large Mega 
Trinity New Hope Highview Agape Calvary Parkway Cornerstone 
Pianists 1 1 1 1 2 
Organists 1 1 1 
Instrumental Director 2 1 
Worship Band Leader 1 
Associate Worship 1 2 
Leader 
Media Director 1• 1 
Children's Music Leader 2 1 
Administrative Assistant 1 2 
Worship Instrumentalists 1 1b 1 
Visual Arts Director 1 
•New Hope's Media Director handles media needs for the entire church. Although he is not 
employed explicitly for the music ministry, Andrew Owens reported tl1e position as essential to the 
music ministry. 
bParkway's Worship Band Leader also plays synthesizer in worship, carrying a dual role. 
of the churches. Both Highview and Cornerstone employ part-time worship leaders for the 
contemporary worship venue. In both churches, the contemporary leaders are not 
considered part of the primary music staff, but as contracted musicians who function only 
within the contemporary worship leading role. Although this positional status was most 
emphasized by Daniel Cooper of Cornerstone in regard to his two alternating contemporary 
leaders, the interview with James Goss revealed a similar personnel situation at Highview. 
Other than pianists or organists, additional part-time worship instrumentalists are employed 
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at New Hope and Cornerstone. Cornerstone employs a part-time percussion specialist, a 
church member, who covers varied percussion needs in the blended-traditional service. In 
contrast, the contracted bass guitar player at New Hope is not a church member. Although 
Highview and Parkway have employed part-time children's music specialists, their roles are 
distinctly different. Highview employs two children's music teachers who te~ch choir and 
Orff on Wednesday nights. The part-time children's music leader at Parkway carries a much 
larger role, establishing the overall curriculum and vision for the entire preschool and 
children's music ministry. Additionally, she actively teaches much of the children's music, 
oversees Vacation Bible School Music, runs the children's summer music camp, and also 
assists with numerous facets of the overall music ministry despite her part-time status. At 
Agape and Cornerstone, a part-time administrative assistant is employed to provide clerical 
and administrative support for the music ministry. Finally, a visual arts director is present 
only at Agape. While they were reported as being under the supervision of the music 
minister, their role is not music-focused. 
All of the music ministers emphasized the importance of their key volunteer leaders. 
While not employed by the church, they assume significant music ministry roles. It should be 
noted that while many additional volunteers lead and assist within all seven churches, only 
those reported by the music minister as key volunteer leaders have been presented in the 
data. Many more music ministry volunteers fill the various choirs, orchestras, worship bands, 
vocal teams, and further assist children's and preschool choirs. As with other leadership 
areas, the volunteer data revealed significant variety. What some churches have established as 
a staff position, other churches maintain on a volunteer status. Here again, the unique 
priorities, capabilities, and needs of each music ministry are evidenced in the volunteer 
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positions reported. Of all sites, Trinity's music ministry relies most heavily on volunteer 
leaders since David Hart, the music minister, is the only employed leader. In contrast, 
although Parkway's Jon Dailey serves in a mega-church that could afford to pay additional 
staff, he expressed his commitment to utilize and develop as much volunteer talent as 
possible. 
The [employed] leadership that's here is here to equip volunteers ... I feel like that's because 
God has me trying to enable, prepare, and equip volunteer leaders to offer what God has 
given them back in service to Him ... If we just have a bunch of paid musicians here doing 
our job for us, I don't think that's God honoring, though I don't want to seem judgmental. 
My philosophy is not to spend money paying people to come and do things that they should 
possibly be doing just because they love God. I'm thinking that God's given us what we 
need; we just need to root it out and find it and let people know that, 'This is what you're 
here for.' ... This is what exalts God, not paying someone else to do it. 0· Dailey, personal 
interview, June 16, 2011) 
With volunteer leadership, the data revealed both consistent and inconsistent 
patterns, displayed in Table 51. Three ministry areas emerged as frequently led by volunteers: 
preschool music, children's music, and student choirs for middle and/ or high school 
students. In preschool music, 43 percent of sites rely upon volunteer leaders. Highview 
reported the most volunteer key preschool leaders, dividing its preschoolers by age. 
Volunteer children's leaders are more prevalent, present in 57 percent of the churches. It 
should be noted that Calvary has one volunteer leader who coordinates both preschool and 
children's music. Student choirs are led by volunteer directors in 57 percent of the sites. 
The remaining volunteer leadership positions are more disparate, and reveal unique 
leadership needs and priorities for each church. The following volunteer positions: student 
worship band leader, music librarian, pianist, keyboardist, vocal team coordinator, rhythm 
team coordinator, orchestra director, and tech team director were reported only once among 
all church sites. The churches indicated in Table 51 have filled these roles with volunteers, 
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Table 51 
Primary Volunteer Music Ministry Leadersbip 
Medium Large Mega 
Trinity New Hope Highview Agape Calvary Parkway Cornerstone 
Preschool Music 1 3 
Children's Music 1 1 1 
Student Choirs 1 1 1 1 
Student Band Leader 1 
Music Librarian 1 
Pianist 1 
Keyboardist 1 
Vocal Team 1 
Coordinator 
Rhythm Team 1 
Coordinator 
Orchestra Director 1 
Tech T earn Director 1 
a Calvary has one volunteer leader who coordinates both preschool and children's music. 
but other churches have established them as employed positions or subsumed some of these 
responsibilities within other volunteer or employed positions. For example, Agape volunteer 
Vocal Team Coordinator assigns and schedules the vocal praise team singers each week and 
communicates with them though the Planning Center Program. Similarly, Agape's volunteer 
rhythm team coordinator does the same actions for the band musicians. In other churches, 
these responsibilities are covered by the band or vocal team leader or an administrative 
assistant. Ultimately, the data reveal the uniqueness of how each church reveals its priorities 
and how it interprets its leadership roles. 
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Music minister responsibilities. Certain responsibilities proved to be universal 
among the music ministers. In 100 percent of the sites, each music minister reported being 
active in the weekly worship planning process, serving as the church's primary worship 
leader, and being responsible for the oversight of the entire music ministry. Each week, the 
music ministers meet with the pastor and other staff members for worship planning, but 
they remain the primary individual who constructs the worship experience. Data revealed 
that worship planning is a multi-faceted process in nontraditional worship expressions. 
Figure 5 shows the numerous aspects of worship planning named by the music ministers 
during interviews. 
Figure 5 
Reported Worsbip PlanninJ!. E lements 
Evaluating what worship elements could be improved from the previous week. 
Meeting with the pastor and staff to plan for ongoing sermon themes or message series. 
Planning non-musical aspects of worship in terms of who leads prayers, announcements, welcome, 
or other elements. · 
Planning for any ordinances that will occur during worship such as baptism or communion. 
Selecting music that is conducive to worship, that connects with worshippers, and is within the reach 
of the ministry musicians who will lead it. 
Establishing an effective worship flow that considers all musical and non-musical elements. 
Occasionally charting or arranging songs that are too current to be published, or to establish an 
arrangement that is suitable to the available ministry musicians. 
Scheduling which band and vocal team members will sing or play on a given week. 
Preparing music, recordings, and any other support materials that help musicians prepare. 
Leading rehearsals with the choir, worship band, vocal praise team, and musicians presenting special 
muSlC. 
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Selecting or creating any media used to compliment the worship experience: message-supporting 
videos, click track, percussion loops, count-down videos, or other resources. 
Establishing light, sound, and video cues, and communicating them with the person or team that 
implements them during worship. 
Prepru:ing lyrics for screen projection. 
Preparing pre-service video announcements. 
Preparing for televised presentations of Sunday worship. 
Although not every listed element is used or relevant in every church, most elements 
are present within the majority of the sites. While some of the music ministers have 
considerable assistance ill preparing these details, those in the medium-tier churches bear a 
more singular load of personal responsibility. Still, the medium-tier and large-tier music 
ministers do not have or use the level of media that is present in the mega-tier churches, thus 
their media planning is somewhat less intensive than what the mega-tier leaders experience. 
While each of the seven ministers serves as the primary worship leader for their 
church, three ministers, David Hart, Andrew Owens, and Jacob Kemp, plan and lead 
multiple worship styles each Sunday. Of the two medium-tier churches, David leads the 
traditional and blended worship, and Andrew leads New Hope's traditional and 
contemporary experiences. Since those sites have multiple venues but only one worship 
leader, the music ministers carry additional worship responsibility. Calvary is the only site to 
offer three different worship experiences. Since Calvru:y's contemporary worship leader is 
responsible for that venue, Jacob Kemp leads the traditional and traditional-blended venues 
which are more similar in nature. Previously, Jacob was also responsible for leading 
contemporary worship but shed that responsibility when the associate worship leader was 
added to the staff. Although not currendy doing so, Parkway's Jon Dailey and Cornerstone's 
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Daniel Cooper also led and planned multiple worship expressions early in their church 
worship transitions. In all, four churches employ multiple worship leaders: Highview 
Calvary, Parkway, and Cornerstone, but in each case, the music minister is the worship 
leader in the church's primary worship expression. The associate leaders in these four 
churches have differing roles. The associates at Calvary and Parkway are full-time music 
ministry employees with added responsibilities beyond worship. At Highview and 
Cornerstone, the secondary worship leaders are contracted only to lead contemporary 
worship and are not otherwise considered as part of the music ministry staff. 
Ministry oversight is a third common responsibility of all participants. In the 
medium-tier churches where additional leadership is limited, ministry oversight requires at 
least some personal involvement from the music ministers in most ministry areas. Both 
medium-tier leaders acknowledged their level of direct involvement in the various areas; in 
fact, Andrew Owens admitted that, "There will come a day as we get bigger where I hope I 
won't be responsible for everything else, but right now I am" (A. Owens, personal interview, 
June 30, 2011). In contrast, Highview's James Goss has intentionally limited his hands-on 
supervision to focus upon "the things that are my passions" Q. Goss, personal interview, 
July 14, 2011), including, the adult choir, worship orchestra, and a community orchestra so 
that he does not experience burn-out or quality loss. Thus, he employs most of his key music 
leaders to guarantee that those roles will be covered consistendy and not fall back on him, 
particularly in areas where his interests and abilities are not as strong. 
The remaining music ministers have adopted a servant-administrator approach in 
ministry supervision, willing to serve where needed, yet engaging other capable leaders and 
providing the necessary means to equip and enable them. The music ministers at Agape, 
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Calvary, Parkway, and Comerstone praised the giftedness of those they supervise, and trust 
them to handle their roles, but each minister diligendy supports them and provides what 
they need to lead, be it physical resources, detailed advance communication, or support and 
guidance. At Calvary, when a children's music teacher moved away in mid-semester, Jacob 
stepped in and taught a children's guitar class to fill the leadership gap. While willing to serve 
as needed, Jacob prefers to remain available to all of the children's music classes and 
workers, believing that he is most effective as an enabler for the overall program. 
Although indirecdy communicated through all music ministers, Micah Dalton, 
Daniel Cooper, and David Hart expressed that they are the visionary for their music 
ministry. Both David and Micah establish regular times to remind their ministry musicians of 
the purpose for serving in worship ministry. David periodically teaches a Bible study on 
worship to keep his musicians focused. Regardless of other responsibilities, these leaders 
seek to ascertain and communicate a vision for the bigger picture, keeping the ministry 
personnel focused and purposeful in worship ministry, of why they do what they do each 
week. 
As reported earlier, each music minister is assisted by various employed or volunteer 
leaders in managing the overall music ministry activities and ensembles. While all of the 
music ministers oversee the entire music ministry and its additional leaders, each minister is 
personally engaged with specific ministry areas where he is the primary individual who leads 
and interacts with that group of musicians. Table 52 displays the musical and non-musical 
responsibilities reported by each participant. Data revealed that 100 percent of the music 
ministers lead the adult choir in their church. This activity was the single common ensemble 
that each music minister leads within his church. While many choirs have been removed 
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Table 52 
Music Minister Leadership and Responsibilities 
Medium Large Mega 
Trinity New High view Agape Calvary Parkway Cornerstone 
Hoe 
Oversee music ministry X X X X X X X 
Worship Planning X X X X X X X 
Worship Leading X X X X X X X 
Adult Choir X X X X X X X 
Orchestra X X• 
Praise Team Vocalists X X X X X 
Worship Band X X X 
Senior Adult Choir X X 
Hand bells X 
Teach Children's Music X X 
Student Choir 
Small Vocal Ensembles X X X 
Small instrumental X 
Ensembles 
Soloist preparation X 
Pianist Supervision X X 
Organist Supervision X X 
Student Worship X 
Ensembles 
Arranging/ Charting X X X 
Worship Music 
Creating X 
loops / tracks/ media 
Music for Special X X X 
Events 
Church Finances X X 
Overall church X X 
administration 
Outreach/Ministry X X X X 
•Jacob only leads orchestra when the primary director is out. 
hJon Dailey leads the high school choir. Parkway's middle school choir has a volunteer director. 
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from nontraditional worship experiences, they maintain a strong presence in the seven 
churches of this research. Moreover, the music ministers expressed a strong affinity for their 
adult choirs that they consider to hold an important role in worship and ministry. 
Data revealed that 71 percent of music ministers lead the vocal praise team, 
preparing them for worship through rehearsals and providing supportive materials. Only 43 
percent of the participants reported leading the worship band, small vocal ensembles, 
charting and arranging music, and planning music for special church events. The remaining 
musical responsibilities were more diversified and unique to particular church situations; a 
few are noteworthy for discussion. Only two of the participants lead senior adult choirs, but 
both Jacob Kemp and Daniel Cooper report that their involvement with the senior adult 
choir is extremely meaningful and beneficial to the music ministry. Daniel particularly 
articulated that his connection with the senior adult choir has provided an unanticipated 
discussion forum during worship transition, helping him to build trust with this particular 
demographic in his church. As they meet for rehearsals, the senior singers feel comfortable 
asking Daniel questions about worship transition choices, and Daniel welcomes the 
opportunity to answer their questions, provide insight, give them a chance to be heard, and 
build trust. In turn, the choir members tend to share what they learn with others, serving as 
musical ambassadors of understanding. 
Jon Dailey of Parkway Baptist was the only music minister who reported personally 
leading a student choir. His is the only church site to have separate and strong middle and 
high school choirs. Jon leads the senior high choir and a volunteer leader teaches the middle 
school singers. At Cornerstone, the fulltime instrumental director leads the middle school 
choir alongside a volunteer assistant. James Goss shared his desire for a student choir and 
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mourned the absence of one in his church, sharing his successful history with youth choirs 
that have not extended into his present circumstances. While Jacob Kemp reported having a 
combined middle and high school choir at Calvary, he, too, shared his successful youth choir 
history but also his current frustration and difficulty of sustaining a student choir. 
Several music ministers reported having non-musical responsibilities for their 
churches. Data showed that 29 percent of the participants assist with church finances and 
general church administration in addition to their music responsibilities. Micah Dalton 
shared that the church staff decreased after Agape's recent period of turmoil. While Agape's 
pastor assumed most of the extra responsibilities, he asked that Micah be an accountability 
partner for various financial, administrative, and ministerial aspects of the church, adding 
responsibilities that require about forty-percent of his time each week. Finally, 57 percent of 
the participants reported involvement in various church outreach and ministry activities. It is 
likely that more of the music ministers participate in regular outreach but only four 
participants reported this activity. 
In summarizing music ministry leadership roles, Table 53 presents the person or 
people who assume leadership for the ministry's primary ensembles and responsibilities. 
Although some churches refer to the same or similar positions with a different name, those 
have been represented within a single title in Table 53. Additionally, one church may 
interpret a similar job title differently than another church based upon their particular needs, 
overall leadership stmcture, and the abilities of the person filling the role. Music ministry 
administrative assistants were repmted in 57 percent of the churches, with Cornerstone 
having three. Some of the administrative assistants manage the music library, coordinate the 
worship band or vocal praise team scheduling, handle event planning, keep Planning Center 
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Table 53 
Overall Music Ministry Leadership Role Summary 
Medium Large Mega 
Trini!}' NewHoEe High view Agape Calvary Parkway Cornerstone 
Music Minister FT FT FT FT FT FT FT 
Administrative Assistant FT PT FT FT, PT (2) 
Associate Worship Leader PT FT FT• PT (2) 
Instrumental Director MM PT (2) PT VL FT 
Worship Band Leader MM MM PT MM Ffb PT fTc 
Rhythm Team VL 
Coordinator 
Pianists VL PT PT PTd PT PT PT (2) 
Organists PT PT PT 
Other Instrumentalistse VL PT PT 
Sunday Worship Leadingf MM MM MM,PT MM MM,FT MM,FT MM,PT 
Vocal Praise Team Leader MM MM MM MM MM 
Vocal Team Coordinator VL 
Adult Choir MM MM MM MM MM MM MM 
Senior Adult Choir MM MM 
Student Choirs VL VL VL,MM FT,VL 
Children's Music VL VL PT (2) VL l g PT VL 
Preschool Music VL VL (3) VL l g 
Soloists Supervision 
Small Vocal Ensembles MM MM MM,VL 
Small Inst. Ensembles MM MM 
Hand bells MM 
Student \Vorship VL MM FT VLh FT (2)i 
Ensembles 
Media Director PT PT FT• FT 
Audio Director FTi FT fTk 
Tech Team Director VL fTk 
Visual Arts Director PT 
Music Librarian VL 
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Note. FT =full-time; PT =part-time; VL =volunteer leader; MM =music minister. 
•Parkway's associate worship leader also serves as the church media director. 
bThe worship band is led by Calvary's fulltime associate (contemporary) worship leader. 
cThe fulltime instrumental music director leads both the orchestra and worship band. 
dAlthough not hired as a pianist, one of Agape's associate leaders also serves as pianist on most 
Sundays. 
eThese are volunteer and employed musicians reported as key instrumentalists other than church 
pianists or organists. (Trinity: keyboardist-organist, New Hope: bass player, Cornerstone: percussion 
specialist.) 
f'These include the primary music minister worship leader and additional associate leaders. 
gCalvary has one volunteer leader who oversees both preschool and children's music. 
hThe student worship band is self-led and thus reported as volunt.eer. 
iCornerstone has separate middle and high school worship bands, with middle led by the middle 
school minister (not on music staff) and high school led by the fulltime instrumental music director. 
iAll aspects of sound production are supervised by the contemporary worship leader. 
kCornerstone's Media Director supervises sound and the volunteer blended worship tech team. 
materials loaded and updated for musicians, create communications, or weekly bulletins, 
responsibilities that are sometimes handled by different a position in other churches. For 
example, Agape has a volunteer rhythm team coordinator and a volunteer vocal team 
coordinator who do the scheduling and contacting of worship musicians. At Parkway, the 
part-time worship band leader handles both the musical and administrative aspects of the 
band. At Calvary, the musical and administrative aspects of the contemporary worship 
musicians are handled by the fulltime secondary worship leader. In sum, job titles can be as 
inexact as worship style labels, interpreted differently by each music ministry. Whereas most 
music ministries have similar weekly needs and jobs, the person assigned to that task may 
vary from church to church despite what their job title may .imply. 
Leadership roles added with nontraditional worship. Participants were asked if 
any employed or volunteer music leadership roles were added because of their church 
transitioning to nontraditional worship. While participants were forthright in answering, 
some revealed different perspectives in their direct response here that conflicted with the 
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entirety of their interview data. Additionally, some responses focused upon tided leaders 
while others considered and included the numerous musicians who fill the worship 
ensembles. Most likely, the researcher's question could have been better formed for the sake 
of clarity. Overall, 88 percent of the churches added at least one employed full or part time 
employed position. Additionally, 100 percent of the churches added a worship band, either 
blending it into their existing worship experience or by adding an additional worship service. 
The data reported here will assimilate each music minister's direct response with the overall 
body of data. 
Trinity Baptist is the only site that did not add any employed staff due to the worship 
transition. Although Trinity's employed leadership did not increase, David Hart readily 
acknowledged that participatiou..increased when the church incorporated nontraditional 
worship, noting the increase as a positive outcome. David reported that the transition 
increased Trinity's worship leading musicians by adding the adult and youth leaders of the 
student worship team, and the adult musicians filling the worship band and vocal praise 
team. Andrew Owens reported that Trinity's ministry added a media coordinator and several 
additional musicians, including, members of the worship band and vocal praise team, a part-
time employed bass player for the band, and the student worship ensemble. 
In the large-tier churches, James Goss direcdy reported that High view only added 
the part-time contemporary worship leader, but the triangulated data reveal that volunteer 
band instrumentalists were added, as were volunteers who assist with contemporary worship 
media elements. Micah Dalton stated that Agape added the creative arts position to handle 
video and graphic arts for worship. Here again, Agape's complete data show that the music 
ministry also added its worship band instrumentalists and its rotation of vocal praise team 
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singers. Jacob Kemp reported that Calvary added the fulltime contemporary worship leader, 
while Calvary's overall data also revealed the addition of the contemporary worship band 
instrumentalists, the occasional contemporary worship vocal team and worship choir, a 
student worship ensemble, and the full time church media director who coordinates all media 
and also helps lead student worship ensembles even though he is not part of the music staff. 
The mega size-tier also reported increases in the staff and volunteers involved in 
music ministry. Parkway Baptist added a fulltime contemporary worship leader who also 
doubles as the church media director. Other positions added include a praise band director, a 
fulltime director of audio, worship band instrumentalists, the vocal praise team singers, and a 
volunteer technical team leader. In its blended worship, Daniel Cooper indicated that 
Cornerstone added rhythm section instrumentalists, a rotation of vocal praise team singers, a 
volunteer media and technology team, and a media director. When the contemporary 
worship venue was established, it required the addition of the two worship leaders, worship 
band instrumentalists and vocalists, a nontraditional ministries pastor, and a contemporary 
worship production manager. Finally, and although they only play for student events, 
Cornerstone also developed middle and high school worship ensembles. 
Summary: Music ministry leadership roles and responsibilities. Data regarding 
key employed and volunteer leadership roles revealed some consistencies, but also great 
diversity of leadership that reflects the priorities, ensemble structure, size, and financial 
capabilities of each church. The data revealed further individualization in terms of what 
leadership roles are considered as key positions in each music ministry. Further, it becomes 
apparent that one ministry may interpret a similar job title differently than another ministry, 
revealing that job titles and actual job descriptions can be as inexact as worship style labels. 
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Whereas most music ministries have similar weekly needs and jobs that must be done, the 
person assigned to that task may vary from church to church despite what their job title may 
imply. 
The data suggest that church size impacts the number of full time music staff roles. 
Full-time music ministers are employed in 100 percent of the churches. The second most 
frequent full-time role is an administrative assistant, present in 43 percent of sites, followed 
by a second full-time worship leader that is present in 29 percent of the churches. Pianists 
proved to be the most frequent part time staff position, present in 71 percent of the 
churches. Organists and instrumental directors are the second most common part-time staff 
positions. The instrumental support positions are significantly varied and reflect the 
structure of each ministry. P~rt-time media directors, secondary worship leaders, children's 
music leaders, administrative assistants, and additional worship instrumentalists are 
employed in 29 percent of the churches, and while their job titles are similar, their actual job 
expectations can be greatly varied. 
All music ministers emphasized the importance of their volunteer leaders. Three 
ministry areas emerged as frequently led by volunteers: preschool music, children's music, 
and student choirs for middle and/ or high school students. It is important to note that the 
data showing quantity of volunteers, particularly in children's and preschool music, can be 
misleading. When aggregated as in Table 51 (volunteer leaders), it appears that Trinity, 
Highview, and Calvary engage the largest number of volunteer leaders. What is deemed as a 
key volunteer or even employed leadership position is contingent upon church size. Thus, in 
a smaller church, the key leadership volunteer reported for the children's or preschool choir 
is the one person who leads the choir. In the larger churches, particularly mega-churches, 
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there may be one key coordinator or director who oversees several other leaders that were 
not reported by the music minister. The mega-tier music ministers typically reported the 
primary leader because of the size of the ministry. Consequently, the mega-tier churches 
actually have more leaders and workers, but because of the church size, they are not labeled 
as key leaders; those roles are attributed to and reported as the primary coordinators or 
directors. 
In examining the music minister's personal responsibilities, data revealed that in 100 
percent of the sites, each music minister reported being active in the weekly worship 
planning process, serving as the church's primary worship leader, and being responsible for 
the oversight of the entire music ministry. Since 43 percent of the sites have multiple 
worship expressions but only one worship leader, their music ministers carry additional 
worship responsibility as they plan and lead multiple worship styles each Sunday. Since 
additional leadership is more limited in the smaller churches, ministry oversight in the 
medium tier churches requires more personal involvement from the music minister than in 
larger churches. Data revealed that 100 percent of the music ministers lead their adult choir, 
and 71 percent of music ministers lead the vocal praise team. Only 43 percent of the 
participants reported leading the worship band, small vocal ensembles, charting and 
arranging music, and planning music for special church events. Only one music minister 
reported personally leading a student choir. Data showed that 29 percent of participants 
carry non-musical church responsibilities that include assisting with church finances, 
administration, and business management. Finally 57 percent of music ministers reported 
engaging in various church outreach and ministry activities though it is likely that more 
ministers do these things but did not report them. 
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In sum, the worship transition resulted in all churches increasing musician leadership 
opportunities by adding titled positions or increasing worship leading roles for musicians. 
Overall, 88 percent of the churches added at least one full or part time employed position, 
and 100 percent of the churches added a worship band, either blending it into their existing 
worship experience or by adding an additional service. While all music ministers noted 
positive aspects of the transition as well as concerns, Daniel Cooper expressed the most 
open concern about contemporaty worship practices creating an exclusive model for 
musician engagement when compared the more inclusive model found in his Blended-
Traditional service where musicians can be part of the orchestra or various choirs and vocal 
ensembles. While seemingly contradictory, the data actually support both realities, that 
musical roles were added with the nontraditional venues, but that those roles are limited to a 
more exclusive _number of musicians since worship bands and vocal teams cannot, by nature, 
involve as many musicians as traditional choirs and orchestras. Thus, in one way, roles were 
added by the transition, while at the same time, roles became more limited in a paradoxical 
conundrum. When most of the churches added nearly the same number of musician roles in 
bands and vocal teams, some churches have maximized the inclusiveness using musician 
rotation. 
Ensemble Personnel Considerations. The following discussion will address some 
ensemble and personnel-based factors that have arisen in existing nontraditional worship 
research. This area of investigation moves beyond the leadership to examine aspects about 
ensemble musicians, audition and screening processes, paid professional musicians in the 
ensembles, and any age-related factors tl1at may be linked to ensemble participation. 
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Auditioning and screening musicians in primary worship-leading ensembles. 
The data revealed significant consistency in auditioning and screening ministry musicians. 
The vocal praise team and worship band are auditioned or screened in all of the church 
worship venues that have them. By auditioning these groups, the music ministers want to 
determine the musician's ability to learn quickly and perform independendy since they serve 
in small ensembles where there is often one musician on each voice part or instrument. 
David Hart auditions less often now than when he first came to Trinity and was unfamiliar 
with the musician's abilities. As he became familiar with his musicians abilities, he now relies 
on his personal knowledge and the recommendations of other credible ministry musicians 
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who suggest new musicians. Jon Daily's process is much the same, though he desires to be as 
inclusive as possible. He explained d1at he will occasionally double singers on a single voice 
part, pairing a strong singer with one who is weaker or less experienced just to provide 
support, indicating, "That way I can use some people that aren't very strong vocally, but 
have a great presence when it comes to leading others in worship. We'll just turn their mics 
down a litde bit" G· Dailey, personal interview, June 16, 2011). 
None of the churches audition singers for the adult choir. Andrew Dalton of New 
Hope commented that, "Choir is like the entry point, the CX''all come"' (A. Owens, personal 
interview, June 30, 2011), a perspective that permeated all sites. While extending an open 
invitation, the music ministers do desire to maintain quality within their volunteer choirs. 
James Goss admitted that he would like to audition choir members but is hesitant to create 
an entry barrier. To compensate, he carefully plans and frequendy adjusts his seating 
arrangements to produce the best sound. He explained his frustration in balancing quality 
and open membership, stating, "I typically like. to have my choirs so good that you'll either 
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feel like you'll fit in or you won't. It minimizes my growth, but it keeps my quality" G· Goss, 
personal interview, July 14, 2011). Daniel Cooper has taken a different approach to balancing 
quality and inclusiveness. He has selected and skilled singers, usually one per voice part and 
often the vocal praise team, sing into handheld microphones during the choir special while 
the rest of the choir is amplified by overhead microphones. He finds that this process 
provides consistency in sound, but admits that, "It took a while to sell this to the praise 
team, choir and orchestra, but n?w there have been so many comments from our 
congregation about clarity and quality, you can't do without it anymore" (D. Cooper, 
personal interview, June 23, 2011). While any singer is welcome in choir, the slighdy 
amplified leadership of a few strong musicians insures quality. 
The greatest amount of variation was present in auditioning for worship orchestras. 
Highview maintains stringent auditions and expectations for their worship orchestra. At 
Agape, the instrumental ensemble candidates are auditioned, but Micah added that, "They 
almost never turn anyone down in the instrumental ensemble. They find a way to kind of 
make it work" (M. Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 2011). Neither Calvary nor Parkway 
audition orchestra members but do limit membership to high school and above. At 
Cornerstone, the orchestra players are -screened but not auditioned. Although auditions are 
done minimally, the orchestra leaders and experienced players work carefully with less 
experienced musicians, mentoring and developing their growth. 
Paid professional worship musicians. While most churches rely heavily upon 
volunteer musicians, employed worship instrumentalists are present in 86 percent of the 
participant sites. No churches employ vocalists; however, James Goss hopes to recruit 
younger singers to strengthen and pet-petuate his aging adult choir by offering college 
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scholarships to local university students. While his idea has not yet been implemented, James 
anticipates a potentially positive impact that is mutually beneficial for his choir and the 
collegiate singers. 
Pianists are the most commonly employed musicians, present in 86 percent of the 
churches41 , followed by organists who are present in 43 percent of the sites. The remaining 
instrumentalists are more disparate: New Hope employs a bass guitar player and 
Cornerstone employs a percussion specialist. Parkway's worship band leader also doubles as 
a synthesizer player. Secondary worship leaders are employed in 57 percent of the sites. Two 
churches, Calvary and Cornerstone, employ an instrumental director who leads the worship 
orchestra. Agape employs two worship associates, one who typically serves as pianist, and 
the other who assists primarily with the instrumental ensemble for worship. Being versatile 
musicians, the two associates assist in a variety of ways within the music ministry. 
Only Trinity Baptist does not employ any worship-leading musicians on a regular 
basis, only occasionally hiring a drummer for a single Sunday if no one from the church is 
available to play. Similarly, if Agape Baptist has a week where a gap in their rhythm section 
cannot be filled by one of their regular instrumentalists, they will hire someone from another 
local church who is familiar with the music and styles used in their worship. New Hope, 
Agape, and Parkway reported occasionally hiring outside musicians for special occasions if 
additional instrumentalists are needed for a presentation. Still, this is done judiciously, since 
each music minister prefers to utilize the musicians within his church. Jon Dailey reported 
that in the past, they hired more musicians for special events, but as Parkway's orchestra has 
41 This percentage counts one of Agape's music associates as a pianist. Although his position was 
reported as a music associate, his primary role in worship each week is to serve as the pianist. 
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grown, they may invite, but usually not hire, additional musicians. Agape has creatively 
arranged an instrumentalist swap with other local churches for special events, allowing 
several different churches to draw upon a pool of actively serving volunteer musicians 
without having to contract professionals. 
All of these employed musicians are active church members except for the pianist 
and bassist employed by New Hope. New Hope's pianist was already on staff before 
Andrew came, and he later employed the bassist simply because the church had no one to 
cover that role. The contemporary worship leaders at Highview and Cornerstone began as 
non-member contracted musicians, but all eventually joined the church to more fully invest 
as members. Overall, the data reveal that employed worship musicians are common among 
the churches, yet all but two are also active church members. When considered by individual 
site, each church has a much greater number of volunteer rather than employed musicians. 
In conclusion, the churches rely minimally upon professional musicians from outside the 
church to fill musician roles. 
James Goss and Daniel Cooper reported differing experiences from hiring 
professional musicians, in both cases for their contemporary worship expressions. Before 
James came to Highview, an unsuccessful attempt had been made to initiate a contemporary 
venue using the church's traditional musicians. Once on staff, James and the interim pastor 
discontinued the service until a new pastor was hired. When Highview's contemporary 
worship was reinitiated, volunteer church members were engaged to lead and complete the 
band, but James was dissatisfied with the primary volunteer leader from within his church. 
Consequendy, he maintained the volunteer instrumentalists but hired a worship leader who 
was not a church member. While the hired leader needed development, James feels that he 
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has grown into a successful leader. The leader ultimately became a Highview member and 
committed to the church. Ultimately, Highview's experience of hiring outside the church was 
deemed successful. 
Daniel Cooper's experience of hiring professional musicians has been more 
challenging. The cm-rent alternating contemporary leaders in Cornerstone's United service 
were hired from outside the church (although both are church members now) and the 
remaining band musicians, some Cornerstone members and some not, were auditioned or 
carefully selected. Daniel explained that the contempora1-y lead musicians are not required to 
be church members, stating, "They prefer that you be a regular attendee and someone who 
has sold out to the direction of who we are and where we are going, but you don't have to be 
a member of the church there" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). Thus, the 
contemporary policy differs from the lead musicians of the Blended-Traditional worship 
who, whether employed or volunteer, are expected to be church members. Still, similar to 
Highview, Cornerstone's two contemporary worship leaders were initially employed from 
outside the church, but later became members. 
Cornerstone's initial experience with hiring professional contemporary musicians 
resulted in greater consternation. As reported in Chapter 4, the church had experienced 
significant transitional challenges in worship prior to establishing the two separate Blended-
Traditional and Contemporary venues. The church leadership struggled to find an 
appropriate contemporary worship leader from within Cornerstone's membership, believing 
that spiritual preparation, musical ability, and a contemporary image were all factors to 
consider. With distaste, Daniel admitted the conflicting priorities that seemed to demand 
comprormse. 
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We found out that people from the Blended-Traditional model, though they can play, don't 
necessarily have the look for the United senice. We've learned that what we want is not 
what we always get, and we've had to place a higher value on one or the other, either talent, 
look, or stage presence. (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
But the leadership did not find a suitable leader within the Cornerstone congregation, and 
decided to hire a complete team of worship musicians from outside of the church. Daniel 
was candid regarding his disappointment when the church hired musicians from a circuit of 
professional Christian musicians who are paid to lead worship wherever they are employed 
and for as long as they are employed, never personally investing themselves in any church. 
While the quality of the musical was excellent, other concerns emerged. 
They never cleaned up after themselves and had an entitlement mindset. They came in and 
did their thing and expected everybody to worship the ground they walk on. Outside of the 
fact that it sounded good, and some people liked that and connected on a surface level, the 
[worshipper] engagement level was very low and the entertainment level was high. (D. 
Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
Consequendy, the church leadership returned to church members. Although the 
congregational engagement increased from having familiar faces lead worship, the musical 
quality was less pleasing, causing significant complaints from the contemporary congregants. 
Daniel described the image-based, consumerist challenge that occurred and the ultimate 
decision. 
We constantly have this juggling act in our United service, looking for flat bellied, good-
looking people who can sing well, who have great hearts and who grew up in our 
church . .. We're at a point now where we'd really rather have someone who has a great heart 
and nominal talent, rather than great talent and a nominal heart. But we also realize that 
because we've had people witl1 great talent on stage, that we've built a group of consumers 
and a congregation who are attracted to tl1at and expect that (D. Cooper, personal interview, 
June 23, 2011) . 
Cornerstone was the only church that used a formulaic approach to build contemporary 
worship, prioritizing age and appearance as important to create a particular image. This 
resulted in several concerns, including, the contemporary worship leaders being 
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disconnected from the life of the church, a performance or gig mindset from the musicians 
rather than a sense of ministry, and a consumerist mindset from the contemporary 
congregation. Ultimately, the church leadership abandoned that model and followed the 
pattern of engaging church musicians as the other participant churches have done. While 
only Cornerstone pursued external-professionalleadership for a period of time, it abandoned 
the model because of disheartening consequences. Thus, among the participant churches, 
there is no enduring effort to employ professionals for the sake of musical excellence. 
Age grouping and intermingling in worship-leading ensembles. In the majority 
of sites, specifically, 93 percent of the worship venues and 100 percent of the churches, 
musicians of all ages are welcomed and work alongside one another in worship leading. In all 
but one of the worship venues, the music ministers reported that age delineations are 
irrelevant, that the churches do not try to project a particular image based upon its 
musician's appearances, and that any age disparity or concentration is unintentional, simply a 
natural result of who is available, capable and willing to participate. David Hart stated that in 
his church, "The broad age span hasn't been intentional, but more talent-
focused . . . [Musicians] ... are there because they are good at what they do and the age is kind 
of irrelevant" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011). Jon Dailey emphasized that all 
ages can engage at Parkway, stating, "I know that there are places nearby that say, 'You're 
over 35 so you can't play or sing anymore' ... That's not who we are .. . We're more 
interested in what's on the inside, and that's their hearts and their abilities" 0· Dailey, 
personal interview, June 16, 2011 ). Jacob Kemp gave a heartfelt expression of his priorities 
in regard to age: 
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The ensembles I use in the 10:45 are of different ages. The guy playing the bass guitar in the 
contemporary worship is in his 50s, and he plays right beside others who are their 20s or 30s. 
So it just has to do with capability and their appreciation for it. It's just like the little elderly 
couple playing in our orchestra. They are over 80 years old and we know it's over their heads 
but they don't hurt us ... We're about ministry; we are not about selectivity here ... I don't 
qualify our groups about ages G-Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011). 
In contrast, Cornerstone's contemporary worship has discreetly targeted certain ages. 
Daniel Cooper indicated that no openly fixed rules are communicated to deny engagement 
after a certain age, but, he added, "You know there's always the power of the unwritten 
word," suggesting that unwritten expectations do hold significant sway. He explained that 
the contemporary venue is targeted to reach younger ages and a diversity of ethnicities. 
Consequently, they seek to engage worship musicians whose ages range from approximately 
15 through 35 or 40, while also including musicians of varied ethnicities. Daniel explained 
that, 'We are uyin.g to represent ethnic diversity because we find that if the people we are 
trying to attract in the congregation see people on stage like them, they'll be more apt to 
come and participate" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). 
Several pru:ticipants expressed specific benefits of having a broad age span among 
their worship musicians, emphasizing the mentoring opportunities, the varied qualities that 
different age groups offer, a sense of continuity, and a priority of inclusiveness in ministry. 
Andrew Owens observes that the various age groups learn from one another, and even gain 
appreciation for a broader range of musical styles as each generation shares the music that 
has been meaningful in their life. James Goss believes that mixing ages is important so that 
older musicians can mentor young musicians in both music and commitment. Jon Dailey 
also observed the benefit of mentoring, continuity, and the specific qualities that differing 
ages bring to a musical ensemble, stating, ''Young people on a stage with folks that are older 
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tend to bring a litde more energy. Older people that have been playing a while tend to bring 
more wisdom" (J. Dailey, personal interview, June 16, 2011). Jon intentionally creates 
opportunities to combine musicians of different ages even beyond what occurs naturally in 
the ministry. He occasionally combines the adult, middle, and high school choirs to sing an 
anthem during worship. Similarly, he periodically adds high school or middle school students 
to sing with the adults and college students in the vocal worship team rotation. Overall, the 
age-crossover opportunities encourage confidence, leadership development, and continuity 
of musical participation among varied ages. 
Summary: Ensemble personnel considerations. The ministries demonstrated 
great consistency in auditioning and screening ministry musicians. All vocal praise teams and 
worship bands are auditioned or screened. None of the ministries audition singers for the 
adult choir; instead, it serves as the gateway group for all other ministry vocal opportunities. 
More variation existed in auditioning for worship orchestras. Highview instrumentalists are 
auditioned, and Agape's inst:tumental ensemble candidates are screened and nearly always 
accepted. The Calvary and Parkway ministries do not audition, but limit membership to high 
school and above. At Cornerstone, the orchestra players are screened but not auditioned. In 
all ministries, the music ministers seek to include all possible musicians. If vocalists or 
instrumentalists need development, they are mentored to encourage their growth. 
No churches employ vocalists, but employed worship instrumentalists are present in 
86 percent of the participant sites. Pianists are employed in 86 percent of the churches, 43 
percent of sites employ organists, and the few other instrumentalists are varied. Secondary 
worship leaders are employed in 57 percent of the sites, and two churches employ an 
instrumental director who leads the worship orchestra. Only one church, Trinity, relies 
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entirely upon volunteer musicians, only hiring as-needed on a single Sunday basis if an 
instrumental role cannot be covered by church members. While three churches indicate that 
they may occasionally employ additional instrumentalists for special presentations, Agape has 
established a musician exchange relationship with nearby churches to fill that need. Only one 
church reported any difficulties with employed musicians and that circumstance was linked 
to hiring an entire worship team rather than individuals. Ultimately, the church abandoned 
that approach and engaged its own church musicians as other participant churches have 
done. Overall, the data show that employed instrumentalists are common among the 
churches, and all but two of the employed musicians are also active church members, thus, 
the participant churches are not replacing church musicians with professional musicians 
from outside their churches. 
Musicians of highly varied ages commonly engage together in 93 percent of the 
worship venues. In all but one of the worship venues, age delineations are considered to be 
irrelevant, the churches do not try to project a particular image based upon its musician's 
appearances, and any age disparity or concentration is unintentional, simply a natural result 
of the willing and capable musicians present within the church. Only Cornerstone's 
contemporaq worship has targeted certain ages to serve as worship musicians because the 
overall contemporaq venue is quietly targeted to reach younger ages and a diversity of 
ethnicities. Music ministers reported the benefits of age-integrated worship musicians to 
include mentoring opportunities, the varied qualities that different age groups offer, 
developing a broader span of repertoire appreciation, building a sense of continuity, and a . 
maintaining a priority of inclusiveness in ministry. 
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Section 3 Overview: Music Personnel Training 
Section 3 explored the training of music personnel, beginning with each music 
minister's skills, background, training, how they were challenged by the worship transition, 
and how they adapted to nontraditional worship ministry. This section also investigated how 
the worship transition impacted ministry musicians. It explored the formal and informal-
based musical skills that are currently used in nontraditional worship ministries, revealing 
what skills have been added or increased because of modem worship, and what traditional 
skills still maintain importance. Resources and instructional approaches used to train and 
equip ministry musicians were identified. Linkage with school music education was 
investigated in several ways: the transferability of skills developed in school music education 
and whether those skills remain applicable to nontraditional music ministries, what music 
ministry roles currently exist for school-trained musicians, what interaction may occur 
between the music ministry and local schools, ways that music ministry participation may 
expand the what students learn in school, and how school music programs can help develop 
musicians for nontraditional worship ministries as a source of lifelong musical engagement. 
Finally, Section 3 closed by exploring the bigger picture, the positive and negative aspects of 
the worship transition as perceived by the music ministers, and why they were willing to 
adapt traditional practices to nontraditional practices. 
Music Minister Training. The seven music ministers ate all well-educated and 
skilled musicians. The discussion of their background includes formal training, informal 
experiences, and their own early church experiences, creating a picture of the various 
formative factors in their musical lives. Their backgrounds are interesting and unique and set 
the stage for how they would personally encounter and respond to the onset of changing 
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worship practices. Data revealed that their backgrounds were influential in the way that they 
responded and adapted. 
Music minister general data and skiDs. Table 54 displays general comparison data 
for the seven participating music ministers whose ages range from 42 to 68. The median age 
and the average age of the music ministers are both 53. Their current tenure varies broadly, 
spanning from three to twenty-four years. Overall, their total years in music ministry reveal 
significant experience with a total of 195 years among the seven leaders. While all of the 
participants have a college degree in music, their highest level of education is varied: three 
with a Bachelor's Degree in Music, three with Master's Degrees in music or ministry fields, 
and one with a Doctor of Musical Arts degree. 
Within this research, the primary worship leader and music ministry overseer has 
been identified as the music minister, the traditionally common tide in Baptist churches; 
however, data revealed that current job tides, shown in Table 54, have become more varied 
and reflect the changing nature of the role's responsibilities. Only Cornerstone Baptist 
currendy uses the traditional tide of "Minister of Music." At New Hope Baptist, the job tide 
"Equipping Pastor of Worship and Administration" emphasizes the pragmatic aspects of 
church life where the music minister also handles administrative, financial, and other non-
musical roles. Overall, 85 percent of sites incorporate "worship" in the music minister's job 
tide, revealing an increased emphasis on worship rather than just a music program or music · 
ministry. Two sites, Agape and Parkway, include "worship arts" in the job tide, capturing the 
fact that their churches have embraced a broader perspective on worship arts to include 
more than just music. 
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Table 54 
Music Minister Data Summary 
Medium Large Mega 
Trinity NewHope High view Agape Calvary Parkway Cornerstone 
Age 59 49 53 45 68 55 42 
Tenure 9 years 3 years 11 12 years 24 15 years 5 years 
Total 35 years 18 years 33 years 26 years 42 years 23 years 18 years 
Service 
Degree Master's in Bachelor's in Doctor of Bachelor Master~s: Bachelor Master's in 
Music Music and in Musical of Arts in Religious of Music Church 
Theory Computer Arts Music Ed. / Music Music/Vocal 
Science -Worship Performance 
School Baptist State Methodist State Baptist State Baptist 
University Universities University University Seminary University Seminary 
Job Tide Worship Equipping Minister of Pastor of Associate Worship Minister of 
Pastor Pastor of Worship Worship Pastor of Arts Music 
Worship and Arts Ministries Music and Pastor 
Administration Worship 
Before probing their musical background and development, each music minister was 
asked to identify his musical skill set. These skills are delineated in Table 55. Three skills 
were universal among the music ministers: singing, playing piano and conducting. While 
universal, not all participants consider these as their primary skills. Although all of the music 
ministers play at least some piano, only Micah Dalton reported it as his primary instrument, 
while Daniel Cooper indicated that he has worked to develop his skills as a functional 
pianist. All of the music ministers use conducting occasionally, though only James Goss 
represented himself as primarily a conductor. Acoustic or bass guitar skills were reported by 
71 percent of the participants, and brass skills were reported by 43 percent. James Goss and 
Jacob Kemp both play tmmpet. Jacob reported proficiency in multiple brass instruments as 
a result of his music education training and work. Daniel Cooper began college as a 
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trombone major before changing his primary instrument to voice. Only Andrew Dalton 
reported a woodwind as his emphasis. While saxophone is his primary instnunent, he is also 
fluent in flute, clarinet, and oboe. Jon Dailey played saxophone and percussion in high 
school. Although he no longer plays saxophone, he does utilize his percussion skills in 
ministry. Only Jacob Kemp reported playing a stringed instlument, a string bass. David Hart, 
Andrew Owens, and Micah Dalton, reported the skills of arranging and occasionally 
. . 
composmg muslC. 
Table 55 
Musical minister primary musical skills 
Medium Large Mega 
Music minister D. Hart A. Owens I- Goss M. Dalton I· KemE I· Dailey D. CooEer 
Voice X X X X X X X 
Guitat X X X + X 
Piano /keyboard + + + X + + X 
Conducting X X X X X X X 
Brass X X X 
Woodwinds X + 
Strings + 
Percussion X 
Composing X + + 
Arranging X X X 
Note. The use of "X" indicates a primary skill, while"+" represents basic proficiency in a particular 
skill. 
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Musical background, development, and influences. The music ministers were 
asked to describe the type of worship experience that they encountered in their churches as 
they grew up. Of the seven ministers, 71 percent reported growing up in distinctly traditional 
worship environments. In contrast, 29 percent, Daniel Cooper and Micah Dalton, shared 
that they had varied worship experiences in their lives. These two ministers are also the 
youngest of the seven participants; consequently, they are young enough to have experienced 
the early stirrings of the modem worship transition while still in their formative years. 
First, 71 percent of the participants all reported growing up in traditional church 
circumstances. David Hart indicated that, "Church was a strictly traditional style, small town, 
small First Baptist Church worship service. All hymns and the same format every week as 
long as I could remember" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011), describing a format 
that was the only church experience he knew until he went to college. Andrew Owens also 
described a staunchly traditional church experience where a typical Sunday included piano, 
organ, choir, and soloists. He recalled how a church deacon stood in the middle of worship 
and openly condemned a visiting group of musicians who were playing guitar and drums. 
The experience revealed to him just how deeply many people held to their traditional 
practices. Jon Dailey and James Goss, nearly the same age, indicated that traditional worship 
marked their lives. James stated that, "There really wasn't anything else because I grew up in 
the seventies and I was born in the late fifties" 0· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). 
The words of Jacob Kemp, the eldest of the participants, effectively capture a traditional 
Baptist worship experience of his formative years. 
You came in and had your prelude, and then the Sunday school superintendent gave the 
Sunday school report. The church announcements were read and then the choir sang a call 
to worship, followed by a prayer and a threefold amen. We then sang a hymn or two, had the 
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offertory, then the anthem, then the preaching. You know, it was very strict with the same 
thing every Sunday. Very traditional. TI1ere wasn't a thing wrong with it. TI1at was all we 
knew at the time. Q. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011) 
The words of the final five music ministers depict a traditional environment that contrasts 
with the worship expressions of the churches they currendy lead. The discussion of their 
church background reveals that each man was faced with new and unfamiliar practices as the 
modern worship movement intersected with his church. 
In contrast, two ministers experienced the early onset of worship transition before 
they entered ministry. As a capable teen pianist in his hometown, Micah accompanied 
worship in two, sometimes three, churches each Sunday. The two prin1ary churches were his 
family's Baptist church and his piano teacher's Presbyterian congregation, exposing him to 
two unique and formative worship experiences. He described his Baptist church as having 
typical southern rural worship, using organ, piano, choir, and hymnal singing because that 
was the norm at that time. By the 1970's, Southern Gospel and early contemporary Christian 
music by Bill and Gloria Gaither had eased into the church's worship repertoire, and while 
not called praise singers, a trio of vocalists would lead the songs. Micah recalled that, ''While 
most of the Baptist, First Baptist churches were not even doing Gaither music in the 1970s 
because that was all touchy-feely and not a real hymn, our church was" (M. Dalton, personal 
interview, June 22, 2011 ). As a result, Micah's Baptist background reflected historical 
traditions of Baptist music in the south: a proclivity toward folk idioms, experiential-
emotional music, and the music of the people. In contrast, his concurrent involvement in the 
Presbyterian church acquainted him with more traditional practices and greater musical 
challenges. 
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They were very traditional Evangelical Presbyterian, a miniature version of Coral Ridge. The 
music was very traditional. Everything was from Schirmer Press. Very, very, very predictable 
and traditional in what they did ... The things that challenged me were at the Presbyterian 
church. It could be very complex to do. My instruction leaned more toward classical 
instruction so I kind of got a little bit of everything and not any one thing. (M. Dalton, 
personal intet-vi.ew, June 22, 2011 
While influenced by two dissimilar expressions of worship, the contrasts of each helped 
equip him for varied worship experiences later in life. 
Daniel Cooper revealed that he also experienced contrasting worship experiences in 
his formative years. His first church had a pianist and an occasional organist, and sang only 
hymns in a very traditional environment. Daniel's grandfather was a church planter, so the 
family followed him as he stati:ed a new congregation during the 1980's, a period where he 
saw the emergence of modern worship and the challenges of transitioning worship 
expresswns. 
My second church experience was in a place that attempted to transition from the traditional 
realm to more of a contemporary realm. The church was trying to get from hymnbook to 
hymnbook and 'other.' . . . We would do Gaither music on occasion. The big thing when I 
was in youth choir was that we did Michael W. Smith's musical that had the song 'Friends' in 
it. It was so popular. I remember David Meese's 'We Are the Reason' and other songs that 
were big back then. Those experiences were foundational for me. (D. Cooper, personal 
interview, June 23, 2011) 
While still a teen, Daniel experienced the early stages of the worship transition, noting in his 
intet-view that it was done haphazardly, without a clear course of direction. Consequently, he 
gained valuable insights that he later carried into his own ministry. 
Fonnal education and infonnal musical/earning experiences. All of the 
participants have strong formal training backgrounds, each having earned at least a 
Bachelor's degree in music. Table 54 presented a summary of the music minister's education, 
musical activities, and influences. Master's degrees are held by 57 percent of the participants 
and one has earned a Doctor of Musical Arts degree. Religious-affiliated colleges or 
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seminaries provided the highest level of education for 57 percent of the music ministers. For 
the other 43 percent, their highest level of education was acquired at state affiliated schools. 
Notably, high school band was a common formative activity among 86 percent of the music 
ministers, and 71 percent of the participants, Andrew Owens, James Goss, Jacob Kemp, Jon 
Dailey, and Daniel Cooper, initially planned to become school music educators, specifically, 
band directors until they felt led into music ministry. James, Jacob, and Jon actually taught 
school music before becoming full-time music ministers. Jacob emphasized how much his 
experience in teaching junior high chorus and band later helped him in music ministry, by 
learning to read an orchestral score, understanding how various instruments function, 
learning teaching skills, and how to build a program. Jacob emphasized that, ''When you're 
in college, all you get is method. You don't hang on to that long enough. My actual 
experience was intensive" (J. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011 ). 
All but one music minister specified key influences from their formal training and 
activities that proved to be essential in their musical development. Both James Goss and 
Jacob Kemp conducted their college's BSU Choir, a leadership position that each considered 
to be significant in their development. Jacob conducted his BSU choir for three years, and 
indicated that, "It was a great growing experience" (J. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 
2011). For James Goss, the BSU choir was pivotal to his life and career. James also 
emphasized the impact of his collegiate conducting professor who sparked and nurtured 
James's passion for conducting. The BSU choir provided an opportunity to apply and 
develop his passion with a semi-professional choir, and was so important to him that he 
willingly added a year to his time in college to make time for it. 
Two ministers, Andrew Owens and Micah Dalton, praised college professors as 
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being central in their development. Andrew values his college music theory teacher for 
challenging him to develop aural skills that now help him create charts for his musicians. 
Additionally, he credits his saxophone professor for instilling effective practice techniques 
that he can apply to any instrument and any musical style. Micah Dalton commended his 
college choral director, a student of both Bela Bartok and Zoltan Kodaly, as influential in 
learning skills and techniques that he still uses as he leads and teaches within his music 
ministry. Finally, Micah credits his extensive work as a vocal accompanist during college as a 
means for learning vocal pedagogy, explaining that, "I had one piano teacher for my four 
and a half years of college, but I sat in voice lessons with seven different teachers over the 
years .. . I actually probably know vocal pedagogy better than I know piano pedagogy" (M. 
Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 2011) . 
Three participants named influences outside of their college experience. Jacob Kemp 
praised the positive impact of his high school choral director. Jon Dailey indicated that he 
had learned numerous choral techniques from singing in two choirs: the Sydney Symphony 
Choir and the Sons of Jubal Choir, a statewide choir filled with Baptist music ministers. 
Micah Dalton commended his private piano instruction with Mrs. Colston, calling it "a 
unique kind of experience that most people would not have access to, particularly in a little 
town of 3000 people" (M. Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 2011). During high school, 
Micah was one of five carefully chosen students who were offered a two-hour lesson that 
covered far more than just piano. He described the experience vividly: 
We did everything. We did theory; we did voice even, organ ... Really, that's the strongest 
influence, all of it being classical teaching but having the extreme value of music, of the 
discipline of rehearsing, the discipline of practice, all of d1ose things inputted into me from 
this lady who, at that time was well into her 70's . .. Still to this day, that's the strongest 
influence. (M. Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 2011) 
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Micah's experience was one of the most unique instmctional opportunities among the 
participants and his gratitude for such training at an early age was evident in his interview. 
Participants were also asked to share any informal musical influences that helped to 
shape their musicianship. Their responses proved to be diverse and reflected their unique life 
experiences and musical interests. Two participants, Jacob Kemp and Daniel Cooper did not 
report being significantly influenced by informal sources, having spent most of their musical 
lives in traditional choirs, bands, and stage productions. Similarly, James Goss has also spent 
his life immersed in traditional musical ensembles and experiences, but after struggling with 
piano skills, he credited his college roommate for teaching him piano shortcuts that helped 
him get by. James claimed that, "I can sit down in front of any chord or rhythm chart and 
fake it. I know what to leave out. I just had to learn my survival skills" G· Goss, personal 
interview, July 14, 2011 ). Jon Dailey developed his ear by imitating what his sister played at 
the piano, and avoided actually reading the notation while playing. While he reads notation 
well, he continues to struggle with playing the multiple notes of a piano score, preferring to 
lean upon his aural skills. 
Micah Dalton acknowledged the impact of doing recording session work as helpful 
in his ability to read and create musical charts for his church band, and for familiarizing him 
with the Nashville number system, which he quickly connected with the theory he had 
learned in his fonnal training. Additionally, the session work also acquainted Micah with 
elements that are used in the Garage Band and Reason and Logic programs that he uses to 
create click tracks for worship. While those specific computer programs did not exist during 
the nineties, Micah explained that he is comfortable with the two programs today because 
they are so similar to what he used years ago in the recording studio. 
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David Hart acknowledged several informal influences, first noting a church youth 
ensemble during high school where music was learned aurally by trial, error, and 
experimentation, and without the use of notation. He taught himself guitar so that he could 
accompany-the group and helped create song arrangements. During college, he joined and 
eventually led and arranged music for a contemporary choir that was not associated with his 
school. He emphasized that he could not underestimate the choir's significance in his 
growth, stating that, "Eventually I got to direct it and that had a huge influence on me. It 
gave me an arranging outlet and motivation to learn how to do stuff for them, for some new 
songs that were a contemporary style" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011) . Later, 
David directed a nationally touring Christian music ensemble where he reported learning 
vital things for music ministry that were not part of his formal education. He indicated, "I 
probably learned more there that prepared me for music ministry than I did in school. .. I 
learned about lights and media things and microphones and sound systems ... and putting 
together programs. It was some really good hands-on experience" (D~ Hart, personal 
intet-view, June 16, 2011). These experiences expanded David's knowledge and abilities, 
equipping him for the broad span of skills needed for nontraditional worship ministry. 
Finally, Andrew Owens reported several significant infonnal influences. Being adept 
in multiple woodwind instruments he has played varied roles in numerous jazz ensembles. 
He has played in several bands throughout his life that have encompassed varied musical 
styles. As a teen, he was in a rock and roll garage band, later a Sixties band, and most 
recently, a beach-oldies band. While Andrew reported having more formal private lessons in 
voice, sax, and guitar than any of the other participants, he also reported immersing himself 
in the greatest number of informal musical endeavors and learning opportunities. He is a 
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fotmally trained musician who has also immetsed himself in infotmal music learning 
ptocesses. As a teen when his family putchased a VCR, he tecotded musical petfotmances 
on Don Kirshnet's Rock Concett, Satutday Night Live, and Butt Sugatman's Midnight 
Special. After recotding, he explained that, "I would ... play them back and watch what these 
guys wete doing. I would try to leam the guitat licks, hear the chotds, watch their fingets, 
and do what they did. That was a huge influence" (A. Owens, petsonal intetview, June 30, 
2011). Andtew also exptessed his excitement ovet various contempotacy and tack-based 
Christian attists that intetsected his seculat music intetests with the traditional chutch 
environment of his childhood and teens. 
It was stadium rock 'n roll and oh, I didn't know you could do that in church. I got so 
excited! All those old influences from the 70s, and once I became a believer, Steven Curtis 
Chapman, Mylon and Broken Heart, Michael W. Smith - those would be the biggies. Those 
are my roots. (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011) 
He considets his unique backgtound as helpful to the wotship transition in his chutch 
because he is not personally invested in one type of wotship exptession ovet anothet. His 
musical backgwund has been expansive enough to be at ease in both traditional and 
nontraditional exptessions. 
Summary: Music minister training. The seven participants offer significant 
expetience in music ministry. All have a college degtee in music, thtee with a Bachelot's 
Degree in Music, thtee with Mastet's Degrees in music ot ministry fields, and one with a 
Doctor of Musical Arts degtee. Data tevealed that current job titles have become mote 
varied and reflect the changing natute of the tole's responsibilities, moving away from and 
teflecting much mote than the traditional Baptist title of "Ministet of Music." Thtee musical 
skills were universal among the music ministets: singing, playing piano and conducting. 
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While universal, not all music ministers consider these as their primary skills. All of the 
music ministers use conducting occasionally, if not consistently during worship. Acoustic or 
bass guitar skills were reported by 71 percent of the participants, and brass skills were 
reported by 43 percent. Numerous other skills were reported but are more varied among the 
participants. 
Participants described the type of worship experience that they encountered in their 
churches as they grew up. The data placed the seven ministers in two categories, where 71 
percent grew up in distinctly traditional worship enviroriments, and 29 percent, two 
ministers, encountered varied worship experiences in their lives. These two ministers are also 
the youngest participants, thus they have been able to observe the early stirrings of the 
modern worship transition while still in their formative years. 
Most participants, 57 percent, earned their highest degree in a religious-affiliated 
college or seminary. The remaining 43 percent acquired their degrees in state affiliated 
schools. Notably, high school band was a common formative activity among 86 percent of 
the music ministers, and 71 percent of the participants initially planned to become school 
band directors until they entered music ministry. Three ministers actually taught school 
music before entering the music ministry, and value the hands-on experience and the 
knowledge that it has brought to ministry. The participants shared significant influences and 
experiences from both the formal and informal music learning opportunities of their lives, 
believing that the experiences have been essential in their musical development and music 
ministry. Every story is unique and each minister's background shapes his leadership and 
functioning in music ministry. 
Similarities emerged in comparing the participant's musical skills. The data show that 
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David Hart and Andrew Owens, while both formally educated in music, are the most at ease 
with pop-related music and techniques, helped by having immersed themselves in various 
informal popular-music activities throughout their life. In contrast, James Goss and Jacob 
Kemp have remained the most closely aligned with their formal musical training, maintaining 
more traditional practices and techniques than all of the other participants. Neither of them 
have sought to redefine or retool themselves from a musical standpoint. While Jacob had a 
short-term foray into modern worship leading, James managed to almost completely avoid 
personal involvement in contemporary worship leading. 
Micah Dalton, Jon Dailey, and Daniel Cooper represent the three participants who 
have most actively worked to expand their musical skills from their traditional-formal roots. 
Daniel Cooper's words effectively summarize the skill-needs of music ministers leading 
nontraditional worship ministries today: 
I've found that in this day and age that as much as you can play, as much as you can do, as 
versatile as you can b~ really helps ... because you are required to do a lot more right now than 
you ever were before. I think at one time music ministers were expected to sing and conduct 
and their wives were expected to play the piano. But nowadays you have to pick up multiple 
instruments. I enjoy playing all of them. (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
Daniel's comments reveal a keen awareness of how the music minister's role has changed 
and the value of versatility in nontraditional worship. He perceives that there is less need for 
specialization and more usefulness to be found in versatility. Jacob Kemp agreed, stating 
that, ''Yesterday it was totally different; the people coming out of seminary now have to be 
contemporary artists. They have to know how to do everything" G· Kemp, personal 
interview, June 20, 2011 ). Their words capture what all of the participants noted either 
directly or indirectly, that nontraditional worship calls for a broad span of skills, providing a 
description of the reality in which they work each day. 
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Facing a New Challenge. The data on music minister skills revealed participants 
who are highly qualified through formal education. Several also have a rich background in 
informal music activities and learning experiences. The next series of questions explored 
whether or not the music minister's formal education prepared him for nontraditional 
worship, and if not, how he responded to the challenge, and how he equipped himself with 
the skills and knowledge to serve and lead others. 
The impact of formal education upon actual nontraditional worship practice. 
After exploring their church background, musical training, key formal and informal musical 
influences, the participants expressed whether or not they believe that their formal education 
prepared them for nontraditional worship ministry. Differing responses emerged that 
showed not only diverse backgrounds, but also different perspectives emerging from some 
who had similar backgrounds. Negative responses came from 71 percent of the participants, 
although three acknowledged some transferable benefits. In contrast, two ministers, the 
remaining 29 percent, affirmed the value and connectedness of their formal education for 
nontraditional worship ministry. 
James Goss, Jacob Kemp, Jon Dailey, Daniel Cooper, and David Hart indicated that 
their formal music education did not prepare them for nontraditional worship practices. 
James, Jacob, and Jon, three of the eldest participants acknowledged that that the 
transferability of their formal education was understandably limited by their age since their 
education occurred before the modem worship movement had gained prominence. Jon 
affirmed that, "At my age, there was no contemporary worship when I was in formal 
training, and thus no preparation provided by my formal training" G· Dailey, personal 
interview, June 16, 2011). James acknowledged the same factor, but revealed significant 
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frustration with how his stellar qualifications collide with some modem-day worship leading 
expectations. He stated, "It did not prepare me. It's going to have to for the next 
generations ... This is the kicker for the whole situation. I am an overeducated, overqualified 
educator in a time when nobody needs my skills" a. Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). 
James is cognizant that his formal training did not equip him as a contemporary worship 
leader, and is troubled that his education would be dismissed by some who believe that 
musical training and skill mastery hold litde significance in contemporary worship as long as 
the heart is right. While that perspective is hardly a universal view, he has felt the sting of 
that mindset when it has intersected with his own life and ministry. 
While Jacob, David, and Daniel reported that their formal education did not prepare 
them, they did acknowledge some elements of their education's transferability. Jacob 
indicated that the education he received was applicable for its time, but added, "No, my 
formal training did not prepare me .. . But what it did accomplish was that it trained me well 
because I've never been intimidated by any style of music ... My education did prepare me 
musically, but not for contemporary church music" a. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 
2011). Given his lengthy tenure in music ministry, Jacob recognizes that change will remain a 
constant in life and ministry, making the ability to transfer skills essential. After David Hart 
first responded that his education was not transferable at all, he ultimately acknowledged that 
formal training did develop some essential aural skills, but that ear training was handled in a 
clinical rather than life-applicable mode. He concluded that his education lacked application 
to real-life situations, something that he gained with some of the ensembles he worked with 
outside of his college. 
Daniel Cooper, the youngest participant and one with distincdy traditional training, 
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was emphatic about the lack of life-connected preparation from his undergraduate and 
graduate education, noting only minor transferable skills such as stage presence and vocal 
stamina. He indicated that now, "I have to dumb it down and forget how to sing, and thus 
subject myself to vocal fatigue, loss of voice and all that stuff that a lot of pop singers have 
to deal with" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). Even while in seminary, he 
observed that his professors were out of touch with current church practices, a fact that was 
made acute whe.n a professor invited him to sing at her church. Daniel selected a song that, 
at that time, reflected contemporary Christian music, a song and style that he added, "which 
is now passe" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). His professor was deeply 
displeased with his choice, but d1e solo experience opened his eyes to the disconnect that 
was made clearer during his internship. 
I had to go covert and underground when I went for my supervised ministry experience. I 
didn't always tell my teachers what I was doing out there because it was not what I was being 
taught in the classroom. I wasn't creating and building a classical expression. It is not 
because I didn't want to, but because I saw that it was out of touch and didn't work where 
the people were. What used to be Baptist has become Presbyterian. It's become high church. 
And that's basically all they knew how to teach us how to do. (D. Cooper, personal 
interview, June 23, 2011) 
As a product of professors and a program that were not aligned to nontraditional practices, 
Daniel has felt ill-equipped and pressured to equip himself for effectiveness in ministry. 
In contrast, the remaining 29 percent, represented by Andrew Owens and Micah 
Dalton, emphatically affirmed the value and applicability of their formal education for 
nontraditional worship ministry. Both offered specific examples of how they easily transfer 
classroom skills into ministry situations on an ongoing basis. Andrew first praised his college 
music theoq and ear training-instructor who challenged him on harmonic dictation, a skill 
that he uses regularly as he listens to a CD and charts music for his band. He credited his 
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study of Bach Chorales that helped him understand that when playing bass guitar, the bass 
line should be interpreted as a melody line and not a filler part. Further, he commended his 
saxophone teacher with practice techniques that he now applies to practicing guitar. He 
reemphasized the applicability of his formal education, stating, "That was thirty years ago 
and I still use it every day" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011) . 
Micah Dalton was equally affirming about the value of his formal music education, 
particularly valuing the skills he developed in musical interpretation and music theory. 
Recognizing that all musical styles have characteristic traits and techniques, Micah feels that 
intetpretation is interpretation, regardless of whether one applies the skills to classical genres 
or popular music styles. His formal training in theory and ear training allow him to do the 
things that Andrew mentioned, plus analyze the chords and sounds of his band to re-voice 
parts and improve the sound. Micah stated, "I know that because of traditional training 
which has taught me that if my contemporary music sounds muddy, then my traditional 
mind kicks in and says I know how to fix it" (M. Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 2011). 
Both Micah and Andrew praised the life-connectedness and transfer value of their 
formal education skills, considering them applicable to whatever style of music they may 
encounter. They are grateful for their formal training and continually apply it in their 
ministry. Micah and Andrew both had rich and somewhat unique musical development 
opportunities while young, possibly contributing to their willingness and ability to transfer 
learning to various musical styles and situations. Micah benefited from his intensive piano 
studies that branched into far more than just piano. He also played in three different 
churches on most Sundays while still a young man, learning not only different musical styles, 
but also differing worship styles. Comparison and transfer were common elements in his 
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development. Consequendy, Micah seems to approach music with a seamless transference 
between styles, viewing it as a matter of intet-pretational differences rather than reinvention. 
Andrew was quick to credit his f01mal training as meaningfu~ offering several specific areas 
of applicability. Here again, it is possible that the ready transfer of his formal skills to non-
traditional music may have been aided by his diverse musical background and early 
immersion in non-traditional musics. Before entering college, he took private lessons in 
saxophone, guitar, and voice. At the same time and even while in college, he also engaged in 
various informal musical influences, particularly pop and jazz bands, which complement 
contemporary worship practices. He grew up being at home in multiple musical worlds. His 
musical life-influences prepared him for the dual worship role he holds today, a musician 
comfortable in both traditional and nontraditional musical worlds. 
While Micah and Andrew were satisfied with the training provided by their formal 
education, the majority of music ministers were dissatisfied, finding it largely inadequate to 
their current practice in nontraditional worship ministry. The majority perceived a 
disconnect between formal training and practice. Multiple ministers reported that on-the-job 
experience proved to be their greatest source of learning. The leader's positive and negative 
attitudes on their formal training reflects factors such as age, formative musical experiences, 
and the time period of their education, but also seems linked to their specific job 
responsibilities. Those who create charts and arrangements tended to praise their formal 
education more than those who do not have that responsibility. 
Nonetheless, this will be a unique generation of music ministers who were trained in 
former ways yet expected to work in newer ways, leaders who had to transform themselves, 
their skills, and their leadership while in active service. Music ministers who were trained 
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before the emergence of modern worship could expect to graduate and enter ministry using 
skills that paralleled their education. But this is not the reality of this particular cadre of 
music ministers who have served in this transitional period of church music history. As 
college and seminary' music programs gradually update their programs to reflect 
nontraditional worship practices, their students, the future church leaders, should have a 
more seamless transfer from training into actual practice, that is, until the next worship 
paradigm shift occurs and causes another, albeit different disconnect as history moves in 
cycles. 
Being trained and remaining current for non-traditional worship. As their 
churches incorporated nontraditional worship, the musical background of each participant 
shaped how they would personally respond to the musical changes. Two participants, David 
Hart and Andrew Owens felt well-prepared and comfortable with the musical changes 
because of their similar backgrounds that were immersed in both formal and informal 
musical activities and learning. The remaining five music ministers, 71 percent of 
participants, indicated that their background had focused primarily or exclusively on formal-
traditional musical studies. Of these five leaders, James Goss and Jacob Kemp have made 
slight efforts to expand their skills, but they both relinquished the contemporary worship 
leadership to someone else, eliminating their personal involvement. In contrast, Micah 
Dalton, Jon Dailey, and Daniel Cooper transferred and applied their existing skills, and most 
actively expanded their nontraditional worship abilities and knowledge. Jon Dailey reported 
that he initially sought support and guidance from the Baptist State Music Department of 
the SBC. But rather than finding assistance, Jon only detected a connection-gap between the 
state organization and the practices occurring within actual churches. He emphasized that 
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the circumstances have improved so that the department is far more supportive and in touch 
with actual practices in the state's churches. 
The participants named several helpful resources for equipping and familiarizing 
themselves with the musical styles of nontraditional worship. Data showed that 86 percent 
of the music ministers engage in extensive listening as the most common and most 
important equipping activity. The participants consult numerous resources for listening and 
finding quality songs, including, Christian radio, iTunes, Y outube, songs that are 
recommended or trending on Worshiptogether.com and Praisecharts.com, songs 
recommended in Worship Leader Magai}·ne, and songs suggested by other church musicians, 
staff members, or other music ministers. Several music ministers subscribe to Worship Leader 
Magazine and Worshiptogether.com, considering them to be time-saving resources that 
highlight songs that have been carefully screened for musical quality and Biblical soundness. 
Micah Dalton and David Hart also listen to secular music to study the styles. 
For developing their knowledge, practices, and resources in nontraditional worship, 
86 percent of the participants attend worship conferences either regularly or occasionally. 
Some of the reported conferences are offered by the Ridgecrest Baptist Conference Center, 
Passion City Church, Integrity, Hosanna, and the former Maranatha Music. Daniel Cooper 
reported attending the annual conference of a mega-church association that offers effective 
resources and expert clinicians. The music ministers involved in the association also maintain 
ongoing email contact throughout the year to provide support and advice for one another. 
Only David Hart indicated that he rarely attends conferences, feeling that many conferences 
focus more upon selling music than offering meaningful training. Two participants reported 
membership in a professional organization. Jon Dailey is a member of the Willow Creek 
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Association, indicating that it offers support and discounts on resources and conferences. 
Daniel Cooper values a local association, the Central Region Circuit of Music Ministers that 
meets every 2-3 months. They discuss pertinent topics and learn &om one another's 
experiences and expertise. Finally, several participants gain ideas and knowledge by reading 
books and magazines, particularly Worship leader Magaifne. Daniel Cooper also reported 
Church Production Magaifne as useful for learning about current technology products available 
to churches. Daniel has also proactively stepped forward in his independent learning, 
studying other successful peer-church models such as Bellevue Baptist in Memphis, 
Prestonwood in Dallas, First Baptist in Springdale, Arkansas, First Baptist Orlando, and 
Biltmore Baptist in Asheville. 
Personal response to worship transition changes and challenges. As 
participants shared their personal responses to the worship transition, their responses 
revealed three mindsets: those comfortable with the change, those who were challenged but 
not threatened, and those who were most uncomfortable and frustrated by what conflicted 
with their training. David Hart and Andrew Owens, both medium size-tier leaders who 
represent 29 percent of the participants, indicated that they were completely at ease with the 
worship transition because of their hi-musicality. David Hart revealed that, "As far as me 
having to personally change, there really wasn't that crisis moment. It was a welcome 
moment for me because that's kind of where my heart was even before it became a popular 
thing" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011). He added that he has even been able to 
help other churches with their transition because of his skills and background. Andrew 
Owens shared a similar viewpoint that he believes to have qualified him for his current 
ministry role. 
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I felt like I had the skills ... just because of my background. The reason I'm here in this 
church is because ... they wanted to hire somebody to do those distinctive styles. I had the 
university training for one and the garage band training for the other. (A. Owens, personal 
interview, June 30, 2011) 
The second group of ministers, Jacob, Micah, and Jon, 43 percent of the participants, 
felt challenged, but not overly threatened by the worship changes. Each felt that some of 
their formal education was transferrable into modern worship, although they admitted being 
challenged to adapt and remain current with modern worship practices. As discussed earlier, 
Jacob Kemp, feels that his formal education gave him the overall musicianship to be 
adaptive, thus he has not felt overly threatened. However, it should be noted that he works 
within the least transformed, most traditionally-leaning blended worship venue of all seven 
sites. The preponderance of data suggests that Calvary's church circumstances have altered 
more than he has had to personally evolve as a worship leader since another leader handles 
the contemporary worship. Secondly, Micah Dalton easily transferred skills, but with the 
ever-evolving nature of modern worship, he is challenged to remain current. Jon Dailey was 
challenged by reshaping his skills, worship repertoire, and ministry practices, but he 
appreciates his pastor being inclusive about the transition journey, of asking Jon to join in 
rather than confront him with an ultimatum to change. Jon shared that, "My pastor gave me 
an opportunity to be a part of the decision making process and that showed me that he had 
faith in me and that helped me have a little more faith in myself' G· Dailey, personal 
interview, June 16, 2011) . Having been encouraged by his pastor's attitude, Jon determined 
the mindset for his personal challenge. 
At that point the attitude part comes in. For me, I would just as soon give it a shot. That was 
a time when I was seeing a lot of my cohorts struggle because they hadn't been trained to do 
it either, but they were struggling because they just didn't want to step out and try to do it. A 
lot of guys were falling by the wayside . . . "This can't be what God wants us to do. Can't be. 
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I'm not trained to do this." So they would just kind of bail out and try to flnd another 
traditional place. 0- Dailey, personal interview, June 16, 2011). 
Jon emphasized that once the transitional decision was made and the reality of the daily 
challenges became tangible and personal, attitude became more important than ever to 
survival and success. 
Finally, 29 percent of the participants expressed the most frustration over the 
worship transition and how it conflicted with the musical identity and abilities they had 
established through formal training. When Highview's pastor asked him to be the worship 
leader of the new contemporary expression, James insisted that someone else should do it 
because he felt personally unequipped for nontraditional worship, indicating, "That's not me. 
I don't fake well. If I'm uncomfortable with this style and leading, it's going to be obvious 
and I'm just not going to apologize for it . .. I'm a classically trained choral conducting 
minister of music, orchestra" G· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). Consequendy, 
James secured a different leader with the necessary skills rather than reinvent or expand his 
own musical abilities. Daniel Cooper expressed great frustration and pressure over the 
challenges, yet it sparked his desire to adapt and be effective. He admitted that, "I tried 
everything that I was taught and I was disillusioned ... The disillusionment didn't continue; it 
changed into a fire to do what it took to tool myself to be effective" (D. Cooper, personal 
interview, June 23, 2011). While willing to learn, Daniel feels ongoing pressure to catch up 
and to keep up with the rapid changes in modern worship. He added, "I'm also learning 
what I didn't know that I didn't know, and am absolutely having to catch up, and I'm behind 
the curve. It's a lot of pressure, and you can't let people know that you're not where they 
are" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). 
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Summary: Facing a new chaUenge. The sweeping changes in worship required 
active responses from the music ministers who had to determine how the challenging 
changes would be implemented in their church music ministry, and how they would 
accomplish such a daunting task when, for some, it required them to enter an unfamiliar and 
uncomfortable musical world. Seventy-one percent of the ministers reported that their 
formal music education did not prepare them for nontraditional worship practices, although 
three acknowledged some transferable elements. In contrast, two ministers, the remaining 29 
percent, heartily affirmed the value and connectedness of their formal education to 
nontraditional worship ministry. Some acknowledged that the lack of life-connected training 
was due to the time that they attended college, too early in the worship transition for colleges 
to have adapted their programs of study. Of those that reported a disconnect between 
education and actual ministry practice, the concerns included several aspects: being 
overqualified in a time when, to many, qualifications have little significance; ear training 
courses were not presented in a life-connected manner that transferred well into practice; 
and seminary professors were out of touch with actual practices in churches. For the 29 
percent who considered their education to be life-connected, both praised their formal 
theory and ear training experiences as being enormously beneficial and applicable to 
nontraditional worship ministry on a daily basis. One participant expressed that the musical 
interpretation skills that he learned transferred well, and the other even noted the positive 
influence of Bach Chorales in helping understand and create melodic lines for the bass 
guitar. 
The participants were also asked to discuss how they learned the necessary skills for 
nontraditional worship if their background did not prepare them for it. In a similar 
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percentage breakdown, 29 percent of the leaders, David Hart and Andrew Owens, felt well-
prepared because of their hi-musical backgrounds in both formal and informal musical 
learning. The remaining five ministers, 71 percent of participants, did not feel prepared or 
equipped with the necessary skills. Of these five leaders, James Goss and Jacob Kemp 
ultimately relinquished the contemporaq worship leadership to someone else, minimizing 
their need to expand their skills. In contrast, Micah Dalton, Jon Dailey, and Daniel Cooper 
transferred and applied their existing skills, and aggressively expanded their nontraditional 
worship abilities and knowledge. 
Because most participants did not feel equipped for nontraditional worship through 
their formal education, most have independently pursued additional learning to be better 
equipped for ministq. Data revealed that 86 percent of the participants do extensive 
listening as the most common and most important equipping activity. Further, 86 percent of 
the participants attend worship conferences either regularly or occasionally. Additionally, 
associations and personal interactions with other music ministers have proven effective for 
learning, support, encouragement, and exchanging ideas. Some reported that they gain ideas 
and knowledge by reading books and magazines, particularly Worship leader Magazine and 
Church Production Magaifne. 
Ultimately, the personal responses of the seven ministers reflect their musical 
backgrounds, even their personalities and musical preferences. In sum, the data suggest that 
significant independent learning was required for most of the leaders, and that their lifetime 
of musical development impacted the way that they traversed the worship transition. 
Ministry Musician Skills. The skills used within the seven ministries are best 
reported through the four visual displays in Appendix J: Table J1 Traditional Worship Skill 
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Usage, Table J2 Blended Worship Skill Usage, Table J3 Traditional Worship Skill Usage, and 
Table J4 Summative Skill Usage. The reporting of skills draws most heavily from data 
gleaned in the Pre-Interview Profile, and then corroborated with the overall interview data. 
The preponderance of data reveals a broad range of skills being used within all churches. 
Some skills proved to be universal, regardless of worship expression, while others are more 
prevalent in particular worship styles. 
Universal skills and specialized skiDs. Universally applied skills are numerous, 
and include improvisation, reading standard notation, playing or singing by ear, performing 
vocal or instrumental solos, performing in vocal or instrumental ensembles, sight-reading, 
accompanying, free vocal harmonization, traditional vocal and instrumental techniques, 
popular music vocal and instrumental techniques, and transposition. While these skills were 
reported as universally present in all worship venues, the tables of Appendix J, organized by 
worship style, more clearly specify the degree to which they are present, an element that 
varies among the individual worship styles. First, musicians regularly read standard notation 
in blended and traditional expressions, but, for the most part, only occasionally do so in 
contemporary venues. While numerous contemporary musicians were reported as having the 
ability to read standard notation, most contemporary worship musicians only use the skill 
occasionally, more commonly singing and playing from lead sheets to avoid page tmns that 
are difficult for guitarists and drummers to navigate. Secondly, sight-reading was reported as 
present in all worship venues, primarily used by pianists, organists, choirs, and orchestras, 
the musicians who utilize the greatest amount of standard notation. Occasionally, sight-
reading is done on a Sunday morning either during or just before worship, but since 
musicians typically have the music well before Sunday, most sight-reading occurs during 
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personal or corporate rehearsals. 
Three other aurally-focused skills are also reported as present in 100 percent of the 
· venues: improvisation, free vocal harmonization, and playing or singing by ear, all skills that 
contrast following standard notation. The musicians most identified for playing by ear were 
those who serve in contemporary worship, some of whom briefly consult a lead sheet and 
then play by ear, or others who never use any printed music and play everything by ear. 
Though reported as present in all venues, free vocal harmonization was most attributed to 
blended and contemporary vocal teams. Even though Trinity's vocal praise team is capable 
of free vocal harmonization, David Hart typically writes vocal harmonies in his arrangements 
to save rehearsal time. At New Hope and Agape, notated parts are sometimes provided, but 
singers are frequently asked to create their own harmonies by ear or by practicing with a 
song recording. James Goss reported that the contemporary worship back-up vocalist 
primarily uses this skill, creating harmonies and ad lib that complements the worship leader's 
melody. Improvisation permeates all of the worship expressions, and appears in two primary 
forms: improvising music based upon lead sheets and charts where complete notation is not 
provided, or improvising music beyond what is provided in fully notated scores. Regardless 
of worship style, pianists, worship band instrumentalists, praise team vocalists, blended and 
contemporary worship leaders, and one organist were reported as the primary musicians that 
use improvisation. 
The ability to perfonn as a soloist or ensemble member was not only reported as 
universally present, but was also among the most frequently used abilities. The prevalence 
hinges upon the reality that every worship style has its primary means of presenting music 
either through soloists or through ensembles that include choirs, orchestras, worship bands, 
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or vocal praise teams. Vocal and instrumental solos may occur as a special music piece by an 
individual, or frequently as a solo vocal or instrumental passage within a song. Similarly, the 
skill of accompanying is used in all worship styles on a weekly basis, making it one of the 
most prevalent skills. Vocal and instrumental performance techniques in popular music 
styles were also reported as present in all worship expressions. Traditional worship 
predominantly utilizes traditional tone production techniques, but popular music techniques 
are also incorporated at times, particularly for special music presentations. While 
contemporary worship uses primarily popular music techniques, traditional tone production 
maintains a strong presence. Blended worship follows its label, blending and valuing both 
types of techniques from vocalists and instrumentalists. Finally, and though used with varied 
frequency, transposing was reported as a universal skill. While universal, it is manifested in 
unique forms. Transposition in its truest form of actually playing in a different key than is 
notated in the score was primarily reported as a skill used by pianists, organists, and 
guitarists. However, guitarists frequently compensate for actual transposition by using a capo 
to transpose the insuument to the desired key or to a more guitar-friendly key. Thus, while 
some guitarists actually perform the skill of transposition, many simply accomplish it by use 
of equipment: the capo. 
Data revealed that some skills are more specialized and less universal. For example, 
playing parts from an open score is only used in 64 percent of the churches, applied by 
pianists and occasionally a music minister who is capable of the skill. The ability to play or 
sing from lead sheets is most prevalent and most essential in the contemporary and blended 
worship expressions, and is most used by worship bands, praise team vocalists, and pianists. 
Reading from guitar tablatures is used in only 50 percent of the worship venues, primarily 
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because they are challenging to read and most guitarists do not need them. 
Data show that trial and error learning is used by musicians in 86 percent of the 
worship venues. While the learning process was present to some degree in all worship 
expressions, it was primarily reported among musicians who perform from lead sheets or 
play by ear. Music ministers shared that trial and error learning is used during both ensemble 
and individual rehearsals until accuracy is accomplished. The trial and error process is 
implemented in several ways: as a single musician experiments by improvising desired 
sounds, in attempting to replicate another musician's demonstration, or in applying yet 
another skill: imitating and modeling from musical recordings. Replicating recordings is done 
minimally in traditional venues, frequently in blended venues, but applied in 100 percent of 
the contemporary expressions. It is primarily used by worship bands and vocal teams, but 
occasionally by blended worship pianists to capture musical licks that are present in a song 
recording, but missing from a notated score. Because recording-replication is such a 
predominant informal learning process among blended and contemporary worship 
musicians, the music ministries make recordings available to their musicians for individual 
practice. The popular CCLI license allows churches to legally provide CDs or online 
recordings to musicians who use this learning process. 
With the onset of contemporary worship practices, technology-based skills have 
increased in importance for musicians. The ability to program electronic instmments is used 
in 86 percent of the worship expressions, present in all contemporary venues, and used in 83 
percent of blended services. Calvary's 10:45 worship is the only blended service where 
musicians do not employ this skill, simply because an electronic instrument is never used. 
Instrument programming was reported in one traditional venue, at Trinity where a 
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synthesizer is used to create organ sounds or orchestral sounds. Musicians use this skill to 
program synthesizers, electronic drum sets, or other electronic instruments. Data showed 
that the ability to create or perform with rhythm loops and click tracks is present in 64 
percent of the worship venues, used in all contemporary expressions, 83 percent of blended 
venues, but in none of the traditional gatherings. Some music ministers purchase tracks and 
loops, while others use computer programs such as Garage Band or Reason and Logic to 
create their own. Both Micah Dalton and Daniel Cooper emphasized that these electronic 
rhythm sources have lessened the use of conducting during worship. Daniel stated that, 
"You know, when we turn on a click track, it becomes the conductor . .. Basically you take 
away the human metronome because now the metronome is in the click" (D. Cooper, 
personal interview, June 23, 2011 ). Thus, when a click track is used in Cornerstone's 
Blended-Traditional worship, the instrumental director primarily just conducts entrance cues. 
Parkway's main auditorium blended worship also uses loops and click tracks but no 
conductor is used except during the choir anthem. 
Finally, data showed that the skills of conducting and following a conductor are used 
in 70 percent of all worship venues, but the usage varies according to worship style. It is 
used weekly in all traditional venues, in all but one of the blended venues, and in half of the 
contemporary expressions. Within traditional venues, conducting is used to lead the choir 
and congregational worship. The only blended venue to use conducting for congregational 
worship is Calvary's Traditional-Blended service. Consequently, apart from Calvary, 
conducting is used only for the choir anthem in all other blended services. Since Parkway's 
alternative blended worship only occasionally includes a choir, conducting is present 
whenever a choir sings. Similarly, the contemporary venues at Highview and Cornerstone 
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never use choirs; thus, conducting is never present. However, New Hope's contemporary 
worship does include a choir that is conducted each week. 
Summary: Ministry musician skills. Numerous skills are universally present within 
all worship expressions, and include: improvisation, reading standard notation, playing or 
singing by ear, performing vocal or instrumental solos, performing in vocal or instrumental 
ensembles, sight-reading, accompanying, free vocal harmonization, traditional vocal and 
instrumental techniques, popular music vocal and instrumental techniques, and 
transposition. While these skills were reported as present in all worship venues, their usage 
and frequency vary among the different worship styles. It should be noted that traditional 
and popular-style vocal and instrumental techniques remain present in all worship 
expressions, indicating that the worship transition has not caused one technique to be 
replaced by another. Instead, the data suggest that traditional techniques have been 
expanded to include popular techniques. Further, while transposition remains an important 
skill used in all worship styles, some guitarists rely upon the use of a capo to alter the key 
rather than actually using transposition skills. 
Trial and error learning and recording replication are not used by all worship 
musicians, but remain essential to a significant quantity of musicians, particularly those 
engaging in contemporary and blended worship. Consequently, these informal learning 
processes hold a prevalent role in nontraditional music ministry. The remaining more 
specialized skills tend to be used by specific musicians or musician groups. 
Overall, the data suggest that blended worship expressions engage the broadest span 
of skills. Additionally, the enduring presence and use of traditional music skills also reveals 
that those skills maintain value within nontraditional worship settings. Thus, traditional 
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music skills learned in school music education settings can still be meaningfully transferred 
into churches that have transitioned to nontraditional worship. Further, traditionally-based 
musicians may have opportunities to utilize informal learning processes within contemporary 
or blended worship settings, particularly as they interact with informally developed 
musicians. Conversely, informally developed musicians may also have opportunity to expand 
their skills by learning from formally trained musicians as the musicians interact and mentor 
one another. 
Leading, Learning, and Interacting With Diverse Skills. Churches that were 
constituted with nontraditional worship have escaped the unique challenges of those music 
ministers, musicians, and music ministries that have traversed a worship transition. For 
churches such as those in this research, the worship changes in@trated established music 
ministries where musicians, repertoire, and practices were already in place. · The addition of 
something new brought changes to what came before, causing a blending of old and new, or 
even a replacement of old for new. The following areas of investigation explore the 
experiences and choices related to leading, learning, and interacting in a ministry where 
diverse skills are used. 
Transitional choices and processes: retrain, replace, or reorganize musicians. 
Each of the. seven ministers found unique ways to weave modern worship music and 
practices into his existing corps of musicians. Overall, four churches reported retraining and 
adapting in varied ways. Four churches reported reorganizing musicians, a step that was 
successful at Trinity, Agape, and Parkway, but unsuccessful at Highview. Only Cornerstone 
reported replacing a musician. Most significandy, as modern worship was manifested among 
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the participant sites, 100 percent of the churches added musicians to some extent as a result 
of the transition. 
Musician retraining and adaptation was reported in four sites. In each case, the intent 
was to broaden, not replace skills, since none of the leaders felt that traditional techniques 
should be abandoned. Instead, the challenge included expanding skills to create an authentic 
modem worship sound. Micah Dalton, David Hart, Jon Dailey, and Daniel Cooper believe 
that the greatest retraining challenges exist for vocalists to assume nontraditional, pop-vocal 
sounds and stylistic effects. Common areas of development have included softening 
consonants, altering word pronunciation, using shorter phrases, adding pop licks and 
articulations, and using a pop-style tone quality. Micah has gleaned developmental resources 
and training &om the Vocal Artistry Workshop, particularly to help female vocalists develop 
a safe and healthy use of the chest voice. Daniel is most challenged by producing a pop vocal 
tone, emphasizing that traditionally-trained singers find the change to be challenging and 
even exhausting. Jon prefers the use of traditional tone production as the foundation for 
adding pop style articulations. If he is selects a soloist for a song, he does not ask a singer to 
alter their tone quality, but instead, chooses a soloist whose voice best fits the song. At both 
Parkway and Agape, singers reference song recordings to help them imitate the 
contemporary vocal techniques. 
Instrumental retraining has required less effort, with several ministers reporting the 
use of traditional tone production that incotporates pop style articulations and effects when 
needed. Still, some challenges have existed. At Trinity, David Hart David Hart worked to 
retrain one classically-trained pianist to improvise and read lead sheets for nontraditional 
worship, but the outcome has been unsuccessful. Consequently, the pianist only plays in the 
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traditional worship, and is unable to crossover into the blended worship where expanded 
skills are necessary. In contrast, a second classically-trained pianist at Trinity is adapting fairly 
well, learning to improvise and read lead sheets. Because she is a piano teacher, her retraining 
for nontraditional worship has sparked a ripple impact because she now sees the value of 
teaching those skills to her piano students, expanding the scope of their learning. 
Four sites reported reorganizing musicians, a decision that led to varied outcomes. 
As discussed above, David Hart was unable to retrain one pianist, but found an alternative 
solution by adding her to the blended worship vocal praise team, thus, reorganizing her 
ministry role and enabling her to remain engaged. Jon Dailey was about to attempt a similar 
solution for the organist whose role had significantly diminished in Parkway's nontraditional 
worship, adding her to the vocal team, but the musician moved out of state and after a 
period of time, the organ was quietly removed from the stage. At Agape, Micah Dalton had 
worked to establish a traditional orchestra, but found that the fledgling orchestra sounded 
inauthentic for modem worship music. Consequently, he reorganized the musician's roles, 
creating a brass ensemble instead, and moving versatile musicians into rhythm band roles 
until there is a place in a worship song where their brass instrument is authentic and 
essential. Ultimately, Agape's ministry makes strategic use of various instruments as 
particular songs require them. While each of these reorganizations was effective, James Goss 
encountered a less successful circumstance when some Highview's traditional worship 
musicians had been reorganized by a previous music minister -to play in both the traditional 
and contemporary worship expressions. Seeing that the reorganization was ill-suited for the 
musicians, James discontinued the plan and found other musicians who were more suited for 
the contemporary worship. 
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Only two churches replaced musician roles, though the circumstances markedly 
contrast each other. Although no intentional attempt was made to remove Highview's 
handbells, interest waned in them; but the interest found its redirection as the growing 
orchestra gradually replaced handbells in worship. In contrast, Daniel Cooper's predecessor 
at Cornerstone replaced the organ in the blended worship with a popular music style rhythm 
band. But Cornerstone's greater challenge existed within the previously discussed saga of 
finding appropriate musicians for its contemporary worship. Church members were replaced 
by professionals, who were later replaced by restoring mostly church musicians. Ultimately, 
the data reveal that Cornerstone has done the most musician replacement, a decision that 
resulted in significant philosophical and personnel challenges. 
Each music minister reported varied scenarios of retraining, reorganizing, and 
replacing musicians, yet, overall, the transition toward nontraditional worship increased the 
roles for musician engagement in 100 percent of the churches. Still, the extent of the 
increase varies among the sites. Alternative worship services were added in 86 percent of the 
churches, thus increasing the amount of ministry roles by adding new worship expressions. 
While roles increased by adding venues, there is a notable difference in the quantity of 
musicians actually engaged among churches. Worship venues that maintain choirs and 
orchestras engage the largest number of musicians. Worship bands and vocal teams were 
added to 83 percent of all blended worship venues and to 100 percent of contemporary 
venues, leaving Calvary as the only blended experience without nontraditional ensembles. 
While the addition of bands and praise teams added musician roles, the number of individual 
musicians engaged is contingent upon whether and how much musician rotation occurs. As 
noted in Section 1 of this chapter, if core musician rotation is compared by worship style, 
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blended services engage more core musicians through rotation than both contemporary and 
traditional expressions. Only 25 percent of contemporary venues minimally rotate musicians, 
and no rotation was reported in traditional expressions. 
Still, by adding alternative services and preserving choirs and orchestras, the worship 
transition caused an increase of musician roles in the participant churches. While existing 
research has shown that many traditional ensembles have been abandoned completely, they 
remain present in the participant churches because the music ministers believe that the 
ensembles maintain value to both the musicians and the congregation. Had the participant 
churches abandoned all traditional practices and move to an entirely contemporary 
expression, musician roles and the number of musicians involved would have dramatically 
decreased. Instead, the seven churches have embraced both old and new, ultimately 
increasing opportunities for musicians to engage and serve in ministry, particularly when 
volunteer musicians rotate in worship leading roles. 
Leading musicians with different skiDs and backgrounds. All of the participants 
agreed that they have both formally and informally trained musicians working together 
within their music ministries, and 71 percent of the ministers admitted being challenged by 
working with musicians whose skills differ from their own. When confronted by working 
outside of his primary traditional skills, James Goss removed himself from the situation, and 
sought another leader to carry the contemporary worship. Jon Dailey worked through the 
growing process and shared that it was a humbling, but instmctive process to lead others 
into unfamiliar territory, particularly when other musicians knew more than he did about 
contemporary worship. He learned the value of a team effort and fellow musicians with a 
humble and cooperative spirit. 
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There were lots of people here that knew more about contemporary worship than I 
did ... Had it not been for God having people already in place when we started, and bringing 
in other people as we've gone along, it isn't something that this one person could have done 
by himself ... I'm not necessarily the most knowledgeable or the most talented, but I am the 
one that God placed here as the leader. That's something I can live with. Q. Dailey, personal 
interview, June 16, 2011) 
What began as a daunting challenge ultimately became a cohesive process as egos were put 
aside, and musicians united to make transitional changes under Jon's leadership. 
A common theme of "learning a new musical language" emerged from 57 percent of 
the participants. Four ministers identified the challenge of knowing what they want to 
communicate to musicians, but struggling to verbalize it properly because their personal 
experience and skills differ from some of the musicians they lead. James Goss encounters 
this while teaching his choir where formally and informally trained vocalists intermingle, 
knowing that he must keep both groups of musicians engaged at the same time. James 
admitted, "That makes a challenge, but it's a good challenge for me because they each know 
I speak a language they can understand" G· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). David 
Hart recalled struggling to communicate with musicians whose skills differ from his own. 
At a young age I tried to fake it. I was embarrassed; I was the director and was supposed to 
know. But the older I've gotten I've become comfortable admitting that I don't know how 
to do d1at. "This is what I want, and you need to tell me how to get there." You kind of get 
comfortable with your own skills and realize that you're making an idiot of yourself when 
you try to fake it. (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011) 
Over time, David learned that it is more effective to invite their help in communicating what 
is desired. Daniel Cooper also admitted language struggles, particularly with guitarists and 
drummers. 
There's a language that you speak to guitarists that d1ey understand, and I didn't understand 
that world; an electric guitarist language that they speak and unless you play or are aware of 
the language, you can't really communicate. I had to learn after many, many hours. And 
thank goodness there were guys who gave me a lot of grace in how to speak to drummers. 
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Even the word "boom-chuck" is a word created just to describe a style ... So yeah, I've found 
myself in very awkward positions. (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
After much time, many interactions, and patient guidance from other musicians, Daniel 
continues to learn the language of his contemporary instrumentalists. Finally, Micah Dalton, 
echoed the same concern in communicating with various musicians. 
I am repeatedly challenged because I don't speak brass language ... I don't play guitars ... And 
even the language of the vocalists- at times I'm not real sure. I'm instructing people to do 
things that I don't have the talent to do, and I'm fully aware of that ... When it comes to 
the ... brass, for example, I just use words that are not a part of their language and then ask 
them, "If I say this, then tell me what this means to you." And they're funny. They'll respond 
with some type of gesturing or rewording, and I'll say, ''Well, do that, whatever it is!" I'm 
repeatedly confronted with things that are not in my comfort zone and skill level because I'm 
dealing with people that do things that I don't know how to do. (M. Dalton, personal 
interview, June 22, 2011) 
Similar to David Hart, Micah has learned to be open about what he struggles to 
communicate and rely upon the assistance of others who serve as musical translators for the 
worship team. Consequently, each of these four music ministers have recognized the 
importance of communicating with relevant terminology, and being willing to request the 
assistance of others to verbalize effectively. 
In some circumstances, learning to speak a different musical language fell upon 
particular ministry musicians rather than just the music minister. Pianists have most 
frequently been called upon as crossover musicians that play from standard notation or 
improvise from lead sheets and charts. The pianists at Agape, Parkway, and Cornerstone all 
possessed these skills and transitioned ably. Each of these pianists works within a blended 
expression that requires varied skills. Highview's pianist, while also capable of hi-musicality, 
was removed from the circumstance when other musicians assumed the role. Calvary's 
pianist has not needed to transition skills because their blended worship remains deeply 
traditional and only uses notated music. However, both David Hart and Andrew Owens 
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have worked with their pianists to expand their skills to play in blended worship at Trinity, 
or play in the multiple worship venues at New Hope. Andrew emphasized that, "The pianist 
must be able to do both. The biggest challenge is getting them to cross styles, stylistically 
crossover. That's a big challenge" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011 ). While 
Andrew's pianist has been successful in skill crossover, David Hart's pianist, as discussed 
earlier, has not. He stated, "She doesn't quite seem to get the ear thing. She can play chords 
and anything written, but she doesn't always get exactly what I'm looking for unless I write it 
out" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011) . 
Blending musicians with varied backgrounds. To some extent within the seven 
churches, musicians tend to gravitate toward the worship venue that engages the skills they 
have to offer. Still, the data show that 100 percent of the music ministries have formally and 
informally trained musicians working together. At Highview, Calvary, Parkway, and 
Cornerstone, the greatest amount of skill consistency is present within church orchestras 
where all instrumentalists read standard notation. However, the greatest skill diversity 
occurs within the choirs, worship bands, and vocal praise teams where musicians with 
formal and informal backgrounds are not only intenningled, but some individual musicians 
are expected to utilize both types of approaches. In these groups, musicians with no formal 
training may engage alongside musicians who hold music degrees. Through interaction with 
their musicians, the music ministers have observed how their musicians leam and how they 
interact with one another. Overall, the data revealed two primary themes in regard to 
formally and infon:nally trained musicians working in tandem within music ministries. 
First, ~e participant responses revealed certain characteristic commonalities about 
the different musical backgrounds and how that impacts rehearsals and preparation, 
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concluding that the skill variations require different musical resources and support. 
Participants reported the musical independence and efficiency of working with formally 
trained musicians who read standard notation, enabling them to perform music correctly the 
first time. David Hart discussed the benefit of his drummer who can read notation. 
It's nice to be able to write out a rhythm that you want him to play ... and you don't have to 
go over it but once. Sometimes you don't have to go over it at all. He gets it the first time 
because he reads. (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011) 
Still, music ministers also reported that formally trained musicians sometimes demonstrate 
less developed aural skills since they rely on reading notation. Additionally, they have 
observed some formally trained musicians struggling to play or sing from a lead sheet where 
an accompaniment, instrumental part, or vocal harmonies is not delineated for them. 
Andrew Owens emphasized that, "In traditional worship you've got printed music, but 
sometimes a trained musician is challenged by contemporary music because they don't 
necessarily read charts" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011). David Hart shared 
that his formally-trained brass ensembles needs notated parts, admitting that, "They have to 
have notes or it's a train wreck" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011). David's vocal 
praise team is capable of reading notation and of using free harmonization, but he still 
notates parts for them simply because it saves rehearsal time. 
The music ministers reported different characteristics and support needs for 
informally trained musicians. They have observed that those who cannot read standard 
notation require more time and assistance in rehearsal to learn by repetition and trial and 
error. Even the hi-musical Andrew Owens concluded tl1.at, "Naturally there's a challenge if 
you've got somebody who doesn't know how to read music" (A. Owens, personal interview, 
June 30, 2011 ). Sinlllarly, Jon Dailey has found that because the formally trained musicians 
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are more self-sufficient, he focuses upon "the most needy because we've got so many 
different degrees of musicianship in every group" Q". Dailey, personal interview, June 16, 
2011). Consequendy, he creates rehearsal recordings that they can access online and use for 
independent learning and reinforcement. Similarly, Andrew Owens buys licenses to 
reproduce rehearsal CDs, so that 'They can take that home and listen because most of them 
aren't trained musicians and they sing by rote" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 
2011). Overall, this common practice is used in 86 percent of the ministries, including, New 
Hope, Trinity, Agape, Calvary, Parkway, and Cornerstone, using CDs, Planning Center 
Online, or a similar online platform for accessing music and materials. 
Rather than playing &om chord charts that only provide lyrics and chords, Micah 
Dalton prefers for his band to use lead sheets that notate important musical events that 
require emphasis. He feels that even the abbreviated lead sheet notation helps avoid having 
to memorize when specific event occur in the music. Nevertheless, since some of his 
guitarists can read only minimal lead sheet notation, the "note by note" learning process 
becomes more of a rote-trial-and-error endeavor, particularly when a specific musical event 
needs to be synced by all instrumentalists. David Hart observed that unlike his pianists and 
brass players, "The guitar and bass player can't keep up with the music if all the notes are on 
the page. The notes are in the way; they just want words and chords. I write things out 
differendy for them" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011). Still, while additional 
support is offered to those who cannot read music, David Hart has observed that the 
informally trained musicians, many of whom developed skills by imitating others or by trial 
and error, often demonstrate better aural skills than musicians who rely upon notation. 
Because they cannot read notation, they have learned to listen discriminately. David 
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effectively summarized the differences of working with both musician types. 
With the non-trained, sometimes it's challenging to go back and have tore-rehearse some 
things that a trained person would get or pick up more quickly. So there's that challenge for 
the non-trained person that sometimes take more time to get them where you want them to 
be ... The same is true on the other side of the coin. If there's nothing written out, some of 
my trained folks don't get it if they don't have the ear to figure stuff out. You're faster at 
doing what is comfortable to you. If you have a really good ear, it's because you don't read; 
and if you can read, your ear tends to not be developed as well. So it's a challenge and almost 
the same thing from a different side of the coin. (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011) 
The music ministers who work with bands and praise teams particularly serve as middle-men 
who accommodate two different learning approaches. They not only provide different 
learning resources for their musicians, but also balance instruction during their ensemble 
rehearsals to accommodate both musician groups. The leaders clearly value and have come 
to understand both types of musicians, both approaches, and providing whatever is 
necessary to engage musicians of varied backgrounds and abilities. 
Secondly, musician mentoring emerged as a common thread among all churches. 
None of the participants reported any difficulty between musicians with different skills 
working together; all reported a cooperative and helpful relationship among the musicians, a 
connection that tends to improve the skills of less developed instrumentalists and vocalists. 
Since Highview's musicians are separated into traditional and contemporary expressions with 
no crossover, the adult choir is where the most music skill diversity is manifested. James 
described d1e interaction and influence of the different vocalists, stating, "I think that the 
formally trained singers make the other singers sing better because they know they are 
amidst people who are more skilled than they are. It raises the bar" Q. Goss, personal 
interview, July 14, 2011). Daniel Cooper conveyed a sinrilar impact among his Blended-
Traditional musicians, indicating that, "Instrumentally and vocally we help those that are 
untrained or informally trained go to a totally different level than they ever would 
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have ... because of the influence of the formally trained" (D. Cooper, personal interview, 
June 23, 2011). 
While Jon Dailey also acknowledged significant mentoring among his musicians, he 
maintains a more personalmentoring relationship with his associate, Bryce, the alternative 
venue worship leader. Bryce has never had any formal music training, learning only through 
informal means, but has had significant experience and success in contemporary Christian 
music and worship leading. Jon believes that he and Bryce have much to offer one another 
by their varied backgrounds, providing reciprocal mentoring and advising as they lead in 
ministry. Whether ministry musicians or even between ministry leaders, mentoring has a 
strong presence in all seven churches and is viewed as a valued element within each music 
ministry. 
Music reading instruction. Numerous times throughout their interviews, 100 
percent of the music ministers acknowledged the value of reading standard notation. Some 
require it of their core musicians, most see it as a means to make rehearsals more efficient, 
and others view it as necessary for doing challenging music. Despite the value attributed to 
reading notation, only one music minister, James Goss, offers an intentional course to 
develop the skills. James created a ten-week music reading program that he teaches twice a 
year to any interested ministry musicians and congregants outside of the music ministry, 
helping the latter group to improve their ability to read hymn notation during worship. To a 
degree, James's proactive efforts have established a modern day singing-school to improve 
the singing in worship. While the other church leaders do not offer a course in music 
reading, 86 percent of them, including James Goss, stated that they teach music reading skills 
contextually during rehearsal, believing that their musicians find the in-the-moment 
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instruction to be relevant and effective. Additionally, 57 percent of the leaders indicated that 
some basic reading skills are covered in other music ministry areas such as children's choirs, 
Orff classes, youth choir, and handbells, but these were not consistent among churches, nor 
did they provide ongoing learning opportunities. In the absence of universal music reading 
skills within the different church music ministries, 100 percent of the leaders discussed the 
various accommodations (disc?ssed above) that they either create or provide for their non-
music readers. 
Rehearsals, materials and resources for worship preparation. As the music 
ministers or other leaders personally interact with musicians, weekly corporate rehearsals 
dominate the musician's preparations 100 percent of the churches. Data revealed that all of 
the ministries either weekly or occasionally provide resources for musicians to use in 
individual at-home practice. Highview's traditional worship and Calvary's Traditional-
Blended expression provide the least take-home materials. Additionally, 100 percent of the 
churches have purchased a CCLI license for projecting lyrics during worship and for making 
accessible rehearsal materials available via individual electronic access at any time. The 
license has lessened the expense of creating weekly rehearsal CDs for musicians. For Agape, 
the license has freed their ministry musicians from having to personally purchase and 
download worship music from iTunes each week. Currendy, only two music ministers 
reported creating weekly rehearsal CDs, while at least four sites used to do this as an ongoing 
practice. Online access to CCLI licensed materials are provided by 57 percent of the 
churches through the Planning Center Online program, while two additional churches have 
created their own password-protected websites to access materials. Overall, 86 percent of the 
churches use online access programs for musicians to obtain musical resources each week. 
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Two churches, Agape and Parkway, reported using additional electronic communications 
sources such as Facebook, text messaging, email, and E-vites to provide reminders and 
general communications with ministty musicians. Finally, James Goss recently installed a 
video projector in his choir room that can be connected with his iPad. Using it as a smart 
board, he plans to use to it write in edits for choir anthems during rehearsals. 
Music academies. Music academies exist in two, or 29 percent, of the participant 
churches. Highview's two-year-old Arts Academy offers private instruction in voice, piano, 
guitar, and violin. Just over 25 students are enrolled and presented their first recital this year. 
James Goss anticipates continued growth under the leadership of the current volunteer 
academy director. The student fees go directly to the teachers, making the academy self-
supporting without any financial assistance from the church. Lessons are taught on the 
church campus where teachers may use the pianos and any other musical equipment. 
Qualifications ate high for the academy instructors. Each instructor is a professional 
musician, professional music teacher, or highly skilled performer on the instrument that they 
instruct. To qualify, they must provide proof of their qualifications and skills or complete an 
audition. James developed the academy based upon his philosophy of music education, 
particularly church music education and how he believes it should relate to school music. 
With a music education background, my perspective is, 'How do I bring music education 
into the church?' I truly believe that we should be returning to the patron of the arts. We 
should be the place where the arts happen, not the place that feeds off of the schools. The 
church has relegated that to the schools ... My gripe has been that churches will sit back and 
let the schools do all the work ... and then we'll bring them in on Sunday and show them a 
standard slightly less. That defies and denies our role as music educators in the church. Our 
job is to teach music. I should be working hand in hand with the school system. 0· Goss, 
personal interview, July 14, 2011) 
James envisions the church to be restored as the community's center for arts, and for the 
quality of church musical experiences to be no less than what students have at school. 
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Parkway Baptist has a fledgling academy that is gradually expanding. Also having a 
music education background, Jon Dailey shares a similar vision to James Goss. 
I feel like the church should be the center of the community when it comes to a lot of 
things. God gave us the arts to glorify Him. We should be not only glorifying God with 
them, but training our children to do the same. We should teach them how important it is to 
use what God's given them in service to Him. Q. Dailey, personal interview, June 16, 2011) 
Jon added that he wants young people to have positive role models in artistic fields that hold 
a higher standard than what they observe through the media. The academy currently offers 
instruction in piano, guitar, and dance. Forming the academy has required patience, but Jon 
is excited about the progress that has been made and anticipates that it will continue to 
expand. 
Summary: Leadin~ Jeaming, and interacting with diverse skiDs. Within the 
seven participant churches, the worship transition did not bring significant replacement of 
existing musicians for new ones. Instead, the priority became retraining and reorganizing 
musicians to enable their continued service in some capacity. Still, the success of those 
efforts was varied. All participant churches added musicians as a result of the transition, but 
the various worship styles differ on the number added. Some increases occurred simply by 
adding an additional worship service. Some churches added worship bands and vocal praise 
teams where numerous musicians rotate in participation, while other churches engage the 
same few musicians who play each week, thus engaging fewer people. In other situations, a 
band and vocal praise team was added, but choirs, orchestras and other traditional 
instmments and ensembles were removed. Consequently, while all sites did increase 
musician roles, there is not a consistent increase in numerical engagement because some 
churches have a more inclusive model and others a less exclusive one. 
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The data reveal that 100 percent of music ministries have formally and informally 
trained musicians working together in ministry. Overall, three primary themes emerged in 
regard to intermingling different musician backgrounds and training in ministry. First, 71 
percent of the ministers acknowledged challenges in working with ministry musicians whose 
skills differ from their own. Four ministers spoke of "learning a new musical language," of 
inviting other musicians to assist in translating musical ideas in a collaborative teamwork 
approach to musical communication. Secondly, the differing musician groups have 
distinctive characteristics that impact rehearsals and preparation, and require different 
musical resources and support. While the formally trained musicians are more independent, 
those without formal skills often require more support. This support is often accomplished 
by providing rehearsal recordings to assist in their personal rote or trial and error learning 
processes. The music ministers who work with bands and praise teams particularly serve as 
middle-men who accommodate two different learning approaches during joint rehearsals, 
balancing instruction that accommodates both musician groups. Participants observe that 
both musical groups have strengths and weaknesses, and they have learned to value each 
musician-type for what they offer. Finally, all participants reported having cooperative 
mentoring relationships among their musicians that help build the skills of less developed 
musicians, regardless of background. 
The ability to read standard notation is clearly valued and desired, but minimally 
taught among the churches. Only one of the seven music ministers has established an 
intentional program to develop the skill within the ministry musicians and church 
congregants. However, 86 percent of the leaders reported that they teach music reading 
skills contextually during rehearsal, finding in-the-moment instruction to be relevant and 
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effective. In the absence of universal music reading skills among musicians, 100 percent of 
the leaders invest significant time in creating or providing accommodations to compensate 
for the lack of reading ability. 
In preparing for worship, weekly corporate rehearsals dominate the musician's 
preparations in 100 percent of the churches. Further, 100 percent of the ministries either 
weekly or occasionally provide their musicians with resources to use for individual at-home 
practice. All of the churches have purchased a CCLI license for projecting lyrics during 
worship and for making rehearsal materials that are accessible at any time via individual 
electronic access. Online access to rehearsal materials are provided by 57 percent of the 
churches through the Planning Center Online program, while two additional churches have 
created their own password-protected web sites. Thus, a total of 86 percent of the ministries 
use online access programs for musicians to obtain musical resources each week. 
Music academies exist in two of the participant churches. Both academies exist 
because of each music minister's vision that the church be the community center for the arts. 
Still, only Highview offers ongoing music insttuction within its actual music ministq that 
parallels its academy vision to develop future musicians. Ultimately, the churches are heavily 
dependent upon local schools for formal musical development. 
Transferring Skills from Classroom to Community. Music education students in 
bands, choirs, and orchestras invest in those ensembles for the value that it brings to their 
lives. But after students graduate from high school, many never again engage in a musical 
ensemble. Churches are just one of numerous community venues where musicians can 
engage their abilities throughout their life. Because of the many musical changes resulting 
&om the worship transformation, this research explored whether or not opportunities still 
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exist for school-trained musicians to invest their talents in ministry. This area of discussion 
explored that possibility and other factors where the musical efforts of schools and churches 
intersect. 
Applicability of skills to nontraditional worship ministries. All of the 
participants confirmed that school-trained musicians are able to meaningfully engage within 
their music ministries. Since only two of the churches have academies and neither enrolls 
more than 30 students, all of the churches are largely dependent upon musicians that were 
formally trained in schools or private studies. While not all of their ministry musicians have a 
formal training background, the skills of those who do continue to hold value. To differing 
degrees and in various roles, each of the music ministries engages former and current school-
trained musicians in choirs, orchestras, ensembles, vocal praise teams, or as pianists and 
organists. While many of the worship band instrumentalists may not have developed their 
skills in a traditional school ensemble, some did, and either transferred or expanded their 
learning to play in a pop-style rhythm section. Micah Dalton obset-ved that four of his six 
worship band members have had at least some school music training. His dtummer has 
specifically credited his school jazz band experience as helpful to his role in worship 
ministry. 
Micah Dalton, Jacob Kemp, Daniel Cooper, and James Goss commented that their 
music ministries seem to engage more school-aged instrumentalists than vocalists. Micah 
explained: 
We [Agape] had at any time one or two or three students who were in the chorus at Pearson 
High School. None of those were ever in our choir here. While we had two or three Pearson 
students who were a part of our choir, they were not a part of the school chorus. Among the 
high school students that I have had in choir here, none of them are in any school related 
choral anything. I don't know if it was a like or dislike, a connect or disconnect, but it did 
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seem to me to be two different worlds to them. (M. Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 
2011) 
While Micah did not conjecture a reason for the disconnect, Daniel and James attributed it 
to changing interests and the lack of youth minister support. Jacob also attributed the 
problem to the weakness of the school choral programs in his area of the county. It was 
reported earlier that only 43 percent of the churches, Trinity, Calvary, and Parkway, offer 
seamless vocal music involvement for all age groups, yet soon after the fieldwork for this 
research was conducted, Calvary's youth choir was disbanded for waning interest. Thus, the 
four participants that noted a disconnect with vocalists all lead ministries where vocal 
continuity is not available for all ages. Agape Baptist has the largest gap, with no 
developmental programs whatsoever other than joining the adult choir where teens are 
welcomed and engaged if interested. Highview and New Hope have the next largest gap for 
current school-aged vocalists. At Cornerstone, a middle school choir is present so the 
continuity gap exists only for high school vocalists. Still, high school singers are invited to 
join the adult choir, but few have embraced that invitation. Trinity and Parkway both have 
ongoing student vocal participation. It may be noted (based upon the researcher's knowledge 
of the county choral programs) that those churches with the most teen vocal participation 
are geographically located in more affluent areas, and are near schools with strong choral 
programs. Conversely, the churches with little or no teen vocal engagement are located in 
less affluent parts of the county where choral programs exist, but are not as thriving as the 
economically stronger areas. 
Despite areas where vocal transferability is limited, the music ministers emphatically 
agree that the school-developed vocal and instrumental skills transfer well into their current 
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ministries. Jon Dailey acknowledged the caliber of his volunteer musicians, stating that 
among the instrumentalists and vocalists are several current public school music teachers, 
college music majors, people with music degrees who work in other fields, and advanced-
level high school musicians, some of whom have been selected for All-State. Jon concluded 
that, "These talented musicians have found musical value in the ministry while using their 
gifts to serve God" G· Dailey, personal interview, June 16, 2011). 
Interactions with schools. Although James Goss plans to offer choral scholarships 
to local college vocalists and Micah Dalton has accompanied one of the local high school 
choirs, they are among the 57 percent of leaders who reported no interaction with 
sun:ounding school music programs. Jacob Kemp has attempted to engage school string 
musicians for special musical presentations, but never received a response to his calls. 
Still, 4 3 percent of the ministers, Andrew Owens, Jon Dailey, and Daniel Cooper, 
reported interacting with their neighboring school music programs in some way. Each of 
these music ministers noted that the relationship must be handled carefully, but they want to 
offer opportunities for school musicians to engage if interested, and even provide support 
for school needs. Andrew reported that one high school orchestra held their Solo and 
Ensemble recital in New Hope's sanctuary and church members provided a post-recital 
reception for the guests. He desires to develop a partnership with the school band and 
orchestra so that he can engage their student musicians for special presentations rather than 
hire professionals. Jon Dailey shared that numerous community groups and school music 
programs utilize Parkway's facility for events. The choir and orchestra at the nearest high 
school have performed nearly all of their concerts at Parkway for several years. The church 
has also hosted the district middle and high school choral festivals for multiple years, and 
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another high school's Winter Guard uses the gymnasium for weekly practice. Jon attempts 
to support area music teachers with encouraging emails or letters, by attending concerts, 
loaning equipment, or providing any requested assistance. He respects that not everyone will 
embrace the interaction, but he seeks to be available nonetheless. Over the years, particularly 
as the Parkway orchestra was developing, numerous school wind and string musicians played 
for special presentations. Finally, because Cornerstone Baptist was, for many years in its 
history, the largest facility in the area, many community groups held events on its campus. 
Over time, numerous school music ensembles of various ages have performed concerts at 
Cornerstone and continue to do so today. Daniel hopes that this longstanding relationship 
will continue. 
Music ministry contributions to educational training. All participants firmly 
believe that music ministry engagement expands and enriches school-based training in 
several ways. First, they expressed that music ministry involvement provides lifelong musical 
engagement where musicians can expand and apply their school-developed skills within a 
life-connected endeavor. Secondly, they emphasized several specific ways that music ministry 
engagement expands school-developed skills. Participants perceive the weekly demands of 
music ministry as increasing the pace of learning and polishing music. Rather than having 
several weeks to prepare for a school performance, ministry musicians apply sight-reading 
skills to a real-life situation and quickly polish and perform a significant quantity of music 
every week. Since some musicians may be the only one carrying their particular part or role, 
Micah Dalton emphasized that personal responsibility is increased. 
Serving as a church musician means that each player will sight-read often as well as polish 
music quickly for weekly worship. If a player does not sight-read or perform their music 
well, they will be clearly audible since they may be the only person on their instrument. 
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Consequently, this increases personal responsibility for each musician to be competent and 
independent. (J'vf. Dalton, personal interview, June 22, 2011) 
Daniel Cooper supported this idea by stating that young musicians learn to be leaders rather 
than followers. Jon Dailey noted that orchestra musicians are given opportunities to play in 
challenging keys that accommodate vocal ranges, and also learn to play with a rhythm 
section. Finally, rather than performing for an observing audience, ministry musicians 
prepare music to lead and engage the congregation that participates with them. 
Participants emphasized that music ministry introduces vocalists and instrumentalists 
to diverse musical styles and presentations that intermingle music, drama, and media. David 
Hart expressed that young musicians are provided with developmental opportunities to build 
their confidence and abilities. Further, students who transition from school choirs and 
insuurnental ensembles into a church worship band role on guitar, keyboard, or drums, are 
learning to transfer and blend their skills. He stated that, "Even though they're maybe more 
into the contemporary setting [at church], they're being classically trained in a school setting, 
and they're blending that, if you will. They are blending a set of skills to use both places" (D. 
Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011 ). Jon Dailey has also observed beneficial musician-
mentoring that provides a unique reciprocal sharing relationship, where older musicians 
share their depth of experience with current students, and the current students offer new 
ideas and techniques to sharpen the older players. Jon concluded that, "It's a good learning 
curve for everybody when everybody's in there together" G· Dailey, personal interview, June 
16, 2011). 
The participants offered numerous ways that music ministry engagement benefits 
school-developed musicians. Each music minister's input supports James Goss's 
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overarchlng goal that the quality of church musical experiences be no less than what students 
experience at school, enabling them to return to school having gained a unique skill or 
experience that makes them a stronger and more diverse musician. 
Suggestions for school music education to develop ministry skills. While each 
of the music ministers values the current level of school music education, they offered 
several suggestions that could expand student's skills and further their ability to engage in 
music ministry or other lifelong outlets. The most prevalent suggestion was to increase the 
teaching of ear training, sight-singing, theory, and harmonic dictation. Andrew Owens 
emphasized the importance of these skills in contemporary music and added that, "They've 
got to learn it somewhere and in the vast majority of cases they're waiting for college to 
learn" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011). He believes that if students develop 
these skills earlier that they can engage sooner in churches and elsewhere. David Hart 
affirmed the ear development but specifically added that students should also develop the 
ear through informal processes. 
Vocally, encourage ensembles to do 'head sessions,' if you will, just hear the stuff and not 
have notes, just figure out the parts. Let them figure out how the harmonies fit and do their 
own follow-the-ear kind of thing to learn what works and what doesn't" (D. Hart, personal 
interview, June 16, 2011). 
Recognizing that jazz bands offer similarities with worship bands, David and Micah Dalton 
suggested increasing jazz band involvement, providing students with a chance to develop 
improvisational skills and the independence that can be honed in smaller ensembles. 
While David and Micah encouraged more informal learning opportunities, they and 
others underscored the importance of developing both formal and informal skills, urging 
that one skill-group should never replace the other. Both Jon Dailey and Daniel Cooper 
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emphasized the importance of musical diversity and being functional within varied musical 
styles and skill-groups. Jon emphasized that, ''We use everybody here, musically speaking. 
For any music class offered in any school, we can engage those people in what we do here 
because we're not exclusive in the sounds that we like to create" G· Dailey, personal 
interview, June 16, 2011) . Daniel echoed the value of diversity that he has learned not only in 
music ministry, but by observing the distinctly different approaches from two of his 
daughter's choral directors. 
We've been through two choral directors at Halifax high school. The previous one was all 
about the stage performance and the pop music perspective. There is a lot of value in how 
that could be positive for our church or any local church that has gone through or is in the 
middle of the transition as we have toward the contemporary side. Our current choral 
director is more a classicist and he's putting out tremendous performances. Now he has less 
of a choir program because he's being more selective. The flrst lady that came through was 
all about the experience and the party. He's all about the music and excellence in the level of 
performance. I've never seen in one program a more excellent example of the value of both 
approaches where they both ·can be helpful. (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
Daniel sees value in both perspectives and does not view either one as superior to the other, 
believing that their diversity enables them both to offer something of value. 
The remaining responses were more disparate, but offered merit. While some 
schools offer guitar clubs, Jon Dailey encouraged that those clubs be increased or even 
formed into classes. Andrew Owens hopes that traditional string classes continue to flourish 
because there are places in church ministry where those skills are valued, emphasizing that 
despite the increase of electronic instmments in modern worship, "Not everybody wants to 
use a Korg synthesizer to get an orchestra in a box. Some of us still like live instruments" (A. 
Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011 ). Micah Dalton and Daniel Cooper would like to 
see school music teachers encourage students to transfer their learning beyond school events 
and into other musical outlets, including churches, which offer lifelong venues for musical 
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express10n. Daniel emphasized that, "There are continuing opportunities for legitimate 
musical expression, whether you're a classicist, a pop-rock guy, a stage performer, Broadway 
musical person, a jazz person, whatever - that the church does offer opportunities for 
continued expressions" (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). 
Finally, Micah Dalton carried the idea of expression in a unique direction as he 
considered how often the inclusion of music and art is threatened in schools. He indicated 
that the loss or denial of artistic expression can lead young people to turn to negative forms 
of expression, emphasizing that talent development and life-connected, positive forms of 
expression should never be threatened from curricular inclusion. 
Summary: Transferring skiDs from classroom to community. With 100 percent 
of all music ministers reporting that school-trained musicians can effectively transfer their 
skills into nontraditional music ministries, the data provide strong affirmation that the skills 
developed by current and former school-trained musicians remain valuable in nontraditional 
worship ministries. The nwnber of musician roles and how frequendy musicians can engage 
varies among churches, based upon their ministry structure and their practices in musician 
rotation. According to 57 percent of the participants, fewer vocal musicians, primarily 
middle and high school students, transfer into ministry engagement than instrumental 
students. While explanations varied, the churches struggling to engage teen vocalists are also 
geographically located in less affluent areas of the county where choral programs do exist, 
but are not thriving. Still, vocal musicians have transferred well into some of the churches; 
thus, overall transference and engagement was reported as significant, life-connected, and 
valuable within the ministries. 
The majority of music ministers and music ministries do not interact with their 
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surrounding school programs though some would like to do so. Some ministers have 
unsuccessfully attempted to connect. Three music ministers have established interactions 
and varied ways of supporting their local school music programs. One hundred percent of 
the ministers report that music ministry engagement enhances and expands student's school 
training. By engaging, school-trained musicians are provided a life-connected and lifelong 
music venue to use their abilities, creating a praxial application of school music education. 
All ministers share the desire of expanding the student's skills and musicianship through the 
unique musical challenges offered by the ministry. 
Finally, the music ministers offered several well-considered suggestions of how 
school music education programs could further develop musicians for nontraditional 
worship ministry. Unwittingly echoing the call from existing research, several encouraged the 
development of more, informal skills, particularly aural skills, through informal learning 
processes. They encouraged increased theory, improvisational skills, more sight-singing, 
guitar clubs and classes; and to never hinder opportunities for positive artistic expression. 
While suggesting these additional aspects, all participants emphasized the value of traditional 
skills and ensembles, and that these should not be eliminated or decreased. Instead, the 
priority should not be to exclude or diminish either formal or informal skills, but to provide 
students with opportunities to build a broad palate of skills that makes them adept in 
multiple musical styles. 
Closure: Reflections on the Big Picture. Bringing closure to their interviews, 
participants were asked to take an expanded view and consider what they perceive as positive 
and negative outcomes of the worship transformation, and to express why they were willing 
to make the changes given the turmoil, personal challenges, and ministry challenges. Their 
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responses were thoughtful and well considered, revealing that they have already pondered 
these factors as they work within their ministries each day. 
Positive and negative outcomes of the worship transition. Evaluating the overall 
impact of the worship transition, the music ministers named several positive aspects. All 
participants acknowledged a value and a need for nontraditional worship. Jon Dailey and 
Daniel Cooper, both mega-church leaders, expressed that while worship is not an evangelism 
tool, they value nontraditional worship for connecting with a broad spectrum of people, 
including those who have not grown up in church. Daniel emphasized that, "There's a lot of 
value in trying to meet people where they are, rather than, 'We are ... the church and you can 
come to us.' The contemporary church is trying to reach out to the contemporary culture" 
(D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011). Others value a new freedom in worship 
that embraces a more outwardly expressive response from individual worshippers, as well as 
more freedom in the music itself. David Hart recalled a longstanding traditional Baptist habit 
of hymn singing: 
I appreciate the moving away from the traditional Baptist worship practice of singing a Erst, 
second, and last verse with a chorus in between each one and that's it. I like being more free, 
not just in the style of music, but in how that music is incorporated and whether it's repeated 
or not. (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011) 
While more freedom was welcomed, no participant desired or supported freedom from 
hymns. Andrew Owens quickly affirmed that hymns are being preserved, that even though 
the presentation may be updated, the theological content and church legacy is preserved. He 
emphasized that, "Contemporary artists now are not throwing hymns away. They are 
recognizing the value in the theology, the theological education that's there. They're circling 
back into it and bringing it back out into the forefront" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 
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30, 2011 ). While Andrew has observed a sense of "circling back" and rethinking some initial 
directions in contemporary worship, James Goss also commented that contemporary 
worship standards are changing. He senses that some of the leading contemporary 
musicians, studios, and publishers are improving the music and its content. James concluded 
that, "The praise and worship stuff has gotten better. They are beating up on themselves 
now, which is good. They are now holding themselves to a higher standard . .. I see some self-
management going on in the industry" G· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). Finally, 
James also affirmed the use of modern language in worship music. While he does not believe 
it is always well done, he recognizes that some people express themselves in worship more 
naturally by using language and verbal expressions that are current and familiar. 
While the leaders readily identified several positive outcomes, an even greater 
number of themes emerged as common concerns. First, 57 percent of the ministers observe 
a dumbing down effect in the lyrics, music, and theology of some songs. Specifically, they 
emphasized that just because a song is popular, written or performed by a popular Christian 
artist, or played on Christian radio, that it does not guarantee its musical quality, theological 
soundness, or merit for worship. Regardless of how good or popular the music may be, the 
lyrical quality holds precedence on whether or not the song will be used for worship. James 
Goss and Jon Dailey added that modern worship music is often categorically criticized for 
repetitiveness. James stressed that too many modern worship songs use trite language or 
words just because they rhyme, rather than communicating a substantial message. Thus, 
substance, not repetition, is the problem. He explained that, "It's not about repetition. I just 
did a Taize service. We sang the same thing 21 times ... Say something of value 21 times and 
you've got my attention. Say something that's meaningless 21 times and you're putting me to 
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sleep" a. Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011 ). Jon's thoughts paralleled the same idea, 
that the lingering criticism of repetitiveness is often unmerited, that some hymns are also 
repetitive. The key, in his opinion, is to select music that delivers theological depth, 
regardless of repetition. Jacob Kemp added that much contemporary music is 
monochromatic and lacks variety. He indicated that, "Contemporary music never changes. 
It's the same style. It's the same sound. It's the same basic instruments ... You can go out 
there and find 15 different songs with different words, different lyrics, but the same sound" 
a. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011). He believes that people will eventually tire of 
the sameness, and want more depth, variety, and lyrical substance. Each of the ministers 
who commented upon the dumbing down aspect also emphasized the great responsibility 
they have to filter all music, old and new, for quality. 
James Goss added the element of musician training to the dumbing down effect, 
commenting upon some contemporary mindsets that devalue musical training and 
education, making those qualifications seem anachronistic within current practices. He 
perceives a mindset that believes, "'We have a guitar and we just love Jesus, so that's all we 
really need isn't it?' ... Really? .. .I'm just frustrated to watch this lackluster approach ... I think 
there will be a push back at some point" a. Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). James 
emphasized the value of learning worship history, planning, the discipline required for 
developing musical skills, and the understanding of scriptural theology to guide all elements 
of worship. 
Secondly, 71 percent of the music ministers were troubled by several issues that they 
categorize as the loss of good tradition. While emphasizing that preserving tradition just for 
the sake of tradition is not a valid reason to do so, they also perceive a loss of engagement, 
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legacy, and commonality that is present as a result of some contemporary trends. The 
worship leaders do not believe that these concerns universally represent all churches, but 
they see these realities as undeniably present. The loss of engagement was noted in two ways: 
decreased congregational participation and music ministry participation. While the modem 
worship movement is touted for sparking engaged and expressive worship, some 
congregants in some worship environments are unengaged for various reasons. Some of the 
more casual environments that offer food and coffee have congregants who continue to 
fellowship through the worship time and never personally engage. They observed that the 
darkened environments can be places where people can hide and not engage because they 
will not be noticed, thus making them worship spectators rather than participants. Finally, 
while the participants are careful about choosing music that the congregation can sing, James 
Goss specifically shared his experience while visiting the contemporary worship at another 
church, noting the complexity of some modem worship music versus the singable nature of 
many hymns, and how that difference impacted congregational engagement. 
We all sort of sang at the songs until they got to 'Rock of Ages.' All of a sudden everybody 
lit up. I wanted to say, 'Did you not hear that we finally got something?' Everybody had a 
common moment and then we went back to sort of meandering through the complex 
rhythms. I love complex rhythms, but I don't know that complex rhythms work for 
congregations. I think that hymns work because they are strophic. They are quarter notes, 
half notes, and occasional dots. For the most part, there's a method to the madness. 0· Goss, 
personal interview, July 14, 2011) 
Although the hymn was a modernized arrangement, James heard a significant increase of 
engagement due to the hymn's singability and long-tenn familiarity. Within this particular 
worship experience and its worship songs for that day, the complex rhythms and 
unfamiliarity of the contemporary music seemed to discourage engagement. 
The participants also expressed concern over declining engagement in music minist1-y 
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roles, particularly in traditional ensembles, which have the capacity to engage many people. 
While numerous reasons for decline were noted, some being unique to particular churches, 
71 percent of the participants indicated changing interests or a lack of interest in traditional 
ensembles, particularly among teens. Secondly, music ministers observed that a strictly 
contemporary worship model tends to be more engagement-exclusive than traditional and 
blended models that are more inclusive by engaging more people in large ensembles. James 
Goss recalled the small group of musicians leading worship in the contemporary service that 
he attended, stating, "There were eight people on stage leading music for the rest of them" 
a. Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). While the music was well done, he was disturbed 
that only eight people could use their gifts in worship leading while the talents of many 
others remained idle. Daniel Cooper agreed with this trend, fearing that the contemporary 
model of his own church and other churches will destroy the future of choirs and orchestras 
in worship. Daniel is troubled by the number of talented musicians in his church that are 
either uninterested in servillg, or who prefer to sit back and allows others to lead. 
TI1ere's a whole generation that doesn't see, doesn't understand the value of using their 
talents and gifts in church. We are clinging with all of our might to this model in the 
Blended-Traditional world that when you've been given a talent by God, then you need to 
use that in church. You can edify the church by using your talents. Worship has become 
more entertainment than it ever was. There's less engagement than there has been ... I feel 
like we're losing some of the tradition that is good. All tradition is not necessarily good. This 
tradition is good where we include as many people as possible in worship and in worship 
leadership. (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
James Goss echoed a similar mindset, stating, "There are values that we think are important 
to involve as many people as possible to use their gift in worship and in their community" a. 
Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). Clearly, the number of musicians engaged in a 
strictly contemporary model also hinges upon whether or not musicians rotate from week to 
week. Still, unless larger traditional ensembles are also present, the number of musicians 
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decreases. 
Third, music ministers were burdened by a loss of legacy and commonality in the 
decrease of historical worship repertoire and good traditional practices. All of the leaders 
unwaveringly support the preservation of hymns in worship. Whether hymns are sung 
traditionally or in modernized arrangements, excluding the historical hymn legacy from 
worship would be unthinkable. The music ministers universally appreciate that some of the 
leading contemporary worship leaders have prioritized preserving the value and legacy of 
hymnology in modem worship. According to David Hart, "Some contemporary artists have 
been careful in resetting those hymns, sometimes even staying true to the melody so that 
they just feel a litde different and kids don't even realize it's a two hundred year-old hymn" 
(D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011). David perceives this as a positive means to 
both preserve and push great music into a modem era. Still, the number of hymn 
arrangements remains small in comparison to the overall existing repertoire of Baptist 
hymnology. Additionally, while hymns are preserved in their own churches, they are omitted 
from some modem worship venues, and the quantity of hymns is lessened for a larger 
amount of modem music. Consequendy, several participants fear the loss of community, 
commonality, and shared legacy that has historically been present among different churches, 
replaced, in some cases, by music that is short-lived. 
I fear we're losing an anthology that used to extend from church to church. 
Everybody knew "How Great Thou Art," "'Tis so Sweet to Trust in Jesus," "Amazing 
Grace," "Blessed Assurance," ''Victory in Jesus," just a whole group of hymns that were our 
worship expressions. Now, a lot of the music is disposable music. Some of this stuff will 
stand the test of time but most of it is going to burn away. What was hot yesterday is not hot 
today; in fact it's not even on the shelf anymore. It used to be very common for us to do 
songs that we had done in years past over and over again, things that were decades old, but 
nowadays these songs come in and out so quickly. 
We live in a dangerous time when we are losing a lot of what was valued in the past. 
You can go from church to church anymore and not hear any of rl1e same songs. I'm 
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saddened by that because it's not as synergistic as it used to be. I think we're losing the 
amount of engagement that we can get out of our congregation to help lead and own and 
participate in worship. It's just not there. (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
Currently, Daniel recognizes that worship repertoire becomes far more unique to each 
congregation when the worship leadership does not glean repertoire from a denominational 
hymnal shared by most churches, but instead selects repertoire from popular songwriters, 
artists, concerts, websites, in-house songwriters, and other sources. 
As they carefully move their churches through the worship transition, the music 
ministers sense the danger of abandoning too much of church history and legacy for what is 
new. For this reason, Jon Dailey has intentionally preserved certain traditional elements such 
as choirs and the worship orchestra. Although the organ and choir robes are currently stored 
and not in use, he believes that the cyclical nature of life will someday bring those elements 
back to the forefront. Other participants have chosen a similar path of preserving what they 
believe to be good tradition. Jacob Kemp is troubled by the mindset that contemporary 
worship should replace all that came before, as if everything traditional has lost all value. He 
observed the initial wave of modern worship that tended to go overboard. 
For d1e longest time contemporary stuff really got going and anything traditional - throw it 
out with the trash ... I want to read you our values statement. It says, "C. S. Lewis once said 
that 'all that is not eternal is eternally out of date.' .. . Our assessment of what is appropriate 
and not appropriate for worship is not a question of 'is it old or new?' or 'is it high church or 
pop culture?' Our single question is 'does it accurately convey God's truth?' O· Kemp, 
personal interview, June 20, 2011) 
Calvary's values statement reflects the similar mindset of all participants, a sense of adding 
and updating, but not destroying or devaluing all that has come before. 
With this perspective in mind, three music ministers emphasized believing that 
blended worship allows the best of old and new to coexist. Since the data show that blended 
venues are the most prevalent expression among the churches, these and other participants 
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have found that such worship resonates with their congregations. Jacob Kemp anticipates 
that churches holding to stricdy traditional worship may decline to the point of extinction, 
but blended worship acknowledges multiple preferences, keeping worship fresh and varied, 
and preserving traditional choirs and orchestras to offer diverse music and maintain 
engagement. 
Still, the central emergent priority is a desire for worshippers and leaders to not be 
fixated upon worship style preferences. Jacob continued, suggesting that people are attracted 
to '"style-ism' more than theology. I just don't think that they are getting theologically what 
they need. They get weakness just for the sake of having contemporary sound" G· Kemp, 
personal interview, June 20, 2011 ). He longs for people to outgrow what he sees as a 
worship preference that is based upon a particular sound. Andrew Dalton, having 
experienced great transitional turmoil at New Hope, longs for the same outcome. After two 
tumultuous transitions in a short span of time at New Hope, he is ready for people to look 
beyond musical styles. Andrew pleaded that, "I would love to get our church to a point 
where ... we don't have separate styles anymore. We just have one thing that we do ... I want 
us to be ... where it just doesn't matter anymore" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 
2011). For Andrew and others, leading a ministry through a worship transition has been 
challenging, and their responses reflect batde scars, experience, and a longing for unity. 
Their desire for unity led 71 percent of the ministers to express a concern over an 
"us-them" mindset that exists in their congregation and in attitudes toward church overall. 
David Hart knows that people taking sides on musical preferences reflects the natural 
friction of change, a concern for connecting with contemporary culture, and a desire to 
preserve a musical legacy. He frequendy feels the sway of the balancing act as people assert 
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their preferences. Still, he has had some congregants who prefer traditional ways, but they 
have indicated that "'I think it's a great thing in what we're doing because we need to reach 
more people and we're going to lose a generation if other places are offering that and we 
don't"' (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011). Despite the challenge to balance both 
viewpoints, David believes in the direction of the worship transition and knows that this is 
part of the process. Andrew Owens expressed his frustration over New Hope's conflict 
when they attempted to unify into a single blended expression. Although the organ, piano, 
and worship band remained present, all elements of both contemporary and traditional 
expressions, people of both camps were upset. Andrew expressed his anguish at being 
between the two sides in the worship style conflict. 
I don't think people are able to see past style. Transitioning was really rough when we went 
to just blended worship because I got it from both sides. The lady that wrote that letter 
spoke for one side and I had band members that almost quit and left the church. Even the 
folks that were responsible for me coming here almost quit and went someplace else because 
they were so upset that we were doing hymns. And that killed me. (A. Owens, personal 
interview, June 30, 2011) 
In the two medium-tier sites, Andrew and David remain the worship leader for both 
of the alternative worship expressions. At Highview, Calvary, Parkway, and Cornerstone, 
there is an additional worship leader that is responsible for the alternative expression. Still, 
only Cornerstone has a separate pastor and worship leader for their alternative expression, 
creating the sense of a separate church. Calvary's Jacob Kemp stated that, "I have seen too, 
too many churches, good churches, big churches that have split after offering contemporary 
worship with its own staff. What they have are two entirely different churches" G. Kemp, 
personal interview, June 20, 2011). He indicated that great caution must be used. Of the four 
churches with an alternative worship leader, only Cornerstone with its separate pastor and 
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worship leader, reported significant friction, a situation that Daniel Cooper's experience 
caused him to anticipate before the choice was made. 
It has created almost two different worlds on the same campus ... I can speak to you at great 
lengths about how it has polarized our congregation . . . In two of my previous churches 
where we've evolved from a blended-traditional model into a multiservice style approach, it 
eventually comes down to 'us and them,' 'they' rather than 'we.' Now we say, 'Those people 
who worship in the gym. Those peoplewho worship in the worship center .. . ' [Now, if he 
does music that is perceived as too edgy in the Blended-Traditional service, people will say,] 
'If you're going to do that style of music on this campus, I think it deserves to be in the 
United service where those people, those people appreciate that. In the worship center we do 
music reverent unto the Lord and use more great hymns of the faith. If you're going to do 
that style of music, just do it in the United service. The people that like that kind of stuff can 
go over there.' (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
All of the music ministers acknowledged differing degrees of friction having existed during 
transition, and the burden that it placed on their churches and on them personally. But 
Daniel Cooper was put in a position of church against church situation with Cornerstone's 
alternative expressions. The overall data comparison suggests that Daniel may have faced, 
and continues to face one of the most difficult transitions. Cornerstone's worship dichotomy 
has created a church-within-a-church separation that is more polarized than the other sites. 
Not only does he experience the us-them tug, but he also watches much of what he seeks to 
build walk out the door. He spoke of talented musicians who no longer engage their skills in 
the Blended-Traditional worship, content to sit musically unengaged in worship while the 
Blended-Traditional ensembles are weakened by their loss. Daniel lives with an in-house 
competition and drain against the ministt:y he seeks to nurture. 
Three ministers offered us-them concerns that exist outside of their own 
congregation, of mindsets that take categorical sides on worship styles and perspectives that 
criticize the church overall. First, Jacob Kemp is frustrated by people categorically drawing 
battle lines between worship styles to criticize other preferences, and mentioned his own son 
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criticizing the continuation of traditional worship as if should have been abandoned entirely 
for a more contemporru:y expression. Jacob explained that his son's church was founded 
with a contemporary worship expression. 
It's all contemporary, and that's how it was built ... There is no traditional background there. 
Nothing. So Drew is kind of .. .I've kind of had to sit on him sometimes, and say, "Son, I'm 
not going to listen to you be critical of us. This is who we are." ... They are all contemporary 
and they are outstanding ... In the contemporary element they do it right. Musically it is just 
outstanding. Of course, they are built with lighting, staging, color backgrounds, sound- just 
everything ... They do good stuff but they don't have to worry about where we are. We've 
had to deal with stuff here that they never had to deal with. They were built with that 
purpose and no other reason. For churches who have had to transition, well, it's a different 
experience altogether. 0· Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011) 
Jacob is cognizant of the unique experiences and challenges that have occurred within 
transitioned churches. He has tried to help his son understand the challenges for a church 
with a long history to gradually and painstakingly alter its expression. To Jacob, the different 
expressions continue to exist because they are meaningful to a particular church or group of 
people. Neither is good nor bad, but both offer different ways to attain the singular goal of 
connecting people to God through worship. 
Second, Jacob, Micah Dalton, and Daniel Cooper are distressed by criticisms of the 
church overall, saying that it has failed, and, thus, often using that as a reason to abandon it. 
Jacob refutes claims that contemporary worship exists because of failures in the church, 
rather than recognizing that the culture has changed and the church, like countless other 
institutions, has made changes that reflect what happens in the surrounding culture. 
Similarly, while Micah Dalton holds a positive view of nontraditional worship, he struggles 
with attitudes where people pursue contemporary trends out of anger or condemnation for 
the church. 
I don't like starting a church because you're mad at church. I don't like the concept of 
developing a parachurch ministry because church doesn't fit you. Biblically, I object to 
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starting a church on the basis of worship exclusive to ministry, of saying 'I'll serve God in 
other ways.' I do hear that from some of the twenty-somethings at times, saying, 'The 
concept of my church is not an established localized body where I go to worship' kind of 
thing. I just absolutely don't see that lining up with Scripture. (M. Dalton, personal interview, 
June 22, 2011) 
Micah believes that the worship transition should never be used to condemn the church, 
dismande the core of why the church exists, or to cast it aside rather than expand what exists 
to include contemporary practices. Daniel Cooper recognizes that the church is situated 
within a postmodern society that has profoundly changed. 
Alongside the worship change is a postmodern generation that cares less about God. There 
is the secularization of our culture, there's the breakdown of the family, there are multiple 
things going on now that are like no other time in our nation's history. So can you blame it 
only on worship style evolution that we've lost contact, or lose a lot of church members? I 
don't think so. But we're trying and I appreciate that. It's hard ... but that's a much larger issue 
than just worship style or worship evolution. (D. Cooper, personal interview, June 23, 2011) 
While participants have observed divisions within their own churches, they are also aware 
that other, far reaching challenges exist within the church at-large and the overall culture. 
They recognize that they are able to influence some factors, but may be limited on their 
ability to impact the larger issues. 
Finally, some participants named various troubling by-products of contemporary 
worship practices. Daniel Cooper observed that many people now view Sunday morning 
worship with all of its media, loud instruments, and visuals as a production rather than a 
worship encounter. He fears that the expectation to create a modernized environment by 
including these elements can become a distraction from focusing upon God, or that people 
may assume that all of these elements are necessary for worship to occur. Both Daniel and 
Andrew Owens note that worship music is more artist-focused than church music has even 
been historically, and in a celebrity-focused culture, care must be taken. This mindset can 
apply to the artists and songwriters who create the music as well as localized worship leaders. 
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In this vein, Daniel referred to Cornerstone's first contracted contemporary worship leaders 
who demonstrated an entidement mindset, and, rather than align with a particular church, 
they moved among whatever churches paid them to lead worship. Andrew's focus was 
directed more at the music _produced by well-known artists and the need to carefully discern 
the quality of every song rather than simply accepting it based upon an artist's name. He 
warned that, 'T think there's a danger in putting these people up on a pedestal. It bothers me 
that they get put up on a pedestal like that and it's not ne<;essarily good stuff' (A. Owens, 
personal interview, June 30, 2011). Neither Daniel nor Andrew perceives this to be a 
universal problem among all churches, worship leaders, or contemporary artists, but that a 
potential danger exists and vigilance must be ongoing. 
Daniel and James Goss are troubled by a loss of reverence and an increasing sense of 
casualness. James directed his concern at some contemporary song lyrics. While both men 
appreciate the modern language and expression for worship, they indicated that some lyrics 
lack due reverence. James emphasized that, "Sometimes it's just too earthy for a 
transcendent God. I think sometimes it's just, 'God is your pal.' He's just not my pal. He is 
my God, and Jesus is my friend and my Savior" (J. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011) . 
Daniel affirmed the number of songs now written that offer praise direcdy to God rather 
than simply singing about God, yet her added, "But God has kind of become our buddy 
rather than our Creator. We've lost a litde bit of reverence" (D. Cooper, personal interview, 
June 23, 2011). 
While the seven music ministers support many aspects of the worship transition, 
they struggle with the friction that exists between the philosophies, of rightfully balancing 
the collision of a traditional sense of reverence and a modern "come as you are" mindset. 
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Overall, the ministers sense that both old and new worship practices have value; thus, they 
seek to balance old and new values, embrace worthy change but not abandon what is 
valuable from the past during a challenging period in church history. 
Reasons for adapting to new practices. As music ministers explained why they 
were willing to adapt themselves, their musicians, and overall practices, 43 percent reported 
that they believed it the right thing to do so that they could connect with a broader span of 
people and engage them in worship. Other answers were more varied. Jacob Kemp realized 
that it needed to happen to bring contentment within his church where there was a pull to 
update worship practices, yet also an equal pull to preserve the longstanding tradition valued 
by many congregants. Consequendy, the church added additional expressions, giving 
worshippers a traditional, blended, or contemporary venue, thus restoring contentment and 
unity. James Goss knew that it was impossible to ignore contemporary worship, so he 
desired to be a positive influence and an agent of change for moving forward effectively, 
carefully embracing the best of new practices and preserving the good traditions that mark 
Highview's legacy. Micah Dalton expressed that he wanted to be willing to welcome, engage, 
and equip whatever types of musicians God places in his minisu:y rather than hold to a 
preconceived ministry model. Consequendy, because people with multiple skill-types were 
present, Agape developed a blended worship expression to engage the varied abilities present 
within the church. Finally, Andrew Dalton, perhaps the music minister with the most diverse 
musical background, expressed that he did not want the choice to be centered upon music at 
all. He emphasized that, "I really want people to catch the Romans 12:1 vision that worship 
is not about me. It's all about God" (A. Owens, personal interview, June 30, 2011). Andrew 
longs for this focus to be the priority of worshippers, to end all debates and struggles and 
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center upon the core reason that they gather for worship. 
Summary: ReOections on the big picture. The participants affinned the need and 
value of a modern worship expression, believing that it does connect with a broader 
population of people, and that its expressive and engaging nature brings freshness to 
worship experiences. All music ministers value and support the preservation and continued 
presence of hymnology, even when it appears in a modernized delivery. Some of the 
ministers applauded the fact that leaders in modern worship music, songwriters, performing 
artists, publishers, and recording labels, have raised the bar on their standards since the 
movement first gained prominence. 
While positives were apparent, so were lingering concerns. The most prevalent 
concern was a sense of dumbing down the quality of worship music, lyrics, and theology, 
causing them to express how carefully they screen the worship repertoire for their church. 
While new music can be found by following trends and recommendations, each minister is 
devoted to discerning what is worthy of worship inclusion. Similarly, one minister noted a 
dumbing down impact on how education and training are valued in modern worship, where 
churches sometimes entrust the reins of leadership to undertrained individuals who may 
have musical talent, but lack the theological, church history, and leadership background 
needed for music ministry. 
Another concern was identified as the loss of good traditions. Participants agreed 
that not all tradition is good, but certain traditions are worth preserving so that legacy, 
commonality, and ministry engagement are not lost. First, most of the ministers were 
alarmed at the loss of engagement that is visible in two ways: factors influencing congregants 
to become spectators more than worship participants, and decreased roles for musicians to 
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engage in music ministry by reducing the role of traditional ensembles and embracing 
contemporary models that only utilize a small group of musicians. Secondly, while hymns are 
being preserved within their own churches, they are concerned about an overall decrease in 
hymn usage that impacts the legacy and commonality that hymnology has historically 
brought to the church. Finally, the leaders expressed that all that is old need not be 
abandoned for everything that is new, that all things must be measured for value. Thus, 
churches should preserve good tradition and also embrace new elements that equally offer 
value and theological soundness. 
Participants reported their disturbance with an existing "us-them" mindset over 
worship preferences that negatively impacts church unity. While not present in all churches, 
some ministers reported considerable disunity attributed to worship factors. Ministers 
expressed that the creation of alternative worship venues must be handled carefully to avoid 
creating two separate churches. The data may suggest that maintaining the same pastor 
within all worship expressions has a significant impact on church unity, possibly to a greater 
extent than having the same worship leader in all expressions. Additionally, the music 
ministers were troubled by mindsets that cite failures in the church as a reason to abandon 
the church, or as the impetus that sparked the modem worship movement. The participants 
added concerns about several unintended by-products of the worship transition, including a 
loss of reverence, of congregants assuming that all of the contemporary worship sound, 
music, and media elements must be present to experience worship, and of placing worship 
artists and leaders on a pedestal. 
Finally, music ministers reported varied reasons for their willingness to change and 
adapt to a new form of worship, desiring to be positive agents of change, to bring 
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contentment within their churches, and to engage the musicians available in their church. 
The most prevalent reason reported by 43 of ministers was to connect to a broader span of 
people to worship God. Still, one minister hopes that above all, that he can help his 
congregation focus upon God, the object of worship, and realize that musical styles are 
ultimately insignificant by comparison. 
Summative Discussion and Conclusions 
The exploration of the seven music ministers, seven churches, and their 14 distinct 
worship expressions expanded and clarified existing research, and contributed new 
knowledge to the existing data on the modem worship transition. The cumulative data 
affirm that while the churches share nwnerous commonalities, tremendous variation exists 
in their worship interpretation, music ministry program structure, and training. The resulting 
data underscored the value of specifically exploring churches that have transitioned their 
worship expression because these churches have had experiences and adjustments that 
always-contemporary churches have not known. Mentioning a nearby contemporary-
founded church, Jacob Kemp acknowledged the special challenge of transition, stating that, 
'We've had to deal with stuff here that they never had to deal with. They were built with that 
purpose and no other reason. For churches who have had to transition, well, it's a different 
experience altogether" G· Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011). Additionally, the 
inclusion of multiple worship styles was fruitful and important to this research, revealing and 
amplifying the varied responses among the seven sites, and confirming prior research that 
reports unique responses to the worship transformation. The chosen direction of each 
church reflects that church's priorities, legacy, resources, and the needs and values of its 
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congregation. 
The preceding body of Chapter 5 assimilated and compared all data among the seven 
churches. This final discussion will overlap data from the three categories of investigation 
since numerous elements relate to more than one area. The Summative Discussion will not 
reiterate all results, but will focus upon important themes that emerged as particularly 
significant to the overall body of data, providing a synthesis of overall key concepts. 
Format Preferences and Unique implementation. Alternative worship formats 
are provided in 86 percent of the churches. The churches have found this to be effective for 
enabling congregants to engage in their preferred worship expression, yet remain part of the 
same church. Most churches offer two styles, but only Calvaty offers three. Of the six 
churches offering alternative styles, three use different auditoriums, and the other three hold 
all services in the same auditorium. Beneath the umbrella of alternative formats, these six 
churches vaty in the specific combination of worship expressions offered. This research also 
supported prior data that acknowledge the significant presence of blended worship 
(Adnams, 2008; Dawn, 1995; Dawn, 1997; LaRue, 1999; Stovall, 2001; Webber, 1998), 
revealing blended expressions to be, by far, the most prevalent, offered in 71 percent of the 
sites. Blended worship engages 66 percent of worshippers, by far the most when compared 
to the 19 percent that attend contemporaty worship and the 15 percent attending traditional 
expressions. This expression has been criticized with claims that, «Blended worship can be 
little more than a compromise strategy. In such a case, people attending a service designed 
with something for evetybody usually feel the service has something to riffend everybody" 
(Redman, 2002, p. 198). Still, the preponderance of blended venues suggests that churches 
have embraced this expression as a valuable transitional bridge, unifying this particular 
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generation of worshippers and musicians that have known both traditional and 
nontraditional practices. No sites offered seeker services. Instead, the churches have all 
prioritized true worship-focused expressions rather than seeker services intended to 
introduce a non-threatening experience to individuals who do not attend church. 
The data supported and illustrated prior research acknowledging the varied 
interpretations of different worship designs between churches, even within services using the 
same worship-style label (Adnams, 2008; Allabough, 2000; Brauer, 1998; Cartwright, 2004; 
Dawn, 1997; Dawson, 2008; Hamilton, 1999;Jurgemeyer, 2003; LaRue, 1999; Marty, 1998; 
Miller, 1998), thus affirming prior research (Cartwright, 2004; Dawn, 1997; Marty, 1998) 
indicating that worship service labels are indistinct and individualized. The detailed 
descriptions of the churches confirmed d1e variation and provided a nuanced look at how 
labels are actually interpreted and implemented. The researcher-created levels of 
contemporariness ordered list (see Table 47 and Figure 4) looked beyond the label to 
organize the 14 venues by their actual practice, clarifying the label-actual practice variations. 
Confm:ning that "no single style fits all" (Miller, 1998, p. 201), the data revealed that 
interpretation is relative to each church, built upon its history, priorities, resources, facility, 
and unique identity. Consequendy, the levels of contemporariness do not automatically align 
by tide alone. 
Reaching beyond existing research, the data suggest a slight trend that newer 
churches tend more toward contemporary practices, while the earliest established churches 
are generally more traditional their worship expressions. This slight trend may indicate that 
the age of a church influences the con temporariness of its worship expressions, but these 
data are not conclusive and would require further research. Further, this research revealed 
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some possible reasons for the varied interpretations of a chosen worship label. These 
reasons are varied. First, every church has a unique identity based upon its values, priorities, 
history, and resources and will thus uniquely implement its worship based upon that identity. 
Transition continues in some sites, thus variations exist because churches are in different 
stages of transition. Churches implement their worship engaging the musicians and musical 
strengths present in their congregation, thus producing a worship expression as unique as 
the musicians who are available w1thin each church. Finally, the varied priorities, preferences, 
and skills of the music ministers impact the implementation of the worship style. Overall, the 
diversity of worship offerings and interpretations suggest a postmodem perspective that no 
single way of worship, even within a single denomination or individual church, is definitive 
or desired by all. Whereas Baptist churches once maintained considerable uniformity in 
worship, increased options and expressions are now available among different churches and 
even within the church that worshippers attend. 
Motivations and Outcomes. Existing research reports that churches are motivated 
to adopt nontraditional worship for varied reasons, including cultural relevance, connecting 
with people, church growth, and church revitalization (Allabough, 2000; Bossert, 2005; 
Brauer, 1998; Bresee, 1996; Cartwright, 2004; Chou, 2006; Dawson, 2008; Helseth, 1997; 
Ihm, 1994;Jurgemeyer, 2003; LaRue, 1999; Miller, 1998; Risi, 2007; Roozen, 2002; Stovall, 
2001; Swanson, 2005; Trueheart, 1996). In this research, data showed the primary motivation 
to be connecting with the modem culture and communicating in a way that is accessible and 
life-connected. Thus, the direction of these churches reflects the historical practices of 
Martin Luther, John Wesley, and Charles Wesley, where "expressing Christian truths within 
the musical style of the age has a rich tradition" (Cartwright, 2004, p. 7). No ministers 
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reported transitioning simply for the sake of growth or revitalization, and only one church 
was in an unhealthy state when transition began. In that case, worship was not a contributing 
factor. Only the two mega-church ministers made noteworthy mention of growth. Their 
responses support existing inconclusive data on whether or not church growth is impacted 
by adopting modem worship practices since one church has experienced tremendous growth 
but the other has not. Still, the minister that reported growth quickly indicated that many 
factors contributed to the growth, and that the increased membership was not singularly 
based upon worship practices. 
Some level of conflict was a reported outcome by all participants, but only two 
ministers revealed significant worship-related conflict in their churches. Thus, this research 
fairly aligns with the large body of research that confirms the presence of church conflict 
over worship style changes (Adnams, 2008; Allabough, 2000; Becker, 1993; Benham, 2004; 
Bossert, 2005; Brauer, 1998; Bresee, 1996; Cartwright, 2004; Chou, 2006; Dawson, 2008; 
Hamilton, 1999; Herman, 1984; Miller, 1998; Ingalls, 2008; Jurgemeyer, 2003; Kniss and 
Chaves, 1995; Posey, 1974; Risi, 2007; Starke and Dyck, 1996). Existing research has offered 
varied reasons for conflict, including, musical-hierarchy mindsets, personal preferences, a 
loss of tradition, theological concerns, threatened church identity, compromising Biblical 
truth, and prioritizing evangelism at the expense of worship (Adnams, 2008; Allabough, 
2000; Becker, 1993; Benham, 2004; Brauer, 1998; Cartwright, 2004; Chou, 2006; Dawson, 
2008; Hamilton, 1999; Hargreaves, Miell, and MacDonald, 2002; Helseth 1977; Herman, 
1984; Miller, 1998; Ingalls, 2008;Jurgemeyer, 2003; Kniss and Chaves, 1995; Posey, 1974; 
Risi, 2007; Starke and Dyck, 1996; Trueheart, 1996). However, the data of this research 
shows that conflict primarily existed over personal preferences, preservation of traditions, 
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and threatened church identity, as congregants held onto what they had known and 
preferred throughout their lives. Further, while Jurgemeyer (2003) reported conflict over a 
trivialized message, responses in this research supported data from other studies finding that 
churches with nontraditional worship have contextualized, but not compromised their 
message of Biblical truth (Bresee, 1996; Chou, 2006; Miller, 1998). Finally, while Allabough 
(2000) and Jurgemeyer (2003) reported that some churches overly focus upon evangelism at 
the expense of prioritizing worship, the seven participants revealed that within their 
churches, worship is not equated with evangelism, frequently emphasizing that worship is 
about and for God. They presented their church's missions and outreach efforts as a 
different function of the church that may include music and musicians, but that worship 
remains the focus of the Sunday morning gatherings. 
All but one of the churches offers alternative worship formats, a practice that Bosch 
(1995) reported as a threat to church unity. Thus, the theme of church unity was prevalent 
among the participants who discussed the pain of conflict, guarding against an "us-them" 
mindset, the role of the pastor, and offering periodic church-wide events and worship 
experiences that encourage unity. The one church with a separate pastor and detached 
facility for its alternative worship is the one site where the music minister reported the 
greatest sense of separateness among the members who worship differently. Both Adnams 
(2008) and Dawn (1997) reported that blended worship encourages inclusiveness and unity 
among congregants. It is possible, then, that the prevalence of blended worship venues 
among the sites reveals a priority of church leadership to encourage unity, and a willingness 
by their congregations to embrace it. Redman (2002) stated that, "Blended worship works 
better in a church where there is a high level of spiritual maturity, ... [meaning] a capacity to 
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set aside personal preferences ... in ... the interest of the congregation as a whole" (Redman, 
2002, p .198). Only one minister specifically emphasized transitional conflict as a result of 
spiritual immaturity and that church was the one that transitioned twice, first attempting to 
unity the congregation into a blended expression, but having to return to separate traditional 
and contemporary venues to appease preferences. While most churches reported only a 
moderate level of worship-style conflict, despite their contrasting views and experience, all 
participants emphasized that the priority of worship is to focus on God, not musical styles, 
that God does not care about styles, but the heart. Thus, their mindsets align with Dawn 
(1999) who stated that, "The worst result of turning worship into a matter of taste is that to 
do so is to lose sight of the fact that it is God we are worshiping - not oUrselves." (p. 192). 
Worship Environment Changes and Consistencies. Whether the participant 
churches altered existing worship expressions or added new ones, the overall worship 
environment at each church has been altered by nontraditional expressions. Prior research 
reported nontraditional environments as being informal, upbeat, welcoming, outwardly 
expressive, having changing formats, altered sermon delivery, extended song sets, hymnals 
replaced by screens, and extensive multimedia (Brauer, 1998; Cartwright, 2004; Jurgemeyer, 
2003; Stovall, 2001). With certain exceptions and variations, the nontraditional worship 
atmospheres of the seven churches do capture these elements and support existing research. 
While song sets are used, none are extensive in length. Whereas some contemporary venues 
offer 20 or more minutes of unintenupted musical worship, the participant sites used briefer 
song sets that are interspersed within worship flows (see Appendix H) that still heavily align 
with traditional Baptist practices. In media usage, most sites only use a moderate level of 
media and only the mega-tier sites could be reported as having extensive usage. While the 
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nontraditional worship environments could be described as welcotning, upbeat, and 
sometimes demonstrative in worship, a strong sense of respect and order is maintained, and 
all music ministers report that any outward demonstrations of worship take second place to 
the attitude of worship within a person's heart. Finally, while existing research reports 
hymnals being replaced by screens, 21 percent of the venues continue to use hymnals to 
some degree and the remaining majority of venues now use screens. Still, all but one venue 
continues to have hymnals still available in the pews or made on a table. Consequently, 
congregants have gradually relinquished hymnal usage more by their own choice than by the 
church leadership choosing to replace them. 
Musical Forces. As reported by existing research (Cartwright, 2004; Jurgemeyer, 
2003; Stovall, 2001) and supported by each of the nontraditional worship venues of this 
research, the musical forces of worship have dramatically changed, and regularly include 
worship bands, vocal praise teams, some use of choirs, and a decreased use of traditional 
conducting. In this research, worship bands were revealed as the primat-y instrumental force 
in all contemporary and blended venues, with piano holding the second highest role. 
Orchestras are engaged in over half of the blended expressions, in only one traditional 
venue, and in none of the contemporary set-vices. While Jurgemeyer (2003) reported only 
one orchestra playing with a worship band, in this research, four of the six blended venues 
include an orchestra or instrumental ensemble accompanying worship along with the band. 
In vocal forces, choirs and vocal praise teams are present in 83 percent of blended venues. 
Choirs sing in 75 percent of traditional venues and are engaged at least occasionally in 50 
percent of contemporary set-vices, revealing that choirs do maintain a significant role in the 
seven churches. All of the ministries require their vocal praise team singers to be adult choir 
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members, an expectation that has helped to affirm and not undennine the value of the 
choir's role during this period of worship transition. Varied modes of worship leading are 
present, with most music ministers leading by singing and playing guitar or, secondly, by 
simply singing into a microphone without any conducting. 
Repertoire. Worship repertoire is significant to shaping the overall worship 
experience. Cartwright (2004), Jurgemeyer (2003) and Stovall (2001) report that 
nontraditional worship suggests the inclusion of praise and worship choruses, contemporary 
Christian music (CCM), and modernized hymn arrangements (if hymns are included). In the 
fourteen venues of this research, modern worship music, including older hymnal-choruses, is 
used in 86 percent of venues, while 64 percent use the most current modem worship music. 
The older hymnal-choruses are used in some of the most traditionally leaning venues 
(regardless of label) and because these songs are included in the hymnal and have long been 
a part of Baptist repertoire, many congregations perceive them to now be hymns rather than 
early modem worship music. Among the seven churches, the idea of "if' is never applied to 
hymnology. Hymns continue to be deeply valued and are used within all venues regardless of 
worship style, either traditional or modernized arrangements. 
Worship repertoire generally reflects its worship label and corresponding 
worshipper preferences, where traditional expressions focus mostly on hymns, contemporary 
venues prioritize modem music (still with hymn inclusion), and blended venues regularly 
intenningle both. Still, data show that while worshippers can hold strong preferences on 
their worship songs, they welcome and embrace a broader span of musical styles during 
choir anthems, offertory music, and other special music presentations. This factor may 
suggest that style preferences matter most for the congregational songs, the repertoire in 
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which the worshippers most actively and personally engage. While further research is needed 
to confirm or deny this possibility, this factor may align with Allabough's (2000) statement 
that, 'Worship is where it all happens and comes together for the Christian, which is why 
there is so much emotional investment that leads to passions in defense of what is 'right' and 
'wrong' worship" (p. 3). It is possible that congregations view special music performances as 
less personal and more presentational, thus accepting more varied expressions. 
The onset of modern worship expanded repertoire boundaries and also preserved 
historical proclivities. First, the worship changes also impacted the sources for worship 
repertoire. Whereas denominational hymnals and publications were central to worship 
repertoire before the transition, repertoire is now drawn from more varied resources, largely 
from what Redman (2002) calls "a commercial production 'culture,' that is, a network of 
songwriters, artists, producers, publishers, and distributors" (p.48) that exist outside of the 
denomination or local church. Consequently, Redman asserts that "Their assumptions, 
beliefs, and goals have shaped not only the sound of CWM since the early 1970s but also its 
theological content and attitude toward worship" (Redman, 2002, p.48). Secondly, the 
broader acceptance of worship literature also reflects the lessening of denominational 
boundaries (Hamilton, 1999; Webber, 1998). James Goss also affirmed this fact by stating 
that, "Denominationalism is fading" G· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011). 
Finally, the modern worship transition and infiltration of its music has been far more 
widespread than in just the South. Still, the widespread adoption of the popular-based 
worship repertoire among the seven southern churches of this research may reveal the 
continuation of the historical southern proclivity toward vernacular musics (Bearden, 1980; 
Hooper, 1963; McBeth, 1987; Reynolds, 1976; White, 1989) that come from surrounding 
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cultural sources. While the modem vernacular-styled worship music has been incorporated 
by the seven churches, two music ministers reported specific vernacular encounters in their 
life and career while living in the South. Entering ministry with a firmly traditional 
background, Jacob Kemp encountered adjusting to a church that valued the earliest modem 
worship vernacular styles. Micah Dalton experienced a mixed church background that 
uniquely blended tradition and vernacular musics. This resulted from his playing piano in 
multiple churches and from the influence of community Friday night gospel-sings upon the 
repertoire of his Baptist church. Due to the gospel-sing influence, his childhood Baptist 
church used Gaither music (see Appendix I) well before it was mainstream to do so. 
Engagement. The theme of engagement proved to be a large and many-faceted 
concern among the music ministers. This discussion of engagement will crossover into 
elements that relate to all three research questions, but will be addressed here as a single 
important theme with several subcategories for consideration. Jurgemeyer (2003) reported 
that, "The most common goal of the contemporary worship movement is to communicate 
with and engage the worshipper" (p. 7). While contemporary worship has often been touted 
as a spark for engagement, the data of my research are inconsistent on this and depend upon 
what element of engagement is being considered. The data illuminated numerous factors 
about engagement, suggesting that it has increased in some ways but decreased in others. 
Overall, the data might suggest that the modem worship movement's impact upon 
engagement is inconclusive, inconsistent, and contingent upon individual church priorities, 
practices, and circumstances. 
Congregational worship engagement All participants want their congregations to 
be actively engaged in wholehearted worship. Overall, the ministers reported varied levels of 
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engagement from their congregations, some well-engaged and some not. Only two ministers, 
Jacob Kemp and Daniel Cooper, reported weak engagement at their own churches, and both 
of these men stated that the blended venue engagement was stronger than the contemporary 
expression. Both sensed a tendency for congregants to become more spectators than 
worship participants. Daniel Cooper reported that the lack of contemporary worshipper 
engagement at Cornerstone is significant enough that the leadership is doing weekly 
evaluations to determine improvements. Four factors emerged as possibly impacting 
congregational involvement: age, familiarity with worship repertoire, singability of the 
repertoire, and the worship environment. 
Jacob Kemp reported that the younger crowd in Calvary's contemporary worship is 
reluctant to sing while their traditional-blended expression is far more engaged. He 
commented that, "A lot of that is because with contemporary music, they just don't know all 
the songs. And then you've got a lot of younger people in there and they don't sing anyway" 
Q. Kemp, personal interview, June 20, 2011). A similar factor was raised by James Goss 
when he observed contemporary worship at another church. 
We all sort of sang at the songs until they got to "Rock of Ages." All of a sudden everybody 
lit up. I wanted to say, "Did you not hear that we finally got something?" Everybody had a 
common moment and then we went back to sort of meandering through the complex 
rhythms. 0· Goss, personal interview, July 14, 2011) 
Both James and Jacob illuminated the issue of not knowing the songs, of the modern 
worship songs being so new that they are unfamiliar, or in James's case, the songs being so 
rhythmically complex that worshippers cannot effectively engage. Jacob also factored age 
into his evaluation of Calvary's young people not engaging. Although this research cannot 
offer a firm conclusion, two possible factors may have impact. First, at Calvary, the blended 
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worship experience has a population that is generally older than the contemporary venue. 
Thus, the young people emerge from a generation that has engaged less in social singing 
than the older adults who may have grown up with community singing as a common and 
accepted social activity. Social and recreational singing is an element that has been less 
present in today's teens, thus possibly making them more reticent to sing out. Secondly, the 
young people are expected to sing newer and frequently changing songs in their 
contemporary experience, while the traditional-blended expression at Calvary involves 
mature adults singing familiar songs that they have known for most of their life. 
Consequently, they may sing with more gusto because singing is a natural part of their lives, 
the songs (predominantly hymns) are familiar and established, and they are more easily 
singable since that venue uses no cutting edge modem music. Finally, Daniel Cooper added 
the element that the darkened environment of many contemporary venues may decrease 
participation because of the anonymity of the darkness makes it easy for someone to just sit 
or stand as a spectator and never engage. 
The observations of these three leaders tend to contradict assumptions that 
nontraditional worship consistently increases engagement, and perhaps such an assumption 
is unreasonable to make of any worship style. It cannot be concluded by this research alone 
whether inconsistencies in worship engagement are a failure of modem worship, an over-
assumption made on a new worship expression's engagement impact, or a continuation of a 
timeless participant-spectator dilemma that people may attend worship, but not all will 
engage regardless of the worship style or time in history. In fact, Dawn (1999) asserts that, 
"In an entertainment culture, some people prefer to· remain passive in worship. These people 
do not want more enthusiastic involvement in worship; they want only to sit back and 
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watch." (p. 232). Her observations indicate that societal factors also have an impact upon 
worship engagement. The participant-spectator dilemma here did not necessarily begin with 
modern worship, yet may actually echo one of the factors that first prompted its 
development in hope of improving engagement. Nonetheless, it must be noted that while 
three ministers reported weak worshipper engagement, the majority reported strong 
engagement that was also supported by my personal observations. Ultimately, the data is 
inconclusive. 
Worship ministry engagement Another engagement theme centers upon whether 
or not nontraditional worship increases the opportunities for musician engagement. Overall, 
the contemporary venues engage fewer musicians than the blended expressions, which 
include more large traditional ensembles. When nontraditional music was incorporated in the 
participant sites, bands were added in all churches, and vocal teams were added in most. 
While those ensembles increase the available musician roles, those groups engage only a 
small number of musicians at one time, not bringing a significant increase in engagement. In 
fact, if all churches had transitioned into only contemporary venues and away from all other 
expressions, musician engagement would have profoundly decreased. This was the 
circumstance when James Goss observed a contemporary service and stated that, "There 
were eight people on stage leading music for the rest of them" (J. Goss, personal interview, 
July 14, 2011), expressing his concern that the entire worship experience only enabled eight 
people to engage while other gifted musicians remained idle. Currently, overall musician 
engagement remains quite high since so many traditional ensembles are still active in the 
varied types of worship expression, particularly blended venues. Some churches rotate their 
band and vocal praise team musicians, allowing more people to engage; but other churches 
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maintain the same musicians each week either by choice, or because they do not have 
enough musicians to rotate. Jurgemeyer (2003) reported that because of the great time 
demands upon musicians, churches using volunteers commonly rotated musicians to ease 
the time burden. While Jurgemeyer (2003) reported rotation as a time-relief factor, the 
music ministers in this research considered rotation as a way to engage more people. 
Finally, the data indicate that ministry philosophy and design impact the level of 
musician engagement. While both Jon Dailey and Daniel Cooper emphasized their priority 
of engaging as many musicians as possible in worship each week, Parkway's engagement is 
much higher since they use a large rotation of volunteer musicians, but Cornerstone's 
engages primarily the same small group of musicians each week, resulting in a slightly less 
inclusive model, even though it is unintentional. Thus, the two sites reveal that ministry 
implementation choices can hinder or encourage it to different degrees 
Continuity. The churches in this research have numerous active and thriving choirs 
for varied ages, orchestras, worship bands, and vocal teams that hold significant and 
meaningful roles in the worship and music ministries. Still, concern was expressed over the 
continuity and pe1-petuation of traditional ensembles. Currently, continuity of musical 
engagement is inconsistent in the ministries, with only 43 percent of churches offering vocal 
engagement for all ages. Instrumentally, only one church has opportunities for all ages to 
engage, while most churches start their instrumental ensembles, particularly orchestras, at the 
middle school age or older. Although several churches have student worship teams, they 
only engage a few students and do not build continuity for traditional ensembles. The largest 
engagement gaps exist among choirs for middle and high school students, a factor that 
threatens the development and perpetuation of traditional ensembles. This reality aligns with 
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research by Dawson, (2008), Ihm (1994), and Rivera (2005) who reported low availability of 
choirs for middle and high school ages. Moreover, some of the ministers reported concerns 
of their choirs rapidly aging-out and lacking enough incoming young singers to assume the 
choir roles. 
Among the churches, three categories form in regard to youth choirs: those ministers 
who have an active youth choir (Parkway, Trinity), those who have had successful youth 
choirs in the past (Highview, Calvary42, Cornerstone43), and those who did not report having 
led a strong youth choir in their career (Agape, New Hope). Those who have had strong 
youth choirs and lost them, genuinely mourn the loss. The ministers without a history of 
youth choirs want to move in a different direction if they initiate a student vocal group, 
possibly forming a worship choir or a worship band and vocal team. The two churches with 
active youth choirs are both led by the music minister and assisted by a highly qualified 
individual with a music degree. While the student choirs are considered to be important and 
rewarding, they can be challenging to maintain due to a lack of student interest, changed 
musical interests, the difficulty in resuming a legacy once choirs have ceased, weak nearby 
school choral programs (one site), and poor church ministry alignment. Ultimately, the data 
showed that certain factors encourage success, including, having support from the student 
ministers and pastor, and having highly qualified leadership. 
School musician engagement One hundred percent of all music ministers 
reported that school-trained musicians can effectively transfer their skills into nontraditional 
42 While reported as having a youth choir, the ensemble disbanded shortly after this research. Even 
though reported as present, Jacob presented it as an ongoing struggle with minimal participation. 
43 Cornerstone does currently have a middle school choir but has not been able to resume its high 
school choir after stopping in a few years ago. 
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music ministries. The data strongly support that the skills developed by current and former 
school-trained musicians remain applicable in nontraditional worship ministries. While the 
level of transferability varies among the churches, the strong presence of blended venues 
that engage traditional ensembles particularly makes the transferability possible and effective. 
The data indicate that more school-trained instrumental students utilize their skills in 
ministry than do vocalists. 
Potential exclusions: auditions, age, image, and professionals. Within the 
participating ministries, auditions are not significant barriers to musician engagement. The 
ministries are quite consistent on what ensembles are auditioned and which are not. 
Although Highview's orchestra auditions are stringent, all ministries seek to engage as many 
musicians as possible, evening mentoring those who need development. 
Existing research has indicated that, in some situations, the quest for excellence and 
cultural accommodation has established qualifications on what musicians may hold worship 
leadership roles, particularly in regard to ability and age. This has resulted in some churches 
excluding worship musicians who are skilled, but who appear incongruous to the 
environment due to their age (Brauer, 1998). To establish a youthful, hip image, some 
churches require that their worship leading musicians be below a designated age. 
Additionally, some churches have pursued quality by hiring talented professionals to assume 
worship leading roles, eliminating opportunities for church member musicians to engage 
(Cartwright, 2004; Brauer, 1998; Miller, 1998; Wright, 1994). 
While exclusive age and image policies do exist in some churches, none of the 
participant ministries currently hold age or appearance expectations, nor does any venue 
currently employ professionals at the exclusion of church member musicians. While some 
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instrumentalists are employed, primarily pianists, all but the two instrumentalists at New 
Hope are active church members. Cornerstone attempted to employ an entire team of 
worship leaders for their contemporary worship, seeking to secure the talent, age, and 
general appearance that would draw young worshippers. In many ways, the decision proved 
to be detrimental and that approach was abandoned so that church musicians could assume 
the leadership roles. 
In sum, all participant churches value congregants and musicians of all ages. In 
regard to overall levels of contemporariness, the data suggest that the churches with the 
largest population of older adults tend to remain more traditional in their worship 
expressions. This emergent characteristic reveals the church leadership's sensitivity to the 
needs and desires of the worshippers in that congregation, valuing what has been present in 
their life's worship legacy. In regard to the worshipping congregation, only one venue at one 
church has targeted particular age groups, but has not put great emphasis upon it. Otherwise, 
all other venues have no age target whatsoever, but, in some cases, certain age groups have 
gravitated toward a particular worship expression. 
Finally, in regard to ministry musicians, musicians of highly varied ages engage 
together in 93 percent of the worship venues, making age delineations irrelevant. The age-
intermingling is valued for the mentoring opportunities, the varied qualities that different age 
groups offer, building continuity and lifelong engagement, and maintaining a priority of 
inclusiveness in ministry. The current musician relationships fulfill Dawson's (2008) 
recommendation that training opportunities should incorporate mentoring relationships 
between older and younger musicians, thus taking advantage of the multiple generations 
present within many churches (p. 81- 98). 
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Music Ministries Endure. Historically, seasonal presentations, special 
performances, and other activities have been a valued and expected part of Baptist music 
ministries, making the ministry musicians active beyond just Sunday worship roles. If every 
church of this research had transitioned to a fully contemporary worship design, it would be 
unlikely that any choirs, orchestras, or other traditional ensembles would exist and the 
special activities associated with them would also disappear. Even among the participant 
churches, there are areas where this factor is present. A worship choir is only periodically 
formed at Calvary, used only for the week or event that it is needed, and then ceases activity. 
In Cornerstone's contemporary venue, Highview's contemporary worship, and Parkway's 
alternative venue (which is more contemporary in nature), traditional ensembles are never or 
only occasionally a part of the worship experience, here again, moving away from a larger 
music ministry. In those three venues, a secondary leader is in charge and they are only 
responsible for Sunday worship in their venue. They do not have any other ministry 
responsibilities, do not lead any traditional ensembles, and do not have the skills to lead 
those ensembles. Agape Baptist is unique for its quite singular focus upon worship ministry 
while decreasing other music ministry elements. Currently, they do still provide some special 
presentations, but they are carefully limited. What special programs they do, they are careful 
not to repeat so that traditions are not formed, thus guarding them against expectations that 
a particular event should be repeated. Moreover, while Agape does have an adult choir, there 
are no other developmental ensembles to build a future choir. Agape is the only site that 
lacks any choirs whatsoever for preschool, children, and teens because it maintains a singular 
worship approach more than a music ministry perspective. 
For now, music ministries remain strong and active. Most of the music ministries 
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continue extensive special events and activities. Several ministers expressed that the special 
events are well-supported by the musicians, congregation, and community, demonstrating 
that their church community continues to find value in these events and the overall 
contributions of a full music ministry. The more significant by-product in this activity is the 
perpetuation of large ensembles and development of musicians who can continue the legacy 
of musical engagement within their church. 
Music Minister Title and Role. This research overwhelmingly confirmed existing 
research (Bearden, 1980; Singleton, 1980) reporting that the Southern Baptist perception of 
the music leadership role "has moved from that of a choir director and song leader to that of 
a minister who functions as the tide suggests and who, in addition is an administrator, a 
music educator, and a worship leader as well as a performing musician" (Bearden 1980, p. 1). 
The ministers of my research wear many hats and lead positions that are entirely 
transformed from the individual who was once known as the "song leader" (Bearden, 1980, 
p.1). With worship planning and leading responsibilities, instructing various ensembles, 
overseeing additional employed and volunteer leaders and their ministry areas, and 
supporting other non-musical church responsibilities, their ministry-career is a demanding 
role. Not surprisingly, their varied job tides reflect their increased scope of responsibilities, 
often including "arts" rather than just music. In contrast to Ihm's (1994) study where only 
45 percent of music ministers were salaried, 100 percent of the seven music ministers are 
full-time employees in their church. 
The data from this research filled a gap remaining from Dawson's (2008) research 
revealing that while most music ministers personally lead the adult choir and vocal praise 
team, few music ministers were personally responsible for leading the worship band in their 
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church. Data indicate that the majority of the music ministers do not feel qualified to lead 
the bands because their personal skill-strength does not lie in that area. Consequently, that 
leadership role has been given to another leader, typically an employed secondary 
contemporary worship leader or music associate. Although music ministers still interact and 
work with their worship bands to some degree, the primary leadership has been given to 
others who specialize in those skills. The interaction with worship bands will be discussed 
further under the "Skills" topic. 
Leadership roles added due to nontraditional worship. Prior research indicated 
that nontraditional worship impacts the music ministry structure and organization (Brauer, 
1998; Chou, 2006; Dawson, 2008; Jurgemeyer, 2003; Miller, 1998). Supporting prior 
findings, this research provided more specific detail on what changes were made among 
employed and volunteer music leadership positions, role responsibilities, support staff, and 
the musicians and ensembles engaged in the music ministry. While those distinctions and 
descriptions have already been detailed, it is important to add that the worship transition 
brought changes to all of the participating ministries of this research. 
The most universal change was that 100 percent of the churches added a worship 
band, 71 percent added an ongoing or occasional vocal praise team, and some added a 
student worship band to lead youth events. Four churches added a secondary leader for their 
most contemporary expression who not only leads worship, but also functions as the band 
leader. Two other churches have separate band leaders, one volunteer that leads the 
students, and one employed associate who oversees both bands in Parkway's alternative 
format. A designated media specialist was added in 86 percent of the churches. Highview did 
not add a media specialist, but the music minister has assumed various media aspects into his 
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responsibilities and has recruited additional volunteers to help. Highview uses minimal media 
since its primaq expression remains traditional and its contemporaq worship occurs in a 
historic facility that cannot be altered to add many trappings of modern worship. The media 
positions vaq gready among the churches. The media leaders may be volunteers, full or part-
time employees, or the responsibilities may be assumed within a sound-tech or music 
associate's position. Finally, some of the media specialists are employed within other areas of 
the church rather than the music ministq. In all, significant leadership changes have 
occurred and they reflect the changes made to the worship in that church. Overall, the shape 
of each church's leadership team is unique to how their worship style is implemented, 
church size, music minis tty priorities, and the structure, size, and demands of the overall 
music ministq. 
Support-leadership education. In terms of education, the music minister's 
education and overall training was the focus of this research, but some minimal data was 
collected on the individuals named as key volunteer or employed leaders. If clerical, 
administrative, and media roles, are excluded, and only key musicians and key musician 
leaders are considered, 68 percent have music degrees that range from bachelor's to doctoral 
level. This percentage also excludes the music ministers, all of whom have music degrees. 
Calvaq Baptist is unique in having a contemporaq worship leader who holds a Doctorate in 
Music, an atypical qualification for that position. Unlike the other contemporaq leaders, 
Calvaq's Kyle Mason is a full-time staff member, leading numerous other areas in addition 
to his contemporaq worship responsibilities. Jacob Kemp also mentioned having eleven 
people with music degrees who are not in leadership roles, but simply active in Calvaq's 
ministq. Given the longstanding level of traditionalism at Calvaq and its highly educated 
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musical staff and volunteers, it is possible that this church needed a well-educated 
contemporary leader to establish respect and viability to the contemporary worship 
expression at Calvary. Parkway's Jon Dailey and Highview's James Goss also noted having 
several band directors, choral directors, and professional musicians singing and playing 
within their ministry ensembles on a volunteer basis each week. The statements of these 
ministers affirm the level of musical activity that causes volunteer professional musicians to 
find value in weekly ministry engagement. Overall, a significant level of music education is 
present and these individuals are leading in various aspects of the church ministries. While 
James Goss reported frustration over feeling that education is minimally valued, the data 
suggest that degreed musical training is valued within the seven ministries. Overall, the level 
of education within each ministry's leadership helps fill the need observed by Rivera (2005) 
who noted a great need for more formally trained music ministers, vocalists, and 
instrumentalists to serve in ministry (p. 26-27). 
Learning a new language. Prior research supports the reality of distinct musical 
skill differences between traditional and nontraditional worship music (Brady, 2002; 
Cartwright, 2004; Dawson, 2008; Miller, 1998; Posey, 1974). Miller (1998) described modem 
worship music as having a "populist character" (p. 200) that reflects the music that people 
would listen to in their daily lives. The popular-style sounds of modem worship contrast 
with most of the music minister's formal training, yet they are working within ministries that 
require fluency, or at least familiarity, with a contrasting set of skills. Elliott (1995) stated 
that, "Musicianship is context-sensitive or situated; that is, the precise nature and content of 
musicianship differs from musical practice to practice" (p. 260). The seven music ministers 
of this study have been expected to change their musical context while working in-field, in 
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most cases adjusting &om familiar to unfamiliar skills. 
The data emphatically show that nontraditional ministry in the seven churches has 
not called for abandoning traditional skills, but broadening them. Traditional skills remain 
significant to the ministry's musical processes. This is especially essential for those ministers 
working within alternative worship venues or blended expressions where skills can be highly 
contrasting. Both Daniel Cooper and Jacob Kemp emphasized the breadth and versatility of 
skills needed in modern worship ministry. While some participants were already versed in the 
additional skills, two relinquished the contemporary leadership to someone else, thus 
removing themselves from adaptation, but others have worked hard to develop the 
expanded skills. David Hart even reported that one pianist at his church has even begun 
teaching her piano students the expanded skills now that she has seen the value of them 
through Trinity's music ministry. 
But ministry has required more than just reshaping one's personal skills. These 
ministers lead other musicians within a musically diverse worship community where skills are 
as varied as the people who engage. They have had to not just work with, but lead musicians 
whose skills and backgrounds entirely contrast their own, thus they have sought to 
personally develop a multi-musicality that can function in two different music worlds. The 
previously reported data of this chapter and Chapter 4 reveal that the music ministers have 
largely equipped and retooled their skills through self-training, by listening extensively, 
reading, attending conferences, being mentored, and through trial and error learning within 
their ministry work. They were not provided time to step away and reload their skill-set, but 
had to adapt while actively set-ving. 
As previously presented, a common theme of "learning a new musical language" 
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emerged from 57 percent of the participants. They refer to the specific language that applies 
to a particular instrument or musical genre, and in their cases, it meant learning to 
communicate with ministry musicians who did not speak the formally-learned traditional 
music language. The ministers admitted being challenged, embarrassed, and unsettled by not 
being conversant in guitar-speak, trumpet-speak, drummer-speak, or other musical languages 
where they had personally not been trained. But each began to learn the other languages or 
rely upon other ministry musicians who could serve as musical translators to bridge the 
communication gap. By recognizing that they personally did not have to be the source of all 
answers, and relying upon other musicians to invest and contribute their knowledge, the 
various ensembles have succeeded as all musicians collaborate toward the goal of worship 
preparation. 
Further, when asked how school music education programs could expand their 
current instruction to further their student's ability to make music in nontraditional worship 
ministries, among their numerous ideas, some ministers suggested the inclusion of informal 
skills and processes. While they encouraged traditional theory and ear training, they also 
encouraged opportunities such as guitar clubs, jazz improvisation, and "'head sessions,' 
. .. just hear the stuff and not have notes, just figure out the parts. Let them figure out how 
the harmonies fit and do their own follow-the-ear kind of thing to learn what works and 
what doesn't" (D. Hart, personal interview, June 16, 2011). 
Herein lies a significant parallel between church and school music educators. Music 
education scholars and experts have, for some time, called for school music education 
programs to incorporate popular musics and processes as a means to broaden school music 
curriculums (Allsup, 2002, 2008; Cartwright, 2004; Green, 2002, 2008a; Jones, 2008; 
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Leonhard, 1981, 1999; Myers, 1983, 2005; Rodriguez, 2004; Snell, 2007). Without having 
knowledge of the proposed expansion of school music education, the music ministers 
suggested adding several skills related to that expansion. It is important to note that the 
music ministers, like Reimer (2000), encouraged adding the informal skills and processes to 
the valuable traditional skills already being taught, not replacing them. 
The unlikely parallel of school and church musicians exists within the call to expand, 
reshape, embrace, and to teach skills that neither was trained to do by their formal education. 
This challenge presented to school educators is as daunting as the one that was given to the 
music ministers of this research. Both the church and school musicians have been asked to 
retrain and find the knowledge they need while actively serving, not for a future career, but 
for tomorrow's rehearsal with the musicians they lead. The challenge music ministers have 
faced with nontraditional worship music parallels that of school music teachers asked to 
include and teach multicultural and popular musics that were not included in their education. 
Reimer's (2000) words capture the similarities. 
Music educators must be willing to explore musics with which they are not entirely familiar, 
and to seek, within each such music, guidance toward including the best possible examples 
according to the particular musical practices in question. This makes great demands on the 
teacher. After all, it is much more comfortable and secure to deal with what one knows, and 
do it well, than to stick one's neck out into unfamiliar, puzzling territory in which success is 
uncertain. (Reimer, 2000, p. 195) 
In both school and church venues, leaders have been placed in a situation where they are 
asked to instruct popular musics and processes where their students are likely to have more 
knowledge and experience than they do. It is a daunting challenge and expectation, but 
lessons leatned by the music ministers can transfer to school music educators to assist with 
the process. 
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Building upon the work of Green (2002), Snell (2007) proposed a phenomenological 
approach to teaching popular music in the classroom by engaging not just popular music, 
but also its associated informal learning processes. Such a learning environment contrasts the 
hierarchical teaching mode where the teacher serves as the sole "transmitter of knowledge" 
(p.6). By adopting the informal processes, several positive outcomes emerge. First, students 
learn and apply informal learning techniques such as improvisation, aural skills through 
purposive listening, collaborative creativity through jams sessions, and experimentation 
through trial and error learning where they replicate recordings or each other's performances 
(p. 146). These processes enable students to engage in a musically and socially interactive and 
creative process. Additionally, the informal aural processes enable the replication of popular 
music sounds that cannot be captured through standard notation (Snell, 2007, p.138). 
Students who are not connecting with or currently inspired by music in school may begin to 
feel that school music programs are finally "speaking 'their' language" (Snell, 2007, p.35) by 
using the music and processes that they value and know. Consequently, students would 
become contributors to the learning process (p. 53), sense increased life-connectedness in 
music education, and be encouraged toward lifelong musical engagement. 
As popular music becomes more valued in North American school music 
programmes, stronger connections will begin to be forged between music and 
everyday life and the music study in institutional settings ... Most importantly, more 
[students] will also continue to be active, lifelong music makers and appreciators in 
our communities." (Snell, 2007, p. 7) 
Thus, for the teacher wondering how to teach what they were not taught, they can 
learn from the experience of music ministers. Without prompting from the researcher or 
having knowledge of music education trends, the music ministers atui.buted real-world value 
to the informal skills and processes that teachers have also been asked to include. Because 
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both in-service teachers and music ministers have been asked to incotporate unfamiliar skills 
while actively working in their fields, teachers can embrace similar mindsets made visible in 
the church music educators. Engage the students as contributors, not passive recipients, in 
the process. Thus the teacher becomes the facilitator and less the sole distributor of 
knowledge. Music ministers demonstrated this process as they sought to "learn the 
language" of their contemporary musicians whose skills, knowledge, and processes 
contrasted their own. They successfully engaged their musicians to translate what was 
missing, contribute to the process, and achieve the desired end. Ultimately, the ministry 
musicians gained value by serving as a contributor and the music minister became a 
facilitator of the process to which all contributed. In the process, both the music minister 
and ministry musicians shared their musical languages, opening the door for a collaborative 
working and learning environment. 
Closing Thoughts 
Contemporary: The New traditionalists. Some participants spoke of an "us-
them" mindset that they have observed in their churches where worshippers from both sides 
of the preference-table demonstrate stylistic intolerance over worship music. Each group 
holds its opinion as the preferred tradition, regardless of whether the tradition is old or new. 
Indeed, any practice can become a reified tradition in a short span of time. Westermeyer 
(1998) observed early church practices and concluded that, "Though lining out 'by rote' was 
in this case the innovation, within a generation or so it had become traditional. People were 
not of a mind to change" (p. 249). Already, such a mindset is visible in the current 
generation within its mixture of worship expressions. Best (2004) inquired, ' 'Who knows 
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how soon the contemporary movement will be forced to reclassicize [sic], and who knows 
whether the next generation of contemporary worshipers will tum out to be the unbudging 
[sic] traditionalists that are now so openly criticized?" (Best, 2004, p. 120). 
An "us-them" mindset would not exist if options of some kind were not available. 
The element of choice weighs heavily among modem worshippers. The variety of worship 
options suggests the presence of postmodem thinking within the church. Whereas 
Postmodernism purports individual choice and not imposing a singular view for all, churches 
have given attention to choice, of not assuming or insisting that one mode of worship is 
meaningful to all people. Consequently, sensing that people connect with God through 
differing expressions, churches began to offer options in the form of altemative worship 
venues. 
Unanswered Questions and Anticipating the Future. The seven participants 
were open and honest in their responses to this investigation, seeming to welcome an 
opportunity to share their experiences during this challenging, unique, and sometimes 
difficult period in church worship history. While the participants all sincerely support and 
attribute value to the worship transition, some of their words revealed lingering questions 
and their struggle to reconcile all aspects of the change. They are aware that worship will 
change in the future but it is impossible to know what appearance that change will assume. 
One minister noted the cyclical nature of history and expects that some elements and 
instruments that are currently set aside may return at a later date. For now, each minister 
seeks to lead with wisdom. Daniel Cooper's words revealed some of the lingering questions. 
Fifty or a hundred years from now ... we can . . .look back and ask, 'Did we really make the 
right decision?' I don't know if history is going to be very forgiving of what we did ... My 
desire at the end of this thing .. .is that we can look back and say not only we did our best, 
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but we did the right thing. And doing the right thing in this day and age is more and more of 
a cloudy, subjective talking point ... I am constantly seeking to do the right thing, not just 
what's going to make people happy because that's not always the same. (D. Cooper, personal 
interview, June 23, 2011) 
Jacob Kemp predicted that strictly traditional expressions may become extinct, suggesting 
that blended expressions have more sustaining power and overall inclusiveness. In his view, 
and obviously others, given the prevalence of blended expressions among the sites, blended 
worship recognizes that all that is old need not be thrown out to embrace what is new. For 
now, blended expressions incorporate the broadest span of musical styles, skills, musicians, 
worshipper attendance, traditional ensembles, and school-musician transferability. It is 
impossible to know at this point whether or not blended worship will endure beyond this 
transitional generation where that expression has been a bridge between worshippers and 
musicians of differing backgrounds and preferences. Once the bridge of this generation has 
been crossed, only the future will reveal whether blended venues will remain valued. 
James Goss and others commented upon how the major writers and producers of 
modem worship music have begun to police their own efforts and improve quality. Jon 
Dailey and James Goss expressed that they expect a reigning in at some point, but know that 
worship is unlikely to return to what it once was. The modem worship movement itself has 
already changed. Appendix I provides perfo1mance links for both early and current 
contemporary Christian artists. Even the few performances represented within that appendix 
reveal how drastically the music of this movement has changed from its early days to the 
present day. 
A recent article in Worship Musician Maga~ne revealed even more change, already 
positioning contemporary worship leaders in a similar threatened position that many 
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traditional musicians have experienced (Kirkpatrick, 2013, p. 54). In the article, worship 
leaders are cautioned about prevalent trends of churches hiring contracted worship leaders 
over worship pastors who are part of the ministerial staff. Kirkpatrick (2013) emphasizes 
that, "If you want spiritual impact, a worship team is far better than a bunch of guys playing 
a gig" (p. 54). He anticipates that fulltime employment as a worship pastor will fade, replaced 
by short-term contractors who can be easily changed if they are not effective as a worship 
leader. He added that, "The role of being up front and on a platform has become so 
important that leading and pastoting a team of artists is just not what we want to pay for any 
longer" (p.54). With this move, musicians within churches would no longer become 
developed musically or spiritually. He expressed further concern over the lack of training for 
the new leadership, stating that, "The expertise ... and specialized skills required are bigger 
than most volunteer positions. There needs to be a lot more training for these new leaders 
who have less time to get to reach the same high expectations" (p.54). Kirkpatrick's thoughts 
seem a long way away for many churches, and certainly for most ministries in this research. 
However, his words precisely reflect the initial contemporary experiment at Cornerstone 
where musicians were contracted as a Sunday gig. The disturbing results caused great 
difficulty and prompted the church to return to engaging their own musicians. The future is 
unclear. 
While the modern worship movement introduced new vernacular musics that were 
familiar in style, the new musical practices were unfamiliar and required adjustment for those 
asked to engage. The musical forces of worship were changed, creating a new sound that 
contrasted with 1950s Baptist worship. As the new music infiltrated worship during a time 
when many churches were in decline, it brought significant upheaval and a sharp focus upon 
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worship. But reflecting history, the new practices have continued to change and, in some 
cases, have been misused. Some participants in this research expressed concerns over what 
they have observed. 
James Goss and Daniel Cooper bemoaned a few musicians leading for all within 
contemporary venues. James Goss and Jacob Kemp expressed disappointment in the level 
of engaged singing when contemporary music was being sung. Daniel Cooper commented 
upon factors at his own church where he sees people settling into spectator rather than 
participant roles by not engaging their talents to serve in worship ministry. Daniel expressed 
concern that some people view the media, loud instt.uments, and visuals of modern worship 
as a production rather than a worship encounter. He fears that the expectation to create a 
modernized environment by including these elements can become a distraction from 
focusing upon God, that people may assume that all of these elements are necessary for 
worship to occur. While this movement began with considerable simplicity, it has, over time 
and in some places, increased the complexity of worship practices. These factors underscore 
that all new movements and practices will continue to morph as time passes. As the 1950s 
Southern Baptist worship practices moved churches toward a somewhat less populist 
worship expression, that status quo was gradually ushered out by the grassroots-populist 
movement of the modern worship transition. Its simple beginnings have gradually 
transformed into expressions far different than how it began. Currently, there are numerous 
variations of modern worship expressions, a factor evident within the seven churches of this 
research. Change will remain inevitable, whether it is intentional or unintentional. 
This closing discussion may seem overly centered upon doubts and criticisms of 
modern worship. The intent is not to criticize or underscore negatives, but to encapsulate 
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the many lingering questions that exist unresolved. It is imperative to also record that while 
doubts and questions were shared, so were many positives. Multiple ministers spoke of 
meaningful and engaged worship occurring in their churches. Multiple ministers did not 
report significant conflict but a strong sense of unity and fellowship within their churches, 
even when alternative worship expressions were offered. Some shared accounts of ample 
and enthusiastic musician engagement and of simply pursuing God, not cultural 
connectedness, growth, or approval in their worship. Most affirmed the willingness and 
spirit of their musicians who devote themselves to serve in worship ministry. A few even 
expressed tremendous and rewarding successes with illusive youth choirs and ensembles. 
Twenty, thirty, or even fifty years from now, another researcher may weigh the 
characteristics of yet another worship expression that we cannot possibly anticipate. Worship 
has changed, it will continue to change, but most importantly, it will endure. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
Numerous possibilities for future research emerge from this study. 
• Future research could further explore the possibility that worshippers may be more 
accepting of varied musical styles during special music presentations when their 
preferences remain staunch in the worship repertoire that they personally sing. 
Further research could explore this inconsistency among preferences to examine 
whether or not worshippers perceive a difference between worship songs and 
repertoire used for special music. 
• The prevalence of alternative worship options may be a phenomenon of this 
particular time in history as transitioning churches minister to people whose lives 
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have known contrasting worship backgrounds. Future research can return explore 
whether alternative and blended formats endure, or whether those expressions will 
fade away after having served as a bridge that linked traditional and nontraditional 
worshippers during the modern worship transition. 
• Future research can examine Baptist worship flows in the future to see if they will 
have altered or remain as traditionally intact as they do now. 
• Future research could explore why more instrumental students than choral students 
transfer their skills into church music ministries. 
• Future research could do a case study of 1-2 successful youth choir programs to get 
an even more nuanced examination of factors that encourage success. 
• Future research could intetview musicians who have voluntarily or involuntarily 
ceased from ministry service due to the worship transition. 
• A great deal of recording replication is done in nontraditional ministries as worship 
teams imitate and replicate recordings for worship leading. Further research could 
explore the impact of this practice upon musician creativity and spontaneity. 
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Appendix A: Researcher Checklist and Log 
Summary of CoUection and Analysis Documents 
Researcher Checklist and Log (Appendix A) 
Research Introductory Letter (Appendix B) 
Telephone Screening Protocol (Appendix C) 
Site-participant Selection Criteria Summary (Appendix D) 
Participant Packet (Appendices E1-E6): 
Confirmation and informational letter (Appendix Et) 
Participant Review of Purpose and Procedures (Appendix E2) 
Website Ministry Summary (Appendix E3) 
Pre-interview Pro@e (Appendix E4) 
Church Documents and Materials Request (Appendix ES) 
Description of terminology as applied to this research (Appendix E6) 
Semi-Structured Interview Protocol (Appendix F) 
Composite Data Analysis Chart (CDAC) (Appendix G) 
Procedural and Document Checklist: 
1. Submission and approval of IRB form 
2. While awaiting IRB approval and prior to making human contact, the researcher will 
investigate individual church websites and enter music ministry data into the Site-
Participant Selection Criteria Summary. 
3. After IRB approval is received, the Research Introductory Letter will be sent to 
initially qualifying sites (based upon website data). 
4. The researcher will telephone all preliminarily qualified sites, seeking permission to 
conduct the brief Telephone Screening Protocol. 
5. Telephone screening data will be entered into the Site-Pa1"ticipant Selection Criteria 
Summary to reveal all sites meeting the necessa1y criteria for selection. 
6. Final site/ participant selection will be made after reviewing selection criteria, seeking 
those sites that are most data-intensive. 
7. Selected participants will be notified by telephone. Notification will include: 
a. Expression of gratitude and reconfirmation of their willingness to participate. 
b. The researcher will read Appendix E2, the Participant Review of Purpose 
and Procedures to confirm consent and acquaint them of the rights as 
research participants. 
c. Review of participant responsibilities, description of the pre-interview 
Participant Packet (Appendices E1-E6) contents, the two actions needing 
completion before the interview, and inquiry of how they prefer to receive 
the packet (via email, regular mail, or personal delivery). 
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d. Explanation that the study interaction is designed to involve only the 
researcher and music minister, and that additional music ministry staff may 
also be interviewed only by the music minister's recommendation. 
e. Request permission to audio record the interview for accurate preservation 
and transcription; and request permission to visit the worship center after the 
interview. 
f. Schedule the collection of the Pre-interview Profile and church documents 
and materials. 
g. Schedule the in-depth interview. 
h. Participants will be thanked and reminded of a $100.00 VISA gift card that 
will be provided upon their completion of the research procedures. 
8. After telephone notifications, selected participants will be mailed a Participant Packet 
containing the following materials: 
a. Confirmation and informational letter 
b. Participant Review of Purpose and Procedures 
c. Website Minisu-y Summary 
d. Pte-interview Profile 
e. Church Documents and Materials Request 
f. Description of Terminology 
g. Stamped and addressed envelope for returning profile by mail 
9. When completed by participants, the Pre-Interview Profile and church documents 
and materials will be collected by the researcher, all identifying markings will be 
removed from the physical materials, the profile and document data will be entered 
into the Composite Data Analysis Chart (CDAC), and the interview appointment 
will be reconfirmed. 
10. The following procedures will occur at the interview: 
a. Establish rapport with the participant. 
b. Participants will again review the Participant Review of Purpose and 
Procedures 
c. Recording devices will be set up, tested, and made active. 
d. Previously collected church materials and documents will be reviewed as 
needed (this review will be recorded to preserve any explanations and 
descriptions). 
e. The in-depth interview protocol will be conducted and recorded, followed by 
any necessary clarifications regarding the Pte-interview Profile. 
f. Researcher will visit the worship center of each church. 
g. Researcher will make observation notes of the site and participant(s). 
h. Materials needed: intet-view protocol, pen, notepad, digital recorders, church 
documents / materials. 
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11. As interviews are completed, verbatim interview transcripts will be made and 
returned to the participant for member checking. Participants will make any 
necessary corrections before data is entered into the CDAC for analysis. 
12. Provision of a $100.00 VISA gift card and a hand written letter of gratitude. 
13. Data Storage and Analysis: All data will be entered into the CDAC as procedures for 
that site are complete. Individual church analysis will begin when all data from that 
site is entered. Comparative analysis of within-size-strata and between-size strata will 
ensue when data collection from all sites is completed. All data will be securely 
stored and backed up. 
14. An external audit of the research process and output will be conducted by a qualified 
individual capable of scholarly and objective evaluation. 
15. Data Presentation: Data presentation will be done in narrative form, and visual 
representations such as charts and tables. Some anticipated visual summaries and 
comparisons may include: Worship Comparison Table; worship repertoire 
description; instrumental forces; vocal forces; additional artistic forces; types of 
musical scores used; types of musical skills engaged. 
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Contact, Interaction, and Implementation Log 
Date Time Person Action Result 
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Date 
Contact Person 
Church Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Dear (Minister of Music), 
Appendix B: Research Introductory Letter 
This letter is being sent to selected music ministers who are considered to be potential participants for 
my dissertation research on church worship. I am a doctoral student in the Boston University College of Fine 
Arts, a career school-music educator, and have served as a Baptist church musician for most of my life. The 
purpose of the research is to explore the impact of musical learning in churches that have transitioned from 
traditional worship to any form of nontraditional worship (blended, contemporary, alternative services, or 
other). 
During an in-depth interview, music ministers will be asked questions regarding their church worship 
style(s), personnel and program structure, and musical training. The research will also investigate ways that 
school-trained musicians can transfer their skills to church musician roles in nontraditional music ministries . 
This research intends to expand existing research knowledge on church worship and current music education 
practices. This research is not evaluative in nature, but is intended to provide an in-depth description of music 
ministry practices. 
This letter serves to acquaint you with the research and to pre-introduce myself before I seek to 
contact you by telephone in the next 2 weeks. To be selected for participation, certain criteria must be present 
and these criteria will be more fully discussed with you when I telephone you. Briefly, the selection criteria 
require that your church: 1) has, at some point, transitioned from traditional to some form of nontraditional 
worship; 2) currently identifies at least one worship service as contemporary, blended, praise, or other 
nontraditional classification (including the offering of alternative worship service styles); 3) has an average 
weekly worship attendance that establishes the church as a medium, large, or mega sized congregation; and 4) is 
geographically located within the Hartford County School District. Additionally, 5) the music minister / primary 
overseer of the music ministry is able to address the experience of worship style transition. 
Involvement is not invasive and should require approximately 3-7 hours from you over the span of 
about a month. Participation would involve: completion of a Pre-Interview Church Profile; the collection of 
some music ministry materials and documents; an in-depth interview; and your final revisions and approval of 
the verbatim interview transcript. Each selected participant will receive a $100.00 VISA gift card when they 
complete all research procedures. Participation is voluntary and can be discontinued at any time. 
Although the research content poses no known risk to you or your church and is not controversial in 
nature, all responses and information gathered from you will be kept confidential and will ultimately be 
reported using pseudonyms to replace participant and church names. If you have any immediate questions, you 
may contact me by phone or email. I appreciate your consideration of participating, and also thank you for 
your faithful service in music ministry. I look forward to speaking with you soon. 
Sincerely, 
Leslie Gillis 
880 Camry Circle 
Dallas, GA 30157 
Phone: 404-867-6720 
Email: lmgillis@bellsouth.net 
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Appendix C: Telephone Screening Protocol 
Opening: 
1. Introduction of researcher and confirmation that the music minister received the 
Research Introductory Letter of explanation. 
2. If necessary, the researcher will review the research pmpose or ask if the individual 
has any questions emerging from the introductory letter. 
3. The researcher will explain that only a small group of music ministers will be 
selected, and that if selected, they will contribute to research examining musical 
practices in churches with nontraditional worship, and that they will also be provided 
with a $100.00 VISA gift card for their time and participation. 
4. Permission will be requested to conduct a brief telephone screening to determine if 
the church and music minister meet the selection criteria. 
5. If permission is granted, the telephone screening will begin. If permission is not 
given, they will be thanked for their time and the church will be removed as a 
potential site. 
Telephone Screening Protocol: 
1. Is the church located within the Hartford School District? 
2. Is the church affiliated with a GBC local association? If so, which association? 
3. What is the average weekly worship attendance in this church? 
4. Are you the primary minister of music for this church? 
5. Are you employed as a church staff member or do you serve as a volunteer? 
6. How long have you served as music minister of this church? 
7. How many total years have you served as a music minister? 
8. At one time, could this church have been described as having a traditional worship 
style (piano, organ, sanctuary choir, singing from hymnals)? 
9. According to your church website, your church currendy offers (contemporary, blended, 
alternative, other) services. 
a. Is this information accurate? 
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b. Could you briefly confirm and describe the worship service styles currendy 
offered? (What types of music are used? What types of instrumentalists and 
vocalists lead congregational singing?) 
10. Has this church transitioned &om a traditional to nontraditional worship style during 
your tenure? If not, ask: If you became minister of music after the transition 
occurred, do you feel you have enough personal experience with the transition of 
worship styles that you could effectively speak to this issue? 
11. Could you briefly describe your education, particularly your education in music? 
12. After all telephone screening is completed, if your church qualifies and emerges as a 
location that can best add to the purpose of this research, would you be willing for 
me to contact you regarding further participation? 
Participant's estimated time commitment (if requested): 
• Phone screening: 20 min 
• Notification contact: 15 min 
• Completion of Participant packet and collection of church materials: 1-2 hours 
• In-depth interview: 1-3 hours 
• Reading, amending, and approving the interview transcript: 1-2 hour 
• TOTAL: 3-7 hours 
Closing: Thank them for their time and willingness to do the telephone screening. 
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Appendix D: Site-Participant Selection Criteria Summary 
WEBSITE DATA 
Church name: 
Music minister name: 
Pastor name: 
Alternative gatekeeper name( s) / position: 
Telephone: 
Website URL: 
Street address: 
Worship styles indicated on website: 
Does the site meet the criteria for further 
consideration? 
TELEPHONE SCREENING 
CRITERIA 
1. Located In Hartford School District: 
2. SBC association affiliation: 
3. Average weekly worship attendance: 
4. Confirmed role as primary music minister: 
5. Staff or volunteer? 
6. Years of service at this church: 
7. Total years as a music minister: 
8. Confinnation of worship style transition: 
9. Current worship styles(s) as per website: 
a. Is this information correct? 
b. Description of music: 
10. Did the worship transition occur during 
your tenure at this church? 
11. Educational background: 
12. Willingness for further participation? 
Closing: Thank them for time and 
willingness to do the survey. 
Additional factors increasing data 
intensity of sample: 
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Appendix El: Participant Packet: 
Confirmation and Informational Letter 
Date 
Contact Person 
Church Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Dear [Name ofParticipant], 
Thank you for your willingness to participate in my dissertation research for the 
Boston University College of Fine Arts. The purpose of the research is to explore the impact 
of musical learning in churches that have transitioned from traditional worship to various 
forms of nontraditional worship (blended, contemporary, alternative, or other). Additionally, 
the research will investigate ways that school-trained musicians can transfer their skills to 
church musician roles within nontraditional music ministries. 
During an in-depth interview, I will ask you questions regarding your church worship 
style(s), personnel and program structure, and musical training. With your permission, I will 
record and later transcribe your interview, thus saving interview time (avoiding excessive 
note taking) and increasing the preserved accuracy of your discussions. If you should 
recommend that additional interviews be scheduled with other music ministry leaders within 
your church, interviews will also be scheduled with those individuals. This project intends to 
expand existing research knowledge on church worship and current music education 
practices. This research is not evaluative in nature, but is designed to provide an in-depth 
description of musical practices within your music ministry. If possible, I would also like to 
request the opportunity to briefly visit your worship center(s) after the interview. 
This participant packet contains some informational items and some that require 
action or response from you prior to the interview (Pre-Interview Profile; Church 
Documents and Materials Request). The packet includes: 
1). Participant Review of Purpose and Procedures: This information was read to 
you over the phone to confirm your consent when you were notified as a selected research 
participant. It is provided here for you to have in written form. 
2). Website Ministry Summary: This document was prepared from the music 
ministry information posted on your church website. This summary gives me a basic 
familiarity with the ministry prior to the interview, helping to expedite interview time. Please 
review it for accuracy. During our interview you will have the opportunity to clarify or 
expand the information as needed. 
3). Pre-Interview Profile: Please complete and return the profile within 1-2 weeks 
after receiving it. The profile collects general information on the church, senior pastor, and 
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music minister. Its purpose is to save interview time and collect information that either 
requires minimal discussion, or that might require consulting church records. You may email 
your completed profile to me at lmgillis@bellsouth.net, send by U.S. mail (stamped and 
addressed envelope provided), or request that I personally retrieve it from your church. 
4). Church Documen!s and Materials Request: (See document for explanation.) 
5). Description of Terminology as applied in this research. (See document for 
explanation.) 
Involvement is not invasive and should require approximately 3-7 hours from you 
over the span of about a month. Although the research content poses no known risk to you 
or your church and is not controversial in nature, all responses and information gathered 
from you will be kept confidential. In the final reporting of data, your responses will be 
identity-coded with pseudonyms to replace participant names, church names, personal 
references, place names, or other personal identifying information made within your verbal 
or written exchanges. Upon completion of this research and its related writing, all interview 
recordings will be safely discarded. 
Your participation is deeply valued. Upon completion of all research procedures, you 
will receive a $100.00 VISA gift card as a token of appreciation. If you have any questions, 
please do not hesitate to contact me by phone or email. You may also contact my faculty 
advisor, Dr. Richard Bunbury, at rbunbury@bu.edu, or obtain further information about 
your rights as a research participant by calling the BU CRC IRB Office at 617-358-6115. 
Again, thank you for your willingness to participate. I look forward to learning more about 
your ministty. 
Sincerely, 
Leslie Gillis 
880 Camry Circle 
Dallas, GA 30157 
Phone: 404-867-6720 
Email: lmgillis@bellsouth.net 
Attachments: 
Participant Review if Purposes and Procedures 
Website Ministry 5 ummary 
Pre-interview Prqjile: Please complete and return within 1-2 weeks if receipt. 
Church Documents and Materials Request 
Description if terminology 
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Appendix E2: Participant Review of Purpose and Procedures 
Research Title: 
Contemporary Practices in Southern Baptist Church Music: 
A Collective Case Study of Worship, Ministry Design, 
and Music Education 
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to explore the worship transition experience and how 
it impacted the musical processes and training within church music ministries that have 
transitioned from a traditional worship style to any form of nontraditional worship (blended, 
contemporary, alternative, or other). Although music education is not the primary focus of a 
church music ministry, music ministers are challenged to equip themselves and their music 
personnel (professional and/ or volunteer) to carry out ministry roles. Additionally, this 
research will investigate ways in which school-trained musicians (current and former) can 
apply their skills within nontraditional music ministries, exploring whether the classroom-
developed skills remain applicable for current ministry-musician roles. 
The researcher in this project, Leslie Gillis, is a doctoral student in the Boston University 
College of Fine Arts who is completing dissertation research that examines church worship 
practices. During an in-depth interview, you will be asked questions regarding your church 
worship style(s), personnel and program structure, and musical training. Data resulting from 
the in-depth interviews will be used to expand existing research knowledge on church 
worship and current music education practices. You will also be asked to provide copies of 
church documents relating to the music ministry for analysis. All identifying information 
about the church and all names will be removed from these documents upon receipt, in 
front of you, to protect the privacy of the church and its members. 
Your willingness to participate is greatly appreciated. Participation is also voluntary and can 
be discontinued at any time. Involvement is not invasive and should require approximately 
3-7 hours from you over the span of about a month. Although the research content poses 
no known risk to you or your church and is not controversial in nature, all responses and 
information gathered from you will be kept confidential. In the final reporting of data, your 
responses will be represented with pseudonyms to replace the names of participants, 
churches, place names, or other identifying information. Upon completion of this research 
and its related writing, all recordings of the interview will be safely discarded. If you have any 
immediate questions, you may contact me, Leslie Gillis, by phone or email: 404-867-6720 or 
lmgillis@bellsouth.net. You may also contact my faculty advisor, Dr. Richard Bunbury, at 
rbunbury@bu.edu, or obtain further information about your rights as a research participant 
by calling the BU CRC IRB Office at 617-358-6115. 
Thank you for your time and participation, 
Leslie M. Gillis 
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Appendix E3: Participant Packet: 
Website Ministry Summary 
Church Code: _______ _ 
Service Schedule: 
SUNDAY 
Bible Study 9:30a 
Morning Worship 10:45a 
Children's Church 10:45a 
Evening Worship 5:30p 
WEDNESDAY 
High School Student Worship 6:30p- 8:00p 
Wed. Children's Choirs 6:30p- 8:00p 
Adult Bible Study 6:30p-8:00p 
The website indicates the following ensembles: 
Choir 
Praise team 
Instrumental members 
Rehearsals: Wednesday night 
Additional Music Activities: Special productions at Christmas and Easter 
Special Events: Annual adult choir retreat 
Weekday Education Ministry: Preschool age, offering music classes and performances. 
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Appendix E4: Participant Packet: 
Pre-Interview Profile 
Church Code: _______ _ 
The following information is requested before the interview to save time, and 
because some items may require referencing church records. Please complete and return this 
form within 1-2 weeks of receipt. Complete this profile in either manner below: 
1. Open and save this document as Profile.LRG 1.doc. Please type your answers directly 
into the document. Once your profile is completed, please email it to Leslie Gillis at 
lmgillis@bellsouth.net. 
2. Print a copy of the document to complete by hand. Once your profile is completed, 
send by U.S. mail (stamped and addressed envelope provided), or request that Leslie 
Gillis personally retrieves it from your church. 
Church Information: 
1. In what year was this church established? 
2. Has the church always been located on this site? _____ If not, where were any 
previous locations? 
3. Describe the general demographics of the church membership in terms of age, 
income, educational levels, employment and any other relevant factors. 
4. Are there any primary age concentration(s) within the church membership? Please 
describe. 
5. What is the current enrolled membership of the church? 
Senior Pastor: 
6. How long has the current pastor served at this church? 
7. What is the senior pastor's age? 
8. What is the senior pastor's highest level of education? 
9. Is the senior pastor a seminary graduate? ___ If so, please name the seminary. 
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0\ 
\0 
-
Service 
Name 
Worship Service Information 
Please use a separate line for each worship service style that is offered. 
Worship Average Location Seating Meets Worship Age Focus? 
Style Worship Capacity Sunday? Time(s) (yes/no) 
Attend. (yes/no) 
Music Minister Information: 
10. How many years have you served as the Minister of Music at this church? 
11. How many total years have you served as a music minister in any church? 
12. What is your official leadership tide? 
13. Do you serve this church as a volunteer or employed staff member? 
14. What is your age? 
15. Describe your formal education below ("other" may include private studies or other 
means) : 
School Name Major/Degree /Emphasis Graduation 
Year 
High School 
College/University 
Graduate 
Graduate 
Other 
Other 
16. Please list any professional music organizations in which you are a member. 
Examples: (Willow Creek Association, Choristers Guild (CG ), American Choral Directors 
Association (A CD A), Gospel Music Association . 
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0\ 
\0 
I...N 
Tide 
Tide 
Additional Music Ministry Staff 
List the position titles and description of all emplqyed music ministry staff. 
Y rs. Service Full or part time Highest level of education 
com leted 
List the position titles and description of key volunteer leadership. 
Y rs. Service Full or part time Highest level of education 
com leted 
Field/Degree 
Earned 
~ -
Field/Degree 
Earned 
Music Ministry Ensembles/Opportunities 
ava a e ill your c urc , p.ease ill cate e enro entan If il bl h h 1 ° di th 11m d age span. 
Enrollment ~eSpan 
Adult choir 
Senior Adult Choir 
College Choir 
High School Choir 
:Middle School Choir 
Children's Choir 
Preschool Choir 
Worship Band 
Vocal Praise Team 
Orchestra 
Student Worship Band 
Soloists 
Small Vocal Ensembles 
Instrumental Ensembles 
Hand bells 
Academy of Music 
Banner Ministry 
Drama Ministry 
Dance Ministry 
Visual Arts Ministry 
Creative Media 
Other 
Other 
Other 
I nstruments u d" w se tn ors h" tp 
Instruments Weekly Frequently Occasionally Never 
Acoustic Guitar 
Electric Guitar 
Bass Guitar 
Keyboard/Synth. 
Drum Kit 
Piano 
Organ 
Brass 
Woodwinds 
Strings 
Percussion 
Hand bells 
Other 
Other 
Other 
Other 
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What skills are used by the musicians within this music ministry? (Place "X" in cell) 
Skills Weekly Frequendy Occasionally Never 
Conducting 
Improvisation 
(vocal or 
instrumental) 
Reading Standard 
notation 
Playing or singing 
bv ear 
Ability to follow a 
conductor 
Ability to function 
as a solo vocalist or 
instrumentalist 
Ability to function 
as an ensemble 
vocalist or 
instrumentalist 
Sight-reading 
Ability to program 
electronic 
instruments 
Accompanying 
skills 
Free vocal 
harmonization 
Traditional 
Vocal/Instrumental 
Techniques 
Popular Music 
Vocal/Instrumental 
Techniques 
Playing vocal parts 
from an open score 
Modeling and 
imitating music 
from recordings 
Trial and error 
learning 
Transposition 
Read chord charts 
Read guitar 
tablatures 
Other 
Other 
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Appendix E5: Participant Packet: 
Church Documents and Materials Request 
The purpose of this study is to explore the worship transition experience and how it 
impacted the musical processes and training within church music ministries that have 
transitioned from a traditional worship style to any form of nontraditional worship (blended, 
contemporary, alternative, or other). Although music education is not the primary focus of a 
church music ministry, music ministers are challenged to equip themselves and their music 
personnel (professional and/ or volunteer) to carry out ministry roles. Additionally, this 
research will investigate ways in which school-trained musicians (current and former) can 
apply their skills within nontraditional music ministries, exploring whether the classroom-
developed skills remain applicable for current ministry-musician roles. 
REQUEST FOR MUSIC MINISTRY MATERIALS AND DOCUMENTS: 
I would like to request the following documents be given to me prior to the dcry of the in-depth interview. If 
these particular documents are not used ry your music ministry, please substitute what mcry be the best 
replacement to illuminate the music used in worship and activities of the music ministry. If there is any 
cost incurred to provide these materials, please notify me of the cost and I wiD 
reimburse that amount when I pick up the materials. 
1. Documentation of worship music used for the last six months or full year if possible 
(computer printouts/photocopies are fine). Note: If your church offers multiple worship 
service styles, please include worship repertoire lists from each service type. 
2. 3-4 recent audio and/ or video recordings of worship services (if available). Again, if your 
church offers multiple worship styles, please include worship recordings from each service 
type. 
3. 3-4 recent worship bulletins/ orders of worship (if used). 
4. If desired, you may add any additional materials that illuminate the nature and activity of 
the music ministry (vision statements, core values, covenants, newsletters, handbooks, 
brochures, etc.), but these are optional. 
5. If possible, please include any worship bulletins or records that show the music used bifore 
and during the period of transitioning from traditional to nontraditional worship. 
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Appendix E6: Participant Packet: 
Description of Terminology 
It is probable that all of the terms below are familiar to you. This research acknowledges the 
varied interpretations and applications of these descriptors among churches. Therefore, the 
descriptions, gleaned from various sources, represent a generalization of worship styles. It is intended 
that a general description of primary terminology will clarify how the terms are applied in this 
research. 
Traditional worship: This label implies worship services where worshippers sing from hymnals; choirs 
are present; classical or "standard" songs, solos, and choir anthems are used; accompaniment is from 
piano, organ, and/ or orchestra; worship is led by singing and conducting; music is read from 
standard notation and performed primarily as notated; classically or formal-based vocal and 
instrumental performance techniques are used; there is a pre-established order of service where songs 
are typically sung individually and not as a set; worship is commonly held in a sanctuary. 
Contemporary Worship: suggests the inclusion of praise and worship choruses, contemporary Christian 
music (CCM), modernized hymn arrangements (if hymns are included); lyrics projected onto large 
screens; accompaniment through a band that may include guitars, drums, keyboards; worship leading 
by voice without conducting, and often while playing either guitar or keyboard; small worship team 
of singers using individual microphones; choirs may or many not be present, possibly being replaced 
or serving in addition to the worship team singers; use of improvisation; reading music from chord 
charts; extended sets of songs; multimedia; informality; worship may be held in a sanctuary, gym, 
fellowship hall, theater, or alternative venue. 
Blended Worship (Praise, Praise and Worship, other): indicates a combination, or intermingling of both 
traditional and contemporary elements. 
Alternative Seroices: represents churches offering separate and contrasting services where congregants 
may choose the worship style they prefer. 
Formal/ -Traditional Musical Skills: Classically-based/ formal/traditional musical skills are those most 
associated with formal music education classroom or studio teaching and learning. These skills may 
include: reading standard musical notation and symbols; sight-reading; standard, classically-based 
technique and tone production characteristic of each instrument (including voice); keyboard 
accompanying skills; keyboardist playing vocal parts from an open score; intonation; traditional 
ensemble skills and rehearsal etiquette; following a conductor; transposition; performing with varied 
sizes and types of ensembles (GDOE, 2009, pp. 26-84). 
Informal/Nontradztional Musical Skills: Informal learning skills are those typically associated with 
popular music styles instead of the skills normally associated with formal music education classrooms 
or studios. A key informal skill involves "purposive listening" (Green, 2002, pp. 23-24), used to copy 
voice or instrumental parts from a recording or another individual without the use of standard 
notation. Other informal skills may include: observation and imitation; experimentation; trial and 
error; playing by ear; self-teaching or self-directed learning; picking up skills or techniques from 
friends, family, or other musicians; reading from chord charts or guitar tablature to create 
accompaniments; transposition; and improvisation of melodies, harmonies, and accompaniments 
(Cartwright, 2004; Green, 2002, p. 5). 
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Appendix F: Semi-Structured Interview Protocol 
Church Code 
-----------------------
CONTEMPORARY PRACTICES IN SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH MUSIC: 
A COLLECTIVE CASE STUDY OF WORSHIP, MINISTRY DESIGN, 
AND MUSIC EDUCATION 
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to explore the worship transition experience and how it 
impacted the musical processes and training within church music ministries that have transitioned 
from a traditional worship style to any fonn of nontraditional worship (blended, contemporary, 
alternative, or other). Although music education is not the primary focus of a church music ministry, 
music ministers are challenged to equip themselves and their music personnel (professional and/ or 
volunteer) to carry out ministt:y roles. Additionally, this research will investigate ways in which 
school-trained musicians (current and former) can apply their skills within nontraditional m~sic 
ministries, exploring whether d1e classroom-developed skills remain applicable for current ministry-
musician roles. 
Research Questions: 
1). How is the church worship style implemented? 
2). How does the church worship design shape the music ministry leadership, ensembles, 
personnel, programs, and musician involvement? 
3). How have musicians developed the necessary skills and practices for nontraditional 
worship? 
Participants: Southern Baptist Ministers of Music within the Hartford School District 
Prior to the Interview: Each participant will: 1) receive and review the participant packet; 2) 
complete and return d1e Pre-Interview Profile; and 3) collect the requested church documents and 
materials to be collected by d1e researcher prior to the interview. 
OPENING: 
• Personal Introductions and expressing gratitude for participation. 
• Introduction to participant: 
o Remember that tlus research is not designed to evaluate your music ministry, but to 
describe it in light of the research questions established for this study. 
o Although I have prepared questions, I sincerely welcome your free and elaborative 
responses. Please add anything you consider to be important or enlightening to d1e 
topic of discussion, even expanding into to additional topics. 
o Ask: Do you have any questions before we proceed? 
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• 
• 
Set up recording equipment while music minister reviews Participant Review of Purpose and 
Procedures (Appendix E2) . 
Document Clarification: If needed, the requested church documents and materials (with 
names and identification removed) will be discussed to provide any necessary clarification 
and explanation of those materials. 
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW 
SECTION I: WORSHIP FORMAT DESIGN AND PRACTICES 
A. WORSHIP STYLE(S) 
1. Would you describe the general appearance and atmosphere of the worship experience(s) in this 
church (attire, use of robes, hymnals, worship center, media used, message delivery)? 
2. Describe the musical content of all worship services (styles, types of songs, composers, arrangers, 
artists, original compositions, hymn usage)? Tbe musicians, ensembles, and instruments will be addressed later. 
3. IF ALTERNATIVE SERVICES ARE USED: What are the primary differences between your 
alternative service styles and do you use the same musicians in each service style? 
4. How do you lead worship: by conducting, singing, playing an instrument, combination? 
5. Why does this style work for your church? 
6. What does worship mean to you and what are your primary goals for the corporate worship 
experience each week? 
7. Do you expect the congregation to be active or passive in worship; and what musical or other 
accommodations are done to encourage and enable your expectation? 
SECTION II: PERSONNEL AND PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
Ensembles/Opportunities: 
1. Based upon your Pre-Interview Proftle, the following musical ensembles/ opportunities are 
available: (Read tbe names.) Could you describe the groups more fully and discuss what, if any, role 
they have in weekly worship? 
2. Do any these groups engage in additional activities: other musical programs/ events during the 
church year; or other activities outside the church? If so, why are those important for the groups? 
3. Describe the nature and activities of your music ensembles that involve middle and high school 
students; and what are the challenges and rewards of those groups. (If no such ensembles were 
indicated on the proftle, ask: Have you ever had or attempted to create or offer musical ensembles 
for middle and high school students in this church? 
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4. JjPre-lnteroie2v Profile indicated a music academy: Describe what your music academy offers and why an 
academy is a priority to this church. 
Personnel and Leadership: 
1. In the Church Pro@e you listed the positions and educational background of your employed music 
staff. Please describe their leadership roles and responsibilities in this music ministry. 
2. How significant are volunteer leaders in this ministry and what kinds of roles do they hold? 
3. Are there any employed or volunteer music leadership roles that exist as a specific result of having 
incorporated nontraditional worship? 
4. You oversee the entire ministry, but could you describe the ministry areas that you personally lead? 
Worship musicians: 
1. Your Church Pro@e indicated what instruments are used in your worship. Could you more fully 
describe the make-up of your primary vocal and instrumental groups that lead worship on a weekly 
basis? 
2. Are your worship leading musicians also active church members or do you bring in paid 
professionals who are otherwise not associated with the church? 
3. Do you audition ministry musicians in order to participate? 
4. Your Pre-Interview Pro@e noted the age spans within your various ensembles. 
a. Is that age focus/mixture intentional or unintentional? 
b. Have you ever intentionally focused the ages of a group to create a particular type of 
impression or appearance? 
c. What is gained by the age grouping currendy present among your musicians? 
SECTION III: MUSIC PERSONNEL TRAINING 
Music Minister 
1. What type of worship services did you grow up in? 
2. What are your musical skills (vocal, instruments, reading standard notation/ chord charts, 
improvising, compose/ arrange, conducting, etc.)? 
3. Would you expand on your formal education that you noted in your profile? 
a. Collegiate/ graduate studies 
b. Private lessons at any age 
c. Elementary, middle, or high school involvement 
d. Other formal training sources 
4. Throughout your life, did any other less formal musical experiences and influences shape you as a 
musician? 
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5. Did your formal musical training equip you for nontraditional worship? If not, what was missing? 
If yes, what did it offer? 
6. How have you become trained and how do you remain current for nontraditional worship 
(conferences, workshops, subscriptions, computer programs, online programs, or memberships)? 
7. Could you address what it was like for you, being confronted with this worship style change, and 
having to reshape and expand your musical skills vocally, instrumentally, otherwise? 
8. Have you found yourself in the position to have to lead and teach musicians who have different 
musical skills than the type you were trained for? Could you describe that experience? 
9. Why were you willing to change from earlier musical practices and adapt to different ways? 
10. In thinking of the sweeping change that has occurred in church worship: 
A. Are there particular aspects or outcomes that you are particularly happy about? 
B. Are there particular aspects or outcomes that bring you cause for concern? 
Additional Ministry Leaders and Musicians 
1. Your Church Proflle noted the highest educational level of your key music leaders. Is there 
anything that you would like to add to the description of their training and skills? 
2. (Provide participant with a copy of their proflle response.) In the Church Proflle, you also noted 
the various types of musical skills utilized by ministry musicians. By whom and in what circumstances 
are the skills used? 
3. As this church transitioned from a traditional worship format, did the music ministry tend to 
retrain musicians, replace musicians, or reorganize musicians into alternative services/ roles? 
4. Among your primary worship leading musicians, is there a mixture of both formally and informally 
trained musicians working together? 
a. If so, what benefits and challenges exist within their interaction with one another? 
b. Do those two backgrounds collide at times or do they complement one another? 
c. Do the different types of musicians require different musical resources and support? 
5. Has it been necessary for you to train your vocalists and instrumentalists for the more "popular 
music" techniques of nontraditional worship? If so, can you describe the experience and process? 
6. Does the music ministry teach music reading at age any levels? 
7. What materials, resources, and rehearsals does the music ministry provide or use to help musicians 
prepare for weekly worship roles? (Week_& rehearsals, rehearsal CDs, Planning Center, conferences, workshops, 
etc.) 
8. Musically and otherwise, what are the most important priorities and means of preparing your 
musicians for weekly worship? 
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SECTION IV: TRANSFERRING SKILLS FROM CLASSROOM TO COMMUNITY 
1. Based upon the description you have provided of your music ministry, do you feel that school-
trained musicians (both current student and former ones) are able to meaningfully engage their skills 
in this ministry? In other words, are their school-developed skills applicable to the needs of this 
ministry? 
2. Have you observed any particular ways that being involved in your church music ministry adds to 
the musical experiences of school-trained musicians? 
3. Are there any ways that you / the music ministry interacts with local school music programs? 
4. Based on the nature of your music ministry and its needs, are there any ways that school music 
education programs could furd1er or better develop musicians for serving within current worship 
practices? 
SECTION V: CLOSING 
1. Are there any final thoughts or topics that you would like to add? 
2. Clarify any unclear information from the Pre-interview Proftle and Website Pro@e if the interview 
did not already do so. 
3. Express sincere appreciation for the participant's willingness to be part of this research. 
4. Remind the participant dut they will receive a verbatim interview transcript to amend and 
approve, and request permission to follow up or obtain clarification should any questions arise 
during data analysis. 
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Appendix G: Composite Data Analysis Chart (CDAC) 
Size Strata: _____________ (MEDIUM, LARGE, MEGA) 
QUESTION CHURCH#l CHURCH#2 CHURCH#3 
IDENTIFICATION 
SITE CODE: 
PARTICIPANT CODE: 
1: Pre-Interview Proflle Data *To be expanded 1vith data entry 
II: Minis!tY Website Summary_ *To be exp_rmded with data entry 
III: Interview -
Worship Design 
1. Desaiption of general atmosphere and 
presentation of worship sryle(s) within the 
church. 
2. Description of the musical nature and 
content of worship. 
3. Primary differences between alternative 
seroices and musicians engaged (if using 
alternative services). 
4. Means ofJvorship leading. 
5. Explanation ofJv~ the 1vorship sryle(s) 
1vorks for that church. 
6. Meaning of 1vorship and description of 
J!.Oa!s for weekly corporate worship. 
7. Expectation: active or passive 
worshippers, and how is expected enabled? 
JV: Interview- Personnel and 
Program Structure 
Ensembles/ Opportunities: 
1. Summary of available 
ensembles/ opportunities and week!J worship 
roles. 
2. Additional roles/ activities of ministry 
ensembles; value of these roles. 
3. Description of the nature, activities, 
challenges, and mvards of church middle and 
hi;,h school ensembles. 
4. (If a music academy exists): Description 
of the music academy and why it is a prioriry 
to the church. 
Personnel and Leadership: 
1. Description of music staff leadership roles. 
2. Significance and role description of music 
ministry volunteers. 
3. Descriptio11 of atry employed or volunteer 
music leadership roles that exists as a result 
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qf_havinJ!. nontraditional worship. 
4. Description of ministry areas personal(y 
led by the music ministet: 
Worship_ musicians: 
1. Description of primary lilOt·ship team 
musicians and instruments. 
2. Worship musicians: active church 
members or non-member paid prqftssionals? 
3. Are ministry musicians auditioned in 
order to pmticipate? E_:g;lanations. 
4. Age distribution of worship musicians 
and the presence of any age_priorities. 
5. What is gained ry the age groupingyou 
have? 
V: Interview- Music Personnel 
Training 
Music Minister 
1. What rypes of worship services did y ou 
grow up in? 
2. Description of music minister's musical 
skills. 
3. Description of at!J formal music 
education: 
a. Collegiate/ graduate 
b. Private lessons at a1!J age 
c. Elementary, middle, or high school 
involvement 
d. Other formal training 
4. Description of less formal experiences and 
influences. 
5. Did formal training provide adequate 
trainingfor contemporary worship? If not, 
what was missinJ!.? If yes, what did it offer? 
6. Description of how you have become 
trained and remain currmt for contemporary 
worship. 
7. Describe the experience of being cotifronted 
with this lilorship sryle change, and having to 
reshape and expand musical skills vocal(y, 
instrumentally, othenPise. 
8. Description of what is it like to lead and 
instruct musicians with di.fforing skills than 
you were trained to use. 
9. WI!Y were you IPillittg to chmtge from 
earlier musical practices and adapt to 
different /Pays. 
10. What have been the most challenging 
and positive aspects of the worship 
transition? 
Additional Ministry Leaders and 
Musicians 
1. Description of the musical training of 
other key music leaders. 
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2. Description of musical skills emplf!Yed f?y 
ministry musicians in worship. 
3. As the 1vorship sryle transition impacted 
the music personnel, did the music ministry 
tend to retrain musicians, replace 
musicians, or reorganize musicians into 
alternative services/ roles? 
4. Materials, resources, and rehearsals that 
music ministry provides or uses to prepare 
musicians for week!J roles and for long term 
development? 
5. Among the primary 1vorship leading 
musicians, is there a mixture of both 
formai!J and informai!J trained musicians 
working together? 
a. If so, describe the benefits, challenges, 
and interattions. 
b. Do the two backgrounds collide or 
complement one another? 
c. Do the dijferent rypes of musicians 
require dijferent musical resources and 
J,Uidance? 
6. Describe experiences in adapting and 
training musicians for the varied musical 
sryles in contemporary worship. 
7. Describe a'!Y processes the music ministry 
uses to teach music readinJ!.. 
8. Musicai!J and otherwise, describe the most 
important priorities and means of preparing 
musicians for weekly 1vorship services. 
VI: Interview- Transfer of school 
training 
1. Are current and former school-trained 
musicians able to meaningfui!J engage their 
skills in this ministry? Are their school-
developed skills applicable to the needs of 
this ministry? 
2. Observations of a'!Y particular wcrys that 
i1zvolvement in church music ministry adds to 
the musical development of school-trained 
. . 
musmans. 
3. Describe a'!Y wcrys (if a'!Y) that you/ the 
music ministry interact with local school 
music proJ,rams. 
4. Based 011 your experience and your music 
ministry needs, are there a'!Y 1vcrys that 
school music education might further develop 
musicians for nontraditional worship? 
VII: INT: Elaborative Response 
Data 
1. Are there any final thoughts or 
topics that you would like to add? 
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VIII: Field Observations 
IX: Worship service observations 
X: Description of Worship 
Elements, Repertoire, and Order 
VOCAL ELEMENTS: 
Vocal Praise Team 
Soloists 
Adult choir 
Senior Adult Choir 
Collej!,e Choir 
Hi;!,h School Choir 
Middle Schoo/ Choir 
Children's Choir 
Preschool Choir 
Small Vocal Ensembles 
INSTRUMENTAL ELEMENTS: 
Worship Band 
Acoustic Guitar 
Electric Guitar 
Bass Guitar 
Keyboard/ Synthesizer 
Drum Kit 
Other 
Student Worship Band 
Piano 
Or;!. an 
Orchestra 
Brass 
Wood1vinds 
Strings 
Percussion 
Other 
Instrumental Ensembles 
Handbells 
Other 
ADDITIONAL ARTS 
ELEMENTS: 
Banners 
Drama 
Dance 
Visual Arts 
Creative Media 
Other 
Other 
Other 
TYPES OF MUSICAL SCORES 
USED 
Standard Notation 
Chord Charts 
Other 
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MUSICAL SKILLS USED 
• W: weekly, 
• 0: occasionally 
• R: rarely 
ConductinJ!. 
Improvisation 
ReadinJ!. Standard notation 
Plqying or singing by ear 
Ability to follow a conductor 
Abiliry to function as a solo vocalist or 
instrumentalist 
Abiliry to function as an ensemble vol'alist or 
instrumentalist 
Sight-reading_ 
Abiliry to program electronic instruments 
Accompanyin)!, skills 
Free vocal harmonizatio1l 
Traditional Vocal/ Instrumental Techniques 
Popular Music Vocal/ Instrumental 
Techniques 
Playin)!, vocal pmts from an open score 
Mode/inJ!. from recordinJ?.S 
Transposition 
Trial and error learning 
Read chord charts 
Read J',Uitar tablatures 
Other 
Other 
SUMMARY OF WORSHIP 
REPERTOIRE 
Use of screens for lyrics 
Hymnal usage 
Praise and Worship Choruses 
CCM 
Arranged Hymns 
Choral arrangements used for corporate 
worship 
Ori;;inal compositions 
Other 
OVERALL SUMMARY 
Repertoire curretzry 
Overall worship currency 
Additional Notes 
Worship Order/Design 
XI: Additional Church Document 
Content Analysis (atry additional 
materials provided, including tvorship records 
before and durin;; transitional period) 
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Appendix H: Church Worship Flow Samples 
Trinity Baptist Church 
Traditional Worship, 8:30am, February 2, 2011 
Congregational Call to Worship: 
''Praise to the Lord, d1e Almighty" (hymn) 
Prayer and Welcome 
Special Music (soloist) 
Congregational Worship: 
"Living for Jesus" (hymn) 
"0, How I Love Jesus" (hymn) 
Offertory Prayer 
Offertory (Soloist providing special music) 
Message 
Invitational Worship: 
"Have Thine Own Way, Lord" (hymn) 
Choir Anthem: "Big, Mighty God" 
Decisions and Announcements 
Congregational Benediction: 
"0, How I Love Jesus" (hymn) 
Blended Worship, 11:00am, February 2, 2011 
Baptism 
Choir Anthem: ''Big, Mighty God" 
Congregational Call to Worship: 
"The Lord Reigns" (contemporary song) 
"My God Reigns" (contemporary song) 
Prayer and Welcome 
Special Music (soloist) 
Congregational Worship: 
"Praise to the Lord, The Almighty" (hymn) 
"You Overcame" (contemporary song) 
Offertory Prayer 
Offertory (Soloist providing special music) 
Message 
Invitational Worship: 
"Have Thine Own Way, Lord" (hymn) 
Decisions and Announcements 
Congregational Benediction: 
"The Lord Reigns" (contemporary song) 
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New Hope Baptist Church 
Traditional Worship, 9:30am, March 6, 2011 
Prelude (organist) 
Welcome 
Choir Anthem: ''Jesus Saves" 
Congregational Fellowship 
Congregational Worship: 
"Serve the Lord with Gladness" (hymn) 
"Open Our Eyes, Lord" (hymnal-chams) 
Offertory Prayer 
Offertory (organist) 
Message 
Invitational Worship: 
"Have Thine Own Way, Lord" (hymn) 
Presentation of Decisions 
Announcements 
Postlude (organist) 
Contemporary Worship, 11:00am, March 6, 2011 
Prelude (worship band) 
Welcome 
Choir Anthem: ''Jesus Saves" 
Congregational Fellowship 
Congregational Worship: 
"I Stand Amazed" (modem hymn arrangement) 
"Restless" (contemporary song) 
0 ffertory Prayer 
Offertory (worship band and vocal team) 
''Lead Me to the Cross" (contemporary song) 
Message 
Invitational Worship: 
"Open the Eyes of My Heart" (contemporary song) 
Presentation of Decisions 
Announcements· 
Postlude (worship band and vocalists) 
'We Cry Out" (contempora1-y song) 
Highview Baptist Church 
Contemporary Worship, 8:45am, July 10, 2011 
Congregational Worship 
''Beautiful the Blood" (contemporary song) 
'Walk by Faith" (contemporary song) 
Welcome and Opening Prayer 
Children's Moment 
Offertory Prayer 
Congregational Worship 
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"Glorious" (contemporary song) 
''Wonderful Cross/When I Survey" (contemporary song/hymn) 
Message 
Invitational Worship: 
"All Creatures of our God and King" (hymn) 
Benediction 
Traditional Worship, 11:00am, July 10, 2011 
Prelude (pianist) 
Welcome and Opening Prayer 
Congregational Call to Worship 
"Come, Thou Almighty King" 
Instrumental Reflection (orchestra) 
"Amazing Grace" 
A Time for Confession and Reflection 
Children's Moment 
Hymn of the Church in Action 
"The Spirit Sends Us" (hymn) 
Offertory Prayer 
Choir Anthem ''Just a Closer Walk with Thee" 
Message 
Invitational Worship: 
"Come, All Christians, Be Committed" (hymn) 
Benediction 
Congregational Response and Benediction 
''We Go in Peace" (hymn) 
Posdude (organist) 
Agape Baptist Church 
Blended Worship, 9:30 and 11:00am, June 5, 2011 
Pre-Worship Countdown (worship band) 
Congregational Call to Worship 
"I Am Free" (contemporary song) 
"Majestic" (contemporary song) 
Welcome 
Baptism 
Choir Anthem: '<you Reign" (contemporary song) 
Offertory Prayer 
Offertory (worship band and vocal team) 
"Our God Saves" (contemporary song) 
Video: "Start a Fire" 
Message: "Smoldering" 
Invitational Worship: 
'<you Have Been So Good to Me" (contemporary song) 
Lord's Supper 
Special Music: "Grace Flows Down" (contemporary song by band and worship team) 
Announcements 
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Calvary Baptist Church 
Traditional Worship, 8:00am, June 19, 2011 
Prelude (pianist) 
Welcome and Fellowship 
Congregational Call to Worship: 
"The Doxology" (hymn) 
Prayer 
Congregational Worship 
"0 Worship the King" Q1ymn) 
''When Morning Guilds the Skies" (hymn) 
Offertory Prayer 
Congregational Offertory 
"We Will Glorify" (hymnal chorus) 
Message 
Invitational Worship: 
"Face to Face with Christ My Savior" (hymn) 
Announcements 
Benediction 
Postlude (pianist) 
Contemporary Worship, 9:15am, June 19, 2011* 
Video Countdown 
Congregational Call to Worship: 
"Our God" (contemporary song) 
Welcome and Fellowship 
''Leaning on the Everlasting Arms" (hymn) 
Baptism 
Congregational Worship 
"Hear Our Song" (contemporary song) 
"He Knows My Name" (contemporary song) 
Message 
Invitational Worship: 
"How Deep the Fatl1er's Love for Us" (contemporary song) 
Offering and Fatl1er's Day Video 
Announcements 
Benediction 
*This worship flow shows the actual order of elements during worship; h01vever, Calvary J- 1vorsbip bulletin listed no 
elements, on!J the statement "Rifmhing Worship in a Weary World " 
Traditional-Blended Worship, 10:45am,June 19,2011 
Prelude (pianist and organist) 
Announcements 
Welcome and Fellowship 
''Days of Elijah" (contemporary chorus) 
Choir Anthem: "Soon and Very Soon" 
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Congregational Worship: 
"It is Well with My Soul" 01ymn) 
Choir Anthem: "Great, Great Morning" 
Offertory Prayer 
Offertory 
'We Shall Behold Him" (soloist) 
Message 
Invitational Worship: 
"Face to Face with Christ My Savior" ~ymn) 
Benediction 
Postlude (pianist and organist) 
Parkway Baptist Church 
Blended Worship-Worship Center, 9:30 and 11:00am, June 19, 2011 
Video Countdown 
Congregational Call to Worship 
"All Because of Jesus" (contemporary song) 
Baptism 
Choir Anthem: "In ilie Light of Your Glory" 
Welcome 
Congregational Worship 
"My Savior, My God" (contemporary song) 
Offertory Prayer 
Offertory Congregational Worship 
"Help Me to Find You" (con temporary worship) 
"Mighty to Save" (contemporary worship) 
Message 
Invitational Worship 
"Amazing Grace/My Chains are Gone" 01ymn/ contemporary song) 
"My Savior's Love (I Stand Alone in ilie Presence)" 01ymn) 
"I Give You My Heart" (contemporary song) 
Pre-sentation of Decisions 
Announcements 
Closing Prayer 
Fellowship Worship-Fellowship Auditorium, 9:30 and 11:00am, June 19, 2011 
Video Countdown 
Congregational Call to Worship 
"All Because of Jesus" (contemporary song) 
Baptism 
Special Music: "These Thousand Hills" (solo) 
Welcome 
Congregational Worship 
"All Who are Thirsty" (contemporary song) 
0 ffertory Prayer 
Offertory Congregational Worship 
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"Help Me to Find You" (contemporary worship) 
"Breathe on Me" (contemporary worship) 
Message 
Invitational Worship 
"Amazing Grace/My Chains are Gone" (hymn/ contemporary song) 
"Come and Listen" (contemporary song) 
Presentation of Decisions 
Announcements 
Closing Prayer 
Cornerstone Baptist Church 
Blended-Traditional Worship, 11:00am, March 6, 2011 
Video Countdown 
Congregational Call to Worship 
'joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee" (contemporary song) 
Welcome 
Congregational Worship (mini-medley of songs) 
"Glory to God Forever" (contemporary song) 
"Lead On, 0 King Eternal" (hymn) 
"Today is the Day" (contemporary song) 
Special Music: "Hear us from Heaven" (Mixed ensemble and orchestra) 
Congregational Worship (mini-medley of songs) 
"This is My Father's World" (hymn) 
"Our God" (contemporary song) 
Offertory Prayer 
Offertory Anthem: "From the Rising" (Choir and orchestra) 
Message 
Invitational Worship 
"Made Me Glad" (contemporary song) 
"How Great is Our God" (contemporary song) 
Announcements 
Congregational Benediction 
"Amazing Grace/My Chains are Gone" (hymn/ contemporary song) 
Contemporary "United" Worship, 11:00am, March 6, 2011* 
Video Countdown 
Welcome and Announcements 
Congregational Fellowship 
Congregational Worship 
Message 
"Here for You" (contemporary song) 
"Like Incense" (contemporary song) 
'jesus Paid it All" (hymn) 
Invitational Worship 
''Waiting Here for You" (contemporary song) 
Q&A 
Closing Prayer 
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*There is no designated offertory time where plates are passed among the worshippers. Instead, at a'!)' time during 
worship the congregants mqy place their offerings in buckets that sit on pedestals beside the seats. 
** During the set7Jice a telephone number is posted on the video screens where worshippers mqy text a'!Y questions that 
arise as they listen to the sermon. After the invitation, the minister answers one or two texted questions bifore 
dismissing. If time prohibits answering all questions, answers are posted on the United website during the joll01ving 
week. 
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Appendix 1: Links to Musicians Named in Worship Repertoire 
Web links are provided to acquaint the reader with the musical artists and 
songwriters named by participants in this research. The recordings will reveal the general 
nature of each musician's output. The links will be organized into three sections: musicians 
whose songs are used most frequendy for worship repertoire in the participant churches; 
specific choir/ orchestra arrangers and composers named by participants; and early 
Contemporary Christian artists that participants named as significant and influential in their 
lives. 
Leading Worship Repertoire Musicians 
Primary repertoire used in 100-89 percent of sites: 
• Chris Tomlin: 
o Amazing Grace/My Chains are Gone 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkAZteruVAw 
o Whom Shall I Fear http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOklmV2cTDg 
o Crown Him/ Majesty (co-write) http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
NCcMqD Oz4 
o Sovereign http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4y5tJp6IgU 
o All the Way My Savior Leads Me 
http: //www.youtube.com /watch?v= Lvil UM 4Y eM 
o How Great is Our God http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=cK.LQ1td3MbE 
• Matt Redman 
o Holy 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxYq7pS184w&list=PL2934D43B3FBAC015 
o Endless Hallelujah 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=urk8y5RLnlQ&list=PL2934D43B3FBAC015 
o 10,000 Reasons 
htt;p: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOb3bDROld8&list=PL2934D43B3FBAC015 
o Blessed Be Your Name http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaLXQubmUmE 
o Never Once 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ix6gJcl04Y&list=PL2934D43B3FBAC015 
• Hillsong 
o Forever Reign http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=woUJzsRNiHw 
o Mighty to Save http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVnyBp CudA 
o You Hold Me Now http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qx2-Inc8TkA 
• David Crowder 
o 0 Praise Him http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaOCGSvKGhw 
o 0 For a Thousand Tongues to Sing 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWekq9bHtK.U 
o Here is Our King http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptsBkOKEFiE 
o Never Let Go http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3y-hzXfFAKA 
o Glory of it All http: //www.youtube.com /watch?v=5eg-A1Kyz3E 
o Everything Glorious http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=81dK2VuliUs 
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• Charlie Hall 
o Marvelous Light http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=OoA2ka7tnh8 
o Center http://www.youtube.com lwatch?v=fNKsVDOC758 
o Joyful, Joyful We Adore Thee http: llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=BsviBoJkft4 
o All We Need http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=mvTfuHpd3ys 
Frequent repertoire used in 78-56 percent of sites: 
• Paul Baloche 
o Your Name http: llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=E5i2pELpqBg 
o Hosanna http: llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=TY 4BWbvxEXQ 
o Open the Eyes of My Heart http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=Ry6bzm7K8K4 
• Kristian Stanfill 
o Say Say (co-write) http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=ggbSNAqoilo 
o Beautiful Jesus (co-write) http: llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v= MAFN oalo-hQ 
• Third Day 
o Show Me Your Glory (co-write) http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=Z e3aiLRsdc 
o Love Song (co-write) http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=-zqYJj5ucG8 
o Cry Out to Jesus (co-write) http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=R3vCod-IfjY 
• Steve Fee 
o Glory to God Forever http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=h64opCwLZCw 
o All Because of Jesus http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=Wmlbi-2tyHO 
o Greatly to be Praised http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=D-QfiasiP A 
• Brenton Brown 
o Everlasting God http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=YS1enWpi:G7o 
o Joyful http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=uL7iBRiSD4Q 
o Lord, Reign in Me http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=ZzEkhTwiODc 
• Christy Nockels 
o A Mighty Fortress (co-write) http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=2UUpelmcnqA 
o Healing is in Your hands (co-write) 
http: II www.youtube.coml watch?v=iAly1JKfW sS9o 
o Already All I Need (co-write) http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=OYSsb4IMk-w 
• Tim Hughes 
o Here I am to Worship http: //www.youtube.com lwatch?v=86v2ZEsEKW8 
o Beautiful One http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=riZ77NormVI 
o Everything http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=SOY-eHUsHdM 
Varied repertoire used in 44-11 percent of sites: 
• Lincoln Brewster 
o Son of God http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=17gTaifk-BM 
o God You Reign http: //www.youtube.comlwatch?v=M RN3nZMSJE 
• Travis Cottrell 
o Thanks Be to Our God 
http: llwww.youtube.com lwatch?v=fi.CvwHsZEN8 
• Brooke Fraser-Ligertwood (associated with Hillsong) 
o Desert Song http: llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=RcfzU8MHKME 
o None but Jesus http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=dCAxDqkFBMk 
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• Matt Maher 
o Your Grace is Enough (co-write) 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwN -fspi<;glQ 
o Lord, I Need You (co-write) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuvflviDhTyMA 
• Keith Getty and Stuart Townend 
o In Christ Alone http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCeSOYStisi 
o The Power of the Cross http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P22lpnmgJbs 
• Aaron Shust 
o My Savior, My God http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8iSVF2XM7yQ 
• Ross Parsley 
o We Will Sing http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiS27bcVjC4 
• Israel Houghton 
o I Know Who I Am (co-write) 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v= HkroxD4vROo 
o I am a Friend of God 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=40ZZyBBFCMc 
• Walker Beach (associated with Gateway) 
o We Cry Out (sung by Rebecca Pfortmiller) 
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=H01AqhQq7 _0 
• Dennis J emigan 
o Who Can Satisfy My Soul 
http:// www.youtube.com/ watch?v= 3zh8qxCQ7HQ 
o You Are My All in All http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlDr6brKrEc 
• Kari Jobe (associated with Gateway) 
o You Are For Me http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMyZLYCxiN o 
o Be Still My Soul (In You I Rest) 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=mq59iE3MhXM 
• Todd Fields 
o Breathe on Me http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuWs7B NZpA 
• Brett Younker (associated with Passion) 
o Come to the Water (co-write) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2t034Y1CqfY 
• Michael W. Smith 
o Agnus Dei http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v= HPBmFwBSGbO 
• Reuben Morgan (associated with Hillsong) 
o You Hold Me Now http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYZicWtvri4 
• Brian Doerkson and Brenton Brown 
o Hallelujah (Your Love is Amazing) 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQKwH3ZEumM 
• Vicky Beeching 
o The Wonder of the Cross http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tc9-
0EgFsKE 
• TommyWalker 
o He Knows My Name http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXsiWoyjw60 
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• Gateway 
o The Great I Am (sung by KariJobe) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgpo0hoc4Hs 
• Darlene Zschech (associated with Hillsong and included in the Celebrating Grace 
hymnal) 
o Shout to the Lord http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-j7CFfDvHc 
Choral/ orchestral Composers and Arrangers 
• John Rutter (original compositions) 
o The Lord Bless You and Keep You http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mc2-
txPDs-E 
o The Lord is My Shepherd http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNDSjrdj530 
• Mark Hayes (original compositions) 
o Magnificat http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-bj6hiHAMI 
o To Love our God http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnPhYzslwBg 
• Camp Kirkland (arrangements) 
o No More Night http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asht-Cdbur4 
o He Leadeth Me http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBufMGiy3dQ 
• Dan Goeller 
o Be Still http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGfFaB9U7wc (composition) 
o Jesus Paid it All http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8QBOEmtYmno 
(arrangement) 
• Brooklyn T abemacle 
o Thou, 0 Lord http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=y284YvkYrZo 
o He's Been Faithful http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qd02cRXVHII 
• Prestonwood Baptist Church 
o Jesus Saves http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPic4UFwROY 
Early and Influential Contemporary Christian Artists 
• Bill and Gloria Gaither 
o There's Something About that Name 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=2itPXTLbwMw 
o The King is Coming http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IbWmygE2cho 
o The Old Rugged Cross Made the Difference 
http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=AS7 g 7QoiEbQ 
• Sandi Patti 
o Upon this Rock http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u hSLLMamcQ 
o Via Dolorosa http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fy4QPHh7oDk 
• Larnelle Harris 
o Were it not for Grace http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ViuXiqNr94o 
o The Greatest of These http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bj7B6h3zlu4 
• Steve Green 
o People Need the Lord http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xU7jSXhVA6U 
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o God and God Alone http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=vcGSCDBCWuc 
• Stephen Curtis Chapman (An early artist who is still significant. Songs listed old to new.) 
o For Who He Really Is http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=x n9Pr3716s 
o The Great Adventure http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=3dYW9uoAriw 
o Speechless http: I lwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=e YXHLf3QJXI 
o Be Still and Know http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=lHlbnNUHQGI 
o Lord of the Dance http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=iuX7pzQRI k 
o Heaven is the Face http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=Z9TTwJ llzE 
o See http: I lwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=-25Kl.fLJOFg 
• Michael W. Smith 
o Friends http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=IbPKaiozS-c 
o Thy Word (co-write) http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=YIBAWRlulUg 
o How Majestic is Your Name (as sung by Amy Grant) 
http: I I www.youtube.comlwatch?v= HCkEkueBPtc 
• Petra 
o Beyond Belief http: I lwww.youtube.comlwatch?v= -Ux9Sp66b8 
o Creed http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=jy4JASuStBO 
• Mylon Lefevre 
o I Will Rejoice http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=iyq-I wFeng 
o More of Jesus http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=q vvp8lk-Cs 
• David Meese 
o We Are the Reason http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=GaUzSa3eYCA 
• Amy Grant and Michael W. Smith 
• Thy Word http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=Ig8d03VVayw 
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Appendix J: Skill Summary Tables 
TableJl 
Traditional Worship Skill Usage 
Medium Tier Large Tier 
Trini!Y NewHoEe High view Calvary 
Conducting Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) Weekly Weekly Frequently Weekly 
Reading standard notation Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Play or sing by ear Weekly Occasionally Frequently Occasionally 
Following a conductor Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Vocal/ instrumental soloists Weekly Weekly Frequently Frequently 
Vocal/instrumental ensembles Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Sight-reading Weekly Frequently Frequently Weekly 
Program electronic instruments Frequently Never Never Never 
Accompanying Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Free vocal harmonization Frequently Weekly Occasionally Occasionally 
Traditional vocal/instrumental techniques Weekly Weekly Weekly Wee~y 
Popular music vocal/instrumental Frequently Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally 
techniques 
Playing open score vocal parts Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally Never 
Model/imitate musical recordings Occasionally Never Never Never 
Trial and error learning Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally Never 
Transposition Occasionally Occasionally Frequently Occasionally 
Read lead sheets Occasionally Never Never Never 
Read guitar tablatures Never Never Never Never 
Perform with loops/ click tracks Never Never Never Never 
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TableJ2 
Blended Worship Skill Usage 
Medium Large Mega 
Trini~ Agape Calvary Parkway-A Parkway- B Cornerstone 
Conducting Weekly Frequently Weeldy Weekly Never Weeldy 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) Weekly Frequently Weeldy Frequently Weeldy Weekly 
Reading standard notation Weekly Weeldy Weekly Weeldy Frequently Weekly 
Play or sing by ear Weekly Frequently Frequently Frequently Weeldy Occasionally 
Following a conductor Weekly Frequently Weeldy Weeldy Never Weeldy 
Vocal/instrumental soloists Weekly Frequently Frequently Weeldy Weeldy Weeldy 
Vocal/ instrumental ensembles Weekly Frequently Weeldy Weeldy Weeldy Weeldy 
-..) 
Sight-reading Weekly Occasionally Weeldy Frequently Occasionally Occasionally 
N Program electronic instruments Frequently Frequently Never Weeldy Weekly Occasionally ...... 
Accompanying Weeldy Weeldy Weeldy Weeldy Weeldy Weekly 
Free vocal harmonization Frequently Weeldy Occasionally Frequently Weeldy Occasionally 
Traditional vocal/instrumental techniques Weekly Frequently Weeldy Weeldy Occasionally Weekly 
Popular music vocal/instrumental techniques Weekly Frequently Occasionally Weeldy Weeldy Weeldy 
Playing open score vocal parts Occasionally Occasionally Weekly Occasionally Never Weeldy 
Model/imitate musical recordings Weekly Frequently Never Weekly Weekly Frequently 
Trial and error learning Frequently Frequently Never Frequently Weeldy Occasionally 
Transposition Weeldy Occasionally Weekly Weeldy Weeldy Frequently 
Read lead sheets Weeldy Frequently Occasionally Weeldy Weeldy Weeldy 
Read guitar tablatures Never Never Never Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally 
Perform with loops/ click tracks Occasionally Weeldy Never Freguently Freguently Weekly 
Table J3 
Contemporary Worship Skill Usage 
Medium Large Mega 
NewHoEe High view Calvary Cornerstone 
Conducting Weekly Never Occasionally Never 
Improvisation (vocal or instrumental) Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Reading standard notation Weekly Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally 
Play or sing by ear Weekly Weekly Frequently Weeldy 
Following a conductor Weekly Never Occasionally Never 
Vocal/instrumental soloists Weekly Occasionally Frequently Weekly 
Vocal/instrumental ensembles Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Sight-reading Frequently Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally 
Program electronic instruments Weekly Occasionally Weekly Weekly 
Accompanying Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Free vocal harmonization Weekly Weekly Frequently Weekly 
Traditional vocal/instrumental techniques Weekly Occasionally Frequently Occasionally 
Popular music vocal/instrumental Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
techniques 
Playing open score vocal parts Occasionally Never Never Never 
Model/imitate musical recordings Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Trial and error learning Frequently Weekly Frequently Weekly 
Transposition Frequently Frequently Weekly Weekly 
Read lead sheets Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly 
Read guitar tablatures Occasionally Weekly Weekly Occasionally 
Perform with loops/ click tracks Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally Weekly 
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TableJ4 
Summative Skill Usage 
Blended ~6} ContemEorary ~4} Traditional ~4} Overall U4} 
Conducting 83% 50% 100% 79% 
Improvisation (vocal or 100% 100% 100% 100% 
instrumental) 
Reading standard notation 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Play or sing by ear 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Following a conductor 83% 50% 100% 79% 
Vocal/ instrumental soloists 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Vocal/instrumental ensembles 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Sight-reading 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Program electronic instruments 83% 100% 25% 86% 
Accompanying 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Free vocal harmonization 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Traditional vocal/instrumental 100% 100% 100% 100% 
techniques 
Popular music vocal/ instrumental 100% 100% 100% 100% 
techniques 
Playing open score vocal parts 83% 25% 75% 64% 
Model/imitate musical recordings 83% 100% 25% 79% 
Trial and error learning 83% 100% 75% 86% 
Transposition 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Read lead sheets 100% 100% 25% 79% 
Read guitar tablatures 50% 100% 0% 50% 
Perform with loops/ click tracks 83% 100% 0% 64% 
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